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Introduction

The books published in this volume were originally published separately

when the debate over the Dead Sea Scrolls was just gathering momen-

tum. Ground-breaking works, they presented an entirely new viewpoint

from which to consider the Scrolls—one which combined “Jewish-

Christian” and “Zealot” approaches to produce a new synthesis which

has become the driving force behind the Qumran debate today.

To be sure, there have been spin-offs of these works, but they were

the first to identify Qumran as “Sadducean”—albeit relating to a new

kind of Sadduceeism not attested heretofore. They also coined a new

phrase to refer to this: “Messianic Sadducees”, a variation on such paral-

lel phraseologies as “Essene”, “Zealot”, and/or “Jewish-Christian” or

“Nazoraean”.

The ideas contained in the books were used extensively by Michael

Baigent and Richard Leigh in their publication The Dead Sea Scrolls Decep-

tion (Jonathan Cape, 1991), constituting the foundation of the more

popular historical and literary approach they adopted. The same ideas

featured likewise in the more recent The Hidden Scrolls:Judaism, Christianity

and the War for the Dead Sea Scrolls by Neil Asher Silberman (Putnam,

1994).

But from the start Maccabees . . . and James . . . were never widely avail-

able to the general public. Moreover, although the original editions were

sold out by the early 1990s and new editions were definitely planned,

these were held up because of the scholarly animosities and controversies

inherent in breaking the monopoly and the final publication of the

Scrolls. This volume seeks to remedy that situation, reprinting them as

they originally appeared, but in a single volume, as the publisher believes

it is time these books were available to a much wider audience.

Together with these published books, this volume contains more

recent papers published or delivered during the late 1980s and the 1990s

to the Society of biblical Literature, to the Mogilany Conferences in

Poland, at the University of Chicago, and to the Groningen Conference
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in Holland, relating to points raised in the two books, but developing

them further.

It was patently the appearance in 1983 of the first of these monographs,

Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians andQumran:A New Hypothesis ofQumran Ori-

gins (hereafter abbreviated to MZCQ), that touched off the lively debate

that has been going on ever since over the origin, date, and identification

of the Movement responsible for the writings at Qumran. Not only did this

book act as a catalyst for this debate (if not inspiration) but without it the

debate might never have arisen. We use the term “Movement” advisedly:

the documents found at Qumran are styled in the character of “a Move-
ment”, that is they are all of a piece, constructed with the same concepts

and emphases, the same vocabulary and, from document to document,

containing the same allusions and dramatispersonae.

The more that is published, the more this impression is reinforced.

For instance, across the whole corpus of material published to date there

is not one single document that suggests accommodation, nor rec-

ommends compromise with the powers-that-be or the ruling Establish-

ment. There is not one that is conciliatory or proposes “turning the other

cheek” (as the New Testament so graphically puts it), nor “loving one’s

enemies” rather than “hating the sons of the Pit”, as the Scrolls colorfully

express it, not one that wishes anything other than “Eternal hatred and
damnation to all the Sons of Darkness” and to “all the Hosts of Belial”.

It is this impression of an unremittingly xenophobic, nationalistic and
apocalyptic attitude on the part of the Qumran Community that the

author has been particularly identified with having brought to light.

Minor stylistic differences and shifts in emphasis in line with ostensibly

different writers may be observable between documents, but the main
doctrines, principles, characters, and elements of vocabulary occur and
recur. The dramatis personae include:

the Righteous Teacher

the Wicked Priest

the Liar, Spouter of Lying, or Scoffer/Comedian

the Traitors

the Violent Ones or the Violent Ones of the Gentiles

the Simple Ones of Judah doing Torah.

Recurrent vocabulary, the Hebrew originals of which are always import-

ant, includes (and I have capitalized fundamental concepts throughout

for emphasis):

Zedek—Righteousness

Hesed—Piety
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Tom and Tamim—the Perfect, Perfection

Ebion/Ebionim—the Poor

ma asim—works

Derech—the Way
Shomrei ha-Brit—Keepers of the Covenant

Emet—Truth

Hon—Riches

Mishpat—
-J
udgement

%anut—fornication

Tom-Derech or Tamim ha-Kodesh—Perfection of the Way or Perfect Holiness

More are listed in the introduction to MZCQ. Imagery centering on

“Light” and “Dark” also features prominently, as does constant stress

on words formed from the basic consonantal Hebrew roots Z-D-K

“Righteousness”/“Justification”, B-L- '/“Swallowing”, i?-d7/-'/“Evil”,

and others.

In attempting a new ideological and historiographic reconstruction,

MZCQ looked at these matters from the internal perspective of the

writings themselves and followed the progress of the Movement—which

it ultimately termed “the Messianic Movement”—from the Maccabean

Period, through the Herodian and the Roman, to the destruction of the

Temple and the rise of early Christianity, and beyond.

In developing the notion of an Opposition and non-compromising

group, which it called “Purist Sadducees”, it also posited a new definition

of Pharisees different from the normal understanding and more in line

with the terminology found at Qumran, “the Seekers after Smooth

Things”. This emphasized political rather than religious distinctions

—

the “Smooth Things”
(
Halakot)

in question clearly being a play on the

normative Pharisaic/Rabbinic activity of seeking after Halachot or Legal

Traditions. Wordplay of this kind was a favorite activity of the writers

of the Qumran Scrolls, but straightforward enough for even the non-

specialist to recognize it.

Following these notions, MZCQ coined a more accurate definition of

the term in line with the Qumran vocabulary for Pharisees and their

fellow-travelers, “seeking accommodation with foreigners”. This is totally

different from the more common view of Pharisees as mainstream Jews

or as legalistic hair-splitters. Rather, it emphasizes their role in opposing

the Maccabean Priesthood and cooperating with foreign rulers—first

Seleucids and finally Herodian kings and Roman governors. Continuing

this approach, MZCQ demonstrated how the Herodians were apprehen-

ded basically as foreigners at least by “Opposition” Zealot-style groups

like the one represented by the literature at Qumran.
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We are not speaking here about wrangling over minor legal issues,

which certainly happened, but “seeking accommodation with foreigners”

along the broad lines of foreign kingship and foreign rule generally—which

the Pharisees not only tolerated but willingly cooperated with, and deriva-

tive complaints over the foreign appointment of high priests, the accept-

ance of foreign gifts and sacrifices in the Temple, polygamy, divorce and
niece marriage—all things the Pharisees and Establishment Sadducees,

whom Josephus says were dominated by the Pharisees during the Herod-

ian period, seem to have approved of, but which groups like the one

represented by the literature at Qumran definitively condemned.

This definition of Pharisees is new and revolutionary—but accurate

if we consider the period before us carefully. To regard the Pharisees

and their allies as quasi-quislings or collaborators would probably not sit

very well among many Jews today, for whom the Pharisees have always

been portrayed as the religiously orthodox and rather heroic party, but

it meshes well with the point of view expressed in the documents at

Qumran. It also has repercussions when considering the Historical Jesus

and the New Testament presentation of him as basically another accom-

modator—after all, he is pictured as speaking positively about Roman
centurions, Roman governors, and seemingly even Herodians, and adopt-

ing an accommodating position on some burning issues of the time,

notably the tax question.

MZCQ thus did not hold to the view that the group responsible for

the writings at Qumran was anti-Maccabean—as did most “consensus”

scholars, despite the fact that this makes it impossible to come to grips

with the internal thrust of the documents themselves. Nor did it try to

find in one or another of the Maccabean rulers of the time—for example

Judas Maccabee (c. 167 bc), his brother Jonathan (c. 150 bc), their grand-

nephew Alexander Jannaeus (c. 100-75 bc), or even Mattathias the father

of the Hasmonaeans himself
—

“the Wicked Priest”, a central figure

among the dramatis personae of the Scrolls. MZCQ instead took the pos-

ition that the Movement represented by these writings was pro-

Maccabean or, at least, certainly not anti-Maccabean.

The illogicality of considering any of these Maccabeans, except per-

haps Hyrcanus II
(
c. 70—40 bc

—

the only Pharisee-leaning one among
them, and the one who gave the country over to Herod and the Romans),

to be the ones against whom the principal Qumran documents were

directed was further concretized with the publication of the remaining

Dead Sea Scrolls, in which there is even a Paean of Praise, written seem-

ingly to extol the Maccabean Alexander Jannaeus, and a Testament of
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Kohath opposing the foreign appointment of high priests and rec-

ommending non-cooperation with foreigners generally.

The point, though, was already amply clear in the existing published

corpus. Since the Maccabees were nothing, if not zealous, apocalyptic,

nationalistic, and xenophobic—what we call in this book “Zadokite”,

understood in the more esoteric sense of the word—how is it possible

to consider them the group the Qumran writings were condemning (as

opposed to, let us say, the Pharisees), when the Scroll documents have

precisely the same xenophobic, nationalist mindset one normally attri-

butes to these Maccabees?

This question has never been adequately answered. It was arrived at

on the basis of the internal data, that is, the vocabulary, allusions, and

internal ethos of the texts themselves, as opposed to the external, archae-

ological, paleographic, and now even carbon-14 evidence—and it was

the arguments presented in these books that went a long way towards

undercutting external evidence of this kind or at least rendering it insuf-

ficiently secure to stand in the face of counter-indicative internal data.

Despite the fact that new carbon testing has now been done, so compel-

ling is the internal data that it is impossible to accept the results of some

of this, especially since it was done with the express purpose of

attempting to discredit views such as the one presented in this book.

But one can go further than this. As noted, the conceptualities engen-

dered by these kinds of external data contradict the clear thrust of the

internal data, defeating any attempt to make sense of it. This has been

the case from the beginning of Qumran research and still is. Therefore,

since the earliest days of Qumran research, little or no clear understand-

ing of the Qumran documents has emerged—and this is still the case

today since the consensus has ever so subtly been reforming.

The results of the new carbon tests, while originally done at the urging

of the present writer, were inconclusive and completely skewed. These

tests suffered from a number of drawbacks including lack of objectivity

and proper safeguards, lack of double or even triple “blinds”, lack of

proper external proficiency checks of laboratories, lack of objective con-

veyance of materials by persons not party to the debate, and the known

predilection of laboratories to arrive at results those employing them

desire.

Nor can the accuracy claimed for such tests be anywhere near the

accuracy that can be said to properly apply, carbon testing notoriously

tending to “archaize”, that is, make documents seem older than they

really are. This not only has to do with the callibration of the system in
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the first place and pollutants, ancient and modern, but also the fact that

such tests only measure when a given animal or plant was supposed to

have grown or died, not when a given manuscript was actually written

on the finished product—an interval impossible to estimate.

This bears on the problem just alluded of to the tendency of a given

laboratory to arrive at the results those using their services or sponsoring
the tests desire. Whether evident upon first inspection or not, there is

interpretation involved in reaching such results, and this is where the

personal dimension comes into play. This problem is inherent even in

the final reports written up following the two series of tests done, which
go out of their way to support hitherto majority theories of archaeology
and paleography, giving vivid evidence of such an original predisposition.

However this may be, the tests that were done on the Qumran docu-
ments were inconclusive and, as almost everyone acknowledges, produced
skewed results: some far too early and some far too late. Where the results

turned out to be at odds with what laboratories had previously been led to

expect—as, for instance, a fourth-century bc dating for the Testament of
Kohath (probably a first century bc

—

first century ce document) second/
third-century ce dating for the Community Rule—they were simply
dismissed. Moreover, even the dated documents supplied to the labs as

controls were known in advance to be from the second century ce, as there

are no extant written documents from any other known provenance. Even
here, one papyrus document with an actual date of 135 ce produced a

radio-carbon date of 231—332 ce and another with an actual date of 128 ce
produced a radiocarbon dating of 86-314 ce 1

.

But perhaps the best argument against the results of these tests, what-
ever they may be, is that they cannot stand together against the clear

thrust of the internal data itself, and, in a sense, one must be grateful for

these tests in that they re-focus one’s reasons for disagreeing with such
external indicators in general, and make one realize that one was correct

in relying on internal data. In fact, because of the consistency of the

internal data the same usages, turns-of-phrase, and dramatis personae

(most with a clearly discernible first-century milieu)—many of these “sec-

tarian documents, like the Community Rule, the Habakkuk Pesher, and
the Damascus Document, had to have been written at more or less the

same time—regardless of the results of such “external data”. As stated

as a conclusion in MZCQ, given the uncertain character of the external

data and the kind of results obtained, these are insufficient and cannot
be used to disqualify an argument which can otherwise make sense of
the internal data.

These were the new positions entertained in MZCQ (Chapter 1 in
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this book). It and James the Just in the Habakkuk Pesher three years later

(henceforth JJHP and Chapter 2 in this book), insisted that it was

through an intelligent and insightful reading of the internal data rather

than relying on the external data, such as it was, that one could get at the

truth of the Qumran documents. The points made in the Introduction to

MZCQ regarding psychological or subconscious predispositions by many

Qumran scholars to distance the materials as far as possible from Chris-

tian origins in Palestine and the first century, and the concomitant animus

displayed towards the Maccabean family, have never been controverted.

These are still relevant today.

JJHP took a specific Qumran document and applied these positions on

a point-by-point basis, thus arguing from the general theory ofMZCQ to

the specific case. Not only did it show how intimately these passages could

be applied to known data within the early Church in Palestine from the 40s

to the 60s ce before the fall of the Temple, but shed light in turn on hitherto

only dimly perceived characters like James the Just, called “the brother of

Jesus” and the leader of the early Church in Palestine during this period.

Perhaps central of all, it showed how materials in the Habakkuk Pesher—
specifically the interpretation of Hab 2:4, “the Righteous shall live by his

Faith”, one of the foundation pieces of Christian theology as we know it

—

could be linked up with the “Jamesian”, as opposed to the Pauline,

interpretation of this key scriptural passage.

Materials contained in this book were further concretized in a long

paper delivered to the Groningen Conference in Holland in 1989, “Inter-

preting Abeit-Galuto in the Habakkuk Pesher ”, but never published in the

Revue de Qumran
,
the official organ of consensus scholars, in contra-

vention of the agreed terms for participants in that conference, because

of unspecified objections concerning it, which raises questions about free

debate in this field.

This article, which was subsequently published in Poland, is also

included in this book (as Chapter 5), and the reader will be able to judge

for him or herself as to its merits or defects. It carried the arguments of

JJHP further in showing that it was material from the life of James—in

particular, the fact of James’ condemnation at a Sanhedrin trial for blas-

phemy in 62 ce

—

that could enable one to approach in an extremely

convincing manner otherwise esoteric or defective usages in a principal

Qumran document such as this and, in so doing elicit new information

that could not even have been envisioned without it. This is extremely

persuasive proof of the validity of a given theory.

It was problems of this kind that were at the heart of the struggle for

freedom of access to the Scrolls. The point was that, given the previous
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editorial oversight system set up in the early 1950s by the Jordanian

Government in conjunction with the Catholic-sponsored Ecole Biblique

in Jerusalem—and to some extent, thereafter, Harvard University

—

where the editing and interpretation of the Scrolls had been controlled

by a tightknit and secretive network of scholars, all indebted to each

other and all having the same basic perspective; it was impossible to

have free and open debate in this field. I expressed this quite succincdy

in other forums using the phrase,
“
control over the unpublished manuscripts

meant control over the field”.

In fact, so effective was the dead hand of these scholarly cabals that

the field of Dead Sea Scrolls Studies was virtually moribund from the

late 1950s to the mid-1980s when MZCQ and JJHP appeared. In first

employing the language of “consensus” to describe Establishment theor-

izing in Qumran Studies, MZCQ also called attention to the precon-

ceptions as they expressed themselves in “the Essene Hypothesis”, some

psychological, some spiritual, and some emanating from clear religious

predispositions, which either accidentally or otherwise tended to obscure

the links of the tradition represented at Qumran to early Christianity in

Palestine.

We use the latter term advisedly, because there was no Christianity per

se in Palestine at this point, only Essenism, Zealotism, Messianic Sad-

duceeism, Nazoraeanism—or perhaps even “Naziritism” (the wordplay

is probably deliberate)—and a kind of “Essene” Zealotism. As we shall

show, these are all simply variations on a theme well developed at

Qumran. “Christianity”, even according to the New Testament, was first

called Christianity in Antioch in the 40s or 50s ce (Acts 1 1 :26)—whether

Antioch on the Orontes in Syria or Antioch-by-Callirhoe further north,

i.e., Antioch of the Osrhoaeans (Assyrians), also called Edessa (now

“Urfa”).

It was this consensus, followed blindly as it were by its proponents

and their students—who seemed hardly to read the manuscripts for

themselves or, if they did, missed their thrust—that insisted on pressing

the dates of principal Qumran documents back into the second and in

some cases, even the third century bc. MZCQ, in calling this whole

elaborate, but basically obfuscating, structure into question, was the first

to subject the archaeological and paleographical assumptions behind it

to severe and thoroughgoing criticism.

The other side of the struggle was to publish all the Scrolls immedi-

ately without hesitation, to open them up to general research and in so

doing, break the cartel. This was basically accomplished in 1991 by two

decisions, in which the author was intimately involved: 1) the publication
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of A Facsimile Edition of the Dead Sea Scrolls (B.A.S., Washington DC),

originally scheduled and ready for publication in April, 1991, but for

reasons politic and otherwise, delayed until November, 1991, and even

then not published without deleterious legal wrangling, and 2) the decision

by the Huntington Library of San Marino, California, in September, 1991,

to open its archives of Dead Sea Scrolls photographs.

Since the publication of all the remaining unpublished materials and

attenuant works, and their translation in many languages, this consensus,

aided and abetted now by persons within Israeli official circles, has in

the aftermath of the initial blush of excitement over the new freedom

engendered by open access, begun to reconstitute and reassert itself, now
backed by all the new people brought into the continuing process of

preparing “official editions”. In fact, adherence to the consensus view or

its variation was a sine qua non for being invited to participate in this

process. This, in turn, once again highlighted the control exercised by

those previously charged with editing the unpublished texts over the

parameters and direction of debate in a field where there is still no really

free exchange of ideas.

At the time MZCQ and JJHP were written, most people were unaware

that there even were a substantial amount of Qumran documents await-

ing publication, let alone the fact of this consensus and its bases. This

extended to the present writer, who knew about the consensus, though

not the extent of the unpublished corpus. In the event, the number of

unpublished Qumran documents proved to be far larger than anyone

imagined, but their existence did not change the basic approach enunci-

ated in these two works and their addenda—on the contrary, they sup-

ported and gave it renewed vigor.

With the publication ofA Facsimile Edition of the Dead Sea Scrolls, con-

ceived of and midwifed by the writer, many works have begun to appear

in Qumran studies which before were considered impossible, including

the complete translations mentioned above of the entire corpus (however

poor some of these new editions might be). Two years later, a competing,

officially-sponsored Israeli Government Facsimile Edition appeared, fol-

lowing the lead and virtually overwriting the present author’s own. But

nothing has appeared in any of the remaining texts that would contradict

anything developed in the works in this book. On the contrary, they

simply complemented and extended what had already been pointed out

in these works previously.

The Dead Sea Scrolls even seem to have been used as a kind of

catalyst to thaw and cement hitherto cool relations between Israel and

the Vatican, the Scrolls being perhaps one of the few items on which
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agreement could be fairly easily achieved. As things transpired, coinciden-

tally or otherwise, not only did Vatican recognition of Israel follow soon

after many of these problems were resolved and mutual interests disco-

vered, but the official Israeli Government exhibit of the Scrolls that

subsequently toured Western countries (even highlighting newly disco-

vered fragments “opposition” scholars had published over official

disapproval) also finally turned up at no less a final destination than the

Vatican Library itself.

As we have repeatedly averred, many consensus scholars had not

understood the implications of the already published texts, let alone the

newly published ones. Even before the final opening of the Qumran

archive in 1991, several new documents like the Temple Scroll and the

Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice had begun, however hestitantly, to appear.

The latter, extant at both Qumran and Masada, strengthened the indi-

cations of an intrinsic relationship to Kabbalistic tradition, in particular,

Hechalot Mysticism or the Mysticism of Heavenly Ascents. Not only are

these “Songs” replete with “Tongue” imagery, which we discuss in

MZCQ and JJHP in relation to famous allusions to “the Tongue” in the

Letter ofJames 3:5-6, but the theme of “Ascents” implicit in its imagery

has additional reverberations connected to the person of J ames, in par-

ticular to the title of a lost work called “The Ascents of James”, so called

after a series of lectures James is reputed to have given on the steps of

the Temple.

In these Ascents, mentioned by Epiphanius at the end of the fourth

century, James is pictured as “complaining against the Temple and the

sacrifices”. It does not take much lateral translation to transform this

into one of the intrinsic Qumran themes, complaining against gifts and

sacrifices on behalf offoreigners in the Temple and the manner in which Temple

service was being performed by the basically compromised Establishment

Priesthood.

The Temple Scroll, in addition to having more parallel material on

the barring of Gentiles from the Temple, evokes the Deuteronomic King

Law—“You shall not put a foreigner over you” (Deut 17:5)—already

predicated by MZCQ, which, had it not been evoked, we would have

had to postulate. Evoking the same basic themes we shall encounter

in the Damascus Document of condemnation of “niece marriage” and

“divorce”, the Temple Scroll also emphasizes the Deuteronomic idea

that the King marry once and only once (at least during the lifetime of his

wife) and not divorce, and this, only to a Jewish woman. Its basic xenophobia

could not be clearer. All these were points stressed previously in MZCQ
and JJHP.
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Other texts published since the opening of the rest of the Qumran
archive, like the one I called the Paean to King Jonathan and the Testa-

ment of Kohath, mentioned above, and the Hymns of the Poor
(
Ebionim

)

simply reinforce the xenophobic, Zealot and/or Jewish Christian appear-

ance of the literature. In the Testament of Kohath, ascribed to Moses’

grandfather, for instance, one encounters many of the themes about

antagonism to foreign rule, and the concomitant foreign appointment of high

priests, stressed in MZCQ previously and, in effect, the same telltale “Zea-

lot” approach, which certainly appears anti-Herodian not anti-

Maccabean. Kohath’s descendants are caudoned “not to give their

inheritance to foreigners lest they become a laughing-stock and an object

of contempt in their eyes”. This is one of the texts dated to the fourth

century bc by recent carbon testing. There is no way that this could be

accurate.

Such antagonism to foreigners also forms the basis of another Cave

IV prayer, the extant translations of which are so misleading and poor

as to be virtually incomprehensible and miss its xenophobic thrust altog-

ether. Written, seemingly, in the throes of some traumatic wartime scen-

ario, it opens with the line, “Do not give our inheritance to strangers

and our built-up areas to foreigners.”
2
Like both 1 Macc 2:42, the War

Scroll, and the Paean to KingJonathan, it appears to evoke the term “Vol-

unteers for War”, and paralleling the Habakkuk Pesher and Community
Rule, “the Poor and the Meek” again, expressing the pious hope that

God would not allow them to be overwhelmed by the foreign forces

invading the country, but rather, as in the War Scroll, that it would be

the Poor who would “execute vengeance by the Hosts of His Power”.

As far as the question of the Historical Jesus is concerned, in the

original Introduction to MZCQ I set it aside, considering it too contami-

nated by the retrospective imposition of later theological consenses and

overwritten by material relating to other contemporary Messianic pre-

tenders and the veneer of Pauline experience ever to be adequately clari-

fied on the basis of the sources available to us. Even the historicity of

Jesus, where New Testament accounts go, is a question fraught with

uncertainty. I preferred rather to deal with the more accessible ones of

the HistoricalJames and the Historical Paul.

It was from this perspective that it was possible to arrive at a picture

of the Historical Jesus if he existed. The reasoning was simple. Whatever

James was—Jesus’ reputed closest living heir and successor in Pales-

tine—so was Jesus. In fact, the existence of James is perhaps the best

proof of the existence of Jesus. Here the documents at Qumran do help

us, because, in so far as they can be shown to relate to James, they also
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relate to Jesus. The New Testament—particularly Acts—has gone far

towards obliterating this connection, but it also inadvertendy preserves

it, albeit while remaining extremely reticent about who this James was

who comes so to dominate Acts. In fact, once we have found the Histori-

cal James, we have found the Historical Jesus. We have certainly not

found him by treating the ideas of his ideological adversary and the man

Ebionite tradition calls “the Enemy”, Paul, who even admits he per-

secuted Christians in the early days in Palestine-—according to Acts, even

“unto death”.

We can speak about how the Qumran documents saw the figure of

the Righteous Teacher and his nemesis “the Lying Spouter” or “Com-

edian”; we can speak about the Wicked Priest, responsible in some way

for the destruction or death of the Righteous Teacher—and MZCQ and

JJHP were the first books to definitively distinguish between him and

“the Liar”, the one a troublesome internal ideological adversary within

the Movement; the other, an external High Priest responsible for his

death. But we do not know how Qumran saw the figure of the Messiah

because we cannot yet say if they had developed a personalized idea of

the general concept apart from the idea of “Righteousness”.

Qumran does have a concept of Yesha'/Yeshu a (“Salvation”), and this

is evinced in quite a few documents, including the note of “seeing His

Salvation”/ Yeshu' ato at the end of important passages in the Damascus

Document about “Justification”. We shall treat this passage in another

of the papers collected in this volume, “Interpreting some Esotericisms

in columns V—VIII of the Damascus Documents from Qumran”

(Chapter 7). Another new Qumran document we published, which we

called “The Children of Yesha

'

and the Mystery of Existence”, even

speaks of “the Salvation of His works” and “the Children of Yesha

’

”/

“the Children of Salvation” in the same breath as “inheriting Glory”.

This notion of “Salvation”, coupled with that of being “saved from

the House of Judgement” or “saved on the Day of Judgement”, as the

Habakkuk Pesher puts it on two separate occasions, is very new in the

history of ideas, particularly when it is translated into a Hellenistic life-

setting. In fact, there was no god in the Greek Pantheon representing

this concept until “Jesus”—which actually means “Salvation” or “Savior”

in Hebrew.

This might be all that can be said about the Historical Jesus from the

perspective of the Qumran documents: that Qumran had a very devel-

oped concept of “Salvation”, which at some point may have become

personified in the Gospels as they have come down to us—common
in Greek literature. In respect of the widely circulated picture of two
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Messiahs at Qumran, we suggested as early as in MZCQ, following R.H.

Charles even earlier, that these might correspond to a singular Messiah

descended from two genealogical roots of Aaron and Israel, which is

what Jesus, in fact, was, at least according to the Gospel of Luke—or

a series of these—and in the Damascus Document, too, where references

to a “Messiah” or “Messiahs” occur, the pronomial and verb usages

surrounding such allusions are always singular.

Throughout the Damascus Document there are references to a divine

“Visitation” of some kind—in The Messiah of Heaven and Earth text

we published expressed as God (or His Messiah) “visiting the Pious

Ones and calling the Righteous Ones by name”. This last is also a phrase

applied to “the Sons of Zadok” in the Damascus Document, increasing

the overlaps between Righteous Ones and Sons of Zadok we emphasize in

this book. Not only does the Damascus Document refer several times

to these “Visitations”, but also the “standing up of the Messiah of Aaron

and Israel” (possibly denoting either “to be resurrected” or “to return”

—

verb usage, as noted, singular), and with it, a nationalistic anatagonism

to both foreign kings and foreign ways expressed in terms of “the Kings

of the Peoples”—an expression in Roman law used to designate lesser

kings of the eastern provinces like Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine

—

and “the Head of the Kings of Greece”—in this case, clearly the Roman
Emperor—as the “head of the asps”. This, too, will be treated in the

paper about the esotericisms in the Damascus Document mentioned

above.

This “Zealot”-style theme of antagonism to foreigners is also discern-

ible in a work we called “Two Letters on Works Reckoned as Righteous-

ness”—known to others by the somewhat more obscure “MMT”. In

these two “Letters” this theme is combined, as it is in the Temple Scroll,

with an extreme attention to the details of purification, often relating to

gifts and sacrifices in the Temple. Because it contained what could be

identified—according to Talmudic parameters—as discernible Sadducean

legal positions, a flurry of interest developed in the “Sadducean” charac-

ter of the corpus, which had already been concretized in MZCQ in 1983

without benefit of this document.

As the existence of MMT was purposely leaked out, debates began

about whether Qumran was “Essene” or “Sadducee”. But this was not

the main issue. The main issue was, what kind of “Sadducees” could the

Sadducees responsible for the Qumran corpus be? MZCQ, using the

then available documents, had already arrived at an idea of “Messianic”

or “Purist Sadducees”, postulating, as the reader will discover, two groups

of Sadducees: one Establishment and the other Opposition. As it turned
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out, the orientation of MMT was right in line with the general theory

enunciated in MZCQ concerning “Opposition Sadducees” with an eso-

teric, eschatological, or Righteousness-oriented understanding of the

Zadokite Covenant as opposed to the strictly genealogical one of more

familiar “Boethusian” or “Establishment Sadducees” of the Herodian

Period and the New Testament.

This Zealot-like animus against foreign gifts and/or sacrifices in the

Temple exhibited in MMT is one I concretize in this book as at once

seminal to the understanding of Qumran and fundamental to the period

leading up to the Uprising against Rome—the period in which James

the Just, the brother of Jesus, according to early Church accounts, held

sway in Jerusalem among the Messianic mass. As we shall see, it is in

this period from the 40s to 60s ce that Josephus accuses the insurgents

of introducing “innovations” into the religious practice of the people,

with which, as he puts it, “our fathers were before unacquainted”. By

this he means their banning gifts and sacrifices on behalf offoreigners in the

Temple, including the Roman Emperor, which triggered the War against

Rome. But this is just the orientation of MMT.
In fact, central to this hostility to foreign gifts and sacrifices in the

Temple MMT is an allusion to a kindred antagonism to “things sacrificed

to idols”, one of the key categories of James’ prohibitions to overseas

communities, bitterly attacked and countermanded by Paul in 1 Co 8:1-

10:33, leading up to his proclamation of “Communion with the blood of

the Christ” in 1 Co 10:16 and 11:25, the esoteric sense of which we shall

attempt to delineate inJames the Brother ofJesus (Faber and Faber/Penguin,

1996). In James the Brother ofJesus, we shall also outline the reasons for

thinking MMT-—considered either a “letter” or “letters”—a “Jamesian”

letter to “the Great King of the Peoples beyond the Euphrates”, either

“Agbarus”, or possibly even Helen of Adiabene’s favorite son Izates.

This would, therefore, give it strong link-ups to “the Letter to Agbarus”,

delivered either by Ananias, Thaddaeus, or Judas Thomas in Syriac

sources. This is not to mention James’ own “letter”, sent down to “Anti-

och” with someone called “Judas Barsabus”, in Acts 15:22—30, contain-

ing these prohibitions to overseas communities, including these same

“things sacrificed to idols”.

Earlier, however, Josephus denoted Herod as being the principal

“innovator” introducing changes into the customary practices of the

people, to the detriment of their religion. Sycophant that he is, Josephus

calls the rejection of gifts and sacrifices on behalf of Romans and other

foreigners by “the Revolutionaries” in the Temple “an innovation”, but

from the time of Ezekiel—a fundamental Prophet for the vocabulary of
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Qumran—and the Covenant of Phineas evoked in 1 Macc 2:26 on behalf

of the High Priesdy claims of the Maccabees, this attitude is strong

among “Zealot”-style groups, culminating in the final stopping of sacri-

fice in the Temple on behalf of foreigners by the lower priesthood in

66 ce, with which the Uprising began.

While groups like the Zealots and breakaway Sadducees as those at

Qumran (“Essenes” if one prefers, as long as the term is used advisedly,

meaning militant and uncompromising “Essenes”) supported this action,

groups like the Pharisees, Phariseeizing Sadducees, and Herodians, of

course, opposed it. I have expressed this in terms of looking at groups on
the basis ofcommon enemies and friends. Those that had common enem-

ies probably basically had a common orientation on these issues as well.

This theme of antagonism to foreigners, particularly foreign kings, but

also the pollution engendered by contact with them—seen as including

Herodians—is part and parcel of the general xenophobia at Qumran. In

Josephus’ Antiquities, as we shall see, this even goes so far in the 40s ce

as the presentation of one Simon—identified as the Head of his own
Ecclesia or “Church” in Jerusalem (paralleling the “Simon Peter” in the

Bible)—as wishing to bar Herodians from the Temple as foreigners. The only

difference here is that whereas the “Simon Peter” in the Bible learns he

should not make distinctions between clean and unclean, “nor call any

man profane”, the Simon in Josephus does just the opposite. As we shall

show in the Appendix to JJHP, this antagonism to foreigners is part and

parcel of the pollution of the Temple charge which, in turn, is the third part

of the Three Nets of Belial charges in the Damascus Document.

Aside from this kind of nationalist orientation, MMT also outlines the

position of extreme Righteousness required of either the priesthood or

the king it would support. It does so by evoking the idea of “works of

the Torah”
(ma'asei ha-Torah), from which it derives its popular name.

This ends in an allusion straight out of the letters of Paul and echoed

in Ja 2:21 having to do with how Abraham “was justified”. This focus

on Abraham will also be very important to people in a northern Syrian,

Edessa, or Adiabene cultural framework. In Ja 2:23, just as in the Dam-
ascus Document, this is evoked in terms of Abraham being “the Friend

of God”—and, by implication, not “the Enemy”—terminology familiar

to the whole tradition ofJewish Christianity and, in particular, the Ebion-

ites where the orientation of Paul is at issue. James 4:4 puts this in terms

of “he who would make himself a Friend of the world turns himself

into an Enemy of God”.

For its part, MMT ends by setting forth in language drawn from Ge
1 5:6 and echoed to reverse effect in Paul, that these are the “works that
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would be reckoned for you as Righteousness”, or, if one prefers, using

the Pauline language of “Justification”, “that would justify you”. For

Paul, in Romans and Galatians, it will be recalled, basing himself directly

on Ge 15:6, it is Faith that supposedly “is reckoned for you as Righteous-

ness”. The conclusion is that the whole recitation that preceded these

words was the sum total of minutiae that would be considered soteriolog-

ical at “the End of Time”, i.e., salvational. Flowever, unlike Paul’s evo-

cation of Ge 15, the emphasis as per the Habakkuk Pesheds interpretation

of Flab 2:4, which we shall examine in this book, is on “works Righteous-

ness” and the whole recitation is “works” oriented.

Probably more than any other allusions in the Qumran corpus, “the

Three Nets of Belial” in the Damascus Document provide the best

dating measure for the ambiance of many of these texts, in particular,

the charge of “Riches” against the Establishment and prohibitions on

“niece marriage”, “polygamy”, “divorce”, and “sleeping with women
during their periods”. These are all part of the “fornication” charge,

coupled with the “Riches” one above, and connected with the charge

of improper “separation” in the Temple. This is the basis of the pollution

of the Temple charge, the third Net of Belial in the Damascus Document

above, against what has to be considered the Herodian/Roman Estab-

lishment—it could hardly be the Maccabean—calling down divine ven-

geance and damnation on those supporting it. It only remains to set

these into their proper historical framework.

Originally found at the Cairo Geni^ah in 1897, the Damascus Docu-

ment contained, in addition, numerous passages important for the chron-

ology of Qumran, including those about the appearance of a Messianic

“root of planting out of Aaron and Israel” and the pursuit of the Righte-

ous Teacher and his colleagues—the other “Walkers in Perfection”—by

the Liar and his confederates. It was important to see whether allusions

like that to “Damascus” in the Damascus Document interpretation of

the “Star Prophecy” above, “the Kings of the Peoples”, “seeing Yeshu'a”,

Jannes and Jambres, and Gehazi in its later columns—all constituting

important internal dating parameters—were paralleled in the unpublished

corpus. A selection of these allusions is treated in the “Esotericisms”

paper mentioned above (now Chapter 7).

There was also thought to be a reference, which had never been pub-

lished, in the Damascus Document to an annual convocation of the

Community at Pentecost and a flight to the wilderness “camps”, which

paralleled to some degree the well-known flight to Pella by the early

Jewish Christians in Jerusalem after the death ofJames. For these reasons

in mid-March, 1989, Prof. Philip Davies of Sheffield University and I
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formally requested Prof. John Strugnell, then Head of the International

Committee, for access to the Qumran parallels to the Damascus Docu-

ment and other documents.

We copied this letter to Amir Drori, the then Head of the newly

reconstituted Israel Antiquities Authority. In the event, our request was

ignored, but the Damascus Document fragments from Qumran were

mysteriously and quite abrupdy immediately transferred to a Jewish scho-

lar outside the International Team of Qumran editors. Still, it became

the beginning salvo in the debate over scholarly access, so that in just

two years everything was open.

Prof. Davies and myself also called, in a follow-up letter to Drori on

May 2, 1989, for AMS carbon-14 dating. This time, our recommen-

dations were not ignored—at least, not completely—and the Israelis pub-

licly announced their decision to conduct such tests four months later,

albeit neglecting to note that they were responding to our original pro-

posal. Our caveat had been that “opposition” scholars be present during

the process. In the event, those evincing the greatest need for such tests

were excluded from them; instead, those conducting the tests represented

them as an answer to my work
,
in the process seeming to purposefully

misrepresent my ideas as implying the whole of the Qumran corpus to

be “Christian”. This is untrue. As the title of MZCQ makes clear, I argue

for a development of ideas from the Maccabean Period, through the

Herodian, into the “Christian”, the “Jerusalem Community” ofJames the

Just representing the last phase of the development of that Movement I

designate as the “Messianic”—not the first—but this would have been

clear to anyone who took the trouble to read my work.

In other work since the publication of MZCQ and JJHP I have been

able to further concretize allusions linking the interpretation of the “Star

Prophecy” in columns xi—xvi of the War Scroll both to the Messiah and

the coming of the Heavenly Host. This is expressed in columns xi and

xix in terms of a violent apocalypticism incorporating Dan 7’s ideal of

“one like a Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heaven” with the

Heavenly Host “to rain down Judgement”/Mishpat on all the sons of

men. That the famous prophecy from Daniel is actually at the root of

the interpretation of the “Star Prophecy” in the War Scroll is no mean

proposition.
3

The imagery used is that of eschatological rain that falls like Judgement

equally on the Righteous and the Wicked alike (compare with Mt 5:45).

Not only does this reverberate with the eschatological “rain” and “rain-

making” tradition which is delineated in MZCQ, but also with the evo-

cation of “rain” and “rain-making” and “Judgement” in Chapter 5 of
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the Letter of James. This in mm cannot be separated from James’ pro-

nouncement, as portrayed in early Church sources, in the Temple on

Passover, of the Messiah “standing at the right hand of the Great Power”

and coming eschatological Judgement, which ends up in his trial and

execution—allusions which have, in their turn, become almagamated into

the portrait of the trial, vision, and stoning of Stephen in the book of

Acts as we presendy have it (Acts 7:56).

Josephus identifies the “Star Prophecy” (Num 24:17) as the moving

force behind the Uprising against Rome in 66 ce, as it seems to have

been the Second Uprising under Bar Kochba (“Son of the Star”) in 1 32—

36 ce. As we show at several points in these essays, it is evoked at key

junctures in at least three Qumran documents: the War Scroll, the Dam-

ascus Document, and a collection of Messianic proof-texts known as

4QTestimonia. The conclusion is that the Movement before us was at

once Messianic, Law-oriented, and nationalistic. One may choose to term

this “Essene”, but if so, one should redefine one’s understanding of

Essenes, for such militancy is not generally part of the normative under-

standing of the term. If one does, it is not clear how these would now

differ from what otherwise go by the name of “Zealots”, “Sicarii”, or

for that matter “Zadokites” or Messianic Sadducees of a Qumran frame

of mind.

In the meantime, further new theories of Qumran origins appeared.

Like the proponents of the Zealot Hypothesis, supposedly vanquished by

de Vaux, Milik, Cross, and company in the 1960s, Norman Golb of

the University of Chicago, for instance, used the Copper Scroll as the

jumping-off point for his re-evaluation of Qumran origins. His argu-

ments for aJerusalem origin of the corpus at Qumran do not differ appre-

ciably from the points made in MZCQ and JJHP, which see the Com-

munity Leadership as moving freely between Jerusalem and a number

of “camps” in the wilderness, referred to under the codename “Damas-

cus”—whether on the other side of the Jordan or at Qumran.

But his notion of the materials at Qumran as an eclectic collection

ofJerusalem “libraries”—itself, little more than a refurbishment of earlier

“geni^ah” theories of Qumran origins—does not sufficiently come to

grips with the homogeneity of the literature, because, as already noted,

the same basic concepts and allusions permeate the corpus. While the

texts are certainly those of a major, not a minor, Movement in Judaism

and can be looked upon as “popular Judaism” of the day, this Judaism

must be seen as opposed to the Establishment. Nor, as explained, was the

group or Movement responsible for this literature particularly forgiving,

retiring, or non-violent. Neither was it passive, though it did counsel the
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kind of patience recommended, for instance, in Ja 5:7. Nor did it follow

the more accommodationist Gospel dictums of “loving one’s enemies”

or “turning the other cheek”, but rather, as we have seen, “eternal hatred

towards the Sons of the Pit”, inclusive of “Traitors”, Jewish backsliders

and collaborators, and, in fact, Gentile idolators generally.

It is the homogeneity of allusions of this kind that makes the approach

of Golb, who seems to read the Qumran documents about as incisively

as consensus scholars, unconvincing. Though this is not the Judaism of

an Establishment like that of the Herodian/Pharisaic one, it most cer-

tainly represents that of an Opposition Movement of some kind, more

in harmony with popular Maccabean-style nationalism than anything else.

In MZCQ, as explained, I call this “the Messianic Movement”, and this

kind of intense Messianism was certainly displayed in The Messiah of

Heaven and Earth text mentioned above that we published for the first

time in The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, not only making the singular nature

of this Messianism clear, but even possibly a kind of quasi-supernatural

aspect to it.
4

Another text we demonstrated—one that had earlier been published

in a somewhat fragmentary form—related to the interpretation at

Qumran of the famous “Shiloh Prophecy” of Ge 49:10 about the Mehok-

kek/“\ht Staff” that would not pass from Judah until “the Shiloh” came.
5

Both “the Mehokkek” and “Scepter”, mentioned in this text and referred

to in allusions in Deuteronomy—the latter also being an integral allusion

in the “Star Prophecy”, also subjected as well to exegesis in the War
Scroll—are also developed further in column vi of the Damascus Docu-

ment. In this fragment, which we identified as being part of a text we

called “The Genesis Florilegium”, “the Scepter” and “the Mehokkek” are

related to a singular individual called “the Messiah of Righteousness”.

He, in turn, is said to be equivalent to “the Branch of David”—additional

Messianic terminology found elsewhere in the Qumran Scrolls.
6
Together

with “the Men of the Community”, all are said to be “Keepers of the

Torah”, the terminological definition, as noted above, of “the Sons of

Zadok” at Qumran.

Included in this work too will be several additional essays already

signaled in the text and notes of both MZCQ and JJHP. These include

a paper given to the Society of Biblical Literature in 1991, further

developing the Qumran interpretation of Ezek 44:15 in the Damascus

Document on “the Priests, the Levites, and the Sons of Zadok”. This

paper (Chapter 8) argues that the term developed out of the underlying

reference to “Levites”, “the Nilvim” or “Joiners”, implies a cadre of

Gentile adherents joined to the Community in the wilderness camps in
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associated status, just as to some extent (if Acts is any measure) Christi-

ans seem to have originally been drawn from a class of Gentile “God-

Fearers” attaching themselves to Jewish synagogues around the Mediter-

ranean

—

“Nilvim” in Hebrew implying just such a caste.

In addition, we shall present here for the first time a paper given to

the Society of Biblical Literature in November, 1984, immediately follow-

ing the publication of MZCQ. This was entitled “Paul as Herodian”

—

it is now Chapter 4—and follows up some of the points made in the

lengthy footnotes of that book. This article arose out of the suspicion

that in some manner many Qumran positions arose out of opposition

to the Herodian family and the consideration of them as foreigners. It

became clear, too, that Paul’s inordinate influence as such a young man
and his easygoing relations with persons in the ruling circles ofJerusalem,

the antinomian thrust of his “Gentile Mission”—in particular, its oppo-

sition to circumcision—and the fact of his Roman citizenship, were all

comprehensible in the light of such an identification.

Furthermore, this suspicion of an actual family relationship to Herodi-

ans was evident not only in the tenor of his beliefs, but further strength-

ened by the actual reference Paul makes in Ro 16:11 to “my kinsman

Herodion”—that is, “the Littlest Herod”—which to my knowledge had

never been remarked by any commentator previously. Paul’s putative

“Herodian” connections also led to a closer consideration of an actual

character in Josephus’ works named “Saulus” or “Saul”, a contemporary

of Paul, whom Josephus specifically identifies as a “kinsman” of the

Herodian family. This Saulus disappears from sight after a mission to

Nero—then in Corinth overseeing the construction of the Canal—to

brief him on the seriousness of the Uprising in Judea in 66 ce. As we
shall see, this Saulus knew this first hand, having been a key player in the

events following James’ death in Jerusalem leading up to the Uprising.

It is apparently as a result of this intelligence that Nero sends for

Vespasian (the future Emperor) from Britain and dispatches him to Pale-

stine to put down the rebellion. The Saulus in Josephus drops from sight

around 66 ce, the same time as Paul himself does in Christian history.

The paper also suggests that it was possible Paul returned to Palestine

after his first appeal to Nero in Rome in 60 ce, six years before the

events being described here, since nothing is said of his fate after this

trip and Acts portentously and inchoately simply trails off at this point

(coincidentally with James’ death in 62 ce), so it is impossible to say

whether Paul did or did not. If Josephus’ “Saulus” is Paul, he did, to

return again to report to Nero six years later at the beginning of the

Uprising.
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Recently, three to four sherds were discovered by accident in rubbish

heaps on the Qumran plateau near the graves.
7 These had writing on

them and appear to have been receipts for supplies received from Jer-

icho. Not only are these some of the only really secular documents found

at the site of Qumran, they are extremely important in showing that the

settlement was not isolated but part of the general network of communi-
ties in that region. But what is even more important, they contain an

allusion to “Year 2”—meaning “Year 2 of the Redemption of Zion”

or of the Revolt against Rome. Again, not only does this conclusively

demonstrate that the site was not an isolated one during this period, but

that the inhabitants at Qumran were participating in the Revolt against

Rome and using its calendar—along with many others in the region. This

is precisely the position we have argued for in this book on both archaeo-

logical grounds, and also internal textual grounds.

Also appended are new translations of several previously published

Qumran documents, forming the basis for the ideas presented in these

works. The reader will be able to see what a difference a translation

sensitive to the mindset of the authors and the precise vocabulary they

use, makes. This is a crucial point because in the past the only publicly

available translations have been consensus ones, on the whole totally

ignoring this mindset and the consistency of the vocabulary employed

by these wilderness-dwelling extremists. These include the Cairo Genisgah

version of the Damascus Document, at least the first eight or nine col-

umns, mentioned so often above; the Habakkuk Pesher, forming the basis

of JJHP; and the first nine columns, again, of the Community Rule.

These works have always been available only in vague, generally impre-

cise, translations by Establishment scholars, and the public has never

had the benefit of an “Opposition” approach to these texts, translated

in the style of The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered above. The difference is quite

surprising, because key concepts are identified in a uniform and consist-

ent manner throughout, and the reader will then be in no doubt concern-

ing the aggressive and militant nature of this fundamental vocabulary

ranging across the breadth of the Qumran corpus and the precise trans-

lations of key phrases in English which never vary.

Finally we append a paper given at the Society of Biblical Literature

in 1994, “The Final Proof that James and the Righteous Teacher are the

Same” (Chapter 9). This paper picks up where JJFIP and the “Abeit-

Galuto” paper left off, developing a proof of the identity of James and

the Righteous Teacher from Qumran so astonishing that even the pre-

sent writer could not believe it when first considering it. It centers on

the fact that the same linguistic configurations were being used in the
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Greek to apply to key episodes in James’ life—and spun off in a some-

times comical and always very playful manner in the New Testament to

relate to episodes in Jesus’ life and his teaching—as were being used in

the Hebrew regarding the life and teaching of the Righteous Teacher at

Qumran, but the latter with altogether different signification.

It should be stated that it is allusions of the kind treated in this article

and JJHP that go a long way towards proving the case. If a theory can

elicit more from the internal data than we knew previously or could have

been known without it, it is good reason for taking that theory seriously.

This is the case with the theory about James or “the First Christians”

—

more is elicited from the material than was known hitherto. No other

theory of Qumran origins does as much. On the contrary. Other theories

of Qumran origins purposely skirt these issues and give no meaningful

interpretation of them—in fact, they often abjure identifications altog-

ether. This, of course, has always been a very safe vantage-point from

which to attack the position of one’s adversaries.

The James theory allows us to come to grips with allusions and puz-

zling usages in the Qumran corpus in a way no other prior or competing

hypothesis does, allowing us to venture further into the texts than we

could have before. This is very powerful proof indeed, and normal to

the way most attempts at scientific verification are constructed. It is

hoped that readers will be encouraged to continue to approach analyses

and historical investigations of the kind included in these previously pub-

lished books and articles in order to further deepen their understanding

of the roots of the Community represented by the literature deposited

at Qumran.

Robert Eisenman Fountain Valley, California

June, 1996
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PART ONE



Judas, called Maccabaeus, with some nine others, withdrew into the wilderness,

and lived like wild animals in the hills with his companions, eating nothing but wild

plants to avoid contracting defilement (2 Macc 5:27).

The disciples said to Jesus: “We know thatyou will departfrom us. Who is he

who shall be our leader?”Jesus said to them: “In the place whereyou findyourselves,

go to James the Righteous One, for whose sake Heaven and Earth came into exist-

ence” (Gos Th 12).

Noah was a Righteous One. Assuredly so after the supernalpattern. It is written,

“The Righteous One is the Foundation of the World, ” and the Earth is established

thereon, for this is the Pillar that upholds the world. So Noah was called “Righteous”

below . . . and acted so as to be a true copy of the supernal ideal ... an embodiment

of the world's Covenant of Peace (Zohar 59b on “Noah”).

When God desires to give healing to the Earth, He smites one Righteous One

. . . with suffering ... to make atonement . . . and sometimes all his days are passed

in suffering to Protect the People {ibid., 218a—b on “Phineas”).



CHAPTER 1

Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians

and Qumran: A New Hypothesis of

Qumran Origins

INTRODUCTION

Various preconceptions have dominated Qumran research. These, in

turn, have blurred the significance of documents of the most incalculable

historical value, so that only thirty-five years after their discovery, they

have become objects of only passing interest to many scholars. Primarily,

these preconceptions stem from an animus towards and derogation of

the Maccabean family and the additional underlying motive—albeit at

times unconscious—of trying to distance the materials in question as

far as possible from Christianity’s formative years in Palestine. These

preconceptions subtly deform archaeological and paleographic studies as

well, so that scholars end up with “results” that are psychologically and

spiritually more in keeping with their original assumptions and beliefs.

In turn, these are used to render stillborn solutions that are based on

the clear thrust of internal data and the reality of the historical sit% im leben.

Though Josephus is properly recognized as the important source he

is, his associations with both the “Essene” and “Zealot” Movements

(and what we shall refer to as “the Messianic Movement”), and his canny

evasions resulting from these, are in large measure ignored. It is forgot-

ten, too, that apart from the period 55-75 ce, when he was a mature

observer, he too was working from sources—sources he sometimes

either treated too hastily or did not fully understand himself—and his

confusions compound our own. For example, he repeats data (probably

from different sources) about Herod’s regard for both Pharisees and

Essenes and sets them side by side without realizing his sources were

themselves most likely talking about the same group. This confusion

of “Pharisee” and “Essene” terminologies is also at the root of the
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contradictory notices about “Hassidaeans” in 2 Macc and 1 Macc as both

the supporters ofJudaspar excellence and his betrayers. Elsewhere,Josephus

contradicts himself in what he says about James’ nemesis, the High Priest

Ananus, heaping praise on him in the War, while abusing him in the

Antiquities and the l ita. In fact, many startling omissions in the War are

made good in this way in the Antiquities and the Vita. Compounding this

particular confusion, early Church accounts insist that Josephus connec-

ted James’ death with the fall of Jerusalem, which is precisely what he

tells us about Ananus’ death in the extant copy of the War.

The inability to come to grips with a whole new vocabulary in Hebrew
also prevented many scholars from seeing through to the real impli-

cations of the materials before them. In particular, it proved difficult to

recognize the Hebrew originals of familiar expressions known only

through Greek, Latin, and more modern translations, e.g., Derech (“the

Way”), Tamim or Tom (“Perfection”), Da'at (“Knowledge”

—

“Gnosis” in

some traditions), 'amal/ma'asim (“works”), ya%dik/yi%adek (“justify” or

“be justified”), Yom or Beit ha-Mishpat (“the Last Judgement”), etc. Per-

haps because of a dearth of really credible translations, specialists also

found it difficult to come to grips with the use of interchangeable meta-

phor where the names of numerous familiar groups were concerned, e.g.,

“Essenes” (Hassidim), Zadokites
(.Zaddikim), Ebionites (.Ehionim), Nazo-

raeans (No^rim), “the Meek” ('Anayyim), “the Saints” (Kedoshim), “Zeal-

ots” (.Kanna'im), etc. This is compounded by the basically secretive nature

of the tradition, which itself was connected with an ongoing “hidden”

tradition, and in mm, accounts for the seemingly dizzying multiplication

of sects and groups, when in fact one has to do essentially with one

“Essene” or “Zealot”-type orientation. Part of the problem, too, stems

from the inability to recognize subversive groups in what on the surface,

anyhow, appeared to be harmless “ascetics”. Here, Josephus is more
forthcoming, albeit still using his familiar circumlocutions, when he tells

us that “the imposters and deceivers” (that is, those whom we shall call

our “Zadokite” leaders) were scheming to bring about both “innovations”

(i.e., religious reform) and “change in Government”.

One must be prepared to put aside all preconceptions stemming from

one’s own terms of reference, usually either the viewpoints of Rabbinic

Judaism or Christianity as it has devolved upon us, since the tradition

under consideration is implacably hostile to both. For example, the auth-

enticity of the Letter of James has been consistently undermined from

Eusebius’ time to Luther’s; but aside from some polishing and minimal

ideological tinting, it fits perfectly into the materials of concern to us in

this study. Exhibiting that studied reticence in identifying its antagonists
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which is usually the result of fear of powerful, hostile forces, its “not

one jot or tittle” approach to Torah, its constant stress on “keeping (not

“breaking”) the Law”, and its antagonism to “fornication” (cf. Ja 2:8ff.,

the formulations of which appear to predate and underlie Mt 5:17 ff.) all

have their parallels in Qumran usage. Its application of “tongue” imagery,

extant at Qumran, to describe a troublesome internal adversary, is also

generically parallel to the “Lying”, “Spouting”, and insolent “Scoffing”

allusions there. Elsewhere, the interpolation in Paul’s presentation of the

order of resurrection appearances in 1 Co 15.4ff. is widely assumed to

involve the reference to “James and all the apostles”. However, we prefer

to turn this around, considering it rather to consist of the improbable

“Cephas and the twelve” (there were only eleven at the time). Neither

can the historical sit% im leben of the Qumran tradition be reconstructed

solely on the basis of traditions to which Rabbinic Judaism is the heir.

In fact, in this period both it and “Gentile Christianity” exhibit a telltale

pattern of deference to Herodian religious requirements and political

designs.

Some words should be said about our reference in passing to Zohar

tradition, correspondences to which are pointed out in the footnotes. It

should be noted that I confine myself to the Noah and Phineas sections

only, where allusions relevant to James’ person are found. Though I

prefer to stand aside on the question of the Second Temple or medieval

origins of Zohar tradition (cf. Paul on Mosaic “splendor” in 2 Co 3:8ff.),

the appropriateness of these allusions to the materials under consider-

ation should give those who dogmatically adhere to the latter position

something to consider; certainly these references have nothing whatever

to do with thirteenth-century Spain.

Correspondences are also pointed out in the footnotes to Karaite

traditions and selected use is made of materials in the Slavonic Josephus.

Anyone who would object to recourse to such parallels should realize

that Gospel and Rabbinic traditions are not much better attested to and

all such materials, anyhow, must be treated equally according to the same

criteria. Here, attention to work done in traditions in the Islamic field of

a completely disinterested kind might prove helpful. Its results illustrate that

traditions of the most surprising content, considered poorly authenti-

cated for some reason, or “divergent” by majority opinion, often turn

out to carry the earliest strata of historical data. Where the documents

at Qumran are concerned, of course, we are in possession fortunately of

contemporary accounts in large measure unaffected by the distortions of

tradition-manufacture and the retrospective imposition of a later histori-

cal consensus.
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Another serious problem in Qumran textual studies is the inability to

come to grips with literary genre and literary device; in particular, the

Hebrew love of word-play. This is tme, for instance, of the Qumran
exegesis of the crucial “Zadokite Statement” of Ezek 44:15 (which is

very definitely eschatological, as is that of Hab 2:4), the use of the term

“the Many” in Qumran community organization and (together with both

'amal and Da'at) in “Justification”-theorizing going back to Is 53:11

usage (the currency of which is attested to by Paul in 1 Co 15:4 above),

and figurative allusion to the central priesdy triad as “the Holy of Holies”

in a general context of Is 40:3 “making a Way in the wilderness” and Ps

118:22 “Cornerstone” imagery.

Two basic Hebrew concepts, Hesed and Zedek (“Piety” and

“Righteousness”), run through all descriptions of opposition groups in

this period. Justin Martyr identifies these as the twin components of the

“all Righteousness” doctrine. Putting them side by side with the elemen-

tal Noachic proscriptions on “idolatry, fornication, and manslaughter”

(also at the root ofJames’ “Jerusalem Council” directives), he shows how
this duality was expressed in the two scriptural commandments of

“loving God”
(
Hesed) and “loving one’s neighbor”

(
Zedek, cf. Mt 22:34ff.

and Mk 12:28ff.).

Starting with the description of the Anshei-Hesed/Zaddikim in Hebrew
Ecclesiasticus and Josephus’ parallel note about Simeon the Zaddik in

the Antiquities, this dichotomy is the common thread running through all

Josephus’ descriptions of “Essenes”, Josephus’ description of John the

Baptist’s wilderness activities, and all early Church accounts of James;

and comprises the essential basis of what we shall describe as the

“Zadokite Hassidaean” Movement. Where James and “the Essenes” were

concerned—and probably Jesus as well—the “Righteousness” Com-
mandment (cf. Ja 2:8 on “the Supreme Law of Scripture”) underwent

the additional fundamental metamorphosis into a demand for economic

equality, which is at the root of “the Poor” terminologies and the hostility

towards “the Rich” so closely connected with all these Essene-like or

“Jewish Christian” personalities.

Another important theme in this period is the “hidden” ideology we
have alluded to above. This is linked in our literature to “hiding in caves

”

and taken all the way back via Zohar tradition to the first Zaddik Noah’s

paradigmatic experience of “being hidden” (by God) in the ark to escape

the destruction that was being unleashed. It finds additional expression

in a strong redivivus tradition adhering to these “Noachic” priest-Zaddiks,

which, in turn, is closely associated with another element in the

“Noachic” tradition: rain-making. An additional echo of all of these motifs
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is to be found in the Talmud in the redivivus and “hidden” traditions

circulating about Honi, the circle-drawing Zaddik
,
not to mention in Jose-

phus’ “magician” and “imposter” accusations.

Not only does the ARN associate rain-making (not insignificantly

under the heading of “Simeon the Zaddik”) with proper (that is,

“Zadokite”) “Temple service”, but in the War Scroll eschatological “rain”

imagery is definitively connected to the exegesis of “the Star” Prophecy.

This is expressed in terms of “the Messiah” coming to give “Judgement”

(
Mishpat) and the coming of “the Heavenly Host” to “rain judgement”

from the clouds “on all the sons of men”. The connection of both of

these allusions with the well-known Messiah “coming on the clouds of

Heaven” imagery should be clear (cf. also Paul in 1 Thess 3:13—4:17

and Jude 14f.). This is precisely the proclamation early Church tradition

attributes to James, to whom the rain-making tradition also adhered, and

it is repeated in the letter conserved under his name, which itself culmi-

nates in Messianic “rain” imagery and, in the process, specifically refers

to one of the key rain-making forerunners in the redivivus tradition: Elijah.

Two titles, Zaddik and Oblias (or “Protection of the People”; the last

paralleled in Qumran “Shield”/Ma'o% and “Fortress”/Migdal imagery),

were applied as if integrally to James’ being; and it is specifically acknowl-

edged that Qumran-style scriptural exegesis was carried on with regard

to his person (as at Qumran, the passage in question, Is 3:10, is a Zaddik-

passage of the kind applied to the events of the life of the Righteous

Teacher; cf. Hab 2:4, Ps 37, etc.). Also, two adversaries can be readily

identified with regard to his life. These, in turn, precisely parallel the two

nemeses of the Righteous Teacher: one an establishment High Priest

outside the Movement called “Wicked” and the other a “treacherous”

individual within the Movement who follows a more antinomian

approach to the Law (including “denying the Law in the midst of the

whole congregation”), “leads Many astray” (in contradistinction to the

more proper “Justification” activity of “making Many Righteous”), and

is variously dubbed “the Liar”, “the Pourer out of Lying”, “the Scoffer”

or “Boaster”. Tradition, too, actually places James with all his community

in the Jericho area in the early 40s, corresponding to an impressive rise

in Qumran coin distribution under Agrippa I (Ps Rec 1.71, a notice which

can hardly be ascribed to historical interpolation).

It should be appreciated that according to the scheme of the Dam-

ascus Document, the Messianic “Root” has already been killed, and that,

therefore, dwelling too much on the person of “the Messiah” (who even

for Gospel artificers and their modern-day form-critical and redactionist

inheritors is a figure shrouded in mystery) will not prove very productive.
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This was the defect of J. Teicher’s fantastic theorizing, which did more

to discredit work on this subject than advance it, itself prefigured in the

earlier and more solid work done on the Damascus Document by G.

Margoliouth. However, the Damascus Document does conclude with

the unmistakable evocation of a “Messianic” return (repeated three times).

The language it uses precisely corresponds to James’ several like-minded

proclamations noted above and Paul in 1 Thess 3:13. A proper grasp of

the Hebrew usage,
'

amod, which does not only mean “coming” as per

most translations, but also “standing up”, as per the original reference in

Ezekiel, would clarify these matters.

Finally, it should be appreciated that Qumran exegetical interpretation

raises the clear presumption of a first-century provenance for most

Qumran sectarian materials. This is as true of the exegesis of Hab 2:4

(including the notice about “the delay of the Parousia” which precedes

it), as it is for the citation of “the Star” prophecy (which Josephus defini-

tively connects with the Uprising against Rome and which all available

evidence attests was “in the air” from the 40s to the 60s ce and beyond)

upwards of three times in the extant corpus—once in connection with

the Messianic “rain” imagery described above; the reference to “the True

Prophet” proof-text (Deut 18:15) well-known in Jewish Christian tra-

dition; and the application of “Lebanon” imagery to the fall of the

Temple, which ^4RN definitively ties to the fall of the Temple in 70 ce.

In addition, there is the implied presence of the terminology of Is

53:11 in the very structure of Qumran organization itself, as well as in

Qumran eschatological exegesis of Ezek 44:15 and Hab 2:4, and the

fairly large collection of Qumran allusions, including “the Way” (which

Luke identifies as an alternative name for first-century “Christianity” in

Palestine), “the Poor”, “the Meek”, Yom ha-Mishpat (“the Day of Judge-

ment”; cf. Jude 6), “works”, “the Ke% ha-Aharon” (“the Last End”; cf.

Heb 9:27), etc., all with a fairly well attested first-century provenance.

Then what principally holds researchers back from arriving at such

conclusions? Aside from a strong psychological and spiritual predis-

position not to arrive at such results, the answer is to be found in the

supposedly secure “results” paleographers and archaeologists have

claimed for themselves. Here, a small group of specialists, largely working

together, developed a consensus which was used to press the provenance

of the most important Qumran sectarian texts back into the first (and

sometimes even the second) century bc.

In lieu of clear historical insight or a firm textual grasp, preconceptions

and reconstructions, such as they were, were stated as facts, and these

results, which were used to corroborate each other, in turn became new
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assumptions, that were used to draw away a whole generation of students

unwilling (or simply unable) to question the work of their mentors. The

archaeological evidence they used was mainly based on a questionable

treatment of coin data; while the flaws in paleography (a subject notori-

ous for its imprecision) were mainly connected with F. M. Cross’ and S.

Birnbaum’s assumptions of a “rapid”, straight-line development of scripts.

In fact, where paleographic sequences are concerned and the rather

simplistic straight-line functions developed to describe these, the situ-

ation is probably far more uneven and complex than either scholar orig-

inally envisioned; and historical and textual studies will be able to do

much to clarify these, not vice versa. Despite the fact that a majority of

concerned persons do not appear to have seriously examined the various

positions of those principally responsible for this consensus or their

methodologies, this consensus has been allowed to stand. Therefore, I

have felt obliged to treat and criticize their arguments and conclusions

in detail in the latter part of this work, particularly in the footnotes.

In providing an alternative historical and textual framework in which

to fit the most important Qumran sectarian documents, it is hoped that

most of the preconceptions that have dominated Qumran research for

so long will fade away, and that new ideas will be brought into play and

previously unused sources given their proper scope. When this is done,

individual beings, the facts of whose lives tradition has distorted beyond

recognition, or who have been consigned to historical oblivion, spring

immediately to life and a whole block of associated historical fabrications

and accusations evaporate.

I wish to express my appreciation to Robert Morgan of Oxford Uni-

versity, Luigi Cirillo of the University of Calabria, William Farmer of

Southern Methodist University, and Morton Smith of Columbia Univer-

sity, all of whom took the time to offer suggestions, or read through

parts of the book. Also, I wish to thank the Office of Research of

California State University Long Beach for encouraging the research that

went into this study. Finally, I dedicate this work to my wife and to my
children without whose patience and forbearance it could never have

been accomplished.

Robert Eisenman Fountain Valley, California

April, 1983
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V.T. Vetus Testamentum

War Josephus
,
Jewish War (Bellum Iudaicum)
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I

QUMRAN RESEARCH

Over and over again in Qumran research one comes upon the assertion

that one or another of the Maccabee family had some connection with

“the Wicked Priest” and/or “the Spouter of Lies”. Furthermore, it is

claimed that the Maccabee family, including even Mattathias or Judas,

“usurped” the high priesthood from an earlier, purer line known as the

“Zadokite ”. 1 These ideas have on the whole dominated Dead Sea Scroll

research, but they are at variance with the evidence found at Qumran
itself including material in the Book of Enoch, Daniel, and the Testament

of Levi. They display a curious insensitivity to the true meanings and

origins of the Sadducee, Zealot, and “Christian” (or what in Palestine

probably should be called the “Messianic”) Movements .

2

Josephus is usually taken at face value with little attempt to analyze

the data he provides beyond a superficial comparison of it with other

known facts. Where religious movements were concerned, however, he

was a self-serving and inadequate observer. Like the final redactors of

the Gospels—whose contemporary he was—he was at pains to avoid

certain potentially incriminating facts: in his case, his own association

with the “Zealot” and/or “Messianic” Movements .

3

1

See F. M. Cross, The Ancient Library ofQumran, New York, 1961, pp. 127—160 for

perhaps the classic discussion of this problem; for his use of the word “usurpation”, see

pp. 135 and 140; G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, London, 1962, pp. 62f£; J.

T. Mihk, Dix ans de decouvertes dans le Desert de Juda, Paris, 1957, Chapter 3 (Eng. tr., Ten

Years of Discovery in the Wilderness ofJudaea, London, 1959, pp. 44—98), etc. F. F. Bruce in

Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Exeter, 1956, p. 100, perhaps sums up the prevailing

view admirably with the words “.
. . in the eyes of the Qumran community every ruler

of the Hasmonean dynasty, not being a member of the House of Zadok, held the high-

priestly office illegitimately and was ex officio a Wicked Priest.”
2
For these purposes, it is often overlooked that the “Christians” were not and could

not have been called “Christians” in Palestine if the testimony of Luke in Acts is to be

credited: “It was at Antioch that the disciples were first called ‘Christians’ ” (Acts 11:26).

Epiphanius, for whatever his testimony is worth—and in this instance I see no reason

to quarrel with him, since, however he garbles the traditions he presents, there is often

a credible core to them—thinks that “before the Christians began to be called ‘Christians’

at Antioch”, they were called at least in Palestine “Jessaeans”, by which, apart from his

facile derivation of this term, he clearly intends “Essenes”; Haem. 29.1. He repeats this

in 29.4 in no uncertain terms: “therefore either by that Jesse or from Jesus Christ our

Lord we call them by the name of ‘Jessaeans’, because their teaching arises from Jesus

and they became his disciples . . .

“

3
It should be remembered that Josephus advertises himself in the Jewish War as military

commander of Galilee under the insurgent government in Jerusalem, though in the Vita
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The curious lack of reference to the Christian movement in his works

is passed over by a scholar as eminent in the field as M. L’Abbe J. T.

Milik with the words: “ we should remember that Josephus hardly

mentions John the Baptist and Jesus; his interest lay in other things” (italics

mine).
4 The same writer, whose work is one of the foundation pieces

of Qumran research, pokes fun at Dupont-Sommer’s outrage over his

suggestion to identify the “heroic and holy” Mattathias with “the Man
of Behai”, and defends his own position as follows: “Whatever may have

been the attitude of the Asidaeans ... to Mattathias”, their successors

“could easily include in their disapproval the ancestors of the ruling

dynasty. This Semitic custom needs no comment” (italics again mine).
5

Milik’s response is biased and based on an inability to come to grips

with the true nature of the documents under consideration, and by impli-

cation, that of the movement upon which Christianity is predicated. In

this instance, Dupont-Sommer’s righteous indignation is justified, though

his passion is on firmer ground than his scholarship, as his identifications

in the beginning at least were only litde better than Milik’s (and for that

matter Cross’, whom Milik includes with himself).
6 Not only are these

his role seems more that of a priestly commissar. Depending on his audience and pur-

poses Josephus is always altering his facts in this way. Since the Uprising was actually

begun by young priests who stopped sacrificing on behalf of the Romans, Josephus is

compromised by this association as well. S. G. F. Brandon, Jesus and the Zealots

,

New
York, 1967, pp. 114-41, covers the role of the lower priesthood in the War against

Rome in some detail.

Several other curious matters must be explained with regard to Josephus. The first

has to do with his trip to Rome in order to obtain the release of two priestly prisoners.

Here he seems very quickly to gain access to the imperial family itself. As well, he makes

the contacts on this trip that are to prove so useful to him in his later betrayal of the

“Zealot” cause. His knowledge of the importance of “the Messianic Prophecy” in the

atmosphere of the times is made clear in his use of it to flatter Vespasian, not to mention

his inadvertent revelation of it as the basis of the Uprising against Rome; cf. War 6.6.4.

A second interlude in Josephus’ life which needs explanation is his novitiate period with

the mysterious “BanuZ in the wilderness. Vita 2. Who Banus was and what role he played

in ensuing events remain a mystery. Note, however, the parallel themes of “bathing”,

wearing only “linen” (cf. “clothing that grew on trees” for Banus), and vegetarianism

(Banus, Rechabite-like, ate “food growing of itself”) in descriptions of Banns’ contempor-

ary James; cf. below, pp. 60 and 64.
4

Milik, p. 74
5

Ibid., pp. 63f. His actual words are: “Dupont-Sommer practically accuses us of blas-

phemy in proposing this slander.”
6
His understanding that the sect would be violently opposed to the machinations of

the Phariseeizing Hyrcanus II, who in effect invites the Romans into the country, and

his grasp of the significance of a Zaddik-type like Honi the Circle-Drawer, whose life
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kinds of assumptions derogatory to the Maccabees who with perhaps

the single exception of Alexander Jannaeus were held in the highest

esteem by the common people (including Christians), as we shall show;

7

they are self-serving and should never have so easily passed the tests of

critical scholarship, so that now twenty years later one finds them duti-

fully recited by most students and textbooks in the field.

One should perhaps quote finally from the concluding sentence of

Milik’s book: “
. . . although Essenism bore in itself more than one

element that one way or other fertilized the soil from which Christianity

was to spring, it is nevertheless evident that the latter religion represents

something completely new which can only be adequately explained ly the

person ofJesus himself” (italics mine).
8

It is perhaps unfair to single out

one author in this way, but his remarks are representative of a wide

segment of Qumran scholarship. Granting even that these last might

have been included to a certain extent to satisfy Church authorities, they

are still illustrative of the crux of the problem.

It is difficult to acknowledge that there is a relationship between Judas

Maccabee and the priesthood growing out of his activities, and Jesus

and death prefigure those of the above-mentioned Zaddik-type, James the Just, are very

close to the mark; A. Dupont-Sommer, Nouveaux aperyus sur les Manuscrits de la Mer Morte,

Paris, 1953, pp. 33-61. Actually, he adopts the suggestion of R. Goosens that Onias the

Just was the founder of the Community and therefore Hyrcanus, the enemy, in “Onias

le Juste, Le Messie de la Nouvelle Alliance, lapide a Jerusalem en 65 av. JC”, Nouvelle

Cleo, vii, 1950, pp. 336-53. Cross, who rightly criticizes Dupont-Sommer on his misuse

of the Testament of Levi, on the other hand, cannot in any way understand why Dupont-

Sommer should prefer to include Aristobulus in his list of “saviors” while leaving off

Hyrcanus II and makes what can only be considered an uninformed remark in saying

the “Essene author” of the Testament presumably “was unaware that Judas never func-

tioned as high priest”; cf. his comments, pp. 158ff.
7
See below, pp. 40ff. W. R. Farmer in Maccabees, Zealots, andJosephus, New York, 1957,

pp. 28f. has observed the proliferation of Maccabean names by the time of Jesus and

these are particularly in evidence in the Gospels themselves among the 'am (probably

equivalent to the 'am ha-are^\n the Talmud and the 'am that James protects through his

Righteousness); cf. Eusebius, E.H. 2.23.8).

8
Op. cit., p. 143. Note how this attitude is reflected in a preceding statement: “One

has the impression that there is a perpetual increase in Essene influence on the early

Church. In the generation of our Lord and of his first disciples there are hardly any similarities.

In the earliest phase of the Church in Palestine, as we find it in Acts, institutional parallels

become more frequent. Slighdy later we find in one part of the Church Essene influence

almost taking over and submerging the authentically Christian doctrinal element; indeed, it

may be considered responsible for the break between the Judeo-Christians and the Great

Church” (italics mine), pp. 142f. “Essene”, as Milik uses the term here, is synonymous

with “Jewish Christian”.
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and the priesthood growing out of his .

9 But on closer examination, why
this should be is itself puzzling. The events surrounding the appearance

of Judas form the background of every sectarian movement in the

Second Temple period including that coalescing about Jesus and to a

lesser extent John the Baptist. Both Judas and Jesus are referred to or

treated in the extant texts as Zaddiks (as was Jesus’ brother James, his

successor and heir in the priesthood he represented);
10

both are priests

“after the Most High God”, as the Maccabees styled themselves, and if

R. H. Charles is right, of “the order of Melchizedek”;
11

both seem to

be ascetics of some kind possibly abjuring marriage
;

12
both are probably

“zealous for the Law” (witnesses to the contrary in the New Testament

notwithstanding
);

13
both come from large families of five brothers and

are succeeded by their brothers
;

14
both seem to be acknowledged as

5
Unlike Cross and most other observers I take Josephus literally when he tells us

Judas Maccabee was elected to the High Priesthood, i.e., “The people bestowed the High

Priesthood on Judas”; Ant. 12.10.6. He repeats his reference to “the High Priesthood”

of Judas in two other places. Indeed, even in 1 Macc, Judas presides over the cleansing

of the Temple in Ezra-like fashion. However, most observers cleave to the incomplete

testimony of the Jewish War where Judas’ Priesthood is concerned and often underrate

native procedures such as election. I take all couplings of putative Zaddikim with their

natural constituency, “the people”, as significant and worth cataloguing.
10

Judas’ role as one of “the Ten Zaddikim" is evoked by 2 Macc 5:27. Jesus is specifi-

cally referred to as “Zaddik” in Acts 3:14, 7:52, and 22:15; Pilate and his wife both refer

to him as such in Mt 27:1 9ff. without the theological implications of Luke. His father

Joseph is so designated in Mt 1:19. In Herod’s description of John in Mk 6:20 the term

“Pious”, that is, “Hassid", accompanies the usage; cf. Ant. 18.5.2. In transliterating

Hassid/Hassidaean, I prefer the double “s” to conserve the parallel with Zaddik.
11 Of the numerous references to this in Charles’ works, see for instance APOT, ii,

pp. 9, 32, 61, 309, and 418 with reference to Jub 13:25, 32:1, As. Mos. 6:1-2, Test. L.

8:14—15. He rightly points out the crucial position of John Hyrcanus in this and the

reference to such in Ant. 16.6.2. Fitzmyer discusses the matter in
“ “Now this Melchi-

zedek . . .’ (Heb 7:1)”, Essays on the Semitic Background ofthe New Testament, Montana, 1974,

p. 235, unfortunately without citing his source, Charles.
12 Though Judas is referred to in 2 Macc 14:25 as having “married and settled down”,

there is never any mention of children, which would have been important genealogically

speaking, and the reference has more the character of a narrative device. In any event,

Judas soon resumes his warrior ways.
13 The claim is specifically raised on behalf of Jesus in John 2:17 in reference to the

Temple-cleansing incident; Judas’ similar zeal is not in question.
14

See Mt 13:55, Mk 6:3, Ga 1:19, 1 Co 9:5 etc. The problem ofJesus’ brothers bedevils

Apostle lists and resurrection appearances. We take the Emmaus road appearance in Lk
24:13—35 involving “Cleopas” as being the lost one regarding Jesus’ family members
and the analogue of Paul’s “Damascus Road” experience. The reference to “Simon”,

preceded by allusion to “True Prophet” ideology and “Nazoraean” terminology, we take

to refer to Simeon bar Cleophas. Cf. Origen in Contra Celsum 2.62 and Jerome’s report
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“messiahs” by their enthusiastic followers
;

15 and both purify the Temple

in some way .

16

While the Maccabean movement emerged in response to the destruc-

tion and corruption of the previous priesthood represented by Simeon

the Just and his son, Onias, and the forcible imposition of Hellenistic

civilization; the events and sentiments culminating in the Messiahship of

Jesus came to fruition as a response to the destruction of the Maccabean

priesthood by the “Herodians” and their Roman overlords. So closely

do the movements crystallizing about the two resemble each other that

the only observably incontrovertable difference between them is that the

Christianity born of Jesus’ death developed a non-Jewish overseas wing

because of the general oppression in the Roman Empire at the time. In

addition, it is arguable that this latter gradually supplanted the native

and indigenous one in perspective and via retrospective historical insight

obscured it, so that its actual nature has become lost to us. The Scrolls

have restored the balance in viewpoints by helping to rescue these native

sectarian movements from the oblivion into which they were cast by

both Roman Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism either intentionally or via

benign neglect.

II

THE ZADOKITE PRIESTHOOD

The Scrolls have delineated what a Zadokite priesthood has to have been

from the second century bc onwards. Though there might be a genealogi-

cal component to this conception, its main thrust is qualitative, namely,

in Vir. ill. 2 of a first appearance to James including the common theme of breaking

bread. Unlike von Harnack, we consider the interpolation in Paul’s 1 Co 15:5ff. resurrec-

tion-appearance sequence to comprise the orthodox “Cephas and the Twelve”—patendy

impossible—not “James then all the Aposdes”. Note tradition often confuses Simon

Cephas with Simeon bar Cleophas, identified as “a Rechabite priest” in E.H. 2.23.17

(cf. Haeres. 78.14)
—

“cousin” and “uncle” often being euphemisms for brother and father.

For a fuller treatment, see below, pp. 62 and 78.

15
Judas’ Messiahship is reflected in the Messianic sword episode of 2 Macc 15:12

—

16 where Onias and Jeremiah (a kind of “Ancient of Days”) play the role of priestly

forerunners.

16
Jesus’ Temple-cleansing activities are well known, as are Judas’, though they are

rarely finked. In the wake of the latter Hanukkah is ratified by a vote of “the people”;

2 Macc 10:5ff. much as Judas’ Priesthood was; cf. Ezra’s similar activities below,

p. 36.
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“those who keep the Covenant” or “follow the Law”. 1

Primarily, the

Zadokite priesthood must relate, as the Damascus Document explicitly

denotes, to the Book of Ezekiel where it was first introduced .

18
In Ezek-

iel “the Priests”, who are “the Bnei-Zadok Levites, . . . kept charge of My
sanctuary”

,

i.e., “kept the Covenant”, while “the sons of Israel went astray

from Me” (translation and italics mine).
19

17
Cf. “Keepers of the Covenant” for “Sons of Zadok” in IQS, v, 2-9. In CD, ii-iv’s

exegesis of Ezek 44:15 the definition turns more eschatological, that is, it is linked to

the role of the Zaddikim (“First” and “Last”

—

Rishonim and Aharonim) in “the Last Days”

and probably the Resurrection. Here, too, the stress is on “doing the exact sense of the

Law” (4.8 and 6.15). “Doing” and its variations, ma'asim and ma'aseihem, are constant

themes at Qumran linking up with the stress on “works” and “keeping the whole Law”

in Ja 2:7ff. In the Letter of James, “keeping the Law” is repeatedly stressed as opposed

to its ideological opposite “breaking the Law”.

“Doing” or “Doers of the Torah” is, also, important in lQpHab, viii, 1-3, and xii, 4—

5 regarding “the Delay of the Parousia”, the exegesis of “the Righteous shall live by his

Faith” (also eschatological), and “the Last Judgement”. This is also true in 4QTest,

including both “True Prophet” and “Star” proof-texts (“the Star” is the Doresh ha-Torah

in CD, vii, 18). The reference there to Deut 33:8ff.’s “teaching the Law” and “keeping

(
yin^or) your Covenant” is the clue to “Nazoraean” terminology; cf. Nosyrei-Brito

(paralleling Shomrei-Brit) in Ps 25 and Ps 119 addressing “the Perfect of the Way walking

in Torah” and saturated with Qumran imagery. Cf. too the use of Ezek 44:7’s “Covenant-

Breakers” in lQpHab, ii, 6 for “the Liar” and his confederates “the Traitors”
(
Bogdim

)

and “Violent Ones” ('Aripm).
18

See Ezek 40:46, 43:19, 44:15, and 48:11. The best discussion of “the Zadokite State-

ment” is byj. Bowman, “Ezekiel and the Zadokite Priesthood”, Transactions of the Glasgow

University Oriental Society
,
xvi, 1957, pp. 1-14. Albright, too, understands the problem

noting that the Greek Septuagint conserves a reading of “Sons of Saddok”, not Zadok;

and he understands that “Sons of Zadok” can just as easily be understood as “sons of

the Righteous One”; cf. the reading “Sons of the Zadok” in IQS, ix, 14 and W. F.

Albright and C. S. Mann, “Qumran and the Essenes: Geography, Chronology, and Identi-

fication of the Sect”, BASOR, Suppl. Studies, 10—12, 1951, pp. 17ff. Le Moyne in Les

Sadduceans, Paris, 1972 shows little insight into these problems. His preconceptions

resemble Milik’s; cf. his comments about the “righteousness” of the Sadducees, p. 160.
19

In Ezekiel’s wording “priests” and
“
Bnei-Zadok levites” are appositives. “Bnei-Zadok”

is used adjectivally to describe which “levites” will serve as “priests”, not vice versa. Any

genealogical sense this might have had is broken open in CD, iii, 21 ff. by the deliberate

addition of i^aa^constructs. There, “Sons of Zadok” are defined as “the Elect of Israel

called by name (note the predetermination) who will stand in the Last Days

”

(italics mine

—

the usage is from Ezek 37:10 and also carries with it the implication of “be resurrected”.

Note too the Ebionite “Standing One” ideology here). The usage “wandered astray” is

common at Qumran and is usually used in contradistinction to “the Sons of Righteous-

ness” who “do the Torah”, often in connection with allusion to the treacherous activities

of “the Man of Lying”, who “pours out the waters of Lying” and teaches “straying from

the Law” and “stubbornness of heart”; cf. CD, i, 15; ii, 13, 16f.; iii, 1, 4, 14; iv, 1; IQS,

iii, 21 f.; iv, Ilf.; lQpHab, x, 9; 1QH, i, 23fi; ii, 14; iii, 21 f. etc. The use of “Sons of
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That there may be a genealogical connotation to this description is

self-evident. However, it is also clear from studying Ezekiel’s account

(whether authentic or pseudepigraphic is beside the point) that there are

other priesdy Levites, members of families as respectable as Shaphan’s

(who was involved in “the reform of Josiah”). These, comprising the

former reigning priestly aristocracy, doubdess could have made equally

legitimate “Zadokite” claims—though it is not clear such claims counted

for anything before the Restoration—and are now being disqualified on
the basis of their idolatry, etc. from service in the Temple .

20

The Dead Sea Scrolls further emphasize the ethical aspect of Ezekiel’s

usage. As they employ this terminology, it definitely has a component
in “Righteousness”, which is of course the root of the personal noun,

“Zadok”, or in observation of “the Law” (what in other language might

be characterized as ‘\eal for the Law”—phraseology current at

Qumran).

21
It cannot be stressed too strongly that this moral component

Zedek” twice in IQS, iii, 20ff. in this context is deliberate; cf. also 4QpPs 37, iv, 15.

The context here, important for all subsequent Second Temple problems from the

“Zealot” opposition to the Herodian family to the Pauline Gentile Mission’s problems

with the Jerusalem Community, is keeping “the uncircumcized in heart and uncircum-

cized in flesh” out of the Temple (Ezek 44:7—10). It belies Josephus’ contention that

the 66 ce rejection “by those in charge of Temple service” of gifts and sacrifices from

any foreigner (including the Emperor and presumably Herodians) was an “innovation”.

The “heart” and “flesh” imagery forms the backbone of the allusion to “Holy Spirit”

baptism from IQS, ii, 1—iv, 26 and is the basis ofJosephus’ description ofJohn’s baptism.

The “idolatry”, “fornication”, and “Riches” charges (all themes associated in extant data

with James) comprise “the Three Nets of Belial” accusation against the priestly hierarchy

in CD, iv, 18ff. For the confrontation between “Simon” and Agrippa I—probably the

original behind Acts 10:1—11:18—and the related “Temple wall” incident directed against

his son Agrippa II (which leads inexorably to James’ death), see below pp. 30 and 53

and Ant. 19.7.4 and 20.9.11. In War 2.17.1 Agrippa II is ultimately barred from the

Temple and all Jerusalem by “the Innovators”.
20

See Ezek 44:10: “those levites who abandoned me when Israel strayed from me . . .

They are to become servants in my sanctuary . . . ”; these are contrasted to those levites

who are
“
Bnei-Zadok” in 44:15. It becomes dear that “Sons of Zadok” is being used as

an antonym of “going astray” and “broke my Covenant”. Cf. 4QFlor, i, 17, where “the

Sons of Zadok and the men of their community” are identified with those who “shall

not defile themselves with idols” (the reading here is disputed, but the context is clear).

For Ezek 8:11 those levites who abandoned their duties “to follow idols” include the

former priestly establishment including the family of Shaphan. Cross does not treat these

matters in “Reconstruction of Judean Restoration”, JBL, v, 1975, pp. 4—18.
21

See, for instance, the introduction of the Damascus Document addressed to “all

Knowers of Righteousness” amid the language of “the heart”, “the Way”, “works”

(ma'asei/ma'aseihem), and “Walkers in Perfection”. IQS, ii, 15 and iv, 4 refer to “zeal for

his Judgements” and its variant “zeal for the Judgements of Righteousness” as opposed

to “stubbornness of heart”, “zeal for fornication”, “slackness in the service of Righteous-
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is the absolute determinant of a proper “Zadokite” priest at least as far

as the Damascus Document is concerned, and probably Ezekiel as well.

The play on words implicit in this esoteric analysis of the term consti-

tutes a favorite device at Qumran. The artful craftsmanship practiced

there is missed by many Qumran scholars who do not adequately come
to grips with literary devices in such an environment. This play on words
is reinforced in the conjunction of the Moreh ha-Zedek with the “Son of
Zadok”, or more precisely the “Zadok” par excellence. It is extended even
further in the pesharim, where the identification is always consciously and
explicitly drawn between “the Zaddik” in the text and “the Moreh ha-

Zedek” in the exegesis.
22

What would Jesus’ relationship be to the kind of ideology we are

developing here? According to perhaps the oldest and probably most
Jewish stratum of New Testament Christology, Jesus was the suffering

“Just One”; i.e., “the suffering Zaddik” and is specifically so designated

in Acts. The origin of this phraseology is “the suffering servant” simile

of Is 53. Here, it should be noted, not only is “the servant” identified

with “the Zaddik”, but his “justifying” action is to be accomplished by
his “Knowledge” (probably through teaching; cf. that Da'at widespread
at Qumran) and his 'amal-nephesh, that is, works with soteriological force.

This ja^dik-Zaddik theology of Is 53 is not only recognizable in the

ness”, and “a tongue full of insults” (cf. “the Tongue” imagery in Ja 3:5ff. itself geneti-

cally parallel to “Lying”/“Spouting”/“Scoffing” imagery at Qumran). See also 1QH, ii,

15 “a spirit of zeal” against “the Seekers after Smooth Things”. In IQS, ix, 23 the usage
“zealous for the Law” actually occurs relating to two citations of the famous Is 40:3

“making a Way in the wilderness” and reference to the three central “priests” as a spiri-

tualized “Holy of Holies” who atone for the land by “suffering the sorrows of affliction”

and practicing Righteousness and “Perfection of the Way”. They are “the offering”, their

Righteousness “the fragrance”, and through them “the Holy Spirit is established on
Truth” (viii, 1-ix, 25); cf. also the “Cornerstone”, “Wall”, “Rock”, and “Fortress” sym-
bolism in this passage and in 1QH, vi, 25f., vii, 7f., etc.

22
I have treated this correspondence in two SBL papers, “James as Righteous Teacher”

(1977) and The Zaddik-Iden and the Zadokite Priesthood” (1979), but its verification

is readily made by even a cursory inspection of Habakkuk and Ps 37 Peshers. IQpHab,
i, 12 actually draws it in the exegesis. The context of “the Wicked devouring” or “seeking
to slay the Righteous” (4QpPs 37, iv, 7) also closely parallels Is 3:10, another Zaddik-
passage expressly applied to the death of James (about whom “the Prophets declared”)

in E.H. 2.23.15. Cf. also CD, i, 20 specifically referring to “the Zaddik” and alluding to

the nephesh-Zaddik vocabulary of the Is 53:1 If. Z^ffe-passage. If one catalogues all refer-

ences to tpddik in Prophets and Psalms—the usual exegetical texts employed at

Qumran—further collating them with words like Lebanon, Ebionim
, 'Anayyim (“the

Meek also Dallim), Bogdim (Traitors), etc., one achieves an approximation of the

method used for choosing exegetical texts at Qumran; cf. Is 2-5, 10f., 14, 25, 29-33
(Zech 10-11), Hab 2-3, Nah 1, etc.
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Pauline corpus, it is also present in the Damascus Document and the

Qumran Hymns .

25 By extension, it is also present working off the word
'amah—in recognizably parallel fashion in the Habakkuk Pesher and the

Letter of James; however, Paul parts company with these on whether

this “Justification” is to be achieved by “Faith” or through works of

Righteousness and “the Law”. 24

According to the esoteric interpretation of “the Zadokite Priesthood”,

as we have expounded it, since Jesus was “
Zaddik”, to his heirs belong

the High Priesthood. The word-play we have already signalled is further

extended in the Letter of the Hebrews with the allusion to “the priest-

hood after the order of Melchizedek”. The reference here is not only

to the concept of “Righteousness” as being the primary basis of legit-

imacy in the succession, but also to the personality of the Righteous

priest/king Jesus, in whose name the new order is established .

25

23
See CD, iv, 6f. in the Ezek 44:15 exegesis. Here “the Sons of Zadok”, now identified

with “the Kodesh Shotiim”

,

i.e., “the Rishonim” or “the Anshei-Kodesh TamirrT—usage wide-

spread in CD and IQS—“through whom God grants atonement”, “justify the Righte-

ous”, i.e. jasdiku Zaddik. Cf. the purposeful reversal “justify the Wicked” in CD, i, 19

in relation to “the Lying Scoffer” who abolishes “the Ways of Righteousness” and his

attack on “the soul of the Righteous One” and the parallel reversal ofyi^adek (“to be

justified”) in IQS, iii, 2£; cf. also Ps Rec 1.70. For ji^adek in Hymns see 1QH, vii, 28;

ix, 14f.; xiii, 16f. etc. See also “you justified” used in relation to Righteous “works” in

1QH, i, 7 and “to justify” in 1QM, xi, 14 in relation to eschatological reference to “the

Poor”, “the Star Prophecy”, and Messianic “rain” imagery. That Is 53: Ilf. was very early

applied (presumably in the Jerusalem Church) to Jesus’ death is confirmed by Paul in 1

Co 15:3ff. in his preface to resurrection-appearance sequences. It is never remarked that

the whole structure of Qumran organization of Moreh-Zedek/Zaddik and Rabbim is based

on Is 53, that is, “My servant the Righteous One will justify”/“bear the sins of the

Many” {Rabbim). Cf. as well Ja 5:6 below, pp. 30 and 54.
24 The preservation of something resembling the “Jerusalem Church” or “Jamesian”

interpretation of Hab 2:4 in lQpHab, viii. Iff. is often missed. Not only does the exegesis

parallel Paul’s, but in contradistinction to the more antinomian Gentilizing approach of

the latter, its effect is twice restricted to “all 'Osei ha-Torah in the House of Judah”,

meaning only to Jem, and of these, only to those “who do the Law”, with an accent on
“doing”. These “will be saved from the House of Judgement by their works ('amalani)

and their Faith in the Righteous Teacher”. Note the telltale reversal of the sense of the

underlying text as per Pauline exegesis. Its eschatological nature is confirmed in xii.3ff.

where it is now “the Simple of Judah doing Torah” who will be “saved at the Last

Judgement”, “Lebanon” is referred to, and the usage
“
Ebionim” is deliberately introduced

into the Pesher (though 'Ani does not appear till Hab 3:15). Cf. how in x, 9ff. “the Mattif

ha-Cha^av . . . leads Many astray . . . with works of Lying so that their 'amal will count

for nothing”.

Heb 3:1 ff., 4:14f£, and 7 : 1 ff. Note Heb 7:26 already knows the doctrine that only

“an absolutely pure and Holy High Priest beyond the influence of Sinners” (in the pecul-

iar code of this period “Herodians” and “foreigners”), that is, a Priest-Zaddik, can pro-
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Here it should not be forgotten that the title “the Zaddik” was also

accorded to Jesus’ brother James, who was on this basis in addition to

being Jesus’ genealogical successor, his spiritual heir. Early Church litera-

ture, whether through over-enthusiasm or otherwise, depicted James as

having worn the breastplate of the High Priest and actually entering the

Holy of Holies.
26 Whether this priesthood of Jesus and James was also

“the Zadokite” one is debatable. In terms of the analysis we have pre-

sented of Righteousness or “the Righteous One” being the basis for the

esoteric understanding of Ezekiel’s prognoses, it was.

Through this analysis, also, sense can be made of the testimony,

referred to above, of James actually functioning as High Priest. Whether
the Maccabean priesthood “of the Most High God” is, also, to be ident-

ified with the Melchizedek one of Christianity and the Letter to the

Hebrews remains open to question. Whether this latter usage of the term

can be extended to the Qumran (or Zadokite) use of the term as well

has been debated. The writer would take a position in the affirmative,

considering all such juxtapositions of the letters Z-D-K to be interrelated.

In this regard, it should be remembered that the formula “men of the

lot of Melchizedek” of 1 lQMelchizedek corresponds almost precisely to

the terminology “Sons of Zadok” in the Damascus Document; and

therefore, by simple reduction, “Zadok” and “Melchizedek” are equival-

ent usages.
27

vide an efficacious atonement for sin. Cf. too its evident Qumranisms: the doctrine of

“Righteousness” (5:14), the doctrine of “Perfection” (2:10 and 7:28), adoptionist sonship

(5:5f), and in connection with “bearing the sins of the Many”, “
the End of the Last Age”

(9:27f.) actually echoing CD, iv, 10f., “the completion of the end of those years”, and

“ha-ke^ ha-aharon” of IQS, iv, 16f. and lQpHab, vii, 12 (italics mine).
26 E.H. 2.23.6 and Epiphanius, Haem. 29.3. and 78.13. Jerome, Vir. ill. 2, supports

Epiphanius’ claim that James went into the Holy of Holies, which suggests his atoning

activities in his role as Righteous “Priest” and appears to relate to at least one Yom Kippur

atonement he made. These testimonies are contemptuously dismissed by most scholars.

T. Zahn’s reference to James as “the pope of Ebionite phantasy” (quoted in H.-J.

Schoeps, Paul: The Theology of the Apostle in the Ught ofJewish Religious History, Philadelphia,

1961, p. 67) is representative. Since it has become possible within the framework of the

opposition “Priest"/Zaddik/Moreh-Zedek at Qumran to make sense out of such testimon-

ies, I submit they should be treated more seriously. Note Talmudic tradition preserves

material that the sons of Rechab married the daughters of the high priests
(
Siphre Num

78 on 10:29 reverses this) and their sons did service in the Temple; Yalqut Shim' oni on Jer

35:12—“Sons of Rechab” being in our view a euphemism for “Essenes”/“Zadokites”,

evoking—like “life-long Nazirite” allusions—the similarity in life-styles.

2
' 1 lQMelchizedek has been translated and commented upon variously by A. S. van

der Woude, “Melchisedek als Himmlische Erlosergestalt in den Neugefundenen Escatol-

ogischen Midraschim aus Qumran Hohole XI”, Oudtestamentische Studien, iv, 1965,
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Finally, if there is substance to any of these extensions and identifi-

cations, “the Priesthood after the order of Melchizedek” must be related

to what we have called “the Zealot”, based on “the zeal of Phineas”

and invoked on behalf of Simeon the Righteous, Mattathias, and Onias in

the Hebrew version of Ecclesiasticus, 1 Macc, and 2 Macc respectively.
28

Correspondingly,
J. Bowman has argued in a much overlooked article

on this subject that the Zadokite one bases its claims for legitimacy on
this selfsame “Covenant of Phineas”.

29

By now it should be clear that these are not all separate reckonings,

but rather esoteric or poetic variations around the same theme,

“Righteousness” and/or “zeal”—just as the various appellations the

community at Qumran used to refer to itself, e.g.,“Sons of Light”, “Sons

of Truth”, “Sons of Zadok”, “Sons of Zedek”, “the Sons of Hesed”,

“Ebionim”, “the Elect of Righteousness”, “the Meek”, “Ebionei-Hesed”

(the Poor Ones of Piety),
“
Nimharei-Zedek” (the Zealous for

pp. 354—73; J. T. Milik, “Milklsedq et Milkl-resa‘ dans les anciens ecrits juifs et chretiens”,

JJS, 23, 1972, pp. 95-144; J. Carmignac, “Le document de Qumran sur Melkisedeq”,

Qumran
,
vii, pp. 343-78; M. de Jonge and A. S. van der Woude, “11Q Melchizedek and

the New Testament”, NTS, xii, pp. 301-26; J. A. Fitzmyer, “Further Light on Melchi-

zedek from Qumran Cave 11 ”,JBT, 86, pp. 25—41, etc.; but it is incontrovertible that

“Men of the Lot of Melchizedek” of line 8 is used synonymously with “the Sons of

Light” in line 7 and with the general way “Sons of Zadok” is used throughout the

Qumran corpus; cf. IQS, iii, 18ff. equating “Sons of Zedek” with “Sons of Light”. Once
the basic parallelism of all these usages, i.e., “Sons of Zadok”, “Truth”, “Light”, “Heav-

en”, etc., is comprehended, and with it, adoptionist jwn^S-notions centering around the

“Perfection” ideal, the question whether or not the Melchizedek Priesthood is found at

Qumran becomes academic.
28

See Sira 50:24, 1 Macc 2:26£, and 2 Macc 3:1 and 4:2. Note Onias III plays the

same literary role in 2 Macc as Mattathias does in 1 Macc.

Op. cit., pp. 4f.; J. Trinquet, “Les liens ‘Sadocites’ de l’ecrit de Damas des Manuscrits

de la Mer Morte et de l’Ecclesiastique”, V.T., i, 1951, pp. 290f£, is also aware of the

same point, but is able to develop it less. For confusion of “Zadokites” and “Sadducees”,

see Justin Martyr, Dialogue with Ttypho 80, where “Sadducees” are listed with other Jewish

heretical groups; Filaster in Diversarum Haereseon Tiber 5; and Jerome in Migne, Patrolog.

Tat., xxvi, pp. 163ff. For problematic Talmudic references (which abound), see b. Erub

68b—69a, Sanh 38a and 100b, Hullin 87a, Niddah 33b—34a, M. Yadaim
,
iv, 6—8, etc. In the

Pseudoclementine Rec 1.53-54 it is specifically asserted that the Sadducees are a group

considering themselves “more Righteous” than the others who came into existence about

the time ofJohn the Baptist; cf. Josephus’ characterization of them as “harsher in Judge-

ment”, Ant. 20.9.1, and his play on John Hyrcanus’ desire “to be righteous”. Ant.

13.1 1.5f. Cf. also Mt 11:12 and Lk 16:16 associating the beginning of “the Men of

Violence” with John’s coming and the material in ARN 5.2 associating sectarian strife

with “Zadok and Boethus” (i.e., “Saddok” and Joezer b. Boethus). Strikingly, Josephus’

discussion of Jewish sects in War and Ant. is also triggered by mention of Judas and/

or “Saddok”; see below pp. 50 and 97.
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Righteousness),
“
Tamimei-Derech” (the Perfect of the Way), “Anshei-Tamim

ha-Kodeski” (the Men of the Perfection of Holiness), etc., do not all desig-

nate different groups but function as interchangeable metaphors.30
In

this view, the Covenant of Phineas operated over and above the general

Aaronite one (Bowman considered the Covenant of Phineas to be the

prior one), setting forth which among the various Aaronite heirs could

be considered suitable candidates for the High Priesthood, that is, the

“zealous” or “Righteous” ones.

It is significant that one of the original demands at the time of

the first uprising in 4 bc, inspired according to Josephus by “the

Zealots”, was to appoint “according to the law” a High Priest of

“more perfect purity”.
31 For their part it was the “messianically”-

inspired zealous young priests who by stopping sacrifice on behalf of

the Romans gave the signal for the start of the uprising in 66 ce.
32

Commentators who cannot make a determination as to whether the

Dead Sea Scroll sect was anti-Herodian or pro-Herodian, pro-

Hyrcanus or pro-Aristobulus, and consequently are unable, for

instance, to make any sense out of the destruction of the community

in the 40s or 30s bc by fire, are equally unable to understand any of

the considerations delineated above, or rather simply do not wish to,

preferring to take a position on the relatively safer and less contro-

versial questions of paleography and archaeology.
33

30
See 1QH, ii, 10, 12, 33f.; iii, 22; v, 8, 31-32; vi, 20, 29; ix, 35f.; IQS, iv, 28; v, 13;

viil, 1 7 ff.
;

ix, 8; CD, viii, 24ff. etc. Unfortunately for the premises of most modern

scholarship terms like “Ebionim”, “No^rim”, “Hassidim”, “Zaddikim” (that is, Ebionites,

Palestinian Christians, Essenes, and Zadokites), turn out to be variations on the same

theme. The inability to relate to changeable metaphor, particularly where subversive or

esotericizing groups are concerned, has been a distinct failure in criticism ancient as well

as modem.
31

Ant. 17.9.1. One should follow the variations of this “Perfection” terminology, i.e.,

Tom, Tamim/Tamimim, hatem, etc., at Qumran and in the New Testament. At Qumran it

is often used in connection with the “Way” terminology. Since it is based on the descrip-

tion of the first Zaddik, Noah, as “TamwT in Ge 6:9, it should perhaps be called

“Noachic”.
32 War 2.17.2. That these priests who halted the sacrifice on behalf of or payed for by

foreigners in the Temples were moved by the “Messianic” prophecy is made clear in

War 6.6.4. The application of it to Vespasian by Josephus and Rabbi Yohanan ben

Zacchai not only testifies to its currency in 68 ce, it is also in keeping with general

“Pharisaic” policy. It further illustrates Josephus’ description of the followers of “Judas

and Saddok” in Ant. 18.1.6 as being “in all matters like the Pharisees except they have

an inviolable attachment to liberty and . . . could not bear to call any man Lord”.
33

See below, pp. 43ff. and 80-97ff.
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III

ECCLESI ASTICUS AND PRIESTLY LEGITIMACY

The all-important Hebrew text of Ecclesiasticus (“Ben Sira” as it is often

denoted), found at three locations over the last century: the Cairo Gem-

Zah, Qumran, and Masada (each of which is important in itself), is crucial

to the matter of Zadokite/Sadducean priestly claims and one of the keys

to unraveling the Second Temple sectarian puzzle. The “Sadducean” or

scribal character of the text has generally been recognized. What was
not so plain was its sectarian character, nor how the key material in

chapters 50-51, missing from the Septuagint/Vulgate version, was used

to legitimize priestly claims by all the sects heir to the legacy, spiritual

or otherwise, of the saintly Simeon the Zaddik.

These include, as we shall see, the Maccabees, Zealots, Zadokites,

and probably even the Christians, namely, all the groups outside of the

Pharisaic/Herodian establishment of 40 bc onwards. The Pharisees also

used Simeon, but not to establish priestly legitimacy; rather as a link in

the transmission of right-guided tradition.
34

I have left both Essenes and Sadducees off the list. It is, strictly speak-

ing, imprecise to refer to the “Zadokites” at Qumran as “Essenes”, which
the majority of scholars in the field tend to do for polemical reasons of

their own. The sectaries at Qumran might be “Essenes”, but the case

is by no means proven. Nor is it clear how “the Essenes” saw the prob-

lem of priestly succession, nor how they would then differ from Hassi-

daeans, Zealots, partisans of Judas Maccabee, or even his enemies. One
is on safer ground to use the sectaries’ own terminology, whether “Sons

of Zadok”,
“
Ebionim”

,
“Zaddikim”

,

“
Hassidim”, or some other, all terms

found generously sprinkled throughout their literature and meaningful

in the light of sectarian history in Palestine.

For their part, the so-called “Sadducees” are dominated by the Phar-

isees in their post-Herodian embodiment, as Josephus tells us in no
uncertain terms.

3
’ They are in no way “Zadokite” if Qumran is typical

34 The association in both Pirke Abot 1.2 and ARN 4.1 (the section delineating R.

Yohanan’s relations with the Romans and applying “Lebanon” imagery to the 70 ce
Temple fall) of “Torah”, “Temple-service”—the basis of Ezekiel’s Zadokite Statement

—

and
“
Hesed' or “the practice of the Hassidim

”

with the person of Simeon the Zaddik

needs no further elucidation. Note that this section ofARN (4.4) associates rain-making

with proper Temple-service
;
drought with its cessation.

35
Ant. 18.1.4. It is noteworthy that what Josephus describes as “Sadducees” and “Phar-

isees ’ in War 2.8.14 sound very close to what Rabbinic literature is referring to as Beit-
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of what we mean by Zadokite. We have already noted that their legal

and spiritual legitimacy was called into question by those Josephus calls

“desirous of innovation” as early as 4 bc ( War 2.1.2); quite properly, as

it were, since these new-model “Sadducees” are thoroughly compromised

by their Roman/Herodian connections.

Let us attempt a reconstruction following priestly lines of legitimacy,

but without adhering to the interpretation of “Zadokite” as implying

only or even primarily genealogical descent.
35

It is generally accepted that

Simeon the Zaddik (whether the earlier one of Josephus and imprecise

Rabbinic speculation or the later one of Ecclesiasticus) is a true son of

Zadok, meaning a lineal descendant of the Davidic/Solomonic High

Priest, but there is nowhere any proof of this.
37
This is one of the implicit

assumptions of Qumran scholarship, and should it be found wanting,

most of the edifice so artfully constructed upon it becomes extremely

fragile.

There is no proof that Ezra is “a Zadokite” Priest, or Ezekiel who

first employs the term in a significant way, or even Elijah for that matter.

It is true that someone wants us to think that Ezra is a Zadokite Priest,

and he is supplied with a good “Zadokite” genealogy, but on closer

Shammai and 5«V-Hillel. In this period one has to be careful with one’s terminologies

which tend to become unglued. Terms like “Zealots”, “Essenes”, even “Pharisees”,

which we take to be “parties”, Josephus and his sources often use genetically. Josephus

himself confuses Essenes and Pharisees saying the same things about Pollio and Sameas

as he does about “Essenes”. “Menachem the Essene” repeats a prophecy earlier ascribed

to Sameas, and Pollio and Sameas are even confused with each other; cf. Ant. 14.9.3f.,

15.1.1, and 15.10.4f. Elsewhere, Josephus cuts a part from his description of “the

Essenes” in War 2.8.10 and adds it to his description of “the Fourth Philosophy” of

Judas and Saddok in Ant. 18.1.6. See below, pp. 47 and 69.

36
See Albright, loc cit. The idea that

“
Zaddik” is as good a basis for the derivation of

the term Sadducee as “Zadok” is also understood by P. Wernberg-Moeller, “
Zedek

,

Zaddik
,
and Zadok in the Zadokite Fragments (CDC), the Manual of Discipline (DSD)

and the Habakkuk Commentary (SSH)”, V.T., iii, 1953, pp. 309-315, and R. North,

“The Qumran ‘Sadducees’”, CBQ, 17, 1955, pp. 164—188. Wernberg-Moeller incisively

states in his conclusion, p. 315, “Probably Zadok is not meant as a name at all, requiring

the reading Zaddik
;
and we may translate: ‘it was (not) revealed until a righteous one arose’

(of CD, iii)”. Le Moyne, p. 160, is unable to understand North’s presentation, no less

rebut it. See also A. Michel, Fe Maitre de Justice
,
Avignon, 1954. That waw and yod are

indistinguishable at least in lQpHab was developed by Y. Ratzaby in JQR, 41, 1950, pp.

155ff. See also Ps Rec 1.54 and John Hyrcanus’ “Righteousness” associated with Saddu-

cees above, p. 21.

37 The problem of the dating of Simeon the Zaddik has been discussed in detail by G.

F. Moore in “Simeon the Righteous”, Jewish Studies in Memory of Israel Abrahams
,
New

York, 1927, pp. 348—64, including all the relevant references from the Talmud, Josephus,

and Ben Sira.
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inspection one finds he is given the exact same genealogy as Jesus ben

Yehozedek 100 years earlier, the First High Priest after the return from

captivity.
38 Even this genealogy has gaps in it and contradicts what is

known about priesdy succession in other parts of the Bible.
39 For

Bowman, all such genealogies are artificial since very litde survived the

Babylonian destruction, biblical ploys (old or new) on matters of gen-

ealogy are, in any event, something to be handled with circumspection.

More importantly, what has never been remarked is that the claim

being put forward on behalf of Ezra is not the normal “Zadokite” one

at all, but rather what we have been calling “the Zealot” (as Bowman
has argued, this is prior to and functions as the Zadokite). Indeed, Ezra

is the “zealous” priest par excellence, showing incontrovertible %ealfor the

Law even to the extent of demanding the divorce of alien, including

Samaritan, wives—a typical Phineas-style procedure.
40 No doubt Ezra

would have preferred a harsher penalty than excommunication had the

“Yehud” of his day not simply been autonomous and had he had the

powers to impose the death penalty. In any case, his powers seem to

38
Cf. Ezra 7: If. with 1 Chron 5:34ff.

39
For instance, Josephus tells us in his famous statement about the priesthood in Ant.

20.10.1 that there were eighteen in number “one in succession to the other from the

days of King Solomon until Nebuchadnezzar . . . took Josadek the High Priest captive”,

but this contradicts the numbers on the list of Ant. 10.9.6—only fifteen names, which

in turn contradicts the genealogy given Ezra and Yehozedek in 1 Chron 5:34ff.—only

six names—or 1 Chron 5:5—14, which gives thirteen names. With so many repetitions,

the last-named has the air of concoction about it; for instance, a second Azariah far

down the list is said to have officiated in Solomon’s Temple. Even a cursory examination

of Josephus’ list will reveal several significant omissions as well as conflicts with known

facts he himself provides: for instance, the Amariah who served in Jehosephat’s time

and the Azariah of Hezekiah and Hilkiah’s time. One garbled genealogy of 1 Chron 9:10

gives the ancestors of Yehozedek’s grandfather, Azariah, but lists only three generations

between him and the Zadok of Solomon’s time. In addition, it groups him in a genealogi-

cal milieu that seems to reflect a pre-Davidic time—pace genealogical knowledge at the

time of the composition of Chronicles. In Neh 11:10, one Jedaiah (the name Chronicles

gives to the second priestly course and evidently meant to be a high priest) is listed as

the son of Joiarib (the first priestly course) and given the genealogy of Ezra and Jesus

ben Yehozedek. Cf. too Eusebius’ statement following Julius Africanus in E.H. 1.7.12

about Herod’s purported destruction of all priestly genealogical records.

* For this grisly episode, see Num 25:6—15: “Phineas the Priest . . . has turned my

wrath away from the sons of Israel ... In reward for his %eal for his God he shall have

the right to perform the ritual atonement over the sons of Israel” (italics mine). It is precisely

the problem of “Gentiles” in the Temple that forms the background to the Zadokite

Statement in Ezek 44:7 as we have seen, and later surfaces in the Herodian period with

the posting of “Zealot” warning markers. Cf. too Ant. 19.7.4 on “Simon” ’s opposition

to Agrippa I entering the Temple noted above, p. 17.
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have reached right into the “Zadokite” High Priesdy household itself.

Not only does he occupy its Temple chambers, but he banishes one of

its heirs, Sanballat’s son-in-law, which seems to be the birth-moment of

Samaritan “Zadokite” claims.
41

If we are unable to prove the legitimate “Zadokite” descent of any

priestly hero of the Bible after the Solomonic period, imagine the embar-

rassment of the priests of Judas’ day, who certainly could not do so

either. Of the twenty-four courses of the Temple, only sixteen could

even be “Zadokite”, and which ones these might be is impossible to

determine. Though Chronicles attempts a retrospective portrait of these,

the names it includes are identifiably Second Temple.
42 One of these is

accused in Ezra’s time of not even being of priestly descent.
43

In any event, the Maccabees put forth in the safest manner possible

their “Zadokite” claim in 1 Macc by signaling their membership in the

first and largest priestly course, that of Jehoiarib. It is as good a claim as

any, especially when reinforced by the portrait of Mattathias’ Phineas-like

behavior. Where did the assumption come from that the Maccabees

could not be considered “Zadokite”, or even that they were not

“priesdy”, appertaining rather to some lower “levitical” order?
44

This is

nothing but a confused distortion of historical data to suit desired theor-

etical aims. We do not even know to what course Simeon’s family

belonged (unless it be that of Jedaiah), and it is not at all outside the

41 Ezra 10:6ff. and Neh 13:4ff. Stricdy speaking, the banishment recorded in Nehemiah

is claimed by Nehemiah, which raises questions as to who is actually behaving in this

zealous way, Ezra or Nehemiah. Ezra 10:1 8f. only mentions the members of the high

priestly family whose marriages Ezra dissolved. Curiously enough, one of these last is

named “Jarib”, which must be identical with the first priesdy course in Chronicles, the

one the Maccabees later claim affiliation with. For Ezra with his Phineas-like behavior

as a priesdy gloss (possibly Maccabean), see below, p. 36.
42 The sixteen orders are given in 1 Chron 24:3ff. and dated to David’s time. The

genealogy of Azariah of 1 Chron 9:10 above presents three of the course names as

brothers and dates them in Saul’s time. The names figure prominently in the list of

returnees in Ezra 8 (repeated in Neh 7-8). Many are repeated among the signatures of

the agreement of Neh 10, in the population list of Neh 11, and the list of returnees of

Neh 12. One course, “the sons of Delaiah”, Ezra 2:34ff. considers not even to be able

to prove “that their families and ancestry were of Israelite origin" (italics mine).
43 Ezek 2:34ff.

44
1 Macc 2:1, 24—28, 50, 54, 58, etc. Note how in what can only be called Mattathias’

Zealot farewell, Elijah is said to be consumed by “zeal for the Law”. For good examples

of this kind of assumption, see Milik, pp. 82-3, and Cross, pp. 129—41
.

Josephus in

Ant. 20.10.1 never doubts the legitimacy of Maccabean family claims to the priesthood,

contrasting them with the meaner ones of the Herodian priesthood, and as Vita 1 con-

firms, never considered his own Hasmonaean priestly ancestry an embarrassment.
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realm of possibility that the Maccabees constituted a lesser branch of

his family as the Tobiads had in a previous generation.
45

To claim Zadokite descent in Jesus’ time (not to mention Davidic)

would be like being able to claim descent from Dante in our own.

Ecclesiasticus, especially Chapter 51, was so important because it delin-

eated an instrumentality for claiming priestly legitimacy in the days when

all priesdy genealogies had difficulty in going back to Ezra’s time. First,

Simeon is the High Priest, but he is so on “Zadokite” lines; i.e., he is

a Zaddik, a pious man. Hassid and Zaddik are in some sense parallel

usages probably going back to Isaiah and have continued as such in

Scroll literature, Karaism, and Jewish mysticism up to the present day.

In this manner, the crucial list of
“
Anshei-Hesed ” (the familiar “famous

men” of Greek translation) in the Hebrew Ecclesiasticus begins and ends

with the Zaddikim, Noah and Simeon.
46

I think we must grant that

Simeon the Just (Mattathias too) is “Aaronite” according to the normal

usage of that term. In Second Temple period times the priests (or “sons

of Aaron”) seem more of a caste, as they were in Zoroastrianism or as

the Brahmins in India, than a specific genealogy. But is he a “Zadokite”

to whom in Ezekiel’s language “the charge of God’s Sanctuary” must

go until the end of time? He is, says Ecclesiasticus, on the basis of his

perfect Piety
(
Hesed) and Righteousness (.Zedek).

In this we have the stirrings of both the “Hassidaean” and “Zadokite”

movements, which are related (cf. War 2.1.2 where the demand of “the

innovators” is for greater priesdy “Piety”

—

Hesed). The Hebrew version

of Ecclesiasticus adds that as such he also accedes to “the Covenant

of Phineas”. This Covenant is a bridge over any supposed genealogical

45 For the relation of the Tobiads to the high priesdy family, see Ant. 12.4.2. The

garbled high priesdy genealogy of Neh 11:10 also points to a relationship between the

first and second courses, Jehoiarib and Jedaiah, one or the other of which presumably

being the reigning high priesdy line.

46
Is 57:1 is perhaps the best example of this coupling of

“
ha-Zaddik" with the “Anshei-

Hesed”, the exact language of Ecclesiasticus. For “Noah the Righteous”, see Hebrew

Ben Sira 44:17 (actually found intact at Masada and in the Genisph). For “Enoch the

Righteous” see Enoch 1:1—2, beginning with the revealing words “he [Enoch the Right-

eous] blessed the Elect and the Righteous who will be living in the Day of Tribulation

when all the wicked and godless are to be removed”. In 12:4 Enoch is “the scribe of

Righteousness”, and both tides are coupled again in 15:1. Cf. Test. L. 10:5 and Wis 10:4

in the context of Genesis history told in “Zaddik” symbolism. The coupling of Hesed

and Zedek also forms the backbone of Josephus’ description of John the Baptist’s bap-

tism, Ant. 18.5.2. Justin Martyr in Dial. 23, 47, and 93 uses them to describe early

Christianity and they form the basis of Josephus’ description of Essene doctrine in War

2.8.2ff. and Ant. 15.10.5 on Menachem above. See also how Josephus applies these two

categories to the person of Simeon the Zaddik himself in Ant. 12.2.5.
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deficiencies, in that being based on “zeal for the Law”, it is qualitative,

extending to all descendants of Aaron through Eleazar. It is also to a

certain extent Zadokite” in a genealogical sense, since theoretically it

should not extend to the descendants of Ithamar. It is not clear, however,
if it ever should be construed in this sense, though originally this might
have been part of its thrust. It is also “Zadokite” in the esoteric sense

explaining just how “a son of Zadok” or “a Zaddik!’ distinguished him-
self, i.e., through “zeal for the Law”.

Ecclesiasticus is patendy a priesdy book as the amount of space spent
praising Aaron and Phineas, to say nothing of Simeon—more than for

Jacob, Moses, David, and others put together—attests. That it should
have been prized at Qumran among the Zadokites, at Masada among
the Sicarii—the terminology is Josephus’—and in a probable Karaite

synagogue in Old Cairo, is not surprising .

47 What is often overlooked

Josephus relates how 600 surviving Sicarii Red to Egypt to escape Roman repression,

as a consequence of which the Temple at Heliopolis was very likely suppressed. The
terminology “

Sicarii ” is pejorative, since this group obviously did not refer to itself in

this fashion. The first use of concealed weapons in this manner in Palestine was actually

employed by a Roman Governor, Pontius Pilate: War 2.9.4; Ant. 18.3.1. Seen in this

light, “the Sicarii ” were simply adopting already existing Roman stratagems. Their hostage
tactics (War 2.13.2; Ant. 20.8.5) resemble those of modern Islamic revolutionaries.

The connection with Shi ism is not fanciful, “the Sicarii ” being Apocalyptic Judaism’s
Assassins. The Imam-idea at the heart of Shi 'ism closely parallels the pre-existent Zaddik-
idea at Qumran; cf. 1QH, i, 20ff.; ix, 28ff. (in the context of adoptionist sonship); xv,

5 (echoing Nazirite-from-womb themes in Ga 1:15 and E.H. 2.23.4); and CD, ii, 7ff.

Ps Rec 1.52 conserves a perfect facsimile of “the Hidden Imam” doctrine (cf. “hidden”
themes below, p. 34): “Know then that Christ, who was from the beginning and always

, was
ever present with the Pious, though secretly

,
through all their generations” tying it to “the

Righteousness doctrine” (italics mine; cf. also Paul in 1 Co 2:8 and Col 1:16. Note that

he hints here at the “Hidden” ideology and in 1 Co 15:44f. at that of “the Primal Adam”.
For the Zohar on Noah the Righteous as the progenitor of the “Hidden” notation, see

below p. 41-2; on the Primal Adam, p. 109).

R. de Vaux s criticism of the Zealot Hypothesis of Roth and Driver again displays

the peculiar inability to come to grips with the true nature of such groups: “According
to its literature the community of Qumran was pre-eminently a religious group and was
opposed pre-eminently to the official Judaism. The Party of Zealots, on the other hand,
was, according to all that Josephus tells us of it, first and foremost a nationalist party

and was opposed, first and foremost, to the Romans”; R. de Vaux, Archaeology and the

Dead Sea Scrolls, Oxford, 1973, p. 120. De Vaux misunderstands that Josephus describes

events to the Roman public in terms that they can understand; cf. the language he uses

in describing revolutionary events relating to the downfall of Caligula and the elevation

of Claudius, Ant. 19.1.2. The rise of militant Islam, particularly Shi' ite Islam, in modern
times should help place such movements in a more realistic light.
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by those considering Josephus’ data is the link of what he ultimately

chooses to label as “the Zealot” Movement to the priesdy class despite

the fact of his own affiliations as a young priest with this Movement.48

The Talmud in its own manner alludes to the priesdy connections of the

orientation.
49 Though Josephus describes it to his Roman readers in the

primarily political terms they could understand (the same could be said

for how they could understand “Christianity”—a deficiency the New
Testament goes a long way towards making up); “the Zealot Movement”

is first of all a Movement making certain claims about priesdy legitimacy,

and not the primarily revolutionary one Josephus and the New Testa-

ment have caused us to think of it as. Chief among these claims is the

requirement of “zeal for the Law” as a prerequisite for service at the

Temple altar.

In an age where the high priesthood was to a certain extent up for

barter, that this should have political ramifications is not surprising. Jesus

himself displays some of these attitudes in the Gospel portrayal of the

Temple-cleansing affair where “Zealot” language is explicitly attributed

to him.
50

Similar “zeal” for the Temple is attributed to his brother James

in the portraits of his “Piety”
(
Hesed) and Righteousness (.Zedek)

in early

Church literature. Not only does Ja 2:10 stress his “zeal for the Law”,

but all accounts dwell on how the flesh on his knees resembled “camel’s

hide” from all the importuning of God he did in the context of what

48
S. G. F. Brandon, Jesus and the Zealots

, New York, 1967, pp. 114—141, has dealt at

length with this issue of priesdy connections. Not only did Josephus as a young priest

occupy an official position in Galilee under what should probably be termed the “Direc-

torate” period of the Revolt, 66—68 ce, but his earlier trip to Rome (where he probably

made the connections that he later used to betray the “Zealot” cause) is also interesting

in this regard; cf. Vita 3. Technically, Josephus never actually calls “the Fourth Philos-

ophy” or Judas’ “Galilean” Movement “Zealot” until after the “election” of Phannias/

Phineas in War 4.3.8f.; even here he applies it only to those, seemingly, who take ven-

geance for James and later only Eleazar’s group in the Temple (5.1.1), but the usage has

attained a wide currency.
49 The famous passage in M. Sanh, ix, 6 implies at least some connection of the Kanna'im

with priesdy matters. B. Salomonsen in “Some Remarks on the Zealots with Special

Regard to the term
‘

Qannaim’ in Rabbinic Literature”, NTS, 12, 1966, pp. 164—76, has

supplied a list of others; but his general orientation reflects the same general precon-

ceptions as Milik, de Vaux, Le Moyne, et al.

50 Noted above, p. 15. The whole problem of Jesus and the Zealots has been debated

at length in well-known works by Brandon, Cullmann, Hengel, etc. The lack of issue

relates very much to the inability to grasp that Zealotism as such was an orientation and

not a religio-political movement with a distinct ideology as, for instance, Messianism

was.
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appears to have been a Yom Kippur atonement .

51
Similar “zeal” (as well

as Rock
, Fortress’

,
“Shield”, and “Protection” imagery) is also

referred to in the Qumran Hymns usually attributed to the personal

composition of the Righteous Teacher himself.

52

Here, it is significant to remark that Ecclesias ficus has also been con-
served by what perhaps should be called non-Palestinian Christianity,

i.e., Roman, Greek Orthodox, Ethiopic, etc., albeit in a somewhat sanit-

ized form, though not by Rabbinic Judaism true as always to its Phari-

saic/Herodian roots. Many readers will be shocked at my linking of the

latter two and yet the Talmud proudly proclaims the links of Pharisaic

Judaism with the Herodian family
,

53
as it does Rabbi Yohanan ben

51
Epiphanius and Jerome, loc. cit., mention entering the Holy of Holies, and in general all

accounts agree that James’ praying involved an “atonement” on behalf of “the people”; cf.

sectarian difficulties over the issue of Yom Kippur in lQpHab, xi, 4ff. between the Righteous
Teacher and the Wicked Priest. Note James’ nemesis Ananus was “called by the name of
truth” (U Tzr 4.5.2; cf. the parallel E.H. 2.23.20 about James), twice “ruled over Israel”, and
“his corpse” was violated—in lQpHab, ix, 2 the word is “corpse”! That James’ surpassing

“Righteousness”, revealingly testified to by his sobriquet, and “Piety” would have entitled

him in Zadokite circles to make such an atonement should be clear.

In connection with these priestly claims, Haeres. 78.14 evokes his rain-making, per-

formed too by his Zaddik-precursor, Honi (whose death anticipates James’), which Rab-
binic tradition also ascribes to Phineas/Elijah and Habakkuk, cf. Ant. 14.2.1f., b. Ta'an

22b-23b, and ARN 4.4. M. Sanh. 9:6 specifically notes: “If a priest served in a state of
uncleanness ... the young men among the Priests took him outside the Temple and split

open his brain with clubs”, which appears to have been absorbed into accounts ofJames’
death in E.H. 2.23.17 and Haeres. 78.14, as opposed to Ant. 20.9.1. Whatever James’ ritual

purity, he was subjected to “Sanhedrin” trial by the Herodian Priesdy Establishment. In
his regard, one should take seriously the violent attitude towards “the Rich” in Ja 2:6

and 5:1-10, following which Elijah’s rain-making miracle is evoked (5:17). Note that the
first political act when “the Zealots” took over the Uprising in 68 ce in its “Jacobin”
phase, apart from the wholesale slaughter of the high priests (including Ananus), was to

destroy the debt records “to enable the Poor to rise against the Rich” (italics mine); War
2.17.8. Cf. in this context Ja 5:6 blaming “the Rich” for the death of “the Righteous
One” (and Paul in 1 Thess 2:15 blaming the Jews).

52 1QH, i, 11; ii, 15; iii, 37; iv, 3; vi, 17ff; vii, 8ffi; viii, 22ffi, ix, 28fi, etc.; cf. James as

“Ohlias”, “Protection of the People”, and “Bulwark” in E.H. 2.23.7, 3.7.8, and Haeres.

29.4 and note the Cleophas/Alphaeus/O£&tr/Lebbaeus tangle.

See particularly M. Sota 7:8 and the cry there, when Agrippa (whom “the sages

praised”) reads the Law on Succot and comes to the passage, “You may not put a foreigner

over you which is not your brother”; cf. also Bikk 3:4 and Siphre Deut 157 on 17:15. The
mirror image of this episode for Zadokite history must once again be that Simon with
“a very accurate knowledge of the Law” who convenes “an assembly” (this is literally

Ecclesia or Church ’) in Jerusalem in Ant. 19.7.4 and wants to exclude Agrippa from
the Temple as a foreigner (“since it belongs only to native Jews”); see above, p. 17 and
below, p. 79.
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Zacchai’s Romanizing self-humiliation before Vespasian by way of disas-

sociating himself from the Zealot (and in this case “Messianic”) Move-

ment/ 4
Josephus, another self-professed “Pharisee”, not uncharacteristi-

cally flaunts his own similar behavior.
55

If the extant literature is any

yardstick, Vespasian must have become very impatient at all these Jewish

turncoats vying with each other to proclaim him Messiah.

The anti-nationalist, Romanizing policy of the Pharisees will be dealt

with at length below. It can be traced back to the earliest stages of the

Party in 2 Macc and the time of Alexander Jannaeus and his son Hyr-

canus II. At this point it is sufficient to assert that if the patriarch Hillel

was ever head of the Sanhedrin, as Pharisaic tradition proclaims, then

the Sanhedrin in which he exercised such influence was the Herodian

one.
76 Of all the parties so far mentioned, the Pharisees alone make no

perceivable insistence on the high-priestly qualification of Righteousness,

being satisfied to accept appointment from foreign or non-Jewish rulers.

In this orientation is probably to be found the original basis for their

split with the “Zadokites”.
57

34
For this clear misuse and cruel mockery of the Messianic Prophecy in the episode

usually taken as being the birth moment of Rabbinic Judaism, see AKN A. 5. Those who
doubt that the fall of the Temple discussed in the Qumran Habakkuk and Isaiah Peshers

applies to the one in Vespasian’s time should note that the same passage. Is 10:33-4

applied to the 70 ce fall in ARN above, is also to be found subjected to exegesis. Since

there is no evidence of exegesis of this kind relating to an earlier fall, the burden of

proof in the face of such decisive evidence must rest on its detractors.

55
1Var 3.8.8f. For his discussion of the “Messianic Prophecy” see 6.5.4.

56 For the relationship of the Hassidaeans in 1 Macc to the Pharisees, see below, pp.

37 ff. For Alexander’s crucifixion of the 800 Pharisees, see War 1.4.6 and Ant. 13.14.2.

That these are Pharisees is clear from the revenge they take against Alexander’s associates

when they come to power after his death, under his wife Alexandra, as it is from their

support of the Priesdy claims of her eldest son Hyrcanus II against the “Sadducee”/

“Zealot” supporters of his younger brother Aristobulus. We have already noted Herod’s

affection for “Pollio the Pharisee”. Equally illuminating is the famous Proybul associated

with Hillel, which is at the root of the problem of debt records above. For its relationship

to James’ attitude towards “the Rich”, see below, p. 54.

57
This “split” is vividly illustrated in 1 Macc 7:9—18, where the “Hassidaeans” are said

to be “the first among the Israelites to ask them for peace terms”. This is in line with

their policy under Alexander and Hyrcanus. It accords vividly with the words of “Pollio

the Pharisee and Sameas, a disciple of his" (italics mine), who, “when Jerusalem was

besieged . . . advised the citizens to open their gates to Herod, for which advice they

were well requited”; Ant. 15.1.1 (Ant. 14.9.3 attributes this advice to Sameas alone). The

same policy is followed by Yohanan ben Zacchai, who before having himself smuggled

out of Jerusalem in a coffin, had his friends shoot an arrow “over the wall saying that

Rabban Yohanan ben Zacchai was one of the Emperor’s friends”. It also epitomizes

the foreign policy of two other self-professed Pharisees, Josephus and Paul (cf. Ro 1 3:1 ff.
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IV
THE MACCABEES AS ZEALOTS AND ZADOKITES

The “Zealot” and “Zadokite” claims of the Maccabees are put forward

in the “official” history of these claims, 1 Macc. Made in the name of

the eponymous family head the Hasmonaean Mattathias, these are meant
to be blanket claims covering not just Judas and his descendants,

58
but

all of Mattathias’ descendants, including most notably Jonathan, Simon,

and the latter’s progeny.

2 Macc puts forth the same “Zealot” claim for the person of the

saindy Onias III, presumably the son of Simeon the Just.
59

In this

account Judas is the “Messianic” savior/Priest and Onias plays the role

of Mattathias. For it, there is no interruption between the family of

Simeon the Righteous and Judas. Judas and the nine others who go out

into the wilderness to live in caves and subsist on vegetarian fare are

nothing but Noachic Zaddikim ,

so

for Paul’s views). Our use of the term “Pharisees” here parallels what Qumran calls

“Seekers after Smooth Things” and their fellow-travelers, “the Liar”, “Traitors”, and

“Men of Violence”; cf. CD, i, 12ff.; lQpHab, ii. Iff.; 4QpNah, ii. Iff., etc.
58 Here one might wish to quote from Mattathias’ testament to his sons (itself a para-

phrase of Ben Sira’s famous “Praise of the Amhei-Hesed ”). 1 Macc 2:49-64: “This is the

time my children ... to have a burning %ealfor the Lau> and to give your lives for the

Covenant of your ancestors. Remember the deeds performed by our ancestors, each in

his generation, and you shall win great honor and everlasting renown. Was not Abraham
tested and found Faithful, was that not counted as making him Righteous? . . . Phineas, our

father, in return for his burning %eal received a Covenant of everlasting Priesthood . . .

Elijah for his consuming %ealfor the Law was caught up to Heaven itself. . . . My children,

play the man and be courageous for the Law, for it will bring you Glory.” Note the

reference to the zeal of Phineas/Elijah, combined with the favorite Pauline allusion,

“Justification by Faith”. The question of Judas’ descendants we cover elsewhere. Unlike

Ezra, who confines himself to excommunication, Mattathias’ “zeal” is expressed in killing

the backsliding Jew about to offer illegal sacrifice on the altar at Modern. His cry in 1

Macc 2:21-28 to his followers, “Let everyone who has sgal for the Law and takes his

stand on the Covenant follow me” (italics mine) resembles nothing so much as the behavior

of Levites in Ex 32:25-30, who slaughter their backsliding countrymen, and to whom
Moses says, “You have won yourself investiture as Priests of Yahweh today.”

59
2 Macc 4:2 calls him “this Zealot for the Laws” and “Protector of his fellow country-

men” after already applying the //^(//“Perfection” imagery in 3: If. Note the “Protec-

tion” (in Hebrew probably Ma of) imagery once again, prefiguring its later application

to James. See below, p. 37.

60
2 Macc 5:27. The significance of this concept of “the Ten Zaddikim” for the events

surrounding the birth of the Hassidaean Movement should not be underestimated. Judas’

behavior, including his vegetarianism, is the prototype ofJohn the Baptist’s. The problem
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Here, of course, is the archetypical episode for the founding of a

community such as Qumran, but so thick is the obscurity surrounding

Maccabean claims in Qumran research, it is never remarked. Judas is

a Zaddik in the sense that Noah the Righteous was considered a

Zaddik (so surnamed in various Second Temple books). In some sense

the continued existence of mankind is predicated on his righteous

behavior,
61 and his “Nazirite” (or “Rechabite”)-style vegetarianism is

tied to this.

This episode regarding Judas also relates to the second episode in

Genesis regarding Righteous Men, the Lot episode, and takes place in a

locality very near that of the events recorded of Lot. Lot, too, is a “Zad-

dik”, The Lot story goes further even than that of Noah and specifies

the minimum number of Zaddikim required for the world to continue in

existence—ten.
62

It is important to note that Abraham, too, is usually

referred to in these sources as “Righteous”, an appellation which has

relates to Noah’s vegetarianism before the institution of sacrifice (Ge 9:lf£; note the

additional theme of abstention from blood) and has to do, as 1 Macc 1:62-7 suggests, with

“standing firm and having the courage to refuse unclean food”. Cf. the second escape

and salvation episode involving Zaddikim in Ge 1 8, also including the theme of “cave-

dwelling” (in a Qumran locale).

61
In the words of Prov 10:25, “the Zaddik is the Foundation of the World”. This

passage is subjected to exegesis in Zohar 59b with the conclusion that the existence of

the world is predicated on the Righteous (note the Zohar 218a-b on “Phineas” knows
the doctrine of “the suffering Zaddik”, whose death is expiatory and who “suffers to

protect the people”). 59b and 222a use the “Pillar” imagery, which relates to its appli-

cation to “James, Cephas, and John” (the Central Triad) in Ga 2:9. Zohar 59b on Noah
explains the mysterious saying about James in the Gospel of Thomas, to wit: “In the

place where you are to go, go to James the Just for whose sake Heaven and Earth came
into existence.” The “Heaven and Earth” theme is reiterated in relation to Jesus’ words

in Mt 24:34ff. (somewhat condensed in Mk 13:30f. and Lk 21:32f.) amid eschatological

allusion to “the days of Noah”.

Of course, according to this ideology, when James, “the Protection of the People”

and “Righteous One”, is killed, Jerusalem could no longer remain in existence. This is

reflected in the attribution in Origen’s Josephus of the fall of Jerusalem to his death and

in the appearance direcdy thereafter of a man Jesus ben Ananias, whom Josephus

described as having suddenly appeared on the streets at that time crying “Jerusalem is

doomed”, War 6.5.3. Josephus relates this episode in the context of discussing the

relationship of the “Star Prophecy” to the events culminating in the fall of Jerusalem.

It is perhaps helpful to point out that the treatment of Jesus ben Ananias by the Jewish

and Roman authorities is exacdy parallel to that described in the New Testament for

Jesus, except Jesus ben Ananias is freed; in the Slavonic Josephus so is Jesus.
62 Noah and Lot are specifically so designated in Ge 6:9f£, 7:1, and 18:22f£ Later

Rabbinic tradition is fond of augmenting this to 36.
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clung to him in Islam and by which he is referred to several times in the

Koran
,
i.e., Ibrahim as-SadlqD

Here, one should be aware that the Koran, preserving as it does lost tra-

ditions from sectarian and Apocalyptic Judaism, provides us with the refer-

ence to Ezra as “the Son of God”, in what is perhaps a more interesting

testimony to his Zadokite heredity than the genealogy provided him in the

book of his name .

64
John the Baptist is portrayed as another of these Zad-

diks, who goes out in the wilderness in imitation ofJudas Maccabee and his

nine Zaddikim, and whose followers will be saved in good Noachic fashion

from the universal flood of fire and water soon to descend on mankind .

65

He is distinctly referred to as
‘

\addik” in the New Testament and possibly

inJosephus as well. The latter reference is followed by a capsule description

ofJohn’s philosophy of Righteousness more perfect as a reflection of its time

and place than anything comparable in the New Testament and containing

63
See for instance Koran 2:35 and 3:67; the second reflects the “Justification” material

in Ge 15:6, which in turn is reflected in 1 Macc 2:52 and of course Paul. Note the Koran

in 3:39-59 and 6:86 knows that both John and Jesus were Zaddikim, and knows Jesus

as “Primal Adam”.
64

Koran 9:30. Ezra’s sonship is here grouped beside Jesus’. Such a peculiar notion can

be understood if one consults Ben Sira 5:11 on almsgiving, Zedakah (Zakat in Islam):

“you will be like a Son to the Most High” and the parallel passage in Wis 2:16: “The
Righteous Man {Zaddik) is God’s son.” Cf. Zoharllla above and 1QH, ix, 28-36: “You
have known me before ever my father was and from the womb of my mother. You
have dealt kindly with me ... for my father knew me not and my mother abandoned
me to You, for You are a Father to all the Sons of Your Truth. ...” and xv, 14fi: “You
alone created the Zaddik and established him from the womb.” These allusions to “the

pre-existent Zaddik ’ and adoptionist sonship at Qumran are often presented in associ-

ation with baptismal imagery and the language of the descent of the Holy Spirit and

“being joined to the Community of the Sons of Heaven”; cf. IQS, iii-iv; xi, 2ffi; 1QH,
iii, 20ffi, etc.; cf. also adoptionist sonship and baptism in Justin, Dial. 88 and 103; also

Heb 1:15 and 5:6. In particular, the pre-existent Zaddik links up with the “Logos” doctrine

in the Gospel of John and the notion of the “Imam” in Shi' ism (“the Hidden Imam”

—

like the Hidden Messiah—to return at the end of time in the person of the Mahdi).

That all the Zaddikim are the Sons of God and, as such, will be resurrected at the End
of Time—an event of which Jesus is but the special case—is widespread in the literature;

cf. Mt 5:9ff., 45f£; Lk 20:36 etc. A parallel idea is expressed in CD, iv, 5 on Ezek 44:15

above, p. 16.

65
For the coming fire and “burning”—which the Righteous will of course escape

—

see Mt 3:10f. and Lk 3:1 6f. At Qumran its counterpart is to be found in 1QM, xi, 10

where the “fire in the chaff” allusion is actually employed following an allusion to “the

Star”/“Messiah” and Judgement executed by “the Poor” leading up to the evocation of
eschatological “rain” imagery. Mt 24:37, cited above, also compares the saving activity

of the Messiah with that of Noah at the time of the Flood, i.e. “as were the days of
Noah, so shall be the coming of the Son of Man.” We consider all these escape and
Salvation episodes involving Zaddikim to be “Noachic”.
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within it the explicit mention of the two key words, “Hesed” (“Piety”) and
“
Zedek” (“Righteousness”) so characteristic of these tendencies as we have

described them.66

We are now in a position to reconstruct some of the history of the

so-called “Sadducean” or Zadokite Movement. I propose this to stand

as an alternative to some of the “History of the Essenes” we see so

often in Qumran research and which have stood so unchallenged for the

last twenty years.
67

Perhaps the first truly Zadokite Priest, leaving aside

the originator of the terminology Ezekiel himself, was Ezra. Here, too,

we leave aside possible plays on the name of the last high priest before

the Captivity, Yehozedek, and the possibility that the author of the

Zadokite Statement was preparing the way for the return of Yehozedek’s

family in the person of his son Jesus.

A century later Ezra, with the same genealogy as Jesus, is superficially

“ Mk 6:20. Curiously enough, but in line with the New Testament’s working method,

it is always foreigners or their satraps who first recognize and/or identify Zaddiks like

Jesus and John. John, according to the ideology of 1 Macc, even in his role of Elijah/

Phineas redivivus, would be a Priest/Zaddik as well as being a “Zealot”. The last he

confirms by hounding Herod over a minor legal point. The New Testament also refers

to Joseph the Righteous (in this case Jesus’ father, but classically, too, the biblical Joshua

was “ben Joseph”) and Abel the Righteous, Mt 1:19 and 23:5, characterizations perhaps

derived from the Zaddik-style history in Wis 10.

In Ant. 18.5.2 Josephus characterizes John as “a good man who commanded the Jews
to exercise virtue, both as concerning Righteousness {Zedek) towards one another and

Piety {Hesed) towards God and so to come to baptism ... for purification of the body,

supposing still that the soul was thoroughly cleansed beforehand by Righteousness”. The
Slavonic adds, “God sent me to show you the Way of the Law.” Cf. IQS, viii-ix, where

the words attributed to John in the New Testament are expounded in terms of “the

Way” terminology and “studying the Law”, and IQS, iii-iv’s description of Qumran
baptismal procedures against a background of “heart”/“body” imagery evocative of Ezek

44:9 (see above, p. 16—17) and varying Josephus’ “soul”/“body” notation above.

This Zedek and Hesed dichotomy constitutes the surest basis for confirming the identity

of these various Second Temple groups. Justin Martyr, as noted {Dial. 93), pinpoints it

as the basis of Jesus’ teaching (cf. Mt 22:34-40): “He summed up all Righteousness and

Piety in two Commandments, namely, ‘You shall love the Lord Your God with all your

heart’ (i.e., “Piety towards God”) and ‘your neighbor as yourself’ ” (i.e., “Righteousness

towards one another”); and we have already shown it to constitute the totality of Jose-

phus’ description of “the Essenes”, whom he calls “despisers of Riches”—an extension

of “the Righteousness towards men” theme into the sphere of economic equality; cf.

“the Poor”—who “exercise Piety towards God and Righteousness towards all men”.

War 2.8.2-7.

67
See, for instance, Milik, Chapter 3, pp. 44-98; J. Murphy O’Connor, “The Essenes

and their History”, RB, 81, 1974, pp. 21 5—44; A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings

from Qumran
,
Oxford, 1961; and Cross, Chapter 2, “The Essenes, the People of the

Scrolls”, and Chapter 3, “The Righteous Teacher and Essene Origins”.
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at least more substantial, though much overlapping exists between his

actions and those of Nehemiah’s. For this reason, the possibility that the

character of Ezra himself might simply be a priesdy fiction superimposed

on more secular material should not be ruled out, but this does not affect

the “Zealot/Zadokite” character of the presentation. Given the portrait

we have, however, Ezra certainly can lay claim to the priestly “zeal” of

the Covenant of Phineas, for no more zealous priest is on record unless

it be the Lawgiver himself. Whether he actually did service at the altar is

impossible to determine since our sources are so imperfect. He presides

over festivities in the Temple like some powerful vice-gerent.
68 The

rededication of the Temple implicit in his reading of the Law is echoed
in Judas Maccabee’s presiding over a similar rededication 250 years later

accompanied by the institution of a similar festival.
69 Whether Ezra’s

piety and zeal are sufficient to entide him to the sobriquet “the Zaddik"

as the Koran would imply, is open to question. If the Zadokite priesthood

does not go back to pre-Exilic times (and there is little evidence that it

does), then our renascent “Zadokite” or “Righteous” Priesthood must
date from this period.

From Ezra’s time to the time of Simeon the Just in the third to second

centuries bc we go into something of a “tunnel”, and very little is clear

until we emerge with what appears to be a “Zadokite” Priesthood in

the person of Simeon the Zaddik himself. Whatever else this priesthood

68
See above, p. 25-26. That Ezra might be a priestly fiction was proposed some time

ago in a book by C. C. Torrey, E%ra Studies, Chicago, 1910. When viewed from a Macca-
bean/Zealot point of view, the suggestion has considerable merit. Whether true or not,

the fundamentally Zadokite/Zealot/Zarfi&feite character of the presentation of Ezra

remains unaffected.
b> That Judas’ Temple rededication was also accompanied by an Ezra-like reading of

the Law is implied by the institution of a Succot-VAse Festival commemorating another

wilderness sojourn, Hanukkah. This in turn is actually ratified by popular vote (a demo-
cratic feature of the new “Zealot” mentality that has escaped most modern criticism

anxious as it is to distance Christianity from movements like the Zealots, Maccabees,

and Zadokites); 1 Macc 4:59 and 2 Macc 10:1—8. 2 Macc actually recommends that the

“Feast of Tabernacles now be kept in the month of Chislev” (1:9), and the more one
reads it the more one sees it as a kind of Hanukkah Haggadah. The implication of moving
the Feast of Booths to Hanukkah is of course that just as Moses went into the wilderness

for the First Law, so Judas and his nine Zaddikim went into the wilderness for its reconse-

cration—the second. 2 Macc 2:13-15 even compares the collecting activities of Nehem-
iah concerning Kings, Prophets, and Psalms with how “Judas made a complete collection

of the books dispersed in the late war, and these we still have. If you need any of them,

send someone to fetch copies for you.” It is striking too that this correspondence knows
no Ezra (1:18-36); neither does Ben Sira (49:13f.). Both refer only to Nehemiah.
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adhering to Simeon’s family might have been, it was obviously con-

sidered a “Righteous” one with the tide of “the Zaddik” prominent

among its accoutrements.

The confusion of dates for this first definitive Zaddik may simply be

the confusion of two Simeon the Zaddiks, since the family names seem

to alternate back and forth between use of the names Onias and Simeon.

Onias III—possibly also surnamed “the Just”, martyred at the time of

the Maccabean uprising and probably the son of the Simeon in Ecclesi-

asticus—is very definitely presented as a
“
Zaddik” and probably “a Suf-

fering Servant” as well. In an extremely important section of 2 Macc

—

the book which presents Judas’ claims to be a
“
Zaddik” and, as “Mes-

sianic” batde-Priest, the leader of the “Hassidaean” Movement—Onias

is not only called a
“
Hassid ” (Pious One) and “this zealot for the Laws”,

but also “Protector” or “Shield of his fellow countrymen”.
70

Despite its

equal importance to the notice about Judas and his nine Zaddikim
,
this

passage has also been totally ignored by modern scholarship, though it

is quite possibly the basis for similar statements about the person of

James the Just the brother of Jesus, another Zaddik and putative priesdy

heir according to early Church testimony.
71

2 Macc 3:1, 4:2, and 15:12. We have already mentioned the tides “Zaddik” and
“
Obliad ’ (“Protection” or “Strength of the People”) above, p. 30, as being repeatedly (or

intrinsically as it were) applied to James in E.H. 2.1. 2ff., 2.23.4ff., 3.7.8 and Haem. 29.4-

7 and 78.7-14; cf. too Josephus in Origen, Contra Celsum 1.47, 2.13, and Comm, in Matt.

10.17.

71

J. Brashler suggested re-interpreting the difficult “Oblias” to read
“
Obdias”, or what

he would translate as “Servant of Yahweh”. It is at least as plausible to consider “Oblias”

a garbled version of Onias. That Onias is distinctly surnamed “Protection of his fellow

countrymen” in the passage above seems the clear prototype of the statement about

James. The implication, of course, in both instances was when this “Shield”, “Strength”,

“Pillar”, or “Zaddik” was removed from the city, the city could no longer remain in

existence. E.H. 3.7.8 puts this proposition as follows: “By their dwelling in Jerusalem

(i.e. James and his companions), they afforded, as it were, a strong Bulwark to the place.”

Origen, loc. cit. (echoed in E.H), insists that Josephus affirmed that “so great was James’

reputation for Righteousness among the People” (italics mine), that the more discerning

attributed the siege of Jerusalem and its subsequent destruction to his death. Origen’s

own impatience with this notice is probably not a little connected with its disappearance

in extant texts.

In War 4.5.2, Josephus makes a precisely parallel statement about James’ nemesis,

Ananus. He calls Ananus “venerable and very Righteous”, “egalitarian”, “concerned for

the proletariat”, etc., even though later in Ant. 20.9.1, he calls him “overbearing”, “insol-

ent”, and in Vita 39 “corrupted by bribes”. That there is some confusion of Onias III

with Honi the Circle-Drawer (“circle-drawing” is the mechanism for rain-making—in

Josephus, “Onias the Just”), the events of whose life are mirrored in James’, further
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It is perhaps because of this extremely pious presentation of Onias

(who cures/resurrects an enemy of God through his righteous sacrifice

and is resurrected himself along with the prophet Jeremiah as a kind of

“Ancient of Days” to offer Judas the Messianic batde sword in the con-

cluding episode) and the miraculous appearances of heavenly horsemen,

that 2 Macc is held in such low esteem.
72

Yet, aside from these short-

comings attributable to lapses of pious enthusiasm, it describes itself as

being based on an earlier and much longer work by Jason of Cyrene. It

contains much that is authentic, including official correspondence, a por-

trait of Onias patendy more reliable than the confusion of 1 Macc, and

first-rate material on Judas’ relation to the Hassidaeans.

As should be obvious by now to the reader, unlike majority scholarly

opinion I consider it more reliable on the whole than 1 Macc. The latter

suffers from certain apologetic aims regarding the whole of the Macca-

bean family—in particular the progeny of Simon through John Hyrcanus,

the real hero of its narrative.
73

Pro-Hassidaean in a manner that 1 Macc

strengthens the Onias/James connection and raises the additional possibility of an Onias

redivivus tradition alongside the Phineas/Elijah one, if all three are not in fact variations

on the same theme; cf. also Goosens, op. at.

12
For it, there is no break between the priesthood of Onias and the activities ofJudas.

The Zadokite (or the equivalent Zadldikite) and the Hassidaean Movements are the same.

Its stress is on resurrection of the dead and “making a pious end”, providing the sit^ im

leben out of which Christianity was to emerge. Following its terminology, Jesus very

definitely “makes a pious end” and in so doing must be resurrected. That 2 Macc has not

been found at Qumran requires explanation, because of its patently similar orientation to

Qumran literature. However, that Josephus does not seem to know it argues very strongly

either that it was not yet written or was not known in Palestine. Indeed, it has the form

simply of a letter to the Jews of Egypt as Hebrews does to the Jews of Rome. 1 Macc
would have been rejected out of hand by the Qumran sectaries—as Esther probably

was—because of its slanderous portrayal of the Hassidaean Movement.
73

It may even have been written to combat certain slanderous material regarding John
Hyrcanus’ origins, perhaps originally set forth in Jason of Cyrene’s earlier work cham-

pioning the cause of Judas Maccabee: see Ant. 13.10.6. Here a mysterious Eleazar—an

Essene-type—castigates him with the words, “if you would really be Righteous
,
lay down

the Priesthood and content yourself with the civil government of the people” (italics

mine). Note the play on the Zadditdte. aspect of the Zadokite Priesthood. The thrust of

the episode concerns priestly purity or a priesthood without blemish, not genealogy. It

does not dispute John’s right to serve, nor his family’s. It only complains that his mother

was a captive and carries with it the imputation of bastard birth. Here, too, the text first

introduces Pharisees and Sadducees and we hear of John’s being priest, prophet, and

king, as well as his desire “to be Righteous”. The attempt by 1 Macc to acquit Simon,

John’s father, of the treachery of handing over his brother Jonathan’s two sons to be

slaughtered is patent and also bears on the problem of John’s dubious origins; cf. 1

Macc 13:17-20.
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is not, 2 Macc exhibits many of the characteristics of what must be called

“Hassidaean-type” literature—to cite two: “thorough-going” apocalyptic

and a stress on resurrection of the dead. Besides having something of

the appearance of a Hanukkah Haggadah
,

it seems to have been written

to correct the inaccurate portrayal ofJudas Maccabee and the slanderous

presentation of the Hassidaean movement he headed in 1 Macc. That

Judas and Onias are found so closely linked in its account argues very

forcibly that its author(s) felt no break from the “Zadokite Priesthood”

of the one to the “Zadokite Priesthood” of the other. That both were

also “Zealots” needs no further elucidation.

The testimony of books like Daniel, Enoch, the Testament of Levi,

etc., can be employed at this point to clinch the case for the similarity

in aims between the Maccabees (perfectly good Zadokites in the several

senses of that word as I have argued), the previous priesthood of Simeon

and Onias, and the Hassidaeans.
74 One must, to be sure, concede the

point that the saintly
“
Kedoshim” of Daniel are equivalent to what is called

“Hassidaeans” in the Maccabee books and Josephus, a correspondence

not difficult to acknowledge.
75

I take Daniel in any event, if not Enoch as well, to be products of

this “Hassidaean-type” literature. Here, among other things it will be

objected that 1 Macc portrays the Hassidaeans as having deserted Judas

Maccabee for a Quisling high priest loyal to the Seleucids.
76 For 2 Macc,

Judas is the leader par excellence “of those Jews called Hassidaeans . . .

who are warmongers and revolutionaries”.
77

As at Qumran and in

Ecclesiasticus, no distinction is made between “Zaddik” and “
Hassid ”,

74
See Dan 9:26 and 11:22 and the subsequent rising of the Kedoshim

, “the learned”

and “the elect” who will be “made white”, implied thereafter in 11:33 and described in

7:15-23. As most scholars have realized there can be little doubt of the provenance of

these events. The reference to Jeremiah and “the Ancient of Days” is picked up in the

Messianic sword scene with Judas Maccabee at the climax of 2 Macc. Enoch 90:8 refers

to the martyrdom of Onias in portions extant at Qumran, followed immediately in 90:9

with the description of Judas, probably “the Great Horn”, and his activities which follow

in 13—19; cf. the “Horn” imagery applied to the teacher in 1QH, vii, 22f.
3

I think there can be little doubt that those who are called “Saints” in Daniel must

relate to those who are called “Hassidaeans” in the Maccabee books. In any event, the

terminology is used interchangeably at Qumran with a host of other epithets including
“
Zaddikjm”, “Ehionim”, “Sons of Light”, etc.

76
1 Macc 7:8—18. Note the interesting use of Qumran-style exegesis in applying Hassid-

eicha in Ps 79 to this breakaway party who sue for peace and are prepared to recognize

foreign appointment of high priests. It is not yet a case of confusion of terminologies

since the terminologies are fluid and still developing. It is this Josephus fails to appreciate

when taking his sources too literally and later speaking about “Pharisees” and “Essenes”.
77

2 Macc 14:6.
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and Judas’ Zaddikim double as Hassidaeans. In one account the Hassidae-

ans are the loyalist partisans of Judas Maccabee; in the other they are

treacherous backsliders who go over to his Seleucid-backed opponents.

How can the two be reconciled? Actually it is not so difficult if one

remarks that the behavior of the so-called “Hassidaeans” in 1 Macc

resembles very much the behavior of the Pharisees during the reign of

Alexander Jannaeus at the time of the incursion by Demetrius.
78 The way

out of the impasse is to assume both accounts are true and that there

are two groups of Hassidaeans: one loyalist or purist which must be ident-

ical with those whom we have been calling “the Zadokites”; the other a

breakaway which has rightly been termed “Pharisees”. It even might

be assumed that both saw themselves as authentic “Hassidaeans” until

gradually the new terminology supplanted the old.

What was the “split” about? When viewed in this light it is about

instrumentalities—in particular, who should appoint the high priest:

whether it should be by a native and purist procedure, meaning “an

election” or “by lot”, or whether appointment by foreign rulers or their

agents was to be considered legitimate. Josephus mentions the “high

priesthood of Judas” three times and that it was “bestowed on him by

the people”.
79 He also tells us that the “Zealots” not only demanded

selection by lot in 4 bc, but actually proceeded to carry it out in the

extremist phase of the Uprising against Rome in 68 ce. For their part,

the Pharisees consistently supported and upheld the legitimacy of Priests

appointed by foreigners.
80

8
That these men are Pharisees is clear from the vengeance they take in retribution

later under Alexandra; cf. War 1.4—5.

19
Ant. 12.10.6 and 11.2. That he did not mention this in the Jewish War is perhaps

best understood in terms of his fuller and freer elucidation of events in the Antiquities

when his position in Rome had become more secure. Note the parallel “election” of

James as “Bishop of Jerusalem” in early Church tradition and its likely reflection in the

story of “the election” of the Twelfth Apostle “Matthias” who defeats “Barsabas Justus

”

in Acts l:23f. Note, also, the bloody Jamesian-like JailJudas Iscariot purportedly takes in

1:18, not to mention the actual use of the term “Episcopate” for the “Office” that was

filled.

80
Cf. Ant. 17.9.1, where the main demand of the followers of the two rabbis slain in

the “Temple Eagle” incident was that “the People” should choose the High Priest. For

the election of Phannias (i.e. Phineas) ben Samuel, see War. 4.3.8 and Tos. Yoma i, 6.180.

Josephus’ words of indignation over his elevation are worth quoting: “He was a man
not only unworthy of the High Priesthood, but that did not even know what the High

Priesthood was; such a mere commoner was he! Yet did they haul this man without his

own consent from the countryside, . .
.
put upon him the sacred garments, and upon

every occasion instructed him what he was to do.” It is hard to imagine a “Poorer”

priesthood than this. That he was a “Stone-cutter” as well is not without its symbolism;
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How can the presentation of 1 Macc be explained according to this

picture? What it has preserved is probably the birth moment of the Pharisee
Party, but according to Josephus the later Simon and the early John
supported the Pharisee Party.

81
Later John went over to the Sadducees

and was followed in this by his son, Alexander Jannaeus. The latter,

together with his son, Aristobulus, are the epitome of what we must
mean by Sadducees in this period. Aristobulus very definitely exhibits the

“nationalist” tendencies of this movement, as we have described it, and
the telltale inability to fawn on foreign potentates (in Josephus’ words,
“he turned sick of servility and could not bear to abase himself in order
to secure his aims at the expense of his dignity”). In this he is supported
by a “zealous” lower priesthood in the Temple who go about their chores
and sacrifices even while the Romans are slaughtering them. 82 As against

cf. “Rock” and “Cornerstone” symbolism in the early Church and at Qumran. Note that

W'ar 6.8.3 mentions a Temple Treasurer named Phineas, who gives over to Titus what
is left of the Temple treasure.

81
Ant. 13.10.5.

8
‘ War 1.7.1: “Pompey was amazed at the unshakable endurance of the Jews . . . Not

even when the Temple was being captured and they were being butchered around the
altar did they abandon the ceremonies ordained for the day . . . the Priests quiedy went
on with the sacred rites and were cut down as they poured libations and offered incense
putting service to God before their own preservation” (italics mine). Josephus adds the
important political note: Most of those who fell were killed by their own countrymen
of the rival faction” (i.e., the Pharisees and proto-Herodians). Nothing could be more
“Zealot” (and “Zadokite”) than the dedication to “Temple service” exhibited by Aristob-
ulus’ priestly supporters.

Even the typically Zealot resort to suicide finds expression here. Cf. the “Zealot”
suicide of the old man (whom Josephus identifies with cave-dwelling “robbers” of Gali-

lean origin) and his seven sons in a Jordan valley location 100 years before Masada, below
p. 68-69 and Ant. 14.15.4f. Not only is this event reflected in “the Seven Brothers”
episode in 2 and 4 Macc, which definitively link the doctrine of resurrection to the
martyrdom ideal; it coincides with the period of the end of phase IB of Qumran habi-
tation, i.e., 37 bc when Herod is on his way like Pompey before him and Vespasian
after him to assault Jerusalem. Note the purposeful trivialization of this “Seven Brothers”
episode in the Mt 22:23, Mk 12:18, and Lk 20:27 responses to “Sadducee” beliefs on
resurrection. These parodies, following references to Jesus’ “right-teaching” on the question
of paying taxes to Caesar, conclude with citation of Justin Martyr’s “all Righteousness”
dichotomy of Hesed and Zedek

, namely, the Piety Commandment of “loving God” and
the Righteousness Commandment of “loving one’s neighbor as oneself”. Jesus quotes these
in order “to silence the Sadducees”. Note the general context of the allusion to “the
Way of Righteousness”, and “God in Truth”, “the Prophet”, “Stone” and “Cornerstone”
imagery, plural sonship, and spiritualized sacrifice; cf. Ja 2:8ff. on the “all Righteousness”
Commandment.

For Honi (“Onias the Righteous”)’s attitude towards these Pharisee and Romanizing
supporters of Hyrcanus, see Ant. 14.2.1. Horn’s refusal to condemn Aristobulus is the
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this, his brother Hyrcanus II returns, following his mother’s lead and her

connections with Simeon ben Shetach, to the Pharisee fold. Hyrcanus

is definitely Pharisaic, which his connections with Herod’s family and

cooperation with the Romans to secure his priesthood conspicuously

confirm .

83

But Jonathan and Simon Maccabee have already at an earlier time

betrayed the purist program of their brother Judas and in effect assimi-

lated themselves to the policies of “the Pharisees” who split with Judas

and supported the Seleucid appointee Alcimus on the grounds of his

supposed greater purity .

84
This break can explain the negative portrayal

direct cause of his murder. Here, Josephus alludes to the “Hidden” tradition, which

appears to have attached itself to Horn’s family, seems to involve cave-dwelling, and

comes all the way down through Simeon bar Yohai, the Zohar1
s eponymous source (see

below, pp. 76. Note that the Zohar.
;
63a and 67b on “Noah”, knows the “hidden” tra-

dition. For it, Noah, who “sought Righteousness"

,

“withdrew “hid himself in the ark' or
“
was

hidden in the ark on the Day of the Lord's Anger, and was placed beyond the reach of the

Adversary"—italics mine. Note also the connection of these notions with “rain” and

eschatological “Flood”). Josephus tells us that Honi “hid himself” because of the war;

but his grandson “Hanan”, possibly identifiable with John the Baptist, is also called

“Hidden” in the Talmud, and the thrust probably relates more to what goes by the name

of “the Hidden Imam” ideology in Shi'ite Islam than it does Josephus’ rather charming

misunderstanding of it. The Talmud, too, misunderstands the true implications of the

ideology when it recounts a “Rip van Winkle” story about Honi and tells of another,

otherwise unidentifiable, grandson Abba Hilkiah, who repeats his grandfather’s rain-

making feat: h. Ta'an 23a—b. Not only must “Abba Hilkiah” have been a contemporary

of James, but if the Lukan account of a kinship between Elizabeth and Mary has any

substance, then James, too, was very likely a descendant of Honi. Epiphanius’ {loc. citl)

ascription to James of a parallel rain-making miracle increases the points of contact (note

the common elements of “working in the fields” and antagonism to the Pharisaic Herod-

ian establishment in both traditions).

83
See War 1.6.2; Ant. 13.16.1. For Hyrcanus’ general connections with the Herodian

family, see his relations with Antipater, Ant. 13.16—14.6. That Aristobulus is anti-Pharisaic

is confirmed in Ant. 14.5.4. For Hyrcanus’ behavior towards Pompey, see Ant. 14.4.2,

i.e., “Hyrcanus zealously assisted him [Pompey] in everything.” As we have suggested,

such behavior also epitomizes Pollio and Sameas’, Josephus’ “Essenes”, Yohanan ben

Zacchai’s, and Josephus’ own attitudes towards Emperors or their agents, as it does

Paul’s. It has also been retrospectively assimilated into the portrait of Jesus in the New
Testament. Here the charge in Acts 15:5—echoed in modern scholarship—that Chris-

tianity was infiltrated by “Pharisees” at an early stage is true; but its import is rather the

opposite of what the New Testament implies. The “Pharisee the son of a Pharisee” is

Paul, and his approach in Ro 13:1—7 typifies “Pharisaic” policy, as no Pharisee rabbi

other than Akiba is on record as having been crucified or beheaded. Akiba, in any event,

is ridiculed by his colleagues for his behavior; see below, p. 61-62.
84 Which is why 2 Macc chooses to end on the triumphal note of Judas’ Messianic

appointment. For it, Jonathan and Simon have already betrayed the “Zadokite Hassi-

daean” ideal of their brother. Given the almost obligatory martyrdom of those who
espoused it, their defection is not surprising.
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of the Hassidaean Movement in the official family history of 1 Macc, an

attitude of antagonism, which by the time of its composition, had per-

meated the Hasmonaean family. But 1 Macc, while conserving the anti-

Hassidaean spirit ofJonathan and Simon, “forgets” that the origin al Hassi-

daeans were Zadokites and followers of Judas conserving only their

current embodiment in the Pharisee movement. John Hyrcanus very

soon attains the status of an independent monarch—Josephus tells us

that he alone embodied in his person the three attributes of prophet,

priest, and ruler, and that his son, Aristobulus, actually assumed the

crown—and, therefore, has no further need of the temporizing policies

of the Pharisees.
85 He returns to the policies of the “Zadokite” wing,

which he assimilates to his own, no longer treating it as an independent

entity, nor remembering its original differences with his two ancestors.

For him, the Hassidaeans are the group who betrayed his uncle Judas

and follow a temporizing foreign policy inimical to the new interests of

his “Kingdom”.

On this basis 1 Macc, though “Phariseeizing” of necessity in its por-

trait of Jonathan and Simon, is a product of the later part of John Hyr-

canus’ reign (or even early Alexander Jannaeus). It purposely obscures

the connections of the original “Zadokite” Hassidaeans led by Judas with

the priesthood of Onias and Simeon, and at the same time uses the

terminology “Hassidaean” to heap abuse upon the breakaway temporiz-

ing Pharisee Movement. 86

V
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION

Here, some archaeological evidence based on the coins so dear to

Qumran archaeologists should perhaps be employed.
87

If one observes

85
Ant. 13.10.6 and 11.1. His father, Simon, had assumed the High Priesthood “until

a trustworthy prophet should arise”: 1 Macc 14:41 (prefiguring the later “True Prophet”

ideology); Simon no doubt must have considered this to mean permanendy. We have

already seen above, p. 38, how the Pharisees, who contest John’s right to the High

Priesthood, do so on the grounds of his questionable purity and prod him on the basis

of his own presumable interpretation of the Zadokite Covenant, that is, on the basis of

Righteousness.

86
1 Mace’s rather clumsy handling of the priestly infighting in which Onias is replaced

by Mattathias gives further evidence of its unreliability. By comparison, 2 Macc clarifies

the political ramifications of the squabbles over priestly succession.
87

See R. de Vaux, “Fouille au Khirbet Qumran”, Revue Biblique
, 60, 61, and 63, 1953,

1954, and 1956, pp. 93, 229—231, and 565—569, and Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls
,

pp. 18—23, 33-41, 44-45, 64—67, 70—71. De Vaux, and almost all specialists who base
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in a general way the distribution of coins found at Qumran, it will be

remarked that it increases and decreases in a consistent pattern. The first

rise in distribution begins at the time ofJohn Hyrcanus (the later period)

and reaches a peak under Alexander Jannaeus. It then falls away almost

to zero in Herod’s reign. It starts increasing again around the time of

Herod’s death and the revolts of 4 bc-7 ce, rising steadily until it hits a

peak during the crucial years 50-60 ce before the War against Rome.
To judge by the numerical distribution of coins, the monastery is

destroyed at the height of its power.
88 Numerous scholars have been

their work on his, employ this coin data to arrive at a final determination for the aban-

donment of the site by the sectaries. De Vaux himself, however, states, p. 138, “It is

quite certain that in the study of the Qumran documents archaeology plays only a sec-

ondary role”. Elsewhere, though, he states in response to Driver’s contention, TheJudaean

Scrolls, Oxford, 1965, p. 394, that “internal evidence afforded by a document must take

precedence over external evidence”: “No—other things being equal, there is no pre-

cedence between the two kinds of evidence; a correct solution must make use of both,

must prove the worth of both”, NTS, 13, 1966-7, p. 97.

De Vaux, loc. cit. There are some ninety-four coins which are all from the second

and third years, 67—8 and 68—9 of the Revolt (six too oxidized to read). By contrast

there are only about eleven coins from the period of Archelaus, one for Herod—though

there are seventy-eight coins from the period of Agrippa I, another period of high revol-

utionary activity ending with the execution of Judas’ two sons. By contrast there are 143

coins from Alexander Jannaeus, five coins from Hyrcanus II and four for Antigonus b.

Aristobulus. One cannot resist remarking here that if one coin had been found from

69-70, de Vaux’s theory of abandonment, and that of those basing their theories on his,

would be in grave jeopardy. See also E. M. Laperrousaz, Qoumrdn E'Etahlissement Essenien

des hords de La Mer Morte, Paris, 1976, p. 30.

No coins have been found for instance from the first year of the revolt. Should we
therefore conclude the sectaries only arrived during the second? No coins have so far

been found from the second year of the Revolt in Jerusalem. Should we likewise con-

clude the Temple fell before then? Y. Meshorer confided in a personal comment to me
that he has not even seen de Vaux’s coins, which are safely locked up in the Ecole

Biblique, and doubt must persist as long as six are too oxidized to read. Very few coins

would have escaped from the city when it was under siege from 68 ce onwards in any

event; and at least in the Jericho area, under Roman occupation as it was, they would
have been of no use even if they had. De Vaux points to one hoard of coins found

near Jericho from the fourth year, but this is just that: a hoard.

Note the precipitous rise in coin distribution during the periods of Alexander Jannaeus

and Agrippa I. These correspond chronologically to two known flights in these periods:

Alexander’s flight with “6,000 of his followers” to a mountainous area outside Jerusalem

(1Tar 1.4.7 and Ant. 13.14.2) andjames’ flight with “5,000” of his followers to an unspeci-

fied location “outside Jericho” after the attack by Paul on the Temple Mount, Ps Rec

1.70ff. Significantly, this last actually places James and his community in the region of

Qumran, from where he sends out Peter on his first missionary journey to Caesarea. It

also contains the highly original notice that James broke his leg in a fall down the Temple
steps and was still “limping” some weeks later when Peter arrived in Caesarea. For an
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particularly puzzled over the clear destruction of the settlement some-
where on or before 31 bc .

89 The usual conclusion drawn is that the

monastery was destroyed by fire during the earthquake of 31 bc. De
Vaux, whose hypothesis this was, admitted its weakness when criticized,

but this admission never made the same impression as his original pro-

posal.
90

Or, for those who realize the absurdity of thinking that the

sectaries could not have rebuilt the monastery in 30 or 29 bc if they did

so in 4 bc, comments such as, “Perhaps the Persians destroyed the mon-
astery in the war between Antigonus and Herod/Hyrcanus”, are

common.91

To these I should like to add a third possibility. Cross was very close

to the mark when he observed that control of the Jericho road was
all-important, and the sectaries could not maintain themselves at Qumran
in the face of Roman control over it. But he missed the self-evident

corollary of this, of which the setdement’s several destructions give

unmistakable proof. Only some twenty-odd walking miles from Jerusa-

lem, the monastery could not maintain itself in the face of a strong

determined central authority in Jerusalem.
92

additional numerical parallel to this flight of the “5,000”, see Philo’s remarks in Quod
Omtiis 12, numbering “those people called Essenes (“who derive their name from their

Piety”) at something more than 4,000”. For Mt 1 5:38 and Mk 8:9 this is the same number
of men Jesus feeds in the wilderness!

89
See Milik, pp. 51 ff., Bruce, pp. 49-52, Cross, p. 60, etc.

90 Though originally extremely dogmatic on the question of the earthquake, in his final

work de Vaux took a much more conciliatory stance: ‘The question remains open,

therefore, and my real reason for believing that the fire coincided with the earthquake

of 31 bc is that this solution is the simplest and that there are no positive arguments

to contradict it.” The criticism came from de Vaux’s own colleague, Milik, pp. 51 ff., and

a despised enemy, S. Steckoll, “Marginal Notes on the Qumran Excavations”, Revue de

Qumran, 7 , 1968, pp. 34ff. But then an positive arguments to contradict it, namely, besides

the question of evidence of some habitation in the Herodian period, why a group that

returned in 4 bc could not return in 30 bc, or even left in the first place instead of quite

simply repairing the damage. To think an earthquake could have caused, in addition to

masonry damage, the kind of total conflagration the evidence suggests, is far-fetched.

(Those who contend that superstition could have kept the sectaries away—Morton Smith

in a personal comment to me—still must explain why they subsequently returned and

the evidence for a less than total abandonment.) But de Vaux’s methods were already

being criticized by R. North as early as 1954 in “Qumran and its Archaeology”, CBQ,

16, pp. 426-37 and more recendy by Laperrousaz.
91

See Milik, p. 94, Laperrousaz, pp. 41—45, and B. Mazar, T. Dothan, and I. Dunayev-

sky, En-Gedi, The First and Second Seasons of Excavations: 1961-62, Jerusalem, 1966, p. 5.

92
Cross, pp. 75ff. His sharp critique of Driver, Rabin, and Roth in these pages is

intemperate. It is true that the theories of Driver and Roth could not account for the

whole expanse of Qumran literature, but they at least had the virtue of pointing out the
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Alexander Jannaeus was one such ruler; Herod the Great another. The
Romans under Vespasian and subsequendy under Titus plainly constitute

a third such determined force, as they do under Hadrian and Severus

when Bar Kochba’s guerrillas first occupied the site and then abandoned

it and made a more determined stand further into the Wadi Murabba'at

or Nahal Hever .

93
I do not consider the period of the Tetrarchies and

Procurators by definition to at any time have exhibited this characteristic

of “strong central government”. The power of the procurators probably

“Zealot” nature—that is to say, non-pacifist and apocalyptic—of the sectaries. Even de

Vaux finds himself in difficulty on this account, stating in NTS, p. 93, that “the Essenes,

who were pacifists, offered resistance to attack . . .
“ and in Archaeology, p. 122, “We were

already aware that the Essenes took part in the Revolt.” Milik was forced by the theories

of Roth and Driver to admit that in the last phase, “Essenism had taken on something

of the character of the Zealots . . .”, NTS, p. 93. Oblivious to the contradiction he had

involved himself in, de Vaux held to his pacifist preconceptions, while at the same time

terming the Essenes “eschatological”. One early Church historian, Hippolytus, whose
works may be pseudographic, actually seems to retain a variant and more detailed version

of Josephus, in which “Zealots” and even “Sicarii” are simply “Essene” groups with a

more nationalist, extreme, more uncompromising ideology. For him there are four groups

of “Essenes”, one that even kills backsliders who refuse to circumcize, just as Josephus’

“Zealots” do in the Jewish War.

Here it is worth quoting Cross, “Military control of Qumran from Masada in the face

of Roman power immediately north (i.e., Jericho) is quite incredible.” Additionally, Cross

assumes the Masada group participated in the final stages of the war, although like

the Christians before them they had already withdrawn from Jerusalem in 68 after the

assassination of Menachem. As long as they refrained from harassing commerce on the

Jericho road, which most evidence suggests they did, the Romans would have had no
interest in bothering any final holdouts, who might have remained in or slipped back to

the caves and ruins. Control of the Jericho road by a hostile and determined authority

would make life difficult at the monastery, but in wartime conditions not impossible, and
the site was a good forward observation post for Masada. It is just as likely the Romans
did not immediately garrison it (coin data notwithstanding—otherwise why burn it?), but

rather moved on to the siege of Jerusalem—actual garrisoning would have come later

in the course of operations against Masada. Life could certainly have continued at

Qumran, its isolated location and natural caves being the raison d’etre for its settlement

in the first place.

93 For description of Nahal Hever finds, see Y. Aharoni, “Expedition B—The Cave
of Horror”, Y. Yadin, “Expedition D”, and “Expedition D—The Cave of Letters”, IEJ,

12, 1962, pp. 186-99; 11, 1961, pp. 36-52, and 12, 1962, pp. 227-257. Here, too, the

evidence shows that Bar Kochba’s followers returned to site at Qumran at a time of
weakened central authority and abandoned it in the face of superior, more determined,

forces. Actually, as Driver has noted, the presence of Bar Kochba’s forces at the site

must be explained, particularly in relation to Cave IV, which they could not have

remained unaware of. 68 ce, far from being a terminus ad quem for the deposit of the

scrolls, is only a terminus a quo, meaning, not the last, but rather only the firstpossible moment
for their deposit.
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rarely extended very far outside Jerusalem except in occasional bursts of

energy as under Tiberius Alexander and Felix.
94

That the monastery seems to have flourished under Alexander while

it lay buried in ashes under Herod (the same monarch who built a winter

palace near by and had the last of the Maccabean claimants to the High
Priesthood strangled while frolicking in its swimming pool) must say some-

thing. Yet majority opinion tends to identify Alexander Jannaeus as the

Wicked Priest while at the same time identifying the sect with “the

Essenes”, about whom both Herod and Josephus speak with such evi-

dent cordiality.
95

94 The robbery of the crown messenger, Stephen, not far outside the walls ofJerusalem

(see below, p. 77, for the relationship of this Stephen to the “Stephen” in Acts) shows

the impunity with which guerrilla forces operated in these years. The bandit chief, Eleazar

bar Dinaeus, operated for almost a generation until Felix was able to curtail his activities.

The inability of procurators to protect Galilean pilgrims on their way through Samaria,

and even the activities of John the Baptist and Jesus, give further proof of this prop-

osition; cf. Ant. 20.5.4; War 2.12,2; Ant. 20.6.1 and 8.5; War 2.13.1-3.

As for Felix’ activities in the years 52-60, Josephus states “as to the number of the

robbers whom he caused to be crucified and of whom were caught among them, and

those he brought to punishment, they were a multitude not to be enumerated.” Still the

next procurator, Festus, was forced to tackle “the chief curse of the country”, killing “a

considerable number of the bandits” and capturing “many more”; Ant. 2.14.1. Elsewhere,

Joseph calls the “cheats and deceivers claiming inspiration” and scheming to bring about

revolutionary changes by leading the people “out into the wilderness on the pretenses that

there God would show them signs of approaching freedom" an even greater scourge (italics

mine), Ant. 2.13.4, and claims “the religious frauds and bandit chiefs joined forces and

drove numbers to revolt, inciting them to strike a blow forfreedom” (language reminiscent at

once of the two Rabbis in the 4 bc Temple Eagle incident and the Slavonic descriptions

of John the Baptist and Jesus): Ant. 2.13.6.
95

Milik understands this proposition very well, pp. 93-5, citing the relevant data from

Josephus (Ant. 15.10.4—5: “He always treated all the Essenes with honor and thought

higher of them than their mortal nature required”); yet he resists its self-evident corollary,

preferring to hold out for token habitation of the monastery in the Herodian period.

For Josephus’ own pro-Essene sentiments, one has only to cite his description of the

sects in War 2.8.2ff. This is not really a description of the sects at all, but a description

of the Essenes, the customs of whom he labors over in loving detail; see above, p. 24,

for Josephus’ incorporation of elements from this description in his expanded treatment

of the Movement of Judas and Saddok, in Ant. 18.1. Iff. He first mentions “Essenes”

in the period between John Hyrcanus and Alexander Jannaeus; cf. War 1.3.4 and Ant.

13.11.2 on “Judas the Essene” portrayed as a Temple fortune-teller on the fringes of

the establishment (see similarly “Simon the Essene” in Ant. 17.13.3).

We have already called attention to the overlap in the portraits of “Menachem the

Essene” and the Pharisees Pollio and Sameas. The obsequious behavior of all three

resembles nothing so much as Yohanan ben Zacchai’s (and Josephus’ own) treatment

of Vespasian. The technique is always the same, predicting for the patron either his
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Very few specialists doubt that the sect was vociferously—even vindic-

tively, as John the Baptist was—anti-Pharisaic. Yet the scholarly consen-

sus insists that Alexander Jannaeus, who in his person exhibited the same
characteristic, persecuted the sect, while Herod, whose open alliance with

the Pharisee-sponsored Hyrcanus and special treatment of Pollio and
Sameas (who advised the Jerusalem polity to open its gates to him) pat-

endy show to have been pro-Pharisaic (as his descendants, Agrippa I

and Agrippa II, indisputably were, confirming the Gospel picture of the

“Herodian”-Pharisaic alliance), treated it with solicitude .

96

One text at Qumran actually deals with these events—the Nahum
Pesher. While it does not condone crucifixion per se for reasons that in

the first century ce should be obvious (and even paleographers agree

that this is what they call a “Herodian” text, i.e., first century ce), it does

not condemn the “Furious Young Lion”’s action in taking vengeance
on the members of the party who invited “Demetrius” into the country.

The stance, rather, is very similar to that of Honi the Circle-Drawing

imminent coming to power or long life on the throne. Once again, I feel our explanation

of the origins of the “Hassidaean” split goes a long way towards resolving these discrep-

ancies. This is also true for Hippolytus’ picture above of “Zealot Essenes”. Whoever
these early “Essenes” are they are not our Qumran sectaries, who are never obsequious

and whose eschatology never panders to anyone; on the contrary, it is violently apocalyp-

tic. Nor are they the “Essenes” whose martyrdoms Josephus describes in such detail in

the War, a description probably embodying elements of his own eye-witness account of
the fall of Qumran. In the Antiquities these same martyrs are now “zealot” followers of
Judas’ and Saddok’s “Fourth Philosophy”. Milik’s description of a change in the character

of the Essenes is not sufficient to explain these discrepancies.

See n. 95 and above, p. 42. The grouping of “the Pharisees and the Herodians”
together on the questions of loyalty to Caesar and paying taxes in the section of the

New Testament preceding the discussion of “the Sadducees” and “the Seven Brothers”

is for once very incisive: Mt 22:1 5ffi, Mk 12:13ff., and Lk 20:20—parodying the

Righteousness notation (cf. also Mk 3:6). Once the two groups of Hassidaeans/Essenes

are understood, as we have described them, namely, as “Pharisee” Essenes and “Zadoki-

te” Essenes, then most of these problems that so bedevil Josephus’ narratives, evaporate.

When “Essene” is used, we must often substitute “Pharisee”, as for instance, in all the

examples of Herod’s regard for “Essene” teachers. When “Pharisee” is employed, we
must sometimes substitute “Essene”—or better yet, “Zadokite”—as for instance, in Jose-

phus’ reference to “Saddok a Pharisee”.

In the Slavonic (in what is perhaps as good a proof as any of its authenticity), we
hear how Simon, a toadying “scribe of Essene origin”, runs at “the wild Man” and
attacks him, which is patently preposterous since John is the “Essene”-type (cf. “Simon
the Essene” in Ant. 17.13.7, possibly identifiable with the legendary “Shammai”). If we
read here “Pharisee”, the situation is clarified considerably; for more on the relationship

of Saddok and John, see below, pp. 107—8.
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Zaddik, who when called upon to condemn the priestly supportors of

Aristobulus in the next generation who had opened the Temple gates to

Aristobulus and given him refuge, refuses in good Zadokite style. In

return, these Herodian-aligned and Romanizing Pharisees stone him .

97

VI
A ZADOKITE RECONSTRUCTION

Our hypothesis is that the “Zadokite” monastery at Qumran is “Saddu-

cean”, but not Sadducean according to the portraits in Josephus and the

New Testament, which relate to a later period .

98
In like manner the

so-called “Karaites” of the Middle Ages refer to themselves and are

referred to by others as “Sadducees”—strikingly enough they also seem

97
This event has been rightly signaled in the work of Goosens and Dupont-Sommer

as very important. We have noted it above, p. 13. In it, we must see the basis for the

charge, repeated so often in the New Testament and early Church history—and then

echoed in the Koran—that Israel stoned all the Prophets and Righteous Ones: Mt 23:29ff.

and Lk 13:34f£, 1 1:47 etc. There can be little question that Honi is one of “the Righteous

Ones” referred to, the “tombs” of whom are also mentioned in Mt 23:29 (cf. “the

whitened sepulchres” in the Ps Rec 1.71 reference to James’ flight to Jericho probably

related to the “making white until the time of the End” allusion in Dan 11:35. See also

how this imagery is picked up in the Koran 73:13 in the description of “the Day on which

the hair of the children will be turned white”). Other than Zechariah, and excluding the

apocryphal Martyrdom of Isaiah, no other prophets are on record as having been killed

by Jews unless we include Horn’s namesake Onias and John the Baptist, the latter linked

in New Testament tradition with Zechariah.

The connection of both Oniases to James has already been signaled. In addition to

the rain-making, the bringing of James—again by “Sadducees and Pharisees”—into the

Temple at Passover to quiet the Jewish masses, the “Messianic” proclamation he makes,

and his subsequent stoning are extremely close to the circumstances of this Honi episode;

cf. Eusebius, Epiphanius, and Jerome, loc. cit. The reference to James’ fall from “the

Pinnacle of the Temple” in these accounts is a garbled version of his earlier “fall” from

the steps in Ps Rec 1.70 which has been assimilated by Church tradition into a single

attack.

98 The hypothesis is not new; see for instance the articles of North, Goosens,

Wernberg-Moeller, Trinquet, and the remarks of Albright above, p. 24. However, none

of these ever developed the proposition in any detail; neither did they couple it with

“Christian” and “Zealot” hypotheses as we are doing. Up until now it has been some-

thing of a three-cornered hat—the partisans of the “Zealot” theory and the Sadducees

knowing nothing about Jewish Christianity; the partisans of Jewish Christianity—Teicher

is its only well-known representative, but actually G. Margoliouth preceded him—know-

ing little or nothing about Sadduceeism and Zealotism.
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to have used this terminology interchangeably with
“
Zaddikim”—but

have more in common with the Qumran sectaries than they do with

what I shall call “Herodian” or normative Sadduceeism."

Far from being at odds with the Jerusalem authorities during the

99
See Maimonides on Abot 1.3 and Abraham ibn Ezra on Dan 11:31 in Galle, Daniel

avec Commentaires

,

p. 141 for the view from outside. From inside, see Embden and Fili-

powski. Liber Juchassin ... A Abraham Zacuti
, 13a; Trigland, Diatribe de Secta Karaeorum

,

pp. 16f., and Hassan b. Massiah, quoted in Poznanski, RE], xliv, pp. 76ff. That the

Karaites actually referred to themselves as Zaddikim is confirmed in S. Luzki, Orah Zaddi-

kim, Vienna, 1830, pp. 19ff. Indeed, no one has yet satisfactorily explained the double

“d” in the Greek transliteration of Sadducee, nor the fact that the Zadok in the Zadokite

statement in the Septuagint Ezekiel is rather transliterated Saddok, just as the teacher who
arose with Judas the Galilean, as the shift to “Messianism” occurred, is called “Saddok” in

the Antiquities.

Here it would be worth quoting from the Karaite author al-Kirkisani, who not only

knows—as Rabbanites did not, or had forgotten—that Jesus was “a Zaddik”, but “that

his Way was the same as that of Zadok and Anan . .
. Jesus forbade divorce just as the

Sadducees did [but the Sadducees did not forbid divorce; rather the sectaries at Qumran
and the early Christians did]. As for the religion of the Christians which they profess

today, it was Paul who introduced and established it. He was the one who invested Jesus

with divinity and he claimed to be a prophet ordained by his Lord Jesus ... As for the

religion of the Christians which they profess today, it is outright heresy”; al-Qirqisani’s

Account of the Jewish Sects of Christianity, tr. by L. Nemoy, Hebrew Union College Annual, v,

7, 1930, pp. 364—5. A more “Ebionite” account of “Christian” history could not be
imagined. Even today one has to be amazed by al-Kirkisani’s perspicuity in an age of

otherwise utter confusion.

Al-Kirkisani also preserves the tradition from ARN 5.2 that there were two groups of
Sadducees (i.e., “the Sadducees and the Boethusians”) taking their origins from the “split”

between two leaders, “Zadok and Boethus”, pp. 326 and 364. Though al-Kirkisani’s

generation count places this in the second generation after Simeon the Zaddik (that is,

the time of our Zadokite “Hassidaean”/Pharisee “Hassidaean” split) close attention to

generation counts in ARN 5.2 (“they taught them to their disciples and their disciples

to their disciples”) places it three generations beyond that or in the period of the confron-

tation (the second split) between “Saddok” and the Herodian “Sadducee”, Joezer b. Boethus,

over the issues of taxation, priestly Hesed, etc. (note that for ARN, Zadok’s “Sadducees”

espouse the doctrine of Resurrection, not reject it and heap abuse on the “Pharisees” on
this basis). Not only is this the sit% im leben of Josephus’ discussions of sectarian strife,

it links up with traditions in the New Testament and Pseudoclementines dating “Messian-

ic” and sectarian strife to the time of the coming of John the Baptist; see above, p. 21.

Note also that for the Ant. and the Slavonic, “Saddok” and “the Wild Man” play parallel

roles; see also below, p. 108. For al-Kirkisani, Zadok broke with the “Rabbanites” (and

presumably their “Boethusian” confederates) on the issue of marriage with a niece. The prac-

tice was widespread in the first-century establishment, particularly among “Herodians”
themselves, and constitutes the basis of the “fornication” charge at Qumran, a matter

that also exercises James; cf. CD, iv, 15—v, 11 specifically delineating these matters in

connection with “the standing up of Zadok”, and Acts 15:20ffi, 21:25, and 1 Co 5-7

on James’ directives to overseas communities, in particular, “fornication”.
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Maccabean period, Qumran Sadduceeism was in large measure spon-

sored by them. Therefore, its high point according to coin data comes

in the John Hyrcanus/Jannaeus period, also the high point of the Macca-

bean family priesthood. Its rise is coincident with the split in the later

part of John Hyrcanus’ reign between the Maccabean family and the

Pharisee Party which is carried to an extreme of brutality in the conflict

of the Jannaeus period.
100 How then could John Hyrcanus have “retur-

ned” to the Sadducee Party? He did so because this was the original

party of Judas Maccabee, deserted by his family during the somewhat

dubious machinations of his uncle Jonathan and father Simon to curry

Seleucid favor for their claims to the high priesthood.

The monastery at Qumran was probably the extreme expression of

Sadduceeism. In the manner of both Daniel and 2 Maccabees this

extreme and pietistic expression of Sadduceeism, embraced by the Hassi-

daean partisans of Judas Maccabee, differed from normative Sadducee-

ism of the Herodian period (which seemed to have more in common
with Samaritanism or the Shammai wing of the Pharisee Party) in its

radical espousal of the relatively “new” doctrine of resurrection of the

dead—or rather resurrection of “the Pious Ones” or “the Righteous

Ones”, for these were the only ones to whom the privilege applied, all

others in the language of the time going straight to Sheol.
10 '

That the Sadducees of the Herodian Period did not embrace the

100 Both Laperrousaz, p. 31 and Cross, p. 122, realize that the evidence of coin data

invariably points to an origin about the time of John Hyrcanus. We should add the

corollary that its establishment was not inimical either to the aims ofJohn or his children

(it is in relationship to the demise of the first two of these that John derives his reputation

as a “prophet” in Ant. 13.10.7; cf. the parallel “prophesying” of “Judas the Essene”).
101

This idea is so widespread in Second Temple literature, including the Scrolls and

the Gospels, that one hardly knows where to begin; cf. Wis 1:1, 1:15, 2:16ff., 3:1, 4:7ff.;

Enoch 38—62, where the doctrine is developed in its entirety and “the Righteous” and

“Elect” are identified, 92:3, 93:10, 94:1, repeating the “love Righteousness” admonition

of Wis 102:4—5, the basis of a similar Koranic expectation, and 103:1—4; Test. L. 5:7 and

13:5; A. Bar 14.12 and 15.7f.; A. Ezra 7.17-8, 35ff., 99 (encouraging martyrdom), 102

(adding the additional notion of intercession on the Day of Judgement), 8:33, 55, and

9:13ff.; cf. CD, i-iv; IQS, xi; 1QH, vi, 29 and xi, 10-14. That the doctrine, announced

first in 2 Macc 12:38-45, was meant (as implied in A. Ezra 7.99) to encourage martyrdom

is clear from the “Seven Brothers” episode, the martyrdom of Eleazar, and the words,

“If he had in view the splendid recompense reserved for those who make a pious end,

the thought was holy and devout”; cf. 6:28, 7, and 1 4:46. What better inducement could

there be for sacrifice in Holy War? This is the thrust which is picked up in Islam. Paul,

while stressing the doctrine, rather emphasized its Greek mystery parallels, i.e., “entering

the tomb with Jesus”, in the interests of appealing to a wider (less “Zealot”-minded)

clientele.
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doctrine is difficult to understand, except that Herod after destroying

the Maccabean family (those who doubt the popularity of the Maccabean
family should note the reaction of the crowd to Herod’s murder of
Mariamme and her brother, Aristobulus, and its support of Antigonus
in opposition to the advice of Pollio and Sameas) brought in a priest

from Egypt, Simon ben Boethus, whose daughter he married as he had
the Maccabean heiress previously .

102
Because of this, the “new” priest-

hood he instituted should more properly be called the “Boethusian”, as

it is often referred to in Talmudic literature .

103

102
For the crowd’s reaction to Aristobulus/Jonathan, see War 1.22.2: “When he put

on the sacred vestments ... the whole crowd burst into tears.” Josephus is even more
effusive in Ant. 15.3.3E: “

. . . a warm zeal and affection towards him appeared among
the people, and the memory of the actions of his grandfather Aristobulus evidently came
to their minds . . . The city . . . was in very great grief, every family looking on this

calamity (his death) ... as if one of themselves had died.” That Mariamme’s memory
was also cherished by the progenitors of Christianity is clear from the proliferation of
Marys in the Gospels. In Antigonus’ case, it is because of his equally wide popularity that

Herod bribes Mark Anthony to behead him—the first recording of such in Palestine.

Like stonings, these beheadings are worth cataloguing; they are all applied to popular

leaders for the same reason. Josephus
(
Ant. 15.1.2) quotes Strabo of Cappadocia to

explain: “Anthony supposed he could in no other way bend the minds of the Jews to

receive Herod ... for by no torments could they be forced to call him king [cf. Josephus
on ‘the Essenes’ in War 2.8.10: “though they were tortured and tormented . . . they could
not be forced to flatter their tormentors”], so he thought that this dishonorable death
would diminish the value they had for Antigonus’ memory”—this directly following his

description of how Herod paid such honor to “Pollio the Pharisee and Sameas”. Note
the progression: Antigonus, John the Baptist, and Theudas (a contemporary of the New
Testament’s “James the son of Zebedee”; see also below, pp. 78f).

Ant. 15.9.3. This Simon ben Boethus is a citizen of Jerusalem but comes from an
Alexandrian priestly family “of great note”. In typical fashion Josephus seems to confuse
him with Simon Kanthera “the son of Boethus” under Agnppa I more than fifty years

later {Ant. 19.6.2), while at the same time comparing the Boethusian family with that of
Simeon the Zaddik in the number of sons doing the high priestly service and in the

process providing the interesting aside that the latter had three sons. J. JeremiasJerusalem
in the Time ofJesus, Fortress Press, 1975, pp. 194f. and 229f., gives credence to this

suggestion. For Talmutkc references, see Tos Sukk iii.1.195; Tos Yoma i.8.81; Yal R. Sh.

i. 15.210; b. Sukk. 43b; b. Shabb 108a; b. Men 65a; b. Yoma 18a, etc.

The ancestral tomb of the Boethusian family is probably to be found in the Kedron
Valley beneath the “Pinnacle of the Temple” at the foot of the Mount of Olives. There
the memorial plaque identifies a family of the course of “Hezir” and contains the names
of some four of the Boethusians who actually served as High Priests. Curiously enough,
this is the Tomb which is usually ascribed in Christian tradition to St James, i.e., James
the Just. Allegro romantically queries, though perhaps not without substance, whether
this could be the “Tomb of Zadok” mentioned in the Copper Scroll, line 52, The Treasure

of the Copper Scroll, New York, pp. 103-112.
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Herod also “leased” out the Priesthood to a variety of other pro-

Pharisaic claimants as the Procurators did after him. This importation

of foreign claimants is a typical totalitarian or colonial device for con-

trolling local party unrest, and probably is very much evidenced by the

pliant Hillel’s arrival from Babylon at about this time coincident with

Herod’s destruction of the previous classically Sadducean Sanhedrin that

had opposed him .

104 Anyone who doubts the flexibility—even the

The Christian tradition linking this tomb with James is extremely old and one should

be chary of lighdy setting such folk memories aside. If indeed James was buried here

—

and most Church fathers make pointed mention of the location of James’ burial place

just outside the Temple wall—the question of an actual link with the Boethusian family

is not completely far-fetched. Indeed, this is precisely what is implied in the Rabbinic

nickname for Jesus, “ben Panthera”, i.e., probably a slight distortion of “ben Kanthera”.

If there is any truth to this suggestion, then the takeover of the Boethusian Tomb

—

whose in-laws the sons of Kanthera were—by Christian tradition becomes more compre-

hensible; cf. Epiphanius’ constant assertion that “Joseph the brother of Cleophas” (sic)

was called “Panther”; Haem 78.7. Since Joseph Cabi—and possibly Joseph Kami, as

well, if the two can be separated—the High Priest preceding the execution of James,

was one of the sons of Simon ben Kanthera—i.e., a Boethusian called “Joseph”, we

have the additional possibility of material relating to the burial ofJames being assimilated

into the “Joseph of Arimathaea” legend in Jesus burial traditions; cf. Ant. 20.8.11f. In

fact, it is Agrippa II’s removal of Joseph Cabi that sets the stage for the judicial murder

of James. One should remember that Agrippa II, like his father before him in the con-

frontation with “Simon”, was already smarting from his defeat by the Temple “Zealots”

in the Temple wall incident; see below, p. 78. It was shortly after these events that

Josephus undertook his mission to Rome to see Poppea on behalf of certain “Essene”-

type priests who, because of their “Piety towards God”, ate only “figs and nuts”: Vita 3.

104
Josephus records in Ant. 15.2.4 that he had first set up “an obscure Priest from

Babylon” named Ananel, though the Talmud
,
M. Para, iii, 5 considers him to have been

an Egyptian; see Jeremias, pp. 66-69. Herod seems to have elevated four principal famil-

ies, the Boethusians, that of Ananus, Phiabi, and Kamith; see Jeremias, pp. 193ff. Their

popularity may be judged by the well-known lament preserved in Tos Men xiii.21.533 and

b. Pes 57a: “Woe to me for the Boethusians; woe unto me for their curses. Woe to me

from the sons of Ananus; woe unto me for their slanders. Woe to me for the sons of

Kantheras; woe unto me because of their reed pens. Woe to me for the house of Ishmael

ben Phiabi; woe unto me because of their fists. For they are the high priests, their sons

are Treasurers, their sons-in-law are Temple Captains, and their servants smite the people

with sticks.”

Josephus’ opinion of these families, even though severely compromised by his

relationship with them, is as follows: “And Herod, who was made king by the Romans,

did no longer appoint high priests out of the descendants of the Hasmonaean’s house,

but appointed to that office men of no note and barely priests, with the single exception

of Aristobulus” (Mariamme’s brother); Ant. 20.10. The key to this process, of course,

was possession of the high priestly garments, which Herod took over immediately on

coming to power and which the Roman governors inherited in succession to him. The
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exploitability—of the Pharisaic Nasi and Davidic descendant from Baby-
lon should examine his celebrated innovation of “the Pro^hul” and com-
pare the attitude it evinces towards “the Rich” or upper middle classes

(by this time all with Roman, Herodian, and “Pharisaic” connections)
with the attitude in the Letter of James—a true Zaddik in the parlance
of this period—towards these same classes .

105

machinations concerning this are well described in Ant. 20.10. Of course, what had in
effect been instituted from 37 bc onwards was the Greek custom of selling the High
Priesthood to principal families of wealth on a temporary basis; cf. Ant. 15.11.4.

Isn t it always the Rich who are against you? Isn’t it always their doing when
you are dragged before the court [cf. Paul’s “only criminals have anything to fear from
magistrates ’]? Aren t they the ones who insult the honorable name to which you have
been dedicated? . . . Now an answer to the Rich. Start crying, weep for the miseries that
are coming to you. It was a burning fire that you stored up as treasure for the last days
[cf. John’s attack on “the Pharisees and Sadducees” in Mt 3:7ff. and CD, vi-viii—also
referring to “vipers”—on “Riches” and “fornication”]. Laborers mowed your fields and
you cheated them . . . realize that the cries of the reapers have reached the ears of the
Lord of Hosts. In the time of slaughter you went on eating to your heart’s content. It

was you who condemned the Righteous One and killed him; he offered you no resist-

ance. Now be patient brothers until the Lord’s coming” 0a 2:6f. and 5:1 ff.). Echoing
this passage s climax in the allusion to “Messianic” rain, James actually proclaims “the
Lord’s coming” or the Messianic return in the Temple on Passover in terms of “coming
on the clouds of Heaven” (E.H. 2.23.13; cf. CD, vi, 10), thereby linking, as already
suggested above, the Dan 7:13 “clouds” allusion with this “rain” imagery as per “the
Star Prophecy” and “rising up of the Poor” material in 1QM, xi, 5-xii, 7.

Though early Church accounts have conflated two separate attacks on James (one in
the 40s by “the Enemy” Paul in the Temple with one in the 60s by the High Priest
Ananus; cf. the two adversaries of “the Righteous Teacher”/“Priest” whose presence
dominate the Habakkuk and Ps 37 Peshers— “the Pourer out of Lies”/“Scoffer” with “a
Tongue full of insults” within the Community and the Wicked Priest outside it), such a
proclamation in these circumstances was incendiary. James’ attitude, of course,’ cannot
be separated from that of the priestly “Zealots”, who having regard for “the Messianic
Prophecy start the final uprising by stopping sacrifice “on behalf of foreigners”. We
have already signaled their concern “to persuade the Poor to join the Insurrection” by
burning all the debtors’ records—a demand initially voiced seventy years before in the 4
bc events—and their election of the lowly Stone-Cutter Phannias as high priest; see
above, p. 80 and War 2.1.2 and 2.18.6.

We have also already noted above, p. 17, the common theme of “admission of Gen-
tiles whether into Church or Temple. Hostility towards “Herodians” is but a variation
of this theme, as is the Pharisaic/Pauline involvement with them. Note that among the
founders of the Church at Antioch, where “the disciples were first called ‘Christians’

”

(Acts 13. If.), were Herodians, and Paul’s “Gentile Mission”, overriding the demands of
the Law and addressed equally “to Jews and Gentiles alike” (cf. Ro 3:22, 1 Co 12:13,
etc.), is perfectly in line with the exigencies of Herodian family policy.

Timothy, for instance, “whose mother was a Jewess” and who carried Roman citizen-
ship, is typical of this “Herodian” mix, as is Paul himself; cf. Ro 16:11, where Paul hints
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That this Boethusian Priesthood abjured the doctrine of Resurrection

of the Dead is probably attributable to its overseas and earlier roots.

These are discernible in both Ecclesiasticus, despite its preservation in

all the localities so far described, and the Samaritan “Zadokites” going

back to a time before its introduction by the Maccabean/Hassidaean

practitioners of “Holy War”. 106 The Pharisees true also to their “Hassi-

daean” roots embraced the new doctrine.

As we have discussed, Simon probably broke with this original

at his own Herodian ties, and Acts 10:1 5ff., ll:20ff., 16:1 ff., and Ga 2:4ff. See also, that

“Saulus”, a “kinsman of Agrippa who used violence with the People”, in Ant. 20.9.4,

who is the go-between between “the Men of Power” (the Herodians), “the High Priests”

and “the principal Pharisees” and Agrippa II in War 2.17.3f. and 2.20.1. The constant

linking of Saulus in these episodes with the Idumaean convert “Costobarus” and a name-

sake of Herodias’ husband “Antipas” probably reflects his genealogy back through

Bernice I to Agrippa I’s maternal grandfather Costobarus—note the repetition of the

telltale themes of marriage with nieces and blatant fornication here). “Saulus” is also closely

associated in these descriptions with “Philip b. Jacimus”, the intimate of Agrippa II in

Caesarea and Commander of his guard. For Josephus’ pointed reference to “Philip’s”

two daughters, see War 4.1.10 and Vita 36. For Acts 21:9, Paul’s associate, “the Evangel-

ist” Philip has “four virgin daughters who were prophetesses” (sic)\

Among other Herodians at Antioch are very likely “Niger” and “Silas” and “the foster

brother of’ or the individual “brought up with Herod the Tetrarch” is most likely Paul

himself. This Herod the Tetrarch is Herod Antipas, the individual responsible—along with

Herodias and Salome—for the death of John the Baptist. Niger and Silas are very likely

deserters from Agrippa II’s army and are grouped with Queen Helen of Adiabene’s two

sons or “kinsmen”, Monobazus and Kenedaeos, and “John the Essene” as some of the

bravest commanders of the Revolt
;

cf. War 2.19.2, 2.20.4, 3.2. Iff., and 4.6.1. These Herodian

Men-of- War present valuable parallels to “the Men of War”/“Men of Violence” allusions

at Qumran themselves linked to the mysterious “Idumaeans” of Josephus’ allusion

—

responsible for the death of Ananus and participants, as well, to a certain extent in the

War.

Brandon, op. cit., pp. 124ff., has already discussed in detail James’ relationship with

the Messianic/Zealot lower priesthood, and Josephus describes how the High Priests

“ventured to send their slaves to the threshing floors to take the tithes ... so that the

Poor among the priests died for want” (italics mine): Ant. 20.8.8—developed with greater

emphasis on “the Riches” of the High Priests in the context of the stoning of James

and the description of Saulus’ violent rioting in Jerusalem in Ant. 20.9.1 ff. Compare this

with the parallel sequencing in Acts 6-8, including problems in collection distribution

and the reference to the conversion of “a large number of Priests”—also our further

remarks below, p. 77.

106
Ecclesiasticus is still following the Stoic/Cynic/Epicurean philosophy of Ecclesi-

astes, though in “the Zadokite Statement” at the end, there is a distinct shift; cf. 10:llf,

and 15:20 with 49:12, 50:24f., 51:1-22 (extant as a separate psalm at Qumran), and 51:30.

The doctrine was probably abjured as much at Leontopolis—the probable venue of “the

Boethusians”—as at Samaria both because of its revolutionary tendencies and the innate

conservatism of each.
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Hassidaean Movement. 2 Macc is anxious to counter the charge that

Judas was not a Hassidaean and pointedly ignores the subsequent priest-

hoods of Jonathan and Simon—with their “Pharisaic” tendencies—as

being unworthy of note. Associated with this Pietistic Sadduceeism that

believed in Resurrection of the Dead and was more jealous for the Law
even than the Pharisees (note Jesus’ stance in this regard in the Sermon
on the Mount: “Unless your Righteousness exceed that of the Scribes and
Pharisees ... ) was the production of apocalyptic literature which in

turn gave rise to both the “Messianic” and “Zealot” Movements of the

first century ce .

108

This Pietistic Sadducee Movement did not follow Pharisee Halachah
,

nor its style of expressing this in “traditions” culled from the practice

and teachings of “the Fathers”—much like Sunni Islam. Rather, in

the style of the Temple Scroll and much other similar literature

107 Mt 5:20. For other statements in Matthew on “Righteousness” and “Righteous
Man”, see 3:15 on the commands of “all Righteousness” (compare this with Justin Mar-
tyr’s use of the “all Righteousness” terminology in Dial. 93 in summing up the Hesed
and Zedek Commandments and the reference to the “all Righteousness” Commandment
in CD, vi, 20 above); 5:6, “blessed are those thirsting for Righteousness”; 5:10, “those
persecuted for Righteousness”; 10:41, “He that receives a Righteous Man in the name
of a Righteous Man shall receive a Righteous Man’s reward (cf. Wisdom); 21:32, “John
came in The Way ofRighteousness” (italics mine—terminology current at Qumran and remi-
niscent of statements injosephus and al-Kirkisani); 25:37, Jesus’ followers as “the Righte-
ous”; 25:46, “the Righteous (shall go) into eternal life”; 13:43, “then shall the Righteous
shine forth as the sun in the Kingdom of their Father” (note the sonship motif); and
13.49f., so shall it be at the end of the world: the angels shall come forward and sever
the Wicked from among the Righteous.” The reference to Abel as “a Righteous One”
in 23:35 comes in the context of comparing his fate with that of Zechariah ben Barach-
iah, obviously another Zaddik—note the traditional ascription of the Kedron Valley tomb
next to James’ to his name.

See also Paul in an unguarded moment in 2 Co ll:5ff. amid “Light” imagery referring
to the Hebrew “Archaposties” as “dishonest workmen disguised as Servants ofRighteousness
(italics mine). For other Qumranisms, see “Sons of Light” and Light imagery in 1 Thess
5:4ff., Eph 5:9, Col 1:12, and 2 Co 6:1 1 ff. (including reference to

“
Beliar”)

; the reference
to Noah as preacher of Righteousness” in 2 Pe 2:5; “the service of Righteousness” in

Ro 6:17ff.; “weapons of Righteousness” in 2 Co 6:7; adoptionist sonship in Ga 3:24ff.,

Ro 8:14, Eph 1:5, 1 John 3:1 ff.; and 3 John ll’s “he that does what is right is a Son of
God”; the “heart” imagery in Ro 10:10; the “fragrance and offenng” metaphor of IQS,
viii.9 and ix, 4, in 2 Co 2:14ff. (including reference to Qumran-style Da'at), Eph 5:2f.,

and Phil 4:18, and the allusion to “Perfection of Holiness” in 2 Co 7:1. For a combination
of “Perfection”, “Sons of Light”, and “Truth” motifs, see Ja l:17f.; for “Truth” motifs
in Paul, see 2 Thess 2:11, Eph 5:9, Ro 2:20, 9:1, etc.

108
See below, pp. 105ff, for our contention that the “Zealot” Movement was not new

in 4 bc to 7 ce, only what we are delineating as its “Messianic” variation.
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at Qumran—including Jubilees—the Movement expressed itself in

pseudepigraphic pronouncements of an exoteric kind, whether halachic

or apocalyptic.

This is the literature found at Qumran. It is massive as it is widely

disseminated through the Oriental world via Jewish Christianity, other

“Zealot” or “Messianic” Movements—in fact, all groups outside the

orbit of Phariseeism and official Judaism—and apocryphal literature. As
the disappointment of its Messianic hopes became permanent, its covert

tendencies increased, and its ideas grew ever more esoteric. These, in

turn, were transmitted to various groups outside the orbit of official

Judaism and Christianity in the East, namely Ebionites, Elkasaites, Man-
ichaeans, Gnosticizing groups like Sabaeans, Mandaeans, and at Nag
Hammadi, and even Syriac Christians, Nestorians and Jacobites (note the

telltale nomenclature).

Many of its fundamental ideas, while distorted by subsequent over-

lays, were preserved in Kabbalah, and traces of them are clearly discern-

ible in Karaite and Islamic literature, most notably in its Shi'ite

variation. Indeed, the latter is the Islamic counterpart to the “Zadokite

Movement” as we have described it—as Sunnism is to Rabbinism .

109

Judas, following in the footsteps of Simeon and Onias before him, is

the quintessential Zaddik or Righteous Teacher-type, who in Rechab-

ite/“Essene”-style “withdrew into the wilderness”—usage current at

Qumran—and lived “like a wild animal” (presumably in caves), eating

“nothing but wild plants to avoid contracting defilement”. He is the

109
For the pre-existent Zaddik-notion at Qumran and its connections with the Logos

doctrine of John’s Gospel and the incarnate Imam doctrine of Shi' ism, as well as its

relation to Proverbs’ “The-.2W(A'/Gthe-Foundation-of-the-World”, the Gospel of

Thomas, and the Zohar
.,
see above p. 33. The constant reiteration of the notion of Da'at

(“Knowledge”), itself tied up with the “Justification” processes of Is 53:11, in all Qumran
sectarian texts easily translates itself into what goes by the name of Gnosis in other

milieus.

For the comparison of “the coming of the Son of Man” to “the days of Noah” amid

imagery regarding the passing away of “Heaven and Earth”, see Mt 24:34ff., already

cited above. For Noah as the “Perfection” ideal or “the Perfect Man” who was, therefore,

like Shem and Melchizedek “born circumcized”, see ARN 2.5 and Zohar 59b. For the

relationship of “the Poor” and “the Pious” to Phineas and David, see the section on
“Balak and Balam” preceding “Phineas” in Zohar 193a-197a. Not surprisingly, this sec-

tion knows “Yunus and Yamburus” (cf. the material in CD, vi-ix, including Ms. B).

Though the Zohar may be the thirteenth-century forgery it is often considered to be, the

whole “Phineas” section, which includes reference to the Book of Enoch and “the super-

nal Priest”—as well as “the future Jerusalem”, “the celestial Temple”, “the supernal

Israel” and “the Primal Adam”—should be treated very carefully.
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type of the warrior High Priest presented in the War Scroll .

110
This

is not to say that any Qumran identifications should be attached to

Judas, either in the peshers, which are late, or the Damascus Document,

110
For the role of this warrior High Priest and the priests generally (in their white

“battle dress” in the War Scroll which de Vaux refers to as “apocalyptic”), see 1 QM,
vii, 10—ix, 9. The war in question is not metaphorical, though it is idealized. Here, the

same preconceptions which inhibit coming to grips with the metaphor embodied in the

term “Zadok” now dictate an allegorical approach to the war. Attention to literary genre

and care over literary devices would help. That these priests do not follow the Pharisaic

policy of compromise with foreigners is plain: “they are not to defile the oil of their

priesdy annointment with the blood of vain heathen”. One battle priest is separate and

goes up and down the line encouraging the ranks. This is undoubtedly the same priest

who “is chosen by the vote of his brothers” to officiate on “the Day of Vengeance”

(xv, 4—7). This “Vengeance” is to be accomplished by “the Saints” or “Holy Ones of

his People”, as well as “the Poor” and “those downtrodden in the dust”, with the help

of the Heavenly Warrior Angels. Compare this with the employment of these Angels

for just such a purpose in 2 Macc and the general discussion of the angel Michael in

Milik’s
“
Milki-sedq et Milkl-resa’ . .

. pp. 106ff. and 141 ffi, van der Woude, pp. 304ffi,

and Fitzmyer’s “Further Light on Melchizedek”,JBL, 86, 1967, pp. 32ff.

Compare, too, this Priest’s “election” with both “Phannius” in the last phases of the

uprising and that of Judas Maccabee discussed above. We have, also, noted the parallel

theme of the election of James as successor and head of “the Jerusalem Church” in

early Church literature, and its counterpart the election of “the Twelfth Apostle” in Acts.

Though some accounts speak of a direct appointment of James by Jesus (Gos Th 12

and Ps Rec 1.43), others generally agree that an “election” of some kind occurred
(
E.H

.

2.1.2—4, 2.23.4, 7.19.1 and Jerome, toe. cite, cf. E.H. 4.22.3f. on Simeon bar Cleophas’

succession after James’ martyrdom, because “being a cousin of the Lord—namely, the

son of his uncle—it was the universal demand that he should be the second”—italics mine.

If Acts had at this point discussed the succession to Jesus and not the succession to Judas

Iscariot, then, of course, the puzzling appearance ofJames in 12:17 would need no further

explanation).

Whether this avenging battle priest is identical with the “High Priest” who rises to

recite the War Prayer from the Rule and also all their Hymns, and generally “arranges

all of the order of formation according to what is written in the War Scroll” (xv, 4f.) is

difficult to determine from the context. Compare this with Eisler, pp. 262f£, interpreting

Lk 3:14ff. in terms of “John’s field sermon”; also Jesus’ arranging of those who follow

him “into the wilderness” in military formation (Mk 6:40). We have already called atten-

tion to such battle order, “warrior angels”, and “the horsemen who come like clouds”

over the earth to rain “Judgement on all that grows on it”, which is mentioned in the

context of reference to the “Messiah” who “justifies the true Judgement of God in the

midst of mankind”—“the Mighty One” whose foot will be on the necks of his enemies,

who will smite the Nations, and whose “sword will devour the flesh of the Sinners filling

the land with glory”; 1QM, xi-xii. For Enoch 90:9f£, Judas was “a Great Horn” and

probably even “a Great Sword” (cf. 2 Macc 16:16), an appellation probably echoed in

Ps 148:14: “He lifted up the horn for His People; the praise for all his Pious Ones”

(that is, Hassidim) quoted in the Hebrew version of Ben Sira (51:15). Note that Philo,
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the date of which, for the moment must remain indetermi-

nate.
111

Judas, too, is probably observing the extreme purity regulations associ-

ated with lifelong Naziritism, reflected in both Philo’s and Josephus’

description of “Essene” practices—including sexual continency. As such,

he is probably the model for John the Baptist, Jesus, and James, one
could also add Simeon bar Cleophas, Jesus’ probable second brother,

called “a Rechabite Priest”—read “Essene”—in Eusebius.

Where sexual continency is at issue, though argument from silence is

not a proof, in each of the above-mentioned cases it offers a strong

presumption. As far as James is concerned, all early Church accounts

make a point of calling him “Holy” or “a Nazirite from his mother’s

womb” (parodied to a certain extent by Paul’s rival claims in Ga l:15fl;

Quod Omnis 12.75 and 13.91, knows very well that the name “Essenes” derives from the

word “Piety”, that is, “Hassidaeans”.
111

Cf. below, p. 94—96. The daring of the Damascus Document is complex because

of one exemplar considered “early” on paleographic grounds. Many point to the doctrinal

shift that appears to occur between it and the Community Rule on the issue of “the

Messiah of (from) Aaron and Israel” in the former (viii, 24; xii, 23f.; and xiv, 18) and
“the Messiahs of Aaron and Israel” in the latter (ix, 11) as a dating aid. R. H. Charles,

APOT, ii, Oxford, 1913, pp. 795ff., argued that the former related to an Israelite father

and an Aaronite mother. G. Margoliouth, “The Sadducean Christians of Damascus”, The

Expositor
;
vols 37—38, 1911—12, pp. 499—517 and 213—235, made the initial identification

of this with Jesus.

Curiously enough, and unremarked in subsequent commentary, the possibly plural

usage in IQS may imply a series of “Messiahs of Aaron and Israel”, as much as it does

two separate messiahs. When it is appreciated that the usages
'

amod/'omdim, used in the

exegesis of Ezek 44:15, carry something of the sense of “be resurrected” with them (cf.

“the Standing One” in Ps Ret 2.7ff. and the phrase, “stand up”, used with just such a

connotation in Zohar 63a on “Noah”) and that the Messianic “shoot out of Israel and
Aaron” (after whom the teacher comes) of CD.i.7 has already died, then it will be realized

that these usages, accompanying all references to “the Messiah of Aaron and Israel” and
also coupled with references to “Zadok” and “the Yoreh ha-Zedek” in CD, v, 4f. and vi,

10£, are eschatological. Since, as we have remarked, the usages surrounding them are

always singular, never plural, it may be we have an idiomatic appellative here—which

seems to be the case as per the suggestion of Milik, op. cit., pp. 1 51 f., pp. xv-xvi are

inserted before p. ix; then, in fact, ms. A ends on p. xiv with fragments from IQS, vii,

4ff. Since CD quite properly ends with the pious hope for the return (or “resurrection”)

of the Messiah of Aaron and Israel who “will pardon their sins” (xiv, 18—italics mine),

the conclusion is that, whoever the Cairo redactors of the Damascus Document might

have been, they also knew materials from the Community Rule and they, anyhow, did

not see the two documents as particularly separate. Also the usage, regardless of epigra-

phy, seems very definitely to have been singular—i.e. a single Messiah from the two roots

of Aaron and Israel—and this seems to have been borne out in the publication of more
recent texts.
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cf. the stress on Nazirite-oath procedures in Paul’s confrontations with

James). In Judas’ case, any children would have changed the political

picture for succeeding generations considerably; however, none are men-

tioned .

112
Contrariwise, Judas’ uncle Simon took care to dispose of the

children of his brother Jonathan, who were killed under very question-

able circumstances, thereby insuring the succession of his own heirs .

113

At this point one is probably witnessing the break between the Hassi-

daeans supporting Judas and holding his memory sacred and the faction

increasingly influencing the actions of Simon (by this time already begin-

ning to be called “Pharisees”) in his machinations to gain endorsement

for his priesthood from the several Syrian kings and pretenders. Judas is

simply from the original and more Pietistic wing of the Zadokite Move-

ment and proves it by the manner of his life—imitated to a certain extent

by John the Baptist and Jesus—and in the “Zealot” manner of his

112 We have discussed why the note in 2 Macc 14:25 about Judas’ “marrying and settling

down” should not be taken too seriously; above, p. 14. For the Essenes, see War. 2.8.2ff.

The description, after the one indicating their contempt “for Riches”, of their view of

oil as a defilement precisely accords with James’ habits. Together with the description

of “bathing in cold water”, it points the way towards the harmonization of James’ and

Banus’ bathing habits noted above, p. 12. James only abjured Roman-style hot baths, where

oil was used, not ritual immersion-, compare this with Josephus’ description in War 2.8:3 of

how the “Essenes” prefer “being unwashed”). The original model for such an extension

of the rules of priestly purity, ultimately going back, as Ecclesiasticus well knew, to “the

zeal of Phineas”, was Elijah, but the ideology underwent a formidable development in

the person of Judas.

Of course 1QM, vii, 1—7 provides the best explanation for Judas’ family condition,

as it also does John’s, Jesus’, James’ and the people of Qumran generally: “No toddling

child or woman is to enter their camps from the moment they leave Jerusalem to go to war

until they return . . . They shall all be freely enlisted [i.e. “volunteers”] for war. Perfect in

spirit and body and prepared for and ready for the Day of Vengeance. Moreover, any man
who is not cleansed from a bodily discharge on the day of battle is not to go down
with them. For Holy Angels march with their hosts” (italics mine). The echo of this in the

use of the word “camp” in the Damascus Document and “volunteer” in the Community
Rule and 1 Macc 2:43 (used to describe “Hassidaeans”) should not be overlooked. More

recently published Qumran texts also refer to this idea of “Volunteers for War”.

We have noted Eisler’s presentation, above, p. 58, of John the Baptist as opposition

High Priest of the Last Times, calling his followers to the pursuit of Holy War or, as CD,

xii, 22—3 puts it, “This is the rule for camp-settlements and those who live accordingly at

the End of the Era of Wickedness until the rising [“standing up”] of the Messiah of

Aaron and Israel”; cf. also CD, xiv, 18 above. So strict was the sect in the pursuit of

ritual cleanliness that some have taken the Temple Scroll as implying copulation was

forbidden in Jerusalem—cf. Uriah the Hittite’s query to David when advised to enjoy

his wife: “Are not the ark and the men of Israel and Judah lodged in tents?” (2 Sam
11 : 11 ).

113
1 Macc 13:1 7f.
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death—i.e., he makes “a pious end” as do John, Jesus, and James among
numerous others after him. So “zealous for the Law”, in fact, is John
that he continually harangues the Herodian monarch, Herod Antipas,

over a minor point of law—incomprehensible to anyone but the special-

ist—until the latter is forced to put him to death .

114
It is interesting to

note that aside from the relatively late example of Rabbi Akiba, who in

any event is ridiculed by his Rabbinic contemporaries, this is not the

Pharisaic way
;

115
nor is it Josephus’ or Paul’s, both of whom identify

themselves as Pharisees and prefer the obsequious self-abasement before

Cf. Mt 14:1—12 and Mk 6:14—29 with Ant. 18.5.2 and Slavonic Josephus. Note that

Slavonic Josephus knows the precise point, violation of the levirite law of marriage.

Where al-Kirkisani’s “Zadok” and Qumran are concerned, there is the additional issue

of marriage with a niece
, Herodias being Agrippa I’s sister (as Ant. 18.5.1 is quick to point

out while missing the connection with John’s execution; cf. the tangle regarding Costob-

arus and Antipas, who was supposed to be the son of the Temple Treasurer Helcias,

with regard to Saulus’ genealogy above, pp. 54—55. This would make Antipas, Saulus’

cousin). This, in turn, links this confrontation to the general hostility to Agrippa I’s

family and the recurrent theme of “fornication” at Qumran and in the Jerusalem Church.

Antiquities knows that John was put to death as a public agitator—therefore the “Jewish”

punishment of beheading—because Herod “feared the great influence John had over

the people might lead to some rebellion”. Note its prototype and only recorded precedent

in the Second Temple period, the beheading of the last Maccabean Priest/King Anti-

gonus, above, p. 52. The New Testament portrait of Salome dancing at Herod’s birthday

party is childish fantasy, though in this instance consistent with its religio-political aims

of acquitting the Romans or their appointees of complicity in the deaths of or malice

towards “Christian” leaders.

Indeed, according to its polemic, non-Jews never have any difficulty in recognizing

Jesus’ messiahship, whereas his closest disciples like Peter sink into the Sea of Galilee

for lack ofFaith or deny him three times on his death-night. Caesarean legionnaires—whom
Josephus identifies as the most brutal in Palestine (Ant. 19.9.2)—are complimented for

their “devoutness” and “generosity to Jewish causes” (Acts 10:1 ff. means, of course,

Agrippa I; see below, p. 79. The provenance of this episode becomes clear from the

reference to “Italica”, the birthplace in Spain of both Trajan and Hadrian). That Herod,

Pilate’s wife, Pilate, and a Roman centurion recognize John or Jesus as Zaddikim in Mk
6:20, Mt 27: 1 9, 24, and Lk 23:47 is consistent with the working method we are describing.

One particularly appropriate example of this kind, in the context of “receiving and
keeping table fellowship with Sinners” (read “Gentiles”—cf. Paul in Ga 2:15), is the

statement that “there is more joy in Heaven over the repentance of one Sinner than

ninety-nine Righteous Ones” (“in the wilderness”); Lk 15:lff. Often the motifs of “pros-

titutes (read “fornicators”), “publicans” or “tax-collectors”, including people who do
not abstain from table fellowship

,
are added for emphasis. The “wine-bibbing” assertion

(Mt 11:19; Lk 7:34) serves to distinguish Jesus from James—and other presumably

“Rechabite” Nazirite-types—who, of course, shunned wine.
115

P. Ta’an 68d. Yohanan b. Torta’s retort to R. Akiba over the messiahship of Bar

Kochba, Grass will grow on your grave before the Messiah comes”, is proverbial;

cf. b. Sanh 97b. Akiba in the “Zealot”/“Messiamc” tradition is operating within the
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Romans and their Palestinian appointees of Rabbi Yohanan ben Zacchai

to martyrdom. 116 Nor was it the way of Simon Maccabee.

It was, however, the way of the extreme wing of the Zealot Party,

conserving Ecclesiasticus and Qumran material on Masada, namely

“making a Pious end” in the manner recommended by 2 Macc. That

they expected the imminent return of their bodies is implicit in the pur-

poseful burial of the “standing-up-of-the-bones” passage from Ezekiel

under the synagogue floor.
117

These “Saints” whom Josephus maligns,

derogatorily referring to them as
“
Sicarii

”—terminology which has

stuck—were Hassidaean Zaddikim par excellence,

118

The behavior of Aristobulus’ supporters on the Temple Mount during

the siege of Jerusalem and its fall in 63 bc is illustrative of the mentality

of the whole “Zadokite”/“Zealot” Movement. As we have noted, Hyr-

canus, following the policy of Alexandra and her presumed relative

Simeon ben Shetach (a Pharisee “Father”), is certainly the Pharisaic

framework of “the Star Prophecy” and not cynically manipulating it, subjecting it to

mockery as Yohanan b. Zacchai, Josephus, and others did.
116

For Paul’s claims to be a Pharisee, see Phil 3:5 (echoed in Acts 23:5 and 26:5); for

Josephus’, Vita 2.

117
See Y. Yadin, Masada, London, 1966, pp. 1 87 ff. In his usual manner, Yadin is

impressed with finding Chapter 37 of Ezekiel buried underneath the synagogue floor,

but at first sees no special significance in it. Finding also the last two chapters of Deu-

teronomy dealing with the blessing and death ofMoses, he finally decides he has come upon

a geni%ah\ In like manner, finding a fragment of the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice from

Qumran Cave IV at Masada, he sees this as proving only that “some Essenes” joined

the refugees and took refuge on Masada with “the Zealots”; pp. 173-4 and “The Exca-

vation of Masada”, IE], 15, 1965, pp. 81—2, 105—8. Of course, this ignores the fact that,

stricdy speaking, the partisans of Masada were those Josephus calls “Sicarii”.

118 The name “
Sicarii' was derived from the Roman sica—a type of curved Arab-style

dagger they carried under their cloaks; Ant. 20.8.10; War 2.13.3 and 2.17.6. Note, how-

ever, that Pilate was the first to use such enlightened methods of crowd control in

Palestine. Driver, pp. 183ffi, thinks he has found a reference to this weapon in 1QM,
v, 12; and Brandon, pp. 39f. and 203f., thinks he sees it in the episode of Lk 22:38

when the disciples appear to be armed with two concealed weapons in the Sicarii manner.

One should also note the reference in Apost. Const. 8.25 (v. mss.), identifying Thad-

daeus with “Judas the Zealot” and the further variation of the latter name in “Judas

Iscariot”. Jn 6:71 speaks of “Judas of Simon Iscariot” (read “brother of”) and Lk 6:16

speaks of “Judas ofjames” (read “brother of”). “Simon Iscariot” is, of course, equivalent

to “Simon the Zealot” (cf. also “Cananaean”) and his place in Gospel Aposde lists

approximates that of Jesus’ second brother “Simeon bar Cleophas”, e.g., “James the son of

Alphaeus (read Cleophas), Simon, who was called the Zealot, and Judas (the son) of

James” (Acts 21:20, of course, testifies to the overwhelming number of “Zealots for the

Law” the movement actually consisted of). For a complete discussion of these confusing

matters, see below, pp. 78f.
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Priestly contender and cleaves to a Pharisaic political line as we have

expounded it. Who are Aristobulus’ supporters? They are a combination

of nationalists and Sadducees. That they are also “the popular party” is

indisputable, belying the oft-quoted testimony ofJosephus in this regard,

just as the popularity of Aristobulus’ son, Antigonus, puts the lie to any

claim that Pollio’s (Hillel’s?) typically Pharisaic recommendation to open
the gates to Herod could in any way be considered popular.

But what kind of “Sadducees”? 119
Their behavior refutes, as nothing

else can, the idea that they could have anything in common with the

119 The most extensive testimony of the popularity of the Pharisees (as opposed to

“the Sadducees”) comes in relation to John Hyrcanus, Ant. 13.10.5-6; however this

cannot represent the state of affairs 200 years later at the time of the Uprising against

Rome. In addition, it contradicts what the Antiquities says about the followers of “the

Fourth Philosophy”. Discussing the “Innovations” ofJudas and Saddok and the calamit-

ies their movement brought upon the nation, Josephus states. Ant. 18.1.1: “So great did

the alteration and change from the customs of our fathers tend to bring all to destruction

who thus banded together, for Judas and Saddok who introduced a fourth philosophic

sect among us and had a great many followers therein, filled our state with tumults at

that time and laid the foundations of future miseries by their system of philosophy which
we were before unacquainted with . . . and that rather because the infection which
spread thence among our younger men, who were zealous for it, brought our nation to

destruction.”

The word “infection” was also used to describe the itinerant messengers the Emperor
Claudius cautioned the Jews against receiving in his famous letter to the Alexandrians;

cf. H. Idris BellJews and Christians in Egypt, London, 1934, pp. 25ff. Paul, too, is described

in similar terms in Acts 17:7, a passage that makes it clear that the problem concerned

“Messianic” messengers like the Apostles: “These are the people who have been turning

the whole world upside down . . . They have broken every one of Caesar’s edicts by
claiming there is another emperor, Jesus”; and in Acts 24:16: “The plain truth is that

we find this man a perfect pest; he stirs up trouble among the Jews the world over and

is a ringleader of the Nazoraean Heresy”; cf. 16:20-22. For a recital of these “calamities”

with inverted polemical intent, see all versions of “the Little Apocalypse”: Mt 24:1 ff.;

Mk 13:1 ff.; and Lk 21:5 ff

.

But the Pharisees are not even the popular party in Alexander Jannaeus’ time, since

in spite of his cruelties the people rally to him; nor in Aristobulus’ or Antigonus’ time:

cf. Ant. 15.3.3. Josephus in Ant. 17.2.4 puts their number at “6,000”, the same figure

he gave in 13.14.2 for the number of Alexander’s supporters; cf. 2 Macc 8:2 putting

Judas’ supporters at “6,000” and Jeremias’ comments, p. 252. We must remember, too,

that Josephus himself was working, usually in an uncritical manner, from sources—in

this instance, probably Nicolaus of Damascus, an intimate of Herod. Since we are dealing

with a 200-year period, a party having a degree of popularity at one point might not

even be the same 100 years later—and Josephus doesn’t take the trouble to inform us

to which period his sources relate. From 4 bc to 70 ce, and perhaps beyond, it is clearly

“the Zealot Party” which is the popular one, as “nationalist” parties predictably are

—

not the Pharisees with their restrictive religious practices and contempt for the 'Am
ha-Are£ (the “Zealot”/“Zadokite”/“Nazoraean” sectaries?).
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corrupt Sadducee Priesthood introduced under Herod and the Procu-

rators. They are of a different stripe altogether, of which the “Herodian

Sadducees” are barely a caricature. They are “zealous” priests doing ser-

vice for God on the Temple Mount even as the carnage going on around

them ultimately overwhelms them, eliciting even the grudging admiration

of their Roman conquerors. They are what we have identified as “Zadok-

ites”, that is, the zealous Lower Priesthood, and very probably received

part of their training at Qumran, as Josephus himself relates he received

part of his training in a later period living three years among rock caves

with a person he chooses to identify in his usual cryptic style only as
“
Banus” (probably meaning “Bather”).

120
Josephus is canny, always care-

ful to cover his footsteps and not reveal the overt role of the priest-

hood—the lower at first (which would have inevitably implicated him),

but eventually the higher—in the so-called “Zealot Movement” (and/or

“the Messianic”) in the revolution against Rome .

121

120
Vita 2; cf. Ga 1:17—18, where Paul reports he went off immediately after his vision

“into Arabia”, possibly for “three years”. Luke’s knowledge of Paul’s activities is probably

defective, since he states in Acts 9:22, covering the same period that “Saul’s power

steadily increased and he was able to throw the Jews who dwelled at Damascus into complete

confusion” (italics mine; cf. below, p. 66).

For the resemblance of “Banus” to James see above, p. 1 2. That the bathing practices of

both are highlighted by tradition is important in itself. We have already seen how Josephus’

description of the Essenes points the way towards resolving discrepancies between how
both are pictured. Both Eusebius and Jerome, loc. cit., also link the question ofjames’ bath-

ing habits with anointing with oil, and Epiphanus in Haeres. 78.14 confirms: “he never

bathed in the {public) baths' ’; but, of course, if he went on the Temple Mount in the manner

described, he underwent ritualpurification. Josephus’ charming transposition into Greek of

“clothing that grew on trees” links up with the stress in all early Church sources ofjames’

wearing only “linen”, as it does the right won by the Lower Priesthood to wear linen shortly

before the Uprising (directly following the account ofjames’ death, the High Priests rob-

bing “the Poor”, and “Saulus” ’ violent behavior: Ant. 20.9.6).
121 The Autobiography itself seems to have been written to combat damaging charges

made in this regard against Josephus by Justus of Tiberius and others: Vita 65 and 74.

For instance, it completely contradicts the claims made by Josephus in the War inflating

his role in Galilee, though the business activities he describes in the Vita are no less

shameful. He also as we have seen above, p. 37, completely contradicts himself on his

personal assessment of his erstwhile associate, the High Priest Ananus.

Now and then he lets down his guard enough to reveal “the Star” Prophecy as the

moving force behind the Uprising against Rome and the cessation of sacrifices in the

Temple on behalf of all foreigners—including the Emperor—by the Lower Priesthood

as the signal for its commencement. We have noted his mission to Rome to obtain the

release of “certain priests” of his acquaintance above, p. 12. He describes them in Vita 3

as “very excellent persons” {Righteous}), who “on a small and trifling charge were put into

bonds and sent to Rome to plead their cause before Caesar” (note the Pauline -like appeal

to Caesar, but the non-Pauline-like note of vegetarianism—Paul’s pretensions in 1 Co
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Qumran can almost be considered a training center for the Jerusalem
Priesthood. As the “monastery” is probably very near the site where
Judas Maccabee and his nine ZaddikdirT hid in “caves” (accepting the

testimony of 2 Macc), one cannot resist the admittedly speculative

suggestion that it might have been “founded” by John Hyrcanus to com-
memorate his return to the “Sadducee” Party of his uncle, much as his

father had embellished the family’s ancestral tombs at Modein before

him. It is not sectarian until it is rendered sectarian after the assumption
of power by Herod in alliance with the Roman-inclined Pharisees.

8:13f. notwithstanding—and abstention from “table fellowship”). He also reports the

ritual shipwreck; cf. Acts 27:1 ff. In Rome he makes the acquaintance of Nero’s wife

Poppea, whom in Ant. 20.8. 1 1 he describes as “a religious woman”, as well as the con-
tacts he later employs so effectively to save himself and launch himself into Imperial

favor. Poppea’s obvious interest in “Jewish” causes (or “Christian”—in Claudian Rome
there was no distinction; note she takes the side of the Temple Wall “Zealots” against

,^RrIPPa II) parallels Helen of Adiabene’s; Ant. 20:2. The “Christian” character of the

latter’s conversion emerges from the person of the Pauline-like “Ananias” and Helen’s

own intractable opposition to circumcision. In contrast, her more “Zealot”-minded
son—an<I those “kinsmen” who later distinguish themselves in the Uprising against

Rome (cf. above, p. 55)—embraces it. The Christian character of her conversion is echoed
in Syriac sources, the antiquity of which is given additional support in E.H. 1.13.1ff. and
2.1. 6ff. That the matter of famine relief, whether involving Helen or Paul, the “Agbarus
legend”, and the issue of Thaddaeus/Theudas/Judas Thomas lie behind the distortion

of these same in Acts 5:34, 11:19, etc., is hinted at in E.H. 2.12.1ff.’s remarks on Helen;
cf. below, pp. 79f.

Who the priestly beneficiaries ofJosephus’ rescue mission were and what the “trifling”

charge was are interesting questions. In addition to Helcias and Ishmael retained at the

pleasure of Poppea in the wake of the Temple Wall Affair, Josephus reports that the

High Priest Ananias and Ananus “the Temple Captain” were earlier sent to Rome in

bonds “to give an account of what they had done to Caesar”; Ant. 20.6.2. This latter

controversy apparently also involved both Jewish and Samaritan “Innovators” persuading
“the multitude to revolt against the Romans” and a crucifixion at Lydda (also reflected

in Jewish “Messianic” tradition).

It would appear, as well, to be the occasion of the consolidation of relations between
Ag6ppa II an<I Ananus. It may be protested that Josephus was too young at this point
for such a mission, which is true; however, his youth may have been just the reason for

sending him to Poppea in the first place, as Roman sources make no secret of her
apparent preference for young men; cf. Tacitus, Annates 13.44ff. She evidently found him
quite pleasing as he returned, as he himself attests, a success, bearing “many presents”

from her. Josephus tells us he was twenty-six at the time, which places the episode in

63-64, the year after the execution ofJames. Nero, who married Poppea in 62, proceeded
to kick her to death not long before the Uprising. However these things may be, we
might be dealing with more “Essene”-like priests, as Josephus’ account implies. Given
the fairly positive attitude evinced in Josephus’ writing towards both Banus and James,
the possibility cannot be ruled out of a connection between these priests and events

centering around the death of the latter described above.
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Josephus and priests like him (John the Baptist for instance) probably

went out to it for a two- or three-year novitiate period as young men,

where they were indoctrinated with “Zadokite” ideas .

122 As coin distri-

bution testifies, it flourishes under the Maccabees; it is not inimical to

them, though it is somewhat opposed to Phariseeism and any Pharisaic

tendencies among them. It only begins to decline with the coming of

the Romans under Pompey and the assumption of power by Herod the

Great.

The Nahum Pesher, already referred to, though condemning cruci-

fixion—as any good “Messianic” text would in this period—is not other-

wise antagonistic to Alexander Jannaeus, but rather to the presumable

Pharisees he crucifies. The sectaries at Qumran knew their history as

well as anyone else, in any event as well as Josephus, who may even have

received some of his training with them, and this is just the point. The

example of Alexander Jannaeus is cited for polemical purposes only, to

condemn those who are guilty of having invited the Romans into the

country in the first place (namely, the Pharisees, as they had previously

the Seleucids under Demetrius and probably at the time of Judas

Maccabee) and to condemn the effects of this presence, that is, the

crucifixion of the Just, which the Romans indulged in so promiscuously.

At this point, it is helpful to observe that the Damascus Document

122
See IQS, vi, 13—23. Cf. Vita 2 and War 2.8.7, where Josephus shows extensive

knowledge of “Essene” customs; also Cross, p. 86, n. 61. It would have been impossible

for anyone going “into the wilderness” in this region to have remained unaware of, or

for that matter, unaffected by a setdement the size of Qumran.

Acts 9:3f£, after delineating Paul’s commission to arrest “those of the Way” at “the

synagogues in Damascus” and his vision on “the road to Damascus”, speaks of how he

“threw the Jewish setdement at Damascus into total confusion”. Ga l:17ff., following

Paul’s claims to being “specially chosen from his mother’s womb”, knows no Damascus-

road vision. Rather it recounts how he went directly “into Arabia” (which is usually taken

to refer to the area around Petra but may indeed mean further, even as far East as

Edessa or Adiabene) and spent “three years” there and later in Damascus. CD, vi, 5; vii,

21, 35’s references to “the Land of Damascus” and “the New Covenant” associated with

it—from which the followers of “the Lying” Scoffer who “departed from the Way” by

abandoning the Law, and “the Men of War” who deserted to them, are to be excluded

—

are well known.

Of particular interest is the exegesis in CD vii, 18ff. identifying “the Star” as “the

Interpreter of the Law who came to Damascus”. We have already noted above, pp. 14—

15, the relationship of Paul’s Damascus-road encounter to the Emmaus-road encounter

associated with members of Jesus’ family. Ga 1:1 5f., in parodying James’ “being Holy

from his mother’s womb” and other Nazirite claims, also makes a claim for “the Son

in” Paul. Seen in this light, the possible parody of both the Emmaus-road encounter

and Qumran “Star” exegesis implicit in Acts’ Damascus-road episode should not be

discounted.
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actually prescribes death as the punishment for those “whose sworn
testimony has condemned another to be executed according to the laws

of the Gentiles”.
123

It is also striking to see that the sectaries do not

hesitate to call by name foreign opponents whose regimes are now
regarded as past history, i.e., “(Deme)trius King of the Greeks”.

It is another thing with regard to the present when their peculiar and
by now familiar code comes into play. As anyone familiar with the tech-

nique of literary criticism will immediately grasp, the thrust of this com-
mentary actually relates to the first century ce, “the period when the

Seekers after Smooth Things hold sway”, as do most of the other pesharim

at Qumran, its examples being provided by way of historical confir-

mation of the points it wishes to make.
124 “The Kittim’

,

in the Nahum
Pesher—as in Dan 11:30—regardless of how the terminology might be

used in any other literary work, specifically denotes “the Romans”, since

these are portrayed not only as being distinct from the Greeks under

Demetrius, but as having succeeded them.
125

123 CD, ix, 1-2; Gaster’s translation of sworn as “a private vow” and Vermes’ “vows
another to destruction” make the extremely important thrust—clear from its placement
at the head of what one should designate the civil law section—incomprehensible.

124
Since the pesharim are found in single copies only, there is general agreement on

paleographic grounds on their fairly “late” character. The subject of the Nahum Pesher is

“the Seekers after Smooth Things”, the period in which they hold sway (i.e., according

to our interpretation, the Herodian Period), its effects, and the coming dispersal of “their

community” (note the stress on “leading Many astray”—the inversion of our interpret-

ation of Is 53:1 If.; “Lying” and “the Lying Tongue”—cf. Ja 3:lf£; and the grouping of
“those who walk in Lying and Evil during the Last Days” with “the Seekers after Smooth
Things”). Driver, p. 94, attributes the suggestion that “the Seekers after Halakot’ is a

parody of that favorite Pharisaic legal activity “seeking Halachot ”—equivalent in its thrust

to the play on “Zaddik” and “Zadok” we have identified—to Brownlee. But there is,

also, its wider, more generic, sense, applying to all those who sought accommodation
with the Romans, namely, Pharisees, Herodians, Pauline Christians, “the Congregation

of Traitors”, and “the Men of War”.

The same conclusion is unavoidable in relation to 1 QpHab’s use of the expression;

cf. Driver’s detailed discussion, pp. 197-216, which for command of difficult materials

and its scope is unrivaled. Where the Habakkuk Pesher is concerned, this is also true

because of the presence in it of at least three exegetical interpretations identifiably current

in 70 ce, viz- the material on “the Delay of the Parousia” (vii, lOff, applied only to “'Osei

ha-Torah” or “the Doers of the Law”), the “Jamesian” exegesis of Hab 2:4 (viii. Iff.,

applied only to “Doers of the Law in the House of Judah”, meaning only Torah-doingjem

or onlyJews walking in the Way of Torah), and the use of “Lebanon” imagery (xii, 2f£, which
ARN 4.5 definitively ties to the fall of the Temple in 70 ce) amid eschatological allusion

again to “the Simple of Judah doing Torah”, “the Wicked Priest robbing the Poor”, and
“the Day of Judgement”; see above, p. 19. We have also provided the provenance for

the alliance of the Lying Scoffer,” “the Men of War,” and “the Congregation of
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There is no doubt as to how and why the monastery was destroyed

after the events depicted in the Nahum Pesher. It was destroyed in the

struggle between Aristobulus/Antigonus and Hyrcanus/Herod, very

probably by Herod himself. As governor of Galilee he hunted down
insurgent leaders like Hezekiah, who had the support of the “Sadducee”-

dominated Sanhedrin. When he was able, he then turned on this Sanhed-

rin killing all its members, except for the two Pharisees, Pollio and

Sameas, the latter having already recognized Herod’s “leadership poten-

tial” after the Hezekiah affair .

126

On his way towards his final assault on Jerusalem, he even stopped

to brutally and mercilessly dispose of the “Galileans” of Sepphoris who
had fled to “caves” with all their families .

127
In effect, this is the end of

Traitors” (cf. CD, i, 14ff. and viii, 38) with “the Seekers after Smooth Things”; see above,

p. 32. Our explanation of the generic use of expressions like “Seekers after Smooth
Things”—in this instance applying to those who sought accommodation with the

Romans—and our identification of “the Violent Ones” as Herodian “Men of War”
(including Josephus’ “Idumaeans”), who first support the Uprising and later desert it

(cf. War 6.8.2), goes a long way towards clarifying many of these seemingly complex

relationships.

126 A more obsequious speech is hard to imagine. The identification of Pollio and

Sameas awaits final clarification. G. F. Moor Judaism, i, 1927, Cambridge, p. 313 and n.

89a, puts the case for an identification with Abtalion. There is little disagreement that

Sameas is Shammai (though some would prefer Shemaiah, if the two can in fact really

be distinguished). I would submit that Josephus thinks he is talking about Hillel and

Shammai
,
as his whole presentation implies they are mil known. In any event, the Talmud

notes proudly that both Shemaiah and Abtalion were descendants of “Sennacherib” (i.e.,

foreign converts, or is the allusion metaphoric?); b. Sanh 96b and Gittin 57b.

See above, p. 24, for Josephus’ confusion of Pollio and Sameas with each other, as

well as his additional confusions of Pharisees and Essenes generally. Most scholars will

agree that Hillel was patriarch at some point during Herod’s reign, that is, c. 30 bc;
J.

Neusner, First Century Judaism in Crisis
, Abingdon, 1975, gives a terminus ad quern of about

20 ce, pp. 49-55, but rightly refers to these years as “obscure”. Since there seem to be

two sets of events referred to in Josephus, one dealing with the Sanhedrin that attempted

to put Herod on trial say between 55 and 50 bc, the other with his destruction of the

followers of Antigonus after 37 bc, a way out of the impasse is to assume both presen-

tations contain some truth and that Josephus was referring to both sets of pairs, the

earlier around 60-55 bc and the later around 35—30 bc.
127

Ant. 14.15.4f. Josephus labors over this episode in loving detail. It includes the

“Zealot” suicide of the old man, his wife, and “seven sons” while Herod begs them to

desist, which we have already treated above, p. 41, including its parody in Mk 12:20ff.,

Lk 20:29ff., and Mt 22:25ff. The episode, together with the martyrdom of Eleazar, has

received its literary transformation in 2 and 4 Macc; and the Eleazar material has received

an additional transformation via Gematria—including the allusion to cave-dwelling—in

the “Taxo” material in As. Mos. 9:1 ff. In 4 Macc “Eleazar” has seven sons. The cave-like
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the first stage of our Zadokite Movement. Its pious priests have been

slaughtered on the Temple Mount by the Romans and their Pharisaic

collaborators. Others fall victim to Herod’s destruction of the Sanhedrin

and though the struggle is protracted, their fate is sealed with Herod’s

final assumption of power around 37 bc. In the course of these events,

the monastery is burned (giving way to the construction of Herod’s plea-

sure palace near by) and remains more or less uninhabited until the death

of Herod when his sons are too weak to prevent its rehabilitation.
128 De

Vaux and Albright notwithstanding, the earthquake of 31 bc was hardly

terrain is an important element in all traditions. The emphasis on “cave-dwelling” and

martyrdom carries right through Bar Kochba rimes via Akiba’s student Simeon bar

Yohai, who functions as the keystone of Zohar tradition; cf., b. Shabb 33b. For Josephus

the locale is south or east of Galilee, because Herod chases the refugees “as far as the

River Jordan”. That “the bandits” described are not bandits is made clear in the old

man’s impugning Herod’s right to kingship (compare this with how the mass of Jews

responded to Herod in connection with Anrigonus’ beheading; below, n. 130, i.e., “by

no torments could they be forced to call him King”, which further translates into the

more general, “nor could any such fear make them call any man Lord”, so characteristic

of Josephus’ descriptions of the followers of Judas and Saddok). As with Josephus’

descriptions of the martyrdom of “the Essenes” coinciding with the end of period 2A

of Qumran habitation, one can suppose that in this description one has a facsimile of

the fall of Qumran ending period IB.

128
It was de Vaux who first proposed as a reason for the abandonment of the monas-

tery the earthquake of 31 bc; cf. “Fouilles de Khirbet Qumran”, 1956, pp. 544f. and

Archaeology . . . , pp. 21-23, where he softens his stand under criticism. However, the

conflagration that seems to have occurred on the site is not evidence of an earthquake;

nor is an abandonment, as something else must explain the 30-40 year interruption in

habitation. Laperrousaz in Numen, vii, 1960, pp. 26-76 would push the abandonment

back to 67—63 bc. Milik, pp. 52-5, on the basis of some five Herodian coins questions

the evidence for an abandonment at all, though he admits the evidence does suggest “a

very violent conflagration . . . the traces of an intentional destruction of Qumran” (italics

mine) and a “substantial interval before rebuilding”. He also questions his colleague de

Vaux’s archaeology on the question of the broken dishes which the latter associates with

the earthquake, but which he rather equates with the destruction in 68 ce. C. Roth,77e

Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Historical Approach, Oxford, 1958, pp. 22ff., took the interruption

in habitation as demonstrating that a new group, “the Zealots”, reinhabited the settle-

ment after 4 bc (and Milik agrees that the “Essenes” do appear to have changed character

between 4 bc and 70 ce). Roth’s theory, while original, was poorly argued and hastily

put together and he displays little or no knowledge of Jewish Christianity or the link of

the “Zealot” movement to what we have been calling “Messianism”. As it is, to him

belongs the distinction of having pointed out the “Zealot” nature of the sect, even if he

could not explain or account for it, and even if his identifications sometimes bordered

on the absurd. Where identifications were concerned, Driver publishing seven years later,

while giving a more solid presentation, was little better.
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of any consequence except as a possible archaeological aid in helping to

date the period of the monastery’s destruction and relative dormancy. 129

Herod, as would any clever monarch interested in undermining his

opposition, brings in leaders from outside, most notably Hillel from
Babylonia and Simon ben Boethus from Egypt. The Establishment

which he sponsors and creates—partially by confiscating the wealth of

the previous one, which had been destroyed much as its central figures,

the members of the Maccabean family themselves, had been destroyed

—

is the Pharisaic/Sadducean one so familiar to us from portraits in the

New Testament and Josephus.
130

With the appearance of “the Zealot

Movement” in 4 bc, coincident with Herod’s own demise, habitation at

Qumran revives as the coin distribution verifies.

But this Movement is more than just “Zealot”, as Josephus so pejorat-

ively designates it to conceal its other tendencies after the election of

“Phannius” and the killing of Ananus and the other high priests in the

129
Steckoll, pp. 33-4, argues that no earthquake damage ever occurred at Qumran.

The kind of acidity that can be generated by these disputes can be measured by de Vaux’s

caustic aside on his critic: “The authorities of the Israel occupation have forbidden this

Sherlock Holmes of archaeology to continue his researches at Qumran”, op. cit., p. 48.

This kind of comment compares with his final reaction to Driver. Having admitted on

p. 133 that “The solution to the question [of the Essene character of the sect] is to be
sought from the study of texts, and not from that of archaeology”, de Vaux then goes

on to state on p. 138 “that in all probability none of the manuscripts deposited in the

caves is later than this date” (i.e. 68 ce). Finally, he puts it more unequivocally in his

review in NTS of Driver’s book: “No manuscript of the caves can be later than June 68

ce”, ending with the intemperate: “Driver’s theory is not ‘as nearly valid as possible’, as

he says on the last page of his book, it is impossible”: p. 104. Albright, who uncritically

accepted de Vaux’s archaeological explanation that Stratum IB came “to an end with an
earthquake and a fire, which can scarcely be separated from one another”, dismissed

Driver’s work with the following words: “ ... the latest proposal for a different solution

by a scholar of standing . . . has failed completely. This failure is not caused by any lack

of philological learning or of combinatory talent, but to an obvious scepticism with

regard to the methodology of archaeologist, numismatists, and palaeographer. Of course

he had the bad luck to run into head-on collision with one of the most brilliant scholars

of our day—Roland de Vaux . . . “; “Qumran and the Essenes”, pp. 14f.
130 The change is vividly evinced by Josephus’ laconic comment after Pompey’s troops

stormed the Temple Mount: “So the Jews were now freed from kingly rule, and were
governed by an aristocracy”: Ant. 14.5.4. The character of this aristocracy we have dealt

with variously above, but it is perhaps best summed up in the following description:

“Since Herod had now the government of all Judea put into his hands, he promoted
such of the private men in the city as had been of his party, but never left off punishing

and revenging himself every day on those that had chosen the party of his enemies. But
Pollio the Pharisee, and Sameas a disciple of Pollio, were honored by him above all the

rest, because when Jerusalem was besieged, they had advised the citizens to receive

Herod, for which advice they were well requited”: Ant. 15.1.1.
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last stages of the Uprising. The terminology is also picked up and applied

in the New Testament, not to others, but to the followers of Jesus (cf.

James in Acts 21:20 on the members of “the Jerusalem Church”). A
better description of it would be “Messianic”, as it is marked by a series

of “Messianic” pretenders from the Shepherd Athronges and Judas in 4

bc to “the Egyptian” for whom Paul is mistaken, Menachem ben Judas

(who, if he was really the latter’s son, must have been about seventy

years old), and Bar Kochba. 131
It is “Messianic” because it believes the

time of the end or “the last days” is at hand and that the Messiah of

Israel (or of Aaron and Israel) must arise.

It is often overlooked how “Messianic” the Qumran sect actually was,

and one is not just speaking here about the well-known notion of “the

two Messiahs”, which has been widely commented on presumably

because it is so perplexing. Rather, what is even more striking is the

reference to and quotation of the all-important “Star Prophecy” from

Num 24:17 upwards of three times in the extant corpus: once in the

Damascus Document, once in the War Scroll, and at least once in what

should be called the sect’s “Messianic” proof-texts.
132

Josephus in a rare

moment of candor describes this Prophecy as the moving force behind

the whole of the Uprising against Rome, the signal for the actual start

131 The phrase, “I have called my son out of Egypt”, of Mt 2:15 is perhaps better

applied to this Egyptian
,
who also attempts the pro forma wilderness exodus. As it is,

Matthew goes to considerable effort to get the infant Jesus to Egypt (an effort Luke and

the other Gospel writers spare themselves). The Movement, as we have stressed, is on

the whole priesdy, and is combined in interesting ways with the Messianic with the

demise of the Maccabean Priest Kings. A good place to begin the study of the early

Christian concept of Jesus as High Priest is Justin Martyr’s Dial, where it is laboriously

laid out, as are the associated doctrines of Jesus as Zaddik, Enoch, Noah, Abel, etc. as

the Zaddikim of old; adoptionist baptism and adoptionist sonship; “Stone” and “Ma'of’

imagery; and the “Righteousness” ideology (cf. Heb 7:26ff. on Jesus as the Perfect
“Son”

and supernal High Priest, above, p. 18 and note that Justin never mentions Paul). Justin

also provides the basis for Epiphanius’ Essenes as “Jessaeans”, i.e., “Jesus” being a Greek

pseudonym for Jesus’ real name, “Oshea” or Hosea; cf. also E.H. 1.2.2ff. The priests,

therefore, that should be coupled to this list of Israelite Messiahs in this period are

“Saddok", i.e., “a Pharisee teacher” (read “Essene”) who was “the Zaddik”, John, Jesus,

and James, just as the Priest “Eleazar” is added to Bar Kochba’s coins in a later embodi-

ment of this duality. Only in Jesus’ case, and James’—and Simeon bar Cleophas’ follow-

ing him—are we justified in thinking that a change in the ideology has occurred as per

the Damascus Document—and perhaps the series of “Messiahs of Aaron and Israel” in

the Rule—becoming permanent in Christianity as it has been passed down to us.

132 CD, vii, 18-21; 1 QM, xi, 5ff.; and 4 QTest 9-13, the last coming amid a flurry of

references to “ish-Hassideicha”
,
“jin^or

1’, and “Yeshua” (not the biblical “Yehoshua” one

would expect), as well as “the True Prophet” citation of Deut 1 8:1 8f. so dear to the

Ebionites.
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of which was the halting of sacrifice in the Temple by the zealous lower
• 1 7

>
7

,

priests.

Examples and reflections of the currency of this prophecy in the first

century ce and beyond can be seen in Josephus’ and R. Yohanan ben

Zacchai’s derisive misuse of it (that is, in improperly applying it to the

Roman conqueror Vespasian
,

134
behavior akin to the supposed jeering

133 The young priests officiating at the Temple were persuaded “to receive no gift or

sacrifice for any foreigner”; cf. the charge of “fornication, Riches, and profanation of

the Temple” leveled in CD, iv, 12ff. against the Jerusalem Establishment; above, p. 17.

The first is explained, not only in the Document itself, but also in al-Kirkisani’s account

of the similarity of Jesus’ and Zadok’s teaching on the subject. Like Mt 19:4 and Mk
10:6, CD, iv, 21 f. cites Ge 1:27, “male and female he created them”, to explain the ban

on taking more than one wife—cf. al-Kirkisani, pp. 363ff., who insists “Jesus forbade

divorce just as the Sadducees did”—something we know, of course, that Herod did to

excess. Yet Josephus’ report of cordial relations between Herod and “the Essenes” is

still taken seriously in many quarters.

The second aspect to this “fornication” charge, “marriage with a niece”, we have

treated in detail above, p. 50. It also relates to “Herodians”. The charge of “Riches” is

self-explanatory; note that James’ antagonism to Riches is developed out of his citation

of Justin’s “all Righteousness” commandment—according to which James calls “the

Supreme Law of the Scripture”, “love your neighbor as yourself”; cf. Ja 2:8f. (including

his “keep the whole Law” directive) with CD, vi, 21 f. The “large group of Priests who
made their submission” in Acts 6:7 (cf. Ps Rec 1.44) certainly must be included among
those “thousands” of believing Jewish “Zealots for the Law” James mentions to Paul

in 21:20f.

To quote Josephus: “And this was the true beginning of our war with the Romans
. . . And when many of the High Priests and principal men [i.e., the Herodian Pharisaic/

Sadducean Establishment] besought them not to omit the sacrifice which it was custom-

ary for them to offer for their princes, they would not be prevailed upon, relying much
upon their multitude”: War 2.1 7.2f. When this is combined with the words: “But their

chief inducement to go to war was an ambiguous oracle found in their sacred writings

announcing that at that time a man from their country would become ruler of the world”

{War 6.6.4), and this, in turn, with the quotation from Ant. 18.1.1: “the infection which

spread thence [i.e., the alteration in customs preached by Judas and Saddok] among our

younger men who were jealousfor it, brought our nation to destruction” (italics mine), then

I believe the true historical current of this period becomes clear. (This charge is only

slighdy deformed in the “Herodian” reformulation of it in the New Testament.)
134 For the most detailed account of this see ARN 4.5; also b. Gittin 56a-b. Cf. Mid.

R. Lam i.5.31 and h. Yoma 39b. That the interpretation of Is 10:34, the classical allusion

to the fall of the Temple in 70 ce in Talmudic, literature, is to be found at Qumran
(4QpIs”

)
interpreted in exacdy the same way points as nothing else can to the chrono-

logical sit% im lehen of this interpretation; and, indeed, much of this exegetical literature

generally, especially in the absence of any indication whatsoever that this passage was
ever applied in like manner to any earlier fall of the Temple.

This is also the case with Zech 11:1 (the fragmentary commentary of a related passage,

Zech 11:11, also being found at Qumran spliced into 4QpIsc

). The “keys”, which are
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by the Jewish crowd at the Messiah Jesus crowned by thorns) and further

afield in the peculiar twists given it in the infancy narrative of “the Star

over Bethlehem” in Matthew’s Gospel and in the name accorded Bar

Kosiba by tradition, i.e., “Son of the Star”.
135 One might add to this,

the obvious game being played by Tiberius Alexander, Philo’s nephew

(presumably with Josephus’ connivance), to convince Vespasian that he

was indeed the Messiah called from Palestine to rule the world .

136
This

is to say nothing of Agrippa I’s seeming possession by it and his

posturing in silver garments in all probability to evoke “the Star’s” glitter

before a theater crowd in Caesarea prior to his suspiciously sudden

death .

137

flung into the heavens at the fall of the Temple in the TalmucLo. exegesis of Zech 11:1,

and which for the Talmud are in the possession of the Sadducees or Priests, are also a

favorite topic in the New Testament. Cf. War 6.6.3 in the same section as that containing

Josephus’ explanation of “the Star Prophecy”, the portents of the fall of the Temple,

including heavenly hosts riding to and fro, the Temple gate opening of its own accord,

and an overwhelming voice emanating from the Inner Sanctum crying, “Let us remove

hence.” The reference to “Lebanon”, in some sense most often related to the Priesthood

and the fall of the Temple, is discussed in detail in Driver, pp. 458—9, G. Vermes, “The

Symbolic Interpretation of Lebanon in the Targums”,/Zy, 1958, pp. 1-12, and Neusner,

p. 75; cf. also Tacitus, Historiae 5.13.

135
This star is also alluded to in Josephus’ portents for the fall of the Temple, but

here it resembles a sword that stood over the city for a whole year. That the early

Christian Community knew that “the star over Bethlehem” was connected to “the Star

that would arise from Jacob” of Num 24:17 and linked to the person of Jesus is clear

from Justin Martyr’s discussion of the subject in Dial. 106; cf. the Zohads flawed, but

striking presentation of these matters (212b introducing “Phineas”). That “the Star

Prophecy” was “in the air” in Justin’s time is clear from the application of it to Bar

Kochba in j. Ta'an 68a-b, which does not deny that R. Akiba interpreted Num 24:17

to refer to Bar Kochba, but rather turns it around (probably retrospectively) to read: “A

Liar has gone forth from Israel”; note the typical juxtaposition of “Liar” and “Star”.

,36 The suggestion was first made by W. Weber in Josephus and Vespasian, Stuttgart,

1921, p. 43; Eisler, pp. 554—61, discusses the charade in detail. The point, of course, of

all these messianic exercises, so lovingly detailed in the Gospels, is Isaiah’s prophecy

that “the lame would walk” and “the blind would see”; Is 35:5ff. and 42:16ff. Cf. Dio

Cassius, Roman History, lxvi, 8 and lxxiv, 3.

137
Ant. 19.8.1. Cf. his triumphal arrival in Alexandria after being appointed king by

his friend Claudius (after similarly predicting Caligula’s demise), where he is hailed by

the Jewish crowds as “Lord” (“Maran”): Ant. 18.6.11 and Philo, In Flacc. 5ff. (2.521M).

It is interesting that in the Slavonic Josephus’ rendering of the World Ruler citation that

most moved the Jews to revolt against Rome, it is stated in place of the usual pro forma

ascription of it to Vespasian: “Some took this as a reference to Herod, others to the

crucified miracle-worker Jesus, and others to Vespasian.” For Herod’s messianic claims,

see the discussion of the priests around the time of the earthquake (i.e., 31 bc) in the

Slavonic Josephus, secs. 373-79, though in fact the allusion is most likely to Agrippa I’s
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A succession of priestly Zaddiks had already been in existence for a

century or two before the official appearance of this so-called “Zealot”

Movement: to identify at least four so indicated in the extant literature:

Simeon, Onias, Judas, and Honi .

138
This sequence is, stricdy speaking,

pretensions. The whole question of Herodian family ambitions in the East, and the

family’s interest in “Messianic” matters tied to these, must be thoroughly investigated.

Agrippa I is first suspected of plotting against Rome in Ant. 19.7.2ff., which appears to

lead directly to his death. Antiochus of Commagene, one of his co-conspirators, did

ultimately revolt in 71 ce: cf. lFar5.ll.3f. and 7.7. Iff. and also the pro-Roman role of
Herod of Chalcis son Aristobulus in “Lower Armenia” bordering on Commagene.

138 As noted above, one should probably include John, Jesus, and James in the list.

The all-important rain-making capacity adhering to the Za^a'/Ttradition seems to have

been transmitted from Honi to his daughter’s son, Hanin or Hanan ha-Nehba (i.e., Hanan
the Hidden); b. Ta'an 23a-b. It was ascribed by tradition to Phineas and Elijah, and here

also to Habakkuk. Note how the “rain-making” and the “Hidden” traditions come
together in the Zohads description of the archetypical “rain-maker” Noah (63a and 67b).

Note, too, Hanan the Hidden’s outlook towards “the Rabbis” (equivalent to “the Phar-

isees and Sadducees” of Mt 3:7), who send schoolchildren to ask him to make rain,

obviously because they are afraid to approach him themselves.

Not only does the “Hidden” tradition attach itself to the person of Honi, Hanin’s

grandfather (Ant. 14.2.1), but it persists in clinging in Christian tradition to John (cf.

Onias=Honi=Hanin=John), whose mother in Lk 1:24 “hid herself” for five months
(fearing the authorities?); see the Protevangelium offames 18.1, A. R. James, Apocrypha of
the New Testament, Oxford, 1924, p. 46, where Elizabeth “hides” him in a mountain cave

when Herod sought to destroy John (the basis of the similar tradition about Jesus?) and
asks Zechariah: “Where have you hidden your son?” (italics mine), the typical note of
cave-dwelling. See also al-Kirkisani’s “MagharianP

, also associated with cave-dwelling and
whom al-Kirkisani places between “Zadok and Boethus” and Jesus; pp. 326f. and 363f.

The notice he gives in regard to their penalizing “guffawing” parallels IQS, vii, 14—the

section of the Community Rule we have already identified as having been attached to

the Damascus Document in the Cairo Genisph.

Syriac tradition actually identifies Elizabeth’s father as
“Anon”; cf. Eisler, p. 244. B.

Ta'an 23a-b tells of another grandson of Honi and the contemporary of James treated

above, p. 42, “Abba Hilkiah”. In the time of the drought, he was approached by “Rab-
bis

,
whom he treats quite gruffly, and asked to make rain. f. Ta'an 66b mentions yet

another grandson of Honi (also named Honi), who drew circles and prayed for rain

shortly before 70 ce (cf. our comments above about Honi/Onias and “ObliaP and the

“Rip van Winkle” tradition adhering to Honi, above, pp. 37 and 42).

Jeremias, pp. 141 ff., accepting Rabbinic tradition at face value, dates the first drought
in Honi s time around 65 bc. Its end, despite Rabbinic hyperbole, appears to have been
quite dramatic; M. Ta an 3:8 and b. Ta'an 23a. The second was certainly around 48 ce
and is referred to in the New Testament apocalypses mentioned above and in connection

with Helen of Adiabene’s famine-relief efforts; Ant. 20.5.2, itself sandwiched between
references to the beheading of Theudas and the crucifixion of Judas the Galilean’s two
sons, James and Simon. It is also linked to a certain extent to Paul’s activities: Acts
ll:27ff. We have already noted James’ rain-making activities in this period, and the very

similar kinds of requests for aid by the Sadducees and Pharisees, reported in all traditions
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anterior to the “Messianic”. It undergoes a Messianic transformation

once the Maccabean family, the last properly “Zadokite” line, is finally

destroyed. Then a new variation of it is invoked for priesdy and secular

legitimacy. This is what Josephus is at pains to conceal in his

“Zealot”-theorizing.

What the Movement in its new guise now anticipates is the coming

of the Messianic Kingdom, i.e., the Kingdom of the Messiah of Israel

—

“the Star”.
139 The notion of a movement based on priestly “zeal” is not

new, as 1 Macc corroborates in its portrayal of the Maccabean ancestor,

Mattathias, and W. R. Farmer has shown in his much underrated book.

The Zealot Movement has effectively been in existence at least as long

as the first Maccabean purveyors of it in “the Covenant of Phineas”.

What is new is the coupling of this Movement with Israelite Messiahs

in the wake of the demise of the Maccabean Priest/Kings. This is

reflected in the literature of Qumran as we have it. It is preached by

a teacher named “Saddok”—as much a transliteration of
“Zaddik” as

“Zadok”—whom Josephus neglected to mention in his first account of

this Movement in the Jewish War, and Judas, the son of a former Mes-

sianic pretender and guerrilla leader, Hezekiah.
140

. Here is the first

relating to him, as those Rabbinic tradition reports regarding “Abba Hilkiah”, Hanan

ha-Nehba,
and Honi.

Beyond this, and the very real spiritual links between all these individuals—that is,

the Zaddik-XitaVnon or “Zaddikate” they represent—there is also the possibility, should

one choose to regard it, of a genealogical relationship as well. I should note that the

tradition of “the Zealot woes” against the reigning High Priesthood reproduced above,

p. 53, is ascribed to one “Abba Joseph b. Hanin”, identity otherwise unknown (as for that

matter is Abba Hilkiah’s, who appears to come from a village in Galilee). These “Abba”

names in first century Rabbinic tradition should be carefully reviewed, as they often

carry traditions related to our subject; cf., as well, New Testament confusion over names

like “Barabbas”, “Barsabas”, and “Barnabas”, all linked to names with known counter-

parts in the “Messianic” family itself, e.g., “Justus”, “Joses”, “Judas”, etc. (and note the

curious parallel represented by the transliterations “Joses”/“Jesus”).

139 Note the interesting seventy-year period that elapses from its first apperance in 4

bc to the final stopping of sacrifice on behalf of non-Jews in the Temple in 66 ce. That

Bar Kochba’s followers were understood to have persecuted “Christians”
(
E.H

.

4.8.4)

is not particularly relevant, because one must first inquire what sort of “Christians” these

were. Rabbinic Judaism also preserves a tradition that he was anti-Rabbinic; cf. his tram-

pling of R. Eleazar of Modein and the Talmudic quotation from Zech 11:17 applied to

him: “Woe to the worthless shepherd that leaves the flock . . j. Ta'an 68d.

140
Ant. 18.1.1. Josephus’ omissions from the Jewish War, which are corrected in Antiqui-

ties and the Vita, are extremely revealing; these include: Honi, Saddok, John, Jesus, Banus,

and James, namely, all persons connected in some way with the inspirational or spiritual

side of the “Zadokite”/“Messianic” Movement (as Josephus himself was at least until his

trip to Rome). Even in the Vita and Antiquities, Josephus’ references to these individuals are
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palpable manifestation—aside from Jesus ben Yehozedek and Zerubab-
bel long ago—of our Zadokite/\sra.e\\tc dual messiahship .

141

It is also preached by a mysterious Baptist named John, succeeded by
Jesus, James, and others .

142
In the latter two we have the type of “the

Messiah of Aaron and Israel” of the Damascus Document, and there

does appear to be a shift between the ideology of this document on this

point and that of the Community Rule, though the Rule may imply a

series of, not dual, Messiahs. The ideology on these points is not stationary.

It is developing, as we have shown—the challenge is to be able to fit

the appropriate ideology into its proper sif im leben and not passively

rely on the problematic results of archaeology and paleography. In fact,

more recent Qumran documents reveal that the concept of a single Dav-
idic-style Messiah of the normative kind was very strong at Qumran.
The settlement at Qumran is fed by waves of refugees from the cor-

rupt Pharisaic/Sadducean regime of the procurators. The monastery is

not suppressed in this period because the various governments are just

not strong enough to do so. Besides, it employs an esoteric form of
exegesis, the true meaning of which, to a certain extent, is difficult to

pinpoint. For the moment, too, it seems to have adopted a quietist stance

(cf. James counseling “patience” in the letter attributed to him “until the

coming of the Lord”, that is, “the second coming” or “return” of the

reticent and fragmentary. For the interesting links between Bams and James, see above, p.

64; for Saddok and John, below, p. 107.
141

Cf. the interesting imposition of Eleazar on Joshua’s activities in Josh 14:1, Jesus

ben Yehozedek and Zerubbabel, John and Jesus, and Bar Kochba and Eleazar.
142

R. Eisler, pp. 221-80, was the first to identify John as “Opposition” High Priest,

and he did this without the Scrolls to assist him, though the Damascus Document was
already known. Though he is generally held in contempt by modern scholars, his conten-

tions about John—in contradistinction to those about the Slavonic Josephus—have
never seriously been challenged. Anyone who doubts James’ “revolutionary” sentiments,

though they were discreetly covered in a veneer of counseling “patience”, should examine
his words to the assembled Passover crowd reported in early Church literature. Though
these accounts conflate the two attacks on James—one by “the Enemy” Paul in the early

40s and one by Ananus in the early 60s—they are nevertheless informative. When asked
to quiet the crowd’s revolutionary fervor in the Temple, he rather fans the flames of
Messianism: E.H., loc cit.

That Jesus was seen as a revolutionary, at least by the Romans, needs no further

elucidation. The manner of his death gives vivid confirmation as nothing else can, despite

mythologizing and retrospective attempts to transform it, of what party and movement
he adhered to. For a true picture of “Christian” revolutionary propaganda in this period,

the reader would do well to turn to Revelation and the Sibylline Oracles. These might
be the propaganda exercises of militant Shi 'ism in Iran in our own time, which indeed,

owes a debt, however indirect, to the Messianic/Zadokite Movement.
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Messiah).
143

Messianic disturbances are the rule from 4 bc to 62 ce,

mostly coming at Passover, and as a consequence usually involving some

sort of “exodus” to the desert (“the Land of Damascus”) for a “New

Covenant” (and revelation?) and presumable return.
144

143
Ja 5:7ff.: “Now be patient, brothers, until the Lord’s coming. Think of a farmer,

how patiently he waits for the precious fruit of the ground until it has the autumn rains

and spring rains” (cf. above “until the coming of the Messiah of Aaron and Israel” of

IQS, xi, 11 and “until the rise” or “standing up of the Messiah of Aaron and Israel” of

CD, viii, 24; xii, 23£; xiv, 19). One cannot overemphasize, too, that the “rain” allusion,

which continues in this section, and which we have already taken note of above, relates to

James’ proclamation of “the Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heaven” at Passover in

n. 142 above. For the Karaites, the Messiah was even called “Anani” (that is, Anan ben

David, and also “Cloudy One”), the last recorded scion of the family of David in 1

Chron 3:24. In Hebrew, the expression carries with it the additional connotation of

“magician”, which, of course, has interesting implications for this period.

144
See, for instance, that of Theudas, Ant. 20.5.1 of 44-45 ce (mistakenly reported in

Acts 5:36f. about 6-7 ce). What Luke has done, probably owing to an over-hasty reading

of this passage in the Antiquities
,
to produce this anachronism in Acts is to conserve the

reference to “Judas the Galilean” and “at the time of the Census”—which immediately

follows along with reference to Helen’s famine relief effort in Ant. 20.5.2—but inadver-

tently (or otherwise) dropped the reference to Judas’ two sons “James and Simon . Pursuant

to these notices, Josephus then tells the story (Ant. 20.5.4) of the “Stephen a servant of

Caesar” who was beaten (and perhaps killed) just outside Jerusalem by “robbers” (that

is to say “those who raised the tumult” in the Temple at Passover time over the legion-

naire who scurrilously exposed himself to the assembled crowds). This is precisely the

sequence of events followed in Acts 5-7. Schoeps in Theologie und Geschichte des Judenchris-

tentums,
Tubingen, 1949, pp. 441f£, has already suggested the basic interchangeability of

Stephen and James, but he missed the error in the speech of “Stephen” which provides

the clue to the speech’s original provenance. Stephen claims (Acts 7:16) that Abraham

bought the ancestral tomb from the sons ofHamor in Shechem. The whole speech is based upon

Joshua’s farewell address in Josh 24; and the error arises, once again, from an over-hasty

reading, this time of the notice with which the latter concludes, about the ancestral tomb

that Jacob bought and paid for “from the sons of Hamor the father of Shechem” (Josh

24:32). This attack on “Stephen”, anyhow, though presented as a stoning, textually rather

takes the place of the 44 ce attack on James by “the Enemy” Paul in Ps Rec 1.70£ and

the riot the latter led there around 40 ce.

Theudas who wants to part the Jordan and “the Egyptian” who assembles his fol-

lowers on the Mount of Olives—cf. Ant. 20.8.6 with Acts 21:38—function, in any event,

as “Joshua” redivivuse s. In this context, one must review the whole question of “lookali-

kes” or “twins”. That Paul is mistaken for this so-called “Egyptian” shows that in Roman

eyes, anyhow, such agitators were indistinguishable from one another. Note the consist-

ent pattern of ruthlessness and violent repression in the Roman response to these

“imposters and deceivers”. Cf. above, p. 46, and War 2.13.4£, where Josephus charac-

terizes them as being “in intent more wicked even than the murderers” and desirous of

“procuring innovations and change of government” (italics mine). The Felix who butchers

them is the same man with whom Paul converses so felicitously in Acts
—“who knows

more about the Way than most people”. His alliance with the Herodian family through
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There are innumerable crucifixions.
145

Aside from Jesus’ (and the

beheading ofJames—probably an overwrite for an individual referred to

in both Josephus and Acts, called “Theudas” (Acts 5:36))—the most
important are those of Jacob and Simon, the two sons of Judas the

Galilean in anticipation of Passover in 48 ce at the hands of the Jewish
collaborator, Tiberius Alexander, Philo’s nephew, who along with

Josephus was in a position to understand the significance of these indi-

viduals.
146 By the 50s the country is in chaos, fanned by the incompetent,

his illicit union with Drusilla should be carefully noted—a union connived at by a man
who can be none other than Simon Magus (cf. Acts 8:9ff.). Simon convinces Drusilla to

divorce her previous husband, a practice even Josephus admits “violated the laws of her

forefathers”; Ant. 20.7.2.
145 Where Felix was concerned, as we saw, Josephus informs us that “the number of

robbers whom he caused to be crucified . . . were a multitude not to be enumerated”;

War 2.13.2. In 5.11.1, Josephus describes how the “poor people” who “made no suppli-

cations for mercy . . . were first whipped, and then tormented with all sorts of tortures

before they . . . were crucified”, concluding, “so great was their multitude that room was
wanting for the crosses and crosses wanting for the bodies”. See also War 7.6.4 for an
additional example of the terrible effect of crucifixion on the people and note the paral-

lels with Gospel portraits.

146
Ant. 20.5.1. In this episode one wonders if one does not have an echo of the

Boanerges
,
“the two Sons of Thunder”; note the “rain” imagery again: Mk 3:17. “James”

might well have been beheaded in the time of Agrippa, but neither he nor “his brother”
drinks “the same cup” as Jesus (Mt 20:22 and Mk 10:38); however, James and Simon,
the two sons of Judas the Galilean, did. At the beginning of this study, we noted how
the problem of Jesus’ brothers bedevils Apostle lists and post-resurrection appearances;

above, p. 14. Josephus calls Theudas “a magician”. Like “Judas Thomas”, he is a Joshua
redivivus or Jesus lookalike . His relationship with “Addai” (cf. “Thaddaeus” above, p.

62) and with Jesus’ family is signaled at Nag Hammadi (cf. “Theuda the father of the

Just One”—read “brother of”—2 Apoc Ja 5.44; for “Addai”, see 1 Apoc Ja 5.36). The
additional phrase found there, “since he was a relative of his”, shows the way towards
sorting out all these confusing references to “brothers”, “sons”, and “fathers”. What
Acts has done is to substitute the beheading of “James the brother ofJohn” for Theudas/
Thaddaeus/Judas (also Lebbaeus, “of James”, and probably Judas Thomas) the brother of
Jesus.

Note that it is “the brother” theme which is the constant, and the whole fictional

exercise of John and James the sons of Zebedee ” is part and parcel of the process of
downplaying and eliminating Jesus’ brothers (and successors in Palestine) from scripture.

The Central Triad of the early Church in Palestine can now be definitively identified as

“James {the brother offesus), Cephas, and John” of Ga 2:9, not the misleading “Peter,

James, and John his brother

”

of Gospel portraits, and the bewildering proliferation of
“Mary’s” also evaporates. “Mary {the sister of Jesus’ mother Mary) the wife of Clophas”
(John 19:25), “the mother ofJames and Joses and the mother of the sons of Zebedee”
of Mt 27:56 (of “James the less, Joses, and Salome” in Mk 15:40; of “James” in Lk
24:10), now simply becomes identifiable with Jesus’ mother. This is, in any event, the

implication of the Papias fragment 10 in ANF

\

which identifies Thaddaeus as the son of
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venal, and increasingly brutal administration of the procurators, and again

as coin data attest, the monastery is in its most populous phase rising to

a peak in the Second Year of the War against Rome .

147
Thereafter, it is

downhill.

I will not at this point be drawn into the controversy over whether the

monastery fell in 68 ce or thereafter, except to say that the destruction of

its buildings would in no way make life untenable at the location in the

conditions engendered by war. On the contrary—the site would have

constituted an important forward outpost for the partisans at Masada

even if its buildings had been burned, unless the Romans actually garrisoned

it. This they would not necessarily have done in any serious manner as

long as the partisans refrained from harassing the Jericho road before

Mary and Cleophas and the brother ofJames, Simon, and Joses and, in the process, affirms the

identification of Alphaeus and Cleophas. Even the “Mary the mother of John Mark’, to

whose house Peter goes in Acts 12:12 to leave a message for “James and the brotherj”

(the “brother” theme again), simply reduces to “Mary the mother offamed’ (italics mine).

We have already shown above that “Thaddaeus” in Mt 10:3/Mk 3:8 corresponds to

“Judas (the son) ofJames”—read “brother”—in Lk 6:16/Acts 1:13, and that two variant

mss. of Apost. Const. 8.25 identify this same “Thaddaeus” as “Judas the Zealot who

preached the truth to the Edessenes and the people of Mesopotamia when Agbarus

ruled over Edessa.” Once our comments about the relationship of Theudas to Judas

Thomas and Addai are appreciated, we can make almost a one-for-one correspondence

between all the executions referred to in Josephus and their fictional counterparts in the

New Testament. Perhaps, even more importantly, that “Agabus who predicts the Fam-

ine” in Acts 11:28 is but a thinly disguised version of Helen’s husband “Agbarus” or

“Abgarus”—probably a tide meaning something like “Great King”, that is, “the Great

King of the Peoples beyond the Euphrates”. “Adiabene” becomes part of what goes

under the title of “the Land of Edessenes” or “the Peoples beyond the Euphrates”, a rival

center to the expansionist aims of Agrippa’s brother—and Paul’s probable “kinsman” cf.

Ro 16:11—Herod of Chalcis in “Asia”.

The preventive execution of James and Simon in the time of the great drought (both

drought and census are mentioned in the same sentence; cf. “the Boanerged’ above) gives

vivid indication of the existing unrest, as does the visit that preceded it of “Simon” to

Agrippa I in Caesarea with complaints similar to those of John the Baptist (above, p.

17; note that Herod of Chalcis had married Agrippa I’s daughter Bernice, later mistress

of Titus, and it is Agrippa’s sister Herodias whose marital practices are the issue in the

death ofJohn the Baptist). Agrippa, as one would expect, handles the incident patroniz-

ingly, but diplomatically. That Simon would ultimately have been arrested by Agrippa

or by his brother Herod of Chalcis, who succeeds him (cf. Acts 12: Iff.) is a foregone

conclusion; and that Luke, drawing also on the Agrippa II dining episode, would distort

this into an episode where “Peter” learns to accept non-Jews (and in doing so, unwittingly

reveals that Jesus never taught table fellowship with Gentiles, otherwise why would Peter

need a “Pauline” vision to reveal it?) is typical of the working method of these docu-

ments, as we have already expounded it.

147
See above, pp. 43ff. Also the new shards found with this date above, p. xxvii.
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the commencement of actual operations against Masada after thefall of the

Temple in 71/72 ce. Any token garrison left on the spot of the kind most
commentators propose could easily have been dealt with by the refugees

themselves, by this time having found temporary sanctuary at Masada
their ranks swelled by new recruits.

Recendy, as noted in the Introduction, three to four shards were found
in the area of the Qumran plateau. Several turned out to be receipts for

supplies from Jericho and one, anyhow, dated “Year 2”, meaning ‘Year

2 of the Uprising against Rome”. Not only do they confirm that Qumran
was not an isolated Community, but part of the general Jericho nexus;

they also confirm it was participating in the general Uprising against

Rome and using its calendar—just the argument set forth in this book.

VIII

PALEOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS

The above reconstruction, I submit, is as good as any constructed around

“Essenes” as such, or so-called “Zealots”, and unlike any of these, has

the virtue of being able to give a plausible explanation to the whole
expanse of “Zadokite” literature from the third century bc to the second

century ce. In addition, it does not resort to unknown or hypothetical

individuals and/or teachers to do it. Everyone mentioned is known. As
tempting as escapism might be, we have enough historical evidence from
different sources in this period—even if some are patently folkloric or

mythological—to demand that scholars toe the line on making historical

identifications.
148

It is also in keeping with paleographical finds, such as they are—as

it is with archaeological, historical, and literary critical evidence. For
instance, it very easily explains the archaizing Maccabean script so promi-

nent among the scripts at Qumran, difficult to explain for those who

148
Cross agrees, p. 72, n. 33: “The Qumran sect was not a small, ephemeral group.

Its substantial community at Qumran persisted some two centuries or more . . . Our
task is to identify a major sect in Judaism. And to suppose that a major group in Judaism
in this period went unnoticed in our sources is simply incredible.” Having said this, he
proceeds to make major identifications using unknown “Essene” teachers! De Vaux, p.

138, concurs: “This community, the life of which has been traced by archaeology over

a period of two centuries and which has left behind a considerable literature is no small

unknown sect”; he then proceeds to follow Cross in failing to grasp the import of his

own statement.
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see the group as being anti-Maccabean .

149 What is more, it does not

resort to thinking that first-century ce peshers of biblical material give

intimate explanations of events that occurred in the second century bc .

150

This is as absurd as thinking that nowadays a preacher would interpret

149
This archaizing “paleo-Hebrew” Maccabean script, a characteristic of some biblical

manuscripts at Qumran and, for instance, writing the Tetragrammaton in the Habakkuk

Pesher, was also used on the coinage, not only of the First, but also of the Second Jewish

Revolt—another argument against the claim of anti-Maccabean feeling at Qumran and

for the involvement of the sect at Qumran in what Brandon would call “Israel’s national

cause”; cf. R. S. Hanson, “Paleo-Hebrew Scripts in the Hasmonean Age”, BASOR, 175,

1964, pp. 39 and 42, F. M. Cross, “The Oldest Manuscripts from Qumran”, SBL, 74,

1955, pp. 147 and 159; “The Development of Jewish Scripts” in The Bible and the Ancient

Near East, ed. G. E. Wright, 1961, p. 189, no. 4; and S. A. Birnbaum, The Hebrew Scripts,

Leiden, 1971, pp. 78 and 94ff.

150
Cross, The Ancient Libraty, pp. 113-5 agrees: “.

. . virtually all commentaries and

testimonia appear in manuscripts written in late hands . . . duplication (or multiplication)

of copies among the various caves is significandy absent in a single category of literature:

the commentaries . . . such works were rarely if ever copied, and hence are mosdy original

works . . . the date of the script of a commentary will indicate normally its date of written

composition.” However having admitted these probably represent the “regular sessions

of the sect” mentioned in our sources, where scripture was read and expounded, he

draws the rather lame conclusion “that a corpus of traditional exegesis was put into

writing only toward the end of the sect’s life”, implying some oral transmission, but

avoiding the question of why people would bother recording such intimate explanations

of scripture (except in a fragmentary way as in the Talmud) 100-150 years after the fact,

particularly when they did not judge them important enough to bother making more

than single copies. As is so often the case in this research, Milik, p. 58, reproduces Cross’

words almost precisely. For a description of the friendship of these three scholars, i.e.,

Milik, Cross, and de Vaux, see Cross’ description in “Scripts”, p. 190, n. 9 on how he

wavered back and forth between the other two on the matter of the bowl graffiti

—

relating to the problem of the wall and broken dishes—which Milik on paleographic

grounds dated to the second destruction and de Vaux true to his “earthquake” thesis

claimed for period IB. He was finally—against his original judgement—won over by de

Vaux. That this would throw the chronology off perhaps 100 years is passed off with

the comment: “the possibility should be borne in mind that the minimal dates in our

absolute chronology on shifts of certain letter forms . . . may be slightly low ” (italics mine).

The matter of de Vaux’s obvious personal charm is commented on by R. North, op.

cit., pp. 433fi: “fortunately the trump-card [of direct exploration of the caves] eventually

fell into the hands of de Vaux, whose loyal cooperation with the authorities has

smoothed procedural details ever since.” At the same time in n. 31, he notes “de Vaux’s

shrewdness in inducing the apprehensive Bedouin to cooperate with the Jordan govern-

ment ...“lam quoting these remarks at length throughout this work because I have

the distinct impression that most scholars leave the details of these matters to a few

specialists. They assume rather in the manner Tolstoy reports of most Christians, when

coming into his new pacifist stage he inquired of the disquieting tendency of Christians
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Biblical scripture in terms of the events surrounding the lives of George
Washington, Napoleon, or the Duke of Wellington .

151
Indeed, this is the

time span involved, since the homiletical/exegetical texts, known as pesh-

ers, are all from the first century ce. Found only in single copies, they

are not the “classical” but rather represent the “current” literature of the

sect, which is why the Habakkuk Pesher found so neatly deposited in Cave
I is so important. To think they relate to events in the Maccabean period

or those covered by Daniel, except where this is expressly so stated for

internal historiographical demands of the text itself, as already noted, is

unrealistic.

These texts were very likely the quickly written records of weekly

sabbath scripture sessions held by “the Teacher” (“Righteous” or “of

the Yahad”, whoever the current office-holder might have been) in his

role as unique interpreter of the Bible .

152
It is inconceivable that the

to serve in armies and Christian prelates to bless them, that “these matters were decided

long ago”. Upon further inquiry, Tolstoy never could find out by whom.
,51

See, for instance, Vermes’ reconstructions, pp. 61 ff., who remarks on p. 55 with

the kind of discernment one has come to expect in Qumran research: “No properly Judeo-

Christian characteristic emerges from the scrolls, and unless we are much mistaken, the Zealots were

scarcely a company of ascetics. For the events reported in the Qumran literature it therefore

seems reasonable to turn to the historical period prior to 66-70 ce, and more precisely ... to

the epoch beginning with the accession ofAntiochus Epiphanes (175 bc) and ending with the fall

of Hyrcanus II (40 bc)” (italics mine). Vermes’ own preconceptions, of course, should

be clear from these comments.
152

If Cross is correct in seeing the establishment at Qumran as something of “a

library”, then, of course, caves with massive hoards like IV would represent something

of its storehouse, and the literature in a cave like I what was actually circulating at the

time. If the location was abandoned in haste, as the helter-skelter condition of the mater-

ials in Cave IV suggests—not the most ideal hiding place as even Cross admits—then

the finding of an all-important commentary like Habakkuk neatly placed in a jar along

with the other materials in Cave I probably implies it was actually in use or being studied

at the time of the fall of the monastery and represents the latest literature; an assessment

with which paleography, while offering uneven results, on the whole concurs.

As far as the textual content of Habakkuk is concerned, Driver’s discussion is unriv-

aled for its development of war data. Since to any intelligent observer, Jerusalem’s fall

was a foregone conclusion once the main Roman army under Vespasian appeared, the

allusions it and 4QpIs “ appear to make to the fall of the city need not necessarily reflect

a period of composition after 70 ce though they could. For the Pesher, the coming of

and destruction inflicted by the Kittim are events in progress, not necessarily completed.

The inexorable advance of the Kittim, as in other Pesharim at Qumran, only forms the

literary backdrop to the commentary, whose main foci are actually on the Wicked Priest

“who polluted the Temple of God” and “plundered the Poor of their belongings” (italics

mine; xii, 2ff.), and on “the Last Priests ofJerusalem”, who amassed wealth by plundering

the people (ix, 4f.); as well as on the “Lying Mattif’ (“Spouter”), who attacked the Right-

eous Teacher and “rejected the Law” in the midst of the whole Congregation (v, 7ff.).
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In contrast to the ngfe-guided exegesis of Is 53:1 If. (see above, pp. 18 and 67), he “sets

up a congregation of Lying”, “leading Many astray . . . with works ofLying’. His eschatolog-

ical amal [and that of his followers] mil countfor nothing' at the Last Judgement (x, 9ff.;

note in CD, i, 14ff. this “Scoffer” is described as “pouring—hittif—over Israel the waters of

Lying’, “leading astray without a Way”, and abolishing the boundaries which the Rishonim

had set up”—italics mine; cf. 4QpNah, ii, 8 on the Tongue “leading Many astray”).

In such a context, the allusion to “building a worthless city with blood and erecting

a Congregation on Lying” (x, 10) is easily explained. Having regard for CD, iii, 6’s

“Noachic” horror of the eating “of blood”, to which it ascribes the cutting off of “the

Children of Jacob” in the wilderness, and the comparable insistence in James’ directives

to overseas communities—so disingenuously discussed by Paul in 1 Co 6—10—to

“abstain from blood”; the allusion can be seen as figurative, of the same genre as the

allusion to “pouring over Israel the waters of lying” above, the figurative allusion to the

Central Priestly Triad as a spiritualized “Holy of Holies” in IQS, viii, 8 and ix, 6, and

the general play on the word “Zadok” itself. (Cf. Paul’s use of precisely this kind of

imagery in 1 Co 3:9ff., 8:1, etc., where he describes his community as “the building”

and himself as “the architect”, and actually uses extant Qumran language when referring

to his followers as “the Temple”, i.e., “laying the Foundations” and the “Cornerstone”,

this in a letter that goes on to describe his idea of “the New Covenant in” and “com-

munion with the blood of Christ”; 1 Co 10:16, 11:25, etc.).

Again, attention to the methods of literary criticism would help specialists here. The

much-labored reference to the Kittim sacrificing to their standards (vi, 3f.) is generic, not

specific. Though Josephus pictures the Romans as doing this in the midst of the carnage

on the Temple Mount {War 6.6.1), the reference need not be to this particular sacrifice

(though it might be), but rather to others which no doubt occurred after each successful

siege as the Romans made their bloody way down from Galilee (e.g. Yotapata, War

3.7.3ff., and Gamala, 4.1. Iff.). For the Habakkuk Pesher, “the booty and Riches” of the

High Priests would in the end be “delivered over to the Army of the Kittim” (cf. above,

p. 41, on “Phineas the Temple Treasurer”—which was demonstrably not the case in 37

or 63 bc; in fact, Josephus makes a specific point of telling us that neither Herod nor

Pompey torched the Temple Treasure, which indeed they would have had no interest in

doing, wishing to conciliate the population), these last to be condemned with “Sinners”

and “idolatrous men” generally on “the Day of Judgement” (xiii, Iff.). This could have

been written in 68 ce, or 69 ce, as well as in 70 or thereafter.

In this context, it should not be overlooked that both so-called “Christians” and the

extreme “Zealot” (or rather Sicarii”) occupiers of Masada left Jerusalem on or before

the year 67/68 ce, the first in response to a mysterious oracle, the second because of

the killing of Menachem. The first reportedly fled to a location Christian tradition ident-

ifies as “Pella”; the second, to Masada. Brandon, pp. 208f£, G. Strecker, Dasfudenchristen-

tum in den Pseudoklementinen, Berlin, 1958, pp. 229f£, and more recendy, G. Liidemann,

“The Successors of pre-70 Jerusalem Christianity: A Critical Evaluation of the Pella-

Tradition”, Jewish and Christian Self-Definition, i, Philadelphia, 1978, pp. 161—73

(recapitulating Strecker), have questioned the historicity of the “Pella”-flight tradition.

But their doubts do not alter the fact of the basic resemblance between the two tra-

ditions, nor do they rule out the possibility of a “flight” to an alternative location (cf.

below, p. 94—95, and James’ similar flight to the Jericho region in the 40s and the precipi-

tous rise in Qumran coin distribution in both these periods). For Christians, anyhow,
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once the Zaddik James was killed, the city of Jerusalem could no longer remain in exist-

ence. Both disassociated themselves from the further progress of the Revolt; and indeed,

“the Sicarii” on Masada do not seem to have undertaken any offensive action even up

to its fall. Even their suicide was not an offensive action, though it robbed the Romans
of the glory of triumph.

In paleography, S. Birnbaum—whose work Albright regarded as “expert” (“On the

Date of the Scrolls from Ain Feshka and the Nash Papyrus”, BASOR, 115, 1948, p. 15)

and Cross regarded as “a major contribution” (“Scripts”, p. 135), in “How Old Are the

Cave Manuscripts? A Palaeographical Discussion”, V.T., 2, 1951, p. 105—originally put

both Habakkuk and the War Scroll sometime before the “Herodian” period. However,

Cross, op. at., p. 198, nn. 118 and 123, calls Habakkuk “early Herodian”, having already

informed us, p. 173, that a relative chronology of the Herodian period is “easily worked

out” because of the rapid development in scripts; cf. also “The Oldest Manuscripts from

Qumran”, JBL, 1A, 1955, p. 163. Birnbaum subsequently changed his mind and in

BASOR, 115, 1949, he placed it “about the middle of the first century”.

This he developed further in The Hebrew Scripts, Leiden, 1971, pp. 38-43, where using

his peculiar form of mathematics, i.e., a (the number of early characteristics): b (the

number of late characteristics) as c (his artificial time span based on supposition and

unexamined archaeology): x (his answer, the number of years above his starting point:

300 bc), he ends up with a date (finally in agreement with Cross’) of the last quarter of

the first century bc. Here, it should be pointed out, for him c is always a constant

equaling 368, i.e., 300 plus his presumed terminus ad quern, 68 ce. On p. 27, oblivious to

hyperbole, Birnbaum states, echoing Cross above, it was “possible to build an unassail-

able basis for establishing order out of chaos” in this way and that he was “justified in

applying the law of averages and do not run much risk if, as a general rule, we regard dated

(or datable) documents as representative of their time” (italics mine). Presumably Birnbaum

had never heard of differential equations—more applicable to a situation involving mul-

tiple variables and limits. His archaeological assumptions, along with his rather superficial

historical ones, which are not insignificant to his conclusions, I shall deal with separately,

below, pp. 88f.

N. Avigad, who should perhaps be considered the most moderate of all these individ-

uals, in “Palaeography of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Documents” in Aspects of the

Dead Sea Scrolls, Scripta Hierosolymitana, Jerusalem, 1958, pp. 72 and 82, calls Habakkuk
late, noting the presence of some very late characteristics in both it and Hymns, which

almost everyone acknowledges as contemporary. Here we are already speaking of a gap

of some 120 years in these three assessments. The following is an example of Avigad’s

moderation. “We shall refrain here from suggesting absolute dates for each of them [i.e.,

the documents including Habakkuk under consideration] since the speed of development

of the individual letters is a factor we cannot yet make out.”

Scholars have taken advantage of all of these considerations, especially de Vaux’s

imperfect archaeology and Birnbaum’s sophomoric calculus, to claim that the Kittaean

advance referred to and the fall of the Temple implied in the Habakkuk Pesher must
relate to earlier such events, i.e., that of Herod’s assault in 37 bc or Pompey’s of 63 bc,

despite the fact that the cult of the military standards does not seem to have begun until

the Imperial period; cf. Driver, pp. 211-216 and North, p. 433. For my part, I shall

state categorically, on the basis of internal criteria alone, Habakkuk is late. Aside from

the numerous allusions to 50-60s-type events and the “falling of the cedars of Lebanon”
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Community as a whole had nothing new to say or no new reactions

while 150 years of the most vital and controversial history in Palestine

passed before its eyes; that on the contrary it sat passively and piously

by studying or penning texts relating to the period leading up to 63 bc

or before. It should be properly understood that this is what would be

involved in following the generally accepted theories and yet acknowledg-

ing that the documents were deposited in the caves in 68 ce or thereafter

(to which there are no serious objections). It should be also stated categ-

orically that 68 ce is the terminus a quo for the deposit of scrolls in the caves,

not the terminus ad quern for the cessation of habitation in the region of

Qumran which it is generally taken to be.
153

Only in the case of the Damascus Document are there any real diffi-

culties, paleographically speaking, for the above theory. But for the

moment we have made no claims concerning the date of this document.

As to its “relative chronology”, we would agree with the paleographers

who see it as being somewhat “later” than the Community Rule.
134

It is

only when putting in “the pegs”, as they are referred to by those in the

field, that real differences would emerge. But Milik himself says that

imagery of Is 10:34 already expounded above, which Talmudic literature applies to the

fall of the Temple in 70 ce, one should note the extremely important—and distincdy

“Jamesian” as opposed to “Pauline”—exegesis of Hab 2:4 certified by the extant Pauline

corpus as current in the 50—60s.
153

This de Vaux and Driver properly realize. De Vaux to his credit states, p. 41: “It

is perfectly true that strictly speaking the coins only provide a terminus post querrt ’, and

on p. 103 in NTS, “I concluded that this year 68 has a good chance of representing the

end of Period II and the beginning of Period III” (italics mine); but hardens this in his

conclusion, p. 138: "... in all probability none of the manuscripts deposited in the

caves is later than this date”; cf. Avigad, p. 72, with more caution designates “the end

of the Qumran settlement at 70 ce as the fairly certain terminus ante quenT (italics mine);

and Birnbaum, p. 27, who with customary obliviousness states: “Archaeological evidence

confirms the post-Christian era part, and even enables us to arrive at a precise terminus

ad quern, the year 68 ce, when the Romans put an end to the Qumran settlement.”

Typically, he then proceeds to use this date as a principal “peg” in every one of his scores

of calculations. Fitzmyer in “The Qumran Scrolls, the Ebionites, and their Literature” in

Essays, p. 446, follows him in this mistake: “The latest possible date for the deposit of

the manuscripts is the destruction of Qumran in ad 68.” Fitzmyer has turned it com-

pletely around. His sentence should read (however unpopular it might sound): “the earliest

possible date for the deposit of manuscripts is ad 68—69”, the date of the last Jewish

coins found before the Bar Kochba period. Cross’ “Oldest Manuscripts”, p. 163, realizes

the “absolute terminus ad quern for Qumran script types” are the dated documents from

the Wadi Murabba'at (though sometimes he behaves as if he doesn’t).

154
See Milik, pp. 58 and 91, and Cross, Library, pp. 81—82, n. 46. See below, too, for

our discussion of why a single “early” exemplar on such a crucial text cannot be con-

sidered definitive.
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paleographic evidence can be considered accurate only within two gener-

ations, and de Vaux admits that such evidence cannot be taken as absol-

ute in and of itself, but must be ranged alongside textual, historical, and

other kinds of data .

155 The two-generation rule presupposes a correct

155
Milik, p. 57: “Palaeography however enables us to establish, at least within two

generations, the time in which our earliest exemplar of a book was copied.” Cross under-

stands this but typically tries to narrow it, “Scripts”, p. 136: “the palaeographer can fix

a characteristic book hand within fifty years in terms of absolute dates, or even a gener-

ation in terms of relative (typological) relationships” (a key escape word here is

“characteristic”). Avigad, as usual, is more circumspect, pp. 86—87: “Far more problem-

atic is the question of absolute chronology. Ancient Hebrew manuscripts and inscriptions

are notorious for their lack of dating formulae. Comparative palaeography is doing its

best with the help of a few absolute data at hand”, and notes that while “Hebrew

palaeography is rapidly advancing towards the status of a scientific discipline . . . many

lacunae still exist which need completion, and questions of overlapping and archaizing

are to be setded.”

Vis-a-vis archaizing, Bimbaum, p. 138, admits that sometimes scripts “are frozen” for

hundreds of years, but when faced with persistence of paleo-Hebrew, calls it “an artificial

revival”, p. 87 or an “isolated” rendering, p. 107, and when faced with its final revival

in the Bar Kochba coinage, explains it by saying the “grandfathers” used the old coins

and the “fathers” remembered them, p. 78, having already concluded elsewhere that

because of poor workmanship in the First Revolt, “die-cutters were not familiar” with

it. Actually, Birnbaum does not concern himself with such niceties as margins of error:

“By working out a comprehensive system of measurement, letter by letter and age by

age, it is possible to establish an unassailable palaeographical basis.” Errors come from

not having “a good eye, patience, and training” and from lacking “the necessary palaeo-

graphic equipment” (whatever this means): V.T., p. 92 (echoed verbatim in Hebrew Scripts
,

p. 27). He sets out his method, such as it is, in detail, in V.T., p. 105.

De Vaux, p. 97, in responding to Driver’s contention that “internal evidence . . . must

take precedence over external”, makes perhaps his clearest allusion to the worth of tools

like paleography. Although referring primarily to archaeology, he is at least willing to

admit: “other things being equal, there is no precedence between the two kinds of evi-

dence; a correct solution must make use of both, must prove the worth of both.” Cross,

Library
, p. 74, n. 33, also, berates Driver’s “peculiar refusal to accept the validity and

precision of these newer techniques” citing the existence of “a sufficient number of

specimens of Hebrew script of assured dating however narrowly the phrase is defined” (italics

mine). For him, in addition to materials dated by stratigraphic context (which afford

absolute termini—sid), “there are documents of the first century ad which bear date formu-

lae, and thus can be dated to the year, and in some instances to the day, month, and

year of their writing.” He means, of course, the Wadi Murabba'at and Nahal Hever finds

and one unpublished date formula from Cave IV. However, aside from these, the only

absolutely secure “peg” he can come up with from 150 bc to 100 ce are the funerary

inscription of Queen Helen of Adiabene and the Bene Hezir inscription—hardly a pre-

cise tool (see below, p. 91).

In relation to the ossuaries he and Birnbaum so securely date in Herod’s time,

Albright, his mentor, “Scrolls from Ain Feshka”, p. 17, only says “all antedate the year

ad 70 and that the earliest of them are not later than the reign of Herod the Great.”
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identification of the general chronological provenance of a given script

in the first place, and barring this, the deviation could be much wider.

Even where a document as crucial as the Nash Papyrus is concerned,

where most scholarly opinion has ranged itself behind the religiously

conservative Albright—due in no small part to the successful efforts of

North, p. 435, at an early stage of Qumran research, lamented “the lack of an indepen-

dent documented analysis with drawings and descriptions of pottery pieces from other

sites giving ground for a chronological judgement.” Citing the disquieting symptom on

the part of other archaeologists “to leave everything to the decision of one judge, how-

ever skillful” and to accept de Vaux’s numerous revisions with submissiveness, he also

attacks Qumran stratigraphy and ceramic typology (in this he has since been backed up

to a certain extent by Laperrousaz), which he contended were “not simple facts black

and white”, but had to be carefully evaluated on the basis of “many prudent judgements,

aesthetic comparisons, and detached awareness of literary data”.

As against this. Cross, whose wavering over the issue of the 100-year gap in stratigra-

phy between Milik and de Vaux has already been noted above, claims that “the rapid

accumulation of discoveries . .
.
provide additional data for fixing absolute dates within

relative dating systems provided by typological analysis.” Yet he has the temerity to rely

on de Vaux’s controversial 31 bc date for the end of Period 1, while at the same time

claiming this stratigraphy has made ostracon and ceramic dating more secure. Willing

now to step out “boldly” in making use of the evidence of ossuary scripts, he claims

that this “variety of archaeological and palaeographic advances” has made it possible to

peg “a series of absolute datings at intervals throughout the Herodian Age and the sub-

sequent era between the two Jewish Revolts against Rome”. With considerable more

modesty, however, he admitted that chronology for “proto-Jewish” scripts would be

“less precise” and for Hasmonaean “more difficult to fix with precision than Herodian

hands”; “Scripts”, pp. 133—135.

The final insight, however, perhaps belongs to North. Despite Cross’ attack on Driver

and those dependent on him as “uninformed” (echoed later by de Vaux), he had some

time before already cautioned in the manner of Avigad that “it must be admitted by a

prudent observer that the materials at our disposal are simply not adequate” (i.e., to

make absolute chronological sequences). Noting Vermes’ pronouncement that “the

palaeographers acquitted themselves remarkably well of their task” given the materials

at their disposal, North cautions, “he can mean only that they came to a relative agree-

ment which however is far from being a genuine or independent scientific consensus-. pp.

430-1.

For his part. Cross finally admits also that scholars in the medieval field “have

expressed skepticism concerning the precision of dating claimed by workers in the early

Jewish field”. However, he brushes it aside with his usual brusqueness, saying it “is

based on a fallacious transfer of problems occasioned by experience with a surpassingly

conservative script to scripts of a radically different tradition”. Still he concludes, contra-

dicting his original contention above: “the dating of a script of Qumran to a single

generation on typological grounds, in the case of individual manuscripts, cannot, of

course, be converted into absolute dating”; “Scripts”, p. 192, n. 29. All of these com-

ments and polemics are quoted at length because earlier criticism of paleographic

methods have simply made no impression on the scholarly community.
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his students—and upon which most subsequent data has been con-

structed, early voices, such as Idris Bell of the British Museum and F.

C. Burkitt, initially represented a three- or four-century deviation from

Albright .

156

S. A. Birnbaum, who along with Cross has laid the foundations to

this paleographic structure, employs what in any other field would be

considered the most pseudo-scientific and infantile methods in determin-

ing these “pegs ”. 157 In this way he adds new “pegs” to aid in determining

156
See Albright, “A Biblical Fragment from the Maccabean Age: the Nash Papyrus”,

SBL, 56, 1937, pp. 149ff. and 1 7 1 ff. Sukenik originally placed Nash in the first century,

Megilioth Genucpth, i, Jerusalem, 1948, p. 14, but later in a letter to Albright, cited in “Ain

Feshka”, p. 19, n. 10, revised it back to the first century bc; E. R. Lacheman put it in

the second century ce. Under these pressures Albright in “Ain Feshka”, p. 19, who first

dated Nash at the start of the Maccabean age, now changed his estimate: “So far as the

evidence goes, it thus supports a date for the Nash papyrus not later than the first half

of the first century bc.” See also, p. 15, n. 5a and J. C. Trever’s article, “A Palaeographic

Study of the Jerusalem Scrolls”, BASOR
, 113, 1949, pp. 18-22, who preceded him in

this revision. Later, under Birnbaum’s prodding, Albright was to revise it back again.

Cross, in “Oldest Manuscripts”, p. 148, calls his mentor’s original dating of the Nash
Papyrus (if one can remember what it was after all the shifts) “definitive”; elsewhere in

“Scripts”, p. 135, he calls the analysis that produced it “exemplary” and notes, “his date

in the Maccabean Period remains undisturbed. Indeed, his original preference for a date

in the second half of the second century needs scant revision.” His generosity to his

mentor is understandable, as probably also under Birnbaum’s pressuring—who in

BASOR, 115, 1949, p. 22, had pressed for a date in the second quarter of the second

century “very near the maximum figure 165 bce—suggested by Albright in his masterly

examination in . . . 1937”—he supports a date of 150 bc; “Scripts”, p. 166.

Regardless of what the final truth is (which despite any claims to the contrary will

never be known), we see here an outside range of some 400 years and an inside one of

100-200 years for one of the most important “pegs” in the structure. Birnbaum’s system

of reflecting this is particularly colorful; he uses square brackets when a document’s

dating is practically certain from external evidence; “broken brackets” when certain from his

own analysis (italics mine), “Scripts”, p. 28. Perhaps the most perceptive insight into this

sad spectacle of imprecision is once again North’s, who obviously knew personally all

the dramatis personae-. CBQ, p. 430: “The fact should be faced that it is extremely difficult

to divorce Albright’s arguments from the considerable authority of his person; con-

sequendy his daring, +50 bc, has attained a diffusion not strictly proportioned to the

proofs . . . .

”

157
Cross, “Scripts”, p. 135, called Birnbaum’s The Hebrew Scripts (even before its publication

),

“a monumental attempt to deal with all periods of Hebrew writing . . . which will remain

for many years a standard handbook for student and scholar alike” (was this perhaps

intended for the book jacket?). He excuses the author’s “polemical tone” (hardly

Birnbaum’s principal flaw) in an earlier work with the comment that “it should be

remembered that it was written by a professional palaeographer tried to the limit by the

Lilliputian attacks of non-specialists” (italics mine): n. 20, p. 191.

The question of “pegs” is of course all-important. I have noted Birnbaum’s
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mathematical procedure, which he repeats with single-minded obliviousness on virtually

every page leaving the intelligent reader in speechless amazement. See, for instance, nos.

80* (4QSam b

), 81 (lQIs.
a

), 82 (IQS), 84 (lQpHab), 87* (lQIsb
), 87

b (1QM), 87
d (1QH2

),

87' (1QH 1

), etc. His outside limits, based on general previous paleographic estimates of

the Edfu scripts and archaeological acceptance of 68 as the terminus ad quern for the

deposit of the scrolls at Qumran, are 300 bc and 68 ce. For comparison purposes he

uses the Edfu scripts to determine “early” characteristics; and “the ossuaries”—by which

he means 88 and 95—100*—“late”. But these ossuaries (including Uzziah, Beit Schur,

Ein Roghel, Wadi Sali'a, and that of Queen Helen), which he himself dates anywhere

from 50 bc to about 70 ce, averaging about early first century, are themselves, except

for Queen Helen of Adiabene (his only secure peg), hardly secure.

In any case, his use of them as a measuring standard in one pole of his proportions,

since they do not match the upper pole limit of his basic 368-year time span, vitiates

his schoolboy mathematics even before he starts. Take 4QSamb
,
which he says has forty-

five features in common with the Egyptian scripts and eleven with the ossuaries. He,

therefore, sets this up as: ff = ^ and subtracts x from 300 bc to get a result of 228 bc

(sic—the computational error is Birnbaum’s). “The result”, he claims, “will be something

like the absolute date ...” (italics mine; p. 130), which is, of course, preposterous. Or on

the other extreme, take 1QM, which he says has fifty-two features in common with the

ossuaries and one with the Egyptian scripts, or ^ He subtracts the result from 68

ce and gets 61 ce. He is even willing to use this methodology on notoriously conservative

scripts like Samaritan ones, i.e., no. 70, the Abisha Scroll, choosing two termini, the eighth

and thirteenth centuries, and finding that the characteristics point to the eleventh century

as the “not unlikely date”, p. 117.

This is not a proper working methodology, Cross and Albright notwithstanding. He
may end up, if he is lucky, with a rough relative chronology, but it does not take into

consideration the multiple variables of the age of scribe, his school of training, his per-

sonal expertise, his conservatism, and the speed of evolution of individual letters—which

Avigad rightly abstains from attempting to estimate and which Cross invariably assumes

to be “rapid”—none of which can even be conceived of as straight-line functions. To
obtain a proper working method, he would have to define separate functions for each

of these variables and then plug them into a differential equation, the solution to which

would tax even the abilities of a space engineer. To think that his errors simply cancel

themselves out, as Birnbaum does, is in itself a good illustration of the unscientific nature

of his methodology.

What is worse he goes on to corroborate his “results” using results he previously

obtained by the same method and with the same parameters, punctuating his discussion

at various intervals with remarks like “results check”, “tallies”, “corroborated”, which of

course they cannot help but do. In reality, he might just as likely be compounding his

errors and could be out 100 years, or even more, depending on the mistakes he has

compounded in his “pegs”. It is pretentious to call such a methodology “unassailable”,

and what is more to use it to rule out credible solutions which can at least make sense

of internal data—which Birnbaum doesn’t even understand, no less make intelligible

—

which is what is being done by dutiful students of this technique at the present time. You

cannot deal with your opponent’s charges by calling them “Lilliputian”, contemptuously

dismissing them as “uninformed”, or what is even worse, ignoring them—the normal

manner in Qumran studies of dealing with criticism—when you are using a methodology
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the provenance and date of the next manuscript, and so on down the

line .

158
Far from homing in on the true dates of a manuscript by such

a methodology, what he does—as any good student of mathematics

will realize—is to compound his errors increasing his margin of error

such as this. Certainly, you cannot claim you have cut your margin of error down to

“one generation” even in relative chronology.

Before leaving this rather sad subject, let us set out a few of Birnbaum’s “historical”

assumptions. First, Birnbaum’s answer to the lack of footnotes or bibliography in his

work is simple: “The present study has not utilized any printed sources but . . . the

written documents themselves. For this reason no reference to previous work has been

made in my book, and the compilation of a bibliography is not called for”: p. 26. Where

he does give references, they are usually either from the Talmud or to make additional

comments. In discussing Ezra, whom he credits with introducing the Aramaic script, he is

completely unaware of questions concerning Ezra’s own chronology, or even his exist-

ence, and assumes without question he pre-dates Nehemiah. Claiming in a thinly dis-

guised version of Wellhausen that such changes are invariably religiously motivated, he

explains: “When a nation adopts a new religion, it discards also the script of its former

creed and adopts that of the new religion”, pp. 69-75. Pointing out that John Hyrcanus

issued the first coins (recently a massive amount of new coins have been found from

the Persian period), he categorically asserts John was “a Ffellenistic ruler”, not “a

nationalist”. For him, on the other hand, “the Pharisees” were the “religious nationalists”.

John’s war, therefore—since John was a Sadducee—against the Samaritans could not be

“nationalistic”; he rather terms it “expansionistic”.

Pressing these historical insights further, he states that since John sided with the Sad-

ducees, breaking with the Pharisees, the former “from what we know of their principles

would have been the last people to dig out the old script” (i.e. the paleo-Hebrew)! He
refers to this paleo-Hebrew with endless scorn, as if he were personally antagonized by

it, as “not a living script”, “an artificial revival”, “an isolated rendering”, concluding

—

for whatever it’s worth—with the observation that even now the State of Israel declined

to use it, since it was “consigned to oblivion by the Jewish people”: pp. 77-79, 87, 94,

and 103. Finally, he uncritically accepts de Vaux’s archaeology. Vis-a-vis the 31 bc date,

he has this to say: “We know that there was a break in the settlement at Qumran during

the last third of the first pre-Christian century and a renewed settlement at the beginning

of the next century” and he completely misunderstands the import of the 68 ce date.

He uses both dates without reservation and unquestioningly, and like Cross, finds them

an “important help” in turning a “relative date into an absolute one”, pp. 149 and 127ff.
158

Cf. how he uses 115 and 151 to corroborate his dating for 80*. Obviously, they

must corroborate since they have been arrived at on the basis of the same parameters.

He uses 115 again in 81, corroborates 82 by 81, corroborates 84 (Habakkuk) with 87a,

and actually makes a slight shift back from 25 to 50 bc, saying he is more sure of

87a (lQIs
b—25 bc). Then finding the difference between it and 81 (lQIs

a—150 bc)

“considerable”, he says, results “check”: p. 143. Milik, p. 64, would rather put Habakkuk

in the mid-first century and even later, saying it “could not come from any part of the

first century bc”. Here we are out nearly 100 years on a key document. Pace, peace

among paleographers. Birnbaum’s approach to 87a (lQIsb

) is classic. He invokes de

Vaux’s archaeology to show that the date for the temporary abandonment of Qumran
corresponds with his own projection, turning it into an absolute date, and corroborates his
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exponentially. The methods of the other “paleographers” working in the

Second Temple Period do not differ markedly from his (though they

are not quite so forthcoming in their presentation of them). All involve

a certain amount of subjective reckoning based on the assumptions and

preconceptions I have been at pains to upset in this study .

1 ’ 1

dating by comparison with 84. But he has just used 87a to corroborate his results with

84. Nothing loath, he concludes: “Thus each of the two dates corroborates the other”,

p. 150; his logic could hardly be more circular. He then confidently proceeds to corrobor-

ate 87b (1QM) and 87e (Hand A of Hymns) by 87a again, commenting it “goes well”

(they should), p. 155. Cross, too, is quite prepared to use his tenuous relative dates as

“pegs” in the absolute chronology. He is even willing to “project backward” (“not as

complicated as it sounds”) along separate typological lines to achieve these. For his

classic discussion of this in relation to Jewish, Palmyrene, and Nabataean scripts, see

“Scripts”, pp. 160—1; cf. also 196—7, n. 105.

159
I think we have covered these subjective preconceptions both in archaeology and

other disciplines adequately for Birnbaum. Milik’s were noted earlier above. Cross uses

archaeology, as we have seen, for transforming relative to absolute chronologies;

“Scripts”, pp. 133ff. and “Oldest Manuscripts”, pp. 147f. Here, while seeing relative

chronology as secure, he admits that, “Absolute dating of the documents poses a more

complicated problem ... ”, p. 163. He very definitely relies on de Vaux’s “earthquake”

hypothesis in dating “Herodian” script, i.e., 30 bc to 70 ce, but unlike Birnbaum, does

not consider that the “abandonment” of Qumran produced any “equivalent lacuna in the

typological sequence of manuscripts”; “Scripts”, pp. 173 and 199, n. 127. Avigad, as we

have noted, as always is more modest, but rarely stands against his peers. Cf. also Vermes,

p. 55, quoted above. It is interesting, when one comes to investigate Cross’ claims for

“a series of absolute dating” pegs “at intervals throughout the Herodian Age”, that, while

protesting against Avigad’s late dating of the Dominus Flevit ossuaries, he can only come

up with the fact, citing Milik, that “the Herodian dating [‘as Milik himself would insist”]

of the great mass ... is certain”—a range of some 125 years. Actually, as stated above,

he has only the Queen Helen of Adiabene inscription as really certain.

Another “peg” is, of course, the Bene Hezir inscription, which is of special interest

to us, which he (Cross), Avigad, p. 174, and Albright, “Nash”, p. 159, all seem to agree

on a date of about the turn of the Christian era; “Scripts”, pp. 174, 198, n. 123, and

199, n. 133. In “Oldest Manuscripts” Cross is so secure in this date (in his usual manner)

that he even terms it “a terminus ad quern’
1

for first-century bc scripts. Avigad in Ancient

Monuments in the Kidron Valley (Hebrew), Jerusalem, 1954, pp. 62-64, originally sought an

even earlier dating. The key analysis here is Albright’s. Attributing the thesis to de Vogue

(cf. Klein, Jtidisch-Palastinisches Corpus lnscriptionum, Vienna, 1920, pp. 1 4ff.)
,
he says the

latter “is clearly right” in claiming “that the tomb of the Bene Hezir (popularly ascribed

to St James) belongs to the priestly family that contributed three high priests during the

reigns of Herod and Archelaus ... it would then date from the end of Herod’s reign

or a little later

There are, however, at least four names mentioned on the plaque, and Jeremias has

shown with considerably more precision than de Vogue that the Boethusians contributed

at least eight high priests, the last probably being Joseph Cabi, 62 ce, “the son of the

high priest Simon”; cf. Jeremias, pp. 94 and 194ff. and Ant. 19.6.2-4 and 20.8.11—9.1.
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This is to say nothing of the other variables: for instance, that in a

given community there might have been an archaizing conservative tra-

dition, as, for instance, the paleo-Hebrew script at Qumran: even today

Samaritans use an archaizing script with roots going back perhaps some
twenty centuries for biblical manuscripts .

160 Or that one might have been

dealing with older scribes.

To posit for the purposes of argument the extreme case, let us suppose

that an eighty-year-old scribe was sitting next to a twenty-five-year-old

scribe trained in a more “up-to-date” scribal school (whatever this might

mean in such circumstances).
161

Here, of course, is where Milik’s margin

It is not without interest, nor significance, that Joseph Cabi loses the High Priesthood

in the political machinations leading up to the judicial murder ofJames (see above, p. 53).

There is, therefore, absolutely no proof (other than paleographic; cf. Cross and Albright

on the use of ligatures) that this tomb was built, nor the inscription made, before about

the middle of the first century ce; and the unfinished condition of adjoining tombs, and

to a certain extent its own, would argue for the later, not earlier, dating. Certainly, it

cannot be considered a secure terminus ad quern for the first century bc, as Cross would

have it—at least not a precise one. This is to say nothing of the inherent imprecision

of attempting to use lapidary work as a “peg’ in dating manuscript sequences.
160

Birnbaum, p. 138. Cf. his discussion of paleo-Hebrew, pp. 76ff.; of Samaritan, pp.

98ffi; and Cross, p. 189, n. 4.

161
Cross is very much aware of this problem: “Despite the speed of evolution in this

period, allowance must be made always for the extension of the professional life of a

conservative scribe beyond his generation, or for the individualistic hand which holds

out against the powerful current of scribal styles and fashions”, p. 161. So is Avigad,

who with typical caution, but considerably less elan, in the section where he asserts “the

speed of development of individual letters is a factor we cannot yet make out,” says,

“It should, however, be kept in mind that various scribes are naturally inclined to con-

servatism in the case of formal styles”, pp. 72-3. Cf. also Laperrousaz defending his

own theories, p. 98.

Cross’ charm and aesthetic sensibility—evident throughout his work—undoubtedly

help to win him many supporters; cf. p. 160 on “archaic semiformal”, p. 173 on “Herodi-

an” (expressed even more sensitively on p. 192, n. 27 and p. 200, n. 141), and again

on p. 105, n. 4 on “paleo-Hebrew”—though sometimes deteriorating into jargon or

incomprehensibility as on p. 141 on the “Aramaic hand” or p. 153 on 4QEx f
. Morton

Smith has put the case well. In personal comments to me he notes that Cross originally

considered the greater part of Qumran documents to be in “private hands”. He claims

that, only later, probably under Birnbaum’s influence, did Cross begin to grasp the sig-

nificance of and come to see them as being primarily in “book hands”. Smith cites

Mount Athos and similar communities, where documents are datable, as verification of

the proposition that often several different book hands with widely differing dates of

origin can be found simultaneously in the same community. He concludes that, even if

accurate sequencing and dating of the original could be established—in themselves highly

unlikely propositions—a given ms., written in a particularly durable hand, might in fact

have been written years later than one written in a hand of more recent development.
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of error comes into play, but this is hardly very comforting when we

are using one manuscript to date another, as Birnbaum does, none of

which with an actual dating formula. What date would two manuscripts

copied by these two scribes at exactly the same time appear to be?

If the older scribe copied a manuscript using the script he learned

when he was twenty, what date would we give a manuscript found in

only one exemplar that was actually copied in 4 bc? 63 bc or before?

Suppose the older scribe’s teachers themselves were all old or very old-

fashioned, what then would be the margin of error? Or suppose that a

given student just had not learned his lessons very well and made errors

which looked to paleographers either like scriptual developments or

regressions (there are many such confusing mixtures of innovative and

regressive scripts at Qumran, depending of course on what is meant by

“innovative” and “regressive”).
162

It is not possible to say on paleographic grounds that a manuscript

was written in 63 bc and not, for instance, in 45 ce. In particular, when

one has only one exemplar of a given work (the case for instance of all

the Pesharim at Qumran and many other texts) or when one has one

“older” copy as opposed to several or a cluster of “newer” ones—the

actual case of the Damascus Document—one must exercise extreme

caution. The best one can hope for is a rough “relative chronology”.

Only when manuscripts begin to bunch up in a clearly discernible

manner is one justified in thinking in terms of possible dates. In any

event, it is certainly incautious to date it by its earliest exemplar, however

Our purpose in criticizing the paleographers is not to rule out a certain amount of

value to such work when taken within strict limits
,
but to caution them to be more modest

in their claims for precision: for instance, in the supposedly secure “Herodian” lapidary

work and in the case of relative chronologies down to a single generation (Birnbaum

claims even more precision); and to open their admitted fifty-year margin of error to

100 years (in some instances even more), particularly where sectarian works are con-

cerned. Even their own disagreements on mss. such as Habakkuk and Hymns exceed

this. Cross, for instance, knows that all of Birnbaum’s estimates are too early, but so

probably, too, are many of his own; cf. “Oldest Manuscripts”, p. 148.

162
See, for instance, Birnbaum’s discussion of the earliest book hands at Qumran, in

particular lQLev and lQEx, pp. 68-70 (nos. 28-32), where he says some features imply

a later date for lQLev, and some a later date for lQEx. His conclusion is completely

unscientific: “From this we cannot but conclude that both were written during the same

period, each of the scribes using some ‘earlier’ and some ‘later’ forms.” But, of course,

this is Birnbaum’s method of dating every manuscript at Qumran; cf. his discussion of

4QSamb and Cross’ general discussion of 4QEx f

,
4QSam\ and 4QJer’, pp. 140-58.

Birnbaum’s estimate of the mid-fifth century for these hands is based on the purest

supposition having to do, as we have noted above, p. 88—90, with his preconceptions

about Ezra’s importance.
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tempting this may be, as all scholars in the field rush to do, but rather

where the distribution peaks .

163 Yet Qumran scholars make these kinds

of assumptions regularly, claiming a precision that comes down in some
cases to a handful of years, while dismissing better theories than the one

on which their own methodological assumptions are based.

163
Cross, p. 61, has signaled his awareness of this problem following up his caution

concerning the longevity of a conservative scribe: “However, in the case of a group of

scripts belonging typologically to a certain generation, we can assume methodologically

that the majority of the group were copied in the normal span of a generation.” The
contrapositive, however, which he misses, involves exceptions to the “majority”: either

the case of a scribe whose longevity extends beyond the group or that of a single manu-

script that “appears” substantially earlier than a given group.

This is exacdy the situation of the “early” fragments of the Damascus Document
(4QDb

)
found in Cave IV. Fragments from at least seven other mss. of the Damascus

Document have been found in Cave IV, most of which appear to be “Herodian”. Milik,

pp. 38—9 and 57-8, gives 4QDb
a date of between 75 and 50 bc (cf. Cross, Library, p.

120), which paleographically probably presents the only serious stumbling-block to the

historical reconstruction we set forth above. Fitzmyer, prescient as ever in grasping the

cruciality of this fragment in the scheme of Qumran origins, tried to push it even further

back in time by attacking Starcky’s “Pompeian” dating in “Theory of Qumran Messianic

Development” (cf. Starcky, “Les Quatres Etapes du Messianism”, RB, 70, 1963, pp.

496ff.) and asserting that this copy was “scarcely the original monograph”; cf. his revision

of “The Aramaic ‘Elect of God’ Text from Qumran Cave IV”, Essays, pp. 138—9.

Milik, however, parts company with him on this issue, citing 4QDb
in a follow-up to

his “two-generation” remark as an example of a Qumran text “more or less contempor-

ary with the events to which they refer” (cf. Cross, p. 114, but also Cross’ discussion,

pp. 81-3, n. 46, where he rather agrees with Fitzmyer). In the same context, Milik also

discusses the general class of mss. called pesbarim, all of which he places in “the last

phase of the Qumran settlement”; see also Additional n. 3, pp. 151-2 and
“
Milki-sedq

et Milki-resa' ”, pp. 135f. Surely Fitzmyer is asking more from paleography than it can

scientifically sustain in attacking Starcky on the issue of such a paleographically insignifi-

cant time differential (the same might be said for Cross, who agrees with Fitzmyer on
the matter of 4QD b

).

A few pages earlier, pp. 132ffi, Fitzmyer had already pointed to how 4QDb
confirmed

that the reference to a singular “Messiah ofAaron and Israel” in CD, xiv, 19 was not a medie-

val copyist’s mistake, as has often been suggested, and, in addition, pointed out perhaps

even more importandy that the same manuscript actually contained a reference to “the flight

of the Essenes to their Damascus Camps”. What could echo more the early Christian tra-

dition of a flight by the Jerusalem Community to Pella (i.e., “in the Damascus region” or

perhaps as Acts 9:22 would have it “the Jewish settlement at Damascus”), since as Brandon

points out, an actual flight to Pella in this period was probably precluded by the political and

military situation? For the whole controversy, including the positions of Strecker, Munck,

Filson, Schoeps, etc., see Brandon, pp. 208-214. One should also keep in mind the use of

the allusion “Damascus” as a codename (here Cross agrees with us, pp. 82f.
;
see also R.

North, “The Damascus of Qumran Geography”, Palestine Exploration Quarterly, 1955, pp.

34—48), and possibly too, even “Pella”.
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We have already noted above, p. 83, the similarity of the “Pella flight” tradition with

the Masada flight of the Sicarii
,
both undertaken for similar reasons, namely, the stoning

of their respective leaders. Both groups, too, appear to have withdrawn from further

participation in the Uprising against Rome, which was moving quickly into its “Jacobin”

phase. We have, however, not mentioned the possible confusion of “a flight to Pella”

with a “flight to Sela' ”, a name used both to refer to Petra—Paul’s “Arabia” reference?

—

and an unidentified Dead Sea Valley location. Even Masada may have been known to

the sectaries by such a codename (cf., for instance, the reference in Mur 45.6 to staying

at the
“
Me^ad-Hassidin”

, i.e., “the Fortress of the Hassidim”, which very likely refers to

the area around Qumran, and which by implication identifies it as the original stronghold

or location of “the Hassidaean” Movement).

Here, I think, it may be possible to identify the actual scriptural passage containing

“the mysterious oracle” referred to in Church tradition (cf. Eusebius, E.H. 3.5. 2f. and

Epiphanius, Haeres. 29.7 and 30.2; also De Mens et Pond 1 5) as the basis for this flight.

Significantly, it comes in direct proximity to the famous passage which tradition tells us

was actually used to arrive at an exegetical understanding of James’ death (Is 3:10). I

refer to Is 2:1 Off. In considering it, one should try to visualize what a Qumran-style pesher

on the first four to five chapters of Isaiah would look like.

The whole passage is addressed pointedly and several times to “the House ofJacob” and

as in Habakkuk, the context is the imminent destruction of Jerusalem (“Jerusalem is

ruined and Judea fallen”). Amid the telltale imagery of the Righteousness of “works” (cf.

the use of ma'asim at Qumran, above, p. 16), allusion to “plundering the Meek” (3:14;

cf. CD, vi, 16 and “plundering the Poor” in lQpHab, xii, 10), “justifying the Wicked”

(cf. 5:24 with CD, i, 19 in the context of an allusion to “assaulting the soul of the Zaddik

and pursuing the Walkers in Perfection with the sword”), the imminent coming of “the

Day of Yahweh”, and the equally telltale overthrow of “the cedars of Lebanon” (2:12f); the

people are urged to throw away their gold and idols to the moles and the bats (cf. Ja

5:2f. and lQpHab, xi, 12ff.) and “enter into the Rock . . . for the day of the Lord of Hosts

shall be upon every one that is proud and lofty [cf Ja 4:6ff.] . . . and upon all the cedars

ofLebanon that are high and lifted up [cf. 4QpIs“ and 1 QpHab, xii, 2] ... go into the holes

of the Rocks and into the caves of the earth for fear of the Lord [cf. once more the allusion

to cave-dwelling] ... go into the clefts of the Rocks and into the tops of the ragged Rocks

[here “Sela'ini' is actually used; anyone familiar with Qumran terrain will see the connec-

tion] for fear of the Lord and for the glory of his majesty when he arises to shake terribly

the earth” (italics mine).

This is followed up at the beginning of Chapter 3, leading up to the passage we know

was applied to James’ death, with the words (Is 3:1): “For behold, the Lord, the Lord

of Hosts is taking away from Jerusalem and from Judah the stay and the staff, the whole

stay of bread, and the whole stay of water.” Anyone familiar with the techniques of

Qumran exegesis would know the kinds of exegesis that would have been developed

from such passages. In close proximity to this passage is also the famous “Zion shall

be redeemed through Judgement
(
Mishpat

)
and her converts through Righteousness”

(Zedakah—in this context, more properly, “Justification”) and the reference to the

restored Jerusalem as “Faithful City”
(
Kir/ah-Ne'emanah

)
and “City of Righteousness” ('Ir

ha-Zedek), not to mention the well-known call to all peoples to come up “to the House

of the God of Jacob”, ending with: “O House of Jacob, come ye and let us walk in the

Light of the Lord” (Is 1:26-2:5; cf. “Ways of Light”, “eternal Light”, and “walking in
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I would like to state a rule of thumb that might be helpful. Paleo-

graphic data cannot in and of itself be considered definitive. Scholars

who use it to disqualify an otherwise convincing picture, which in most
other ways fits the available evidence, do so at their own peril. At no
time can it be used to dismiss a theory which within these general param-
eters can make meaningful sense of internal textual evidence. Where
<<

Peg8lng” is so precarious and in the general absence of secure date

formulae, “meaningful textual evidence” must be accorded precedence,

as it is in any case by a majority of scholars—including even paleogra-

phers as we have seen—albeit in a subconscious manner.

Ultimately, we shall probably have to admit that the situation regarding

paleography is much more chaotic and difficult to describe than was
originally envisioned by Cross’ and Birnbaum’s assumptions of “rapid”

straight-line development of scripts in the Second Temple period, which
lie at the heart of their reconstructions and equations such as they are.

Such a circumstance, anyhow, would be more in keeping with the reality

of the historical sit% im leben of the period. Here, textual and historical

studies will be able to play a role in helping to clarify the true, probably

highly complex, character of paleographic sequences, not vice versa as

heretofore.

On the basis of internal textual data alone (namely, the use of Hab
2:4, Is 40:3, Is 10:29f., Num 24:17, Deut 18:15ff., and the evocation of
the terminology of Is 53: Ilf. in Qumran communal organization and
in eschatological interpretations like those of Ezek 44:15 and Hab 2:4,

demonstrably all scriptural passages enjoying a vogue in first-century

Palestine, but not before), one is entitled to conclude that almost all

the Ways of Light” imagery at Qumran generally, particularly in IQS, iii, 7-25; iv, 2-7,

etc.).

Here, therefore, one has considerable incentive to revive G. Margoliouth’s original

dating of the Damascus Document when it was first discovered in 1896, trusting that

the cautions I have outlined above, vis-a-vis a conservative use of paleographic evidence

and a healthy restraint on related preconceptions, will be taken seriously (note we are

not making any claims that this reference in 4QD b
is to the actual “Pella flight”, only

that it echoes and is representative of the flight traditions of this period). See also Milik,

p. 117, who admits 4QDb
places the “ceremony of the renewal of the Covenant” at

Pentecost, a festival of the greatest significance to the early “Church”; cf. Paul’s rush to

get to Jerusalem in time for the community’s convocation at Pentecost, Acts 20:16, and
the transformation of “the descent of the Law” implicit in the celebration of this festival

into the descent of the Pauline Holy Spirit” and its Gentile Mission accoutrements of
“speaking in Tongues”, etc. (note the ready-made scope for the additional possible exten-

sion of the “Tongue” and “Spouting” imagery at Qumran and in the Letter of James
here).
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Qumran sectarian texts are “late”, namely first century ce. Paleography

will have to accommodate itself to these results, not vice versa.

Such a conclusion where “sectarian” works are concerned, implying

as it does the fact of new ideological departures, is completely in keeping

with Josephus’ repeated allusions to “innovations” and “innovators”

since the appearance of Judas and Saddok at the beginning of the first

century and the statements in the y\RN and al-Kirkisani identifying the

start of really destructive sectarian strife with the “split” between “Zadok

and Boethus”, as well as the parallel, albeit highly refracted, testimonies

in the New Testament and Pseudoclementine Recognitions placing in con-

junction “the division of the People into many parties”, the birth of “the

Sadducees” (who, “considering themselves more Righteous”, “withdrew

from the community”), and the coming ofJohn .'
b

4

IX
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

The above caution about the precedence “meaningful textual evidence”

must take over the claims of paleography should be applied, as well, to

claims in archaeology based on coin data, the use of which has gone so

far as to convince the community at large that an absolute determination

of the date of the destruction of the monastery can be made down to

the year and the month .

165 The reason this destruction, in particular, is

164 Of the two “splits” or “withdrawals” we have discussed in this study (i.e., that

between “Zadokite Hassidaeans” and “Pharisee Hassidaeans” and that between “Mes-

sianic Sadducees” and “Boethusian Sadducees”), we are speaking about the later one

which triggers Josephus’ descriptions of the “sects” in Ant. and War. For the early first-

century provenance of this and its connection with the split between Saddok and Joezer

b. Boethus, see above, pp. 21 and 50. For the basic interchangeability of John and

“Saddok”, see below, p. 107. For the denouement of this split approximately seventy

years later, see how “the Men of Power” (i.e., “the Herodians”), “the High Priests”, “the

principal of the Pharisees”, and “all those desirous of peace”—principal among whom
is one “Saulus ... of the King’s kindred”—the descendant of the Idumaean convert “Costo-

barus” probably either through Agrippa I’s sister Herodias or the family of Herod of

Chalcis in Cilicia—try to convince “the Innovators” that the rejection of gifts from

foreigners and sacrifices from Romans or Caesar was “impious” or “seditious”. There-

upon they invite the Roman army into the city “to cut off the sedition before it became

too hard to subdue”; War 2.17.2-6. Note that it is these same Innovators who ban

Agrippa II from the Temple and all Jerusalem; above, p. 17.

165 De Vaux proposes a date of June, 68; pp. 37—41 and “Fouilles”, 1954, p. 233,

echoed in Cross, p. 63. Despite noting quite a few additional coins of 68/69 found at

Ein Feshka, Laperrousaz, pp. 85 and 90, agrees.
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so important is that the Habakkuk Pesher refers to the fail of Jerusalem
including giving particulars that unmistakably point to the fall of 70 ce.

\ et our commentators use the archaeological data they have developed
to contend this fall could not be that of 70 ce but rather must be that

of 40 bc or 63 bc (or even before), thereby pushing the provenance of
all Qumran material back almost 150 years or more. 166

Nor do they worry in this regard what the sect might have been doing
in the meantime until the deposit of the scrolls in the caves, expecting
us rather to believe that it sat passively studying archaic scriptural

exegesis and ignored 125 years of the most eventful Palestinian history.
167

To be sure, I, too, make use of coin data in this study, but only in the

mostgeneral way to make comments about general trends and, in the process,

to show of what acceptable usage of such data might consist.

For instance, no coins have yet been found in Qumran—though they

166
Cross, p. 126: “Just as we cannot date the foundation of the sect in the Roman era

because of reference to Pompey’s conquest ofJerusalem in the Habakkuk Commentary ...” (italics

mine). Cf. how he uses 4QD b
in the same way, pp. 81-3, n. 46. De Vaux is not slow to

follow him, p. 122. While willing to utilize Pliny’s testimony in Hist. Nat. 5.17.4 about
an Essene settlement near the shores of the Dead Sea between Jericho and Ein Gedi
to further their own theories (de Vaux, pp. 134ff., and Cross, pp. 15 and 70ff.), they
ignore the clear implication it contains of continued habitation in the region—regardless

of the condition of the permanent structures at Qumran—a circumstance also hinted at

by Mur 45.6 as we have seen, because it doesn’t suit their preconceptions or archaeolog-
ical conclusions. For an opposing view, see Farmer, “The Economic Basis of the

Qumran Community”, TZ, 1955, pp. 295ff.

Here, one is obliged to point out that Simeon bar Cleophas, the man Eusebius appears
to identify as “a Rechabite Priest” and the successor to James and putative second
brother of Jesus, martyred under Trajan sometime after 106 ce, while probably never
going to “Pella”, certainly subsisted with his followers somewhere in the environs of
Jerusalem. Note the Qumran-style language E.H. 3.32, relying on Hegesippus, uses to

describe his end like the Lord’s” (i.e., “until then the church remained a virgin

then godless error began to take shape through the Deceipt ofFalse Teachers . . . who preached
against the Truth [“Emet ” at Qumran] the counter-proclamation of False Knowledge

”

[‘Da at Shekedf, italics mine). The passage, while obscure, seems to include data, also

based on Hegesippus, about the simultaneous executions of those descendants of Jesus’
third brotherJudas, who he attests still “presided over every church” because they belonged
to “the Lord’s family”.

167
Cross and Milik explain—in the view of the writer rather lamely—that the traditions

were preserved orally to be set down at a time dose to thefall of the monastery, yet they do not deny
that other mss. contain records of contemporary events: see Cross, pp. 94, 113-4, and
120, nn. 21, 24, 28, and Milik, pp. 57-9, 64, and 89 (with another slur on the Maccabees).
That such intimate and intense commentaries could be thought to be the product of
“oral transmission”, the generally fragmented and disoriented nature of which is well
illustrated in the Talmud, is typical of the unreal world these specialists are permitted to
inhabit by their peers.
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have at Ein Feshka—from the fourth year of the Revolt, 69/70. A sub-

stantial number, though, have already been found from the third year

of the Revolt, 68/69, the year de Vaux and his supporters claim the

monastery fell. They go so far as to claim this as a terminus ad quern for

the deposit of the scrolls in the caves, meaning that habitation ceased

at the location and its surroundings, though it has been observed that

the sectaries living in the caves probably did not carry money on their

persons. Since no coins of any kind have been found in the caves and

their environs, no judgement whatever can be made on this basis about

the extent or lack of Rechabite-style habitation in the caves.
168

De Vaux claims that minting must have begun in the Spring of the

year 68, which would have left enough time for this substantial number

of coins to get to Qumran before its fall, which he places in June. But

in the year 68 the siege of Jerusalem began, and it is surprising that as

many coins got out to Qumran as did. In fact, it is not even clear if

168 Sometimes de Vaux drops his diplomatic approach and categorically states, p. 112:

“The community installed itself at Qumran in the second half of the second century bc .

It abandoned the site for a period of some thirty years during the reign of Herod the

Great, and definitively left the area in ad 68” (italics mine). No wonder some commentators

have taken this for a
“
terminus ad querrt’ and not the terminus post quern he admits it is on

p. 41 (however de Vaux is notorious for shifts of this kind; cf. North, “Archaeology”,

p. 430, who lists four retractions by de Vaux in the first three years of his work).

See Laperrousaz, p. 91, on the pottery found in many of these caves. De Vaux admits

the caves were inhabited, though he tries to reduce the number; even so, he cannot get

it down below forty; cf. pp. 44ff., 50f., and 57. On p. 107 he admits that some pottery

even appears to be of a later date than the outside limit he set for the life of the

settlement and that some of the repositories were hardly more than mere “depressions”

in the cliff walls (p. 57). In spite of this, though he acknowledges habitation took place

in the Bar Kochba Period, he still feels utterly secure in insisting, “The manuscripts of

Qumran . . . were certainly not deposited in the caves at the time of the Second Jewish

War.” The caves, of course, in the marl terrace (where Cross’ “Library” is to be found,

i.e., Cave IV), while not inhabited, could certainly not have escaped notice in the Bar

Kochba Period; de Vaux, pp. 52ff. and 56f.

The fact that Cave I shows clear signs of habitation and no money was found in any

of these cave locations is important for our contention above that regardless of whether

the buildings were destroyed or not in 68 ce
,
to claim an absolute abandonment of the

“total site” on the basis of coin data is wishful thinking. De Vaux thinks he has proved

the absolute abandonment of the site in 68 ce in his retort to Roth on p. 123, n. 1, but

once more he has proved nothing, only a terminus post quern for the abandonment of the

site and that its buildings might have been burned. What no commentator has yet suc-

ceeded in explaining, if the site (and the caves) were clearly inhabited at various times

up to 136 ce
,
is why the manuscripts survived at all in many of these locations, some of

which were hardly more than “crevices”, and in Cave IV itself which was hardly a hiding

place at all.
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Roman troops did invest the area until 69-70 ce. It would be equally

surprising if many more got out after that year, and given the conditions
in the city in 69 and 70, very few were likely to have been minted
anyhow. In any event, Jewish coins would hardly have been very good
tender in Jericho or similar oudying regions any longer.

169

In this context de Vaux claims that Phoenician and other non-Jewish
coins were found in the layer overlaying that of the presumed destruction
in 68 ce. Finding such foreign coins is taken as proof positive that a

Roman contingent occupied the location from 68 ce onwards despite
the fact that the number of such coins are few and finding coins in a
given place says nothing about who the given individual was who hap-
pened to drop them there, or for that matter, when, only that he could
not have dropped them there before the said date on the coin.

170
In

De Vaux, NTS, p. 102, cites five silver shekels from the year 4 found in a treasure
near Jericho in 1874; but this is just the point. No one denies that with the fall of
Jerusalem hoards of coins, big or small, would have made their way out of the city, but
it is doubtful if these coins would have been very widespread in this area as popular
tender, for they would have had no value. Take the counter example: no coins have yet
been found either at Qumran or Ein Feshka from the Year 1 of the Revolt, when such
coins would have freely circulated. Do we, therefore, conclude there was no habitation
in that year at Qumran? It is, therefore, textual evidence, of which there is a substantial
amount, as de Vaux himself admits, p. 133, which must finally decide these questions.
De Vaux counters: “This would be true if it were not for the fact that some Roman
coins, the earliest of which belong to 67/68, had not been found in the level of recon-
struction, and if this date did not coincide with the arrival of the Roman troops in the
vicinity of Qumran”: Archaeology

, p. 123, n. 1. But this proves absolutely nothing, as de
Vaux well knows. For his explanation of how so many coins managed to appear at

Qumran between April and June of the year 68 ce, see p. 41.
,7° See Pages 44ff- 66ff., recapitulated in Laperrousaz, pp. 61 ff. As has already been

noted, de Vaux’s stratigraphy is also cause for some concern. That he considers 68 to
be the year “at which the two numismatic sequences meet” is hardly a scientific assess-
ment. In any event, it would seem to be dubious in the extreme that de Vaux’s archae-
ology was precise enough to determine the difference between a year or two in stratifi-

cation. Evidences of destructions and earthquakes aside, we are talking here of small
coins supposedly suspended between stratification layers. If he and Milik can’t even agree
on a 100-year gap concerning a pile of broken dishes and the wall adjacent to them,
what are we to conclude about such supposed coin data?

Finally, that coins do persist at Qumran, including some seventeen or more coins
from the reign of Agrippa II (78-95) at Ein Feshka, is evidence that habitation did
continue in the area in a not insignificant manner until the period of Bar Kochba and
beyond. That de Vaux and his colleagues do not choose to analyze in any significant

way the import of these coins has, of course, to do with their own peculiar precon-
ceptions and somewhat lopsided interpretation of the texts; just as the fact that I do, has
to do with my own.

This is where the battle must be joined, and I submit the presentation I have set forth
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particular, it says nothing about the precise date of the fall of the

monastery.

To counter some of the objections I raise, it has been pointed out

that a hoard of coins from the Fifth Year of the Jewish Revolt was

found in the Masada excavations.
171

This is true, but many refugees from

Jerusalem undoubtedly fled in a straight line across the Bethlehem plain

to Masada after the fall of Jerusalem. In these circumstances, they prob-

ably would not have fled to Qumran, which would have afforded little

or no protection (particularly if de Vaux and his supporters are correct

in believing that its buildings were destroyed in 68 ce by the Roman army

on its way up from Jericho to the siege of Jerusalem).

I would like to offer a counter example: no coins have yet been found

on the Temple Mount from the Fifth Year of the Revolt. Are we, there-

fore, to conclude using the kind of reasoning one finds in de Vaux’s

theorizing that Jerusalem fell in 69 ce—obviously an untenable thesis?

Suppose, for instance, that in his digging Father de Vaux happened to

miss a single coin from the fourth year of the Revolt, or that he had

gone on to dig a little further before propounding his thesis? As it is,

we are well into the third year of the Revolt with the coin data he

provides. Father de Vaux responds, “I think we can be pardoned for not

having dug up the whole hillside outside the walls in search of others
,
I

for one am tempted to respond in the negative.
1

in the above pages is as or more credible than theirs. When a coin appears, for instance,

that does not suit de Vaux’s preconceived parameters—e.g., the “very worn coin of Aelia

Capitolina from the reign of Antonius Pius, 138-61ce”—he sets it aside with the remark:

it “must have been lost by a passer-by”, p. 67. Elsewhere, he calls it a “stray”. For his

comments on other ubiquitous passers-by, see p. 45: “The few surface finds of coins,

the date of which extend from the third century ce to the Turkish period, indicate

nothing more than the passing of chance travellers.” On the basis of the evidence he

presents he certainly is not entitled to say: “No manuscript of the caves can be later than

June 68 ce”, NTS, p. 104. For remarks on de Vaux’s sensationalist discovery of a coin

from the Tenth Roman Legion, see below, p. 103.

171
See de Vaux, NTS, pp. 102f. and 126, and Yadin, op. cit., pp. 108f. and 170f.

172
B. Mazar, “The Archaeological Excavations near the Temple Mount” in Jerusalem

Revealed: Archaeology in the Holy City 1968—1974, ed. Y. Yadin, Jerusalem, 1976, p. 32,

where it is also noted only one coin from the first year has so far been found. Even if

more subsequendy do turn up, this makes the number of coins at Qumran and its

environs from 68—69 appear quite substantial—even too substantial for simply the first

three months of minting, another example of preconceptions pressing more from the

data than the data legitimately allows.

173
Strictly speaking, he makes this remark in regard to his search for Roman arrow-

heads, but the mentality is illustrative, and the problem analogous; NTS, p. 101. One

should remember, here, the existence of a certain amount of unidentified coins which
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The same father in his zeal for his dating theories let it be broadcast
to the scholarly world that a coin from the Tenth Roman Legion had
been found at Qumran, thereby sending colleagues like Cross into a
frenzy of activity to trace the movements of this legion, since previously
it had been assumed it was quartered somewhere else at the time .

174

When it was subsequently pointed out to de Vaux that the “X” on the
coin in question was not the quartermaster’s mark of the Tenth Roman
Legion, he was forced to retract his claim, but his retraction was hardly

de Vaux, not uncharacteristically, usually neglects to mention. In questioning Ya'acov
Meshorer on the matter of de Vaux’s numismatic evidence, I was told that he himself
had never seen or checked de Vaux’s coins, nor did he know anyone else in Israel who
had. No doubt the members of de Vaux’s “team” have, but apparently the coins are
now locked up at the Ecole Biblique. Some, perhaps, might harbor doubts of the kind
expressed by J. Allegro in his description (necessarily personal, but not on that basis as
fanciful as some of his other well-advertised ideas) of the machinations surrounding the
publication of the Copper Scroll; op. cit., pp. 28-38.

Where the Copper Scroll itself is concerned, it is hardly worth while commenting on
the contortions some scholars are willing to go through in order either to divorce it from
“the Essenes” or render it harmlessly “allegorical” (Domitian and Trajan would have
been pleased; cf. E.H. 3.19 and 3.33 where they learn for the first time that the Kingdom
of God “is not of this world”, and either “despised” their informants “as simpletons”
or Pilate-like “could find no harm in them”). It is not that “the Essenes” were not
interested in money; rather like James’ “Jerusalem Community”—from which they are
hardly to be distinguished—they were against “Riches” and class distinctions, an antagon-
ism they derived, as we have seen above, from their extension of the “all Righteousness”
commandment into the realm of economic equality. Like the early “Christians” in Pales-
tine, they kept a common purse, and as in the case of the keen interest taken both by
Paul and in Jerusalem in overseas fund-raising activities, they were no doubt mindful of
the economic necessities of administering a fair-sized community.
As with the War Scroll, where specialists ignore the direct evocation of the coming of

the Messiah and “the Heavenly Host” on the clouds of Heaven—as per Jamesian procla-
mation and Paul in 1 Thess 3.13ff.—and see only allegory, here once again one group
of specialists see only “allegory”—yet when figurative allusion is intended, as with
“Zadok” and the Community Council as a “Temple” or “sweet fragrance”—again as per
Pauline allusion—it is very often ignored. The impetus behind such flights from reality
should be gradually becoming clear.

See (however futile) Cross’ complete discussion of this matter, pp. 62ff., particularly
n. 18. At this point he refers to Roth’s and Driver’s attempt “to lower the date of
the fall of Khirbet Qumran to ad 73”, protesting that “archaeological data” cannot be
manipulated so “cavalierly”, though in the same breath, he himself refers to Josephus’
description of the fanatic resistance of “the Essenes”. See also de Vaux’s own description
of the movements of this legion—presumably now minus the coin—pp. 38f. For the
opposing view, see C. Roth, “Did Vespasian Capture Qumran”, PEQ, 1959, pp. 122-
29. De Vaux is also tight-lipped on the existence at Qumran of what appears to be a
good-sized forge presumably because it, too, does not fit his stereotype of the “peaceful”
Essenes. Cross, p. 69, neatly skips over it.
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ever heard and one still sees the original contention repeated in many

quarters as fact.
175

Milik, who in so many ways is closely identified with de Vaux, in

addition to disagreeing with him on whether the fallen wall and “broken

dishes” reflect the Herodian destruction or that of the Jewish Revolt, has

on the basis of coin data queried the master’s evidence for the absolute

abandonment of the monastery in the Herodian period.
1 ' 6 One is permit-

ted on the basis of coin data to say certain kinds of general things, as

Milik does, but one is not permitted to say that the monastery was

destroyed in 31 bc, any more than one is permitted to say anything more

than the monastery was not deserted before 68/69 ce. Certainly not the opposite.

When making a case for the absolute abandonment of the site, one must

take into account all information from other habitable locations around

Qumran, since the sectaries probably lived in caves, “Rechabite” booths,

or slept outside—not in “the monastery”, which was reserved for

communal activities of one kind or another.

On the basis of the available coin data, one is not even permitted to

assert that it was abandoned until 136 ce (a distinct possibility, since

little else can explain why such an obvious hiding place as Cave IV was

not disturbed even more than it was between 70 and 136 ce when the site

was inhabited by several unspecified groups).
177 As far as this continuing

175 On the matter of the existence of this coin, de Vaux is quite insistent in RB, 61,

1954, pp. 232f. (followed, as always, faithfully by Cross; e.g., his comment concerning

Milik’s wall hypothesis: “De Vaux has reviewed the archaeological evidence with the

writer, notably the pottery typology, and appears to have the stronger case”; p. 65). In

RB, 63, 1956, p. 567, de Vaux, once again, treats this as a proven fact and speaks without

reservation of the Roman conquest and occupation “by the soldiers of the X' Legion”

(typical of his working method). As against this, let us review his humble retraction in

Archaeology
, p. 40 (given only in a footnote). “Recent discussions refer to the existence

of a coin with the countersign of the Tenth legion, which, so it is held, was found at

Khirbet Qumran and which I have in fact recorded. . . . The mention of this was unfortu-

nate for this coin does not exist. Faced with a coin which was incomplete and much

oxidized I believed that I could read the remains of an X, the countersign of the Tenth

legion. But Fr Spijkerman has convinced me that it is the cruciform mark which appears

on the stern of a galley in the designs of the coins of Ashkelon of ad 72/73.” To such

embarrassments will the injudicious use of evidence and the precipitous rush to judge-

ment invariably lead.

176
See Milik, pp. 51 ff., particularly p. 55, n. 1, where the whole matter is discussed in

detail, including de Vaux’s non-existent “wall”. See de Vaux’s discussion of this pp. 24ff.

(including his “wall”, p. 25).

177
Cross agrees, p. 64, n. 20. While at times referring to Cave IV as “the library” of

the sect—elsewhere, p. 25, n. 29, as “the remnants of the great collection originally

housed in the community center”—he attests, p. 27, n. 32, that the materials in the cave
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habitation goes, there is to be sure a diminution of coins after about 75
ce, and these coins until the Bar Kochba period are all pagan. After the
fall of Jerusalem, however, no one would be using anything but pagan
coins until the time of Bar Kochba and, as I have noted, there is a

substantial distribution of coins at other sites like Ein Feshka even after

75 ce.

What then can be said archaeologically speaking about the deposit of
the scrolls in the caves and the final abandonment of the site? Almost
nothing: only that we have a terminus a quo of 68 ce and a terminus ad
quern probably of 134-136 ce.

X
SUMMING UP

To sum up: no member of the Maccabee family can be identified in any
way with the “Wicked Priest” and/or “the Spouter of Lies”, or for that
matter any other pejorative title in Qumran literature, not even the infa-

mous Alexander Jannaeus who is very probably referred to, albeit retro-

spectively, in the Nahum Pesher (an expression like “the Furious Young
Lion” is not necessarily pejorative). On the contrary, the Qumran Com-
munity flourished during his reign and probably even under his tutelage
as a training ground for young priests (and others) adept at pseudepi-
graphic and apocalyptic literature and opposed to the Pharisaic “gather-
ing of traditions”.

were probably in great disorder and had already begun to decompose even before their
abandonment. He refers to the manuscripts in the upper caves as individually owned, with-
out seeing the implication of this in regard to the calendar from Cave IV citing the
names of Aemilius Scaurus (62 bc) and Shlomzion (Alexandra, 76-67 bc—which, of
course, again he wishes to use as proof positive for an early dating for the identification
of historical personages), i.e, that the cave was already being used as a repository (or
according to some theories a geni^ah) even before the final abandonment of the site.

This document has since been published. For my discussion of it, see DSSU, pp. 119-27.
For habitation in the caves, see de Vaux, pp. 51 ff. and 107. There is, of course, even

the possibility that the Romans simply burned the monastery and never bothered going
after the people in the caves above, a difficult operation in the best of circumstances,
for as high as a pursuer wished to go, one could always retreat back higher even to the
Bethlehem plain (cf. the terrible modernday experiences of Mrs Pike who, after leaving
her husband, was able to negotiate such a passage even in the dead of night; Search,

London, 1970). Also, see my notes on pp. xxvii and 80 above, with reference to the
three to four shards with writing on them, referring both to the ‘Year 2” and that they
were receipts for supplies from Jericho.
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Judas Maccabee himself is very likely one of these Righteous Teacher/

“Zaddik”-types closely akin to the Hassidic authors of Daniel and Enoch

(and very probably Jubilees and the Testament of Levi). He is the proto-

type of the warrior-Priesdy Messiah of the War Scroll, as he is most

probably of John the Baptist, who exhibits characteristics akin to such

a warrior High Priest (despite the highly stylized and doctrinaire presen-

tation of John in the Gospels). Some exceptions to these statements are

necessary in the cases of the “Phariseeizing” Simon, early John, and

Hyrcanus II, the attitudes of whom, for instance, vitiate the historical

accuracy of 1 Macc (as do similar ones the historical accuracy of the

Phariseeizing Josephus), but not to the extent of defamatory characteriza-

tions of what was otherwise a priesthood extremely popular among “the

people”.

The monastery was destroyed during the struggles from 63 bc to 37

bc—prior to the earthquake of 31 bc—that ended up in the assumption

of rule by Herod in Palestine, probably in 37 bc by Herod himself on

his way, like Vespasian thereafter, to invest Jerusalem. It was destroyed,

as it was, around 70 ce, because it took the part of the “Zadokite” Priest

line, understood as much in its esoteric as its exoteric signification, that

is to say, “the Righteous Priesthood” (the “Melchizedek Priesthood”

being a further variation on this theme), and certainly not because it

adopted anything even remotely smacking of Pharisaic-style collaboration

with Herodians and Romans.

Qumran gives ample evidence of an attitude of Priestly “zeal for the

Law”, and with it a certain amount of xenophobia—an attitude also

discernible in the relations of the Jamesian “Jerusalem Church” with the

Pauline “Gentile Mission”. This “zeal” was most notably expressed in the

condemnation of “fornication”, by which Qumran specifically denotes

marriage with a niece and divorce—practices condoned by Phariseeism

and widely indulged in by Herodians—as a result of which not a few

of the Movement’s leaders were executed. Such a monastery so close to

the Herodian summer palaces near Jericho, in whose swimming pool

the last Maccabean High Priestly claimant was drowned, ms intolerable.

The outbreak of the “Zealot Movement” in the disturbances of 4 bc

to 7 ce is a misnomer foisted on an uncomprehending public—including

the modern—by Josephus, since there was always a “Zealot Move-

ment”—or Orientation—as such ever since the events portrayed in 1

Macc, 2 Macc, and Ecclesiasticus, and even before. The orientation,

including a predilection towards martyrdom and suicide, is also in evi-

dence among the supporters of Aristobulus and Antigonus in their

struggles with the Romans and the latter’s Herodian proteges.
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Here, it is important to realize that terminologies like “Zealots”,

“Essenes”, and “Pharisees” are often being used genetically, not specifi-

cally. For instance, both Paul and Josephus describe themselves as “Phar-

isees”, which they are most certainly, but primarily in a generic sense, or

part and parcel of what Qumran would group under the heading “Seek-

ers after Smooth Things” (that is, Those Seeking Accommodation with

Foreigners). Though Josephus only applies the “Zealot” terminology as a

pejorative after the killing of the High Priest Ananus, he hints at it earlier

in his original description of the followers of Judas and Saddok.

The Gospels use this terminology non-pejoratively as a cognomen
for one of Jesus’ closest collaborators “Simon the Zealot” (probably

interchangeable with “Simeon bar Cleophas”) and evoke it also in regard

to Jesus’ own attitude towards “Temple service”. Even more signifi-

candy, Paul shows his awareness of the currency of the terminology,

particularly where his opponents within the early “Christian” Movement
itself were concerned, by repeatedly playing on it in Ga 1:14 (cf. Acts

22:3) and 4:17, Ro 10:2, 2 Co 7:11 and 9:2, Phil 3:6, etc.; and Acts 21:20

unerringly designates the vast majority of James’ “Jerusalem Church”

followers as “zealous for the Law”. The attitude clearly expresses the

approach of Qumran and parallels the well-known “not one jot or tittle”

kinds of allusions in James 2:10, Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount, and

Lk 16:17.
178

178 Note how this proposition is reflected in IQS, viii-ix in the same passage where

the term “zealous for the Law” actually occurs. In the context of “Cornerstone” and

“Foundation” imagery, allusion to the Central Council as a “sin offering” (“a sweet

fragrance”) or “Temple”, and the Is 40:3 allusion tradition applies to the activities of

John the Baptist, it is categorically stated that “anyone from the Holy Community (“the

Walkers in perfection of the Way”) . . . who transgresses one jot from the Torah of Moses

either overtly or covertly is to be expelled from the community”—transgression through

negligence is to be punished by denial of “table fellowship” (italics mine).

In the “not one jot or tittle” passage in Lk 16 many of these parallel, by now familiar,

themes come together, namely, antagonism to the Rich—directed against “the Pharisees”,

who are called “lovers of money”—the “heart” and “Justification” allusions, the Zaddik-

style allusion to “the passing away of Heaven and Earth”, and the reference to violent

strife coincident with John’s preaching “the Kingdom of Heaven” (“the Messianic

Kingdom”). The passage culminates with a reference to “fornication”, in particular “div-

orce” and “marrying divorcees” so characteristic of Herodian family practices

(substituting the word “nieces” here would bring about an absolutely perfect convergence

of themes; cf. CD, iv, 15ffi).

These same themes also come together in Ja 2:1 ff. on “the Royal Law according to

the Scripture”, culminating in allusion to “fornication” and “divorce”, a passage which

is clearly at the root of the parallel succession of themes—and their subde deformation

—

in Mt 5:15—48. For Qumran parallels to the use of “Men of Violence”, see lQpHab, ii.
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What is new in 4 bc is the appearance of the “Messianic” variation

of this “Zealot Movement”, which fits in very well with the promise

made by Simon at the time of his “election” to the High Priesthood,

that the Maccabees would only continue in that dignity until “a Prophet”

arose who would make a new determination (1 Macc 14:41). That Pro-

phet may very well have been John the Baptist, from the time of whose

coming “the Men of Violence have not ceased attempting to take the

Kingdom of Heaven by storm”.
179 He plays a parallel role to, and is

6, 1QH, ii, 21, and the Ari^ei-Gd'im" who take vengeance for the Righteous Teacher

in 4QpPs 37, ii, 19; iv, 10. These last definitely parallel our “Niger” (one of Josephus’

“Idumaean” leaders), “Silas”, Helen’s two “kinsmen” Monobazus and Kenedaeos, etc.

17<,

The subject of John’s dating is fraught with pitfalls. Certainly he appears to be a

much more prestigious individual than Jesus at the time of the latter’s appearance. This,

of course, carries with it an implication of some seniority in age. Mt ll:12f./Lk 1 6:1 6f.

leave little doubt that these evangelists, anyhow, considered John’s appearance to have

been simultaneous with that of the “Zealot Movement”, i.e., with that of the mysterious

“Saddok” ofJosephus’ portraits—Ps Rec 1.54 considers it simultaneous with “those called

Sadducees” who “
separated themselves from the community”—cf. IQS, viii—ix and the theme

of “separating” in ARMs treatment of “Zadok and Boethus”—because they were “more

Righteous than the others”—italics mine—and that a considerable amount of time elapsed

between his coming and the coming of Jesus. This is reinforced by Mt 2:22—3:1, where

there is the definite implication (obscured in translation) that John came in the time of

Archelaus, a notion stated categorically in the long passage about the confrontation

between “the Man”—who came “in the Way of the haul’ and called upon “the Jews to

reclaim their Freedom”—and “Simon a scribe ofEssene origin” in the Slavonic, which makes

no sense as an interpolation (italics mine).

While Luke’s narrative contains an echo of valuable historical data—where it signals

a genealogical link between John and Jesus, and the latter’s priestly blood—it can hardly

be considered very historical where the chronology of this relationship is concerned. We
have already commented, above, pp. 41 f, on the relationship of the Honi/Hanan the

Hidden material of Talmuchc tradition and Josephus to the Lukan narrative. That Luke

thinks John’s father is named Zechariah may even reflect information relating to Horn’s

martyrdom; on the other hand, John’s father, in fact, might have been called Zechariah,

which leads to interesting questions regarding the Tomb by that name in the Kedron

Valley next to the one usually ascribed to James. That the traditions relating to John in

Matthew and Luke and the fragmented one concerning “Saddok” Josephus is ultimately

willing to reproduce in the Antiquities imply that there is a relationship between the two

individuals John and “Saddok”—without saying what that relationship is—is inescapable.

It will be objected at this point that to claim a connection between John and “Saddok”

is absurd, since Josephus doesn’t know of it. Strictly speaking this is true, but Josephus’

knowledge of even Judas the Galilean (the Gaulonite/Sepphoraeus) is extremely shaky.

He reproduces the circumstances relating to a rabbi, “Judas”, together with another rabbi

encouraging the tearing down of the “Temple Eagle” in about 4 bc and Judas and

Saddok preaching the tax uprising in 6—7 ce as different events. But Judas Sepphoraeus

of the earlier event is quite clearly equivalent to Judas the Galilean who broke into the

armory at Sepphoris. The teaching ascribed to both is identical, though Josephus thinks
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possibly identical with, the mysterious “Saddok” mentioned by Josephus

in the Antiquities
,
from whose first appearance and/or appointment of

Judas, the “Messianic” agitation begins in earnest.

It does not cease until the destruction of the Temple in 70 ce, only

to break out sporadically again with the executions of Simeon bar

Cleophas and Jesus’ brother Judas’ two sons and in the widespread 115/
116 ce “Messianic” disturbances in the Roman Empire under Trajan

until the last “Star” Simeon bar Kosiba (perhaps not just figuratively but

physically related to earlier “Stars”).
180

The “Messianic Movement”, called in Antioch in the late 40s or early

50s “Christian” according to Luke in Acts, appears at precisely the

moment one would expect it to, following Herod’s total destruction of

the Maccabean family including Mariamme and her two sons, her brother

Aristobulus, and her grand uncle Hyrcanus II. Henceforward, secular

rule will be accorded, at least on a popular level, only to Israelite

“messiahs” or “sons of David”. Herod, always one step ahead of his

Judas Sepphoraeus was burned alive with his colleague by Herod while “Judas the Gali-

lean” went on functioning.

Here, too, one should note that the Slavonic Josephus—which, if authentic, was writ-

ten perhaps twenty or more years before the Antiquities—does not appear to know the

name of “the Wild Man” it portrays as coming in the time of Archelaus, and at the

same time, like the War and unlike the Antiquities
,
makes no mention of a “Saddok”

contemporary with him. However, the doctrine it ascribes to him is once again exactly

equivalent to that attributed to that of Judas and Saddok in the Antiquities and Judas

Sepphoraeus in the War, cf. War 1.33.2 with Ant. 18.1.1.
180 The whole question of the physical relationships of these “Messianic” families is

something which remains to be investigated. The parallel developments of Judas’ (also

from Galilee) and Jesus’ families, including even preventive (cf. John 11:50) and the almost

contemporary crucifixions of “Jacob and Simon”—equivalent also to the names of two
of Jesus’ brothers—the second of whom, Eusebius insists, “won the prize of an end
like that of the Lord”— and the stoning of Menachem, an event both parallel to and

contemporary with the stoning of Jesus’ brother James (not to mention the additional

parallel crucifixions of the sons of Jesus’ third brother Judas) must give historians some
pause. That Bar Kochba, too, seems to come from the area of the Messianic villages

“Nazara” and “Chochaba” either in the region of Jericho, Galilee or Gaulonitus, E.H.
1.17.14 (cf. the modern city in Southern Lebanon of Kaukabe) must also present food

for thought. That the documents at our disposal, characterized as they are by individual

polemical aims, do not tell us of such a relationship is no reason for dismissing it a

priori. We have already seen that Karaite documents with differing polemical aims do
testify, not only that Jesus followed “Zadok” and was a “Righteous Man”, but that their

doctrines, and those of Anan ben David’s, were identical. Others, while late, tell us of

the identity of the Sadducees with the
“
Zaddikim” (or “Righteous Ones”), a term, they

claim, the Rabbis purposefully corrupted into “Zaddukim”.
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adversaries, manages to equip himself with a relatively mild one from

Babylon, the legendary Hillel.

It also expresses itself in a series of “Messianic” pretenders from 4

bc to 66 ce, from Judas the Galilean to “the magician” Theudas, “the

Egyptian” mistaken for Paul, and Menachem son or grandson of Judas

the Galilean, most of whom attempt to lead their followers out to the

wilderness for a reaffirmation of the Deuteronomic Covenant of

“Damascus”, or purify the Temple in the manner of Judas Maccabee

(and Ezra). The High-Priestly Messiah—for as in the days of Zerubbabel

and Jesus ben Yehozedek and Joshuah and Eleazar, a dual Messiahship

appears to have been envisioned—was to be elected by lot on the basis

of “Perfect Righteousness” although this is not certain. At Qumran,

where the allusion to “the Messiah of” or “from” Aaron and Israel are

concerned, the verbal, pronomial, and adjectival usages associated with

it are always all singular.

This process is probably to be seen reflected in the events centering

about the lives of Jesus and his brother James—and Simeon bar Cle-

ophas thereafter—as much as it is in those centering about Judas Mac-

cabee and his predecessor Onias III two centuries earlier. This “election”,

which was demanded in 4 bc probably on the basis of Judas’ earlier

elections, was actually carried out in 68 ce with the selection, not insig-

nificantly, of Phineas the Stonecutter,

181
Josephus rails against the meanness

of the blood and social status of this man in a manner reminiscent of the

way in which Eusebius rails against the “meanness” of the Christological

conceptions of the Ebionites (“the Ebionim”/“xhe. Poor”).
182

The reflection of such an election is probably, also, to be seen in “the

Messianic acclamation” ofJesus upon his triumphal entry into Jerusalem,

who in good Maccabean style proceeds directly to the business of

181 We have developed this “Stone” and “Cornerstone” imagery above, pp. 41 and 83.

It relates to the “Fortress”, “Wall”, “Protection”, and “Pillar” imagery vis-a-vis the Right-

eous Teacher, the central priestly triad at Qumran, and James and the central three in

early Church tradition. See also its development in the “Noah” and “Phineas” chapters

of the Zohar—including reference to both “Primal Adam” and “Pillar” ideologies (59bff.,

65a, 70aff., 76a, 213aff., 218a-b, 231a, and 241a). See too its further variation in both

Paul’s and Qumran’s “laying the Foundations” and “building” imagery above, p. 83. For

a corresponding Pauline reference to “the Primal Adam” ideology, see 1 Co 15:45. For

Community as “City” imagery, see Mt 5:14 and Heb 11.

182
Cf. E.H. 3.27.1. Observing that the Ebionites “evince gnat syal to observe every detail of

the Laut’, he complains that “they cherish low and mean opinions concerning Christ”,

whom they regard “as a Poor and common man justified through his advances in virtue, nothing

more” (italics mine).
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purifying the Temple. It is also to be seen in the election of the Twelfth

Apostle to replace “Judas Iscariot” in Acts l:15ff., a probable Lukan

counterfeit of James’ Episcopal election as successor to his brother. The

confession of the sins of the People by such a Priesdy “Righteous One”

in the Holy of Holies on Yom Kippur, a kind of “Noachic” atonement,

could alone be considered soteriologically efficacious, particularly in

eschatological anticipation of “the End of the Last Times”
(
ha-Ke£

ha-Aharori).

It is the esoteric approach to “the Zadokite Priesthood”, developed

at Qumran in the context of “Righteous Teacher”/“Zk<M/£”/“Zadok”

theorizing that provides us with the conceptuality necessary for under-

standing this process. It is at least one such “Zadokite” atonement

—

paralleled as well in the somewhat obscure notice in the Habakkuk Pesher

about difficulties between the Righteous Teacher and the Wicked Priest

over events on Yom Kippur—which very likely ultimately leads to James’

judicial murder on a charge of blasphemy, that is, pronouncing the inef-

fable Name of God, the only recorded incidence of an execution of this

kind—aside from that of the largely imaginary Stephen—since that of

his predecessor (and putative forebear) Honi 125 years before.
183

183
See for instance Zohar 1 95a on “the prayer of the Poor Man”—including how “King

David” (the Messiah) “placed himself among the Poor”—considered co-extensive with

“the Pious” and designated as “those willing to sacrifice themselves and their lives for

sanctification of the Name”). Cf. also Heb 7:26ff. and the Righteous Teacher as “High

Priest” in lQpHab, ii, 8, 4QpPs 37, ii, 18, iii, 15, and iv, 7, and probably 4QpHosb
,

i,

3. Once the inherent fallacies in supposedly secure archaeological and paleographic

“results” are properly appreciated, it is a fairly straightforward matter to make a point-for-

point link-up between the events of James’ life and those of the Righteous Teacher’s in

CD, i and vii-viii, lQpHab, and 4QpPs 37.



CHAPTER 2

James the Just in the Habakkuk Pesher

INTRODUCTION

This work is the second in a series of publications attempting to develop

a more secure foundation for studying Qumran origins and moving

Second Temple historiography into a new framework, i.e., seeing the

sectarian situation as Qumran would have seen it and not from the point

of view of the more familiar traditions that have come down to us.

Maccabees, Zadokiies, Christians and Qumran: A New Hypothesis ofQumran

Origins
,
Leiden, 1983—the first chapter in the present book—treated the

relationship ofJames the Just to the Qumran Community at some length

and proposed new conceptual and historical parameters for viewing

some of the problems associated with Qumran research. It set forth the

connections of the “Righteousness” doctrine with the Zadokite Priest-

hood, in the process making the case for an esoteric or qualitative

—

even an eschatological—exegesis of “the Zadokite Covenant” and the

twin concepts of Hesed (“Piety towards God”) and Zedek (“Righteousness

towards men”) as the fundamental orientation of all “opposition” groups

in this period.

In attempting to tie the term “Pharisees” closer to the group intended

by the Qumran circumlocution “Seekers after Smooth Things”, a more

generic definition of the Pharisees was proposed and both groups were

viewed as coextensive with those “seeking accommodation with for-

eigners” (inclusive of Herodians and Romans—at Qumran Amim” and
“
Yeterha-'Amim” respectively). In doing so, some terminological and his-

torical confusions between “Pharisees” and “Essenes” were pointed up,

and Qumran paleography and archaeology were subjected to thorough-

going criticism. Once the import of these re-evaluations was appreciated,

I suggested that it was a comparatively easy task to link the events and
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teachings of the Righteous Teacher in the Habakkuk Pesher to those of

James the Just in the early “Jerusalem Community”.

James the Just in the Habakkuk Pesher is the application of the theory

to the special case. An Appendix extends it to both the Damascus Docu-

ment and the Temple Scroll. Providing the kind of detailed exposidon,

specific identifications, and substantive argument necessary to support

the overall thesis, it analyzes the Habakkuk Pesher passage by passage,

systematically signaling the connections between the life and teachings

of James the Just and those of the Righteous Teacher of Qumran.

Not only was the “Righteousness” ideal integrally associated with

James’ being—that is, he was a Teacher of Righteousness and the sob-

riquet “the Just” or “Righteous One” was attached in an integral manner

to his name—but early Church sources also confirm that scriptural

exegesis of a Qumran kind was carried on with regard to his person

(“and the Prophets declare concerning him”: E.H. 2.23.8—the actual

passage applied to James’ death being Is 3:10-11, a Zaddik-passage paral-

leling the sense and signification of Zaddik-passages like Hab 1-2 and

Ps 37 applied at Qumran to the death of the Righteous Teacher).

The Pseudoclementine Recognitions actually place James together with

all his community in the Jericho area in the early 40s, from where he

sends out Peter to confront Simon Magus in Caesarea—not “Samaria”

as per the here weaker Acts tradition. Paralleling John the Baptist’s earlier

confrontation with Herodians, the confrontation bears on the themes of

marriage, divorce, and “fornication” and links up with data in Josephus

suggesting Simon to have been in the employ of “Herodians”/Romans

and connived at Drusilla’s legally reprehensible divorce and remarriage

to Felix.

Two antagonists are also readily discernible with regard to James’ life.

One was an Establishment High Priest responsible for his death, Ananus.

Ananus was killed in the early stages of the Uprising by “Violent Gen-
tiles” and his body was violated and thrown outside the walls of Jerusa-

lem without burial—events we think are reflected in the Habakkuk Pesher.

The other, a self-willed, often rebellious and argumentative individual

within the Movement, Paul. Following a more antinomian approach to

the Law, he had a new version of “Salvation” which he proposed “teach-

ing to the Gentiles”.

These two antagonists of James can be linked to the two antagonists of

the Righteous Teacher in the Habakkuk Pesher-. one a “Man of Lying”/

“Pourer out of Lying” within the community itself, who “speaks deroga-

torily about the Law in the midst of the whole congregation”, “leads

Many astray”/“tires out Many with a worthless service”—the opposite
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of the Righteous Teacher’s proper “justifying” activity of “making Many
Righteous”—and “leads astray in a wilderness without a Way”—the

opposite of IQS, viii. 27’s proper teaching activity of “making a Way in

the wilderness” by showing “zeal for the Law”
(
hok). In the context of

terminological allusions such as these and their doctrinal reversal or

inversion in the New Testament, one should not forget Acts 21:20’s

description of the majority of James’ “Jerusalem Church” supporters as

“zealous for the Law”.

The Pesher
,
in addition to accusing the Establishment High Priest it

refers to as “Wicked” of being responsible for the death of the Righteous

Teacher, also charges him with “polluting the Temple”. This charge com-

prised one of the “Three Nets of Belial” following the exegesis of the

“Zadokite Covenant” in CD, iv—v—the other two: “fornication” and

“Riches” have real applications to Herodians, as opposed to artificial ones

to Maccabeans and others; both are echoed in the Pesher. Two persistent

themes relating to the personal status of Herodians also exercised

Qumran legal theorists in the Damascus Document and the Temple

Scroll: divorce and marrying nieces. Together with a third theme, incest, they

bear on the “fornication” charge above.

Antagonism to “fornication” is a significant theme, too, in all extant

traditions attaching themselves to James’ name. In the Appendix we shall

be able to delineate the provenance of these “fornication” and “pollution

of the Temple” charges with some precision, together with their culmi-

nation and combination in the Damascus Document’s curious charge of

“sleeping with women in their periods”.

In the Habakkuk Pesher, it will become clear that the “polluting the

Temple” charge relates to accepting gifts (and sacrifices) from Herodians

and other violent Gentiles, as well as incurring their “pollution” by associ-

ating with them. Priests like Ananus, it should be remembered, took

their appointment from Herodians, who from the time of Herod the

Great shared possession of the High Priest’s vestments with the Procu-

rators, and their guilt therefore was one of association. Another aspect

of the “pollution” charge was the fact that Herodians were even allowed

into the Temple, a theme which is at the center of the internecine

squabbling from the 40s to the 60s ce, triggering the Uprising against

Rome. The problem of Herodians in the Temple will ultimately have to

be seen, Qumran paleography notwithstanding, as being at the root of

the allusion to improper “separation” introducing the Damascus Docu-

ment’s “sleeping with women in their periods” and the Temple Scroll’s

“balla’ ’’/“Bela '’’/“things sacrificed to idols” interdiction materials.

Perhaps even more importantly, I suggest that what can only be
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understood as the “Jerusalem Church” or “Palestinian” version of the

exegesis of Hab 2:4 is present in the Pesher. In our view, the presence

in the Pesher of this much-overlooked exegesis is the real reason for its

composition. Framed as if with the “empty” or “guilty” exposition of

“the Liar” in mind, the Habakkuk Pesher restricts the efficacy of this

exegesis in a twofold manner, firstly only to “the House of Judah” (i.e.,

only to native Jews) and secondly, only to “7oraA-Doers” (in this context,

one should pay attention to the parallel reiteration of the “Doers” theme

in the first chapter of the Letter of James, a letter also alluding to

Qumran “empty”, “Lying”, and “Jewish Christian” “Enemy” terminolog-

ies, and an additional one, echoed at Qumran, “the Tongue”). Like the

eschatological sense of the Zadokite exegesis, the eschatological sense

of the Hab 2:4 Pesher1
s “saved from the Beit ha-Mishpat ” has escaped

many commentators. In addition, the Pesher retains James’ all-important

soteriological stress on “works” along with the more familiar one on

“belief”.

We shall also be able to develop the meaning of other important turns

of phrase at Qumran, like “nilveh”/“Nilvim” in the Nahum Pesher and

the Damascus Document, which confirm the existence of a cadre of

“God-fearers” attached to the Qumran Community. This, in turn, will

clarify the decipherment of allusions in the Nahum Pesher Like the “Simple

Ones of Ephraim”—as opposed to those “ofJudah”, bearing on termin-

ologies like “these Little Ones” and “the First” vs. “the Last” in the

Gospels—extant at Qumran with varying signification—the “City of

Blood” in the Nahum and Habakkuk Peshers, and the “'Ariyei-Go’im” in

the Ps 37 Pesher, not to mention the all-important allusions to “Belial”

in the Damascus Document and Hymns—and their probable esoteric

variation in the “halla' ”/“Bela' ” usage in the Temple Scroll—almost all

in one way or another involving Gentiles. The Temple Scroll refers, as

well, to “things sacrificed to idols”, a central category ofJames’ directives

to overseas communities (later echoed even in Koramc recitations of simi-

lar prohibitive categories).

In applying the general theory outlined in MZCQ to the special case

of the Habakkuk Pesher, we are able to interpret or translate in a meaning-

ful manner almost every passage and turn of phrase in the context of

known facts about James’ life and doctrines associated with him. This

ability to explain key allusions at Qumran constitutes the kind of persuas-

ive evidence the verification of the whole theory of Qumran origins

requires. It is as if one were predicting a certain effect, and having pre-

dicted it, indeed, finding it in the text. This is the import, in particular,

of the reiteration in the Temple Scroll of the Deuteronomic King Law,
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“thou shalt not put a foreigner over you”, not to mention the allied,

possible identification in the Temple Scroll of “Bela'” as a circumlo-

cution for Herodians. They had to be present, and so they were, closing

and clarifying the whole circle of esoteric allusions at Qumran.

Only the paleography and archaeology of Qumran have acted as

impediments to the formulations and identifications we propose, but we

have discussed these at length in MZCQ. Where the Habakkuk Pesher,

in particular, is concerned, paleography is not an issue, and the only

really serious impediment is the archaeology of Qumran. However, as

we shall see, this last is neither strong nor secure enough to rule out an

otherwise credible textual theory based on the clear sense of the internal

data. Spiritually speaking, it is always more comfortable in Qumran stud-

ies to think in terms of indistinct or mythological personalities in the far

distant past, not real people. It is not, however, the task of the historian to

be concerned whether or not others will be pleased with the results that

are achieved; his charge is simply to detail the implications of the data

at his disposal with as much precision as possible.

Robert Eisenman Fountain Valley

June, 1985
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I

BACKGROUNDS

In attempting to set forth a new historical framework in which to view
the Dead Sea Scrolls, I have noted the key role played by James the Just

in later Qumran sectarian documents, but have not delineated this role

in any systematic manner .

1

Since the test of any good hypothesis is to

introduce it into the materials under consideration, it would be useful

to analyze James’ role within the context of one of the most important

later sectarian documents, the Habakkuk Pesher, and see what results can
be achieved. Though there has been substantial discussion over the years

concerning the Habakkuk Pesher, very little in the way of a consensus

has been reached concerning identifications of key personalities, events,

and chronology. In addition, there has been a hesitancy in, even an
animus against, proposing personalities and events touching upon the

historical context and ethos of early Christianity (in the case of this

study, the members of Jesus’ own family and his purported successors

in Palestine).
2
In view of the deep emotions likely to be called forth by

such proposals, such a hesitancy is not surprising.

The known details regarding James’ life and position are not inconsid-

erable. In many ways we have more independent documentation con-

cerning him than any other New Testament character, except perhaps

Paul. The latter, however, functioned very much in relation to the

former, and as he documents his own career, provides, often unwittingly,

documentation of James’ personality and career .

3
James was a Righteous

1

Cf. pp. 17, 31, 61, 110, etc.

2
See, for instance,

J. T. Milik, whose remarks are symptomatic: “
. . . although Essen-

ism bore in itself more than one element that in one way or other fertilized the soil

from which Christianity was to spring, it is nevertheless evident that the latter religion

represents something completely new which can only be adequately explained by the

person of Jesus himself”; Ten Yean of Discovery in the Wilderness ofJudaea, London, 1959,

p. 43. By way of introduction to this statement, he comments on how “Essene influence”

almost took over and submerged “the authentically Christian doctrinal element” in the

early Church. But still he sees hardly any similarities between “the generation of the

Lord and the first disciples” and “the Essenes”; cf. G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in

English
,
London, 1962, p. 55: “No properly Judeo-Christian characteristic emerges from

the scrolls, and unless we are mistaken the Zealots were scarcely a company of ascetics.”
3
See Ga 1:20-2:13. Paul, for instance, in contrast to the Gospels, places James within

the framework of resurrection appearances in 1 Co 15:4ff. Though scholarly opinion

has usually tried to downplay this testimony considering it a “Jewish Christian” interp-

olation, we consider the interpolation in this passage to consist rather of the inaccurate

“Cephas and the Twelve”—there were only eleven at the time. Vestiges of a resurrection

appearance to Jesus’ family are, on the contrary, conserved in Luke’s Emmaus Road
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Teacher-type, and even a casual perusal of the documents at our disposal

testifies to the integral connection of the Righteousness-ideal to his

person.
4

The letter associated with his name is saturated with what should be

called the works/Righteousness approach, as opposed to more Pauline/

Hellenistic “free gift of Faith”/“Grace” doctrines. For the author of

James, it is unquestionably Righteousness which—to use the terminology

of lQpHab, viii. 2 and xii.14
—

“saves”, just as it is for the author of

lQpHab and the Qumran Hymns. 5
Filling in from other documents at

Qumran and Josephus’ description of John the Baptist’s Hesed and Zedek

dichotomy, “the Way of Righteousness” is that of the Law and its “acts”

or “works” are those of the Law.6 As the Sermon on the Mount puts

account and confirmed in Jerome’s account of the “Hebrew Gospel”. When Paul in his

introduction of James refers to himself as “specially chosen while still in my mother’s

womb” (Ga 1:1 5f.), it is difficult to escape the impression that he does so in competition

with the “Holy” or “Nazirite from the womb” claims conserved via Hegesippus in all

traditions about James; cf. Eusebius, E.H. 2.1 and 2.23; Epiphanius, Haeres. 29.3 and

78.13; Jerome, Vir. ill. 2; etc. The same claim, i.e., being specially chosen while in his

mother’s womb, is put forth by the author of the Qumran Hymns—presumably the

Righteous Teacher himself.

4
James’ superabundant Righteousness, reflected too in his cognomen, is attested to in

all the above traditions; see too Gos Th 12. When the account attributed to Hegesippus

refers to James, the epithet “Just One” is applied in place even of his name.

5 The Habakkuk Pesher is acknowledged by all commentators as the paleographic con-

temporary of Hymns; cf. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran, New York, 1961, pp.

198f., nn. 118 and 123, railing lQpHab “early Herodian”. S. Birnbaum, The Hebrew Scripts,

Leiden, 1971, pp. 38-43, dates lQpHab “about the middle of the first century”; N.

Avigad, “Palaeography of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Documents”, Aspects of the

Dead Sea Scrolls, Jerusalem, 1958, pp. 72 and 82, notes the very late paleographic character-

istics of both lQpHab and Hymns.
6
Ant. 18.5.2 knows John is a “good man” whose “Way” was that of Righteousness

{Zedek) and Piety {Hesed), i.e. Righteousness towards men and Piety towards God. This dichot-

omy of Righteousness and Piety is the basis of Josephus’ descriptions of Essenes in

both the Antiquities and the War. In the Slavonic, we are introduced to a John the

Baptist-like “Wild Man” who came in “the Way of the Law” “and called on the Jews

to claim their freedom.” Mt 21:32 identifies John’s “Way” as “the Way of Righteousness”,

and most accounts make it clear that John was zealous for the Law, since he harangues

a member of the Herodian family over an infraction of the law of 3anut (“fornication”)

until the latter is forced to put him to death as a public agitator.

At Qumran, where the words used to describe John’s mission in the New Testament

are actually repeated twice in IQS, viii-ix, the “Way” terminology and “straightening the

Way” imagery is omnipresent. In the first exegesis of Is 40:3 in IQS, viii.15, the Way

is identified as “the study of the Law which He commanded by the hand of Moses . . .

and any man . . . who overtly or coverdy transgresses one word of the Law of Moses

on any point whatsoever” would be expelled from the Community (cf. Ja 2:10ff. in the
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it in the famous “not one jot or tittle” section: “Unless your Righteous-

ness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees, you shall in no wise enter

the Kingdom of Heaven .”7

James, too, is the head of a community, often known euphemistically

as “the Jerusalem Church”, but for our purposes more accurately

described as “the Jerusalem Community”, and functions, according to

all extant early Church testimony, in something of the manner of an

“opposition” High Priest. In the light of more recent Qumran evidence

suggesting the existence of just such an “opposition” High Priesthood

basing itself on the Righteousness doctrine and/or the related “Perfec-

tion” ideal (which should therefore perhaps be called “Noachic”)—one
should be wary of dismissing the implications of these descriptions .

8

Epiphanius and Jerome, probably basing themselves on Hegesippus,

are particularly insistent that James went into the Inner Sanctum or Holy
of Holies of the Temple either regularly or, from the sense of the text

what appears more likely, at least once in his career, there rendering

atonement “until the flesh on his knees became as callused as a camel’s ”. 9

Furthermore, Epiphanius insists that he wore the mitre of the High

context of allusion to the “Poor” vs. the “Rich” and the problem of yarwt “You see, if

a man keeps the whole of the Law, except for one small point at which he stumbles,

he is still guilty of breaking all of it.”); in the second in ix.23, the phrase “zealous for

the Law” actually occurs. In the introduction of the Damascus Document all these

themes, also, come together and “the Way”and its “works” are explicidy identified with

those of “the Law”.
7 Mt 5:20. The general Righteousness thrust of the Gospel of Matthew should be

self-evident; but the Sermon also includes reference to another fundamental theme at

Qumran, Perfection. Note how the formulations of Ja 2:5ff. actually appear to underlie

those of Mt 5:1 Iff. and present a more authentically “Palestinian” and, therefore in our

view, prior rendering of the same materials.
8 The exegesis of “the Zadokite Covenant” at Qumran is esoteric. It is to be under-

stood in terms of the concept of “Righteousness” that underlies the root meaning of

“Zadok”, as much as in terms of any genealogical sense that might be imputed to it.

Cf. CD, iv.2ff., where the “Sons of Zadok” are defined eschatologically as “those who
ill stand at the End of Days”, which is not a genealogical definition at all but an eschatol-

ogical one (“stand” carrying with it something of the sense of Ezek 37:10). In IQS,

iii.20ff. the phrase “Sons of Zadok” is used interchangeably with the usage “Sons of

Zedek” (i.e.. Sons of Righteousness), which is not the scribal error many commentators

take it for. In IQS, v.2f£, they are unequivocally defined, following the general thrust

in Ezek 44:7f£, as “the Keepers of the Covenant”, i.e., the Shomrei ha-Brit. Again, this is

not a genealogical definition but a qualitative one. In discussing baptism, Jesus too is

pictured as pointedly mentioning “the commands of all Righteousness” in Mt 3.15; cf.

as well War 2.1.2/Ant. 17.9.1 for the demands of the insurrectionists in 4 bc for a high

priest of “higher purity” and “Piety”.
9
See above n. 3 and n. 13 below.
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Priest, and all agree that he wore the priestly linen, a right accorded the

lower priesthood in the period in which James held sway in Jerusalem.
111

One should be chary of dismissing vivid details such as these without

carefully considering them. For instance, the Pseudoclementine Recog-

nitions are particularly forthcoming in telling us that James broke either

one or both of his legs in a riot that erupted on the Temple Mount at

the instigation of “an Enemy”, clearly intended to represent Paul—a riot

that has as its counterpart in Acts the events swirling around the attack

on “Stephen” (and, one might add, the notice in the Antiquities after the

stoning of James, about a riot in Jerusalem led by one “Saulus”. This

10
Epiphanius’ testimony in this regard, supported by Jerome, has been dismissed as

the grossest exaggeration; cf. H.-J. Schoeps, Paul: The Theology of the Apostle in the Light of

Jewish Religious History
,
Philadelphia, 1961, p. 67; however, there can be little doubt that

some extraordinary kind of activity is being alluded to in these notices about James. See

below, pp. 1 81 f, for the interesting link-ups between such an atonement—i.e., in our

view a “Zadokite” or “Perfectly Righteous” one—and the blasphemy trial against James

that led to his execution in 62 ce. Josephus contemptuously calls the right to wear linen

(in imitation of James?) won by the lower priesthood shortly after his death, as events

moved towards its stopping of sacrifice on behalf of and rejection of gifts from foreig-

ners, “an innovation”; cf. Ant. 20.9.6.

The usage “innovation” or “Innovators” has special significance in both the War and

the Antiquities
,
especially where the “imposters”, “deceivers”, and “robbers” are con-

cerned and, in particular, that Movement founded by Judas and Saddok
,
which Josephus

connects with the destruction of the Temple. Josephus employs the same term in War.

2.17.2 in describing the decision on the part of the lower priest class to stop sacrifice

on behalf of Romans and other foreigners which he describes as beginning the Uprising,

even though he knows perfectly well that from Ezra’s time and that of Ezekiel’s Zadokite

Statement, such xenophobia was common. It has particular relevance vis-a-vis its reversal

when discussing Herod in Ant. 15.10.4; see our discussion of this pivotal notice, below,

p. 199 and Appendix. These problems over foreigners in the Temple have special rel-

evance not only where the Pauline “Gentile Mission” was concerned, but also Paul’s

own difficulties in the Temple.

The “linen” theme also appears in an amusingly distorted manner in Josephus’ descrip-

tion of “Banns" wearing “clothing that grew on trees”. Barms is a contemporary of and

difficult to distinguish from James; cf. Vita 2. Note the “bathing” theme in Josephus’

account of Banus, which also recurs in inverted form in the extant testimonies about

James. The “bathing” theme with the same characteristic reversal, i.e., “they preferred

being unwashed”, also recurs in Josephus’ description of the Essenes in War 2.8.3. Tal-

mudic literature {Yalqut Jer 35:12), too, retains a tradition that the sons of the Rechabites

were allowed to marry the daughters of the High Priests and do service at the altar. By

“Rechabites” we understand “Essenes”. There were no longer “Rechabites” as such, the

euphemism having to do with the abstention by both from anointing with oil, wine, and

a propensity towards life-long Naziritism, all themes prominent in extant testimonies

about James. In turn, these correspondences link up very well with the notice about

Simeon b. Cleophas (James’ “cousin”) in Eusebius’ version of the stoning of James, i.e.,

that he was a “Rechabite Priest” (meaning an “Essene” Priest in the Qumran manner).
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same Saulus would also appear to be the intermediary between “the Men
of Power, the high priests, the principal of the Pharisees, and all those

desirous for peace” and Agrippa, whom Josephus also calls Saulus’

“kinsman ”).
11

James is carried away in a swoon by his supporters to a location

somewhere outside ofJericho. It is from here that he sends Peter out on his

first missionary journey to confront Simon Magus. This confrontation

occurs, not in Samaria (as Acts confuses the material with information

regarding Simon’s Samaritan origins), but in Caesarea, where other

material in Josephus shows Simon to have in all likelihood been in the

employ of the Herodian family .

12
Detailed accounts such as these are

examples of the kind of independent documentation which exists con-

cerning James. While undeniably “lively”, it is in the main free of the

demonology and fantasizing that often mar parallel New Testament

accounts.

We should also pay attention to the motif of a Yom Kippur atonement

where James’ activities on the Temple Mount and possibly in the Holy

11

Ps Rec. 1.70ff. Peter recalls the details of James’ injury six weeks later on his first

missionary journey to Caesarea when he tells Zacchaeus that James was still limping.

Details of this kind are startling in their intimacy and one should hesitate before simply

dismissing them as artistic invention. It was H.-J. Schoeps who first drew attention to

the interchangeability of the attack on Stephen and the attack on James, both coming
at precisely the same point in the narratives of Acts and the Recognitions-, cf. Theologie und

Geschichte des Judenchristentums, Tubingen, 1949, pp. 408-45. For Saulus, see Ant. 20.9.4

and War 2.17.3. It is interesting that just as Acts misplaces the stoning of “Stephen”,

Antiquities, where the historiograpy of Acts and the Recognitions is concerned, misplaces

the riot led by “Saulus”. Lk 19:1 ff., for instance—the first part of the Acts narrative

—

presents this “Zacchaeus” incident in somewhat inverted form. Now it transpires in

“Jericho”—cf. the Pseudoclementines’ “Jericho” theme above—and Zacchaeus is a

“Rich” Chief Tax-Collector, at whose house Jesus stays. Like the Centurion in Acts’ version

of the visit of Simon to Caesarea, he gives generously “to the Poor”.
12

Simon’s Samaritan origins in Ps Rec. 1.72ff. become confused with Acts’ confron-

tation between “Philip and Simon” in Samaria in 8.4ff. Acts is usually treated as superior

to the Recognitions
,
but in these sections, anyhow, the sequence in Recognitions, which

basically parallels Acts, is preferable. It places the confrontation between the two Simons

in Caesarea, where it should be, which links up with the key role played by a similar

magician called “Simon” in Ant. 20.7.2 in arranging Drusilla’s legally reprehensible div-

orce and remarriage to Felix. This is the same Felix who elsewhere in Acts is described

as knowing quite a lot about “the Way”. Note that the problem as usual is the fornication

of Herodian rulers—in this case illegal divorce. Here Simon is described as “a Cypriot”

by birth; cf. the garbled material about Elymas Magus in Acts 13:8 and other individuals

described as “Cypriot” in early Christianity. That the Recognitions designates “Simon” as

originating from “Gitta” in Samaria need not deter us from appreciating the basic simi-

larities in the traditions in question. And note the “Gitta"/“Kittim" resonance.
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of Holies are concerned. As we shall see, this has particular relevance

where the Habakkuk Pesher is concerned.
13 The Letter to the Hebrews

also gives us something of the ideological perspective for attributing a

“Perfecdy pure” and Righteous Priesthood to James—language and

ideology at the core of parallel “Zadokite” ideologies at Qumran. 14

In addition, where James’ person is concerned, one has the particularly

insistent —that is, all sources consistently and emphatically refer to it

—

and highly revealing sobriquet of “the Just One”, i.e., “the Zaddik”

.

This

epithet should be viewed against notices in the Pseudoclementine Recog-

nitions insisting that “the Sadducees” arose in the time ofJohn the Baptist

and “withdrew from the community because they thought themselves

more Righteous than the others”, echoed by notices in both the Abot

de R. Nathan and Karaite sources about “a split” between “Zadok and

Boethus” and the subsequent “withdrawal of the Sadducees”.

The sit% im leben of these latter notices must be seen as the “split”

between “Saddok” and Joezer b. Boethus over both the tax issue and

the high priesthood around the time of the death of Herod in 4 bc; and

the general implication of these notices when taken together is to make

the inception of the “Sadducee” Movement virtually indistinguishable

13 Though the portrait in Eusebius and others via Hegesippus is usually taken as refer-

ring to habitual activities on James’ part, close evaluation of the notice, as we have

noted, will reveal that what is being described is only one particular atonement—the

unforgettable simile about James’ knees becoming like a camel’s vividly describing how

he spent the whole day on his knees importuning God on behalf of the People. In turn,

this testimony links up with materials in lQpHab below, pp. 181—82, about difficulties

on Yom Kippur between the Righteous Teacher and his nemesis the Wicked Priest.

14
See, for instance, Heb 2:10, which refers to “the Sons (being brought) into Glory”

and the leader who is “made Perfect through suffering”, as well as related notions of

adoptionist baptism, i.e., “you are My son; today I have become your Father” in 1:5 and

5:6. These last also are connected to being “a Priest after the order of Melchizedek”;

cf. also 3:1 ff., 4:14, and 7:1 ff. The suffering motif is alluded to in IQS, viii.lff. in the

same section as that already called attention to in relation to the evocation of the “Way

in the wilderness” symbolism. The notion of “Perfection” is highly developed at Qumran

in 1QH and IQS and goes back to the Genesis characterization of Noah as “ish Zaddik

Tamim”.

Though the precise nature of the usage “Melchizedek” at Qumran is under dispute,

1 QMelchizedek does use the phrase “Men of the Lot of Melchizedek” as another ter-

minological euphemism for “the saved of the Last Days” and to denote membership in

the community of the Elect of Righteousness. The “new Priesthood”, as it is called in

Hebrews, was to be based upon the “Perfection” ideal, i.e., “holy, innocent, uncontami-

nated, beyond the influence of Sinners” (often a euphemism for “Gentiles” and more

specifically Herodians). These “Perfection” ideas are also expressed in IQS, viif. about

the Community Council, who are themselves an “offering” unto the Lord and “a sweet

fragrance of Righteousness”.
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from that of what Josephus calls “the Fourth Philosophy”, that is, the

so-called “Galileans” or “Zealots” founded by Judas the Galilean and

Saddok. 15 One then has the ideological framework for understanding

not only what I believe should be referred to as “the Purist Sadducee”

Movement—as opposed to the Phariseeizing and Romanizing Herodian

Establishment which might better be termed “Boethusian”—called by

most scholars following Josephus’ terminology, “Essenes”,
16
but also for

understanding, following the true thrust of Ezekiel’s qualitative distinc-

tions, the esoteric thrust of the “Zadokite” usage as it was developed at

Qumran.

It has often been missed that the Damascus Document’s definition

of “the Sons of Zadok” as “the Elect of Israel”—also identified in

IQpHab, v.4 with those who “would execute Judgement at the End of

Time”, or “the Kodesh Shonim", meaning, either the Rishonim or the Anshei

Kodesh-Tamim, but in any event equivalent to Ecclesiasticus’ Anshei-Hesed/

Zaddikim—who “justify the Righteous” and “stand at the End of Time”,

15
Cf. Ps Rec. 1.53f. It is not incurious that these testimonies link up with New Testa-

ment notices concerning the birth of the “Zealot (our “Messianic”) Movement” at the

time of the coming of John; Mt 11:12 and Lk 16:16. These related materials in both

Talmudic and Karaite sources about a split between “Zadok and Boethus” and a conse-

quent “withdrawal” can be seen as a conflation of two separate “splits” or “withdrawals”,

one early around the time ofJudas Maccabee relating to the appearance of the “Hassidae-

an” Movement—and not uncoincidentally the “Pharisaic”—and a later one relating to

the appearance of the “Zealot”/“Messianic” Movement. The clash of
“
Saddok' ’ and

“Joezer b. Boethus”, not only provides the setting for really serious sectarian strife, and
consequently Josephus’ discussions of the sects in the War and the Antiquities, but also

for his language of “innovations”/“Innovators”, which like his “Zealot” vocabulary, has

such relevance to the problem of “the new” or “Herodian Sadducees”, by which I mean
“Boethusians”, and “Purist Sadducees”, following an esoteric interpretation of the

Zadokite Covenant, in Maccabees
,
Zadokites, Christians and Qumran. By “purist Sadducees”

we must include what presently go under the designations “Essenes”, “Zealots”, “Jewish

Christians”, “Zadokites”, etc.

16 The identification of the sect as “Essenes” is popularly followed by a consensus of
scholars. However, in making such an identification, they still have not identified who
the “Essenes” were, nor what links they had, if any, with Hassidaeans, Zealots, and the

early Christian Movement in Palestine. In fact, the terminology “Essene” neither appears

as such in the New Testament or Talmud. It is a specialized terminology used only by
Philo, Josephus and their dependents. Josephus constantly confuses Essenes and Phar-

isees, and even mixes up Zealots to a certain extent with Essenes. The identification of
Qumran with “the Essenes” simply says something genetically about a movement outside

the reigning Pharisaic/Sadducean or “Boethusian” Establishment of the day, an establish-

ment which was put in place by the Herodian family.
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is eschatological}
1

It is not a normative definition of a priesthood at all;

nor is it primarily genealogical. In fact the latter thrust is deliberately

broken by the addition of aw-constructs in the underlying phraseology

of Ezek 44:15.

This exegesis, strikingly enough, also plays on a second usage,

“Nilvim”, which though generally translated as “joined”, is applied in Es

9:27 to Gentiles attaching themselves to the Jewish community presum-

ably in the manner of converts. We shall see later that a parallel conno-

tation will be discernible in the Nahum Pesher, which uses
“
nilveh” and

“nilvu” relative to those it calls “the Simple Ones of Ephraim”, and it will

be of the utmost import when finally trying to piece all these troubling

euphemisms together. It is impossible to overemphasize such a reference

to Gentile “God-fearing” auxiliaries attached to the Community in associ-

ated status. The exegesis in CD, iv clearly carries an esoteric (or

qualitative) sense connected with the notion of Righteousness, which is

confirmed too by the presence of material about the “Justification of

the Righteous” and word-play centering around the “Sons of Zadok”

usage.

When the implications of these ideologies are combined with the orig-

inal demand by “the Innovators” in 4 bc for a high priest of “higher

purity”/“greater Piety” and the notices from Heb 4:14f., 7:26ff., 9:1 Iff.,

etc. about a Perfect High Priest “beyond the reach of Sinners”, including

a variety of references about “Justification”, then the reason of a Priest/

Zaddik like James having to make such a Yom Kippur atonement at all

becomes clearer. Only an atonement by a Righteous Priest/Zaddik could

be considered efficacious in terms of ultimate forgiveness for sin and

entrance into the Messianic community/Kingdom of Heaven,
18 and

17 CD, iv,4. The word “stand” here has puzzled most commentators because they

usually ignore the eschatological sense of the exegesis. Since the usage specifically relates

to “the Last Days”, one must realize we are dealing with a resurrection of sorts (i.e., of

“the Righteous” dead; the Righteous living according to this ideology “will not taste of

death”, but go direcdy into the Kingdom; cf. the use of “stand” with precisely this

eschatological sense in Dan 12:13, further expanded in Lam R ii.3.6), after which there

would be “no more express affiliation with the House of Judah”. In this context, there-

fore, “Sons of Zadok” parallels New Testament expressions like “Sons of the Resurrec-

tion” or its variations. The exegesis actually seems to refer to two classes of these: “the

Rishonim” or “Anshei Kodesh-Tamim"
,
the recipients in a manner of speaking of “the First

Covenant”, and the Righteous living, or the Dor ha-Aharon, the Last or Last Generation,

for whom the rededication of “the New Covenant” comes into play.

18
This is paralleled in the presentation of Hebrews. In 2:18 this theme of atoning for

human sins is expressed. 6:5ff. exacdy parallels material in IQS, viii-ix; 7.3f. parallels
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certainly not an atonement made by any members of the Herodian
Priesdy Establishment. This Establishment and its various families

(mosdy from the nouveau riche), known as “Sadducees” in the New Testa-
ment and Josephus, were inter alia responsible for the death ofJames and
fanatically opposed by Fourth Philosophy “Innovators” and “Zealot”/
“Sicarii” sectaries—the pejoratives are Josephus ’.

19

Qumran criticizes this Establishment over three issues. The first

relates to “fornication”, a conceptuality playing a prominent role in Acts’

description of James’ directives to overseas communities and the letter

ascribed to his name. By it Qumran specifically denotes “divorce” and
“marriage with a niece”. These were forbidden as well, according to

Karaite historical reconstruction, by “Zadok”, Jesus, and Anan. They
were also at the root of the beheading of John the Baptist. The Herod
who executed John had married his niece Herodias who herself was
twice divorced—on the illegality of which procedure even Josephus feels

obliged to remark, as he does her niece Drusilla’s subsequent divorce .

20

The second of these three “Nets of Belial” is denoted as “Riches”.

material about adoptionist sonship in Hymns. 5:14 refers to “the doctrine of Righteous-
ness”; 7:26ff. continues the imagery expressing the need for a Righteous atonement.
8:6ff. speaks of the “First Covenant” of the Rishonim and brings into play the notion of
the New Covenant speaking of “the End of the Last Age” (9:27), language actually extant
at Qumran.

19
In this period it is edifying to group parties according to their enemies. On this

basis, the so-called “Zealots’’/“Sicarii” have the same antagonists as the “Jerusalem Com-
munity” and those responsible for the literature at Qumran. For instance, the high priest,

Jonathan, is assassinated in 55 ce by a group Josephus chooses to designate as Sicarii
,

but Jonathan is the brother of the High Priest, Ananus, who is ultimately responsible
(together with Agrippa II) for the stoning of James (according to New Testament
accounts his father and uncle were involved too in the death of Jesus). When the revol-

ution enters its extremist or “Jacobin” phase, the various members of the priestly aristoc-

racy, including Ananus, are butchered without mercy; cf. War 4.5.2.
20 CD, iv.l5f£, directly following the exegesis of Ezek 44:15. See L. Nemoy, “Al-

Qirqisani’s Account of the Jewish Sects and Christianity”, Hebrew Union College Annual,
1930, pp. 319—397 for Karaite tradition relating to Zadok’s and Jesus’ condemnation of
divorce and marriage with a niece. These practices were widespread among “the Herodi-
ans” and Josephus specifically mentions the illegality of the manner in which Herodias
divorced herselffrom her husband: Ant. 18.5.4. The same combination of factors also circu-

lates about problems relating to Agrippa IPs two sisters Drusilla and Bernice, Herodias’
nieces, and once again Josephus specifically comments on the illegality of Drusilla’s self-

divorce: Ant. 20.7. Iff. Note that where Bernice is concerned, Josephus makes special

mention of “her Riches”, her “fornication” (even reputedly with her brother), and how
“she forsook ... the Jewish religion” after being married to her uncle Herod of Chalcis
(before she took up with Titus); cf. the same combination of charges in CD, viii.5ff.,

including “fornication”, “Riches”, and incest (“approaching near kin for unchastity”).
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It very definitely is connected with the Herodian Priesdy Establishment,

and we shall demonstrate this in some detail in our analysis of the Habak-

kuk Pesher1
s charge against it of “robbing the Poor” (as the Letter of

James describes a parallel sentiment, “a burning fire have you Rich stored

up for yourselves”). One should also not fail to remark its reflection in

Josephus’ description of “the Essenes” and Qumran “Poor”

appellations.
21

The third charge is “profanation of the Sanctuary”. We shall see that

this last will be one of the charges levelled against the Wicked Priest,

i.e., “his Abominations”
(
To'evot

)
with which “he polluted the Temple”

0yetame
’ et Mikdash-El) in lQpHab, xii.8f. It is certainly reflected too in

the Phineas-minded lower priesthood’s stopping of sacrifice on behalf

of and refusing any longer to accept gifts from Romans and other

foreigners—referred to as “an innovation” by Josephus—which triggers

the Uprising against Rome.

It can also be detected to a certain extent in New Testament notices

about the antagonism between Paul’s “Gentile Mission” and “the Jerusa-

lem Church” and difficulties both Paul and some of his Gentile converts

latterly encounter on the Temple Mount. All of these, however tenu-

ously, are connected with the erection of stone-markers in this period

warning Gentiles away from the Temple and the general hostility towards

the Herodian family, which is only the special case of these currents.

This last is very much in evidence in the erection of the wall in the

Temple in the late 50s, the controversies surrounding which in our view

lead inexorably and directly to the death of James.
2-

21
Cf. Ja 5:lff., War 2.8.2, and below, pp. 162f and 187ff.

22 The “Temple Wall” incident, connected as it is with Agrippa II’s banqueting habits

in Ant. 20.8.11, is crucial. Here, the hostility of the lower priesthood to the Herodian

family is patent and this hostility must be connected to a plethora of notices in both

Acts and the Pseudoclementines about difficulties on the Temple Mount and the conver-

sion “of a large group of priests” and “zealots” (Acts 6:7 and 21:20). Ultimately, Josephus

informs us that “the Innovators”—the same ones who stop sacrifice on behalf of foreig-

ners—succeed in having Agrippa II barred from the whole city (War 2.17.1). For the

crystallization of Agrippa’s relations with the High Priest Ananus, see below, n. 32.

The whole is paralleled a generation before in the Simon/Agrippa I episode in Ant.

19.7.4. Simon, obviously one of the Temple “Zealots” and “the head of an Assembly

(in Greek, this is literally,
“
Ecclesia

'

’ or “Church”), wishes to bar Agrippa I from the

Temple. He is invited to Caesarea to inspect Agrippa I’s living arrangements (i.e., the

kashrut of his house).

It is hardly to be doubted that the episode serves as the original model behind the

visit of “Simon Peter” to the Roman Centurion’s house in Caesarea. Cornelius, we are

told, “gave generously to Jewish causes” (Acts 10—11; cf. the Parallel Lk 19:1 ff. above

about the “Chief Tax-Collector” Zacchaeus who gives half of what he has to the Poor).
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Early Church tradition also tells us that James’ various titles, i.e.,

Zaddik and Ohhas (“Protection of the People”/“Bulwark”/“Fortress’’),

,

were to be found by searching Scripture, that is, that the followers of
James followed a style of esoteric exegesis not dissimilar to that pursued
by the sectaries at Qumran in analyzing the life and character of “the
Righteous Teacher”. 23 The actual words reported via Hegesippus, who
lived within about 100 years of the events in question, were: “And the
Prophets declare concerning him”, i.e., concerning James and his death.
Not surprisingly, the text in question, Is 3:10-11, is a ZwMifc-passagp,
and the link is directly drawn between the word ‘

\addik” in the underly-
ing biblical text and the fate and person of the Moreh-Zedek/Zaddik, James
in the exegesis. Every exegetical text at Qumran relating to events con-
cerning the life and person of the Righteous Teacher functions in exactly
the same manner. This constitutes persuasive testimony that not only
was Qumran-style exegesis practiced by the community descended from
James, but that such exegesis was current in this period.

If one looks at the ambiance of the Is 3:10—11 passage applied to
James death by these early Church sources, one encounters from about
Is 1—5 a general tenor of salvation through Righteousness and allusion

‘Peter” in Acts is nothing but the mirror image of this Simon and the episode points
the way towards deciphering Acts’ “historical method”, such as it is. Just as Acts con-
serves an echo of Peter’s ultimate—and unexplained—arrest by “Herod” (usually taken
to be Agrippa I, but just as likely his brother and son-in-law and the “kinsman” of
Josephus’ “Saulus”—Herod of Chalcis), the “Temple Wall” episode under Agrippa II
can be identified as the ultimate cause ofJames’ arrest and execution. Agrippa II, working
through Ananus, exploits his first opportunity in the aftermath of his discomfiture over
this issue to deal with the person whom he obviously considers to have been the key
to the events we are describing, James the Just. For a further discussion of these matters
and their possible reflection in the Temple Scroll, see Appendix.

These real events have their representations in Acts in intimations of confrontations
between the Apostles and the Jerusalem Establishment on the Temple Mount, but they
find a more insistent echo in the notices about confrontations on the Temple Mount
between Chnstians and the high priest class in Recognitions which end up in the riot
initiated by the Herodian” Paul. We call Paul “Herodian” because of the intimations
he himself makes (cf. Ro 16:11 relating to his “kinsman Herodion”; “the household of
Aristobulus” referred to here is, in our view, most likely that of Herod of Chalcis’ son
by this same name, later King of Lesser Armenia/Cilicia married to that Salome so
celebrated in the Gospels and a close collaborator of Titus’) and the general religio-
political stance of his “Gentile Mission”.

See Eusebius, loc. tit. At Qumran without exception, where reference is made in a
pesher to the Righteous Teacher, the Biblical text being subjected to exegesis is a Zaddik-
passage; in lQpHab, 1 . 12 the correspondence is specifically drawn and in CD, i.20 refer-
ence to the “soul of the Zaddik” actually takes the place of the usual reference to the
Moreh ha-Zedek.
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to the imminent destruction of Jerusalem. The text direcdy appeals to

the “i?«/-Ya'acov”—James’ Hebrew name—repeated three times, which

would doubdessly have appealed to the practitioners of this kind of

exegesis, and amid an atmosphere of oncoming armies and imminent

destruction precisely analogous to the Habakkuk Pesher, intones: “Jerusa-

lem is ruined; Judea is fallen ... the Lord is taking away from Jerusalem

support of every kind.”

These last should be compared with the insistence in early Church

sources that James’ death was in some way connected to the fall of

Jerusalem and Paul’s description of the Central Triad of the early Church

of “James, Cephas, and John” as “these Pillars”. The last in our view

incorporates a direct allusion to James’ Zaddik-rntme., which by extension

can be seen as a “Zadokite” play—as per the general thrust of Qumran

esoteric exegesis and word-play—on the sense of Proverbs’ “the Zaddik

the Foundation of the World”.
24 The use of such a style of exegesis

explains why the early “Church” felt that the destruction of Jerusalem

was inevitable once its “Protection”, “Bulwark”, or “Pillar” (all allusions

having counterparts in the usage of 1QH and IQS) was removed.

The Zaddik-the - Pillar-o f-the-Worid metaphor is also at the root of the

allusion to James the Righteous One in the Gospel of Thomas and

related materials concerning the disappearance of “Heaven and Earth”

in the New Testament “Little Apocalypse”.
25

It is the basic thrust behind

whatever may be meant by the
“
Oblias” sobriquet which also attached

itself to James’ person. Though the precise derivation of the latter is

unclear, Eusebius/Hegesippus make it clear that it related to James’ “sup-

port”/“Protection” activities among the mass of Jewish “Poor”

(
Ebionim/’Anijyim-—“the RabbinP of Qumran/Is 53:11 allusion).

26 With

all of this data at our disposal, it would not be difficult to imagine the

content of a Qumran-style pesher on the first four or five chapters of

24
Cf. Prov 10:25 and its telling elucidation in Zohar, i.59b on “Noah”, including refer-

ence to the “Pillar” terminology applied to James and the Central Triad in Ga 2:9. The

Zohar on “Phineas” also employs a facsimile of the “Protection” terminology in relation

to Is 53:ll’s “Justification” ideology.

25 Gos Th 11-12 and Mt 24:35ff., including even the note of pre-existence and the

reference to “Noah” amid eschatological evocation of “the flood”.

26 “The People” is a quantity associated at all times and in all testimonies with James’

activities. Eusebius/Epiphanius via Hegesippus define Oblias as “Protection”/“For-

tress”/“Shield”/or “Strength of the People”. Elsewhere James is alluded to as “Bulwark”;

cf. E.H. 3.7.8. The terminology is paralleled in Hymns in references to its protagonist

—

presumably the Righteous Teacher himself—as “Shield” (Ma'o$, “Wall”, “Fortress”

(.Migdal ), “a firm Foundation that will not sway”, and the general “building” and “Corner-

stone” imagery applied to the Council in IQS, viii.lff.—notably including a Central Triad.
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Isaiah (including an important oracle which has relevance for controvers-
ies regarding the “Pella-Flight” tradition: “to flee into the Rocks and the

cave ), so exactly parallel in tone and content to the first few chapters
of Habakkuk we will analyze .

27

What then has primarily held scholars back from looking into the

implications of these striking parallels about James’ life and person
and tying them to actual Qumran events and personalities? On the

whole this reluctance has centered on the existence of several refer-

ences in the Habakkuk Pesher and elsewhere relating to the fall of
Jerusalem and/or the Temple and describing “the Wicked Priest” as

actually having “ruled Israel ”.28 These allusions, which we shall treat

27
Cf. “Enter into the rock and hide in the dust ... for the day of the Lord of Hosts

shall be on every one that is proud and lofty ... and upon all the cedars of Lebanon
that are high and lifted up [a favorite image at Qumran and in early Rabbinic literature

for the fall of the Temple in 70 ce; cf. below, pp. 185f.] and they shall go into the holes
of the rocks and into the caves of the earth for fear of the Lord and the glory of his

majesty when He arises to shake the earth terribly. On that day a man shall cast his

idols of silver and his idols of gold ... to the moles and to the bats [cf. Ja 5:2: “your
wealth is all rotting; your clothes are all eaten up with moths” and similar imagery at

the end of the Habakkuk Pesher] in order to go into the clefts of the rocks and into the
top of the jagged stones.”

Here, the word is “sela'im”, which we take to be the possible source of confused data
incorporated into the disputed “Pella- flight” tradition of this period; note similar “flight”

traditions in 4QDb
and the actual tradition of a “Jericho” flight centering around James’

Jerusalem Community in Ps Rec 1.71 above, coinciding with a pronounced rise in

Qumran coin distribution during the reign of Agrippa I; cf. as well the parallel flight

tradition relating to the Sicarii after the stoning of their purported leader “Menachem”.
For the most recent description of the whole controversy, see G. Ludemann, “The
Successors of Pre-70 Jerusalem Christianity: A Critical Evaluation of the Pella-Tradition”,

Jewish and Christian Self-Definition, i, Philadelphia, 1978, pp. 161-73. Ludemann generally

recapitulates G. Strecker; see also S. G. F. Brandon, Jesus and the Zealots, New York 1967
pp. 208ff.

Not only are these first five chapters of Isaiah seemingly addressed to “the House of
Jacob” (2:3, 2:5, 2:6, etc.), but their general sit% im leben parallels that of those sections
of Habakkuk already subjected to exegesis at Qumran, including an atmosphere of deso-
lation and the burning of cities with fire (1:7), the use of the fall of the cedars of Lebanon,
reference to the proud and the lofty” imagery above, alluding to the redemption of
Zion through “Righteousness” and “Faith” (l:26ffi, 5:8, 5:16, etc.), combining “forni-

cation” imagery with allusion to “the Judgement of Righteousness” (1:21), evoking the

destruction of the city of Sodom in the context of allusions to the removal of the
Righteous One (3:9ff), referring to the saving power of “Knowledge” {Da at at Qumran;
5.14), the original behind CD, ii’s “justifying the Wicked” and “condemning the Righte-
ous imagery (5:23ff.), and describing how the “carcasses were mutilated in the midst
of the city”.

28
Suggestions about the importance of the “Righteousness” ideal in the delineation of

the Zadokite priesthood go all the way back to W. F. Albright (with C. S. Mann),
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below, have been combined with some very questionable archaeolog-

ical and paleographic data, the treatment of which was often affected

by the interpretation of such passages and related historical and

religious preconceptions, to press the provenance of a large share of

Qumran sectarian materials back into the Maccabean age.
29 Most

scholars agree that the scrolls were deposited in the caves in or

around 68 ce, but often mistake this date, as we shall see as well

below, for the terminus ad quern for the deposit of the scrolls in the

caves/cessation of Jewish habitation at the site, when it cannot be

considered anything but the terminus a quo for both of these, i.e., not

the latest but the earliest possible date for such deposit and/or Jewish

“Qumran and the Essenes: Geography, Chronology, and Identification of the Sect”,

BASOR, Suppl. Studies, 1951, pp. 17ffi; P. Wernberg-Moeller,
“
Zedek

,
Zaddik, and Zadok

in the Zadokite Fragments (CDC), the Manual of Discipline (DSD) and the Habakkuk

Commentary (SSH)”, V.T., iii, 1953, pp. 309-15; and R. North, “The Qumran

‘Sadducees’ ”, CBQ, 17, 1955, pp. 164—88; but were never developed in any consistent

manner. Le Moyne’s more recent work, Les Sadduceans
,
Paris, 1972, p. 160 is completely

inadequate on this subject.

29
I have treated the unscientific use of archaeological and paleographical data in detail

in Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians and Qumran. This reference to the Wicked Priest as

actually having “ruled Israel” is exploited by commentators to seek out a time when

priests were rulers, namely, the Maccabean period or before, without noting that High

Priests can always be said to have “ruled Israel” and that there were subsequent times

more in keeping with the plural aspect of the allusion “the Last Priests of Jerusalem”

when priests actually did “rule” Israel, e.g. under the High Priest Ananus in 62 ce and

from 66 to 68 ce. It must be stressed, however, that the reference need not denote a

totally independent secular ruler but simple incumbency in the high priesthood. For

Ananus as an independent ruler, see Vita 38 and War 4.3.9—5.2.

In addition, archaeological and paleographic reconstructions are set forth on the basis

of precisely such preconceptions. The fact that lQpHab appears to allude either to the

fall or imminent fall of the Temple is used to press the sit% im leben of these references

back 100-200 years in time to 37 bc, 63 bc, or before. For an example of the kind of

ideological preconceptions we are talking about, see Birnbaum, pp. 69—79, 87, 94, and

103, where he calls the Pharisees, in contradistinction to the “Sadducees”, “religious

nationalists”, uncritically accepts de Vaux’s “earthquake” hypothesis in the determination

of “pegs” in his paleographic sequences, and heaps endless abuse on paleo-Hebrew

script, calling it “an artificial revival” and insisting that John Hyrcanus and the Sadducees

“would have been the last people to dig out the old script” (since they were not

“nationalists”). Cf., as well, Milik in n. 1 above and the general propensity on the part

of Qumran scholars to consider the Maccabees suitable candidates for the Wicked Priest,

e.g., F. F. Bruce, Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Exeter, 1956, p. 100: “ .... in

the eyes of the Qumran community every ruler of the Hasmonean dynasty, not being

a member of the house of Zadok, held the high-priestly office illegitimately and was ex

oficio a Wicked Priest”; Cross, The Ancient Library ofQumran, New York, 1961, pp. 135

and 140, actually calls them “usurpers”.
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abandonment of the site.
3" The actual terminus ad quern for both of

these events, however difficult it may be to accept at first, is 136 ce.

Where the Habakkuk Pesher itself is concerned, most scholars acknowl-

edge that it exhibits a substantial number of what are considered “late”

paleographic characteristics, and its being found (like all pesharim at

Qumran) in a single exemplar and the manner of its deposit also almost

certainly identify it as part of the current literature of the sect.
31

Despite

these factors and the fact that the military procedures depicted in the

Habakkuk Pesher appear to be those of Imperial Rome, most identifi-

cations have still involved a wide assortment of Maccabean (or even

pre-Maccahean
) events and characters. This, in mm, entails the somewhat

unrealistic proposition that the sectaries were making intense and idio-

syncratic scriptural exegeses about persons as antiquated to them as

Napoleon or George Washington would seem today to us, and that in

addition, they were ignoring 150-250 years of the most vital and signifi-

cant Palestinian history, the last installments of which were apparently

unfolding at that very moment before their eyes.

Where the problem of “ruling Israel” is concerned, our candidate for

“Wicked Priest”, James’ nemesis Ananus, did rule Israel virtually in an

independent manner on two occasions: the first in 62 ce, when he took

advantage of an interregnum in Roman rule after the death of Festus to

dispose of James; and the second, four years later in the first stages of

the Uprising, before he himself was brutally dispatched by Josephus’

“Idumaeans”.32

30
See, for instance, de Vaux, pp. 41 and 138. Note how Birnbaum, p. 27, hardens the

import of de Vaux’s conclusions considerably: “Archaeological evidence . . . even enables

us to arrive at a precise terminus ad quern, the year 68 ce, when the Romans put an end
to the Qumran setdement.” Fitzmyer in “The Qumran Scrolls, the Ebionites, and their

Literature”, Essays on the Semitic Background ofthe New Testament
,
Missoula, 1974, p. 446, has

turned the actual situation completely around: “The latest possible date for the deposit of

the manuscripts is the destruction of Qumran in 68 ce.” F. M. Cross, to his credit,

realizes that the “absolute terminus ad quern for Qumran script types” are the dated docu-

ments from the Wadi Murabba'at, though sometimes he behaves as if he doesn’t; cf.

“The Oldest Manuscripts from Qumran”, SBL, 1955, p. 163.
31

If we consider that Cave IV was not inhabited and take it to be either a “library”,

repository, or geni^ah, then caves like Cave I, which were inhabited, where Habakkuk
was found so neatly deposited with a selection of other materials, must contain docu-

ments that were actually in use at the time the site was abandoned (whenever this was);

cf. R. de Vaux, Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls, Oxford, 1973, pp. 44ff., 50ff., 107,

etc., for habitation in the caves.
32

See Ant. 20.9.1 for the well-known description of the execution of James. Agrippa

II’s role in these events has not generally been remarked, since Josephus did not direcdy

call attention to it. An inspection, however, of his appointment and removal of the
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The notion of applying the “Wicked Priest” appellation to one or

another of the Maccabees—time elements apart—is also hardly convinc-

ing. The Maccabees, with the single exception of Alexander Jannaeus,

seem to have been on the whole rather “popular” rulers, particularly

among apocalyptic and xenophobic nationalists of the kind reflected in

the literature at Qumran. Even the Nahum Pesher, which appears to refer

to Alexander Jannaeus, is not particularly hostile to Alexander but rather

to the presumable “Pharisees” he crucifies.
33 Where the reference to “the

Last Priests of Jerusalem” and the seeming destruction of the Temple in

the Habakkuk Pesher are concerned, this is an event in progress, not

already completed, and from 67/68 onwards with the arrival in Palestine

of the main body of Vespasian’s troops, the destruction of Jerusalem

was a foregone conclusion to any but the most unrealistic observer.
34

Josephus himself realizes as much and quotes Agrippa to the same

effect before the Uprising even began. In addition, there are two known

traditions regarding “opposition” groups in this period implying the same

point: 1) the “Sicarii” followers of Menachem, the descendant of Judas

the Galilean, who fled Jerusalem to return to Masada in the aftermath of

his stoning, 2) the “Jewish Christian” supporters of James the Just who
shortly before Vespasian’s army encircled Jerusalem are said to have fled

in response to the mysterious oracle mentioned above.

Scholars, as we have noted, tend to exploit the above kinds of refer-

ences to press the sit% im lehen of the Qumran pesharim back 100, 150, or

even 200 years to a fall of the Temple prior to 70 ce. In doing so, they

often cite this same Nahum Pesher because it actually appears to mention

Boethusian/son of Kanthera High Priest, Joseph Cabi—whom the Temple “Zealots”

seem to have approved of—leading up to his appointment of Ananus and judicial murder

of James, indicates that he took the first opportunity he found after the Temple Wall

Affair to rid himself of James, and that, therefore, he must have blamed James in some

manner for his embarrassment by it. Note that his relations with Ananus appear to have

crystallized in the context of previous problems with “Zealot” revolutionaries when

Ananus and others had been sent in bonds to Rome in the early 50s and he intervened

on Ananus’ behalf; Ant. 20.7.2f. and War 2.12.6.

33
Milik, for instance, pp. 63fi, cannot at all understand Dupont-Sommer’s outrage over

his suggestion to identify the “heroic and holy” Mattathias with “the man of Belial”

(whoever such a “man of Belial” might be), and Cross, pp. 158f£, cannot comprehend

why Dupont-Sommer would include Aristobulus II in his list of levitical “saviours”. I

have treated this subject in some detail in Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians and Qumran.
34 The reference in 1 QpHab, ix.4ff. is a general one and relates only to the destruction

of the Wicked Priest and “the Last Priests of Jerusalem”. From 1 QpHab, iii to ix, the

coming of the Kittim is a background event, against which the main concerns of the

Pesher—primarily the struggle between the Teacher and his two antagonists, the Wicked

Priest and the Lying Spouter—are enacted.
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a known foreign ruler—Demetrius, seemingly Alexander Jannaeus’

antagonist.

However, a careful literary/historical examination of this text will

demonstrate it to be retrospective and historiographical in nature and
support the opposite conclusion. Though 4QpNah, i.5 explicitly refers

to “the Greeks”, the reference is to the past and for it “the Kittim’
,—

straightforwardly identified in Daniel as the Romans—come after them and
have already appeared.

35
Presumably the sectaries knew their history as

well as Josephus (who more than likely spent time with them).
36 “Deme-

trius” is mentioned by name because his regime is ancient history. Since

he is foreign,
and presumably therefore no longer any threat to those

composing the Pesher, no hesitation is evinced in overtly speaking about
him.

It is quite another matter regarding the sect’s current enemies. Here the

peculiar and by now familiar exegetical code comes into play because the

danger is real and palpable. Nor does the condemnation of crucifixion

in i.15 include any condemnation, as we have noted, of “the Furious

Young Don” who perpetrates the outrage. Rather, the text’s hostility is

aimed at those “Seekers after Smooth Things” he crucifies.
37

35 The stance resembles nothing so much as that of Onias the Just—also “Honi the

Circle-Drawer —in Ant. 14.2.1, who, when brought to condemn the Maccabean parti-

sans of Aristobulus II who took refuge in the city inside the Temple before the Roman
assault in 63 bc, refuses, for which reason he is promptly stoned by his presumably
Pharisaic interlocutors. Textually, which is to say nothing about paleography, the Nahum
Pesher is a contemporary of the Habakkuk. Its combination of “Tongue” and “Lying”

imagery generically parallels similar usages in Ja 3:5ff.
36

Vita 2 documents Josephus’ familiarity with a Qumran-style settlement led by a

teacher he cryptically refers to as “Banus”, who is a “Bather”. This familiarity borders

on obsession and is further reflected in his long description of the sects in War 2.8.2ffl,

which is really nothing but a description of “the Essenes”, with the other groups added
mostly as an afterword. In Ant. 18.1. Iff., where Josephus introduces a new character,

Saddok”, and is willing to be more forthcoming about the movement initiated by him
and Judas the Galilean, he severely curtails his previous description of “the Essenes”,

adding material previously included under it to his now expanded description of “the

Fourth Philosophy.”
37 The Pesher itself is indisputably hostile to “the Seekers after Smooth Things”. This

party, which in the time of Demetrius was sympathetic both to foreign domination and
foreign appointment of High Priests, is none other than that normally referred to as

“Pharisees”. As time goes on, one must view the usage as generic, referring to all those

advocating peaceful compliance with foreign occupation (i.e., “turning the other cheek”

and “rendering unto Caesar what is Caesar’s”). In the mid-50s of the next century, this

would include Pauline Christians. In any event, where foreign policy was at issue, Paul

is indistinguishable from Pharisaic teachers like Hillel and Shammai, Rabbi Yohanan
b. Zacchai, and Simeon b. Shetach of an earlier era—all recommending a policy of
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The commentary itself specifies that it relates to the period in which

these last—clearly Pharisees—hold sway in Jerusalem, which must be

seen as quintessentially the Herodian, not the Maccabean. This is reinforced

by the general reference to “High Priests” or “Chief Priests” (plural) to

characterize the principal priesdy clans of the Herodian Period, not the

Maccabean. Throughout the former (not before), the Pharisee Party and

those “Sadducees” controlled by them were pre-eminent in Jerusalem.

Some, as we have noted, even took control under Ananus and Rabban

Simeon b. Gamaliel of the first stages of the revolution—Josephus was

their commissar in Galilee—attempting thereby to deflect its xenophobic

antagonism towards Romans and their Herodian representatives .

38 Quite

properly, as it were, the Pesher blames these “Seekers after Smooth

Things” for inviting foreigners like the Herodians, procurators, and the

armies of Vespasian and Tims into the country and cooperating with

them, not only in the present but also in the past (the historiographic

thrust of the original allusion to Demetrius).
39

The Pesher is not antagonistic to “zealous” Maccabean-style rulers. On
the contrary, it is antagonistic to an alliance of “the Seekers after Smooth

Things”, which we identify with the Herodian Pharisaic/Sadducean

establishment, with “those who lead astray”/“lead Many astray” at the

End ojDays. In connection with these last allusions, which below we will

accommodation with Romans and other foreigners; cf. Paul in Ro 13:1 ff. See below, p.

172 for the War’s reference to how this alignment of those “desirous for peace”, when

all is lost, actually invites the Romans into Jerusalem to suppress the Uprising.

38
See Vita 38 and War 4.3.9-5.2.

39
Cf. Ant. 1 3.1 3.4f. and War 1.4.4f. Josephus’ knowledge about the period is obviously

confused. Not only does he transpose and interchange Sameas and Pollio, but in placing

the “Essenes” side by side with the “Pharisees”, he says the same things about Herod’s

affection for the one as he does about his affection for the other—and for the same

reasons; Ant. 14.9.3f. and 15.1.1. Continuing the policy of the Pharisees of Demetrius’

time, Pollio wins great honor from Herod by advising the citizens of Jerusalem to open

their gates to him (Sameas, like “Menachem the Essene”, predicted future greatness for

Herod when he was a boy). This attitude is hardly distinguishable from that of Yohanan

ben Zacchai, who according to ARN 4, when Jerusalem was under siege, shot an arrow

into Vespasian’s camp to inform him he was “one of the Emperor’s friends”. All effec-

tively employ the stratagem of predicting future greatness or good fortune for foreign

rulers or conquerors in order to toady to their egos. Josephus himself employs the same

stratagem and Paul’s exceedingly cordial relations with Roman governors and Herodians

are detailed in the closing chapters of Acts (note, too, the constant reiteration of the

theme of “prophets” in New Testament descriptions of early Gentile Christian

communities). All the foregoing are important indications of the Pharisaic mentality as

we would define it; when Josephus defines opposition leaders like Judas and Saddok as

being in all things like the “Pharisees” except for having an inviolable attachment to

liberty, he is, according to this view, very close to the mark.
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be able to relate to parodies of the proper “Justification” language of Is

53:11, the Pesher also employs “Lying” and “Tongue” imagery as per the

Letter of James.

In ii.l it actually makes reference to overseas “messengers” in connec-

tion with its “City of Blood” allusion, which we will be able to relate to

similar allusions in the Habakkuk Pesher where the activities of the “lying

Spouter” are at issue. Its thrust is to condemn this alliance together with

one of the groups it “deceives”, which it designates “Ephraim” or “the

Simple Ones of Ephraim”.40
In our view, Ananus appertains to an

“Establishment” party which is part and parcel of this general Pharisaic/

Herodian alliance. Though called “Sadducee” in Josephus and the New
Testament, it is a latterday caricature of Qumran “Sadducees”. For the

sake of convenience, it is simpler to refer to it as “Boethusian” after the

Priest Herod imports from Egypt, as it has nothing whatever in common
with Qumran’s or James’ Righteousness-oriented and eschatological

exegesis of “the Zadokite Covenant”.
41

40
Cf. Ja 3:5ff. and 4QpNah, ii.8—also including allusion to “fornication” both as a

real circumstance and as imagery; cf. too the allusion “the Simple Ones” tied to this

kind of language in iii.7, also referred to in a similarly important context in lQpHab,

xii.4 below. The whole allusion in 4QpNah, ii has particular relevance to the alliance

“of all those desirous for peace” signaled in War 2.17.3 who oppose the “Innovators”

and actually invite the Romans into the city before the Revolt could get started in 66

ce. For more on this connection see below, p. 172. For “the Lying Spouter” and “the

city” he builds upon blood.
,
see lQpHab, x.9ff. We will in the course of the analysis below

of the Habakkuk Pesher be able to relate some of these kinds of allusions and the combi-

nations of individuals to which they refer—that is, “the Men of Violence” and “the

Traitors”—to Paul and some of his followers or colleagues, particularly renegade “Hero-

dians” or “Idumaeans”, like Silas and Niger of Perea responsible for the death of Ananus.

Where the “Ephraim” allusion is concerned in such a context, careful inspection of the

Commentary will reveal that it relates like “Nilvim” above to non-Jewish believers for-

merly attached to the community—therefore the signification “Ephraim”; see below p.

188-90.
41

For detailed enumerations of the various “Herodian” priesdy clans, see J. Jeremias,

Jerusalem in the Time ofJesus,
Philadelphia, 1962, pp. 152ff. and 188ff. For Simeon b.

Boethus, the eponymous progenitor of the clan, whose daughter married Herod after

the latter murdered his Maccabean spouse, see Ant. 15.9.3 and 17.4.2. For “Simeon b.

Kanthera” (a name possibly distorted into Jesus’ Talmuche epithet “b. Panthera” and hard

to distinguish from the cognomens of two other “sons of Kanthera”, Joseph Kami and

Joseph Cabi), also a Boethusian, whom Josephus possibly confuses with Simeon b.

Boethus and compares to “Simeon the Zaddik” two centuries before in the number of

his sons doing high priesdy service, see Ant. 19.6.2ff. Jeremias lists at least seven high

priests associated with this family in the first century and connects it, probably correcdy,

to the famous “Tomb of St James”/Bene Hezir Monument. In addition to these, there

were several other clans, including “the sons of Ananus” and those of Ananias b. Nebed-
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In such a context it is possible to specify with some precision what

these “Smooth Things” were that so exercised the community. They are

not so much legal trivialities—though these existed—but rather the

broad areas of foreign kingship
,
foreign appointment of High Priests

,
foreigners

and foreign gifts in the Temple, marriage with nieces, divorce, etc., all in one

manner or another involving Herodians or those closely associated with

them. This anti-Herodian stance is also very much in evidence in the

Temple Scroll, which adds the ban on foreign kings and divorce to the

Damascus Document’s evocation of the Deuteronomic King Law. Its

emphases in later columns on “Abominations” and “pollution” link up

with similar concerns in the Habakkuk Pesher and Damascus Document,

particularly the latter’s charges of not observing proper “separation” pro-

cedures in the Temple (probably reflected too, albeit esoterically, in the

“balla”'
/“

Bela'” and “things sacrificed to idols” materials in 11QT, xlvi—

xlvii).

This antagonism to foreigners and “those seeking accommodation”

with them is also reflected in the Zadokite/Zealot Covenant of Num
25:7ff./Ezek 44:7ff. directed respectively againstforeigners in the Community

and foreigners/backsliders in the Temple and the “not one jot or tittle”

approach to the Law of Mt 5:18/Lk 16:1 7’s Jesus, James inja 2:10, and

at Qumran in IQS, viii.22/CD, iv.8. It is reflected, too, in the debates

in the Temple—refracted in Acts—between James and the High Priests,

as reported in the Anabathmoifacobou and the Pseudoclementines. These

debates parallel and can be none other than those in the Temple between

“the Innovators” and the Herodian Priestly Establishment concerning

barring Gentiles—mainly Herodians, but also Romans and other foreig-

ners—and their gifts from the Temple, which are reported so insistently

from the 40s to the 60s ce by Josephus and which trigger the Revolt

against Rome.

Both the “pollution of the Temple” and “fornication” charges tied to

this last are linked in the Damascus Document to one of “sleeping with

women in their periods” (CD, iv,17f£). Together with its charge of “mar-

rying nieces”—also of concern along with the marital practices of the

King generally in the Temple Scroll—this is considered an habitual or

ias. Josephus describes them as “men of litde note, whose families were barely those of

priests”, most notably excepting from this aspersion the Maccabees: Ant. 20.10.1. These

Herodian Sadducees, for obvious reasons, laid stress on a genealogical interpretation of

the Zadokite Covenant as opposed to the Righteousness-oriented one clearly signaled

at Qumran, despite the fact that Herod is reported to have jealously destroyed all the

genealogical records upon becoming ruler of Palestine: E.H. 1.7.13 quoting Julius

Africanus.
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customary practice, which, as we shall show in our Appendix, can have

meaning only within the perceived sexual mores and marital practices of

the Herodian family and not those of a Jewish Priesthood in this period,

except derivatively. In line with its theological exigencies—that is to say,

the new Pauline/“Petrine” “Christian” community admitting Gentiles,

not barring them—the ideological thrust of these debates is inverted/

reversed in Acts’ portrait of similar debates/problems in the early days of

the community in Jerusalem. To make the circle of these allusions com-

plete with regard to such inversions/reversals, one should note the the-

ology in the Pauline corpus—reflected too in the Gospels—of Jesus as

Temple and the further adumbration of it in Eph 2:2ff. of equality in

“Christ Jesus”, there being no “aliens” or “foreign visitors” (a further

ramification is discernible in the parallel represented by Josephus’ con-

cern in the Jewish War to absolve the Romans of guilt in destroying the

Temple and the contemporary Gospel concern, to absolve them of guilt

in destroying the Christ).
42

This parallel of “Jesus” with “Temple”, body, Community, and Com-
munity Council is perhaps best illustrated by comparing improper “separ-

ation”/“pol]ution of the Temple” materials involving Belial, “Beliar” (sic),

“things sacrificed to idols”, etc. in CD, ivff., 2 Co 6:4ff., and 11QT, xlvi-

xlvii. Amid the imagery of “knowing Christ not according to the flesh”,

“the Righteousness of God in Him”, Truth, “Lawbreaking”, “being Poor

but enriching Many”, and paraphrasing 1QH, ix.35’s God as Father to

all “the Sons of Truth”, 2 Co 6 expounds the charge of “polluting the

Temple of God with idols”—a variation of the “Noachic” proscription

on idolatry and James’ “Jerusalem Council” proscription on “pollutions

42 The same puzzling dichotomy of actual Temple and spiritualized sacrifice and atone-

ment is also present at Qumran, most notably in the Temple Scroll and Community
Rule. Though the Anabathmoi]acobou portrays James as complaining against “the Temple

and the sacrifices” (Epiphanius, Hams. 30.16), it requires only the smallest shift in con-

ceptuality to envision these complaints in terms of the ongoing ones of “the Innovators”

against the Herodian Establishment over “Temple service” and/or the acceptance of

gifts/sacrifices from/on behalf of foreigners/backsliding Jews (Ezek 44:9’s “uncircum-

cized in heart and flesh”).

Should precise chronological sequencing regarding these approaches be required, this

would not be too difficult to provide. When the Community were penitents in the wilder-

ness—because of their perception of Temple pollution—spiritualized sacrifice/atone-

ment was the preferred expression of Piety; when, in control of the Temple, as at various

times in the 50s and 60s, e.g., the building of the high wall to block Agrippa II’s view

of the sacrifices prior to Ananus’ assumption of the High Priesthood and James’ death

and during the last stages of the Uprising, purification of the Temple as per general

Temple Scroll parameters (and New Testament portrait) was preferred.
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of the idols”—by asking what “has Beliar to do with Christ”, “Light with

Darkness”, and, in effect, “things sacrificed to idols” with the body (for

11QT, xlvi, “Bela'” with “the Temple”)?

Completely paralleling the vocabulary of 11QT, xlvi.lOfi, the Corinthi-

ans text proceeds to invoke “separating”, “uncleanness”, “defiling”, and

even “fearing God”—connected to the repetition of the “God-fearing”

theme appellative of Gentiles evoked in 11QT, xlvi.ll in place of Num
4:20’s “seeing”—ending in evocation of the typical Qumran phraseology

“Perfection of Holiness” (cf. “Tarnim ha-Kodesh” in CD, viii.24ff.). As per

the imagery of IQS, viiif. and Paul’s 1 Co 2:1 3ff. prescription about

teaching “spiritual things spiritually”—but unlike the exoteric sense of

the Temple Scroll—its language is always esoteric; however, there can

be no mistaking its relationship to the “Christ”/“body”/“Temple”,

“Beliar”/“idols”/“Herodians in the Temple” correspondence.

II

HABAKKUK PESHER TEXTUAL EXEGESIS

Having set down what some of our ideological and historical parameters

ought to be, it now becomes possible to go through the Habakkuk Pesher

passage by passage and signal its connections to the life and teachings

of James the Just. It should be noted, that regardless of one’s opinion

of their authenticity, the Pseudoclementines do place James with all his

Community in the Jericho area (a notice which can hardly be ascribed to

historical interpolation). In turn, this notice corresponds to an impressive

rise in coin distribution at Qumran during the reign of Agrippa I. In

addition, as wise and comfortably safe as the avoidance of making real

identifications may be, we know enough about the personalities and

events in this period from the variety of sources—even though some

of these have been distorted and obscured by tradition—to require schol-

ars to make meaningful and real historical identifications.

At the outset of the Pesher we encounter a statement in the underlying

Habakkuk text (1:4): “the Wicked encompasses the Righteous”. This

exacdy parallels the sense and signification of the Is 3:10 passage which

early Church tradition has retained in the Septuagint rendition, i.e., “Let

us remove the Righteous One for he is abhorrent to us”, which was

applied to the death of James. Both are Zaddik-passages and both hinge

on contrasting the behavior of “the Wicked”—almost always identified

with the Wicked Priest—with “the Righteous”. Both directly apply the

word u
Zaddik" in the underlying text to the subject of their exegesis,
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James and the Righteous Teacher respectively. In the Habakkuk Pesher

this connection is even explicitly drawn: “the Zaddik is the Moreh ha-Zedek”

0-12).

Though these early passages of the Pesher are somewhat fragmentary,

their general thrust already relates to “robbing Riches” (i.7), which later

will have the specific connotation of “robbing the Poor”. This concern

is certainly related to the condemnation of the Rich in the Letter of

James and Josephus’ several notices about the Rich Priests robbing the

tithes of “the Poor” so that some even perished for want in the early

60s just prior to James’ judicial murder.
1

In addition, one encounters the

first references to “unfaithfulness”, quarrelsomeness, and “rejecting the

Torah of God” (i.10), with their consonant sense of the perversion of

the Righteousness doctrine and the process of Justification which the

Pesher will develop in such detail where activities of “the Lying Spouter”

are concerned.

This Pesher has two betes noire%, whose presence along with that of the

Teacher’s dominate it, and it swings its attention back and forth alternat-

ing between them. The first is the Wicked Priest, the mention of whom
is usually tied, as we have seen, to references in the underlying text to

Rasha'
/“

Evil”, and in connection with whom “the Poor” are robbed,

1

Cf. Ja l:9ff., 2:3ff., 4:7ff. on the humble and the proud (allusions common at

Qumran), and 5:1 ff. on the final condemnation and destruction of “the Rich”, including

the phrase “your gold and silver are corroding away” already commented on above. For

Qumran, “Riches”, “fornication”, and “pollution of the Temple”/“idolatry” are import-

ant themes—as they are in all materials relative to James—and constitute the three

characteristic sins of “the sons of Belial”, i.e., the ruling hierarchy. The usage,
“
Ebionim”,

is a much underestimated tide of self-reference at Qumran and is used in 1QH, v.23 in

conjunction even with Hesed

\

i.e., the Ebionei-Hesed, “the Poor Ones of Piety”. For the

insistent theme in the period 55-62 ce of robbing the tithes of the “Poor” Priests, see

Ant. 20.9.8 and 20.10.2 (note the sequence in the latter of the stoning of James, the

robbing of the Poor Priests, and the attack on “Stephen” parallels similar sequencing in

Acts 6—7).

When “the Innovators” finally succeed in stopping sacrifice on behalf of and the

acceptance of gifts from Romans and other foreigners at the start of the Uprising in 66

ce, Josephus reports that not only did they rush to burn the houses of the Herodians

and Chief Priests, but went directly to burn the debt records in order, as he puts it, “to

appeal to the people of the Poorer sort”: War 2.16.6 (italics mine). Agrippa II is at this

point barred even from entering Jerusalem and their opinion of him and his sister, the

fornicating Bernice, is made abundantly clear (note, Josephus’ report above of her Riches

and their incest). Imagery relating both to the problem of fornication (i.e., “prostitutes”)

and table-fellowship (“Sinners”, “gluttons”, etc.) is turned around in line with the retro-

spective polemical thrust of the Gospels in order to portray the putative Messiah as

being sympathetic to just such classes of people. “Zacchaeus”, for instance, in Lk 19:8ff.

above is a “Sinner” and “Jesus” proclaims the theology of the Pauline mission.
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the Righteous Teacher destroyed, and the city annihilated. The second

is “the Man of Lying”/“Pourer out of Lying”, who, unlike the Wicked

Priest, appears originally to have been a member of the community. He
is allied to a group also seemingly inside the community referred to as

“the House of Absalom”. This last euphemism is tied to allusions to

“Traitors” (the Bogdim) that explain it—that is, people formerly associated

with the community who have “wandered” or been “led astray” and

follow the counsel of the Lying Spouter, and to “the Violent Ones”/

“Men of Violence” (’Arigim), probably coextensive with this House of

Ab salom/Bogdim.

The portrayal of “the Pourer out of Lying” is graphic. In particular,

he is said to have “rejected the Law in the midst of the whole Congre-

gation”, or “Assembly”, and almost all references to him dwell on his

perversion of the Righteous Teacher’s proper “Justification” activities

—

that is, instead of “making Many Righteous”, he “leads Many astray”

and “wears Many out with worthless service” so that their amar (i.e.,

“works” with eschatological effect) will count for nothing. Together, he

and his fellow-traveling “House of Absalom”/“Traitors” and “Violent

Ones” are all called “Covenant-Breakers” and “Traitors to the New
Covenant”, and the animus against them, which focuses on this “Spout-

er”, is so strong that it overwhelms the general background of advancing

Kittim destroying the land and the debacle being suffered by the people

as a whole.
2

A similar animus can be traced, regardless of paleographic problems,

against an individual or genus of individual in the Community Rule,

which includes a blanket condemnation of the kind of easy backsliding

path that he has chosen.
3
In IQS, iii.3ff. it is specifically stated that: “He

shall not be reckoned among the Righteous, for he has not confirmed

the conversion of his life”, and his soul is described as detesting “the wise

teaching of Righteous Laws”. Such an individual or genus of individual is

to be barred from the teaching of the Community because he has

2 lQpHab, ii.lff., v.7f£, and vii.2-xiii.4. This usage “Bogdim” is found throughout the

Pesher and in the Damascus Document almost always associated with the Liar/Com-

edian/Spouter/Windbag. The latter’s primary failing appears to have been not following

the Law and “removing the boundary markers”; cf. lQpHab, i.3, ii.lff., v.8f£, x.9ff., and

CD, i.l2f., viii.4f£, xi.3, etc.; also see 4QpNah, ii—iii. It should also be viewed in connec-

tion with allusions in the New Testament to a similar kind of individual and in certain

respects, the “Ephraim” usage in the Nahum Pesher.

3
See, for instance, IQS, vii.l3ff. and the extensive references to how to treat such

backsliding individuals, who either overdy or covertly transgress the Law; the specific

reference to “covert” transgressions is especially important in view of Paul’s “Jew to the

Jew” and “winning the race” protestations in 1 Co 9:1 8ff. and consonant behavior.
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ploughed “the mud of Wickedness” and returned “defiled” (for purposes

of comparison, see Paul’s contention in 1 Co 10:23ff. that “for me there

are no forbidden things . . . Do not hesitate to eat anything which is sold

in the market place. There is no need to raise questions of conscience”).

The passage builds to a climax in the baptismal allusions which follow:

He shall not be justified [i.e., made Righteous
]
by that which his stubborn heart

permits, for instead of seeking the Ways of Light, he looks upon Darkness.

He shall not be reckoned in the well of the Perfect [note this typical

Matthaean allusion]. Nor shall he be purified by atonement, nor cleansed by

any waters, nor sanctified by [immersion in] seas and rivers, nor washed

clean by any ablution. Polluted, polluted shall he be, all the days that he

rejects the Judgements of God [here the word ma 'as is the same as that of

lQpHab, i.lO’s “denying the Law” above and lQpHab, v.ll’s “rejecting the

Law” below] without submitting to the Council of His Community.

In the course of these allusions, one should also note the not insignificant

evocation of “the Spirit of Falsehood” and “Holy Spirit”-type baptism

in IQ, iv.26ff. and in v, the stricture to keep away from “table-

fellowship” with “the Men of Falsehood who walk in the Way of Wick-

edness”, as opposed, of course, to “those who walk in the Way of Perfec-

tion” or “Light”, which parallels the use of similar terminology in Acts.
4

The text lays down that “his words are unclean”, and further stresses

in vii,17ff. that “whoever has slandered the Community” or “murmured

against the authority of the Community shall be expelled and never

return”. In such a context of “slander” and “murmuring”, one should

have regard to Paul’s “these leaders, these Pillars”, “these people who
are acknowledged leaders—not that their importance means anything to

me” aspersions in Ga 2:6ff. and similar attacks on community leaders

in 2 Co 11:23 and in 1 Co 9:5ff. including even “Cephas (Peter) and

the brothers of the Lord” (cf. also the reflection of these kinds of diffi-

culties in the symbolic re-enactment of John 7-8 with Jesus taking on

the persona of Paul).
5

4
See “the Way” terminology in Acts 16:17, 18:25f., 19:9 and 23, and 24:22ff.; for

“Light” imagery, see 13:47, 22:6ff., and 26:1 3ff.

5
Cf. too similar “murmuring” in Lk 19:7 above. It is noteworthy that the punishment

for slandering a companion is denial of table-fellowship', for slandering the Community as

a whole, expulsion. Paul’s murmuring against the “Pillar” Apostles or the Jerusalem

Church leadership in Ga 2 continues with bitter words about Cephas and is paralleled

in Acts 15:38 with unkind remarks directed against “John Mark”. In 2 Co ll:5ff., giving

vent to his “Tongue”, Paul again abuses those people he calls “Arch-aposdes”, whom
he characterizes as “pseudo-Aposdes”, “dishonest workmen disguised as Aposdes of Christ”
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The Habakkuk Pesher presents similar ideas in a more historical context

and its exegesis pointedly turns on the allusion to “not believing” in the

underlying passage from Hab 1:5:

Its interpretation concerns the Traitors together with the Man of Lying [note

the purposeful linkage of these two categories, later connected to the “House

of Absalom” allusion in iv]. For they did not believe what the Righteous

Teacher told them from the mouth of God [note also the allusion to direct

revelation where the Righteous Teacher is concerned, an interesting indi-

cation of his exalted status]. And it also concerns the Traitors to the Laws

of God and the New Covenant who did not believe in the Covenant of God,

but instead profaned his Holy Name [italics mine].

This constant reiteration of the word “believe” here, which in effect

became the essence of the new Pauline theological position on salvation,

as expressed in Romans, Galatians and Hebrews by reference to Hab

2:4 about to be expounded in this Pesher
,

6
is consistent with the general

Qumran predilection for sarcasm, irony, and word-play. Here the point

is being strongly drawn by implication, however, that these “Faith” doc-

trines associated with Paul’s new “Grace” ideas violate the stress in Ezek-

iel’s Zadokite Statement on “keeping the Covenant”—picked up as well,

including the emphasis on “keeping” as opposed to “breaking”, in the

Letter of James—upon which the qualitatively precise definition of the

“Sons of Zadok” is based in IQS, v.

The text goes on, confirming its basically eschatological stance, to

relate this passage “to the Traitors to the End of Days”—the sect here

clearly seeing itself living in the “End Time” of the Gospels’ “this gener-

ation not passing away until ... ”, Using imagery out of the milieu of

Ezekiel’s “Zadokite Statement”, these “Traitors” are identified as “Coven-

ant-Breakers”, just as IQS, following the implied thrust of Ezekiel’s

and
“
the Servants ofRighteousness” Then giving full rein to his Tongue in alluding to “danger

from so-called brothers' ’ and boasting “as brazenly as any ofthem” (italics mine); he continues:

“Hebrews are they? So am I. Israelites? So am I”, which makes it unmistakably clear

that his interlocutors were Jews; and alluding to reports of his “cunningness” and stress-

ing that he is not “a Liar”—a stress fairly widespread in the Pauline corpus—and doesn’t

“lie”, he concludes that “there is not a thing these Arch-apostles have that I do not

have as well.”

For the use of 'E%ah—often “Council” at Qumran, but in this instance “counsel” or

what I would otherwise translate as “doctrine” or “approach”—see below n. 14.

6
In the exegesis of Hab 2:4 below, the Qumran approach turns on the combination

of doing the Law with restricting the scope of the exegesis only to “Jews” and a stress

upon “Faith”, which otherwise exacdy parallels the familiar Pauline formulations.
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Zadokite Statement (particularly Ezek 44:3ff.), identified “the Sons of

Zadok” as “the Covenant-Keepers”, i.e., “the Shomrei ha-Brit ”1

This kind of language and the contrast of “the Keepers” vs. “the

Breakers of the Law”, not to mention allusion to the “Righteousness”

doctrine, “Light”, the Lying “Tongue”, etc., dominate the first two chap-

ters of the Letter of James as well, culminating in the quotation of the

Righteousness commandment of “loving one’s neighbor as oneself” and

the references to “keeping the whole Law” and “fornication” (2:8—11).

These Mephirei ha-Brit (Covenant-Breakers) are described—like

“Ephraim” in 4QpNah, ii.3 and ii.8 and “the Simple Ones of Ephraim”

in 4QpNah iii.5ff.—as:

not believing what they heard about all the things that were going to happen

in the Last Generation from the mouth of the Priest [the Righteous Teacher]

whose heart God illumined with the understanding to expound all the words

of His Servants the Prophets, to whom God explained all that was going to

happen to His People.

Not only are they to be identified with “the Traitors”/“House of Absal-

om”, but at this point also the “Violent Ones” ('Ari^im). They were

once close enough to the Community—before they betrayed it by aban-

doning the Law and going over to “the Liar”

—

to assist at the Scriptural

exegesis sessions of the Righteous Teacher. In addition to his role as

7 lQpHab, ii.lff. The stress in ii.5 on “Breakers of the Covenant” is the mirror reversal

of the definition of “the Sons of Zadok” in the Community Rule as “Keepers of the

Covenant” (IQS, v.2ff.). When in 44:15, Ezekiel defines “the Sons of Zadok”, he does

so over and against a previous hierarchy that, according to accepted notions of the

meaning of the Zadokite Priesthood, must also have been “Zadokite”. But for Ezekiel

—

as well as Qumran thereafter—the distinguishing characteristic of a true Son of Zadok

was qualitative, as per IQS and Ezek 44’s “doing their duty in the Sanctuary”.

When Ezekiel defines just how the previous hierarchy has “broken the Covenant”

(the root he uses in 44:7, P-R-R, corresponds precisely with this usage in lQpHab, ii.5),

he does so by leveling the charge that they have “admitted aliens uncircumcized in heart

and body to frequent My Sanctuary and pollute My Temple”. The “uncircumcized heart”

allusion will be used to characterize the Wicked Priest below in x.13. He concludes, “No
alien, uncircumcized in heart and body, is to enter my sanctuary, none of these aliens

living among the Israelites”—a directive with particular relevance where Paul’s difficulties

in Jerusalem are concerned and the difficulties of the Herodian family generally with the

Temple Wall “Zealots”. Not unrelated to both of these, as we have already noted above,

were the warning stones put up in the Temple in this period warning foreigners on pain

of death against illegally entering the Temple; War 6.2.4—-pace Josephus’ complaints

against the “Innovators”—whom he blames for every disaster—on the issue of stopping

sacrifice for and accepting gifts from “foreigners”. For more on this subject and its

relationship to concerns expressed in both the Damascus Document and Temple Scroll,

see Appendix.
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Scriptural exegete par excellence and the connected idea that all the events

presendy unfolding—meaning, in the present “End Time”—had already

been foretold by prophets like Habakkuk and Isaiah, the above passage

evokes the Righteous Teacher’s role as “Priest”, i.e., “High Priest”.
8

Where James is concerned, we have already discussed above how all

early Church sources place particular emphasis on this aspect of his

activities.

4QpPs 37 speaks of a group called “the 'Ari^ei-Go’im” or “the Violent

Ones of the Gentiles”. These may or may not be coextensive with the

'Arigim/Bogdim in the Habakkuk Pesher. They were, however, at one time

on the same spiritual side as the Community, since 4QpPs 37 makes it

clear they took vengeance for the death of the Righteous Teacher. In our view

they are the force which really triggers the violent side of the Uprising

—

therefore the “Violent” aspect to the circumlocution—and are to be at

least partially identified with Josephus’ mysterious “Idumaeans” who take

vengeance for the killing of James by brutally dispatching Ananus and

quite a few other “collaborators”.

The “Covenant-Breakers” should include Niger of Perea, “Silas”

who was brought up with King Agrippa, possibly “Philip” King
Agrippa’s bodyguard—whose “daughters” Josephus pointedly mentions

in the Vita—and Queen Helen’s circumcized kinsmen, Monobazus
and Kenedaeos, killed along with John the Essene in the early stages

of the Uprising. They are what should loosely be referred to as

renegade Herodian “Men-of-War”—this last allusion is actually in use

in CD, viii—because of the dominance of this element among them
(therefore too the “Idumaean” terminology remounting not so much

8
It is generally conceded that the references to “the Priest” in lQpHab and 4QpPs

37 carry with them the implied connotation of “the High Priest”; in these contexts, he

would appear, also, to be identical to “the Righteous Teacher”. Such a correspondence

allows us to make sense of the testimony to James in early Church tradition as “High

Priest”; cf. Eusebius, Epiphanius, and Jerome, loc. cit., above. The difficulties that emerge

between the Righteous Teacher and the Wicked Priest (evidently the official High Priest)

over events relating to Yom Kippur are referred to below. Such difficulties are not com-
pletely irrelevant to the arrest of James on a charge of “blasphemy”. Such a charge

primarily relates to pronouncing or encouraging others to pronounce the forbidden name
of God, which is precisely the procedure of a Yom Kippur atonement.

To make extant early Church accounts sensible in this context, it only remains to

take the term “Zadokite” in its esoteric sense and to see the atonement, reported of

James in these sources, as involving a “Zadokite” Yom Kippur atonement or a properly

“Righteous” atonement by a Noachic Priest/Zaddik, for a fuller treatment, see below

pp. 181-82.
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to Herod himself, but more particularly his sometimes subversive

brother-in-law and Agrippa’s cognate ancestor Costobarus
9
).

What follows is the well-known description of the coming of “the

Kittim” linked to the coming of the Chaldaeans in the underlying text. It

is difficult, as we have seen with regard to the Nahum Pesher
,
to escape

the conclusion that “the Kittim
, '’

are the Romans. 10 There has been, of

course, much debate on this issue, including detailed analyses of the

military tactics of the Romans and Seleucids, but references to their

coming “from afar, from the islands of the sea to devour all the peoples

like an eagle”, marching “across the plain smiting and plundering the

cities of the earth”, encircling “the Fortresses of the Peoples”, “tauntingly

deriding them”, threshing “the earth with their horses and pack animals”,

“consume all the peoples”, “in the heat of fury, in searing rage, in scorch-

ing anger and with livid faces speaking to all the Peoples”, “scorning the

great and mocking the noble, making sport of kings and princes and

ridiculing any large host” can hardly be thought of as relating to the

Seleucids, attempts to portray them in this manner notwithstanding. The

note about “sacrificing to their standards and worshipping their wea-

pons” in a continuation of this description in vi.3.ff. below, also (as has

been argued) certainly reflects the practices of Imperial not Republican

Rome.

Nor must such a reference reflect any specific sacrifice made by the

Romans. The reference is a general one, and certainly does not entail the

sacrifice the Romans made on the Temple Mount at the end of the

War—the only one Josephus describes—as it is usually taken as doing.

The Romans must have made quite a few as they made their bloody way

down from Galilee, and Josephus describes the consternation engen-

dered in Jerusalem by the reduction of a series of Galilean strongholds:

Gadara, Jotapata, Tarichaeae, Gamala, etc., all the time making continual

reference to the “Innovators” as the principal element disturbing the

commonweal in Galilee.
11

It cannot be stressed too often that for the Pesher the Roman conquest

9
For the connection of “Saulus” to other seeming descendants of this “Costobarus”,

see War 2.17.3. Costobarus is the real “Idumaean” in these genealogies, Herod’s origins

being somewhat more difficult to trace. See also n. 44, p. 184 below.
10 lQpHab, ii. 1 2 and 4QpNah, i.5; cf. Dan 11:30.
11 lQpHab, vi.3ff. One such sacrifice is, of course, recorded in War 6.6.1, but there

is absolutely no proof that this was the one hinted at in the Commentary; on the contrary,

the notice there is general, not specific. Note that in War 3.8.9-10 Josephus gives a long

description of the towns around “the Lake of Gennesareth”, the locale of the most

serious “seditious” activities, in particular naming one “Jesus the son of Shaphat” as

“the principal head of the robber band”.
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is an event in progress
,
not finished. The conclusion some draw from

such allusions, in particular one to the destruction of the Temple and/

or Jerusalem, that the Pesher either would have had to be written after

the events of 70 ce—which is archaeologically speaking not impossible—
or barring this, a century or two earlier, is therefore not proven. The con-

quest and the destruction it entailed, as we have seen, were a foregone

conclusion as early as 67 or 68 ce, and, as we have also noted, Josephus

and quite a few others were aware of this, as was James’ nemesis

Ananus 12
. On the contrary, if the notice in iv.lOff. to “the rulers of the

Kittim in conference in their guilt-ridden house replacing their rulers one

after the other and each coming in turn to destroy the earth” refers to

“the year of the three Emperors”, as it is sometimes taken as doing, then

one has a solid textual measure for dating the commentary. Again, how-

ever, this passage need not refer to a given year such as 68 ce, but to

Roman emperors from Caligula to Vespasian. Whatever one’s conclusion

concerning any or all of these matters, it is clear that the sit^ im leben of

the Pesher has litde historical relation to any context earlier than this.

Having described these background disasters, the Pesher now returns

to its favorite topic, the salvation of those who “keep the Covenant”/

“the Commandments”, and its preoccupation with internecine strife. It

contends, somewhat poignandy, that despite the horrors that were

transpiring, “God will not annihilate his people at the hands of the Gen-

tiles” (v.3; the use of Go'im here as opposed to Kittim
,
is not insignificant

as it relates to the Pesher
1
s concern with “Gendles” generally, in particular

that “Judgement” which will be pronounced on them, including the

Pourer out of Lying and those of his persuasion, as well as Jewish back-

sliders in x and xiif.). It insists rather that “God will execute Judgement

on all the Gentiles by the hands of His Elect, in connection with which

chastisement all the Wicked Ones among his own people, who kept the

Commandments only when convenient will also be condemned”—here

the employment of the allusion “the Wicked of His People” is important,

for it includes Jewish backsliders of the genre of the pro-Herodian

“Wicked Priest”. There can be no doubt of either the “nationalism” of

this insistence or the zeal of its apocalyptic—i.e., these are not “peaceful

Essenes”; nor can the era be anything resembling the Seleucid one.

12 War 2.16.4f. and 4.5.2. It is certainly curious that Josephus in the latter notice records

of Ananus—whom he scornfully dismisses as corrupt and intemperate in Vita and Ant.

—

precisely what early Church tradition insists he said of James in the extant copies of

Josephus’ works, i.e., that the fall of Jerusalem was directly related to his death and that

the Roman armies appeared immediately following his removal; cf. E.H. 2.23. 18ff. and

Origen, contra Celsum 1.47 and 2.13 and Comm, in Matt. 10.17.
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Where backsliding/turncoat Jews are at issue, the stress in the exegesis

on the theme of “keeping” is important. It should be noted that CD,
iv’s exegesis of the Zadokite Covenant identifies “the Sons of Zadok”
as “the Elect of Israel” (“who would stand at the End of Days”—i.e.,

those who would “execute Judgement on all the Gentiles” and backslid-

ing Jews above.) The whole assertion is followed, not incidentally, by an
allusion to that same “%anut” (fornication—v.7f.) so important to the

Damascus Document, the Letter of James, and deadly difficulties with

the Herodian family generally.
13 Here it is “the Elect” who “have not

lusted after their eyes”—that is, married nieces or divorced illegally

and the allusion to “the Era of Wickedness” is quite simply the Herodian
age. One should also note the use of %anut imagery along with “Lying
lips” and “Tongue” allusions in the “selling %anut to the Gentiles” and
“leading Ephraim astray” section of 4QpNah, ii.7ff.

This brings us in the text to a dramatic confrontation between “the

Liar and those of his “persuasion” and the Righteous Teacher, the

importance of which should not be underestimated. That the confron-

tation is verbal, though it could be otherwise, is given some confirmation

by the reference to treachery in the underlying text, interpreted to relate

to factional strife within the community, and the usage
“
ma'as” which

dominates the actual exegesis, i.e., “rejecting” or “speaking derogatonly

against the Torah” or “Covenant” as in lQpHab, i.10 above. Since once
again it is the Righteous Teacher who is the subject of the exegesis, the

signification being played upon in the underlying text to construct the

exegesis is “Zaddik”. As so often elsewhere, it is connected with “Rasha'”,

that is, the Righteous vs. the Evil Ones.

Here the much-vexed turn of phrase “the House of Absalom and the

men of their Assembly” or “persuasion” in the exegesis is tied definitively

to
“
Bogdim ” in the underlying text, thus confirming the figurative sense

of the Absalom ’ ascription (with the possible additional imputation of
treachery within the Messianic family itself). Already linked earlier in the

text to “the Covenant-Breakers”, “the Man of Lying”, and “the 'Ari^m”
(possibly, but not necessarily, linked to the 'Ari^ei-Go'im in 4QpPs 37),

the House of Absalom (“Bogdim”
) “remained silent when the Righteous

Teacher was being “admonished” or “abused” (i.e. “verbally abused”)
and did not help him (since we are in an “Assembly” of some kind

For an excellent glimpse of the importance of ‘\anut ” at Qumran, one should have
regard to IQS, iv.9ff.’s abuse of its genre of “Lying” nemesis who follows “the Ways
of Nothingness”—cf. lQpHab, x.9ff.’s “the City of Nothingness” built by the Liar, etc.

below pp. 1 71 f. who has a Spirit of fornication”, “Lying”, and “whoredom”, “zeal

for lustfulness
, works of nothingness”, and “a Tongue full of insults”.
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involving “the whole community”—possibly of the Pentecost variety in

Acts—the meaning is actually “speak up”) against the Man of Lying
“
who

rejected the Law in the midst of their whole Congregation” or “Assembly” (italics

\ 14
mine).

It should be clear that this confrontation is internal and that the “Trai-

tors” play some role within the Community or as adjuncts to it therefore

the “treachery” imputation. For lQpHab, x.9ff. below, “the Pourer Out

of Lying”/“Spouter” (Mattif ha-Cha^av—identical with “the Man of

Lying” and playing as well on the baptismal imagery of CD, i.l4ff.’s

“pouring the waters of Lying”) is also someone inside the community,

not outside it. For precisely this kind of ideological dispute, see Ga

2:1 Iff., where Paul does speak “derogatorily about the Law”—as he

probably did in Jerusalem earlier when he went up to put the version of

the Gospel as he taught it to the Gentiles fearing that the course he

“was adopting or had already adopted would be in vain”—in the process

verbally abusing one of the community’s most respected leaders and

blaming his problems on personal difficulties with James and “the group

which insisted on circumcision” in Jerusalem. “Circumcision” was “in

the air” in “Asia” in this period—a primary venue of Paul’s missionary

activities—as its cruciality in the marriages of Herodian princesses in

Cilicia, Emesa, and Commagene and the conversion of Queen Flelen’s

son and/or husband in Adiabene attest.

IQS, viii.20ff. gives a picture of the likely Qumran reaction to such

remonstrations: “Any man who enters the Council of Holiness walking

in the Way of Perfection as commanded by God and, whether overtly

or covertly, transgresses one word of the Torah of Moses on any point

whatsoever [cf. the “not one jot or tittle” allusions in the New Testa-

ment], shall be expelled from the Council of the Community and return

no more. No Man of Holiness shall associate with him in monetary

matters or in approach on any matter whatsoever.”

This last by his own testimony is precisely how Paul is treated after

the confrontation in Antioch: “The other Jews joined him [Cephas] in

this pretense and even Barnabas felt obliged to copy their behavior.” In

fact, according to the presentation of Acts 15:39, Barnabas, too, parts

company with Paul, that is, “after a violent quarrel, they [Paul and

Barnabas] parted company and Barnabas sailed off with Mark to

Cyprus.” From this point Barnabas and the Jewish Apostles have little

more to do with Paul, and despite a few isolated references in the corpus

14 lQpHab, v.7ff. As opposed to Roth and Driver, “the House of Absalom” is to be

taken figuratively as implying betrayal or treachery.
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to him, few, if any, Jewish Apostles or Jews—as opposed to what we
would call “Herodians”—appear willing to associate themselves with his

“mission”.

J. Teicher in the early history of Qumran research developed the pos-

ition that we are presenting to a certain extent (inspired by G. Margoli-

outh’s early identification of the Cairo Geni^ah Damascus Document as

“Jewish Christian”); however, by ignoring James and dwelling too closely

on purported difficulties between Paul and Jesus, he vitiated the histor-

icity of his approach and put the entire perspective into ill repute. Since

his historical grasp was so unincisive, he did not make sense of any of

the “Men of Violence”/“Men-of-War”/“Traitors” terminologies either.

Another, more physical, attack by Paul on James is reported in the

Pseudoclementines. On the whole, however, this notice in the Habakkuk
Pesher must be taken as paralleling a more ideological attack which prob-

ably occurred in the context of events relating to the so-called “Jerusalem

Council” reported in Acts. We would consider Paul’s view of similar

events in Ga 2:1-10 to be a more accurate presentation of the pro-

gression of these events (if not of how they were perceived by “the

Jerusalem Church”). The characterization of “the Man of Lying” as

“rejecting” or “speaking derogatorily about the Law in the midst of their

entire Community” in v.ll also receives—through the word maas—gen-

eric reinforcement in the Community Rule and the Damascus Document.
The underlying text in question, “the Wicked confounds one more

Righteous than he”, precisely parallels the sense of other Zaddik texts

applied to the Righteous Teacher and James. “The Wicked” in v.9 is not

interpreted in terms of “the Wicked Priest”, who emerges later in the

Pesher in the context of chronologically later, more political, squabbling

when the destruction of Jerusalem is imminent. Rather, it is specifically

applied to “the Man of Lying”, whom along with his fellow travelers

“the Traitors” and “'Ari^m”, the Pesher has already characterized as being

privy to, but “not believing in”, the esoteric Scriptural exegeses of “the

Priesf’/Righteous Teacher. The whole constitutes a perfect represen-

tation—including even the incessant theme of verbal derogation of the

Community leadership and the earlier ironic allusion to Pauline “Belief”

doctrines—of the split between Paul with his more antinomian “free gift

of Faith”/“descent of the Holy Spirit” approach and those following

the Zaddik James insisting both on “works of the Law” and its concomi-
tant in “Perfect Righteousness”

(Tom-Derech or Tamim-Derech at

Qumran). 15

It usually goes unremarked that the usage “ma asitn” or one of its several variations,

“ma asei”/“ma aseihem” (which translate into what we would term “works”), completely
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“ The House of Absalom” can be, therefore, definitively identified as

ideological “Traitors” within the Movement who are willing to go along

with the antinomian position of “the Man of Lying”—in our view also

referred to by the usage “the Enemy” in the Pseudoclementines. In this,

they are connected with the “’Ari^im”

,

i.e., renegade “Herodians” and

those “Men of War” who are reported to have gone over to “the Liar”

in the Damascus Document (viii.37; cf, also the use of “maai'

/

rejecting,

“going astray”, “the House of the Torah”, “Faith”, “the New Covenant”,

etc. in this passage). They are not so different from the more general

“Ephraim”/“City of Ephraim”/“Simple Ones of Ephraim” in the

Nahum Pesher linking up with “city of blood”/“city built upon blood”

allusions in it and lQpHab, x which we shall presently elucidate below.

The drama of this moment should not be lost on any student of early

Church history, and its religio-historical implications are far-reaching. If

our interpretation is correct, we have in it nothing less than a version

of that meeting or confrontation, which is referred to by all commen-

tators as “the Jerusalem Council”—a more likely euphemism in the pre-

sent context would be “the Assembly of the Jerusalem Community”.
16

pervades Qumran usage. So widespread is the usage, beginning in the introduction of the

Damascus Document (CD, i.10) and often in conjunction with its ideological opposite

ma asei-Sbeker and ma asei-niddah associated with the Liar (“Lying works” and “works of

Uncleanness”—the
“
niddah” usage also occurs in relation to “pollution of the Temple”

charges in CD, viii.l 3) and the men of his persuasion, that cataloging it is beyond the

scope of this study. In this section of the Habakkuk Pesher one has to do with a further

variation of the usage, the
'

Osei ha-Torah or “Doers of the Torah” (lQpHab, vii.ll and

viii.l; cf. Ja l:22ff. also alluding to “Doers”). A significant ideological counterpart of this

usage is the term 'amal, which also has the signification of “works”, but “works” in the

most soteriologically efficacious sense—in this case “suffering works” or “travail”. Not

only is the word 'amal crucial to the eschatological exegesis Hab 2:4 which is to follow,

it is repeated with opposite ideological signification at the end of the Pesher in relation

to the activities of the Liar. It, too, is based on terminology in the all-important Is 53:1 If.

proof-text (also a Zaddik-pussagt).

The Derech/“Way” terminology is rarely discussed in any detail in Qumran scholarship.

The terminology has strong connections with exegetical usages surrounding the mission

and activities of John the Baptist and is at the root of allied Qumran usages centering

around the root Y-Sh-R—meaning “Straightening”/“Upright”. The almost total addiction

at Qumran to the “Perfection” terminology connected to it, a usage well-known in the

New Testament, is also underestimated. For Tom-Derech or Tamim/Tamimei-Derech, see,

for instance, IQS, i,12ff., v.24, viii.lOff., ix.6ff., x.22ff., xi.2ff., etc. and cf. Mt 5:48’s “be

Perfect as your Father in Heaven is Perfect” and Mt 19:21, Acts 22:3, 24:22, Ga 3:3,

etc.

16 The allusion “Jerusalem Council” has grown up surrounding the confrontation

between Paul and the “Jerusalem Church” leadership, concerning both the advisability

and terms of reference of “the Gentile Mission”; cf. Ga 2 and Acts 15. Certainly IQS,

viii.l ff. refers to a central “Council” of the Community which appears made up of twelve
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Its point of view, however, is “internal”, or “Palestinian”/“Jewish Chris-

tian”, i.e., that of “the Keepers of the Law” as opposed to those “Torah-

Breakers” breaking it and those advocating the opposite policy within

the early “Church”.

As we have noted, too, its connection with Paul’s Ga 2:1 1-14 confron-
tation with and charges against Peter in Antioch is intrinsic. One should
not be too astonished at our linking this seemingly innocuous notice in

the Habakkuk Pesher—not innocuous in terms of the literary devices of
compression, ironic understatement, and parody practiced at Qumran

—

with the famous “Jerusalem Council”. In our view it is the actual con-
frontation as viewed from the point of view of Jerusalem and the sup-

porters of James, not vice versa. That this confrontation made a very

members, of whom “three are Priests” or to which “three Priests are added” (the sense
here is tantalizingly obscure, but the dichotomy of priestly and Israelite imagery which
follows suggests “the Three” are part and parcel of “the Twelve”, not added to it as

majority scholarship generally thinks). It is in relation to and following the delineation

of this Council that the text evokes the imagery of “atonement by suffering”, and it is

this Council which is referred to as “a House of Perfection and Truth for Israel” and
a Holy of Holies for Aaron” (note the “Israelite”/“priestly” dichotomy referring to one

and the same council). In a further extension of this Pauline-type “spiritualized” Temple
and atonement imagery, the Council is referred to as “a sin offering” and “a sweet
fragrance”. All of this imagery is evoked in relation to the dual citation of “the Way in

the wilderness passage which is used, as already noted, to epitomize the activities of
the community.

The usage “Jerusalem Council” has something to do in Acts with an “Assembly”
which appears to convene itself in Jerusalem at the time of Pentecost—a time of convo-
cation also important for 4QDb—probably in reaffirmation of the traditional notion of
the descent of the Law associated with this festival. In Acts 2: Iff. this “descent of the
Law” is parodied in terms of a more Paulinized “Holy Spirit”, which descends together
with its Gentile Mission accoutrements of “speaking in Tongues” and doing “mighty
works”, by which is intended cures, exorcisms, and the like, not “works of the Law” as

in James and at Qumran.

Another notice about an opposition “Assembly” or “Church” in Jerusalem appears
in Ant. 19.7.4 in connection with that “Simon” who wishes to exclude Agrippa I from
the Temple as a “foreigner” and his visit to Caesarea to inspect the latter’s living arrange-

ments (i.e. his household kashrut). It should be increasingly clear to the reader that this,

in fact, is the authentic and demythologized “Simon” as opposed to his ideological and
diametrically opposite mirror image in Acts. Simon in Acts, instead of inspecting the

kashrut of Agnppa I s household as the Simon in the Antiquities
,
rather visits the house-

hold of the Roman centurion Cornelius in Caesarea who is described as “giving gener-

ously to Jewish causes”, a description which more appropriately suits Agrippa I. He is

prepared for this “visit” by a special vision via the always useful “Holy Spirit” mechanism
repealing, it would appear, for all of time the normal Jewish dietary regulations. Cf. the

parallel here of Jesus visit to the Rich “Zacchaeus” in Lk 19, developing into a parable
about a king not unlike Agrippa (or his grandfather Herod).
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lasting impression on the members of the early Community is confirmed

not only from Acts’ one-sided portrayal of it but also in Paul’s version

of these events in Ga 2. Along with some other matters of equal import

relating to “the Lying Spouter and those of his persuasion”, it has made

an equally indelible, if ideologically opposite, impression on the authors

of the Habakkuk Pesher.

Habakkuk was, of course, a very important prophet for the sectaries,

as he was for the authors of 2 Macc. One should also note in this

regard that Habakkuk, like Phineas, Elijah, Onias the Just (Honi the

Circle-Drawer), Hanan the Hidden, and James himself, was a primordial

rain-maker. Eschatological notions and the Righteousness ideal associ-

ated with rain and rain-making go back to the soteriological activities of

the first Zaddik Noah.

The ARN associates “the bringing of rain” with proper (i.e.,

“Zadokite”) Temple service; drought with its cessation; and rain-making

and its associated mechanism of circle-drawing were important attributes

in the determination of the true Zaddik and eschatological High Priest.

Rain-making and “Messianic” rain imagery are integrally related, too, to

the parallel imagery of “the Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heav-

en”, and in a sense, all three imageries are combined in the last two

chapters of the letter conserved under James’ name. The Son of Man
coming on the clouds of Heaven, according to Eusebius/Hegesippus’

testimony, also comprised the essence of James’ Messianic proclamation

in the Temple before his death, and, once again, all are to a certain

extent invoked in combination with the exegesis of the Messianic “Star

Prophecy” in the Qumran War Scroll.
17

17
For Habakkuk as rain-maker, see the whole narrative relating to Honi and his

descendants in b. Ta'an 23aff. That James, too, functioned as a rain-maker is confirmed

by Epiphanius in Haem. 78.14 (the notice is too original to be simply dismissed as

spurious). As such, he is a contemporary of and exhibits suspiciously similar character-

istics to another “rain-making” grandson of Honi, Abba Hilkiah. Rabbinic literature

unerringly designates Phineas as a rain-maker, anticipating Elijah in this activity, his suc-

cessor in the redivivus tradition, and depicts similar activities on the part of Hanan ha-

Nehba
,
another grandson of Honi, who is often identified with John the Baptist.

That the coming of the Messiah in the company of the Host of Heaven “on the

clouds” was associated as well with eschatological “rain” imagery is confirmed in 1QM,

xi.lOff. It evokes this imagery in connection with its exegesis of Num 24:17, which it

purposefully expounds in terms of Daniel’s portrait of “the Son of Man coming on the

clouds of Heaven”—the favorite metaphor for the hope for a Messianic return. This

hope is also expressed following James’ condemnation of “the Rich”—whom he blames

for the crucifixion of “the Just One”—in connection with his counsel of “patience . . .

until the Lord’s coming” in Ja 5:7ff. Here, James again ties the allusion to eschatological

“rain” imagery and even evokes Elijah, making the connection between the various
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The Habakkuk Pesher is impressed, not surprisingly, with God’s having
commanded Habakkuk to “write down” his vision concerning what
would happen in “the Last Generation” (2: If.). However, in it God did

not make known to Habakkuk “when the Time of the End would be
completed”. Rather this information was vouchsafed to the Righteous
Teacher in his role as scriptural exegete par excellence “to whom God
made known all the mysteries of the words of His servants the Prophets”
(vii.4ff.). Having said this, the Pesher then proceeds to interpret Hab 2:3

(which itself leads to the all-important citation from Hab 2:4: “the Right-

eous shall live by his Faith”) as the Scriptural warrant for what in other

vocabularies goes by the name of “the Delay of the Parousia
,

\

Nothing could better confirm the overall eschatological thrust of the

Habakkuk Pesher, evinced whenever notions relating to “the End” or
the Last are discussed, than this exegesis of Hab 2:3. The declaration

that “there shall be yet another vision concerning the End”—which
includes not insignificantly an aside about “not Lying”—cf. Paul in Ro
9:1, 2 Co 11:31; Ga 1:20 and par contra Ja 3:14—is expounded to mean
that the Final Era would be extended beyond anything which the Pro-
phets foretold”.

The very matter-of-factness of this statement is possibly the reason
for its having been generally overlooked by most scholarship. Not only
do we have in it the explanation—based on the scriptural warrant of
Hab 2:3, introducing the all-important materials in 2:4—of why “the
End”, also so clearly expected in the New Testament, was not going to

materialize in this generation, but by implication, too, that such an expec-
tation was part and parcel of the Messianic fervor surrounding the Upris-
ing. Where the latter was concerned, such a delay in the institution of
the Messianic Kingdom was not surprising in view of its subversion by

people like Ananus, Josephus, Agrippa II, and Philo’s renegade nephew
Tiberius Alexander, responsible for the death of not a few “Messianic”
leaders and Titus’ actual military commander at Jerusalem.

Commenting with perhaps more irony than even it intended, “for the

mysteries of God are astonishing”, the Pesher explains the next sentence:

“If it tarries, wait for it, for it shall surely come and shall not be late”,

in terms of how the faithful should behave in the face of such a “delay”.

In so doing, it makes its first allusion to “the Doers of the Law” (' Osei

allusions and imageries unmistakably clear. In fact, the proclamation of just such a Mes-
sianic return forms the substance of James’ speech on the Temple stairs at Passover,
alluded to in all sources, which either forms the background of the riot on the Temple
Mount or events culminating in his judicial murder; cf. as well Paul in 1 Thess 3:13.

Jude in l:12ff. actually explains the imagery.
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ha-Torah), which will be one of the cornerstones of its exegesis of 2:4

to follow (as well as its description of “the Simple Ones of Judah” who
will be the beneficiaries of the justifying activities of the Community

Council and destroyed by the Wicked Priest’s “works of Abominations”

at the end of the Pesher), vi%. “The Men of Truth who are Doers of Torah”

are not to “slacken from the service of Tmth though the final age is

prolonged”.

Allusions to “Truth” are common at Qumran from “the Sons of

Truth” in IQS, iv.5 to “the Sons of Your Truth” in Hymns, and to a

certain extent may be viewed in the context of those “Lying” allusions

predicated of “the Liar”.
18 The Pesher concludes on an optimistic, if mys-

terious, note: “all the times appointed by God necessarily come as He
has determined them according to the mysteries of His Wisdom.”

This expression of the most exalted theological Faith and unwilling-

ness to despair even in the face of overwhelming tragedy, not to mention

the pathos of it at this particular historical moment, has also been system-

atically overlooked in the dating of this Pesher. The “doing” or “Doers

of the Torah” tied to it are the analogue of such important expressions

elsewhere in the Qumran corpus like Shomrei ha-Brit/“K.eepexs of the

Covenant” or No^rei-Brito/“Keepers of His Covenant”. The definition

of “the Sons of Zadok”, their most perfect embodiment, turns in the

Damascus Document on an allusion to “doing”/“works” (both based

on the Hebrew root ’-s-h), in particular, “doing the precise sense of the

Law”, and the identity of the Habakkuk Pesher’s “Law-Doers” and the

Damascus Document’s “Sons of Zadok” is, therefore, intrinsic.
19

18 Emet is another basic notation at Qumran, which along with usages like Da at, 'amal/

ma'aseh, Zedek, Hesed, and Tom, must be exhaustively catalogued. “Men of Truth” (1QH,

xiv.2) and “Sons of Your Truth” (1QH, vii.29f.—note that God here is the “Father of

all the Sons of Truth”; ix.35; x.25; xi.ll) are parallel notations of self-designation in use

by the sect, like “Sons of Righteousness”, “Sons of Hesed ”, “Sons of Light”, and “the

Perfect of the Way”; cf. IQS, i.5f., Brit-Emet and Zedek, iii.6,
'

A%at-Emet, iv.19, Ruah-Emet,

i.e., “the Holy Spirit”; viii.2, “doing Emet and Zedek and Mishpat”\ 1QH, xiii.19, “all your

acts are Truth and Righteousness”; xiv.2, “Men of Truth”. For “Truth” associated with

“the Way of God” in the New Testament, see Mt 22:16, Mk 12:14, John 14:6, 2 Pe 2:2;

in connection with “the Spirit”, see John 14:17, 15:26, 16:13, 2 Thess 2:13, 1 John 4:65;

in connection with “Righteousness”, see Eph 5:9; “Knowledge”, 1 Ro 2:20, 1 Tim 2:4,

Heb 10:26; “Judgement”, Ro 2.2; “Lying”, “Tongue” imagery, and “the Enemy”, Ga
4:10, 1 Tim 2:7, Ja 3:14, 1 John 1:6, 2:4, 2:21, 3:18; with “Children of Light”, Eph 4:8;

with “walking”—another common Qumran allusion— 1 Thess 5:5; and with “Perfection”

and “Light”, J a 1:18.

19
See above for lQS’s definition of “the Sons of Zadok” as the Shomrei ha-Brit, the

use of the word “service” in this allusion in Habakkuk also echoes the allusions to doing

just such “Temple service” in the Zadokite Statement. We shall see it parodied below
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CD, iv’s definition also turns on the allusion to “justifying the Right-

eous and condemning the Wicked”, embodying the “yattfik-Zaddik” or

“Justification” ideology of Is 53:1 1, which itself has very real connections

with lQpHab, viii.lff.’s exegesis of Hab 2:4 below.
20 CD, iv.4 also ident-

ifies “the Sons of Zadok” with “the Elect of Israel, . . . men called by
name to stand at the End of Days” or “men called by name” who in

the manner of the primordial Rishonim or “Pillar” Zaddikim, like Noah
in Hebrew Ecclesiasticus, “provide salvation for the earth” (ii.ll).

21 The

where the teaching of the Lying Spouter is concerned and further parodied in the esch-

atological end of the Pesher. The phrase, Britcha yinyor (Deut 33:9), “Your Covenant will

he keep”, actually occurs in the Messianic proof-texts conserved in 4QTest, as does its

synonym, lishmor et chol miyyotai (Deut 5:26). Noyrei ha-Brit, therefore, is simply a variation

of the Shomrei ha-Brit terminology and the ideological root of the usage “Nazoraean”.
Further linkage of this phrase with Nazirite oath procedures popular in James’ Jerusalem
Community (Acts 21:23), life-long Naziritism associated with the persons of John the

Baptist, James, and his ideological double Bams (which additionally provide the clue as

to how the terminologies “Sons of the Rechabites” or “Rechabite” Priests are to be
understood in relation to Jerusalem Christianity), and the Neyer or “Branch”, popular

symbolism at Qumran, appealed to the sectarian love of word-play. See also the stress

on “Doers” in Ja l:22f.

20
Thisya^diku-Zaddik imagery is inverted when the text has cause to refer to “the Man

of Scoffing”/“Lying” who “pours out the waters of Lying on Israel” and “makes them
wander astray in a boundariless wasteland” in CD, i.ISff. Both the usages, nephesh and
walking in Perfection

,
are used here relative to the

“
Zaddik!

’, the former being part of
the vocabulary of Is 53:11 upon which all references to the justifying activities of the

Zaddik are based.

CD, iv.5ff. Note the parallel use in iv.ll of “Beit-Yehudah”, which will play so

important a part in lQpHab, viii.lff.’s exegesis of Hab 2:4 below. Iv.9 applies the theme
of atonement, applied to the inner priestly elite in the context of spiritualized Temple
and sacrificial offering imagery in IQS, viii.lff., to the activities of “the Sons of Zadok”/
“Men of the Perfection of Holiness”. In all documents we are in the familiar atmosphere
of Matthew and Luke’s “not one jot or tittle”. The reference to “standing in the Last

Days” relates to the same eschatological imagery we shall encounter in the exegesis of
Hab 2:4 below and is based, at least partly as we have suggested, on “the standing up
of the bones passage in Ezek 37:10 (including the probable sense of resurrection, which
is, in fact, the background sense of the entire exegesis of Ezek 44:15 in CD, iv; cf. also

“standing” in Dan 12:13 and its exposition in I^am.R, ii.3.6 in precisely this vein).

CD, i. 1 6 denotes these primordial “Righteous Ones” by the terminology “the Rishon-

im", and it is to them the “First Covenant” was addressed, paralleling “the Aharonim ”

of the present generation, to whom “the New Covenant” of “the Last Days” applied
(these last presumably to go into the Kingdom living). The Rishonim are to be identified

with the Anshei-Hesed/Zaddikim of Hebrew Ben Sira and Wisdom, the list of whom in

the first-named work culminates with the Zaddik Simeon. It is in legitimation of his

“Zadokite” priesthood that Hebrew Ben Sira evokes the Noachic “Covenant of Peace”
vouchsafed to all descendants of Phineas (actual or figurative) because of their “zeal”.

Note the purposeful inversion and/or trivialization of “the First” vs. “the Last”
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idea, presented in the context of strong atonement imagery, of being

“called by name” or “naming names” in CD, ii.llff. and iv.4ff. further

connects all these allusions to the activities of the first Zaddik Noah,

who was also portrayed in Genesis as “making atonement for the land”.

These ideas are not a litde refracted in the strong emphasis on “name”

and “naming” in Acts 2ff.

Having dealt with these preliminary matters, as it were, the text pro-

ceeds to its most important exegesis, that of Hab 2:4: “the Righteous

shall live by his faith”. This famous passage, the exegesis of which is

again generally ignored in Qumran scholarship and which in our view

is the ultimate raison d’etre of the entire Pesher, is found subjected to

parallel, if divergent, exegesis in Galatians, Romans, and Hebrews. In

conjunction with Is 53:11 and Ge 15:6 it forms the tripartite exegetical

foundation of early Christianity as it has been made known to us, provid-

ing, as we have noted, incontrovertible textual proof as opposed to

archaeological or paleographic that the Pesher relates to the 50s and 60s

of the common era when such exegesis (however unfamiliar the present

context, circumstances, and implications might at first appear) was in

vogue. In the absence of an earlier indication of a similar exegesis, par-

ticularly prior to Herod’s 37 bc conquest of Jerusalem, or even that this

style of exegesis (which was in the view of the Habakkuk Pesher the

seemingly exclusive prerogative of the Righteous Teacher in his role as

exegete of “the Last Times”) was even practiced to any extent earlier

than the mid-first century ce; the burden of proof rests rather upon

those who would deny the historical provenance for the Habakkuk Pesher

as we are setting it forth, not vice versa.

We have already shown that parallel usages and exegesis were

employed in relation to the position and person ofJames in early Church

literature. We shall be able to show that exegesis specifically applying

the “cedars of Lebanon” imagery to the fall of the Temple in both the

Habakkuk and Is
a
Pesher was also in vogue in Jewish sources regarding

the fall of the Temple in 70 ce.

In addition, the exegesis of Hab 2:4 in the Habakkuk Pesher provides

another interesting example of the basic parallelism between Qumran

and New Testament exegetical styles. Not only is a reference to
“
Zaddik

”

in the underlying text exploited to develop an exegesis about the

Teacher/Messiah, but its sense is deliberately reversed, that is, we have

vocabulary in the Gospels, which takes its cue from Paul’s allusion to himself as “last”

in 1 Co 15:8 (“the First” according to his scheme being the “Jewish” Apostles or the

Jerusalem Church leadership; “the Last” are Paul and his new “Gentile Christian”

converts).
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to do not with “the Righteous” in the Community “living by Faith” as

one would expect, but rather with the salvation brought about by this

Faith in the Righteous Teacher or Messiah. Put another way, the term

“Zaddik” in the underlying text is related, not to the individual believer

but rather to the object of his belief, as it were, the Moreh ha-Zedek or

the Messiah. Actually the exposition turning on “
Zaddik ’ in the underly-

ing text is double-pronged in both Pauline and Qumran exegesis, signify-

ing at one and the same time both the Righteous Teacher/Jesus and

those “saved” by their Faith in him—at Qumran our “Sons of Zadok”/

“Elect of the Last Times”, and in Christianity—though in no way as

neady delineated
—

“the Children of the Promise”/“Community of all

the Faithful”.

In the Qumran exposition of this passage (viii.lff.), continuing the

theme of the restriction of the provenance of the “Delay of the Parousia
”

materials to “the Doers of the Law” that precedes it, the applicability

of “the Righteous shall live by his Faith” is, as it were, deliberately restric-

ted not once, but in a twofold manner. First, as above, to all “Torah-

Doers” {’ Osei ha-Torah)-, and secondly, as if conscious of and completely

opposed to the more permissive and cosmopolitan Pauline exposition

of the same passage, only to Jews. What is left unstated but is nevertheless

implied is the negation of its contrary, meaning, it does not even apply

to anyone who does not observe the Law outside the House ofJudah. It is

surprising that it has rarely, if ever, been observed that the reference to

“the House of Judah” in this passage—and elsewhere—quite simply

refers to Jews and that the efficacy of this crucial theological proposition

is here being restricted only to Jews who are Doers of the Law.

Nothing could be closer to what we can assume to have been “the

Jerusalem Church” exposition of this passage, opposed as it was, accord-

ing to all extant testimony, to the extensions via the Gentile Mission’s

new “free gift of Faith” ideas to “Sinners”, that is, all those born outside

the Law or “born in sin ”. 22 Here the exegesis is not only “Jamesian” but

22 The allusion
“
Beit-Yehudah” in all probability goes back to the Jer 31:30f. passage

on “the New Covenant”. In this context in the Habakkuk Pesher it simply means “all

Jewry”, i.e., the efficacy of the process of “salvation by faith” is deliberately being circum-

scribed to Jews alone. Gentiles, who had not first associated themselves with “the House

of Judah” in the normal manner, are automatically excluded from its provenance. New
Testament allusions to Jesus preferring the company of “Sinners”—linking up to the

allusion
“
Resha'im” at Qumran, not to mention “prostitutes”, “tax collectors”, “gluttons”,

and “winebibbers”—have important ramifications within this context. “Gentiles”, who
had not been born under the Law and were not therefore, to use Paul’s own phraseology,

heirs to its “Promise”, were automatically regarded as “Sinners” or “born in sin”. Paul

himself unequivocally makes the linkage between the “Sinner” terminology and
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framed seemingly with the express challenge of “the Gentile Mission”/

“the Man of Lying” (who “denied the Law in the midst of the whole

Assembly”) in mind.
23

In regard to this last, we have already called atten-

tion to, in addition to New Testament narratives of problems between

Paul and James, the Pseudoclementine account of an actual physical

assault by Paul on James, which has via the magic of art probably

received its literary transformation into an assault by theJem—inclusive

of Paul—on the archetypical Gentile believer “Stephen”.
24

The Habakkuk Pesher puts the total proposition in the following

manner: “God will save those Jews who are Torah-Doers [if equivalent to

“Covenant-Keepers”, “Law-Doers” and “Sons of Zadok” are synony-

mous] from the House ofJudgement because of their works and their Faith in

the Righteous Teacher” (italics mine). Here there can be little doubt that

we are in the typically “Jamesian” milieu of works/Righteousness, and

where these and the issue of “Faith” are concerned, as in the case of

“Jews who were Torah-YJoexs”

,

the Pesher would appear to have been

framed with the express position of “the Enemy” in mind, that is, a

man is not saved by his “Faith” alone, but by “works” working with

“Faith” (“Faith” in the effective stewardship of the Righteous Teacher).

What often goes unremarked is that the explicit reference to

amalam”, apart from what we shall presently be able to identify as its

eschatological thrust, places us (as later in x.12) squarely in the milieu

“Gentiles” in Ga 2:1 5ff.

For Jesus preferring the company of “publicans and Sinners”, as opposed to “the

Righteous” (“publicans” has interesting ramifications for lQpHab, ix’s “tax-farming”

charges below), see Mt 9:10ff., 11:19, Mk 2:15ff„ Lk 5:30, 6:32ff., 7:34, 13:2ff, etc. Note

that John 9:31 knows very well that according to strict Jewish theory “God does not

hear [the prayers of] Sinners”, meaning in this context Gentiles. For an excellent example

of such New Testament inversion, see Mt 21:33’s contention that “the tax-collectors

and prostitutes believed on” John. But the Historical John incontrovertibly lost his life

confronting precisely such persons, namely, tax-collectors and harlots!

23
Cf. above lQpHab, v.3ff. and the parallel allusion in CD, i.l8ff.

24
Ps Rec 1.70. We have already pointed out in passing Paul’s perhaps inadvertent

application of such a vocabulary to himself in Ga 4:16. Cf. the parallel usages in Ja 4:4

and Mt 13:25’s Parable of the Tares, where “the Enemy” (who in Jewish Christian ideol-

ogy is none other than Paul) sows the evil tares and is finally identified as “the Devil”.

Paul over and over again shows his concern over the “Lying” accusation; cf. Ro 3:7,

9:1, 2 Co 11:31, Ga 1:20, 1 Ti 2:7, etc. 1 John 1:6, 1:10, 2:4, 2:21f£, 4:20, and 5:10 show

the terminology was known to other authors in the New Testament. 1 John 2:4 even

places in conjunction the “Liar”-type with the activity of “not keeping his command-

ments”. Ja 3:14f., including an allusion to “Truth”, provides the evidence that this kind

of terminology was applied to at least one of its ideological opponents. Cf. too Ja 1—2

on “Doers”, “Breakers”, etc.
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and vocabulary of Is 53: Ilf.
25

It should not simply be translated “suffer-

ing” but rather “suffering works”, or perhaps even more to the point,

“works with soteriological effect”. It closely approximates what is trans-

lated as “works” in the Letter of James, and we shall encounter it and

its companion usages from Is 53 like “Da'at” (Knowledge) and
“Rabbim” (“the Many”),26

as well as allusions to its analogue
“
ma'aseihem

”

and its variations, whenever the justifying activities of the Righteous

Teacher or their ideological inversion are concerned in Hymns, the Dam-
ascus Document, lQpHab, 4QpNah, etc.

27 One should also note the

5 The ya^dik-Zaddik usage is to be found uniquely in Is 53:1 Off. in connection with

key Qumran terminologies like Da at, nephesh, 'amal, and Rabbim (the usage in Is 5:23f.

is slighdy different, but it too finds an echo in CD, i.l 9). It is not often remarked

that Qumran organization of Monk ha-Zedek and Rabbim is itself reflective of Is 53:1 l’s

“Justification” ideology, because the basic identity of the Moreh ha-Zedek/Zaddik, like the

esoteric thrust of the usage “Zadok” related to it, is rarely grasped.

The use of 'amal in connection with “Faith” in lQpHab, viii.2, i.e., that “the Righte-

ous” are saved both by their Faith and their works, ties up the exegesis of Hab 2:4 with

that of Is 53:11 paralleling their same close “tie-up” in “Gentile Christianity”. Paul, too,

reveals that he was taught such an exegesis of Is 53:11, probably in Jerusalem by the

Jewish Apostles, in his 1 Co 15:3ff. introduction to his version of the post-resurrection

sightings: “I taught you what / had been taught myself, namely that Christ died for our sins

in accordance with Scripture

”

(italics mine; that Scripture is almost certainly Is 53:12). The
interpolation in the order of post-resurrection appearances which follows, can hardly be

the phrase, “to James and then to all the Apostles”, as it is normally taken to be, but

rather the patently inaccurate, “first to Cephas and secondly to the Twelve”—there were

only eleven at the time and these must be understood as including “Cephas”.

There are numerous references to “Justification” at Qumran, expressed primarily

through theya^dik-Zaddik terminology, but also through the passiveyhpdek, “to be justi-

fied”. In this framework, it should be appreciated, “Zedakah” differs from “
Zedek” in that

it carries with it something of the sense of the verbal noun “Justification”. In addition to

yasyhku in conjunction with allusion to “Noachic” redeemers in CD, i.19 and the exegesis

of “Sons of Zadok” in iv.7, see 1QM, xi.14 (the eschatological “clouds of Heaven”
section again) and 1QH, ix.9. For passive usage, see IQS, iii.2f., 1QH, vii.28, ix,14fi,

xiii.l 6f., xvi.ll, etc.

26 “Da'at” is used at Qumran as a fundamental conception. Again, it is rooted in the

conceptuality of Is 53:1 1 f., that is, not only does the Zaddik/Moreh ha-Zedek/Maschil carry

out his justifying activities through “suffering works”, but also through “imparting

Knowledge”, i.e., “teaching”. As the Pauline “free gift of Faith”/“Grace” doctrines sup-

planted the original sense of these ideas, the teaching aspects of the Messiah/ZaaMi/Cs

activities were subordinated to the soteriological ones; but even in the highly refracted

portraits in the New Testament, traces of these former still persist. As time went on
and the delay of the Parousia grew ever more certain, these allusions to “Knowledge”
were easily transformed into the more powerful notation “Gnosis ",

27 We have already noted the existence of the doctrine of “works”, i.e., ma'asim and

its variations, at Qumran. In this passage and that on “the Delay of the Parousia” preced-

ing it, the connection of “works” to “works of the Law” is plain—note the variation of
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reiteration of this same “Doers” phraseology in the first two chapters

of the Letter of James, accompanied as at Qumran by its ideological

opposite “breaking”/“Law-Breakers”.

When these aspects of the exegesis are properly recognized and taken

in their eschatological sense, then the usage, “Beit ha-Mishpat” (which

Vermes and other commentators translate quite prosaically as “House

ofJudgement”) and the consonant Hebrew “yatgpilem”
,
“He saves them”,

take on a completely different sense. One does not have here an actual

courtroom experience (except figuratively) but an allusion to “salvation”

and the believing and commissionary activities required of those waiting

for “the Day of Judgement”.
28

This error is fundamental and it has clouded research on the Habak-

kuk Pesher more perhaps than any other. It is certainly remarkable that

commentators persist in missing the eschatological sense of references

to
“
Beit ha-Mishpat”, “Yom ha-Mishpat”

,
amalam”

,
and “ya^pilem”/“yasgil-

um” in this Pesher, just as they persist in missing the eschatological sense

of CD, iv.2ff.’s exegesis of the Zadokite Covenant. When this exegesis

is viewed in relation to the Pauline exegesis of the same passage, Ja

2:17ff.’s “Faith without works” admonishment of “the Empty Man”/
“Enemy”—which cites the act of sacrificing Isaac from the life of Abra-

ham to counter the Pauline ideological position on Ge 15:6—the refer-

ences at the end of this Pesher in x.3ff. and xi—xii to Beit ha-Mishpat/

Yom ha-Mishpat, delivered in a milieu of contemptuous reference to “the

Spouter’s leading Many astray”/“instructing them in Lies so that their

’amal would be empty”, and condemnation of all Gentiles and idolators

(including backsliding Jews), then it will be recognized that the exegesis

does not refer to some trivial temporal dispute between Seleucids and

Maccabeans, or some similar matter, but rather the developing eschatolog-

ical and theologicalframework of early Christianity. When these matters are

properly understood, then it will also be understood that the addidon

of ’amal to amanatam (“their belief”) in viii.2 was neither accidental nor

incidental but a direct rebuke to “the Lying Spouter” regarding his

it one encounters in the New Testament’s “many marvelous works”, which entails rather

curing, exorcisms, raisings, and the like). The exegesis of “the Righteous shall live by

his faith” is restricted to “Doers of the Law in the House of Judah” only. Certainly

its eschatological thrust was never conceived of as applying to non-Doers outside this

“house”.
28 lQpHab, viii.2; cf. lQpHab, xii.14, where against a background of allusion to

Ehionim (“the Poor”), “Lying”, etc., the same verb
,
ya^gilum (“will be saved”), is used,

this time in conjunction with the actual expression, Yom ha-Mishpat (“Day ofJudgement”);

the latter recurs in xiii.lff. In xii.17, Ja 5:3’s “gold and silver” is evoked in the context

of the same kind of coming “Judgement”.
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position on the same subject of the genre of that to the Lying “Tongue”
in Ja 3:5ff.

Having thus vented its spleen over overriding internal concerns—for

which the modern commentator must be grateful—the text now shifts

its attention to the second of its two antagonists—this one outside of

the actual Community itself and seemingly directly responsible for the

death of the Righteous Teacher. The Pesher is in its denouement stage and

moving towards a conclusion. Along with it, the life of the Righteous

Teacher is also moving into its final stages, not to mention—in the

exegete’s view—the history of the people as a whole. The background

context, which is ongoing, is still the coming of the Romans and the

ultimate destruction of the Jerusalem priesthood. This, it should again

be emphasized, is still an event in progress and not necessarily complete.

The exegete allows that the Wicked Priest “once enjoyed a reputation

for Truth”. Since he is very likely Ananus—or, as the two cannot always

be safely differentiated, Ananias—one should refer to Josephus’ com-
ments about the former in the Jewish War. These comments are them-

selves remarkable, for they accord precisely with what Origen and Euseb-

ius claim was written in the copies of Josephus available to them about

Ananus’ adversary and opposite number, James.

Later Josephus reveals his true feelings about Ananus in the Vita, and
these are hardly very flattering. In the process, he also testifies to the

fact that Ananus ruled in the manner of an independent ruler.
29 Whether

29 lQpHab, viii.8ff. Cf. above our comments about contrasting Josephus’ portrayal of

Ananus in War 4.5.2 with his comments in Vita 38 and Ant. 20.9.1. His account in War
reads as follows: “He was on all accounts a venerable and very just man [i.e., a Zaddik\

. .
. ,
who treated even the most humble people [i.e. “the Poor” or Qumran’s 'Anayyim

or Dallim\ with equality. He was a prodigious lover of liberty and admirer of democracy
in Government and did ever prefer the public welfare before his own benefit . .

.” These
are startling words when one considers the parallel virtues accorded James in early

Church testimony. In Vita, however, Josephus describes Ananus as “being corrupted by
bribes” (with Josephus and John of Gischala he was involved in some sort of olive oil

racket in the early days of the War in Galilee). In the Ant., where he is most critical of
his “breach of the Laws” in dealing with James (i.e., again the “Law-breaking” theme),

he describes Ananus as “a bold man in his temper and very insolent”.

Having just described in War how the common people “went with the greatest zeal”

(against the High Priests) and how the “Idumaeans” stood on Ananus’ “corpse” and
upbraided it because of “his kindness to the People”, Josephus nevertheless intones: “I

should think it not mistaken to say that the death of Ananus was the beginning of the

destruction of the city and thatfrom that very day may be dated the overthrow of her wall and the ruin

of her affairs whereon they saw their High Priest and Procurer of their Preservation slain in the midst

of the city” (italics mine). The resemblance of this testimony to what Origen and Eusebius

claim they saw in their copies ofJosephus in relation to James’ demise is uncanny. Even
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or not he did is not really germane, since the notice in the Pesher men-
tioning such rule (viii.9f.) need not relate to his actually “having ruled”

in the secular sense but simply to his having occupied the High Priest-

hood. As we have seen, it is precisely this kind of reference (i.e., “when
he ruled Israel, his heart grew arrogant and he abandoned God and

betrayed the Law”, leading directly into the material about “robbing

Riches’’/“partaking of the Riches of the Gentiles” and the death of the

Wicked Priest) which has always been used by scholars to press the

provenance of the entire exegesis back into the Maccabean period despite

the relevance of almost every allusion in it to events between the 50s

and 60s ce. Where the Maccabees, for instance, are concerned, there is

absolutely no indication from any source whatsoever that rapaciousness

was seen as one of their particularly noteworthy sins, which is not the

case where the Herodian Priesthood is concerned.

This theme of “stealing Riches” and “gathering”/“taking the Riches

of the Gentiles”/“Violent Ones” is extended in ix.4ff. into a condem-
nation of “the Last Priests of Jerusalem” who “collected Riches and

profiteered from the spoil of the Peoples” (attached to a reference to

“Gentiles” in the underlying text) generally. The translation of “be%a' ”,

“profiteered from” or “were greedy about”, is very important and sets

the tone for appreciating the whole. Josephus tells us how Ananias, and

by implication probably Ananus too, piled up Riches for himself by

robbing the tithes of the Poor Priests. He also specifically comments on
the enormousness of his wealth.

30 That the various Herodian High

allusions like “a very Just Man” and “Procurer of their Preservation” reflect titles applied

to James in extant literature like “Zaddik” and “
Oblias

”

(“Protection of the People”).

Josephus concludes: “I cannot but imagine that Virtue groaned at these men’s case

(“who had but little before worn the sacred garments and . . . were cast out naked and

seen to be the food of dogs and wild beasts”) and lamented that she was here so terribly

conquered by Wickedness”; cf. the opposite sense given the same genre of “Wicked”

vs. “the Righteous” scriptural passages applied in lQpHab, i.llf. to the death of the

Righteous Teacher and in early Church history to the death of James, as well as the

whole presentation of “the Wicked Priest” destroying the Righteous Teacher, “the Men
of his Council” (i.e., “Lebanon”), and “the Poor” in lQpHab ix.9ff. and xi.4ff.

All of these bizarre turn-arounds can hardly be coincidental and bear heavily on our

identification below, pp. 163-70, of these passages in the Habakkuk Pesher as relating to

Ananus. Josephus himself has, in fact, already shown us the way towards their resolution

by the two opposing kinds of things he was willing to say about Ananus; we must

assume that he was willing to say the same kinds of opposing things aboutJames.
30

Aside from profiteering charges against Ananus in Vita
,
Josephus specifically calls

Ananias “a great hoarder of money” in Ant. 20.9.2 directly following his description of

James’ judicial murder, and here and in 20.8.8 he describes how the High Priests “sent

their servants to the threshing floors to seize the tithes ... so that the Poorer Priests
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Priestly clans like “the sons of Ananus” behaved in just such a manner,

including “using violence with the people”, is also attested to in the

Talmud in its preservation (despite the Phariseeism of its orientation) of

what are referred to as “the Zealot woes”.
31
This tension between “Rich”

and “Poor” is reflected in Josephus’ description in 1War 2.17.6 of how,

after stopping sacrifice on behalf of foreigners, “the Innovators” encour-

aged “the Poor” to rise against “the Rich”, and how as a consequence

the palaces of Agrippa II, Bernice, and Ananias were burned, as were

the debt records.

It is also reflected in the sudden appearance of the “Poor” appellations

in this period, not only at Qumran, but on into Jewish Christian or

Ebionite tradition and in Paul’s descriptions of his relations with “the

Jerusalem Community”. These “Poor” terminologies are a concomitant

to the second of the two “all Righteousness” commandments, i.e.,

“Righteousness towards one’s fellow man”, which Ja 2:8f. calls “the

Royal Law according to the Scripture” (it is also cited in the Damascus

Document). Nothing could more accord with the condemnation of “the

Rich”/“Riches” in James—sometimes echoed in the Gospels—Josephus’

descriptions of “Essenes”, and CD, iv’s condemnation, inter alia, of the

“Riches” of the Jerusalem Establishment.

The usage, which is developed in the last chapters of the Habakkuk

Pesher in the context of the destruction which the Wicked Priest visited

upon the Righteous Teacher and the members of his community (note

that this “Poor” terminology is inclusive of the Community leadership

in contradistinction to “the Simple ofJudah” notation which seems only

to have applied to the rank and file), is with its two analogues ’Ani/

Aniyyim and Dal/Dallim
,
very widespread at Qumran. In general, all are

used synonymously with some of the sect’s other manifold forms of

self-designation, namely, “Sons of Zadok”, “Sons of Truth”, “Sons of

Light”, “Sons of Righteousness”, “Sons of Piety”, “Men of the Lot of

Melchizedek”, “Poor Ones of Piety”, “Enthusiasts for Righteousness”,

etc.
32
This struggle between “the Rich” and “the Poor”—the sit% im leben

died for want”. For “Riches” charges, etc. against Bernice, see Ant. 20.7.3 and above,

p. 124.

31
Cf. b. Pes 57a and Tos Men xiii.21.533. The passage in question knows “the Boethusi-

ans, the house of Ananus, Kanthera, Ishmael b. Phiabi”, etc. and ends with the lament

that “their sons are Treasurers, their sons-in-law are Temple Captains, and their servants

smite the People with sticks”; note the stress on the usage “the People” and that the

tradition is ascribed to one “Abba Joseph b. Hanin”.
32

While J. Teicher did call attention to the use of the Ebionim (“the Poor”) terminology,

its occurrence at Qumran is much underestimated. Although the parallel usage 'Am does
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of James, as well as the cessation of sacrifice in the Temple on behalf

of foreigners—also punctuates the struggle between the temporizing,

more accommodating High Priesthood, compromised as it was by its

various Herodian connections, and the “zealous” Lower Priesthood, in

which James appears to have played a crucial role.
33

Where the Wicked Priest, in particular, is concerned, the theme of

“abandoning God and betraying the Law” is developed in terms of

“stealing Riches and gathering [in the sense of “harvesting” or “col-

lecting”—perhaps even “tax-farming”, which sets up interesting reson-

ances with the portrait of “tax-collectors” in the New Testament] the

Riches of the Men of Violence, who had rebelled against God”
(viii.l Iff.). This “Priest” is also described as “rebelling against and break-

ing the Laws of God” (viii,16f.). The occurrence of the root P-R-R here,

i.e., “breaking” in the sense of Ezek 44:7’s “Covenant-Breaking”,

ties the allusion firmly into the context of the Zadokite Statement’s

not appear in Habakkuk until 3:14, the terminology is introduced into the crucial exegesis

of xii.2ff. It occurs in similar contexts in 1QM, xi.9f£, xiii.l3f, and in 1QH, v. 23 in

conjunction with the term Hesed and tiephesh (paralleling nephesh-Zaddik in CD, i) in ii.32,

iii.24, and v.18, etc. Often it is used interchangeably or in conjunction with 'Ani, which

must be translated as per New Testament usage “the Meek”; cf. CD, v. 21 and xiv.13.

Note Mt 5:3’s “the Poor in Spirit”—as opposed to the Lk 6:20’s “the Poor”—precisely

retains the sense of Eusebius’ contemptuous references to the Ebionim in E.H. 3.27. Iff.,

i.e. they were “Poor” because of the poverty of their Christological conceptions; cf. also

Mt 11:5, Lk 4:18 and 7:22, and Paul in Ro 15:26 and Ga 2:10 paralleled by James in Ja

2:2ff.

33 For James’ role among the lower priesthood during this struggle, see S.G.F. Brandon,

Jesus and the Zealots
,
New York, 1967, pp. 182ff. We have already seen this same tension

between “Rich” and “Poor” reflected above in Josephus’ description of how, after stop-

ping sacrifice on behalf of Romans and other foreigners in the Temple, “the Innovators”

encouraged “the Poor” to rise against “the Rich” and burn the palaces of Ananias, the

Herodians, and destroy all the debt records {War 2.17.6).

Where James’ custom of wearing only “linen” reported in all early Church accounts

is concerned, Josephus pointedly describes how the lower priesthood won this right

following his notice about James’ death: Ant. 20.9.6. Another curious parallel is to be

found in the description of Josephus’ own Essene/“Rechabite”-style teacher cryptically

denoted as “Banus” presumably because of his peculiar bathing habits. In Vita 2,

Josephus tells us Banus wore only clothes growing on trees, by which he obviously means

“linen”. Note that James’ bathing habits are also the subject of a good deal of attention

in early Church sources (even though the overt sense of these sources appears to contra-

dict this notice in Vita about Banus). However, this is easily explained by referring to

Josephus’ description of the Essenes in the War, where he specifically notes that these

same “Essenes” preferred “being unwashed”. He means by this, not that they never bathed,

but that they did not anoint themselves with oil in the Roman style, a constraint pointed

out by all sources with regard to James as well. Like the
“
Banus” in Josephus’ description,

James too condemned “fornication” and was a vegetarian.
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prohibition against admitting aliens “uncircumcized in either heart or

body” into the Temple and the previous allusion to the
'

Arifm
:

/Bogdim,

et al in ii.6 as “Covenant- Breakers”.

Even the “uncircumcized heart” allusion will be specifically applied to

the Wicked Priest in xi.13. The allusion
“
To’evot”

—
“Abominations”,

another key element in the charges in Ezek 44:6ff., and not inconsequen-

tially those of the Temple Scroll, will also be immediately applied to the

Wicked Priest making it absolutely clear that this section of the Habak-

kuk Pesher about the Wicked Priest is operating within the context of

Ezekiel’s “Zadokite Statement”. For it, the Wicked Priest, like the guilty

establishment in Ezekiel and in contradistinction to the true “Sons of

Zadok” in the Damascus Document, is here being disqualified from

service on the Temple Mount on the basis of Ezekiel’s charge of “admit-

ting aliens uncircumcized in heart and uncircumcized in flesh into the

Temple” or what elsewhere it will call “unclean pollution” or “polluting

the Temple”.

The “breaking” charge is also reflected in the “Law-Breaking” one in

the Letter ofJames and its mirror reversal that of “Law-Breaking” against

James in Antiquities' portrait of James’ judicial murder. In War 2. 17.1 Off. ’s

portrait of these events leading up to Ananus’ death, Josephus also

characteristically reverses this “pollution of the Temple” charge, leveling

it instead repeatedly at “the Innovators” or so-called “Zealots” in the

Temple.

The reference to “Men of Violence”/“Anshei-(H)amas” as “rebelling

against God” also must relate in some sense to the Pesher1s earlier allusion

to Arifm or “Violent Ones”, not only described in ii.6 as “Covenant-

Breakers”, but also as being treacherously involved with “the Man of

Lying”—for CD, viii.37f. “the Men of War . . . walked with” or “turned

aside to the Man of Lying”. The Habakkuk exegete notes that “he [the

Wicked Priest] partook of the riches of the Peoples” thereby “heaping

upon himself sinful guilt” (viii. 1 1 fi; the resonance of “heaped upon”

—

Iosif-—here and “gathering”

—

-yikbo%—is intentional).

One should see in this allusion two separate processes of rapine both

in some way involving Gentiles—therefore the direct and overt accu-

sation of “guilt”—one using violence to plunder the tithes of the lower

priesthood (probably via the instrument of “violent Gentiles” like “Sau-

lus” in the Antiquities or the other “Saul” in Acts, who has a commission

to do violence from the Jerusalem High Priests—following the practice

of Qumran and the “Temple Wall Zealots” we include Herodians among
“Gentiles”/“b4w/w”); the second relating to accepting non-Jewish sacri-

fices and gifts in the Temple. Both are seen as equally “abominable”
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where his Priesthood is concerned, and as undermining his “good name”.

The Wicked Priest’s particular personal sins are delineated in viii.l2f.

as walking in “the Ways of Abominations” (note Ezekiel’s “To'evot” here

linked to an inversion of “the Way” terminology) and “unclean pol-

lution” [niddat-tum''ah\ viii.l2f.). They are meticulously set forth in xii.7ff.,

which makes it absolutely clear that the first relates to the violence he

did “the Poor”, including the “destruction” of the Righteous Teacher and

his associates for which he will be repaid a full measure of vengeance—as

it turns out somewhat ironically by some of these same “Violent Ones”;

the second, to “polluting the Temple of God”, a charge specifically

leveled against him in xii.8f. and which as witnessed by War 2.17.10,

4.3. 1 2ff., etc. (including the language of “Abominations”, “the Poor”,

“Traitors”, “admission of foreigners”, etc.) was “in the air” in this period.

In both 1 1QT, xlvi.lOff. and CD, v.2ff., this “pollution of the Temple”

charge is joined to one of not observing proper “separation” procedures

in the Temple. The latter explains this in terms of not properly “separat-

ing” from people who “sleep with women in their periods” and “marry

their nieces” as a matter of course. As its critique proceeds, including

allusions to “removing the boundaries”, “walking in windiness” or “pour-

ing out wind”, following “the Way of the People(s)” {'Am) and “Kings

of the Peoples” {'Amim—in our view Herodians), reference is made to

their “Evil Riches” and “ways of fornication”, including even incest (CD,

viii.5ff.), not to mention the charge of consonant “pollution ... of the

Temple treasure” (vi,15f.). There was only one group, and one group only
,
in

this period that could be thought of as “sleeping with women during

their periods” and “marrying nieces” as a matter of course, Herodians

(see Appendix for more details of these charges).

We have already put forth the view that these “Violent Ones” included

an assortment of unruly Herodians and others, as for example Saulus

“the kinsman of Agrippa”—the intermediary between the accommodat-

ing Jerusalem Establishment “desirous for peace” and the Herodians

—

and those of more revolutionary sentiment like Silas, Niger, and Queen
Helen’s “kinsmen”, Monobazus and Kenedaeos (in War 6.6.4 even their

family at the end deserts the revolution and returns to the Roman fold),

etc.

While the Pesher seems to imply some of these were used by “the

Chief Priests” in matters of predation, tax-collecting, and violence, others

turn against these very priests and, as so often occurs in such circum-

stances, devour their former masters. We have already connected the

allusion “'Amim” in viii.12 and ix.5 to the two problems of “profiteering”

operations in which “violence” was used against “the Poor” and receiving
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gifts from Gentiles in the Temple—cf. the specific underlying reference

to Go'im in ix.3—but “'An^ei-Go'im” (4QpPs 37, ii.19 and iv.10) like

Niger and Silas are in turn also among the principals in the early phases

of the violent stages of the Uprising at the time of what apparendy

seemed to be the miraculous discomfiture of the Roman commander
Cestius.

In the course of describing the destruction of “the Wicked Priest”,

the text, as we have already seen, discusses the related fate of “the Last

Priests of Jerusalem”, who it contends “gathered Riches and profiteered

from the spoil of the Peoples”. These “profiteering from”/“partaking

of” the “spoil”/“Riches of the Peoples” accusations may simply be part

and parcel of the kind of war-profiteering/“corruption by bribes”

charges Josephus levels against Ananus in Vita 38. However it is more
likely they imply involvement with Herodians and other violent “Gen-
tiles”, i.e., that “the Peoples” are those gathering “the spoil”/“Riches”,

from which “the Priests” are profiteering.

For lQpHab, ix.5f., “their Riches together with their booty”, i.e., of

the
“
Chohanei-Yerushalaim ha-Aharonim” (“the Last Priests ofJerusalem”

—

note the plural sense here consonant with characteristic Herodian catch

phrases like “Chief Priests”/“High Priests”) would “in the Last Days be
given over to the hands of the Army of the Kittim

,
for they are the

Remnant of the Peoples” (Yeter ha-Amim\ ix.4ff.) Here the term “ Yeter

ha-Amim” in the underlying text is specifically applied to the
“
Kittim”/

Romans in the Pesher, and there is an additional intended irony where
those who advocated a policy of accommodation with foreigners

(inclusive of Herodians) are concerned. As these Priests used Gentiles

to rob the Poor” (cf. CD, vi.16) and also enriched themselves by
accepting illegal gifts/sacrifices from these or other Gentiles—here the

use of the word “’Amim” to represent Herodians is pivotal—so too

would “additional Gentiles” not part of these original Gentiles devour
the illgotten gains and “booty” they had thereby amassed for themselves.

It is virtually inconceivable that this vivid picture could relate to any

conquest earlier than 70 ce, in connection with which Josephus in War
6.8.3 specifically tells us how the Romans extracted the secret of the

whereabouts of the Temple treasure from the last Treasurer, Phineas.

This is to say nothing about the portrait’s eschatological note about “the

Last Times”—compare this with the parallel between “Last Times”/
“Last Priests” and the usage “the Last” generally denoting the Final

Generation—and the sense, rendered by the present and future tense of

the verbs, of events in progress, not completed. If it relates to any earlier
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conquest, it is difficult to understand which, as one cannot point to any

similar allusions or parallels in any earlier period.

Nor would anyone have thought of applying a plural like “the Last

Priests” to the Maccabees, for plural terminologies like the “High Priests”

or “Chief Priests” imply an alignment of principal families and cannot

in any real way be thought of in terms of the more monolithic Maccabean

structure. Nor can there be any doubt, as we have seen, that the Herod-

ian High Priests at this time plundered the tithes of the Poor Priests

and accepted Herodian and Roman gifts in the Temple.

The criticism that for the exegete to be discussing these events, they

must already have happened is as far from the mark as thinking these

“Last Priests” in “the End of Days” could in any sense relate to the

Maccabean Establishment, or what is even more far-fetched, a prior one.

As we have already noted, any realistic observer, even those on Masada,

at Qumran, or in the mysterious “Pella” haven of the Jerusalem Com-

munity, would have been quite capable of realizing this end was inevi-

table. In fact, after 68 ce these “Last Priests” had virtually already been

destroyed and it only remained for their wealth to be given over to the

Romans—which was in the circumstances an inevitability. The atmos-

phere of the Pesher is so immediate and so tragic that it is hard to escape

the impression that it was being set down almost simultaneously with

the events it depicts. Still, there is nothing either archaeologically or

paleographically which would make its composition after 68 ce an

impossibility.

Having described the “sinful guilt” and “Law Breaking” of “the

[Wicked] Priest” (meaning here “the High Priest”), his “Abominations”

and “unclean pollution” (of the Temple) engendered by his greed, his

“skimming” Gentile “spoils”, and depradations on “the Poor”, the text

describes the fate that overtook him and the vengeance that was visited

upon him. It asserts that the Wicked Priest was “stricken by the Judge-

ments upon Sinning” (ix.lf.). Because this Wicked Priest destroyed “the

Righteous Teacher and the men of his Council”, or at least committed

very grave iniquity against them “dealing so wickedly with His [God’s]

Elect” (again the synonym for “the Sons of Zadok” through whom “God

would execute Judgement on the Gentiles and those of His own people who

kept the Law only when convenient
”—italics mine), he would be “delivered

into the hands of his enemies that they might scourge him and consume

him with bitterness of soul” (ix.9ff.).

Whether or not this accurately portrays Ananus’ end or for that matter

that of any other known candidate for Wicked Priest cannot be said
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with certainty. What is clear, however, is that Ananus did deliver James
and some of his followers over to be stoned;

34
and, as the Uprising

moved into its final phase, was caught by the “Idumaean” supporters

of “the Innovators”, whoever might be intended by these circumlo-

cutions. He was tortured and “horrible ignominies”—what in modern
terms might be called “atrocities”—were inflicted upon his flesh. His

enemies, in the Pesher*s own words, did in a very real sense “take ven-

geance upon his lifeless corpse”, and Josephus specifically informs us that

“the Idumaeans” stood over his corpse and “abused” it with jests before

declining to bury it and throwing it outside the walls as food for the

jackals.

Though the phraseology of this key allusion in the Pesher is usually

translated somewhat obscurely in a manner similar to Vermes’ “they took

vengeance upon his body of flesh”, the actual translation must run: “they

took vengeance upon the flesh of his corpse” (italics mine). The word
“geviyyah ” here is also pivotal and certainly in this context has the sense

of “lifeless corpse” not “living body”. It, along with
“
aheit-galuto” below,

relates the events in this Pesher directly to Ananus’ fate in a way that

cannot be claimed for any other candidate for the Wicked Priest. As per

Josephus’ presentation of the death of Ananus in the War—in contradis-

tinction to that which the early Church fathers report concerning the

death of James—the description here of the destruction of the Wicked
Priest is immediately followed by those materials we have outlined above
relating to the destruction of Jerusalem and the Jerusalem Priestly Estab-

lishment. This sequencing and the allusion to “corpse”/“geviyyah ”, in our

view “prove”, as much as anything can, the relevance of these references

to the extant data and historical context to which we have been linking

them.

The expression “Judgements on Sinning” is also important here and
links up with the earlier discussion of Hab 2:4 and the climactic finale

of “Judgements” which the Pesher go on to delineate. Its plural sense

parallels the plural sense of and denunciation implied by “the horrors

34
Ant. 20.9.1. Note the description in CD, i,16ff. of the attack on “the Righteous

One” also includes reference to an attack on several of his followers, but this probably

rather relates to an earlier attack on James recorded in the Pseudoclementine Recognitions,

in which he was left for dead, but only broke his leg when he fell from the Temple
balustrade. Josephus’ charge in the Antiquities against James of “Law-Breaking” can only

have a basis in fact in the context of the Yom Kippur atonement on behalf of “the

People”—i.e., the
'

am\ according to our understanding, a “Zadokite” atonement under-

stood according to the esoteric sense of the term—described in all early Church accounts

of his death.
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of disgusting pollutions” (“diseases”) attached to the description of the

violation of “the Priest’s” (meaning “the High Priest’s”) corpse, and

both carry with them the very definite implication of “vengeance”, i.e.,

in our view, vengeance for the death of James (ix.lff.). The latter, in

particular, is obscure and need not specifically relate to a person actually

having suffered a disgusting physical disease as it is usually taken to mean
(though Ananus like anyone else might have been suffering from some

disease), a doubtful proposition since such a disease would have disquali-

fied him or any other proposed Wicked Priest from the office of the

High Priesthood and nothing is said in any of our sources about such

a disqualification. Since it parallels the reference to these divine “Judge-

ments”—the plural sense of which recurs in a more eschatological con-

text in x.12—it is difficult to escape the conclusion that it relates to the

disgusting treatment meted out to his corpse and a consonant divine

disapprobation attached to this.

Any other reading is, in fact, impossible here, since the plural verbs

“inflicted”/“committed” are active not passive and confirm these as acts

done to him, not diseases. The whole properly reads:
“
They inflicted the Judge-

ments on Evil by committing upon him the outrages of Evil pollutions in

taking vengeance upon the flesh of his corpse” (italics mine). In his descrip-

tion of these events in War 4.5.2, Josephus makes mention of just such

“Impiety”, and treatment of this kind, as in the case of crucifixion or

beheading, was meant to cast the victim into a sort of divine disappro-

bation and the public disrepute consonant upon it. While Josephus, good

Pharisee that he is, is horrified by the treatment accorded Ananus’

corpse, it should be noted that the unknown author of the Habakkuk

Pesher views the violation of the body of the Wicked Priest with

equanimity.
35

35
Cf. Josephus’ comments on the beheading of Andgonus in Ant. 15.1.2. Such

“defilements” were probably also thought to constitute an impediment to resurrection.

In War 4.5.2 Josephus does not conceal his own repugnance, and it is not without

interest that he first makes mention here of the care Jews usually showed in the burial

of the dead, that even “those condemned and crucified were taken down and buried

before the going down of the sun”, a description not lost on Gospel tradition. The

phrase, “he rebelled against and betrayed the Laws of God” (viii.l7fi), has meaning

within Josephus’ specific acknowledgement that the “more fair-minded” among the

populace thought Ananus had done precisely this in his illegal treatment of James. In

addition, as we have seen, this phrase and description would most certainly have been

applied by the sectaries to the ongoing confrontation in the Temple over the issue of

sacrifices by foreigners, etc., labeled “pollution of the Temple” here and later in this

Pesher
;
as well as in CD, iv.l8ff.

Where the execution ofJames is concerned, it should be noted there is a very definite
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The eschatological sense of “the Last Times” and “the Last Priests”,

and the whole emphasis on “Judgements” and vengeful destruction, is

given further reinforcement in the next section (x.3ff.) about “the Judge-
ment ... of fire and brimstone” or “the Judgements of fire” which “God
will make in the midst of the many nations”. In the process, precise

definition is given to the “Beit ha-Mishpat” terminology so crucial to the

earlier exegesis of Hab 2:4. Vermes, who previously rendered it “House
°f Judgement”—and who rendered

“
geviyyah” above “body of flesh”

—

now renders it “the condemned house” (“whose judgement God will

pronounce”), but the phrase is eschatological. It is discussing “the Judge-
ment ... of fire and brimstone” which God will make “in the midst of
many Nations” (4ff.), and the theme of such a coming eschatological

Judgement will dominate the Pesher until its conclusion. It must be trans-

lated as “the Judgement that God will make when he comes to execute

Judgement among the nations”, and understood in terms of that “Judge-
ment” which the Pesher has already insisted will be the prerogative of
and executed by “His Elect” (that is to say, “the sons of Zadok”).

causality in the events leading up to his death, and from it, to the fall of the Temple
(as per early Church versions of Josephus). First, Josephus’ so-called

“
Sicarii ” murder

the former High Priest Jonathan, brother of the Ananus presendy under consideration
and brother-in-law to Caiaphas (Ant. 20.8.5). There follows the “Temple Wall” Affair

centering around the attempt by the Temple “Zealots” to block Agrippa II’s view of
the sacrifice while he was lounging, presumably in the Greek manner, at dinner (Ant.

20.8.11; if Agrippa was not keeping Jewish dietary law, but rather eating in James’ words
things sacrificed to idols”, the insult would be all the more grievous). This triggers a

Paul-style appeal to Nero on the part of “the Innovators”. Almost immediately thereafter

Agrippa II ancf Ananus take advantage of an interregnum in Roman governors to

accomplish the judicial murder ofJames (Ant. 20.9.1). Shortly thereafter, Josephus under-
takes his puzzling mission to the Empress Poppea to obtain the release of certain

“Essene”-type Priests still imprisoned in Rome. There follows the fire in Rome blamed
by Nero on what are considered to be “Christians”, after which the repression in Judea
mounts to fever pitch, finally provoking the Revolt that is proclaimed by the lower priest

class who halt sacrifice on behalf of Romans and other foreigners. It is this last, it should
be noted, which Josephus condemns as “an innovation”, even though it was not, and
which, he informs us elsewhere, in a moment of presumable inadvertence, was inspired

by the Messianic “Star Prophecy”.

One is entitled to ask what was behind this series of events. Certainly the same agi-

tation is behind the visit of Simon to Caesarea in 44 ce to inspect Agrippa I’s household
arrangements that is behind the “Temple Wall” Affair, which ultimately leads to Agrippa
II’s being barred from Jerusalem and the Temple altogether and the stopping of sacrifice

in the manner demanded in Ezek 44:7ff. on behalf of Romans and other foreigners.

Our answer, provable or not, is that Agrippa II and Ananus certainly considered they
were removing the symbolic center of this agitation when they removed the incarnate

Righteous One” (,Zaddik), “Pillar”, and popular leader of his generation, James the Just.
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The underlying text now moves direcdy on to an allusion to “building

a city with blood and erecting a town on Falsehood” (Hab 2:12£), and

the Pesher exploits this and the eschatological note leading up to it to

return to its favorite topic and seemingly overriding concern, its ideologi-

cal batdes with “the Man of”/“Spouter of Lying”. In particular, the

expression “Falsehood” in the underlying text is connected to its com-

plaints about “the Pourer out of Lying”, i.e., the Mattifha-Cha^av (x.6ff.).

The allusion to “Pourer” here (x.9, instead of the earlier “Man of

Lying” in v.ll), testifies to the basic interchangeability all of these termin-

ologies. The additional implied parody it carries of baptismal procedures

associated with this ideological adversary—continued in x.l4ff., though

the text is defective, moving on into further eschatological reference to

“the Day of Judgement” and “Judgements by fire”—is made even more

explicit in the Damascus Document’s parallel allusion (about an attack on

the Zaddik: CD, i.lOff.). There, the Ish ha-La^on (“the Man of Jesting”/

“Scoffing”/“Comedian”) “pours out
(
hittij

)
on Israel the waters of

Lying” (,maimei-Cha^av)
and “leads them astray in a trackless waste with-

out a Way” (note the play on “Way” and “wilderness” allusions, the

whole relating to “removing the boundary markers” of the Law). From

lQpHab, x.lOff. to xii.ll, another of these interchangeable usages,

“Sheker” (“Lying”), is introduced into the Pesher, though it is not found

in the underlying biblical text, and combined with reference to the Mattif

ha-Cha^av who “leads Many astray . . . instructing them [‘the ManyJ in

ma’asei-Sheker” (that is, “works of Lying”).

In 4QpNah, ii.7ff. these kinds of “Lying” and “deceit” allusions are

linked to “Tongue” imagery—as they are in IQS, iii—which also forms

the background of allusion to the brazenness of the ideological adversary

in Ja 3:5ff. (as we shall see, the “Empty Man” allusion in Ja 2:20 linking

up with the “empty”
'

amal allusion in x.10 below). In 1QH, ii.31 and

iv.9f. the expression
“
Malfei-Cha^av”—best translated as “the Lying

Deceivers”—completes the circle of these various parallel allusions and

demonstrates them to be basically variations on the same or similar

themes.
36

36 Often these kinds of allusions are viewed in conjunction with another expression,

Remiyyab (“Deceit”); cf. how this last expression is used in relation to the expulsion of

backsliders from the sect and to the “Way in the wilderness” allusions of IQS, vii.5f.,

viii.22, ix.8, x.23, etc., after already having been employed in the same document relative

to baptismal allusions in iv.9 and 23. 4QpNah, ii.lff. even understands the allusion “City

of Blood” in terms of “walking in Lying and Falsehood”, which in turn is connected to

an allusion to “the Seekers after Smooth Things at the End of Days”. This “Lying”

imagery together with “fornication”, “Tongue”, “lips of Deceit”, and “leading the Many
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In its attempt to expound this allusion to “building a city with blood

and erecting a town on Falsehood”, the Pesher provides an esoteric expo-

sition of such surprising content that its meaning has eluded many com-
mentators. When Paul’s teaching “spiritual things spiritually” thesis is

properly taken into account and when it is understood that the “build-

ing”/“foundation”/“erecting” imagery employed here parallels the kind

of imagery he uses in 1 Co to develop his ideas on “Holy Communion”,
then it can be expounded. Beginning with a parody of the Righteous

Teacher/Zaddik’s proper Justification activity of “making Many Right-

eous”, it contends, as we have seen, that “the Spouter of Lying ... led

Many astray in order to build a worthless city on blood and to raise an

Assembly on Lying.” The addition of the allusion “worthless”, the shift

from “erect” in the underlying biblical text to “raise”, and from “town”
to “congregation” or “Assembly on Lying” (since 'Avlah does not mean
precisely “Lying”) are all significant. We have already identified the “lead-

ing astray” imagery, used in CD, i. 1 5 in conjunction with “the I jar’s”

“boundary-removing” activities, as the ideological opposite of the “keep-

ing the Covenant”/“Law” and “Justifying” activities of the true “Sons
of Zadok”. There, it also carried an implied parody of both Is 53:1

1
’s

“ya^dik-Zaddik” ideology and Is 40:3’s “Way in the wilderness” imagery.

The parody of the former is consolidated in this particular passage by
the pointed employment several times of the term “Rabbim”, also used in

Qumran organizational documents to describe communal membership.

This inversion of the
“Rabbim” terminology is repeated in the very

next sentence, this time in relation to “the Liar’s tiring out Many with

worthless work”—here expressed as “'avodah” or “work” in the sense

astray” allusions is further developed with regard to a group called “Ephraim” or “the

Simple Ones of Ephraim” in ii.7ff. and iii.4ff. In these passages about “Ephraim”/“City
of Blood”, as well as those about “leading Many astray”/“tiring out Many with a worth-

less service”, the possible hint of what were seen as illegitimate Pauline activities abroad

by the Jerusalem Community—or the one at Qumran—should not be ignored.

For our exposition of these puzzling usages, together with their link-up with “the

Pharisees” and all “those seeking accommodation with foreigners at the End of Days”,

see below, p. 173f. The sit% im leben of these allusions is also clear and constitutes the

retrospective historical perspective of the Nahum Pesher. Josephus provides it in War
2.17. Iff., when he links “all those desirous of peace” with “the Men of Power (i.e. the

Herodians), the High Priests, the principal of the Pharisees” and one “Saulus”, who had
already led a riot in Jerusalem and who was the actual go-between to Agrippa II, who
was residing outside the city because he has been barred from it by “the Innovators”.

Not only did this alliance object to stopping sacrifice on behalf of Romans and other

foreigners by “the Innovators”, but Josephus describes it as actually inviting the Roman
soldiers into the city to suppress the Insurrection.
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of “mission” or “service”; (x.12). It is immediately followed by the

employment of another key term from Is 53 Justification theorizing,

'amal, already encountered in the exegesis of Hab 2:4 above. Both will

be followed up in x.14 by the use of a third such usage from the vocabu-

lary of Is 53:11, “Da'at” or “Knowledge”, which, as we noted above,

will be related to what appears to be an evocation of either Spirit or

water baptism.

Before, we identified “'amal” as the distinguishing characteristic (along

with “7ora/>-Doing”) of the “Jamesian” or Jerusalem Church exposition

of Hab 2:4, defined it as “works” (more precisely “suffering works”),

and connected it with the Letter of James’ insistence that “Faith without

works is dead”. Here the Pesher contends that “their works ('amalam
,
i.e.,

the “works” of the Community that was built on “blood” and raised on

“Lying”, not “on the Law”) would be empty”, i.e., “empty” of soteriolog-

ical content and inefficacious. Not only should the implicit rebuke here

to Pauline faith doctrines be obvious, but, in particular, there is the

implied rebuke to Paul’s exposition of Ge 15:6 that Abraham’s “Faith

counted for him as Righteousness”, i.e., “Faith without works” in this

eschatological scheme “counted for nothing”.

In what must be seen as yet another strong verification of our presen-

tation, Ja 2:20 at this point actually applies the word “empty”, which

the Habakkuk Pesher uses to describe the soteriological efficacy of those

“works” emanating out of “the Liar’s” teaching, to the very person of

its interlocutor, that is, “Empty Man” or “Man of Emptiness”, implying

thereby that just as the “Faith” he taught was “dead”, the “works” predi-

cated upon it were “empty” or “of emptiness”.

The addition of the word “worthless” {shavo) to the underlying “City

on blood” phraseology which we have already remarked above, like the

subtle shifting of the underlying “Falsehood” to “Lying” in the exegesis,

is also purposeful. This reference to “worthless” {shavo) is repeated in the

next sentence, where “the liar’s” “work

—

'avodah as opposed to “works”,

ma'asim/'amal-—is characterized as “worthless”.
“
Shavo”/“shaveh” is also

to be found in the Qumran Hymns (1QH, ii.22, vi.4f., and vii.34) in the

context of allusions to similar “laying the Foundations” and “congre-

gational” activities.

It should be noted that where 4QpNah, ii. Iff.—in our view hostile

to both Herodians and Pharisees—uses the imagery of “walking in Lying

and Deceitfulness”, it is also expounding the notation “City of Blood”.

Not only does it do so, not coincidentally, in connection with an allusion

to overseas messengers, it ties the notation to another puzzling notation,

“Ephraim”/“city of Ephraim”. 4QpNah, ii.9 goes on to expound the
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latter allusion in terms of “the Tongue of their Lies” and selling “forni-

cation to the Gentiles”, which it interprets in terms of “leading Ephraim
astray /“leading Many astray”—note again the telltale vocabulary of
IQpHab here and the extremely pregnant allusions to “Lying lips” and
“Deceitful teaching”. If one interprets 4QpNah’s “Seekers after Smooth
Things at the End of Days” in terms of “seeking accommodation with

foreigners”—in the context of which both Pauline and Pharisaic cooper-
ation with what was seen as the “fornication” of the Herodian family

was pivotal—then the “Ephraim” allusion can be seen inter alia as inclus-

ive of Pauline missionary activities overseas (cf. its use in just such a

context and with just such effect when the hope is expressed in iii.5ff.

that the Simple Ones of Ephraim . . . will forsake those who misled
them and join themselves to Israel”—italics mine).

In such an ideological framework, the usage “city” or “community”
is not difficult to elucidate; nor is the constant recourse to “building”

or “laying the Foundations” in this Pesher, IQS, and Hymns. Mt 5:14f.

in the Sermon on the Mount makes oblique reference to the community
as “city” both in the context of “Light” imagery and allusion to “works”;
and in Ga 4:26 Paul—responding to the “Enemy” charges—refers to

“the Jerusalem above”, interpreting it to include those “born in the Spir-

it” and “free”, not those “zealous” slaves who “wished to be under the

Law”.

Heb 12:1 2ff. even uses citizenship imagery to describe this “Heavenly
Jerusalem”, calling everyone in it “a firstborn son and a citizen of Heav-
en”.’ Even more germane for our purposes, in 1 Co 3:9ff. Paul uses

the kinds of “building” and “laying the Foundations” imagery the Pesher

uses when he describes his Community as “God’s building” and refers

to himself as “the architect”. He finally concludes with a picture of his

followers as “the Temple of God”.

This latter must be seen as genetically related to both the “Heavenly
Jerusalem” and “building” imageries. With regard to it and in the context

of discussing James’ directives on “fornication” and “food sacrificed to

idols” and his own notion of “Communion with the blood of Christ”

in 1 Co 10:16ff., Paul develops a portrait of the members of his Com-
munity as one body in contrast to “the other Israel” (i.e., IQpHab, viii.l’s

“House of Judah”). He continues this spiritualized “body” imagery in

1 Co 1 2: 1 2ff., where he designates them not only as the Temple but

37
For more on Paul’s view of adoptionist sonship, see his discussion of “the Children

of the Promise in Ro 9:7ff., which grows out of his discussion of spiritual sonship in

Ro 8: 1 4ff.
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straightforwardly as “the body of Christ”—this of course connects with

the famous saying in the Gospels linking Jesus’ body, after the resurrec-

tion, with the Temple. Eph 2:16ff. elaborates on this “single body” meta-

phor while at the same time denying there are any “aliens or foreign

visitors”, an allusion patendy directed against those problems concerning

foreigners in the Temple we have already analyzed above. This imagery,

it should be appreciated, is all “spiritualized” in the manner rec-

ommended by Paul in 1 Co 2:13 and includes both “spiritualized” body

and “spiritualized” Temple imagery. Like Hebrews, Ephesians calls its

congregauonalists “cidzens like all the Saints and part of God’s House-

hold”. Using Paul’s “building” imagery, it summarizes the position by

describing them as “part of a building with the Aposdes and Prophets

for its Foundations and Christ Jesus himself, the Cornerstone. As every

structure is aligned on him, all grow into one Holy Temple in the Lord

and you too in him are being built into a house where God lives in the

Spirit.”

Precisely the same genre of terminological approach and imageries

are being employed—but in an atmosphere of “keeping the Law”, not

“breaking” it—in IQS, viii.lff. Here “Cornerstone” and “laying the

Foundations” imagery are invoked in conjunction with allusions to “the

Council” as a spiritualized “Temple”/“Holy of Holies” and “a sin offer-

ing”/“sweet fragrance” of Righteousness (cf. in particular the strong

allusion here to “the Cornerstone not swaying on its Foundations” and

even the ideas of “keeping faith in the land” and “atoning for sin” by

“suffering afflictions”). We have already called attention to this imagery

of the Community Council as Temple and spiritualized sacrifice/atone-

ment in connection with the parallel “pollution of the Temple of God
with idols” themes in 2 Co 6:1 6ff., CD, iv, and 11QT, xlvif. at the end

of the “Backgrounds” section above.

The notion of Communion built on some form of a “blood” compact

appears to have been put forth very early on by Paul and those following

his ideological “approach”. In particular, one should note in this regard

1 Co 10:16, ll:25ff., and 15:50, as well as Ro 5:9, Eph 2:13, 1 Pe 1:2

and 1:19, 1 John 1:7 and 5:6ff., etc. That abstention from “blood” was

part and parcel of James’ “Jerusalem Council” directives is made clear

in Acts 15:20ff. and 21:25. That from 1 Co 6:12 to 10:33, beginning

with the typically Pauline proclamation, “for me all things are lawful”,

the terms of these directives are being discussed, including “fornication”,

“blood”, “things sacrificed to idols”, etc., should also be clear. The dis-

cussion rises to fever pitch in conjunction with the “building” imagery

and the first reference to “Communion with the blood of Christ” when
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Paul pronounces in 10:25: “Do not hesitate to eat anything that is sold

in the market place. There is no need to raise questions of conscience”

(for Paul, a euphemism for “questions of the Law”).

The horror with which these ideas, in particular that of the mystery-

religion-oriented “Community built upon blood”, would have been
greeted at Qumran can be measured by CD, v.5ff.’s ascription of the

cutting off of the children of Israel in the wilderness to the consumption
of “blood”. The very idea that a Community could be “built”, even

figuratively, on the consumption of “blood” would have been greeted

in the circles represented by Qumran and the Jerusalem Church with

just the kind of contemptuous condemnation we find in lQpHab’s
characterization of the Lying Spouter as:

leading Many astray in order to build a worthless city on blood and erecting

a Congregation [or “Church”] on Lying; and for self-Glorification tiring out

Many with Worthless Service ['Avodah] and instructing them in Lying works
[ma asei-Sheket\ so that their 'amal would be empty [or “count for nothing”]

when they were brought to those [same] Judgements of Fire concerning

which they themselves had vilified and insulted the Elect of God.

Where Paul’s relationship with the Jerusalem Church is concerned,

the notes about “self-Glorification” and “tiring out Many with a

worthless service” have particular import. We have already dis-

tinguished the word 'avodah from “works” as expressed by ma'asim or

'amal. 'Avodah
,
which is also the subject of some speculation in

relation to the genre of lying nemesis in the Community Rule,
38

is

rather to be associated with the kind of “work” or “service” Paul

takes to “boasting about” and “glorifying” in 2 Co and can in some
contexts even be translated as “mission”.

For the Pesher, those persons instructed in this manner, or part of this

“building”, “Church”, or “city”, also “insulted and hurled abuse at the

Elect of God”—in our view James and the “Jerusalem Church” leader-

ship, or precisely those “Pillars” so strikingly and enviously evoked in

Ga 2:9.
39
These “insults” or “abuse” would, inter alia, appear to involve

See above n. 36 and CD, viii.30 and IQS, ix.8, where the postulant is urged not to

cooperate with such an individual in “work” and “finances”, and where reference is

made in parallel context to “the A^nshei-Remj/yah
>

\ their “work” being the opposite of
*

avodat-Zedek (“the service of Righteousness”) and
*

avodat-Emet (“the Service of Truth”;

cf. Paul in 2 Co 11:15 on “the Servants of Righteousness”). Note that in Ga 4:16 Paul’s

actual words are: “So your Enemy have I become by speaking Truth to you.”
39 The defamation of the Jerusalem Leadership in the Pauline corpus proceeds in

almost a drumbeat fashion. It is most evident in Ga 2:5ff., 1 Co 9:2ff. (where Paul calls

his communities his “work in the Lord” parallel to the meaning we have to the Hebrew
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’avodah above), and 2 Co ll:2ff. and 12:12ff. In conjunction with these murmurings

against and slanders of the leadership, he often announces his view of the Law and

Salvation by Faith, which is diametrically opposed to the Qumran position above and

the Letter of James; cf. Ga 2:1 5ff.: “Though we were born Jews and not pagan Sinners,

we acknowledge that what makes a man Righteous is not obedience to the Law, but

Faith in Jesus ... no one can be justified by keeping the Law”; Ga 2:21 ff.: “If the Law
can justify us, there is no point in the death of Christ . . . Are you foolish enough to

end in outward observance what you began in the Spirit”; Ga 3:1 Iff. interpreting Hab
2:4 to mean “the Law will not justify anyone in the sight of God” and playing on this

further in Ro 1 : 1 6 f. by interpreting “Righteousness” to mean “God saving all who have

faith—Jews first, but Greeks as well”; Ro 3:20ff. in almost a direct riposte to James:

“No one can be justified in the sight of God by keeping the Law; all the Law does is

to tell us what is sinful ... a man is justified by faith and not by doing something the

Law tells him to”; and summing up in Ro 9:30ff.: “From this it follows that the pagans

who were not looking for Righteousness [how pregnant this saying now appears and

how true] found it all the same, a Righteousness that comes of faith; while Israel looking

for a Righteousness derived from the Law failed to do what that Law required . . .

Brothers, I can swear to their [the Jews’] zeal for God, but their zeal is misguided.”

(Here, of course, is the ultimate play on Josephus’ “Zealot” terminology and the true

thrust of the combination of these terminologies becomes clear; for James in an opposite

vein, see inter alia Acts 21:21.)

Qumran makes its criticism of the type of position expressed here clear, as we have

already seen, in the section preceding its description of the Community Council as “a

Holy of Holies for Aaron . . . that Precious Cornerstone whose foundations shall neither

rock or sway in their place ... a sweet fragrance”: “Any man who enters the Council

of Holiness to walk in the way of Perfection as commanded by God and who overdy

or covertly [here the Hebrew is
“
Remiyyati’

,
which Vermes mistranslates as “negligence”,

but the word is “Deceit”] transgresses one word of the Torah of Moses on any point

whatsoever shall be expelled from the Council of the Community and shall return no

more; no man of Holiness shall associate with him further either in monetary affairs or

in approach.” This whole position is preceded by the directive: “Whoever has gone about

slandering his companion shall be excluded from the pure meal of the congregation for

one year and do penance [i.e., “table-fellowship”; cf. Paul’s “Nazirite”-style penances in

Acts 18:18 and 21:26] . . . Whoever has murmured against the Community Leadership

shall be expelled and shall not return” (IQS, vii,15f£).

Ja 2:9 puts the same position in the following manner: “If a man keeps the whole of

the Law except for one small point at which he stumbles, he is still guilty of [breaking]

it all”, concluding in 2:21: “Do you realize you Empty Man that Faith without works is

useless?” Its author shows his familiarity with the problem of “Lying”: “But if at heart

you have the bitterness of jealousy, or a self-seeking ambition, never make any claims

for yourself or cover up the Truth with lies [cf. also “Doers” against a critique of “Tong-

ue”, “deceit”, “fornication”, and “Riches” in l:2ff.]. Principles of this kind are not the

Wisdom that comes down from above; they are only earthly, animal and devilish” (3:14f.;

cf. IQS, iii.lff.). He, also, demonstrates his familiarity with the “Enemy” terminology

well known to Jewish Christian tradition and alluded to as well in the Gospels (Mt

13:25ff.): “Don’t you realize that making the world your Friend is making God your

Enemy? Anyone who chooses the world for his Friend turns himself into God’s Enemy
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. . . Brothers, do not slander one another. Anyone who slanders a brother or condemns

him is speaking against the Law and condemning the Law. But if you condemn the Law,

you have stopped keeping it and become a judge over it” (4:5f£; for Paul’s “making the

world” his friend, see 2 Co 9:19ff.: “I made myself a Jew to the Jews to win the Jews

... To those who have no Law I was free of the Law myself ... I made myself all

things to all men . . . That is how I run intent on winning; that is how I fight, not

beating the air”).

In Ro 10:12 and elsewhere, Paul announces his desire to found a community that

would “make no distinction between Jew and Greek”. In our view this is precisely the

kind of ambitions which characterize the Herodian family, particularly Agrippa I and his

brother Herod of Chalcis, but also his son Agrippa II and very likely the latter’s son

“Aristobulus” (cf. Ro 16:11) in Northern Syria, Cilicia, and Lower Armenia. In Ro 13.1 ff.

Paul lays out his political philosophy, such as it is: “You must obey the governing auth-

orities. Since all government comes from God, the civil authorities were appointed by

God (here Paul attacks “the Zealots” on their own “philosophical” ground] and so

anyone who resists authority is rebelling against God’s decision . . . Good behavior is

not afraid of magistrates [the witnesses to the crucifixion of Jesus would have been

interested in this point, as would the author of Ja 5:6ff.]; only criminals have anything

to fear . . . The State is there to serve God for your benefit . . . This is also the reason

why you must pay taxes [Paul’s view of the “tax” issue which so exercised the “Inno-

vators” from 4 bc to 70 ce], since all government officials are God’s officers. They serve

God by collecting taxes” (this last point has particular relevance to the Gospel portrait

of Jesus’ “table-fellowship” with tax-collectors).

Doubtlessly my presentation of Paul’s position on these matters will not be a popular

one, but I believe the strong links between the Pauline approach and Herodian family

ambitions are not difficult to appreciate. Paul’s Roman citizenship is easily comprehended

in such a context. Herodians had married into the Cilician Royal House and, in addition,

Paul hints at his own “Herodian” roots in Ro 16:11 above. The massive fear displayed

at Qumran over the power of an individual of the “Pauline” genus and Paul’s ready

access into the circles of Jerusalem power as described in Acts also become comprehen-

sible within such a framework. The reticence of the Letter of James and its meticulous

avoidance of the same kind of slander that Paul permits himself in more unguarded

moments, as well as James’ seemingly endless indulgence of him, are also made compre-

hensible in such a context.

As we have seen, 4QpNah, ii.lff. interprets “the City of Blood” in terms of “walking

in Lying” and “Deceit”, which in turn is connected to an allusion to “the Seekers after

Smooth Things”. If we see this as alluding at Qumran to all those seeking accommo-
dation with the governing authorities, Roman or Herodian, which was true as much of

“Gentile” Christians as it was of Pharisees and so-called “Herodians”, then we put our-

selves into a more realistic historical framework for grouping “the Man of Lying” in

such a company. In any event, Paul, like Josephus, made no secret of his “Pharisaic”

orientation. Both he and Josephus mean the same thing by this, i.e., accommodating

themselves to the powers-that-be and foreigners, and this orientation has retrospectively

been assimilated into the portrait of Jesus in the Gospels, to all intents and purposes

vitiating its historicity.
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calling down on the Communal Leadership precisely those curses—i.e.,

that of the coming “Judgements of Fire”/“Day ofJudgement”—that the

Pesher here and in its finale calls down upon them (and “Gentiles” and

“Idolaters” generally). Viewed in its simplest terms, the allusion, there-

fore, threatens those “instructed” in the Liar’s “works” with that same

“Judgement”/“House of Judgement”, which the Pesher earlier insisted

would be executed via the hands of this “Elect of God”—CD, iv.3f.’s

“Sons of Zadok”. However it is viewed, these kinds of allusions, at least

where the Liar is concerned, have little or nothing to do with the violent

or “bloody” construction of an actual “city”, but are almost always com-
pletely esoteric and ideological in nature.

For good measure, our commentator has added the condemnation on
“instructing them in Lying works” (ma'asei-Sheker), which relates to that

“Church” or “Congregation on Lying” which the Liar is “raising” and
is, ideologically speaking, precisely the opposite kind of activity of that

predicated of the Righteous Teacher. It is in connection with these

“Lying works” that he invokes the amal” usage we have discussed

above (and defined as “works with soteriological effect”). Had these

“works” been full, not “empty”, they might have saved them from these

same “Judgements of Fire”/“Last Judgement”.

Exploiting a transition in the underlying text where reference is made
to “water . . . filling the earth with the Knowledge of the Glory of God”
(Hab 2:14), the Pesher now moves back to events relating to the Wicked
Priest, the death of the Righteous Teacher, and the destruction of the

Temple and/or Jerusalem, all easily paralleled in events relating to James
the Just’s life and surviving traditions connecting his death to the fall of

Jerusalem. So incensed is Origen over this last, which he claims to have

seen in the version of Josephus available to him, a claim supported by
Eusebius, that he cannot resist castigating Josephus for not connecting

the fall of Jerusalem to Jesus’ death, not James’!
40

The Pesher
,
while poorly preserved at this point, first relates these

“waters” to the “Lying” activities presumably of “the Pourer”/“Spouter”.

40
Origen’s outrage is probably not a little connected with the notice’s disappearance

in all extant versions of Josephus; however, once again, we have historical elements

relating to James’ death assimilating themselves retrospectively into the narrative ofJesus’

death; cf. Origen, Contra Celsum 1.47, 2.13, and Comm, in Matt. 10.17 and Eusebius, loc.

tit-', also Josephus’ parallel comments in the extant War 4.5.2 in n. 35 above. See, too,

how in the total portrayal of these events Josephus turns the “pollution of the Temple”
charge back upon “the Zealots”/“Innovators” finally blaming them for the destruction

of the Temple and Jerusalem just as in our view the Habakkuk Pesher blames Ananus,

“the Liar”, and such genre of individuals.
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However, seizing on the reference to “knowing the Glory of God” noted

above, it goes on to delineate this “water” imagery in terms of an ideo-

logically opposite “revelation” of saving “Knowledge”. The “Da'at” it

invokes—also translatable as “Gnosis”—is a fundamental concept at

Qumran. We have already signaled its relationship to the vocabulary and

ideology of Is 53:11 when taken according to its literal sense, not to its

superficial one, that is, “through the 'amal of his soul . . . and by his

Knowledge {Da'at) will my Servant the Righteous One justify Many.”

The Pesher pictures this “Knowledge” as flowing over earth’s creatures

like “waters over the seas”, imagery not unrelated to New Testament

pictures of baptismal-like “descents of the Holy Spirit”—language not

completely alien to the vocabulary of Hymns and the Community Rule.
41

It should be seen, too, as related to a certain extent to “Messianic” water

imagery, itself associated with rain-making, “the Son of Man coming on

the clouds of Heaven”,
42

“raining Judgement on all the evil ones”, (in

Mt 5.45 “on the Just and Unjust” alike), and the Noachic-style destruc-

tion that was going to overwhelm these last—though the relationship

here is indirect, not intrinsic.

The text now returns to its final description of the destruction of the

sect’s leadership by its second nemesis the Wicked Priest and the coming

ultimate eschatological Judgement. It refers to a mysterious angry or

41 lQpHab, xi.lff. CD, i.l addresses itself to all those who “know Righteousness and

understand the works of God” (cf. CD, ii.3ff.) and we encounter the same combination

of “the Foundations of Knowledge and Wisdom” in IQS, ii.3ff. The latter usages pro-

gress through baptismal imagery in iv.6ff. and iv.22 until the final passages in viii-x of

such interest to us (in particular, viii.9, ix.17, x.9f., 13, and 25f.). Reference to “Knowl-

edge” combined with baptismal and “Holy Spirit” allusions is omnipresent also in

Hymns. For lQpHab, xi.lff. above, contrasting with “the waters of Lying” spouted by

“the Deceiver” in the Damascus Document, this “Knowledge” will be revealed to the

right-guided members of the Elect of the last times “like waters of the sea in overflowing

abundance”, imagery which moves easily into the Gnosis of succeeding centuries.

42 We have called attention to this imagery in 1QM, xi.7ff. and |a 5 above. For the

combination of the themes of Noachic destruction by flood and the Judgement coming

on the clouds of Heaven, see Mt 24:37 comparing the coming of the Son of Man to

the days of Noah. This is further alluded to in 24:17, Mk 13:15, and Lk 1 7 :27 ff. and

21:21, ending with the allusion from Daniel of “the Son of Man coming in clouds with

great Power and Glory”. Mt adds: “And he shall send forth his angels with a great sound

of a trumpet and gather together his elect from the four winds ..." The statement that

“this generation shall not pass away till all these things be accomplished” has relevance,

as we have seen, to the expression of the disappointment of such hopes in lQpHab,

vii.lOff.’s exposition of Hab 2:3. Mt 24:36’s avowal that “Heaven and Earth shall pass

away but my words shall not pass away”, is developed with more precision in Mt 5:18

about “not one jot or tittle of the Law” passing away, and relates to Gos Th Ilf., which

itself is tied up with the pre-existent nature of “the Zaddik” of Pr 10:25—developed so

straightforwardly in both Hymns and Zohar, i, 53b’s discussion of “Noah”.
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violent confrontation between the Wicked Priest and the Righteous

Teacher. This confrontation relates to or is presented in conjunction with

problems surrounding Yom Kippur observances. Because of its language, it

has never adequately been explained by any theory of Qumran origins.

It would not be surprising if this confrontation was simply anonymous
and not documented in the sources available to us. However, even here

elements do link up, however tenuously, to traces of events conserved

in our sources. As we have seen in our Introduction, early Church
sources are unanimous in testifying to James’ Atonement activities on
the Temple Mount. Both Epiphanius and Jerome make it clear that these

appear to have transpired in the course of a single day and in some
manner involved James’ entering the Holy of Holies. If accurate, they

must be seen as relating to Yom Kippur devotions of some kind, sectarian

or otherwise.

Continuing this catalog of known information regarding James in this

crucial period, Epiphanius also pictures James as kneeling to make an

Atonement of some kind—before God’s Presence—until “his knees

became hard as camel’s hide”. Eusebius conserves the “kneeling” and
“camel’s hide” elements of this testimony, but prefers the more general

reference to “Temple” or “Sanctuary”. These astonishing notices,

despite their vividness, have been dismissed as pure fantasy, as we have

seen. For his part, Josephus testifies that James was tried before a Phari-

saic/Sadducean Sanhedrin on a charge of blasphemy, that is, pronounc-

ing or causing others to pronounce the forbidden name of God.
Together with some of his colleagues (the plural note is important for

the presentation of events in the Habakkuk Pesher
), he was stoned.

In our view, this judicial murder was connived at by both Agrippa II

and Ananus—a position which will receive some support, even if

oblique, in the Pesher—and it is related to earlier confrontations in the

Temple, confrontations also discernible through the highly refracted

presentations of both the Pseudoclementine Recognitions and Acts sur-

rounding the matters we have been following in this study, most notably

the “Temple Wall” incident and attempts to bar both Agrippa I and

^IT’PP3 II from the Temple as foreigners. In our view, James’ entry into

the Holy of Holies, however improbable it might at first appear, consti-

tuted a proper “Zadokite” Atonement based on his “Noachic” nature,

i.e., a “Man Zaddik Tamim, '’

or “Perfectly Righteous in his generation”,

and at least makes the “blasphemy” aspect of this charge more
comprehensible .

43

43
Cf. Ant. 20.9. If. The narrative in Eusebius, Jerome, etc., loc. tit., about James falling

from the balustrade or pinnacle of the Temple, only to be stoned outside the walls, is
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The Pesher, which turns on the reference to “Wrath” and “feast days”

in the underlying text, discusses how “the Wicked Priest pursued the

Righteous Teacher to confound” or “destroy him with his angry wrath

at the house of his retreat” (or “at the house where he was discovered”;

xi.4ff.). The usage “levaT
o”

(xi.5) does not appear in the underlying text,

but it indicates strong action, and as it is used in a seemingly violent

context, signifies “destroy”, not “confuse” as some render it. When
linked to the esoteric understanding of Belial/Balaam as “consumer of

the People” (developed in the Appendix), this signification is dramatic.

It triggers the much vexed reference to
“
aheit galuto” which, while defec-

tive, is usually translated as “House of his Exile”.

The latter notice, in particular, is obscure, probably the most obscure

in the Pesher. If, nevertheless, we attempt to fit it into the events we are

discussing, it can be thought of with little difficulty as referring to a

physical “exile” or “retreat” outside of Jerusalem as at Qumran. How-
ever, since the evocation of it is followed by a parallel allusion to “a rest

period” associated with Yom Kippur observances, and since all of these

events appear to transpire “in Jerusalem” (xii.7), it can with equal merit

be thought of as simply referring to a Yom Kippur retirement of some
kind, i.e., that the Wicked Priest pursued him “in order to destroy [or

consume] him with his furious wrath at the house where he retired” (to

observe the fast) or “was concealed”. Taken in this sense, it need not

refer to a physical locale outside of Jerusalem at all.

But when taken according to another of its root meanings, i.e.,

“uncovering” or “discovering”, it could with even more sense be read to

refer to “the house where he was discovered”. This, in fact, is how in

the first instance we thought to read it, i.e., as relating in some manner

to James’ arrest (as we shall see below, if the juridical sense of the usage

‘\amam”, which follows in xii.6, is taken into consideration and the vari-

ous “his”/o’s attached to Beit-Galut carefully analyzed, then the

expression can be thought of as referring not only to James’ arrest, but

also to his trialwhich follows). We shall see in the article on “Interpreting

a conflation of two separate attacks on James, one by “the Enemy” in the 40s—perhaps

related to the attempt by “Simon” to have Agrippa I barred from the Temple as a

foreigner—and the other by Ananus (our “Wicked Priest”) in the 60s, which did result

in James’ stoning. The first, as reported in Ps Rec 1.70£, did involve a “fall” from the

Temple stairs in which James broke either one or both of his legs (such vivid details

are not ignored with impunity; cf. the suspiciously similar “fall” “Judas Iscariot” takes

in Acts l:25f.). The detail about a “fuller” smashing James’ skull would appear to relate

to material in M. Sanh 9.6 concerning the similar punishment reserved for a priest serving

at the altar “in a state of uncleanness”.
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Abeit-Galuto”, this idea of a judicial trial of James will actually be found

in the expression itself and reinforced by similar notices about “the High
Priest’s House” in the Gospels and the Sanhedrin in the Talmud.

The note about “appearing to them during the period of their Yom
Kippur observance to consume them and cause them to desecrate the fast

day of their sabbath rest” (xi.7f.) relates to the plural “them”/“their” and

may or may not involve the same events as the pursuit and attack on
the Righteous Teacher preceding it above, though the use of “

leval'o”/
“
leva!’am” is common to both. The confusion surrounding these refer-

ences to “Sabbath”s, “Feast”s, “Yom Kippur”, etc. has given rise to con-

siderable discussion about calendrical differences between Qumran and

Jerusalem. As in the instance of the “disgusting” or “horrible contagions”

allusion, since the notices are obscure, their meaning will probably never

be completely known to us. Where “
abeit-galuto”

,
however, is concerned,

two clear themes do emerge: that of some kind of confrontation prob-

ably involving the arrest and leading to the destruction of the teacher

and some of his comrades, and that of a desecration of the sect’s Yom
Kippur observances (whether different from those of the Wicked Priest

or the same).

Strengthening our view of an arrest and consonant destruction—not

simply verbal “confusion”—the theme of “destruction” is further devel-

oped in the conclusion of the Pesher where “the Simple of Judah doing

Torah”/“the Poor” are the subject (and where it is expressed quite

straightforwardly as
“
lechalah”’/“lechalot” and linked to the “%amam” we

noted above, i.e., “intrigue”— even judicial intrigue-, xii.2ff.). However,

even before this in xi.15, it can be readily ascertained from the manner
in which “

teval'enu” is turned around and applied to the fate of the Wicked

Priest instead of that of the Righteous Teacher and his companions, that

our initial description of “
leval'

o”/“leval'am” as connotative of “destruc-

tion”, not “confusion”/verbal confrontation, was correct. The exegesis

in xi.llff. turns on the reference “to the Cup of the Lord’s right hand”

in Hab 2:16. In this context, the Pesher also accuses the Wicked Priest of

“not circumcizing the foreskin of his heart” (xi.13). As we have seen

above, this allusion from the context of “the Zadokite Covenant” in

Ezek 44:9 relates to the barring of both “those uncircumcized in heart

and those uncircumcized in body” from the precincts of the Temple.

When applied to a Jewish High Priest, it not only has the force of disqual-

ifying him from Temple service in specifically “Zadokite” terms, but is

of the utmost import vis-a-vis the difficulties and confrontations between

“Innovators” and Herodians in the Temple and elsewhere at the root of

the problems we have been discussing throughout this study.
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The force of these allusions to “his wrath” (cf. how “
hamato” is tied

to
“
abeit-galuto” in xi.6 above), “Cup”, and “destroying him” (teval’enu) is

turned against “the Wicked Priest” in xi,14f. Since the thrust of the

allusion to the Lord’s “Cup of Wrath” is one of Divine Vengeance and

retribution for the destruction of the Righteous Teacher
44

(as the Pesher

itself puts the proposition in the next section referring to the destruction

of “the Poor”: “as he himself criminally conspired to destroy the Poor,

so will God condemn him to destruction”/“he shall be paid the reward

which he himself tendered the Poor”), the sense of
“
teval'enu” here, and

as a consequence that of “levaT o”/“leval'dm" earlier, is certainly that of

“destruction”—in this instance Divine Destruction.

In xi.l3f. the phrase “walking in his Way of satiation” or “in the Way
of drinking his fill” is usually translated in terms of alleged “drunkenness”

on the part of the Wicked Priest. But the allusion has nothing whatever

to do with “drunkenness” except figuratively (in the sense of “drinking

the cup of his own” or “the Lord’s wrath”—a mistake typical of the

approach of Qumran research to these matters). Rather it parodies the

proper “Zadokite” stress on “walking in the Way of Uprightness” or

“Perfection of the Way” and relates to the “Cup” and “Wrath” imagery

in the underlying text in continuation of the theme of violent retribution.

It expresses how the Wicked Priest, in “sating” his “own wrath” upon

the Righteous Teacher (xi.5f.) would himself taste from the “Cup” of

the Lord’s Divine “Wrath” (xi.14; cf. Rev 14:10 on “His Cup of Anger”

in precisely this vein).

The idea that the Wicked Priest “criminally conspired to destroy the

Poor” (italics mine— amam lechalot Ebionim”

)

adds a more indirect or

“judicial” dimension, as we have noted, to these “leval' o”/“leval'am”

charges—therefore perhaps their seeming obscurity. We have already

placed James at the center of difficulties in the Temple between “Zeal-

ots”—cf. Acts 21:20 on the majority of James’ “Jerusalem Church” sup-

porters—and “Herodians”, particularly where so-called “gifts from fore-

igners” were concerned. The meaning of “clamant” is completely in

44
Cf. 4QpPs 37, ii,12ff. and iv.7ff. Note that here the 'Ari^ei-Go'im take vengeance

for the Righteous Teacher who has already been violendy done to death by the Wicked

Priest. As noted, we identify these 'Ari^ei-Go'im (who are not necessarily the same as

the 'Aripim in the Pesher) with those renegade Herodian “Men-of-War” like Silas, Niger

of Perea, and Philip son of Jacimus, all formerly intimates of Agrippa II, who first

support the Uprising and are later either consumed by or desert it. One should also

note that in this Pesher the Man of Lying once again “leads Many astray with words of

Lying”
(
Sheker

.;
i,18f.), God executes Judgement

(
[Mishpat

)

on the Wicked Priest through

“the hands of the Violent Ones of the Gentiles” (ii.21; in our view identical with Jose-

phus’ mysterious “Idumaeans”), and “Lebanon” imagery also occurs (iv. 1 3).
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keeping with that conspiracy we mentioned above between Agrippa II

and Ananus to effect the removal of James.

But it also carries another more “judicial” sense relating to “bearing

false witness” or “perjury”, which brings us back to Josephus’ picture

of the Sanhedrin proceedings Ananus pursued against James and his

companions and is particularly appropriate to Josephus’ report that “the

most equitable citizens” protested against the “breach of the Law”
implicit in them. If we now view the phrase “be-cha'as hamato abeit-galuto

”

(“with his angry wrath at his house of exile”—italics mine) in the context

of these proceedings, apply it to Ananus
,
notJames (i.e. “the fef-expletive”

of Ananus), the
“
abeit-galuto” can be seen as an insulting circumlocution

relating to these proceedings which the sectaries would not dignify with

the title of either a “Beit-din” or “Beit-mishpat” . The whole then translates

more logically: “The Wicked Priest . .
.
pursued the Righteous Teacher

to destroy him in his hot anger in his guilty trial” or “in his guilty house”

(italics mine). It is certainly remarkable that, when the obscurity sur-

rounding such notices is parted only a little, so much good sense can be

made of them in the context even of known historical events and tra-

ditions relating to James. We will see this completely borne out in the
“
Abeit-Galuto” article later in this book.

The text now draws to a close with an analysis that turns on references

to “the Violence done to Lebanon”, “the destruction of the dumb
beasts”, and “the Violence done to the land” in the underlying text (Hab

2:17). The allusion to “Lebanon” also is to be found in the ambiance of

the Is 3:10-11 materials applied to James’ death in early Church tradition.

In fact, as we shall also see, these materials are actually employed in the

Pesher to describe how the Righteous Teacher and his followers among
“the Poor” dumb beasts are “destroyed” by the Wicked Priest. It is sub-

jected to exegesis in several other Qumran documents, most notably

4QpIs a on Is 10:33f.
45

In Qumran exposition, it almost always carries an

esoteric sense connected to a play on the root meaning of “white” relat-

ing either to the Community Council or the Temple—according to IQS
metaphor and to a certain extent Paul in 1 Co above these are, in effect,

the same.

This play on words parallels that already encountered in the Qumran
exegesis of “'Z.vAdk”/“Zaddik” and its further extensions in “Moreh

45
Cf. lQpHab, xii.2ff. with 4QpIs c on 1 4:8ff. and on Zech 11:11/Is 30:lf£, 4QpNah,

i.7, and 4QpIs* on 10:33f. That in these various Qumran contexts the expression “Leb-

anon” is interpreted to variously mean, the Community Council, the Temple, etc., should

not be too surprising in view of the identification of the Council with the Temple in

the context of spiritualized atonement imagery in IQS, viii.lff.
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ha-Zedek” and “Melchizedek”. Here, however, die text unhesitatingly

—

as in the case of Zaddik with Moreh ha-Zedek at the beginning of the

Pesher—identifies “Lebanon” as “the Council of the Community” (xii.4fi).

Not only does this mean the one at Qumran, but in our view that of

“the Jerusalem Church” as well. In 4QpIsa

,
although the text is somewhat

damaged, “Lebanon” appears to represent the Temple and/or Priestly

Establishment, but there also appears to be some mention of the com-

munity in the form of “the Poor” (here Dallim/'Anayyei-Are^) amid a

barrage of Messianic imagery.
46

In 4QpIs c on Is 14:8, “Lebanon” again

appears to be the Community Council, while on Zech 11:11 /Is 30:1—5

we have a parallel to one of the classic Talmudic references to the 70 ce

fall of the Temple.
47

44 The allusion to “Lebanon” in Is 10:34 is followed by the famous “Messianic” mater-

ial in 1 1:1 ff. This is interpreted in strict Messianic manner as relating to “the Branch of

David who will arise at the end of days”, smite the earth with the rod of his mouth,

and judge all peoples with his sword. “Arise”, here, is a translation of the Hebrew,

ha-'amod, “who will stand up”. If we are correct in considering this usage to carry some-

thing of the sense of “be resurrected” in the Damascus Document, then this exegesis

coincides even more closely with parallel notions known to early Christianity. An alterna-

tive translation would, therefore, run something like: “At the End of Days, the Branch

of David will be resurrected and judge the Poor and the Meek with Righteousness, etc.”

In addition to Lam. R, ii.3.6, see xxiv of the prologue applying this very word 'amod to

the “Messianic” return of Moses.
47

See ARN 4, where in the context of delineating R. Yohanan’s attempt to recommend

himself as a “friend” to the Emperor (note the similar legend, “friend of Caesar” or

“friend of the Romans”, on the coins of Herod of Chalcis and his son Aristobulus the

husband of Herodias’ daughter Salome in this period—Agrippa I even published himself,

not without a litde hyperbole, as “King Agrippa Great Lover of Caesar”), “Lebanon” is

emphatically interpreted in terms of the fall of the Temple in 70 ce. The two passages

cited in this regard, Is 10:34 and Zech 11:1, both find their parallels in extant Qumran

materials; cf. 4QpIsc on Zech 11:11/Is 30:1 ff.

For additional Talmudic references of this nature, see h. Gift 56a including Is 10:33f.

and h. Yoma 39b including Zech 11:1 and Nah 1:4. For more general references see h.

Yoma 21a. There is no indication that these passages were ever applied to a fall of the

Temple prior to 70 ce. Curiously, it would appear that 4QpIsc on Is 14:8ff. was also

about to refer to Zechariah, but Allegro did not attempt a reconstruction. There also

appears in Is 30:3 a reference to “Ma'o%” (“Strength” or “Fortress”), a title used in 1QH
to refer to the redeeming activities of its author—probably the Teacher himself—and

probably not unrelated to James’ title of
“
Ohlias”, again in early Church literature “Protec-

tion of the People” or “Bulwark”. Here, too, however, the Pesher is missing. Is 14:30

makes the ritual reference to the
“
Ebionim” and

“
Dallim”, but the exegesis here is also

missing. “Ebionim”, “Zaddik”, “ma'asim” (“works”), “heit-Ya'acotT (“House of Jacob”; cf.

materials surrounding the “ZW4//C’-passage in Is 3:10—11 that early Church literature

applied to the death ofJames referring to “ beit-Ya' acov” and “Lebanon”) etc. also appear

in another fragment of 4QpIsc on Is 29: 1 9ff.
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Not only is it implied that the Wicked Priest destroyed the Community
Council, i.e., “he shall be paid the reward which he himself tendered to

the Poor”, for which “God would condemn him [the Wicked Priest] to

destruction”—here expressed quite straightforwardly as
“
lechalah”-,

xii.2ff.—but the ambiance is also that of the earlier “robbing the Poor

of their substance” (xii.10). Not only did “the Wicked Priest” “criminally

conspire to destroy the Poor” (including the note of “juridical intrigue”

and/or “criminal conspiracy” discussed above), he is even said to have

polluted the Temple oj God”.

Here, too, the actual words of Is 3:10—11 passage, applied to the death

ofJames in early Church literature, “Woe unto the Wicked . . . the reward

of his hands will be paid him”, are incorporated into the Pesher on these

passages from Hab 2:15—17, even though they nowhere appear in the

underlying text. In all my work I have looked for these passages from Is

3:10—11 at Qumran. To find them reflected here at this critical juncture

of the Habakkuk Pesher to describe the “reward that would be paid the

Wicked Priest” for what he did to “the Poor” or
“
Ebionim” proves, as

little else can, the identity of these Scriptural milieus being applied both

in the early Church to the death ojJames and at Qumran to the Wicked

Priest’s destruction oj the Righteous Teacher.

As with regard to the problems circulating about the person ofJames,

to which it is related, we have already placed this notice about “polluting

the Temple” within the context of the controversy over admitting Hero-

dians into the Temple and accepting gifts from foreigners and noted the

constant reiteration of a parallel theme in the sections of the War leading

up to Josephus’ description of the demise of Ananus. 48 As one of the

two main sins—the second is “To'evot”—the “Abominations” of his

treatment of the Righteous Teacher and “destruction of the Poor”—for

which the Wicked Priest is condemned, it cannot be underestimated. It

is also reflected in the Damascus Document’s “Three Nets of Belial”

charges against the Jerusalem Establishment (the other two, it should

be remembered, were Riches and marrying nieces/divorce, all with particular

relevance where Herodians were concerned). It also relates to the “separ-

ation”/“pollution of the Temple” materials, invoking u
balla'” or “Bela'”

in 11QT, xlvif.

There can be little doubt that in this section of the Habakkuk Pesher,

as in quite a few elsewhere in the Pesharim, the term
“
Ebionim”, applied in

48
See War 4.2. 3ff. particularly 4.3.2, 4.3.7ff., 4.3.11, 4.3.13, 4.4.3, 4.5.2, etc. One should

appreciate that the imagery, which also includes reference to “ Traitors” and the like, as

one would expect and parallel to the methodology of the New Testament, is usually

inverted.
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early Church usage to “Jewish Christians”—and by Paul to the Jerusalem

Church—is specifically being applied by the Community to itself.

Punctuating the point, it is employed three times in this section, though it

nowhere appears in the underlying text of Habakkuk.49 Once again, we
can only consider this usage to be purposeful and further enhances the

proofs or correspondences between the materials relating to the destruc-

tion of James in early Church sources and the materials relating to the

destruction of the Righteous Teacher and his followers among “the

Poor” here in the Habakkuk Pesher.

However 'Ani, one of its parallels, probably best translated by the

New Testament’s “the Meek”, does appear in Hab 3:14 and occurs in

close proximity to the Is 3:10—11 passage which early Church testimony

applies to the circumstances ofJames’ death. 'Ani/'Anayyim also appears

together with another parallel Dallim in the Is 10:33f. “Lebanon” passage

above. Like Ebion/Ebionim it is widespread in Qumran usage and some-

times even coupled with EbionS' In this section of the Pesher
;
the Ebionim

are identified with another group called “the Simple Ones ofJudah doing

Torah” (“TMiaV-Yehudah 'oseh ha-Torah”).

This latter euphemism not only should be understood in terms of

expressions in the New Testament like “these Litde Ones” and “the

Anayyei-Are^” in 4QpIs“ 15 above, but it occurs not insignificandy twice

in an environment of familiar allusions to being “misled”/“led astray”

and “joining” in 4QpNah, iii.5 and 7. In the first it is connected with

the “Ephraim” circumlocution, i.e., “the Simple Ones of Ephraim [note

the significant omission of xii.4f.’s “'oseh ha-Torah”/“doing Torah” when

speaking about these “/toV/-Ephraim”] will forsake . . . those who mis-

lead them and join themselves [nilvu\ to Israel.”

The reference to
“
nilvu” is crucial and clinches the entire presentation.

Not only is it linked to the use of the parallel expression “Nilvim” in Es

10:27 as expressive of Gentiles “attaching themselves” to the Jewish

Community (cf. the use of
“
ger-nilveh” carrying this sense in 4QpNah,

ii.9) and in the esoteric exegesis of the Zadokite Covenant in CD, iv.3, but

once again it brings all these imageries full circle providing definitive

49 lQpHab, xii.3 (again in conjunction with allusion to “Lebanon”), xii.6, and xii.10.

50
See Hab 3:14; cf., as well Zech 11:7 and 11:11—the actual passage subjected to

exegesis in 4QpIsc

,
Is 3:14f. in proximity to the Is 3:10 passage above, and Is 14:29f.

already noted in 4QpIsc
above. See also Is 10:21 ff. in 4QpIs e on “the remnant ofJacob”,

which includes references to “the Poor” and “Lebanon”; cf. as well, similar combinations

of Ebion and 'Ani in CD, vi.21 and xiv.13. For “nephesh-Ebion” and “nephesh-'Ani”, both

synonyms for the term “
nephesh-Zaddik

”

in Is 53:11 (and CD, i.20), see 1QH, ii.32f£,

iii.25, and v.l8ff.
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confirmation of the correctness of our original identification of

“Ephraim” as Gentile God-Fearers “misled”/“led astray” by a more anti-

nomian Pauline teacher. By linking these “Simple of Ephraim” with “the

Seekers after Smooth Things ... at the End of Time”, the Nahum Pesher

also provides support for our other historical thesis concerning the gen-

eric thrust of the latter usage as implying all “those seeking accommo-

dation with foreigners”, and that originally Qumran sectaries saw so-

called “Pharisees” and “Pauline Christians” as part and parcel of the

same alliance. Such evidence from a third independent textual context

(in addition to that of lQpHab and CD) provides important verification

of what might have appeared on the surface a speculative suggestion and

confirms as nothing else can the accuracy of our categorization of the

“Ephraim” usage as relating inter alia to Pauline Christians.

Returning to the context of the Habakkuk Pesher, one can specify with

a fair degree of precision that “the Poor” and “the Simple Ones” (“of

Judah”, not Ephraim), as used in xii.3f£, are more or less coequal appel-

lations, except “the Poor” is a little more general and meant to include

the Community Council or leadership as well. Conversely, “the Simple

of Judah doing Torah”, like the parallel “'Osei ha-Torah” in vii.ll and

viii.l, probably was not meant to include the leadership as such, but

rather only the rank and file—the beneficiaries of the justifying activities

of the Council/Central Triad/Righteous Teacher in lQS,viiiff. and

lQpHab, viii above. For the Pesher, “the dumb beasts” who are destroyed

in the underlying text are “the Simple of Judah doing Torah” . By impli-

cation, too, as in the exegesis both of Hab 2:3 and 2:4 above, the exegete

wants us to understand that they are not “the Simple Ones” (cf. the term

“Little Ones” in the New Testament) not of “Judah”, i.e., not non-Jews-

—

in the terms of the Nahum Pesher, not “the Simple Ones of Ephraim”

unless they had in some prior manner specifically “joined” themselves

to “Israel” or “the House ofJudah” (cf. “’Am 'im ger-nilveh” in 4QpNah,

ii.9).

This theme of “destruction” in the underlying text is applied in the

exegesis to “the Poor”, including and not exclusive of the Community

Leadership, for which the Wicked Priest was to be specifically “con-

demned (by God) to destruction” (xii.5ff.). Not only does this last refer-

ence link up with language of Is 3:9—11, it also links the exegesis direcdy

with that of the “Cup” of Divine Retribution and the plural destruction

of the Righteous Teacher and some of his followers in xi preceding it,

already considered above.

As used in xii.4f. above, “the Simple ofJudah doing Torah” (italics mine)

establishes a perfect and purposeful contrast with xii.8’s description of
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the “acts” or “works” of the Wicked Priest as “ma'asei-To'evot” (“works

of Abominations”). Since the latter usage is attached to the notice about

“polluting the Temple of God” (xii.9), which we have also considered

above, it is meant to be recapitulative of the earlier ‘Ways of To'evot . . .

in all unclean turn ah” in which the Wicked Priest acted “to heap guilt on
himself” in viii.l 2f. The Pesher also relates this usage to “the Violence

done to the land”, etc. in the underlying text, which it will now proceed

to interpret in terms of “robbing the Poor” in the villages round about

Jerusalem and the destruction of the Teacher and some members of his

Council. As noted above, we have already encountered the expression

“doing Torah” (' oseh ha-Torah
)
in the exposition of Hab 2:4, where those

who “
would be saved ’ by their Faith in the “Zaddik”/“Moreh ha-Zedek” were

specified as “7ora/>-Doers in the House ofJudah” (meant also, as we can

now see, to contrast with the “House of Ephraim”). In the exegesis of

Hab 2:3 on “the Delay of the Parousia” preceding it, these “Torah-Y)o&ts”

were instructed to wait patiently. Ja 5:7 (which earlier in l:22ff. had thrice

addressed itself to these same “Doers”) counsels a similar eschatological

patience under similar circumstances, and James 5:3’s note about “gold

and silver ... in the last days” will now reappear in the underlying text

from Hab 2: 1 9f. about to be expounded in the concluding eschatological

exegesis about the “Day of Judgement” in xiii.lff.

For xii.7f. the Community Council is actually functioning in this period

in Jerusalem, not Qumran, since “Jerusalem” is straightforwardly desig-

nated as the locale “where the Wicked Priest committed his Abominable

works” against it (as well as “polluting the Temple”). Consequently, this

“'A%at ha-Yahad” must be considered virtually indistinguishable from

what goes in other contexts by the name of either “the Jerusalem Coun-

cil” or “the Jerusalem Church”. This is also the gist of what emerges in

the Psalm 37 Pesher where “the Congregation” or “Assembly of the Poor

in Jerusalem”, which can also be referred to by the term “Church” or

“Ecclesia”, is also repeatedly evoked.

Again these kinds of “Abominable works” are meant to contrast with

those “Righteous” ones or
“
ma'asei-Torah” predicated of the Righteous

Teacher and so much a part of the ideological approach of the Letter

of James. To summarize: “As he himself criminally conspired to destroy

the Poor”, that is, “in Jerusalem where (he) . . . committed his works of

Abomination” and in “the cities of Judah where he robbed the Poor of

their sustenance”
51

;
so too would the Wicked Priest “be paid the reward

51 lQpHab, xii.9f. See above, pp. 138 and 1 61 f. for how the servants of the High

Priests robbed “the Poor” among the lower priests of their tithes and the reflection of

this in the so-called “Zealot woes”.
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which he paid the Poor” and “be condemned (by God) to destruction.”
52

Here too, then, is the incorporation of the language of Is 3:10-11,

described above applied to the death of James in early Church literature.

That what is implied here is nothing other than the reward the Wicked

Priest paid the Righteous Teacher and the members of his Council is

also clear in the passage from Hab 2:17 underlying the exegesis:

For the Violence done to Lebanon shall overwhelm you and the destruction

of the dumb beasts shall terrify you because of the Blood of Man [“Adam”]

and the Violence done to the township, and all its inhabitants.

Here, “Lebanon” is specifically identified as “the Community Council”;

“the Violence done to Lebanon” is the stoning of James and some of

his associates in 62 ce as reported in Josephus and variously reflected

in early Church sources as we have seen above—the “whitening” imagery

purposely evoking the white linen they wore and their purported sinlessness;

“the dumb beasts” are “the Simple Jews” or “the Ebionim of Jerusalem”

variously referred to as “Jewish Christians”, “the Jerusalem Church”, and

referred to in Ro 15:26, 16:18, Ga 2:10, Ja 2:2ff. etc.; “the Blood of

Men”—here the allusion is real and is overtly so designated in the Pesher

because we are speaking about the rapine and murder remounting directly

to the Wicked Priest, not the Spouter of Lying—refers once again to

James and his associates on the Community Council (cf. ix.9ff. above);

and “the Violence done to the land”, etc., is the “polluting the Temple”

both with the violence done to James and others and by admitting and

accepting gifts from Herodians and other foreigners along with the con-

comitant robbing of the tithes of the Poor Priests in the cities of Judea

outside Jerusalem, so vividly described in Josephus’ several references.
53

52 lQpHab, xii.5f£; the “abominable works” {ma'asei-To' evot) of the Wicked Priest

referred to in xii.8 are the counterpart of the “Righteous” ones, or the “ma asei-Zedek”

of the teacher whom he destroys; cf. how the same terminologies, “Abomination”

(relating to his “Violence”) and “pollution” (relating to his Temple desecration), are

reflected in the earlier description of “the Ways” of the Wicked Priest in viii,12f. These

themes of “To'evot" (Abominations) and “turn'
a"

(pollution) also dominate the Temple
Scroll.

53
It is clear from the context that some of the members of the Council—referred to

as well here as “the Poor”—share the fate of the Righteous Teacher; cf. Ant 20.9.1

where James and some others close to him are all condemned to death. This was, of

course, stated explicitly in ix.9ff. The whole exegesis is paralleled in 4QpPs 37, which

also combines repeated allusions to the “Zaddik"/“Zaddikim” with the repeated allusions

to “the Congregation” or “Church of the Poor”, '“Anavim”, “Ebionim”, “ Tamimim”, Leb-

anon,
“Ma'

o

etc. As in lQpHab, the Community Council is described as “doing the

Law” (' oseh ha-Torah
,
with an accent on “doing”; ii.22), and it is clear that they (referred

to as well as “the Community of the Poor”) share to a certain extent the fate of the

teacher—here, also, referred to as “the Priest”, meaning, “the High Priest”.
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Where the “Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one” allusion is concerned

in 4QpIs“, one encounters many themes even in the extant text parallel-

ing those of Hab 1—2, including the conquest by oncoming Kittim
,
the

allusions to “the Meek”, “Downtrodden”, etc., together with an

additional one, “the rising of David at the End of Days”—including the

use of the telltale amod”, i.e., “standing up”—in a similar, if albeit

fragmentary, exegesis. Even more significantly, however, as in the case

of the exegesis of Hab 2:4, we have incontrovertible evidence from inde-

pendent sources—in this instance Talmuds.c—that this “Lebanon” pass-

age in Is 10:33f. was being subjected to exegesis in the latter part of the

first century and was applied to the fall of the Temple in 70 ce. The

same is true of Zech 11:11/Is 30:1—5.
54

The sentence, “the Wicked watches out for the Righteous and seeks to slay him”, in

4QpPs 37, ii.12 and iv.7 is completely paralleled by lQpHab, i. 1 If., CD, i.20f. (note that

at this point the Damascus Document is stringing together materials from Is 30 and a

“Zaddik"-allusion from Ps 94:21), and Is 3:10. In so far as the Ari^ei-Go'im” (“Violent

Ones of the Gentiles”) in 4QpPs 37, ii.21 and iv.10 are to be identified with the “’Ari^m”

in the Habakkuk Pesher, they also must be connected, as we have seen, with the Lying

Spouter and “Covenant-Breaking”. In lQpHab, ii.6 the “'Artifm” are described “as not

believing what they heard from the mouth of the Priest” concerning the Last Times,

that is, they were privy to his exegeses.

As we have seen in n. 44 above, they are to be identified with quite a few Herodian

Men-of-War, including “Niger”, “Silas”, “Philip”, even Queen Helen’s relatives, Monob-

azus and Kenedaeos, who along with “John the Essene” are among the uprising’s bravest

military commanders; cf. War 2.20.4 and 3.2.1. Niger of Perea is an important leader of

Josephus’ “Idumaeans” (according to our interpretations, pro-Revolutionary

“Herodians”) who are seen by the exegete as the instruments of God’s retribution on

Ananus. Niger is finally caught up in factional division and undergoes public execution

at the hands of the Revolutionary crowds, the atmosphere surrounding which (perhaps

not completely coincidentally) is very similar to that portrayed in the New Testament

surrounding the execution ofJesus.
54

In the fragment relating to Is 14:8—30, once again one has “Lebanon” mentioned

in the context of a reference to “the Dallim” and “Ebionim” which seems to have so

appealed to the sectaries. In fact if one makes a list of the incidences of these kinds of

words in the Prophets and Psalms, one will find that one has probably inadvertendy

stumbled on the actual method used by Qumran exegetes in choosing scriptural texts.

“Lebanon” is to be found in Is 2:13 (in proximity to the 3:10-11 material applied to

James’ death), 10:34, 14:8, 29:17, 33:9, 35:2, 37:24, 40:16, 60:13, Nah 1:4, Zech 10:10,

11:1, and Hab 2:17. The words, “Poor” and “Meek”, either represented by
“
Ehion”,

“
'Ani\ or

“Dal ”, are to be found in Is 3:14f., 10:2, 10:30, 11:4, 14:30f., 25:4ffi, 29:19,

32:7, 41:17, 58:7, 66:2, and Zech 11:7 ff. Almost every one of these passages where the

two usages have been found in conjunction has been subjected to exegesis in extant

materials at Qumran. If we include the Is 3:10 passage above, known to have been

subjected to exegesis with regard to the events of James’ life, then the passages where

such correspondences occur are virtually exhausted.
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Whether the exegesis of these passages parallels the Talmuchc in every

respect is not the crucial issue—nor is it where Pauline exegesis of Hab
2:4 is concerned—and impossible to say in all cases because of the

imperfect preservation of some pesharim. What is, however, important is

that “Lebanon” imagery was being associated with the fall of the Temple

in 70 ce. There is not the slightest evidence from any other source that

exegesis of this kind was applied to any previous fall of the Temple, or,

as we have emphasized, that such exegesis was even being practiced

prior to about 30 ce in any systematic manner, that is to say, roughly

the time of the appearance of the Messianic Movement and the last stage

of Period II of Qumran habitation. In the face of such persuasive histori-

cal and textual evidence for the sit^ im leben of the Habakkuk Pesher, one

must be able to present substantive evidence from another source to

controvert it, but this cannot be done (nor should one expect in the

face of the numerous connections to events and proof texts of this

period we have already been able to show that it could be done).

The Pesher ends poignantly-—in view of the historical circumstances

which form its sit% im leben—and appropriately enough, in terms of the

ideological concerns and internecine disputes which characterized its pre-

vious subject matter, with an outright and fulsome condemnation of all

“Gentiles”
(
Go'im

)
and “the idols they serve” (xii.l2ff.). We are to under-

stand that these “idols” include not only those “served” by the present

destroyers of Jerusalem and the Temple, i.e., the Romans (including their

omnipresent standards), but also that “idolatry” implicit in the Spouter’s

“Lying” activities and in the acceptance of sacrifices and gifts on behalf

of Herodians (considered here as Gentiles) and other foreigners in the

Temple. These “idols” would “not be able to save them on the Day of

Judgement”
(
Yom ha-Mishpat). The use of the verb, “ya^yilum” here is

purposeful. It parallels the use of “yavyjlem” in the earlier Hab 2:4

exegesis reversing its signification because it is now talking about idol-

atrous Gentiles not “7oraf>-Doing Jews”. It also provides absolute confir-

mation that our initial characterization of the earlier use of “yaepyilem” in

the Pesher (and by implication the use of the mysterious “Beit ha-Mishpat
”

connected to it) as eschatological was correct, because in the present textual

context the use of “yasyyilum” and the “Yom ha-Mishpat”
,
to which it is

tied, are undoubtedly eschatological. Just as in viii.lff. it was only “the

Doers of Torah” in “the House of Judah” whom God “would save”

from “the House ofJudgement”, here all idolatrous “Gentiles” are being

condemned—as well as, as we shall see in xiii.4, “backsliding Jews”.

The use, too, of the word “le'ovdam”
,
“to serve them” in xii.13 and

its slightly varied repetition in xiii.2’s “served” and xiii.3’s “Servants”, is
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also not without a touch of irony. It is of particular import where the

presumed idolatrous “City built upon Blood” by the Lying Spouter who
“tires out Many with worthless work [service,

'

avodat-shavo] and teaches

them works of Lying” in x.llf. is concerned, and the implications of

such usage are fully set forth in the portrait of “the Spirit of 'Avlah . . .

and slackness in the service of Righteousness” in IQS, iv.9ff. As with

the implied parallel between the use of “gold and silver” in the underlying

text from Hab 2:18 and the “gold and silver” in the eschatological Judge-

ment section of James 5:3 above, the underlying text from Hab 2:19

also contains a somewhat obscure note about “Lying”
(
Sheker.

;
variously

rendered as “Teacher of Lying”, “Lying images”, or the like) which links

up with the “ma'asei-ShekeF (“acts” or “works of Lying”) aspect of the

above references.

The allusion to “Yom ha-Mishpat”/“Day of Judgement”, is repeated in

the repetition of the condemnation on “all the Gentiles” in the con-

clusion of the Pesher (xiii.lff.) and, because of the parallelism of its lan-

guage and the sense of the exegesis, completely validates our earlier trans-

lation of the phrase “House of Judgement” as synonymous with this

“Day of Judgement” (while the former has more the connotation of the

actual decision of “Judgement”; the latter is more connotative of the event

itself). The vision of this “Judgement” is broadened to include “idola-

tors” generally, i.e. “the Servants of Graven Images”—cf. Paul’s con-

tempt for “the Servants of Righteousness” in 2 Co 11:15—and “Evil

Ones” generally (Resha'im), which must be seen as inclusive of Jews like

the paradigmatic “Chohen ha-Rasha who “deserted the Law” and/or

“Covenant” or who served it “only when convenient”.

Here the verb used to express this hope for the rendering of such

eschatological Judgement in xiii.3, “yechaleh”
,

is the same as that “lechal-

ah”/“lechalot” used in xii.5f. to express the vengeance that God would
visit upon the Wicked Priest for his “destruction of the Poor”. The
inclusion in this “Judgement” of these

“
Resha'ini”—meaning primarily

backsliding Jews-—in addition to “idolatrous Gentiles”, completely paral-

lels that “Judgement” which God would pronounce “by the hand of His

Elect” on both “the Gentiles”—primarily those Kittim presently

destroying the land and their “Pauline”/Herodian confreres—and “
the

Wicked of His Own People who kept the Law only when convenient” in

v.3ff. (italics mine; here too the verb employed to express the withhold-

ing of complete “destruction” from “His Own People” is the usual

“yechaleh”').

The text ends, as with the Letter of James it so much resembles and
the earlier discussion of “the Delay of the Parousia”

,
on a pious note
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of quiet confidence, which could not contrast more with the debacle

occurring at the present moment, a debacle itself the ostensible reason

for its composition. Delivered in exposition of Hab 2:20’s equally pious

underlying sentiment, “The Lord is in His Holy Temple; let all the earth

be still before Him”, it expresses the apocalyptic and—given the sit^ im

leben, poignantly optimistic expectation that “on the Day of Judgement

God will destroy from off the earth all those serving idols and all the

Evil Ones”.

Ill

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

We can, as should by now be clear, account in our theory for almost

every allusion, every sentence, even almost every turn of phrase in the

Habakkuk Pesher. We can, in addition, put them into real historical set-

tings relating to real and important people contemporary with the fall

of the Temple about 70 ce when the scrolls were supposed to have been

put into the caves and when parallel exegeses were circulating relating to

Hab 2:4 and “Lebanon” imagery in Prophets and Psalms. There is no

other theory of Qumran origins or identifications which can achieve as

much. The verification of any good scientific theory is that it can elicit

more from the data than was previously known without it. This is cer-

tainly the case with the desecration of the Wicked Priest’s “corpse”, the

discussion of the two terms, “House of Exile” and “House of Judge-

ment”, and the incorporation of the language of Is 3:9—11—applied to

James’ death in early Church literature—into the Pesher on Hab 2:15—17

on the destruction of the Righteous Teacher and “the Poor”.

What then holds or has held scholars back from arriving at such identi-

fications? Since, where the Habakkuk Pesher is concerned, paleography

is not an important issue, aside from an ideological predisposition not to

arrive at such results—in some instances even a “psychological” one or

spiritual one—the only real impediment has been the archaeology of

Qumran. Even though it, too, was based on many of these same psycho-

logical and ideological predispositions, many scholars adhered to this

archaeology as if it presented an insurmountable barrier.

If, even accepting the validity of Qumran archaeological theory as it

presendy stands, one were required to account for the whole expanse

of Qumran literature on the basis of our presentation, it would not

be difficult. It is possible to identify a series of martyred
“
Zaddikim

”
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beginning with Onias the son of Simeon the Zaddik. Judas Maccabee
,

1

Honi the Circle-Drawer
,

2
his grandson Hanan the Hidden

,

3
John the

Baptist (if not identical to Hanan the Hidden
),

4
Jesus

,

5
James, etc., are

all identified in one way or another as
“
Zaddikim” in the extant literature.

However, in the particular instance of the Habakkuk Pesher.
,
recourse to

the broader implications of such theorizing is not necessary because the

identifications we propose fit very comfortably into the present confines

of Qumran archaeological and paleographic theory and the internal data .

6

I have covered the subject of Judas as Zaddik in MZCQ (Chapter 1), pp. 13f., 32f.

and 57-61.
2 We have already discussed Honi the Circle-Drawer above in relation to rain-making,

Josephus, calling him “Onias the Just”, identifies him (in our view definitively) as a

Zaddik/“Righteous Man” in Ant. 14.2.1. Cf. also b. Ta an 23a.
3 We have also discussed Hanan ha-Nehba above in relation to rain-making. The “Hid-

den” theme associated with his person was also an element in Josephus’ description of
his grandfather Onias. This theme is also discernible in Lk 1 :24’s description of John
the Baptist s mother Elizabeth who “hid herself” and in the Protevangelium ofJames
18:1, where Elizabeth “hides” John in a mountain cave when Herod tries to destroy

him. For the Zohar.
,

i, 63a and 67b, Noah “was hidden” by God in the ark in order to

escape both someone it calls “the Adversary” and the impending eschatological Flood.

“Cave-dwelling” is also an important theme of both the “redivivus” and “rain-making”

traditions.

4
John, of course, is identified as a “Righteous One” who “came in the Way of

Righteousness” in Mt 21:32 and Mk 6:20; in these accounts it is always foreigners, Herod-
ians, or Roman Governors who properly recognize “Zaddikim”. Josephus, too, in his

capsule description ofjohn’s baptism and death in Ant. 18.5.2, implies that John enjoyed

such a status. For Josephus, John is teaching what Justin Martyr calls the “all Righteous-

ness” doctrine (cf. Mt 3:15), characterized by the dichotomy of
“
Hesed ” and

“
Zedek”,

i.e., the Piety commandment of “loving God” and the Righteousness commandment of
“loving one’s neighbor as oneself”, the latter evolving into notions of economic equality

and poverty. Justin Martyr treats these matters in Dial. 23, 47 and 93. Not only do they

form the backbone of Josephus’ long description of “Essene” doctrine in War 2.8.2ffi,

but also his short note about Essenes in Ant. 1 5. 1 0.5. Josephus also applies these categor-

ies to the person of Simeon the Zaddik in Ant. 12.2.5. They are also presented as forming
the essence of Jesus’ teaching in Mt 22:34ff. and Mk 12:28ff. and are set forth in no
uncertain terms as “the two Ways” in the first section of the Didache 1.1.

Acts refers to Jesus repeatedly as the Just One” or “Zaddik". Paul, as we have seen,

in 1 Co 15:3, introducing his version of post-resurrection appearances, reveals his famili-

arity with the “Justification” ideal based on the ideology of Is 53:1 If. and implies that

he learned it in Jerusalem. More importandy, Ja 5:4 in discussing matters relating to the

Messianic return and the condemnation of “the Rich” leading up to its evocation of
eschatological “rain” imagery, knows that “the Just One” was done to death. But unlike

Paul in 1 Thess—who blames the Jews—it, probably more accurately, blames the Rich for

this murder.
6

Milik, p. 64, categorically placed lQpHab in the mid or late first century ce, insisting

it “could not come from any part of the first century bc”. We have already noted the

range of opinion concerning its “secure” Herodian dating above. On internal data alone,
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Since the advance, as we have emphasized, of “the Kittim” and the immi-

nent destruction of “the Last Priests of Jerusalem” were for the Pesher

events in progress, not necessarily completed, there is no reason why it

could not have been written in 68 ce.

Even more germane to our purposes, most scholars have arrived at

a date for the fall of the monastery on the basis of their interpretations

of coin data, a fragile tool under the best conditions. The date, however,

at which they have arrived for the fall of the monastery and the deposit

of the scrolls in the caves—which they envision as simultaneous

events—is 68 ce. But this is not the latest possible date for either of

these two events, but simply the earliest one, that is, it is not a terminus

ad quern but a terminus a quo—unless these two termini are identical which

is, of course, the implication of their theories. In particular, if we are

talking only about “the fall of the monastery”, this date says nothing

about the cessation of Jewish habitation around the area of the site.
7

For these purposes, it is important, as we have shown, to distinguish

between cessation of habitation at or around and the destruction of build-

ings on a given site. Though the buildings at Qumran may have been

destroyed in 68 ce, or even some years later, habitation in the area,

particularly at Ein Feshka, did not come to an end until after the Bar

Kochba Uprising in 134—36 ce. The actual terminus ad quern
,
therefore, for

the deposit of the scrolls in the caves at Qumran—if not the destruction of

its buildings—is 136.

R. de Vaux, who along with his colleagues
J. T. Milik and F. M. Cross,

did more than anyone else to establish the consensus that presently sur-

rounds these issues, was sometimes (though not often) willing to admit

these technicalities.
h
Despite this, many of his conclusions were rather

however, including its exegesis of Hab 2.4, its presentation of what generally goes by

the name of “the Delay of the Parousia”, its use of the terminology of Is 53:11 in its

eschatological exegesis of Hab 2:4, its reference to “the Last Priests of Jerusalem” in

the context of its discussions about the death of the Righteous Teacher, its use of “the

Poor” terminology to refer to his community, and its eschatological use of the language

of “the Last Times” and “the Day of Judgement”, one can assert with a fair degree of

certitude that Habakkuk is late.

1
This has particular relevance when groups are following a “Rechabite” or “wilder-

ness” life-style as at Qumran.
8 De Vaux, to his credit, states, p. 41: “It is perfecdy true that strictly speaking the

coins only provide a terminuspost quem”\ but sometimes he drops his diplomatic approach

and states categorically, as on p. 112: “The community installed itself at Qumran in the

second half of the second century bc. It abandoned the site for a period of some thirty

years during the reign of Herod the Great, and definitively left the area in 68 ce.” No
wonder the greater part of his followers take this for a terminus ad quern and not the

terminus post quern he admits it is above. Here Cross in “The Oldest Manuscripts from

Qumran”, SBL
, 1955, p. 163, has accurately understood that the “absolute terminus ad
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routinely employed to develop paleographic sequences which were them-
selves then used to date documents—in some cases even in an absolute

manner. Where these sequences and the absolute dates derived from them
were concerned, a precision came to be claimed in relation to individual

documents in some cases down to within twenty-five years of the theor-

etical date of production of that document. 9

But de Vaux’s own work was not always so precise. Sometimes it was
even extremely problematic. In his enthusiasm for his proposal of a 68 ce
terminus for the simultaneous destruction of the monastery and the deposit
of the Scrolls in the caves, he announced that he had found a coin bearing
the countersign of the Tenth Roman Legion.

10 But this proved to be inac-

curate and later he had to admit that it was not a coin of the Tenth Roman
Legion as he had thought and that “such a coin never in fact existed”. His
retraction, delivered only in a footnote however, never made the same
popular impression as his original announcement. 11

He was also in large measure responsible for propounding the famous
earthquake hypothesis to explain the destruction by fire and a seeming

interruption of Qumran settlement during the Herodian period. How-
ever, natural phenomena like Josephus’ 31 bc earthquake are not suf-

ficient to explain this destruction and relative abandonment, for if the

sectaries could have returned in 4 bc (as most commentators theorize),

they could also have returned in 30 or 29 bc, and there must have been
other factors—in our view political ones—coinciding with Herod’s reign

quern for Qumran script types” are the dated documents from the Wadi Murabba'at
(though sometimes he behaves as if he doesn’t.) As opposed to this, see Birnbaum, p.

27, quoted above: “Archaeological evidence confirms the post-Christian era part, and
even enables us to arrive at a precise terminus ad quenr. the year 68 ce, when the Romans
put an end to Qumran settlement.” Having said this, he then proceeds to plug this date
into all his equations”—such as they are—as the absolute upper pole limit for Qumran
script types.

5

See, for instance, Birnbaum, pp. 115ff., where he is willing to project dates down
to actual years, corroborates one set of dates by others, and projects new dates on the
basis of his previous projections without a word about margins of error.

111

R. de Vaux, “Fouilles au Khirbet Qumran”, Revue Biblique
, 61, 1954, pp. 232f.; he

reiterated this claim in RB, 63, 1956, p. 567, where he typically treats the conquest and
occupation of the site by the soldiers of the Xe

Legion” as a proven fact. See also

Cross, pp. 62f£, particularly n. 18, for detailed analyses of the movements of this legion;

also de Vaux, pp. 38ff. For the opposing view, see C. Roth, “Did Vespasian Capture
Qumran”, Palestine Exploration Quarterly

, pp. 122ff.

De Vaux, p. 40: “Recent discussions refer to the existence of a coin with the counter-
sign of the Tenth legion, which, so it is held [by whom?], was found at Khirbet Qumran
and which I have in fact recorded . . . The mention of this was unfortunate for this coin
does not exist.”
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in Palestine which made habitation at Qumran difficult, if not impossible.

In fact for the perspicacious observer, Josephus explains these quite

straightforwardly in Ant. 15.10.4 (in the same notice where he discusses

Herod’s cordial relation with “Pollio the Pharisee and Sameas and their

community of scholars”). Noting that Herod “greatly guarded against

those malcontents” who objected to “the practices he had introduced

into their religion to the dissolution of their customs” (note how
Josephus here reverses the language of “Innovators” and “innovations”

which he will presendy apply to those unalterably opposed to the Herod-

ian monarchy), Josephus describes how Herod relentiessly persecuted

such persons because they “could in no way be reduced to acquiesce to

his regime”. Aside from a ban on public and communal meetings, he set

“spies everywhere, both in the city and on the roads, who watched those

that met together”. He “watched everything they did, and when any were

caught they were severely punished and many were brought to the citadel

Hyrcania [not far from Qumran] both openly and in secret and there put

to death”.

This is all presented in the context of his first description of any

consequence of both “Pharisees” and “Essenes”. What Josephus has

done, by placing in conjunction parallel notices about Herod’s equal

regard for these two groups, as we have suggested elsewhere,
12

is con-

fused them with each other. The real political stance of those “Essenes”

responsible for the Qumran corpus may be surmised from his earlier

notes about “malcontents . . . opposing the dissolution of their customs”

which introduces these details and is in every way consonant with what

we know of Qumran.

This simple historical error led to quite a few derivative ones which have

prevented Qumran commentators from accurately approaching the

materials before them. Primarily it gave rise to the notion that “Herod

held these Essenes in such honor that he thought higher of them than

their mortal nature required”—the group Josephus really intends here

are “Pharisees” not “Essenes”, i.e., Herod held the Pharisees in high regard,

not the Essenes
,
which is true. This, in turn, has given rise to the common

impression that so-called “Essenes” were peace-loving and a rather retir-

ing group with little or no political interests, an impression that has no

relationship, as should be obvious, to the apocalyptic spirit and lust for

vengeance against political and religious opponents which, as we have

seen, permeates the Habakkuk Pesher. The practitioners of lQpHab’s

“Day of Judgement” (on “all Gentiles”, “idolaters”, and “backsliders”)

12 MZCQ (Chapter 1), pp. 23f, 39, 42-43, 48. etc.
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and “Judgement executed at the hands of God’s Elect”—resembling

nothing so much as the spirit of militancy one encounters in the Koran

with its parallel and derivative pronouncements against “idolators” and

“backsliders” and its use of the very same “Day of Judgement” termin-

ology throughout—were completely and by definition anti-Herodian.

The note about Herod’s “innovations to the dissolution of their cus-

toms” precisely corresponds to Josephus’ later accusations against “Inno-

vators” and the “innovations” sought by those who wished to ban foreig-

nersfrom the Temple Mount—which, as we noted, Josephus typically reverses,

much as the New Testament reverses the ideological orientation and his-

torical drift characterizing Qumran documents in constructing its portrait

of similar events. The “innovations” in question are made quite clear in

the Damascus Document’s ban on divorce and marrying nieces, as well as

its complaints about pollution of the Temple already dealt with above. In

our view, these were unquestionably aimed direcdy and unerringly at

“Herodians”. If the Damascus Document were the second (even the

third century) bc document most commentators claim—which we dis-

pute categorically (on textual grounds not paleographic)—this would make
Herod’s esteem for purported “Essenes” all the more incomprehensible.

In fact, the so-called “Essenes” at Qumran—despite these citations in

Josephus—never approved of “Herodians”, which is precisely the reason

for both the New Testament’s and Josephus’ parallel ideological and

historical surgeries. It is these historical confusions, misconceptions, and
inaccuracies which have, more than anything else, sapped the work of

both paleographers and archaeologists in Qumran studies.

S. Steckoll (whom de Vaux contemptuously dismissed as “this

Sherlock Holmes of archaeology”)
13

questioned even whether there was
evidence of earthquake damage at Qumran. That an earthquake could

have caused the kind of complete conflagration that seems to have

occurred at Qumran is not very convincing. Even de Vaux’s own col-

league Milik, who questioned the former’s evidence for a total abandon-

ment of the site between 31 bc and 4 bc, admitted that the evidence

of a conflagration was of such magnitude as to suggest “an intentional

destruction of Qumran”. 14
In any event, since the sectaries do not appear

to have inhabited the buildings at Qumran, an earthquake—whether it

De Vaux, p. 48. Cf. S. Steckoll, “Marginal Notes on the Qumran Excavations”, Revue

de Qumran, 7, 1968, pp. 34ff.

14
Cf. Milik, pp. 51ff. Even de Vaux in his last work took a much more conciliatory

stance on the subject: “The question remains open, therefore, and my real reason for

believing that the fire coincided with the earthquake of 31 bc is that this solution is the

simplest and that there are no positive arguments to contradict it" (sic—italics mine).
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damaged them or not, cannot be used as a measure for the date of the

abandonment of the site (the same point applies to the destruction of

these buildings by Roman soldiers).

There are very good reasons for the abandonment of the site coincid-

ing with the period of Herod’s reign in Palestine—or at least a severe

diminution in the numbers of persons residing there, as we have seen

—

but in order to appreciate them one must firm up one’s historical grasp

and not be deceived by Josephus’ portrait of the Essenes as pro-

Herodian. Simply put, the sect was vehemently, even violently, anti-

Herodian, and the site was most likely destroyed in 37 bc by Herod himselj

on his way up to invest Jerusalem.
15

Milik and de Vaux have also disagreed with each other on whether

the ruins of a wall and the broken dishes which appear to be connected

to it appertain to the mid-first century bc or the destruction in the later

part of the first century ce .

16
Despite the fact that their disagreement in

dating such a relatively large piece of masonry amounts to a difference

of approximately 100 years, Qumran stratigraphers regularly claim a pre-

cision where dating is concerned that comes down in some instances to

the month and year, a confidence paralleling that of Qumran paleogra-

phers to which, of course, it is related.
17 Where coins are the issue, one

is entitled to say certain kinds of general things based on the general

trends of Qumran coin distribution, like the Community was founded

around the time of John Hyrcanus, or there seems to have been an

17
See for instance Josephus’ account in this period of the “Zealot” suicide of the “old

man” and his seven sons—whom Josephus refers to as “robbers” 100 years before

Masada—in Qumran-type terrain not far from the Jordan Valley: Ant. 14.1 5.4f. This

episode would appear to have had a certain amount of importance since it has received

its fictional refurbishment in the “Eleazar” and the “Seven Brothers” stories in 2 and 4

Macc, which are further refined via Gematria in the “Taxo” materials in As. Mos. 9: Iff.

The “Resurrection” ideal, so important to these materials, has received its ultimate parody

in Mk 12:20ff./Lk 20:29ff./Mt 22:25ff. That this suicide ideal in this period was part

and parcel of the recommendation to “make a pious end” is confirmed in the “Razis”

material in 2 Macc 1 4:37 ff. See also Appendix on the “Three Nets of Belial”.
16

See Milik, pp. 51f£, in particular, p. 55, n. 1, and de Vaux, pp. 24ff.
17

Cf. R. North’s criticism of de Vaux in “Qumran and its Archaeology”, CBQ, 16,

pp. 426—37 and Milik above. Where stratigraphy is concerned, we are speaking of small

coins purportedly suspended between stratigraphic layers. It is dubious if our archaeolog-

ists’ work was precise enough to determine a one- or two-year difference in stratigraphy

regarding these. North also subjected de Vaux’s pottery typology to severe criticism. Cf.

as well Cross’ testimony in “Scripts”, p. 190, n. 9, on how he wavered back and forth

between de Vaux and Milik on the matter of the bowl graffiti (related to the problem

of the wall and broken dishes), finally dutifully following the former against his original

judgement.
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increase in habitation during the time of Agrippa I, and an even greater

one during the Revolt, but one is not permitted to make the kinds of

precise dating claims that are common to this field. For instance, even

if the sect’s communal buildings were destroyed in 68 ce, one cannot be

sure that habitation in the area of the site then completely ceased or that

the Romans in fact garrisoned the location at this time and not several

years later.

De Vaux, Cross, et al. point to the non-Jewish coins found at the site

overlaying the layer of destruction which they presume to be 68 ce.
18

However, finding a certain coin at a particular site, as they well know,

says nothing about the identity of the person who dropped it there, or

for that matter the precise date on which it was dropped, only that it

could not have been dropped before the date on the coin. Neither does it

say anything about the even more important subject of habitation in the

caves and when they were abandoned, since the inhabitants, as we have

noted, do not seem to have lived in the actual buildings of the monastery

but in Rechabite- style huts or in the caves themselves.

Nor do they appear to have carried any coins on their persons, as no

coins of any kind have yet been found in any of the caves.
19 Nor can it

say anything, in these circumstances, about when a given cave like Cave

I, where the Habakkuk Pesher was so neatly deposited, was ultimately

abandoned. 20
In any event, after the fall of Jerusalem Jewish coins would

18
See de Vaux, pp. 41f£, 66f£, and 123, recapitulated in E. M. Laperrousaz, Qoumran

L’Etablissement Essenien des bords de La Mer Morte, Paris, 1976, pp. 61£
19

For evidence of habitation in some forty caves, see de Vaux, pp. 44f£, 50f£, 56f£,

and 107. Cross agrees, p. 64, n. 20. There is even evidence of habitation in mere crevices

or “depressions” in the cliff walls, and on p. 107, de Vaux admits that pottery types

also appear to be of later date than the outside limits he himself set for the life of the

community; see also Laperrousaz, p. 91 for the pottery found in these caves.
20 Even Cross admits that the finding of an all-important commentary like Habakkuk

so neatly placed in a jar along with other similar materials in Cave I implies that it was

actually in use at the time of the fall of the monastery and, therefore, comprised part

of the current literature of the sect. Both the evidence of some habitation and the careful

appearance of the deposits in Cave I, despite some breakage, contrasts markedly with

the disorder and completely disrupted state of Cave IV, where it is obvious that people

of hostile intent did disturb the manuscripts.

Since Cave IV is located in such close proximity to the settlement, it is not surprising

that it should have been disturbed at the time of the investment of the actual settlement;

however it is certainly more likely that such disturbance occurred in 136 rather than in

70 ce. In view of the sheer magnitude of the materials found there, it is not surprising

that some have taken it for a “library” (see Cross, p. 25, n. 29); on the other hand, if

the helter-skelter disorder of the cave characterized its state before the fall of the com-
munity, then, aside from the evidence of deliberate mutilation, it would not be surprising

if the cave was already being used as “a geni%ah” before the fall of the Community.
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no longer have been considered legal tender and no one would have
been using anything but pagan coins.

21

It is just as likely that the Romans, in destroying the setdement, simply
burned the buildings and then proceeded on to their siege ofJerusalem.

22

Though coin evidence indicates habitation after 68 ce, it is impossible

to say who inhabited the site from 68-73 ce. Inhabited caves (as

opposed to book repositories like Cave IV) show no evidence of having
been disturbed by the Romans. Though habitation at Qumran seems to

have come to an end sometime in the 70s or 80s, evidence of not insub-

stantial habitation does continue at Ein Feshka, and this cannot really be
separated from Qumran. -3 For our purposes, where issues of this kind

and the cessation of habitation at Qumran generally are concerned, it is

sufficient to prove that there is nothing in the available evidence that

21
Cf. de Vaux in RB, 60, 61, and 63, 1953, 1954, and 1956, pp. 93ff., 229ff., and

565ff.; in Archaeology, pp. 18ff., 33ff., 64ff., and 70£; also Laperrousaz, pp. 30, 85, and 90.
22

Groups could easily have filtered back to the site in the ruined conditions engendered
by war or for that matter continued living in the caves up until the time serious oper-
ations got under way against Masada in 72—73 ce. In this terrain pursuit was almost
futile, as the higher up the cave-punctuated cliff-face the pursuit progressed, the higher

any party could also retreat to escape—even as high as the Bethlehem plain itself. As
long as any stragglers, refugees, or holdouts remained quiescent at Qumran and refrained

from harassing the Jericho Road—the importance of which Cross, p. 75ff., has rightly

pointed out—the Romans probably would not have bothered them to any extent. To
use for the purposes of illustration a parallel example, even the Masada sectaries do not
appear to have taken a very active role in the final stages of the Uprising after their

leader Menachem was killed (I¥/ar 2.17.8). For these purposes, their mass suicide does
not indicate a particularly aggressive resistance.

We have already noted the flight of the early “Christians” from Jerusalem in this

period in response to a mysterious “oracle” not unlike those familiar to us in Qumran
scriptural exegesis. The resemblance of traditions regarding this “Pella flight of the Jerus-
alem Church to the Masada flight of “the Sicarii ” is strong. Even the stonings of their

respective leaders, which trigger the two events, are to a certain extent parallel. Between
the years 100 bc to 100 ce, the only stoning Josephus records, aside from those of
James and his rain-making predecessor “Onias the Just”, is that of this Menachem the

son or grandson of “Judas the Galilean”. Josephus’ pejorative “Sicarii” need not be taken
too seriously. In both Hippolytus’ and Origen’s work it appears “Sicarii' more relates to

those who circumcize” and the Lex Sicarion related to this. For their suicide as presaged
by earlier ones in 37 bc and 2 and 4 Macc, see above n. 15.

~3
That this habitation was Jewish and not Roman cannot be doubted. That non-Jewish

coins may have been found here is not particularly relevant, since, as we have already

noted, until the Bar Kochba period nothing but non-Jewish coins would have been in

circulation. As against this point, see de Vaux’s critique of the hypotheses of Driver and
Roth in NTS, xiil, 1966-67, p. 102 about a “hoard” of later coins found in the Jericho
area. This hoard consisted of five silver shekels from the Fourth Year of the Revolt,

but the exception proves the rule, and it was just this, a hoard.
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can be said with certainty, and which, therefore, warrants discarding

otherwise credible textual theories. Nothing more.

Even as things presendy stand, a not insubstantial number of coins

from the third year of the Jewish Revolt, 68—69, have already been found

at Qumran and more at Ein Feshka, and it is surprising that after the

encirclement of Jerusalem as many coins as this escaped.
24 De Vaux

claims that there was sufficient time between April (his presumed, but

by no means proven, date for the beginning of minting) and June (the

date he contends Jewish habitation at Qumran came to an abrupt end)

for such a large number of Jewish coins to have made an appearance at

Qumran. But we are well into the year 68-69 as it is. There is also a

substantial number of coins too oxidized to read, and as long as these

exist, doubt must persist.
25

All such matters must be carefully examined

when attempting to say anything final on the basis of coin data regarding

habitational termini at Qumran.

Neither has a satisfactory explanation yet been given for Pliny’s con-

tention that there was an “Essene” settlement “above Ein Gedi” (in such

a context, “above” probably means “north of”) when he was writing

after the fall of Jerusalem. Though this might be the anachronism many
scholars take it for, it cannot simply be dismissed as misinformed or

24 Though rare coins from the year 70 ce were also found at Masada, as in the case

of the Jericho hoard above, these coins were probably the product of the final flight to

Masada after the fall of Jerusalem across the Bethlehem plain past Herodion; cf. Y.

Yadin, Masada: Herod’s Fortress and the Zealots’ Fast Stand.
,
London, 1966, pp. 108f. and

170f. and de Vaux in NTS above, pp. 102f. and 126. If commentators are correct in

claiming the buildings at Qumran had already been destroyed (its caves being

indestructible), the refugees probably would have preferred (as well as in the circum-

stances found it easier) to flee to Masada.
25 De Vaux argues that after 68—69 ce no further Jewish coins were found at the site

until the Bar Kochba period. But no coins have yet been found, for instance, from the

Fourth Year of the Revolt on the Temple Mount (cf. B. Mazar, “The Archaeological

Excavations near the Temple Mount”, Jerusalem Revealed: Archaeology in the Holy City 1968-

1974
, ed. Y. Yadin, Jerusalem, 1976, p. 32). Are we to assume that the Temple then fell

in 69 and not 70 ce? Likewise, no coins have yet been found from the First Year of

the Revolt at Qumran. Does this mean that the sectaries were, therefore, absent at this

time? These are, to be sure, nonsense questions, but they illustrate the kind of logic

being applied and the kind of precision claimed by archaeologists at Qumran on these

and similar issues. Suppose de Vaux had missed a single coin or gone on to dig a little

further! With regard to the existence or non-existence of Roman arrowheads outside the

settlement, he responds, “Was I supposed to dig up the whole hillside?”; NTS, p. 101.

Where precision in matters as tenuous as coin data is at issue, I for one would be tempted

to reply in the affirmative.
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tendentious without some explanation .

26
Certainly James’ successor and

reputed “cousin”, the “Rechabite Priest” Simeon bar Cleophas, must
have subsisted somewhere outside ofJerusalem with his community until

his execution under Trajan (and by this, one does not mean at “Pella”).

Where questions such as these are concerned it must be concluded

that after the period so meticulously documented by Josephus our

sources are just too sketchy to say anything with precision about the

continuation or absence of habitation at Qumran or its environs. What
can be agreed upon is that the site was at some point inhabited by

partisans of Bar Kochba before they retreated further into the Wadi
Murabba'at or the Nahal Hever after the collapse of their Uprising. Any
fairminded observer has to acknowledge this as the absolute terminus ad

quern for both the cessation of habitation at Qumran and the deposit of the

Scrolls in the caves .

27

If the Scrolls were deposited before this time, additional questions

emerge. Why were they left relatively undisturbed during the period when
we know that the site was occupied not only by Romans but also by Bar

Kochba’s partisans? How can one account for the fact that they, not to

mention the jars, etc.—which even materially were surely not without

value—were not disturbed even more than they were during these vari-

ous occupations leading up to the final abandonment of the site? How
are we to account for the fact that a cave like Cave I shows no signs of

disturbance at all during this period? Is it conceivable that no curious

inhabitants ever went up to inspect a location like Cave I, particularly

when the whole area appears to have been used as a defensive perimeter

of some kind by Bar Kochba’s men (cf. the reference to the “Me^ad
ha-Hassidin” or “the Fortress of the Hassidaeans” in Bar Kochba’s

correspondence28
)? Certainly there is evidence of disorder and

Hist. Nat. 5.17.4. Pliny is most insistent here, but de Vaux, pp. 134ff. and Cross,

pp. 15 and 70ff., while willing to make use of this testimony to support their identifi-

cations of the sect as “Essenes”, dismiss his chronology. Cf. the hint of such a settlement

in Mur 45.6 below.
2

For the Nahal Hever finds, see Y. Aharoni, “Expedition B—The Cave of Horror”;

Y. Yadin, “Expedition D”; and “Expedition D—The Cave of Letters”, Israel Exploration

Journal, 12, 1962, pp. 186-99; 11, 1961, pp. 36-52; and 12, 1962, pp. 227-57. Here, too,

the evidence shows that Bar Kochba’s people occupied the site. They probably aban-

doned it in the face of superior force, but they could not have remained unaware of

Cave IV.
~8

Cf. in DJD, ii.xlv.6. The phrase, as it is used here, is a geographical place-name,

which in all probability refers to Qumran or some place very much like it. The reference

implies habitation at the site, and in the process ties groups from Judas Maccabee’s

“Hassidim” to Bar Kochba’s partisans to the locale.
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destruction in Cave IV (a cave that could not have been missed by anyone

living in the “ruins” of Qumran), but how are we to account for the fact

that it was not disturbed even more than it was, and why were the materials

it contained simply left as they were between 68 and 136 ce?
29

Regardless of how all these numerous questions will finally be

answered, and satisfactory solutions will certainly never be found to all

of them, 68 ce is nothing but the earliest possible date for the deposit of

the Scrolls in the caves, not the latest. There is absolutely no finality on

these matters, not even a presumption of one. In particular, as we have

already stressed, such results cannot be used to rule out theories intrin-

sically better than the methodologies upon which they are themselves

predicated. This is particularly true when the detailed theory we have

presented can fully account for almost the whole of the historical sit% im

leben of, as well as almost every allusion and turn of phrase in, the Habak-

kuk Pesher—and as a consequence, of most of the other pesharim at

Qumran—and where contrariwise opposing theories are hardly even able

to render such data sensible.

In this case, meaningful textual analysis which can make real sense out

of internal data must take precedence over the kind of archaeological

and paleographic evidence which exists at Qumran. Problems centering

about this paleographical evidence, where there is hardly an absolute

“peg” except the Queen Helen lapidary work—which says little about

manuscripts
3"—and the Bar Kochba documents, are based on many of

the same archaeological and historical preconceptions we have already

29
See our remarks concerning these caves in nn. 19-20 above.

30 Though Cross claims “a series of absolute dating” pegs “at intervals throughout the

Herodian Age”—by which he means Birnbaum’s “ossuaries”, including those of Uzziah,

at Beit Schur, Ein Roghel, and Wadi Sali'a, which the latter treats as a single “peg” even

though “the Herodian period” endures by their definition approximately 125 years, the

only really secure “peg” he has is Queen Helen’s funerary monument which we would

date in the 50s or 60s ce. He and Avigad exhibit substantial differences over the Dom-
inus Flevit ossuaries.

Where the Beni Hezir inscription is concerned, he (“Scripts”, pp. 174, 198, and 199;

in “Oldest Manuscripts” he confidently termed it “a terminus ad quern” for first-century

bc scripts) and Albright (“A biblical Fragment from the Maccabean Age: the Nash

Papyrus”, SBL, 56, 1937, p. 1 59) agree on a date of about the beginning of the Christian

era. However, the names of the priests on the plaque and the unfinished condition of

the monument (as well as that of adjoining ones) can as well relate to “the sons of

Kanthera” in the 50s and 60s ce as to those “Boethusians” at the end of the first century

bc. The last of these former, Joseph Cabi, was very much connected with events relating

to the death of James, whose name tradition also attaches to this monument. Certainly

this plaque cannot be considered a secure terminus ad quem, at least not a precise one
,
for

first-century bc scripts.
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discussed above .

31
But where the specific problem of the Habakkuk

Pesher is the issue, paleographic evidence, as we have noted, is not a

significant factor. Where relevant to the Qumran corpus as a whole, I

have treated it in detail above .

32

31
See pp. 128ff. above. Almost all paleographers uncritically accept de Vaux’s “earth-

quake” hypothesis using it as a terminus to date the end of period I of Qumran habitation

(cf. Birnbaum, pp. 127ff. and 149, and Cross, “Scripts”, pp. 133ff., 173, and 199, and
“Oldest Manuscripts”, pp. 1 47 f.) . This, in itself, does not overly distort the chronology

since the proper terminus (if there was a total abandonment at Qumran and not simply

a diminution in habitation) is Herod’s final assumption of power in Palestine in 37 bc;

but almost all, as well, uncritically accept his determination of 68 ce for the cessation

oiJewish habitation in the region of Qumran, and, therefore, for the deposit of the scrolls

in the caves a precarious thesis at best. In addition, most of the usual historical and
sociological assumptions behind such determinations are the warp and woof of their

general textual and historical approach.
32 MZCQ (Chapter 1), pp. 80—95.
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APPENDIX: THE “THREE NETS OF BELIAL” IN
THE DAMASCUS DOCUMENT AND “BALLA ' ”/

“BELA' ” IN THE TEMPLE SCROLL

Directly upon its exegesis of Ezek 44:15, the Damascus Document raises

the “Three Nets of Belial” charge against the Jerusalem Establishment.

These, it contends, were erected by “Belial” as “three kinds of Righteous-

ness” in order to ensnare Israel. It enumerates these as ‘\anut
”

(fornication), “Hon” (Riches), and “terne' ha-Mikdash” (pollution of the

Sanctuary). While one or another of these charges could relate to any

establishment in any time or place, taken together, they concretize the

general thmst of the critique as anti-Herodian. (“Belial” in such a context

has interesting connotations where Josephus’ description of the new
practices introduced by Herod are concerned, and one should also note

its relation to the “balla’ ”/“Bela' ” esotericisms below and the language

of “levaTo”/“levaTam” in the Habakkuk Pesherwe have already delineated

above.)

Though usually taken as directed against the Jerusalem Priesthood,

“priests” are nowhere mentioned as such. Rather these accusations are

accompanied by ongoing evocation of a Pauline-type adversary, who is

referred to as a “Windbag”/“Spouter” and connected from CD, iv to

viii with allusions to “Lying” prophets crying “peace when there is no

peace” (Ezek 13:10ff.; note that Josephus’ “Saulus” is the intermediary

between “all those desirous of peace” and Agrippa II), a “blaspheming

Tongue”, “pouring out Lies”, “daubing upon the wall”, “departing from

the Way” (in CD, i—ii, “leading astray in a trackless waste without a

Way” and “removing the boundary-markers”; note the inversion here of

“wilderness”/“Way” imageries), and “the Way of Traitors”.

The “Riches” charge, which recurs throughout these sections, is usu-

ally accompanied by the imagery of “fornication”. It carries the general

meaning of the Habakkuk Pesheris “robbing the Poor”, “gathering

Riches”, and “profiteering from the spoils of the Peoples”, and even

includes an allusion to “keeping away
(
lehinna^er—the same root as the

word “Nazirite”) from the polluted Evil Riches ... of the Temple Treas-

ury (CD, vi.16). The allusion to “Peoples” both here and in the Dam-
ascus Document concretizes the kind of “profiteering” (CD, viii.7) being

envisioned, linking it direcdy to Herodians and “Violent Gentiles”

generally.

The “fornication” charge, however, is crucial for determining the his-

torical provenance of the critique. It is explained in terms of taking a

second wife while the first is still living, in support of which “two by
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two” and “male and female” quotations from Genesis are invoked.

Where the Ruler is concerned, it is treated here and in the Temple Scroll

as a variation of the Deuteronomic “not multiplying wives unto himself”

and clearly involves both polygamy and divorce. The Temple Scroll makes
the “divorce” aspect to the charge concrete and generalizes it further at

the end in lxvi.8ff. where the seduction of a virgin is at issue and the

ban on marrying nieces is enunciated. It is safe to say that though Rabbinic

Judaism in theory permitted polygamy and divorce, these practices were
nevertheless rare. More importandy, there is no indication whatsoever

that Maccabeans indulged in either to any extent. The opposite can be
said of Herodians.

Consonant with its length and greater systematization, the Temple
Scroll also goes into more detail than the Damascus Document concern-

ing the “Deuteronomic King Law”, adding the all-important stricture,

“thou shall not put a foreigner overyou” (italics mine; Deut 17:1 5ff.). There
is no doubt that the recommendation against foreign Kings has little

relevance to any period except the Herodian-, not even the Seleucid or Per-

sian—certainly not the Maccabean. Had it not been specifically evoked
in 11QT, lvi.15, we would have had to postulate it. Also where “the

King” is concerned, the Temple Scroll further develops the Damascus
Document’s not taking another wife during the lifetime of the first and
not multiplying wives” to include not taking a wife except from among

Israelites and taking one wife, and one wife only during her lifetime and
never divorcing (11QT, lvii. 17f.). These recitations are so forced as to make
their purpose almost certain, and their anti-Herodian flow, both as

regards Herodian Kings and Herodian Princesses (cf. CD, v.10), should

be clear. More narrowly, they are always directed against persons connec-

ted in some way with the families of Agrippa I and Agrippa II who
indulged in these practices promiscuously and as a matter of course. To
be much plainer Qumran would have had literally to name its

respondents.

We have already noted the “pollution of the Temple” charge in the

Habakkuk Pesher
,
where together with the theme of “Abominations”

—

as per the imagery of Ezek 44:6ffi, where it is directed against the

admission of those “uncircumcized either in heart or body” into the

Temple—it is directed against the disqualification in “Zadokite” terms

of the Wicked Priest (“who did not circumcize the foreskin of his heart”).

In 11QT, lxvi,14f. the Habakkuk Pesher1s “Abominations”/“To'evot” is

linked to the two matters of “divorce” and “marrying nieces”, and else-

where to other matters involving Gentiles. For its part, the Damascus
Document, following upon its discussion of “fornication”, “Riches”, and
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the Deuteronomic King Law, introduces the theme of “separation”, i.e.,

“separation from impure things”, to explain this charge of “Temple pol-

lution”. The separation referred to is the sort described in 11QT, xlvi.10

and at the root of the Temple Wall incident directed against Agrippa II,

i.e., the separation of the Temple from the city and the separation from

the Temple of unclean groups like lepers, menstruating women, etc.

(including Herodians, as the concrete charge of “sleeping with women
during their periods” in CD, v.7 and the curious play on the word “balin'

”

in the Temple Scroll make plain), not only from the Temple, but also

from the area around the Temple.

This theme of “polludon of the Temple” permeates the fabric of

the Temple Scroll—cf. particularly 11QT, xlv—lii—when it comes to the

separation of impure persons from the Temple and separating the

Temple from the city (11QT, xlv—vi—matters echoed in CD, vi.l2ff.’s

“barring” the door of the Temple and separating from “the sons of the

Pit . . . and polluted Riches”: cf. Acts 21 :28ff. on Paul’s disbarment from

the Temple including both the notes about “polluting the Temple” and

“barring the door”).

Where the theme of “separation” in the Damascus Document is con-

cerned, the relationship of such allusions to Herodians is made explicit.

Some translators actually place a “because” between the charge of “pol-

luting the Temple” and “sleeping with women in their periods”, but

there is no “because” in the text, only the conjunction “and”—the first

being the general charge; the second, only one of its several aspects. The

guilt of the Jerusalem Priesthood, as is made clear in CD, v,14f., is guilt

by association. The Priests have polluted the Temple by associating with

and accepting gifts or sacrifices from such classes of persons, namely,

“Rich” Herodians and other foreigners or people in touch with such

persons (the problem of the pollution of the Temple Treasure). The text

is not saying that Ananus or other priests “slept with women during

their periods”—any more than it is saying in the next sentence that they

married their nieces—only that by associating in various ways with people

who did, they brought upon themselves and the Temple the general

pollution.

Of course, one can be fairly confident that no Jewish Priesthood, what-

ever corruptions or pollutions imputed to it, Maccabean, Sadducean,

Boethusian, or some other, ever indulged in “sleeping with women in

their periods”, and no accusation of such is on record—most certainly

not where Maccabeans are concerned—nor is there any record in regard

to them of undue divorce, marriage with nieces, or Riches. The sexual behavior
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Herodian artificially built-up fortress at Herodion with sumptuous circular

palace on the way to the Dead Sea and Masada

© Robert Eisenman

Herodian winter palace at Jericho where the last Maccabean high priest

claimant, Jonathan, was drowned in a pool in 36 BC
© Robert Eisenman
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Qumran artificially hollowed-out

water channel, the basis of the

Community
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Bathing pool at Qumran, presumably for ritual immersion, with steps
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A view of the ruins of the settlement at Qumran, with the Dead Sea in the

distance
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Radar groundscan conducted by the

California State University expedition,

1992, which disproved de Vaux’s

‘earthquake hypothesis’
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Crack in the stairs leading to bathing

pools—the basis of the ‘earthquake
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proved was only a local displacement

at the ground rather than a fault
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Hot springs at Callirhoe across the

Dead Sea in Perea, near where John
the Baptist was undoubtedly arrested

© Robert Eisenman

Machaeros, Herodian fortress across

the Dead Sea in Perea, where John
the Baptist was taken and executed

© Robert Eisenman

The legendary tomb of James the Just in the Kedron Valley beneath the

Pinnacle of the temple, with the so-called Tomb of Zechariah' next to it

© Robert Eisenman



Leftjerash of the Hellenistic cities across the Jordan in the Decapolis

© Robert Eisenman
Right Petra, capital of Aretas’ Arabian kingdom; Paul probably fled here, or

further east, after his Damascus-road experience

© Robert Eisenman

Palmyra in the Syrian Desert on the route to the Kingdom of the Edessenes and
Adiabene in Northern Syria and Iraq

© Robert Eisenman



Left The Herodian Step Palace at Masada with the Dead Sea in the distance

© Robert Eisenman

Right Hot baths at the Herodian Palace at Masada of the kind wilderness-

dwelling ascetics like Banus and James probably abjured

© Robert Eisenman

Pella, across the Jordan, where the Jerusalem Community of James the Just was
reported to have fled after his death

© Robert Eisenman
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of Agrippa 1 and Agrippa II cannot be determined with any precision

from the material available to us, though both were brought up in Rome
and both would have been seen as guilty by association. One can be
fairly certain, however, that neither Tims nor the infamous Felix

observed Jewish scrupulousness over sexual relations during a woman’s
menstrual flow. For Qumran this charge precisely reflects how Agrippa I,

Agrippa II, Herodias, Bernice, Drusilla, and others, with their easy-going

Hellenized ways, would have been seen. In this regard, too, one should
not forget the mmor conserved by Josephus of Bernice’s incest with her
brother Agrippa (a charge echoed very specifically in CD, viii.6f. where
the “fornicating ways and Evil Riches” of “the Princes of Judah” were
at issue in viii.10 the Kings of the Peoples"/“\Amim”

,

in this context
very definitely alluding to Herodians). One can be fairly confident, too,

that these condemnations were part and parcel of the reasons why
Agrippa II and Bernice were ultimately barred from Jerusalem by “the

Innovators” and their palaces burned.

That this fornication during menstruation charge was directed against

Herodians is verified in the next sentence, where the specific claim is

raised that “each man marries the daughter of his brother or sister”. It

is clear from the phraseology of the latter that we have to do with
frequency of occurrence and habituality. To be sure there are examples in the

Talmud of marriage with nieces, but as with polygamy, these are note-

worthy rather for the testimony they provide of the infrequency of the

practice. As with polygamy and divorce, there is no evidence that the

Maccabees indulged in the practice to any extent, if at all. Only one group,

and one group only
,
can be said to have done this habitually or as a matter

of course—Herodians. They married their nieces and close cousins regu-

larly as a matter of seeming family policy. When persons who did, in

fact, pollute themselves in such a manner entered the Temple and were
not properly separated” from it—the essence of the improper “separ-

ation charge—then, of course, a general pollution ensued.

The references to a “ Tongue full of insults” and the “Abominations
of the vipers” run on until the treatment of the “serpents” and the

condemnation of the Windbag and the Lying Spouter’s spouting” in

CD, viii. 1 3. One should note that at this point the Damascus Document
is speaking in terms of the “New Covenant”, language which links up
in this period absolutely with Josephus’ discussions of “Innovators”/
innovations” and problems relating to accepting gifts and sacrifices

from or on behalf of foreigners in the Temple, as well as the admission
into the precincts of the Temple of persons “uncircumcized in heart or
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body” as per the vocabulary of Ezek 44:7 and lQpHab, xi.13
—

“the

New Covenant” or “innovations” having to do with envisioning precisely

the opposite set of circumstances.

All of these matters are concretized in some detail in the Temple

Scroll, as we have seen, including the ban on marriage with a niece,

divorce, foreign kings, the demand for proper “separation”, etc. In turn,

they are systematically inverted in the New Testament with its retrospective

portrait of the “Hellenized” Christ preferring the company of just such

classes of persons, namely, “Sinners”, “prostitutes”, “tax-collectors”,

people not observing Jewish dietary regulations, etc. This portrait of

Christ “eating” with “Sinners”, “tax-collectors”, etc., has particular rel-

evance within the ideological framework of the presentation of Jesus as

“Temple” elsewhere in the New Testament and Eph 2:11 ff.’s insistence

on there being no “aliens” or “visiting foreigners” in Christ Jesus (the

Temple).

With regard to innovations of the opposite kind, namely those “set

up by Behai as three kinds of Righteousness” in CD, iv.l2ff. above and

Herod in Ant. 15.10.4, the language of 11QT, xlvif. on “separating”

unclean classes of persons from the Temple—the essence of the Temple

Wall Affair involving Agrippa II above and the related incident directed

by “Simon” against his father Agrippa I—concentrates the focus of all

these matters on a single issue. Pursuant to a notice about “the Children

of Israel . . . entering My Temple” (7f.) and playing on the language of

“swallowing”, so characteristic of attacks at Qumran on the Herodian

Establishment from Behai in CD, iv to leval 'o/leval 'am/teval 'enu in

lQpHab, viii—ix; it reads: “Make a barrier around the Temple one hun-

dred cubits wide [high?] in order to separate the Holy Temple from the city

and should not come (plural) balla'/Bein' into My Temple, nor violate it”

(itahcs mine). The passage varies Num 4:20’s “che-valla'” dropping the

“che” and Job 20:1 5’s
“
hayil bala"\ “swallowing Riches”.

In its second part it employs the “pollution”/“violation of the Tem-

ple” vocabulary of Lev 21:12, Ezek 22:26, 22:39, and most importantly

Ezek 44:7. It closes with an imprecation which plays on “seeing” from

Nu 4:20 (the actual point of conflict in the Agrippa II affair) to produce

“fearing”, itself having interesting repercussions vis-a-vis “God-Fearers”

(though the citation could be read, “nor see into My Sanctuary”, not

“fearing”). Although
“
halla might simply be obscure here, what appears

to have been reproduced in this passage is “Bela'”, not
“
balla

'”.

Whether these things are deliberate cannot be determined with any

certainty; nor can the meaning of
“
heil” in the above context—whether

a barrier or high wall of some kind, or a Job 20:1 5-like esotericism

—
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but in view of the evocation of the name of the father of both Bela'

and Balaam, “Be 'or”, in the constant reiteration in the next column of

“in skins sacrificed to idols”, bearing on the issue of gifts and/or other

offerings to the Temple probably either Gentile or Herodian and the

association of the parallel “pollution of the Temple with idols” and eating

“food sacrificed to idols” with “Beliar”/“Balaam” in 2 Co 6 and Rev
2:14 below; in our view it is purposeful. We have discussed the corre-

spondence of these “pollution of the Temple”/“pollution of the body”/
“Christ” and “Beliar” materials above, pp. 135—37.

“Bela'” is the name of the first Edomite King in the Old Testament
(cf. Ge 14:ff.—the Five Kings of the Plain, Ge 35:31, 36:32f., and 1

Chron l:43f.). His father is “Be 'or”—making the name indistinguishable

from its variation “Balaam the son of Be 'or” (cf. the evocation of the

latter in 2 Pe 2:15 below). A second “Bela'” is the firstborn son of

Benjamin in Ge 46:21, Num 26 and 1 Chron 7—8, which sets up interesting

resonances with Paul’s claim to be of “the Tribe of Benjamin”. For Ju
19—20 “the Sons of Belial” are also Benjaminites, inhabitants of Saul’s

Gibeah, and their reprehensible sexual acts make their name a byword
(for 2 Sam 16:7, 20:1, and 2 Chron 13:7, the usage is often applied to

Benjaminites in close association with “Saul” opposing the Davidic king

line in some manner; and for 1 Ki 21:13, two “Sons of Belial” are directly

involved—at the instigation of Jezebel—in the stoning of Naboth for

blasphemy and opposing the King).

Seen in these senses, it is possible to read the letters B-L-' as a circumlo-

cution Jor Herodians-—an identification already independently arrived at in

relation to the “Belial” usage in the Damascus Document when consider-

ing euphemisms like “sleeping with women in their periods” and “marry-

ing nieces”. That “Bela'”—the name of an Edomite king and “Balaam”

interchangeable with it—is intended as a circumlocution for Herodians

is reinforced as well by the plural usages that accompany it throughout

the citation. If this is true, then not only, therefore, would the “Bela'”

esotericism be a variation of the “Belial” terminology, but it provides

possibly further confirmation of the historical provenance of these mat-

ters as relating integrally to the exclusion of Herodians and other foreig-

ners from the Temple in the mid-first century ce, as we have developed

it from our analysis in a third independent textual context, that of the

Habakkuk Pesher (cf. too the same set of allusions relating to “the Sons

of Belial” in 1QH, iv.lOff., including “Scoffers of Deceit”/“Scoffers of

Lying”, “Tongue”, “lips”, etc. Note the common vocabulary it shares

with 4QpNah, ii and 2 Pe/Jude below. 1QH, iv even hints at the

relationship of these “sons of Belial”/Herodians to the “conspiracy”
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(“%amam”/“%ammu”) of the Wicked Priest to remove the Righteous

Teacher, not surprisingly also containing the foregoing intimations which

in our view hint at the role of a genre of persons like Josephus’ “Saulus”

or the New Testament’s “Saul” as part and parcel of these events). Yet

another confirmation of the correctness of the historical provenance we
have specified for these materials is 11QT, xlvi.ll’s use of “yehalluhu"

,

which cannot be divorced from the central role this same usage plays

—

amid the language of “Covenant-Breaking”, “
To'evot ”, “the Sons of

Zadok”, etc.—in Ezek 44:7ff.’s ban on “bringing strangers uncircum-

cized in heart or flesh into My Temple to pollute it" (italics mine).

In particular Job 20:15 above could not have helped appealing to the

sectaries, referring as it does to “swallowing Riches”, “stealing from the

Poor”, the “Tongue”, and “the poison of asps”—cf. CD, viii. 1 9ff., relat-

ing this last usage to “the Kings of the Peoples” (that is, Herodians) and

ultimately “Gehazi”, a favorite circumlocution in Rabbinic literature for

persons connected with early Christianity like Paul. This “Gehazi”

allusion is invoked in CD, viii.21 following direcdy upon the allusions

to “preaching wind and the Lying Spouter’s spouting” and “rejecting the

commandments of God and abandoning them in stubbornness of heart”.

The subject of these last has to do with “the Kings of the Peoples”

and “the builders of’’/“daubers upon the wall”, relates to Ezek 13:1 Off.

where it has the specific sense of “Lying prophets” crying “peace when
there is no peace” (cf. that “Saulus” above who is the intermediary

between “all those desirous of peace” in Jerusalem and Agrippa II out-

side it—the “peace alliance” ultimately inviting the Romans into the city

to suppress the Revolt). The “Gehazi” reference is followed in CD, viii

by allusion to “betraying the New Covenant in the land of Damascus”

and the reference to the
“
standing up of the Messiah of Aaron and Israel”,

which we have already interpreted in terms of a Messianic return. All

these references to “standing” or “standing up” should be viewed in

relation to “the Standing One” of Ebionite/Jewish Christian ideology,

itself part and parcel of the “Primal Adam” theorization.

Balaam and Gehazi were two of four commoners Rabbinic literature

repeatedly insists would have no share in the world to come and no

portion among the Righteous. Directly upon its play on Balaam as “swal-

lower of the people” and Be 'or as “he’ir”, that is, “animal” in 105a—b.

Sanh 106b applies Job 20:15 above to Do’eg, a third of these “Enemies”/

“Scoffers” (cf. Do’eg the Edomite over Saul’s bodyguard, called “Benjami-

nites” in 1 Sam 22, who betrays David and slaughters eighty-five priests

in “linen ephods”; in particular, note Ps 52 connecting him, in the con-

text of “swallowing” imagery, to the “Tongue”, “doing deceit”/“W^
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Remijjah”—as opposed to “speaking Righteousness”, “Lying’’/“Sheker1 ’,

“the deceitful Tongue loving words of swallowing”/"&z//b' ”, “Riches”,

etc.).

B. San 106a links Balaam, Job (“the Enemy”; cf. too 1 Pe 5:8 linking

“the Enemy” with “swallowing”), and Jethro (the latter being further

linked to Cain and Kenites); and 109bf. takes up Korah, another of those

who “will have no share in the world to come”, who contended with

Moses. Jude 11 specifically evokes three of these “Enemies”, Cain,

Balaam, and Korah in the same verse. The Letter ofJude is replete with

the Qumran-style language of “fornication”, “Darkness”, “pollution”, a

person with “a mouth full of boasts”, “the Day of Judgement” (cf.

lQpHab, xii.l 14—xiii.2), “Fire” (x.5), rain imagery, “the Lord coming

with his tens of thousands of Holy Ones” (1QM, xif.), and “murmurers,

complainers walking in their own lusts . . . for the sake of gain” (cf.

1QH, iv.7—22 on “the Sons of Belial” and lQpHab, v.7f). Even more

strikingly, Jude 10, introducing these allusions to “the way of Cain, profi-

teering from the error of Balaam, and perishing [“being swallowed”] in

the contentiousness of Korah”, makes pointed reference to “animals”,

which in this context can only be seen as a play on the name of “Be 'or”

in the manner of that of b. San 105a above.

Preceding its evocation of this £//r/“animal” theme, b. San 105a

further identifies Be 'or with “Cushan-Rishathaim and Laban”. In Ju

3:4ff., the former is related to having a Gentile king put over the Israelites

because of fornication and intermarriage with foreigners. In Ge 31:23£,

the latter relates to how Laban “pursued after” (“radaph aharei”
) Jacob.

This last phrase is, in turn, identical with and probably at the root of the

language employed by lQpHab, xi.6—itself culminating in “swallowing”

imagery—to describe the destruction of the Righteous Teacher, i.e., “the

Wicked Priest pursued after the Righteous Teacher to swallow” or

“destroy him”—or varying the allusion slightly, “to Bela' him”, that is

to say, to do the things the Herodian Establishment characteristically

did, “consume the People”. As in Is 2:5 preceding Is 3:10, the further

resonance of “Jacob” with the name James provides an additional corre-

spondence should one choose to regard it. (Cf. too CD, i.21’s use of

“yirddepbu” to describe the assault by “the Lying Scoffer”, “the Seekers

after Smooth Things”, and those “breaking the Law” (japheiru-Hok
)
on

“the Righteous One”, which we would identify with an earlier assault

on James, the one by Paul described in Pseudoclementine tradition,

refracted to a certain extent in Acts; cf. too the parallel note of violent

pursuit in both traditions.)

No less important in continuation of this theme of avoiding “pollution
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of the Temple” and having regard to the “separation” of “clean” and

“unclean” things in the Temple—a dichotomy alluded to esotericallv by

Paul in exposition of James’ directives to overseas communities in 2 Co
6:14ff.— 1 1QT, xlvii.l3ff. specifically raises the issue of “food” or “things

sacrificed to idols”. This is always attached to the Hebrew “
be'orot ”,

which literally means “in skins”, producing a solecism, i.e., one cannot

speak of “skins sacrificed to idols”, only “beasts” or “animals” (a second-

ary root meaning of B-'-R,jod and waw being generally interchangeable

in Qumran epigraphy; cf. too “things immolated to idols” in the Koranic

redaction below, also related to this root).

Since unclean vessels were considered to render the foodstuffs within

them unclean, not to mention their bearers (cf. b. Hull 129a), it is proper

to ask who was bringing such “skins” into the Temple and from where?

Since, in addition, skins were considered to lead to the spoilage of grain

(.b. Pes 45b) and were hardly a fit vehicle for oil, this would leave them

as useful containers only for water and perhaps wine. The point about

skins, however, was that they were valuable (being used for such things

as parchment, aprons, shoes, cushions, bed coverings, rugs, etc.) and

that the High Priests were allowed to keep them [M. Shek 6:6).

11QT, xlvii’s exaggerated concern over “skins”, then, can be seen as

an aspect of its more general one over Gentile gifts in the Temple and

the consumption of “things sacrificed to idols” (and idolatry in general),

and the “pollution” connected to both—compare with James’ proscrip-

tion on “the pollutions of the idols ...” (Acts 15:20), which, in fact,

would include this narrower proscription on “skins sacrificed to idols”.

In this context, a reference to “polluted” offerings of some kind entering

the Temple—or for that matter the body—most likely relates to the

kinds of things that were being said about Herodians and those priests

or “Violent Ones” associated with them.

However these things may be, it is the “pollutions of”/“things sacri-

ficed to idols”, which produced the resonances that so interested the

Community especially where gifts from overseas were concerned. The

category of “food”/“things sacrificed to idols”, as should be clear, is a

key element in James’ directives to overseas communities (also using the

language of “keep away from” or “abstain” of the Damascus Documents’

lehinasger lohhafir above), as conserved for us in Acts 15:29 and 21:25 and

reflected in 1 Co 8: 1 ff., 10:1 9ff., 2 Co 6:16 (note the specific reference to

“Belial” and “Light” and “Dark” imagery here), and Rev 2:14ff. (Note

here the attribution of the license to consume such “food” to Balaam

and the reiteration of the typical “nets” and “fornication” themes, i.e.,

he “taught Balak to cast a snare before the sons of Israel, to eat things sacrificed
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to idols and commitfornication”—italics mine. Cf. too the parallel accusation

in 2 Pe 2:15 that “Balaam”, described as “loving Unrighteousness”, led

Israel “astray from the Right Way”, surrounded by the intense imagery

of “fornication”, “pollutions”, “licentiousness”, “Darkness”, “Day of

Judgement”/“End of Days”, “scoffing”, and echoed in Jude 11 above

amid the kindred imagery of “murmuring”, “walking in their own lusts”,

“scoffers in the last times”, “greed”, and “Judgement” executed by God’s

Elect.)

Not only is James’ ban on “food sacrificed to idols”, which appears

in few other known contexts, a common concern of all these documents

(note its reappearance accompanied by allusion to “blood”, “carrion”,

and “strangled animals” in Muhammad’s instructions to a more recent

Ummah in Koran 2:172, 5:3, 16:115, etc.)—it takes on new meaning in

the context of the allusions signaled above in the Temple Scroll and

what one can surmise to have been the behavior of Herodians and their

consorts in regard to it, particularly those from “Asia”—not to mention

that of other
“
Nilvim”/“'Amim”/“'Arisyi-Go'im” . In this regard the evo-

cation of the Jamesian position on this issue in an “Asian” context in

Rev 2:14ff. and in the context of reference to “the Three Nets of Belial”

is particularly revealing. The evocation of a variation of this proscription

in the Temple Scroll ties concerns evinced in it directly to concerns

associated by tradition with the Historical James. That both “Be'or”—

the father at once of both Bela' and Balaam—and “Do’eg” are Edomite

names provides further scope for known Qumran predilection for word-

play, setting up additional resonances with the Bela'/Balaam/Belial circle

of language above.

The usage “pollute”/“violate” in 11QT, xlvi.ll above provides

additional insight too into our decipherment of “the Judgements of Evil”

material tied to the “vengeance taken upon the corpse of the Wicked

Priest” in lQpHab, ix.lff. (cf. the parallel allusion to “kinat Mishpatei-

Zedek”/“Zeal for the Judgements of Righteousness” in IQS, iv.4f.), that

is, we have to do not with “illnesses”, but “pollutions”, that is “they

inflicted the Judgements on Evil by committing the scandals of Evil pol-

lutions on him in taking vengeance upon the flesh of his corpse” (Again the

plurals “they inflicted” and “committed upon him” confirm that we have

to do with something being “done” by others “to him”—not a disease

—

namely, the brutal and outrageous violations “they inflicted” upon “his

corpse”(italics mine).





PART TWO





CHAPTER 3

The Jerusalem Community ofJames the Just

and the Community at Qumran

In Qumran research, the Jerusalem Community of James the Just and

its relationship to the Community at Qumran has been seriously under-

valued. Both communities are led by a man of pre-eminent Righteous-

ness: in the one he is described as “the Righteous One”; in the other

as “the Righteous Teacher” or “Teacher of Righteousness”. In both

instances the leader or “Teacher” appears to come to a violent end at

the hands of the Establishment High Priest of the time, alluded to at

Qumran under the term “the Wicked Priest”.

Both are leaders in a Community of strict hierarchical organization.

Both appear to follow a regime of extreme asceticism and poverty, for

which they and their followers are often known by others and themselves

as “the Poor”. Both exhibit an extreme “zeal for the Law”, which

expresses itself in a “not one jot, not one tittle” approach—i.e., he who
is guilty of breaking one small point of the Law is guilty of “breaking”

it all. In both communities the language of “keeping” or “breaking” the

Law predominates.

Aside from the Wicked Priest, or the Establishment High Priest who
appears to be responsible for the Teacher’s demise, both have an ideo-

logical “Enemy” within the Community' itself. Whereas both James and

the Teacher preach a doctrine of Salvation by “works working with

Faith”, the ideological adversary—known as “the Liar”, “the Scoffer”/

“Comedian” or “the Pourer out of Lying”/“Spouter of Lies”—preaches

a more antinomian doctrine of Salvation. In both communities, geneti-

cally similar “Tongue” imagery and contrasting “Lying” and “Truth” ter-

minologies are used to typify these differences.

At Qumran, not only does “the Liar” preach a version of Salvation

* Paper given to the Mogilany Conference in Poland, 1987.
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that includes “removing the boundary-markers which the ancestors have
set down” and “leading astray in a trackless waste”—undoubtedly an
allusion to the Law—he is said to have “rejected the Law in the midst

of the entire community” and led an assault on the Teacher, either ver-

bally or physically.

All of these details can be linked to events in and known aspects of
the relationship of Paul to James (however painful these may be to the

commentator to enumerate). At Qumran, the correspondence of these

events to the life and doctrinal position of Paul are made stronger not

only by the evocation of language fitting perfectly into the known
vocabulary of both the Pauline corpus and the Letter of James, but also

by the characterization of the Liar’s mission as “leading the Many astray

with works of Lying” and teaching others “to perform worthless service”

or “mission”—as opposed to the proper “Justification” activity of the

Righteous Teacher in “making the Many Righteous”. In addition, the

Liar’s soteriological works are regarded as “of emptiness” directly echo-
ing the “Empty Man” allusion in the Letter ofJames uses when referring

to its ideological adversary (Ja 2:20).

But the parallels can be drawn much closer even than these. Not only

is the “Righteousness” doctrine, as based on a “not one jot, not one
titde” adherence to the Law—whatever may be meant by “the Law” in

these circumstances—the central concern and doctrinal emphasis of both
communities; but it can be shown that in every exegetical text at Qumran
in which the activities and personality of the Righteous Teacher are

evoked, the underlying biblical text being subjected to textual exegesis

invariably turns out to be a “Zaddik” passage—so much so that the

methodology used by the sectaries in choosing these texts can be demon-
strated by setting forth, inter alia

,
the totality of such texts.

It can be shown furthermore that the Jamesian exegesis of Hab 2:4

is actually present in the Pesher on this text at Qumran and restricted in

a manner evocative of the well-known dispute between the adherents

of Paul and those of James on this matter: first the text is restricted

only to the House ofJudah”—that is, to Jews only—and second, among
these Jews its efficacy is further restricted only to “Doers of Torah”.

Against this ideological background of “Doers”, “Breakers”, and “Keep-
ers” of the Law, the repeated emphasis in the opening passages of the

Letter of James on the term “Doer” should not be overlooked.

In view of these striking convergencies, what has held researchers

back from arriving at such results? Primarily it has been the archaeology

and paleography of Qumran, and the adherence to a genre of research

in these areas that would not have gone so easily unchallenged in other
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fields of scholarly research. I have criticized this form of research at

length in my Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians and Qumran
,
Leiden, 1983

(Chapter 1 of this book). Simply stated, the problem is this: given the

present consensus in archaeological and paleographical studies, no real

sense can be made out of the internal textual material at Qumran, and

vice versa. That is, when real sense is indeed made out of the historical

and textual allusions in the Qumran corpus, it is rejected because it does

not fit the presumed archaeological and paleographical parameters. In

my view this is a faulty way of putting things together, and I have stated

as much.

As far as I am concerned, archaeological and paleographical data

—

impressive as they may be—can in no case be used to rule out an other-

wise convincing historical and textual reconstruction based on the clear

sense of the internal information. This is true for the matters outlined

above, as it is on the subject of the “Three Nets of Belial” in the Dam-
ascus Document and

“
balla

'

”/“Bela' ” in the Temple Scroll (which forms

the focus of the Appendix to Chapter 2 in this book). To put it another

way, the archaeological and paleographical data that has been analyzed

is not secure enough to rule out an otherwise convincing internal analysis

that falls roughly within Qumran habitational termini. The paleographical

reconstructions at Qumran are particularly subjective and, when ana-

lyzed, circular: i.e., the sequences assume from the first what they set

out to prove.

A particularly important piece of internal data in the total puzzle is

the “Three Nets of Belial” allusion in the Damascus Document, the

whole circle of “balla' ”/“B-L-' ” language at Qumran and, especially, the

parallel allusion to “balla' ”/“Bela' ” in the Temple Scroll. This language

is used not only to relate to the death or destruction of the Righteous

Teacher and other members of his Community in several Qumran docu-

ments, but it has strong links with “Beliar”, “Balaam”, “nets”, “swallow-

ing”, and “animal” imagery in New Testament and Talmudic literature.

The conjunction of “nets” and “Belial” is symptomatic. This is how the

allusion is made in the Damascus Document and Hymns, and this is how
it is echoed in Revelation 2 Peter, and Jude. The allusion in the Damascus

Document is pivotal for determining the historical provenance of crucial

Qumran texts on internal not external grounds. It is perhaps the only clear

historical allusion in the whole Qumran corpus that can be analyzed with

precision on the basis of the internal textual data that accompanies it. As

stated in the Chapter 2 Appendix, when the results of paleographical and

archaeological research are set aside as secondary, it allows an unambigu-

ous dating of Qumran texts on internal textual evidence alone.
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The “Three Nets” in question are those of “Riches”, “fornication”,

and “pollution of the Temple”. The charge of “Riches”, while also central

to the scheme of the Letter of James—as indeed “fornication” is—and

all subsequent “Ebionite” history, is not crucial to the analysis, because

it can presumably be leveled against any establishment by its adversaries

in any time or place. In the case ofJames’ criticism of the Establishment,

however, it is a central thesis. And in relation to the Herodians, to whom
the high priests owed their appointment, the theme of their excessive

“Riches” is equally persistent.

“Fornication” is precisely, if tendentiously, defined at Qumran and

relates to two key matters: marriage with nieces and divorce. In this context,

the marital practices of the contemporary ruling elite were a particular

irritant. In the Qumran critique, the former practice, if not the latter,

was considered habitual, that is, “every man marries the daughter of his

brother or sister”. There was one elite and one elite only of which this could

be said: the Herodian. It certainly cannot be said of the Maccabean

—

and probably not of any earlier elite or ruling family either.

These charges are further enlarged upon in the Temple Scroll, so much
so that they appear to be aimed specifically at the one Establishment: the

Herodian. The Damascus Document rails against the Ruler “multiplying

wives unto himself”—Herod had ten—and the Temple Scroll introduces

a significant section on polluting the Temple and polluted offerings in the Temple

with the Deuteronomic King Law, “Thou shalt not put a foreigner over

you.” If we had not found this commandment reiterated at Qumran, we
would have had to postulate it.

But it is the conjunction of the criticism of these sexual mores with

the charge of “pollution of the Temple” that is crucial for determining

the historical provenance of the corpus at Qumran. The Damascus
Document, in passing from the charge of “niece marriage” to “pollution

of the Temple”, makes the additional accusation that “they sleep with

women in their periods”. In our view this cannot have been said about

Maccabeans, or for that matter about any Jewish priesthood. Rather, it is

precisely how Herodians like Agrippa I and II—who were brought up
in Rome—with their easy Hellenfed ways, would have been seen at

Qumran. Certainly daughters and sisters like Drusilla, who married Felix,

and Bernice, Titus’ mistress, would have been seen in this way—not to

mention that Herodias responsible for the death ofJohn the Baptist and

her various sexual and marital infractions, all involving what is called

“fornication” at Qumran.

So, this is the final problem: pollutedpersons and pollutedgifts and sacrifices

in the Temple. These same difficulties echo throughout the early Christian
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corpus. They also constitute the impulse behind the Uprising against

Rome in 66 ce, which involved the barring of sacrifices and gifts from
or on behalf of foreigners in the Temple, and the banning of Herodians
not only from Temple, but from all ofJerusalem as well, and the burning

of their palaces.



CHAPTER 4

Paul as Herodiari

There are materials in the New Testament, early Church literature,

Rabbinic literature, and in Josephus which point to some connection

between Paul and “Herodians” (Mt 22:16 and pars.—or members of or

supporters of the Herodian family). These materials provide valuable

insight into problems related to Paul’s origins, his Roman citizenship,

the power he conspicuously wields in Jerusalem when only a compara-

tively young man, and the “Herodian” thrust of some of his doctrines

—

and as a consequence those of the New Testament—envisioning a com-

munity in which both Greeks and Jews would enjoy equal promises and

privileges.

By “Herodian” we mean a religio-polidcal orientation not inimical to

the aims of the Herodian family as a whole, not only in Palestine but also

in Asia Minor and even Rome—possibly even implying a genealogical

connection as well. Examples of the effect of such an orientation,

expressed with retrospective historical effect in the Gospels, would

include the curious thematic repetitions portraying a Jewish Messiah

desiring table-fellowship with “Sinners” (for Paul in Ga 2:1 such “Sin-

ners” are “Gentiles”), “publicans” (i.e., “tax-collectors”, or persons fitting

comfortably into the political philosophy enunciated by Paul in Ro 13:

1—7, for whom presumably Jewish dietary regulations were of little

consequence), and “prostitutes” (in our view, a euphemism for “forni-

cators” as per Jamesian/Qumran allusion).

In addition to these would be a whole genre of other allusions such

as “the First shall be Last”, “these Little Ones”/“Simple Ones”, the

Messiah as “winebibber”—presumably therefore distinguished from such

well-known, life-long Nazirite-types as Jesus’ brother james, John the

Baptist, the wilderness teacher who wore only clothing of vegetable

* This paper was first given to the Society of Biblical Literature in 1984.
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origin and bathed regularly in cold water that Josephus calls
“
Banus'\

and probably the Righteous Teacher at Qumran.

In recent work, I have not only argued for the precedence literary

and historical evidence must take over archaeological and paleographic

evidence of the kind which exists for Qumran, but have also attempted

to concretize the basic political, and by consequence religious, orientation

of Qumran as anti-Herodian. The last allows us to arrive at a proper

textual and historical dating of Qumran documents (see, for instance,

my arguments in “The Historical Provenance of the ‘Three Nets of

Belial’ Allusion in the Damascus Document”, summarized in an Appen-

dix to JJHP) and has important ramifications for Gospel research. Under-

estimating it, I believe, is one of the most serious defects of Qumran
research.

I have also redefined “Pharisees” genetically in terms of “seeking

accommodation with foreigners”. The reasons for this were twofold:

first, to take into account important self-professed “Pharisees”, like Paul

and Josephus, and second, to relate such persons and others to the well-

known Qumran circumlocution “the Seekers after Smooth Things”,

found in documents like the Nahum Pesher and the Damascus Docu-

ment. By this I mean that we should not simply call “Pharisees” those

whom the Talmud or Josephus might so identify, but those so identifiable

because of an accommodating attitude towards foreign rule generally and

some of its important ramifications like acceptance of gifts or sacrifices on

behalfofforeigners in the Temple, Herodian or foreign appointment ofHigh Priests
,

etc.

This is something of a new way of looking at Pharisees, who in Jewish

tradition have generally always been looked upon as the “heroic” saviors

of the Jewish people. Taken within parameters such as these, however,

they look very much like collaborators, and this would have been very

much how they were regarded by their more extremist “Zealot”

opponents. In several documents and contexts, Qumran presents a basic

alliance or modus vivendi between groups it variously refers to as “the

Traitors”/“Congregation of Traitors”
(
Bogdim), “the Seekers after

Smooth Things”, “the Man of Lying”/“Comedian”/“Pourer out of

Lying”, “the Violent Ones of the Gentiles”/“Men of War”, “the House

of Ephraim”, etc.

The last allusion, which is found in the Nahum Pesher in the context

of various problems relating to the period in which "The Seekers after Smooth

Things” held sway in Jerusalem, is also linked to a “Lying Tongue”, who
“leads Many astray”—including a group denoted as “the Simple Ones

of Ephraim”—problems with overseas messengers, and allusion to the
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“City of Blood”, which in the Habakkuk Pesher relates to ideological prob-

lems with “the Liar”, and through the use of the expression
“
nilvu” (i.e.,

“joining”—see also “7Vi/t'«»”/“Joiners” in the Damascus Document, an

expression Es 9:27 applies to non-Jews attaching themselves in some

manner to the Jewish Community), is also linked to Gentiles.

It also contrasts with other expressions found, for instance, in docu-

ments such as the Habakkuk Pesher “the Simple Ones of Judah doing

Torah”, “Torah-Docts in the House of Judah”, “the Poor”
(
Ebionim), “the

Meek”, and “the Downtrodden”, and “the Many”, on behalf of whom
the Teacher of Righteousness carries out his proper Justifying activity

of “making Many Righteous” as opposed to “Lying”, “leading Many
astray”, and “wearing out the Many with a worthless service for the sake

of his Glory” and “works that count for nothing”.

In MZCQ (Chapter 1), I identified at least those indicated under the

circumlocution “Violent Ones of the Gentiles” with renegade Herodian

Men-of-War, some of whom at first support the Uprising and then desert

it. These are said in another Pesher from Qumran, that on Psalm 37

—

a “Zaddik” text like Hab 1:4 and 2:4—to have taken vengeance on the

Wicked Priest for what he did to the Righteous Teacher. They can also

perhaps be pardy identifiable with those Josephus calls “Idumaeans”,

who are at first the allies of those he starts to call at this point “Zealots”

and support the Uprising, then desert it.

Along with John the Essene, these “Violent Gentiles” are among the

Revolution’s bravest military commanders in the early days, and would

appear to take their war policy even further than “Zealots” or “Sicarii”.

Among these I would include Queen Helen’s kinsmen Monobazus and

Kenedaeos, who were killed in the attack on the Roman reinforcements

at the Pass at Beit Horon; Niger of Perea from across Jordan, a leader

of Josephus’ Idumaeans, who ultimately died a death at the hands of

“the Zealots” suspiciously similar to that predicated ofJesus in Scripture;

Silas, also close to the Herodian family, possibly brought up with Agrippa

I and in the final analysis a deserter from Agrippa II’s army; and perhaps

even Philip the son of Jacimus, “the Strategos” or Head of Agrippa II’s

bodyguard in Caesarea.

At the same time, some of these last were probably on intimate terms

with a person Josephus calls Saulus “a kinsman of Agrippa”. This “Saulus”

was probably the descendant of the Idumaean Costobarus, the husband of

Herod’s sister Salome and the real Idumaean in Herodian genealogies. His

descendant Saulus some two generations later was a principal member of

the pro-Roman “peace” coalition and the go-between in 66 ce, before he

was sent to Corinth on a mission to Nero, for Agrippa II and “all those
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desirous for peace”. This is the Alliance which actually invites the Romans
camped outside the city to send their soldiers into Jerusalem to suppress

the Revolt. In turn, it was the failure of this attempt that encouraged the

crowd in Jerusalem and their extremist leaders to think they could defeat

the might of Rome.

Paul’s basic attempts to found a community where both Greeks and

Hebrews—or as he puts it sometimes “Jews first, but Greeks as well”—
enjoy equal promises and privileges—spiritual or otherwise—and con-

sonant soteriological equity, are well documented (Ro 3:22, 1 Co 12:13,

etc.). This cosmopolitanism is based on a more easygoing attitude

towards the Law, as opposed to Qumran’s and James’ strict construc-

tionist “not one jot or titde” approach, the ideal of Justification by Faith

alone (as opposed, for instance, to lQpHab, viii’s insistence upon “doing

the Torah” as a prerequisite for Justification), and an open hostility to

circumcision, which undoubtedly found a sympathetic response from

such “Asian” rulers as Antiochus of Commagene, Monobazus’ mother

Helen of Adiabene further east, Azizus of Emesa—modern Homs in

Syria—who married Drusilla after he had specifically agreed to circumc-

ize himself only to have her divorce him, and Polemo of Cilicia, whom
Bernice divorced after he too had had himself circumcized, which

Josephus tells us he did on account of her great “Riches”. It also included

an easygoing approach to dietary matters.

As Paul puts this last in 1 Co 9:1 9ff., in his discussion of the terms

ofJames’ “Jerusalem Council” directives, despite somewhat disingenuous

protests about not wishing to be the cause of his brother ’s “stumbling”:

“Do not be afraid to eat anything sold in the market place; there is no

need to raise questions of conscience”
—

“conscience” in his view being

a euphemism for “the Law” (cf. his allusion to vegetarianism like James’

as “weak”—Ro 13:2, echoed in 1 Co 8:13). Sometimes in allusions, such

as being a “Jew to the Jews”, “running the race to win”, etc. (1 Co
9: 1 9ff.), he almost seems to turn this proposition around to Greeks first,

but Jews as well.

When he turns Ja 5:6’s accusation against “the Rich” for killing “the

Just One” into 1 Thess 2:14f.’s accusations against “the Jews”, as killing

the Lord Jesus and turning themselves into “the Enemies of the whole

human race”, he virtually closes the doors against jews. This accusation,

which parallels the thrust of the inversion of imagery above (where “har-

lots” (i.e., “fornicators”), “tax-collectors”, and “Sinners” are pictured as

being on intimate terms with the Messiah) was retrospectively assimilated

into the historical fabric of the New Testament—not to mention the

later Koran—thereby vitiating it.
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Paul’s traveling companions and closest collaborators after his break

with the Jewish Apostles are usually Judeo-Greeks, such as Timothy

(Tims?), “whose mother was a believing Jewess” (Acts 16:1—the same

expression Acts 24:24 applies to the Herodian Princess Drusilla), of the

Herodian type and who like Paul carried Roman citizenship, the mysteri-

ous Silas (Silvanus?), etc. This mix is typical of second-generation “Hero-

dians”, at least those descending from Herod’s original Jewish wife, the

Maccabean Princess Mariamme, and her replacement, Mariamme II, the

daughter of the High Priest Herod imported from Egypt to become a

mainstay of the Herodian “Sadducean” Priesthood. The Jewish blood of

third-generation Herodians like Agrippa I, his brother Herod of Chalcis

(a Roman princedom in Syria), and sister Herodias, was even further

diluted—not to mention that of “Jewesses” like Drusilla above in the

fourth.

The “Christian” Community in Antioch, where according to Acts

11:26, Christians were first called Christians—a suitable locale for the

crystallization of this terminology—comprises even according to Acts’

historical reckoning, various persons of this “Herodian” mix (Acts 13:1).

Among these, one should include the curious Niger, Lucius of Cyrene

(very likely identifiable with Paul’s famous traveling companion “Luke”),

and “Manaen who was a foster-brother of Herod the Tetrarch”.

Though the last-mentioned description is probably garbled or pur-

posefully dislocated—that is, we are probably speaking about Paul’s other

famous associate, Ananias of Damascus, and it is Paul himself who was

most probably the foster-brother of Herod the Tetrarch—at the very least it

testifies that among those in the early Community in Antioch—where

Christians “were first called Christians”

—

there were Herodians. Silas,

another traveling companion of Paul, goes unmentioned, but we have

already noted above one or two namesakes of his in Josephus, the elder

of whom having actually been brought up with Agrippa I as well.

According to Josephus the latter was executed by Herod of Chalcis

after he had been in prison for acting too familiarly or in a rebellious

manner towards Agrippa (d. 44 ce). Silas the Younger—if he really can

be distinguished from the elder—miraculously materializes with Niger

as one of the heroes of the Jewish Revolt along with John the Essene

and Queen Helen’s kinsmen, Monobazus and Kenedaeos. He is the type

of the Gentile/Idumaean/Herodian “Men-of-War”, who desert the

Uprising when all is lost and whom I have identified above with the

Psalm 37 Pesheds “ '

Arigei-Go 'inT or ‘^Violent Ones of the Gentiles”, who
take vengeance on the Wicked Priest for what he did to the Righteous

Teacher.
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Where the composition of the Antioch Community is concerned

—

or possibly that of Edessa, which was also called “Antioch” at this time

(“Antioch by CaUtrhoe” as opposed to “Antioch on the Orontes”)

—

Acts adds the name of “Saulus” direcdy after describing Manaen as being

“the foster-brother of Herod the Tetrarch”. Aside from noting the

resemblance of this Herod to Herod of Chalcis above—who succeeded

his brother Agrippa I in 44 ce around the time of the death of Theudas
and the arrest of “Simon Peter”—it is tempting, as we have seen, to

turn the positioning around and consider that the notice about fosterage

relates to Saulus
,
not “Manaen”, which is defective, anyhow.

Josephus/Josippon tradition, for instance, knows a “Mannaeus”, the

son or nephew of Lazarus or Seruk, who deserted with Josephus to

Titus; and Acts 21:16 knows a “Mnason”, who accompanies Paul on his

last trip to Jerusalem because he has a house there, though Acts calls

him a “Cypriot”. However, the most plausible identification of this

“Manaen” from among Paul’s close associates is the quasi-anagram

Ananias, whom Acts portrays as greeting Paul when he comes to Dam-
ascus (9:17) and who is curiously missing from the Antioch group.

It is noteworthy that Josephus, too, knows a propagandist named
“Ananias”—whom he calls “a merchant”—active in these eastern regions

in the upper and lower Tigris at this time. He gets in among the women
of Adiabene and converts the Queen, Helen, while taking a patently

“Pauline” line on the issue of the circumcision of her son. In this episode

Josephus also mentions a colleague of Ananias following the same
approach, but declines to name him. It is in opposing him and deciding

to circumcize himself that Helen’s son Izates, and following him Monob-
azus, are converted to Judaism. While these points are not decisive, they

are nevertheless edifying.

Where the political aims of individuals of this Herodian mix are con-

cerned, Herodian incursions via marriage and other means into “Asia

Minor” (i.e., Cilicia, Northern Syria, Commagene, and the like) and

“Lower Armenia” were certainly on the increase in the first century. For

instance, the first Herodian ruler of Armenia proper was a grandson of

Herod, again via his Maccabean wife Mariamme, called Tigranes. Other

Herodians were married to the King of Cilicia, denoted in Acts as Paul’s

place of origin. There is also a note of conspiratorial activities against

Rome where Agrippa 1 and Antiochus of Commagene are concerned.

This is not the case for Agrippa I’s son Agrippa II or his brother Herod
of Chalcis (44-49 ce) after this, who were perfect Roman civil servants.

Antiochus, who blamed Rome for the death of his son, ultimately did

lead a revolt in the wake of the Jewish War. Herod of Chalcis’ son
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Aristobulus, who like Agrippa I proudly proclaimed his pro-Roman senti-

ments on his coinage, made himself very useful to the Romans in helping

to suppress this Revolt. It is possible we have a reflection of him in

Paul’s reference to “the household of Aristobulus” preceding the one to

his “my kinsman Herodion” in Ro 16:10—11. Many of these areas in

Asia Minor and northern Syria, too, are the scenes of Paul’s most

aggressive early missionary work.

Aristobulus must be seen as one of the inner circle around Titus

—

along with Tiberius Alexander, Josephus, Bernice, and Agrippa II. It is

he who is married to Herodias’ infamous daughter Salome (whose pic-

ture, along with himself, he proudly displays on his coinage as “great

lovers of Caesar”), considered responsible with her mother Herodias in

the New Testament for the death of John the Baptist. In fact it was not

Herodias who was married to “Philip” (as the Gospels would have it),

but rather Salome herself —Herodias being married to another uncle

named “Herod”, the son of the second Mariamme mentioned above This

“Philip”, Josephus specifically tells us, “died childless”.

While the subsequent marriage of Aristobulus to Salome—she was

the daughter of his father’s sister Herodias—is not strictly speaking an

instance of “marriage with a niece”, so frowned upon at Qumran and

practiced by Herodians as a matter of seeming family policy, it is the

closest thing. But connections of this kind with close family cousins were

in any case also condemned as “fornication” and “incest” in the Dam-
ascus Document at Qumran, “niece marriage” being considered but a

special case of them.

It is also interesting to consider Herodian links with the Hellenized

Alabarch in Alexandria. In the generation we are examining, the family

of the latter not only produced the famous ]ewish philosopher Philo of

Alexandria, but was considered the “Richest” in Egypt, controlling the

all-important granaries there and commerce in the Red Sea ports. It was

also instrumental in Vespasian’s rise to power in Rome.

One of its scions Tiberius Alexander, Philo’s nephew, who became

Procurator in Palestine during the reign of Herod of Chalcis (44-49 ce),

ultimately re-emerged as Titus’ military commander during the siege of

Jerusalem after Vespasian went to Rome to become Emperor. Josephus,

who understood these matters well, specifically called attention to Tiber-

ius Alexander’s defection from )udaism, as he did Bernice’s, who ulti-

mately became Titus’ mistress. Bernice’s second sister, also named Mari-

amme—presumably after her grandmother—divorced her first husband

Julius Archelaus, himself the son of the Herodian Temple Treasurer and

a putative kinsman of Saulus above, in order to marry someone even
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Richer, seemingly another member of the family of the Jewish Alabarch

of Alexandria.

Agrippa l’ s third daughter Drusilla, after contemplating marriage with

the son of King Antiochus of Commagene in northern Syria, married

Azizus King of Emesa because “he had agreed to circumcize himself”

—

as Antiochus’ son, who later led a group of stalwarts called the “Mace-

donian Legion” on the Roman side at the siege of Jerusalem, had not.

Displaying that cynical opportunism so typical of Herodians, Drusilla

thereafter divorced Azizus on her own initiative—even though he had

had himself circumcized specifically to marry her—to marry the Roman
Governor Felix (52—60 ce). This marriage seems to have been connived

at in Caesarea by someone very much resembling the infamous Simon
Magus (like its quasi-anagram Mnason above, in Josephus, he too is a

“Cypriot”). Simon’s singular service to Felix appears to have been to

convince Drusilla to divorce Ayiyus and many Felix.

In this episode many themes emerge which are of the utmost import-

ance for dating Qumran documents like the Damascus Document on
the basis of internal evidence and understanding the true gist of their

critique of the Establishment. Even Josephus, who is usually so accom-
modating on such matters—later finding Herodian practices congenial,

he too divorces his wife, an action that would have been condemned
according to Qumran doctrine—describes Drusilla’s self-divorce from

the King of Emesa as contrary to “the Laws of her Forefathers”. As
mentioned above, he makes a similar comment about the divorce by her

aunt Herodias of her husband “Herod” in the previous generation, the

root of the problems relating to the death of John the Baptist in both

Josephus and the New Testament.

These divorces were anticipated two generations before this by the

divorce of Herod’s sister Salome from the Idumaean Costobarus, so

important in the genealogy of Saulus mentioned above. They are also

reflected in the divorce by Mariamme III (Drusilla’s sister) from Julius

Archelaus, the marriage of whose father Helcias the Temple Treasurer—

also a descendant of Herod’s sister Salome—to Cypros, Saulus’ sister,

consolidated the overlap between these two lines of “Idumaeans”.

Salome’s divorce at Herod’s insistence to marry the first Helcias

(Alexas), one of Herod’s close friends and the first in this line of Temple
Treasurers, is paralleled by similar ones by Mariamme above and by

Bernice herself, from Polemo of Cilicia, to take up with Titus. Qumran,
obviously, knew whereof it spoke in heaping fulsome condemnation on
these practices.

At least from its perspective and from the one in Revelation, Bernice
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would almost singlehandedly be the “whore of Babylon” (an expression

also incorporating an additional play on the “Belial”/“ba-la-'
a”

imagery'

so widespread in the Qumran corpus). It is instructive to contrast such

insults with the more accommodadng picture of Jesus in Scripture as

preferring table-fellowship with “tax collectors”, “Sinners”, and/or

“prostitutes”—which in the context delineated above would be symbolic

euphemisms for Herodians or their hangers-on. In Bernice’s case, what

we have sketched would involve her in a twofold denunciation at

Qumran, not to mention her “Riches” and the rumor of her incest with

her brother Agrippa II—also mentioned by Josephus in relation to her

divorce from Polemo.

Therefore, in her case, where practices condemned at Qumran are

concerned, we have niece marriage, divorce, Riches, incest, and finally

abandonment ofJudaism altogether to take up with Titus, the destroyer-to-be

of Jerusalem. According to the view we are presenting, the burning of

the Temple at Jerusalem has not a little to do with the burning of her

palace and that of her brother earlier by the insurgents, and she and her

brother, no doubt played a role in urging Titus at the end to destroy it.

Paul, too, shows his knowledge of these kinds of divorces in discussing

James’ “Jerusalem Council” directives—in particular “fornication”, in

1 Co 7:9f.—but does not condemn them as fulsomely as at Qumran.

Rather he merely slaps the wrists of the offending woman by rec-

ommending that she abstain from further marriage, and specifies no

additional punitive procedures.

It is important to understand that Qumran in general condemns

divorce. The disapproval there is linked to the proscription on polygamy

and based on references in the Damascus Document to “male and female

He created them” and “two by two they went into the ark”, both

citations from Genesis. Where the Ruler is concerned, it is combined in

good Deuteronomic style not only with “not multiplying wives”, but in

the Temple Scroll with the proscription on putting “a foreigner over

you” and the additional ban on marrying foreigners, all with important

consequences in respect of Herodians, as should be clear from what we

have already described. At the end of the Temple Scroll these matters

are developed more fully and introduce the proscription on marriage

with nieces.

In many of the above examples, where a direct correspondence can

be adduced regarding Herodian behavior norms, “niece marriage” forms

an integral part of the problem. Herodias marries not one but two uncles,

while at the same time incurring condemnation for divorce at least

once. New Testament speculation notwithstanding, “levirate marriage”
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probably had nothing to do with problems relating to her, though she

did marry two half-brothers by Herod’s two High-Priesdy and therefore

demonstrably “Jewish” wives, Mariamme I and Mariamme II. However

this may be, it is not “Philip” whom Herodias divorces, as we saw, but

another uncle named Herod.

Not only is Paul’s pro-Roman—and by extension pro-Herodian—pol-

itical philosophy clear from the general tenor of his missionary activities

in Acts, it is made explicit in the enunciation of this philosophy in

material like that found in Ro 13:1 ff. A more anti-“Zealot” passage could

not be imagined. Setting forth what can only be thought of as a deliberate

contradiction of the “Zealot” political position on almost every point,

including the tax question, obeying overseas rulers, armed resistance, etc., it is

also anti-Jamesian, e.g., “Good works have nothing to fear from magis-

trates” (13:4). (a 2:6 states the exact opposite position: “Is it not the

Rich who are always dragging you before the courts?” Certainly, “good

works” taken in their Palestinian sense, meaning “works of the Torah",

could have quite a lot to fear from magistrates, as even the crucifixion

of Jesus would have demonstrated; and the “good works” being alluded

to here would appear to be more those sensible in a Greco-Roman

sphere. But Paul even goes beyond that here, going on in Ro 13:8 to

quote in support of such “good works”, and, in particular, paying your

taxes to Rome, the all-important “all Righteousness Commandment”, “love

your neighbor as yourself”, which Ja 2:8 calls “the Royal Law according

to the Scripture”.

Acts portrays Paul as speaking felicitously in Caesarea on several

occasions at some length with many of the above dramatis personae—
Bernice, Agrippa I, Drusilla their sister—identified in Acts 24:24, some-

what tendentiously, as we also saw, as simply “a Jewess” with no mention

of her relationship to Bernice and Agrippa—and her husband the infa-

mous Felix. Who were his additional contacts in Rome is not treated by

our documents. At one point Paul is pictured as saying to Agrippa in

the presence of the great fornicator and future apostate Bernice, “I know

that you believe.” King Agrippa, nothing loath, replies, “A little more

and you would have made me a Christian.” Then Agrippa goodnaturedly

pronounces the judgement (Acts 26:27ff.) which, via the miracle of art,

has been retrospectively assimilated into the portrait of Herod and Pilate

in the Gospels: “This man has done nothing to deserve death or

imprisonment.”

It is not very likely that Paul could have made the miraculous escapes

he does without the involvement of some combination of these power-

ful Herodian/Roman forces. Nothing less is conceivable under the
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circumstances of the attack on Paul in the Temple and his rescue by

Roman soldiers witnessing these events from the Fortress of Antonia.

This episode, too, makes mention of a nephew and possibly a sister

of Paul—identities otherwise unknown—resident in Jerusalem, but also

presumably possessed of Roman citizenship. According to the above

dramatis personae related to Josephus’ “Saulus”, they could very well be

Julius Archelaus, whom Josephus mentions as one of the avid readers

of his Antiquities later in Rome—and Julius Archelaus’ mother Cypros,

mentioned above and Saulus’ probable sister, married to the Temple
Treasurer Helcias (Alexas).

Whatever one may finally conclude about these relationships, it is they

who warn him of a plot by Nazirite “Zealots” of some kind, who have

taken “an oath not to eat or drink”—i.e., a Nazirite-style oath to abstain

from “eating and drinking”—until they have killed Paul” (Acts 23:12).

Without this kind of intervention, Paul could never have enjoyed the

comfortable protective custody he does in Caesarea, where he stays,

under restraint or otherwise, in Agrippa IPs palace (23:35). Nor could

he have been packed off in relative security to Rome, where Felix and

Drusilla preceded his arrival. Felix it should be remarked, was the brother

of Nero’s favorite freedman, Pallas.

Paul had arrived in Jerusalem in the first place with funds gathered

overseas from many of the areas into which these same Herodians

expanded, where circumcision had become such an issue, partly because

of the marital practices of Herodian Princesses. In fact, it could even

be theorized that Paul stopped earlier at Philip’s house in Caesarea (Acts

21:8
—

“the Evangelist” or “the Strategos”?) to lay the groundwork for

precisely such an intervention, having been warned in advance of the

dangers that awaited him in Jerusalem (Acts 21:4 and 12). In this context

Paul can be seen as a “stalking horse” for Herodian family interests in

the Temple testing the ban on Greco-Jews, such as the Herodians, and

their gifts by those of a more “Zealot” frame of mind.

But where Paul is concerned, one can go even further. As remarked

above, Paul speaks in a unguarded moment in Ro 16:11 of his “kinsman

Herodion” or “the Littlest Herod”. Though the name could relate to

any person by this name anywhere, names like “Herod” and its deriva-

tives—note the parallel with the name of Caesar’s son Caesarion—are

uncommon. Nor is there any indication that the passage is an interp-

olation—rather the opposite, for so original and startling is it that its

authenticity is virtually assured. If it were indicative of actual familial

relationships with Herodians, as we consider it is, then by itself it explains
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the hint of Herodian activity in the early Christian Community in

Antioch.

It also very easily explains the matter of Paul’s Roman citizenship,

which is such an important element in these escapes. It will be recalled

that Josephus records that Herod and his father—the first Roman Procu-

rator in Palestine after the original storming of the Temple by Pompey’s

forces in 63 bc—were granted citizenship in perpetuity, along with all

their heirs, for conspicuous service rendered in the cause of Rome. As

it turns out, this Roman confidence was not ill-placed.

In turn, it helps explain why Paul is always so convinced of his own
Jewishness, while others seem to have misgivings concerning it, and it

throws considerable light on the peculiar manner in which he chooses

to exercise this Judaism. Paul’s claim to being of “the Tribe of Benjamin”

may relate to a general genre of such claims in the Diaspora (as it does

in the War Scroll, i.3, at Qumran), but it also illustrates the superficial

ease with which such claims could be passed off on credulous and rela-

tively unschooled audiences. It is more likely that Paul derives the claim

to “ Benjaminite birth” (Phil 3:5 and Acts 13:21) not from any actual

genealogical link but from the simple fact that his Hebrew namesake

“Saul” was of the Tribe of Benjamin.

There is, also, a third somewhat more esoteric possibility. This has to

do with the biblical description of the Benjaminites as “sons of Belial”

(Ju 19:22 and 20:13). In addition, it relates to an anomaly in biblical

genealogies, that the name Bela' in Genesis—from the same Hebrew

root as “Belial” and “Balaam” (“Balaam”, for instance, is the son of

Be 'or, just as Bela' is; Ge 36:32)—is both the first Benjaminite Tribe

and the name of the first Edomite King (Ge 46:21): that is, there are

terminological overlaps in the Bible between the genealogy of the

Edomites and the Benjaminites, as a result of which Herodians really might

have considered themselves and made the claim of being “of the Tribe

of Benjamin”. If Herodians, as Greco-Arab Edomites, in addition to

considering themselves “Children of Abraham”—another favorite area

of allegorical speculation in Paul—were also making “Benjaminite”

claims, this really would be a component of Paul’s use of the term, not

to mention Qumran’s inversion of it in its “Belial” accusations.

Paul’s reputed description of himself as a “Pharisee the son of a

Pharisee” (Acts 23:6) is also readily explained by his Herodian pedigree,

and I have been at some pains to set forth the Pharisaic connections of

the Herodians in MZCQ (Chapter 1) and in another paper given to the

Society of biblical Literature in 1983, “Confusions of Pharisees and
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Essenes in Josephus”. These connections are perhaps best illustrated by

the anti-Maccabean tendencies of the Pharisee Party in general and the

cry, conserved inM Sot 7:8 of those assembled—presumably Pharisees

—

when Agrippa (whether I or II is not specified, probably I), when coming

to read the Deuteronomic King Law, “Thou shalt not put a foreigner

over you, who is not your brother” (Deut 17:5—already mentioned as

having been evoked in the Temple Scroll above), begins to weep: “You
are our brother! You are our brother! You are our brother!”

For the purposes of “Zadokite” history in Palestine, the mirror rever-

sals of this episode are the attempt by Simon—“the Head of an

Assembly”
(
Ecclesia

)
or “Church” of his own in Jerusalem—to bar

Agrippa I from the Temple as a foreigner in the 40s, and the wall built

by Temple “Zealots” in the next generation to bar Agrippa II’s view of

the sacrifices—not to mention this Agrippa’s ultimate expulsion with his

sister Bernice by these same “Zealots” from all of Jerusalem not long

afterwards.

It is this wall, built around the year 61-2 ce, that would appear in

this context to be the immediate cause of James’ stoning. The Temple
Scroll, as we saw, makes the Qumran interest in these matters palpable,

not only delineating the building of such barriers (column xlvi, also curi-

ously alluding to the usage
“
balk or “Bela'” in Hebrew), but even

evoking the Deuteronomic King Law and going into the marital practices

of the King, insisting that in addition to not multiplying or taking foreign

wives, he keep the same wife his whole life—all matters relevant to the general

“fornication” charge leveled by Qumran and perhaps by fames against

Herodians.

Paul’s Herodian links might even explain how as a comparatively

young man he could have wielded such powers when he first came to

Jerusalem and been authorized by “the High Priest” to search out

“Christians” in areas as far afield as “Damascus” (Acts 9:1-2)—whether

we are dealing with the “Damascus” settlement of Qumran allusion or

an actual settlement of “Jews in Damascus” is impossible to tell from

the sources. They readily explain his easy entrance into Jerusalem ruling

circles, all matters that have never adequately been explained.

The reference, noted above, immediately preceding the one to “Hero-

dion” in Ro 16:10, to a certain “household of Aristobulus”, consolidates

these suspicions even further. Though Aristobulus may have been a

common name, still it is most prominent among Herodians; there were

in fact two or three Aristobuluses from different Herodian genealogical

lines living at the same time, the most interesting of whom was the son

of Agrippa I’s brother Herod of Chalcis, already remarked above. In
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addition, it was this Aristobulus who had a son called “Herod”, that is,

“Herodion”, “the littlest Herod”.

So far our evidence is all inferential—but there is a surprising notice

from another quarter which straightforwardly makes the charge we have

been implying. Epiphanius, who conserves many traditions found in Rab-

binic literature—including, for instance, the one about Jesus being the

son of a Roman legionnaire called “Panthera” found in the Talmud—
conserves a tradition about Paul’s background. According to it, Paul was

a non-Jew who came up to Jerusalem and converted to Judaism because he

wanted to marry the High Priest’s daughter (“the Priest”, as per Haeres 30.16.9,

is usually used at Qumran and in Rabbinic tradition as denotative of

“the High Priest”). Disappointed in this design, Paul defected from Juda-

ism and “turned against circumcision and the Law”.

Epiphanius attributes this notice to the AnabathmoiJacobou (The Ascents

ofJames), a lost work about the debates of James with the High Priests

and the Pharisees on the Temple stairs—from which presumably it takes

its name, also finding refraction in the Pseudoclementine Recognitions—
the gist of these debates, as summarized in Epiphanius’ citation from

the Anabathmoi, is that James “complained against the Temple and the sacri-

fices” (italics mine). It only takes the slightest lateral translation to make

these intelligible in this period in terms of the way Temple service was being

carried out by the Herodian Priesthood and the associated problem of the

acceptance of Gentile gifts and sacrifices in the Temple.

We have no way of knowing if the traditions conserved by Epiphanius

are true. While the AnabathmoiJacobou would appear to have been “Jewish

Christian” or “Ebionite” and, therefore, hostile to Paul, this is not cause

for dismissing a priori the tradition Epiphanius conserves from it. On the

contrary, when one comes upon a tradition of such surprising content, it

is often worthwhile paying close attention to it.

One famous “convert” of sorts, who did aspire to marry the High

Priest’s daughter—in fact he married two—was Herod himself. Seen in this

light, it is possible that the tradition, conserved in the. Anabathmoi, preserves

an echo of valuable historical data not necessarily about Paul, but about his

family origins. Ifwe now retranslate this tradition in terms of the points made

above, we can understand it not in terms of Paul himself being a “con-

vert”—which he may have been—or of Paul’s wanting himself “to marry

the High Priest’s daughter” (though he might have), but that he was

descended from someone who actually did wish to do these things and did

so—someone who was a convert toJudaism and aspired to marry the High Priest’s

daughter—Herod\ Once again, interpreted in this manner, it would then be

a tradition not about Paul but about his Herodian origins.
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In our view, it is just these Herodian origins that explain Paul’s pecul-

iar view of Judaism, his inferiority complex and defensiveness where

Jews were concerned, his patent jealousy of them, even of his own Jewish
Leadership in the “Church” at Jerusalem—in fact, his “anti-Semitism”

generally—and finally his extremely lax and (from the Jewish view)

—

utterly unconscionable view of the Law.

It is hard to believe that a native-born Jew, comfortable in his identity,

could have indulged in the kinds of insults Paul so gratuitously makes
concerning circumcision, circumcizers, and those keeping dietary regu-

lations generally (often he calls them “weak”), or adopted the curious

approach towards the possibility of simultaneously being a “Law-Keeper
to those who keep the Law” and a “Law Breaker to those” who did not,

in order, as he puts it, “to win ... not beat the air” (1 Co 9:24-26), or

imagined that by avoiding circumcision one could avoid the demands of
the Law, which in some manner he saw as “a curse” (Ga 3:13). In 2 Co
3:6, for instance, he regards the Tablets of the Law as “killing”, and in

3:7-13, following this, portrays the Law-giver, Moses himself, as a kind

of charlatan deceiving the people by putting a veil over his head to

disguise the fact that the light of the Law had gone out, when in fact

Jewish tradition portrays him as wishing to avoid irradiating the people.

This theme of a Gentile/foreigner/outsider with ambitions toward the

High Priesthood undergoes a curious transformation in Talmuchz tra-

ditions in a celebrated episode involving Hillel and Shammai, where a

presumptuous outsider wishes to know the whole of the Torah “while

standing on one foot”. Shammai dismisses the interloper with a blow,

but Hillel is willing to quote the “all Righteousness” Commandment to

him—called, as we saw, in Ja 2:8 “the Royal Law according to the Scrip-

ture”
—

“love your neighbor as yourself”. This last, in turn, is alluded to

with similar import not only in the Gospels and the Letter ofJames but

also in the Damascus Document and, as we also saw by Paul in Ro 13:9.

Paul actually quotes the commandment in the context of allusion to

“Darkness and Light”, “Salvation”, “fornication”, “jealousy”, etc., and, it

will be recalled, as verification of his anti-“Zealot” philosophy in Ro
13:9, (note that following this in 14: If. Paul characterizes as “weak”
people [like James] who “eat only vegetables”).

In succeeding material relating to this presumptuous outsider in the

Talmud.c version of these matters, it is stated he actually wished to become

High Priest. When viewed in the context of Paul’s own reported insistence

that he was a student of Hillel’s grandson Gamaliel (Acts 5:34 and 22:3

—

this in addition to actually characterizing himself as “according to the
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Law, a Pharisee” in Phil 3:9), the tradition takes on additional resonances.

One is not unjustified in considering that the individual in question is a

type of Pauline outsider, and that the theme of wishing to become High

Priest is simply a variation on that of wishing to marry the High Priest’s

daughter in Epiphanius, itself relating to Paul’s non-Jewish, quasi-Jewish,

or Herodian origins. When one considers Hillel’s own rather cordial

relations with Herod, as reported in Josephus, the connection receives

additional reinforcement.

From a different quarter, too, evidence emerges which concretizes and

sums up, albeit unwittingly, all the tendencies we have been discussing,

providing us with an example of just the kind of person we have been

describing. As we have signaled above, there are descriptions in Josephus

of a member of the Herodian family—and a clear contemporary of

Paul—named “Saulus”, not a common name in this period. Saulus plays

a key role in the events leading up to the destruction of Jerusalem and

the Temple. Not only is he the intermediary between “the Men of Power

[the Herodians], the principal of the Pharisees, the Chief Priests, and all

those desirous for peace” (i.e., peace with the Romans), he is also a

“ relative of King Agrippa”

.

In the references to him, too, he is always associated with a brother,

Costobarus and another relative, Antipas, quite clearly a member of the

Herodian family, who elsewhere in Josephus is identified as the Temple

Treasurer—for which he seems to have been murdered by the “zealots”

just prior to their 68 ce takeover and butchering of the Rich High

Priests—and an offspring of that Helcias mentioned above, the first

Herodian Temple Treasurer and a crony of the original Herod. It will be

remembered that it was his namesake, Herod Antipas, who was respon-

sible for the death of John the Baptist.

This association with Costobarus and Antipas gives us additional valu-

able insight into Josephus “Saulus”’ genealogy. In this sense Antipas

would be a relative, perhaps even a brother or cousin, of the Julius

Archelaus mentioned above, Mariamme Ill’s first husband and the man

who read Josephus in Rome. He would also be a relative of Saulus’ sister

Cypros, all probably going back in one way or another to the original

Idumaean, the first Costobarus and the husband of Herod’s sister

Salome.

Together with Costobarus and Antipas, and probably a fourth Herod-

ian, Philip the son of Jacimus, the Head of Agrippa II’s bodyguard,

mentioned above, in Caesarea, Saulus was in Agrippa IPs palace in Jerus-

alem (as Paul in Acts seems himself to have been in Caesarea) when it
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was besieged and forced to surrender at the beginning of the Uprising.

At this point, the whole garrison was butchered except for its com-
mander, who agreed to “circumcize himself”!

It was after these events that Saulus clearly slipped out of Jerusalem
and led the delegation to Agrippa II that wished to invite the Romans
into the city to suppress the Uprising—Agrippa II having sometime
before been barred from Jerusalem along with his sister Bernice by those

Josephus calls “Innovators”. The patently anti-Herodian “innovation” of
these last had been an unwillingness any longer to accept gifts or sacri-

fices on behalf of foreigners, including of course Herodians—perceived

as foreigners by the extremists—and the Roman Emperor.
The description of Saulus as an intermediary here between the Chief

Priests and principal Pharisees, the Herodian King, and the Romans is

interesting in the parallel it provides with material in Acts relating to

Saul’s commission a quarter century before from the High Priest to go
and arrest “Christians”. Directly following the Temple Wall Affair, too,

and James’ stoning in 62 ce, Josephus had pictured his Saulus and Costo-
barus as leading a band of thugs in rioting in Jerusalem, which, in particu-

lar, would seem to have involved stealing the tithes of the Poorer Priests

on behalf of these same Rich High Priests, so that many of the former
died from want. In this episode we have a further echo of possible

compromising relationships with the High Priests.

Finally, like Paul in Acts, Josephus’ Saulus also seems to have sent or

made an appeal or been sent to Nero. Whereas Paul’s appeal in Acts
comes in approximately 60 ce just before or around the time of the

Temple Wall Affair directed against Herodians, which climaxed in the

stoning of James and his elimination from the scene, the “Saulus” in

Josephus goes to see Nero six years later in 66 ce in Corinth—also a

favorite locale of the New Testament Paul’s activities—to debrief him
on the situation in Palestine and the events described above. It is this

report that finally causes Nero to dispatch the best Roman General,

Vespasian, from Britain to Palestine to put down the Revolt and, of
course, the epoch-making events following upon this. Here, both
Josephus and Acts fall silent on their respective “Saulus”s.

It is curious the Antiquities places this picture of the riot its Saulus leads

in Jerusalem immediately after its two descriptions of the plundering of
the tithes of the Poor Priests by the Rich Chief Priests and the stoning

of James. For its part, Acts refers to the riotous behavior in Jerusalem
of the man it, too, is calling “Saulus” (8:3), but it places this event after

problems over the distribution of collection monies (6:1), the conversion
of a large group ofJewish Priests (6:7), and this stoning of “Stephen” (6:8-
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7:60). The sequencing in both narratives is virtually the same, as it is in

the Pseudoclementine Recognitions. The German scholar, H.-J. Schoeps,

was the first to remark the resemblance of the stoning of Stephen to this

stoning of |ames, and the more one examines it, the more the conver-

gence of the two episodes becomes absolute, including the vision both

have of “the Son of Man standing on the right hand of Power” (for

James he is “sitting”) and the words both are reported as uttering before

dying. The overlap here is just impossible to deny.

The Pseudoclementine Recognitions present a third version of these

events. In it, Saulus did lead a riot in the 40s and did attack James, but

fames did not die in the attack. He was only injured and instead was

carried down by his followers to the Jericho area, from where he lived

to send out Peter on his first missionary journey to Caesarea. It is curious

that whereas Acts may have transposed the stoning of James in the 60s

with the stoning of Stephen in the 40s (when the Recognitions claims Paul

did lead an attack on James in the Temple—Josephus may have done just

the opposite, i.e., transposed Saul’s riotous behavior in Jerusalem in the

40s with its analogue, the riot led by Saulus in the 60s after the stoning of

James.

It will probably never be possible to sort out the facts concerning this

tangle of events in our triangle of sources and what transpositions

occurred, if any. However, in order to contend that Saulus and Paul are

identical, one would have to assume that Paul, after his appeal to Nero,

did return to Jerusalem. This is not as implausible as it may appear at

first impression because, as we saw, our sources fall uncharacteristically

silent on the subject of Paul’s last years and, for instance, the matter of

his proposed trip to Spain alluded to in Ro 15:28—not to mention the

fates of all important leaders, such as Peter, James, and Paul.

Where Saulus is concerned, aside from his defection to the Romans

and last trip to debrief Nero in 66 ce, we know nothing about his ulti-

mate fate either—only that both he and the other Saulus disappeared

from the scene at approximately the same time and both seem to have

entered relations with Nero or those on his staff.

Regarding these last and Paul, not only does it emerge from a careful

consideration of his various contacts but it is actually boldly stated at the

end of one letter, Philippians. Here, Paul speaks about a colleague of

his, Epaphroditus, in terms virtually duplicating those of the Qumran

Community' Rule, of “being an odor of a sweet smell and an acceptable

sacrifice well-pleasing to God” (Phil 4:18), after which he sends greetings

from “all the Holy Ones (“Saints”) and especially those of the household

of Caesar” (4:22), by which he seems to mean he is sending greetings
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from Epaphroditus and others in Nero’s own household—to say nothing of

calling such persons “Saints”.

But this Epaphroditus, who according to Philippians is Paul’s “com-
rade-in-arms” and one of his closest associates, is hardly to be dis-

tinguished from Nero’s secretary and Josephus’ publisher by that name,

a man who was involved in Nero’s last moments and who himself was
ultimately executed by Domitian in 95 ce because of it, despite the fact

that he had acted as Domitian’s secretary as well. This was also around

the time of Josephus’ own disappearance from the scene. It is hard to

imagine that there were several such persons called “Epaphroditus” (a

portrait sculpture known to be of him also exists) moving in the same
circles at the same time, though some might argue this.

At an earlier point in Philippians, Paul refers to this “Epaphroditus”

as “my brother, co-worker, and fellow soldier, but your apostle and min-

ister of my need” (2:25). We feel that this is the Epaphroditus in ques-

tion, and Josephus does refer to his rich experience of events. In any

case, the presumption is very strong. If true, then Paul’s contacts—like

those of his younger contemporary Josephus thereafter—went very high

up in Nero’s household indeed.

It is certainly possible to conceive that after Paul’s first appeal to Nero,

he did enter his service in some manner or other, just as his close associ-

ate Epaphroditus did—this borne out by the allusion to contacts high

up in Nero’s household in connection with reference to Epaphroditus

in Phil 4:22 above—if he had not been in this service all along. This,

too, is what is implied by the existence of the apocryphal correspondence

between Paul and Seneca, Nero’s Chief Minister, whether fictional or

based on something more real, and the more than cordial relations Paul

obviously enjoyed with Seneca’s brother Gallio—also in Corinth—in Acts

18:12-17. Of course, all of this is circumstantial and may or may not

prove anything, but it certainly adds to the presumption.

It should be remarked that Josephus, whom, as we saw, ultimately

became very close to someone called “Epaphroditus” as well, also

entered Roman service in some manner or other after an early trip to

Rome and interview with Nero’s wife, Poppea, around 64 ce, which he

documents quite straightforwardly in his Vita, and which led directly to

his ultimate betrayal of his people. This, too, seems to have occurred in

the aftermath of the Temple Wall Affair and James’ stoning. However
this may be, it is certainly possible to conceive—and this in the author’s

view is the more likely and the gist of the notices in Josephus—that after

a decent amount of time Paul returned to Palestine to involve himself in
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its affairs in the manner sketched out with regard to Saulus above, as he

had in younger days a couple of decades before.

As for Epaphroditus, he certainly had relations with persons at the

highest level of Nero’s household and was very likely a member of it

himself. The historical Epaphroditus even seems to have helped Nero

commit suicide or been accused by some, like Domitian, of having

assassinated him. Where the man Josephus is calling “Saulus” is con-

cerned, he, too, in some manner certainly seems to have entered Nero’s

service. Where Paul is concerned, one can only cite his cordial relations

with Roman Governors and Herodians generally, plus the notices at the

end of Romans and Philippians.

Whatever the conclusion here, the parallels—including the names

themselves—are very striking and the coincidences broad. Though none

of this information is precise or secure enough to draw any final or firm

conclusions, it does nonetheless raise interesting questions and opens

new directions not heretofore explored. We do not deny that Paul con-

sidered himselfJewish, whatever his definition of this might have been. So

did Herodians generally, though this confidence does not seem to have

been shared by the populace at large and certainly not by the extremists.

This is precisely the point of departure of the so-called “Zealot Move-

ment”, i.e., it is “Zealot” in the manner of Phineas, Ezekiel, and Ezra,

in terms of removing foreigners from the Israelite camp, Temple, or

Community. In Ezek 44:3-15, this idea is expressed prior to defining

who the “Sons of Zadok” were—so important for the exegetes at

Qumran—i.e., the previous Priesthood had polluted itself by admittingforeig-

ners into the Temple. Ezekiel even sets forth requirements so stringent that

they are applicable to backsliding Jews as well as foreigners—i.e., no one

“uncircumcized in heart or body” shall be admitted into the Temple.

Not only is this the phraseology applied to the “Wicked Priest” in the

Habakkuk Pesher when discussing the problem of pollution of the Temple

and his disqualificationfrom Temple service (i.e., using the imagery from Eze-

kiel above, “he did not circumcize the foreskin of his heart”); it is also

the imagery seized upon by Paul when he compares his teaching with

the teaching of the Law in 2 Co 3:3 above: viz., “You are Christ’s letter,

served by us, not written with ink, but with the Spirit of the Living God, not

on tablets of stone [meaning, like the Ten Commandments] but on the

fleshy tablets of the heart ” (italics mine).

These themes of disqualification from the Temple and pollution are also

picked up in the Temple Scroll, where their ramifications are delineated

amid long passages about what was expected of the King. They are also
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to be found in the Damascus Document, where they are related to the

problem—as we have seen—of improper “separation” of clean and
unclean in the Temple. In our view this theme of “improper separation”

includes the one of foreigners, a theme directed inter alia against Herodi-

ans and the “pollution” engendered by association with them—“anyone

who approaches them not being free of their pollution” in column vi of

the Damascus Document—either by receiving the Priesthood from them
or the consonant reception of their gifts and sacrifices in the Temple.

Those we have called “Nazirite Zealots”, who mob Paul in the Temple
and unceremoniously deposit him outside—it should be remarked that

preceding this in Acts 21:20 James’ followers are called “all Zealots for

the Law”—like Phineas and the practitioners of the “not one jot or tittle”

approach to the Law in Ja 2:11 and at Qumran, do not “seek Smooth
Things”, namely, they do not seek accommodation with foreigners on the key

issues we have been signaling, foreign kingship, foreign appointment of
high priests, divorce, marriage with nieces, sacrifice and gifts from foreig-

ners in the Temple, etc.

It is in a context of this kind that Paul takes on something of the

character of the “stalking horse”, we have mentioned above, we have

mentioned above, for the Herodian family. In our view, what he is doing

in his last trip to Jerusalem, despite warnings not to go, as Acts depicts

it (21:4 etc.), is testing the ban on various classes offoreigners—particularly

Herodians

—

in the Temple and their other relationships to the Temple.
Though matters such as these are not really capable of proof to every-

one’s satisfaction, still no other explanations better explain the combi-
nation of events we are witnessing.

One thing cannot be denied: Paul’s Herodian connections make the

manner of his sudden appearances and disappearances, his various mir-

aculous escapes, his early power in Jerusalem while still a young man, his

Roman citizenship, his easy relations with Herodian Kings and Roman
Governors, and the venue and terms of his primary missionary activities

in Asia Minor and then in Corinth and Rome, comprehensible in a

manner no other reconstruction approaches. When it comes to linking

the thrust of these testimonies and allusions to the political life-setting

of later Qumran sectarian texts and the references to the genre of “Lying

Spouter” contained in them, much good sense can also be achieved; but

this is perforce beyond the scope of our present treatment in this paper.



CHAPTER 5

Interpreting Abeit-Galuto in the

Habakkuk Pesher: Playing on and

Transmuting Terms*

In James the Just in the Habakkuk Pesher, Leiden, 1986 (Chapter 2 in this

book), I adopted an approach unusual in Qumran Studies but often

followed in the physical sciences: working backwards from the particular

indicator to establish the general theory. Since no theory of Qumran

origins has won general approval and, in fact, the subject is very much

up in the air (even more so than in the early days of research), this was

as good a way as any of proceeding—perhaps the only way.

To put the proposition differendy, if a given theory can explain

hitherto puzzling or inexplicable details in the internal evidence of a

particular document, then this is good reason for taking that theory more

seriously. Even more so, if in explaining these details, further unexpected

information can actually be elicited which could not be explained in any

other manner, then this adds to the presumption of its validity. In the

physical sciences, theories are rarely considered absolutely certain, only

that they explain the larger part of the data and, additionally, through

them, hitherto marginally understood materials come to be clarified.

When this kind of data mounts up, then there is reason for thinking the

theory works better than another.

Take the widely held “Essene Theory” of Qumran origins, which was

hurriedly promulgated in the early days of Qumran research and which

has since more and more come under attack. We have no way of know-

ing who, in fact, these mysterious “Essenes” were—whether they are

* This paper was presented at the Groningen Conference in Holland in 1989. It was

rejected from the publication of these papers in the Revue de Qumran and finally published

in Poland.
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the same as or different from Qumran sectaries, we are still no further

advanced. The same is true in the case of “Zealots”, if in fact these can

be separated to any extent from “Essene” and other “opposition” or

“Fourth Philosophy” groups (the term is from Josephus)—even

“Christians”.

Then there was the troubling paleography and archaeology in Qumran
studies, which ended up explaining very litde and only added to the

confusion.
1 For instance, if “abeit-galuto” can be explained in terms of a

first-century ce life-setting, how are the Qumran paleographers or

archaeologists going to deal with such a conclusion? Usually they ignore

it, as they have other troubling internal pointers from the beginning, such

as “the Star Prophecy”, demonstrably current in the first century ce

across a wide range of sources,
2
Holy ip/rz'/-baptism,' “making a Way in

the wilderness”,
4
the anti-Herodian thrust of a large swath of Qumran

materials, etc. The trouble with their reconstructions is that, though they

claim to be based on initial observations of script types or stratigraphic

levels, once promulgated they have a tendency to become inflexible: The

theories do not “bend” to accommodate new data; rather, the new data

must be bent to accommodate the theories.

This is also true in relation to an expression like
“
aheit-galuto”

.

s

Explaining expressions like this does not interest Qumran paleographers

or archaeologists to any extent because, on the whole, they are not much
concerned with whether the theories they develop have any connection

with historical materials or textual data. Most early theories of Qumran
origins simply ignored expressions like this because they were too puz-

zling or obscure. The reasoning seems to have run something like this:

since this usage was esoteric or defective anyhow, nobody could pretend

to know what it meant, so why bother about it? In ])HP, 1 took every

allusion, every turn of phrase, and every sentence in the Habakkuk Pesher

and explained it in terms of known events and circumstances in the life

of James the Just. I was, therefore, obliged to deal with this expression.

At first, however, I could make very litde sense of it. Following general

wisdom on the subject, I took the allusion and the material surrounding

it to relate to some kind of confrontation with the Righteous Teacher

“at the House of his Exile”. Most scholars in Qumran studies had from

the beginning surmised that “the House of his Exile” was where the

Righteous Teacher was exiled outside Jerusalem, either in the wilderness

ofJudea, further afield in the wilderness of Damascus, or even overseas.
6

None of this was very enlightening and only added to the general obscur-

ity surrounding the expression. Since we had no idea who the “Righteous

Teacher” might be, we had no idea where this purported “House of his
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Exile” or “his Exiled House” might be either, or what the circumstances

were surrounding his taking up residence there.

Associated with this allusion and the place where the Righteous

Teacher was thought to be residing, hiding out, or “exiled”, there was

a confrontation of some kind relating to Yom Kippur observances of the

group following the Righteous Teacher

—

Yom Kippur observances which,

because the sectaries normally associated with Qumran seemed to be

following a calendar different than Jerusalem circles, had something to

do with the possibility that the Yom Kippur of the one was not the same

as that of the other or that recognized by the Wicked Priest in his

capacity as Establishment High Priest. As I inspected these materials,

it came to look as if the underlying biblical text itself, Hab 2:15-16, had

been deliberately transmuted to produce an exegesis relating to a problem

centering about Yom Kippur observances. This I shall clarify below.
8

Associated with this confrontation was an element of violence, for

the expositions succeeding it related to “vengeance” and “destruction”.

The normal exposition is very well represented by Vermes’ translation,

which goes something like “the Wicked Priest . .
.
pursued the Teacher

of Righteousness to the house of his exile” to “consume him with his

venomous fury”.
9 Vermes translates leval'o as “confuse him”, but, as I

have argued in the Appendix to JJHP (Chapter 2), the root B-L-’ has

to do with a circle of language connected to “Belial”/“Balaam” imagery

and plays on these names and other matters.

The notice here in the Habakkuk Pesher, in particular, involves destruc-

tion and nothing so vague or innocent-sounding as “confuse”. Out of

these kinds of translations—or mistranslations, as the case may be—the

picture that emerged to the general public was that the Wicked Priest

“pursued the Righteous Teacher” to Qumran to intermpt his Yom Kippur

observances, holy to the one and not to the other, and either have a verbal

confrontation of some kind with him and desecrate these observances, or

at worst arrest him and return him to Jerusalem. In any event, the key

phrase in this whole series of reconstructions was the puzzling and clearly

defective
“
abeit-galuto”

.

Initially I too followed these reconstructions, so dominant in the

minds of most second-generation Qumran scholars obliged to rely—for

lack of real access themselves to original materials—on the work of their

peers and predecessors. I took the phrase to mean that the Wicked Priest

had “pursued the Righteous Teacher” to the headquarters of the Com-
munity, whether at Qumran or someplace further afield.

This was followed by a notice relating to the difficulties over Yom
Kippur observance, which involved the plural “them”, not “him”. But I
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could do little more with the sense of these allusions than this, admitting

that it was one of the impediments to developing a clear exposition of

Habakkuk Pesher materials—this together with the purported “drunken-

ness” of the Wicked Priest, which 1 shall be able to clarify at the con-

clusion of this paper.
1 " Because I was looking at materials relating to

James, in JJHP I proposed considering the expression in terms of the

arrest of the Righteous Teacher, i.e., “he pursued him to his place of

concealment”, deriving a meaning for the allusion of “where he was

hiding”. This, in any event, allowed one to consider that we could be

in a Jerusalem milieu as easily as one outside it.

Then, considering the facts of James’ life and paralleling these with

the Righteous Teacher’s, the real decipherment of the “House of his

Exile” became clear to me. It could only be grasped when the details of

James’ life were superimposed on the data—i.e., we were reasoning backwards

from the particular event to the general theory. We could not grasp the

meaning of ambiguous phrases like this by considering them alone. Out-

side events had to be superimposed on them for a clearer meaning to

emerge. In turn, if this interpretation could be validated, the basic

strength of the general theory was also increased. With it, too, a whole

range of other meanings developed, as we shall see at the conclusion of

this paper.

The same had happened when I looked at a usage two columns

earlier—what translators in English often refer to as the meaningless “his

body of flesh” (“flesh of his body”?) based on the Hebrew expression

“geviyyat-besaro”

.

Since we are dealing with a punishment being inflicted

upon the Wicked Priest presumably for his Evil deeds—particularly, it

would seem, for what he had done to the Righteous Teacher/Priest (i.e.,

these were “the Judgements upon Evil/Sinning” inflicted by those who
“took vengeance” on his flesh)—the real meaning of this term emerged

only when comparing it with particular external events and applying them

to the internal data. In turn, this elucidated what was meant by the

obscure “they inflicted the Abominations of Evil diseases upon him”,

i.e., upon “his body of flesh”, or, as the case will emerge,
“
the flesh of his

corpse” (italics mine).

Such insight could only be achieved when looking at the biography

of a particular person, in this instance James the Just, and looking at the

fate of the Wicked Priest—in these circumstances, Ananus the son of

that Ananus prominent in the Gospels (Acts 4:6, Jn 18:13, and Lk 3:2).

Originally Josephus referred to this Ananus in honorable style (in the

Vita, however, he changed this, castigating him for a nefarious olive-oil
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cartel with John of Gischala), that is, he had both “ruled Israel” and

been “called by the name of Truth”.
11

In an extremely pregnant account in the War, Josephus describes

Ananus’ death at the hands of those he calls “Idumaeans” (cf. the Psalm

37 Pesher1
s “Violent Ones of the Gentiles”, also described as taking

vengeance on him, paralleling “the Judgements on Sinning” vengefully

inflicted by unnamed parties upon the flesh of the Wicked Priest’s

“body” in this section of the Habakkuk Pesher
J2

). He tells us how these

violent Idumaeans stood over his corpse, probably defiling it in some
manner, and berated it (for the death of James?), before flinging it out-

side the city without burial as food for jackals.
13

Examining the Habakkuk Pesher, therefore, in the light of this sit^ im

leben, otherwise vague or baffling usages became clarified. “The diseases”

they inflicted “upon the flesh of his corpse” are no longer “diseases”

but rather “pollutions”—since diseases are not inflicted by people and

pollutions are—or those indignities or “violations” inflicted upon his

“corpse” to render it utterly unclean. (It is curious that at this point

in his narrative Josephus refers to Ananus in exactly the same manner

he is reputed to have referred to James in early Church literature, that

it was because of his death that Jerusalem fell.
1
*)

Here the puzzling redundancy “flesh of his body” is clarified too.

Properly,
“
geviyyah” actually does mean “corpse”, not “body”. In one

stroke the meaning of the allusion is enhanced and clarified. We are not

dealing with “Evil diseases”, but rather “unclean pollutions”, namely

those inflicted upon “the flesh of his corpse” by the actions of “the

Violent Ones of the Gentiles”/“Idumaeans”—to combine data from the

Psalm 37 Pesher with the Habakkuk Pesher 37 and Josephus—and the

choice becomes clear. Do we prefer the obscure redundancy of the nor-

mative translation, “his body of flesh”, or does a finer meaning emerge

from a consideration of the biography of James, leading to hitherto

unsuspected and better constructions? Certainly the idea that
“
they inflicted

the abominations of disgusting pollutions in taking vengeance upon the flesh of his

corpse” would appear to be preferable to the redundant “they inflicted

the horrors of Evil diseases and took vengeance upon his body of flesh”.

Now let us also look at the
“
abeit-galuto” passage in the light of known

facts from the biography of James. In the first place, the term
“
radaph

ahar Moreh ha-Zedek” which introduces the phrase “leval'o be-cha'as hamato

abeit-galuto”

,

is often found in biblical contexts having to do with Israel

or Jacob. In the story of Jacob, the expression is almost always used in

conjunction with the note of “the sword”—they “pursued him with the
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sword”, as it is in CD, i.21, also describing an attack on “the Righteous

One” and his followers. That is, the expression usually involves intent

to kill or destroy the object of the pursuit.
15 These usages are recapitulated

in Amos 1 ill’s accusation that Edom “pursued his brother with the

sword”. The constant reiteration of the name “Jacob” in these allusions

could not have failed to appeal to Qumran textual exegetes if James

—

whose Hebrew and Greek name is “Jacob”—were the subject of the

exegesis. What is clear in almost all these contexts is that “the pursuit”

in question is mortal and carries with it the intent to “kill” or “destroy”.

In these passages in the Pesher the pursuit is linked to a peculiar

Hebrew root B-L-'
,
which I have repeatedly connected to the Herodian

family (and to a certain extent to Benjaminites), i.e., Bela' was both the

first Edomite King and a Benjaminite ancestor. Since I have also linked

Saul/Paul to the Herodian family (cf. his reference to his “kinsman Litde

Herod” and “the household of Aristobulus” in Ro 16:10—11 and note

his possession of Roman citizenship), one should, also, not forget his

pursuit of Veter or the Jerusalem Community as far as Damascus (Acts 9:2),

also referred to in evocation of “the Enemy” terminology in Ebionite/

Pseudoclementine tradition.
16

I have also linked this phrase to Herodian collusion in the removal

of James—i.e., it was Agrippa II who took advantage of an interregnum

in Roman governorship to appoint Ananus High Priest in 62 ce, whose

only noteworthy act in his short first period of “rule” before the arrival

of the Roman Governor Albinus was the removal and stoning of James.

In my view, this is hinted at by the peculiar usage “syimam”/“syimmu”

(“conspired”—often carrying a judicial connotation) in two places in the

known Qumran corpus, once in lQpHab, xii.6, “yamam lechalot Ebio-

nim”
—

“he conspired to destroy the Poor” or “the Ebionites”. In 1QH,

iv.7f., the same term is used in conjunction with the language circle of

“nets”, “Belial”, “Scoffers of Lying”, etc., which I have linked in other

work to the innovations introduced by Herodians and their hangers-on.

The relationship between Ananus and Agrippa II is specifically signaled

by Josephus and was, interestingly enough, concretised in Rome.'
1

In this pregnant passage in the Habakkuk Pesher all the key compo-

nents of the language circle are present. If the circumstances surrounding

James’ death could be considered a possible sits ^en f°r this allusion,

then the expression
“
aheit-galuto” would not have to relate to any particu-

lar “Exile” per se or even an arrest. Ananus had destroyed James and

several of his associates by bringing them before a Sanhedrin Trial for

blasphemy. The notice is from Josephus, reiterated in early Church litera-

ture and linking up with similar plural notices in the Qumran literature,
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i.e., the plural notation vis-a-vis the peculiar Yom Kippur confrontation

connected to the allusion to “swallowing”—which we shall analyze

further below, the plural object in “conspired to destroy Ebionim” men-

tioned above, and the plural sense in the attack upon the “soul of the

Zaddik and all the Walkers in Perfection” at the end of the first column

of the Damascus Document.

In all these contexts, too, there can be little doubt that the object of

the various attacks was mortal. Since Ananus’ attack on James and several

of his associates took the form of a judicial trial before the Sanhedrin

on charges of blasphemy, a process and charge which were clearly

designed to end in his destruction, then the term
“
abeit-galuto” could be

seen as indicative of these events. Following this line of argument, in

JJHP I suggested it was possible to see it as an expletive for the “Beit-

Din” or
“
Beit-Mishpat” (judicial proceedings) “pursued by the Wicked

Priest”—where James at of issue, in collusion with the Herodian

Establishment) against the Righteous Teacher, which the authors of this

document would not dignify by describing it as an actual court process.

Seen this way, it could be considered a derogatory characterization of

these proceedings, that is, not his
“
Beit-Din” or

“
Beit-Mishpat”

,

but rather

his “Beit-Galut”

.

At the time 1 considered this just one of many solutions,

not realizing there was overwhelming information from another source

to confirm it.

Admittedly in some quarters this might have been considered a specu-

lative suggestion, but certainly no more speculative than some of the

other interpretations of internal data abroad in Qumran studies; for

instance, the purported “drunkenness” of the Wicked Priest or seeing

the Copper Scroll as an exercise of overly fertile imaginations.
18 The

term “Beit ha-Mishpat ” had already been evoked in the Habakkuk Pesher

with eschatological signification involving judicial proceedings “in the

Last Days”—in some circles known as “the Last Judgement”—and

would appear to relate to the actual decree of divine Judgement delivered

in the course of this process.
19

In the parallel represented by abeit-galuto, I suggested we had a dero-

gation of the language signifying a Beit ha-Mishpat—the judicial process

pursued in the Sanhedrin where capital punishment was at issue. The
Talmudic rules concerning judicial procedure in capital offenses are

extensive, but certainly part of the procedure, particularly when “blasphemy”

was at issue, involved trial before the Sanhedrin. Much is made of this

in the attempt to portray Jesus’ trial in such manner in the New Testa-

ment. In fact, what makes this even more plausible, the Gospel of Luke

even uses the word “House” in regard to these proceedings and actually
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seems to think the Sanhedrin trial for blasphemy of Jesus took place at

“the High Priest’s House” (22:54). The other Gospels rather speak of this

as “the Court of the High Priest” (Mt 22:58, etc.), but once again the

parallel is illustrative and we have direct testimony in the Gospels, if

such were needed, that this type of language was circulating about pro-

cedures relating to High Priestly judicial activities.

In James’ case there can be little doubt that something of this kind

did transpire. Stripped of its mythological elements, it is reported to us

rather prosaically in Josephus, where aside from telling us that James

was not alone in the proceedings, Josephus supplies the additional infor-

mation that “those among the populace that cared most for Justice and

not breaking the Laws disapproved of what was done” to James. As I

have explained, Agrippa II was almost certainly involved in these pro-

ceedings as well, the aim of which was to remove “the Zaddik of the

Opposition Alliance” post-haste. When viewed in this manner, the defec-

tive
“
a” introduding the phrase can be given a meaning of “with” or

“in”, i.e., “with his guilty trial” or “in his guilty judicial proceedings”

—

even better where the latter is concerned, “in his guilty House” (italics

mine).

Immediately, another aspect of the usage is clarified. Now the adjec-

tival modifier “o”/“his” refers not to the Righteous Teacher, which is

the normative translation in most works about Qumran, but as is more

logical from the context, to the Wicked Priest. There are three such o’ s,

i.e., hims or hises, in this sentence in quick succession: leval'o (“swallowed

him”), be-cha'as hamato (“in his hot anger”), and abeit-galuto (“to” or “in

his House of Exile”), and these are what have caused all the problems.

To my knowledge, no one ever thought of applying the last one to the

Wicked Priest and not the Righteous Teacher.

The first, “levaTo”, obviously refers to the Wicked Priest’s attack on or

pursuit of the Righteous Teacher, however one views this. The second,
“
be-cha'as hamato"

,
“his hot anger” or “furious rage”, just as obviously

refers to the Wicked Priest’s emotional state (once the third is clarified,

this will probably have a more esoteric meaning too).

But the third,
“
abeit-galuto”, the subject of our discussion, is not so

obvious. So firmly entrenched in researchers’ minds was the precon-

ception that the Righteous Teacher had been “exiled” from Jerusalem

for some reason, it has always been conceived of, as explained, as relating

to the Righteous Teacher’s place of abode or location. This would make the

sequence of o’s read as follows: the first to the Righteous Teacher, the

second to the Wicked Priest, and the third to the Righteous Teacher.

Here, therefore, we have the fairly illogical grammatical shift of going
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from the Righteous Teacher to the Wicked Priest and back to the Righte-

ous Teacher again.

If we take the reading according to our new suggestion, this illogicality

disappears and we now have one reference to the Righteous Teacher

followed by two succeeding references to the Wicked Priest. Then “
Beit

-

Galuto” no longer refers to the Righteous Teacher’s whereabouts or has

anything to do with the Righteous Teacher, but rather the Wicked

Priest’s whereabouts or behavior, i.e., “his House” or the illegal or

illegitimate trial “he pursued” against the Righteous Teacher in it. The

logic of this, however, only emerged after we tried to fit data relating to

James’ life and death into this sequence of allusions, not before. This is

what we meant by insisting that when material from an outside event

can elucidate in a meaningful manner an otherwise obscure passage, a

convincing case for the theory it is based upon gradually develops.

The root B-L-' in both expressions referred to above

—

leval'o, mean-

ing “swallowing the Righteous Teacher” (xi.5), and leval'am, meaning

“swallowing the Men of his Community”, identified as “the Poor” or

“Ebionim” in the allusion that follows (xi.7)—carries the signification

“destroy” and not “confuse” or “confound”, as one sees it in most trans-

lations of Qumran documents (see our translation in Part Three of this

book)—incorrectly as it turns out and missing the sense of the circle of

allusions depending on this root. In this instance, the “destruction” is

wrought by the Herodian Establishment, who—as per the sense of the

Edomite King name “jBela'” (also a derivative of the underlying root as

we explained above)
—

“swallow him”.

“Balaam”, for instance—another adumbration of this root or termin-

ology and often alluded to in the New Testament and elsewhere (in

particular 2 Pe 2:15 and Rev 2:15)—is given the meaning in Talmudic

discussions of “swallowing” or “consuming the People”. In this sense,

we could now interpret this phraseology in the Habakkuk Pesher to mean

“the Wicked Priest pursued after the Righteous Teacher to bela' him”,

i.e., “to swallow him” or what Herodians characteristically did to the

People—particularly Messianic and apocalyptic leaders like James

—

“swallow them”.
2"

If we were to leave the argument at this point, we would already have

broken new ground, but not achieved anything approaching certainty.

But further evidence can be developed, also as it turns out from Talmudic

sources, that can be seen as clinching the case for this reading. This data

emerges from puzzling allusions in Talmud and Midrash relating to the

Sanhedrin and, not insignificantly, Sanhedrin trials carrying a capital penalty.

The notices in at least three Tractates in the Talmud and one section of
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Genesis Rabbah are so repetitive as to occasion surprise. Seen in the

context we wish to place them in, they approach persuasiveness.

They tell us that in the period prior to the fall of the Temple, “the

Sanhedrin was exiled ” from its normal place of sitting—i.e., in the

Chamber of Hewn Stone on the Temple Mount—to a new location

outside the Temple Mount altogether, which they refer to as
“
Hanut

As we have already implied above, and as we shall see below, this place-

name will probably have additional meaning when the further impli-

cations of the Habakkuk Pesher are finally grasped. In every embodiment

of the tradition, as it emerges in these Talmudic sources, the reference

invariably is to “galtah”/“exiled”—in two, variations occur; one incorpor-

ating the usage nigli, that is, “let us be exiled”, and one, the more interest-

ing perhaps for our purposes, actually using the word “
Galut ”, in this

sense meaning “House of Exile”.

In every one—and this is again the important point for our pur-

poses—the peculiar root G-L-H used in the Habakkuk Pesher in its dis-

cussion of the Wicked Priest’s behavior towards the Righteous Teacher,

is used to discuss the Sanhedrin’s Exile from the Temple Mount
,
and in the

view of these sources, from Divine Favor, in the years prior to the fall of

ferusalem,
the period of the stoning ofJames. In addition, these references

are associated in several places with both the illegality of imposing the

death sentence in capital trials because of this “exile” and, not insignifi-

cantly where the presentation of the trial and death of James in early

Church sources is concerned, thefall of the Temple and/or departure of God’s

presence from the Temple.

Particularly in the Tractates Sanhedrin and 'Avodah Zarah
,
the usage

refers to the illegality ofpassing the death sentence under such circumstances.

This has particular resonance when one realizes that in James’ case the

passing of a death sentence was considered in all early Church sources

a monstrous miscarriage of justice. Again, we find additional resonance

of this with the notice in Josephus vis-a-vis the death of James that “the

more Righteous among the population and those most worried about

breaking the Law” objected to what was done to James. Though the

Talmudic references are talking about the impropriety of imposing any

death sentence at all when the Sanhedrin was sitting outside its normal

place of meeting in the Stone Chamber on the Temple Mount in the

years when it was sitting in its “Beit-Galut”—that is, its “House of Exile”

or “Exiled House”—the specific case of sentencing to death by reason

of blasphemy must be reckoned among these.

Equally striking about these Talmudic traditions is that in most of the

references, the word “Bayit” or “House” occurs in close proximity to
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the verb or noun derived from the root G-L-H. In other words, the

mention of “Exile” usually appears in direct reference to the word “Hou-

se”, just as it does in the passage before us here in the Habakkuk Pesher.

In these Talmudic citations the meaning is, of course, the Temple—it

was “exiled from the Temple”—but it is the proximity of the two usages

which is striking.

The tradition incorporating these usages is also attested to in two

places in Tractate Rosh Hashanah. In every case in the Talmud
,
the second

part of the construct Beit ha-Mikdash, i.e., “the Temple”, is invariably

missing, leaving just the word “
Bayit ” or “House” (cf. similar Koranic

allusions to “House”, meaning the “Ka bah”
2
'),” producing the curious

resonance with the usage
“
Beit-Galuto” in the Habakkuk Pesher.

That the matter of the Sanhedrin’s “Exile”, as persistent as it is, must

come down and be rooted in some important oral tradition seems clear,

but an oral tradition of so insistent and peculiar a kind that the words

employed are always the same: “galtah”/“Galut”,
“Bayit ”, and

“
Hanut ”.

This is powerful evidence indeed of the basic homogeneity of all these

traditions and, once again, the point of departure is James’ life. If we
had not examined the life of James, we would not have thought of

applying a “Sanhedrin Trial” to the events being portrayed at this point

in the 1 labakkuk Pesher
,
nor considered applying the “o” in the curious

and defective
“
abeit-galuto” to the Wicked Priest and not the Righteous

Teacher.

Let me take the gist of these Talmudic allusions in turn. The first and

fullest occurs in Tractate Rosh Hashanah. Here there are two references

to “galtalf and one to
“
Galut ”. The tradition is mainly concerned with

“the Exiles” or “Banishments” of the Sanhedrin from the Chamber of

Hewn Stone on the Temple Mount and not the judicial implications of

this “Banishment”, which constitute the main thrust of the notices in

Sanhedrin and 'Avodah Zarah.

In 31a, the allusion is to “galtah”/“cTAcA” and issues from a discussion

of the departure of the Divine Presence from the Temple in anticipation of its

destruction—a theme, equally as persistently, always connected to the

stoning and death ofJames in all early Church versions of these materials.

Also dealt with are the supposed “ten stages” of the Sanhedrin “Exile”

from its “House” on the Temple Mount in the years just before the fall

of Jerusalem to a place outside it called “Hanut”

.

This reference to

“stages”, too, has a decided echo to known traditions about James’ life

in the lost book described by Epiphanius, supposedly incorporating his

teachings on the Temple stairs, the Anabathmoi Jacobou/Ascents ofJacob

or, as is equally possible, his “Mystic Ascents”.
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The tradition, as we have it here in Rosh Hashanah is ascribed to

R. Yohanan and is followed in 31b by a fuller statement, this time includ-

ing a notice about how the Divine Presence “tarried in the wilderness

six months waiting for Israel to repent”.
“
Repent ” is repeated twice and

the conjunction of it with the notation “wilderness”—which evokes

related traditions about Jesus’ temptation in the wilderness in the Gos-

pels—and another reference to R. Yohanan are themselves noteworthy.

The note, too, about the departure of the Divine Presence from the

Temple before its destruction is reminiscent of Josephus’ description of

the departure of the Divine Presence from the Temple in the context

of his discussion of “the Star Prophecy” at the end of the Jewish War as

the chief cause encouraging the Jews to revolt or the Uprising against

Rome. 22

The second reads: in the years prior to the fall of Jerusalem and the

departure of the Divine Presence from the Temple and Israel, “the

Sanhedrin was exiled
(
galtah

)
. . . from the Chamber of the Hewn Stone

to Hanut ”. Both specifically note that the Sanhedrin’s “Exile” from its

original home on the Temple Mount was an event known to and pre-

served “in Tradition”. The third reference, also found in 31b, ascribed

this time to R. Eleazer, revolves around an exegesis of two passages

from Isaiah, 29:4 and 26:5, reminiscent of Qumran expositions of similar

biblical passages—many also from Isaiah.

The citations refer to “the Lofty Ones falling” or “being brought low”,

in this case meaning the fall of the Cedars of Lebanon, but interpreted

allegorically to refer to the “fall” of the Temple—presumably because

it was built of cedar—and the “Banishment”/“Exile” of the Sanhedrin

from it, i.e., just as the Divine Presence left Israel, so the Sanhedrin was

“exiled” from its Temple location. Qumran pesharim like the one on Is

10:29ff., discussing the fall of Jerusalem (presumably, as per Josephus

and the Talmud above, that of 70 ce), also evoke “the fall of Lebanon”

and “the tallest trees being felled”. They play on the themes of “white-

ness” and “loftiness” to denote the fall or destruction of the Temple or

the Priesthood.

Sometimes this “falling” imagery is applied to the destruction of the

Community Council, and here we have the further adumbration of the

general symbolism in the Scrolls and Paul of “the Council” or “Com-

munity” as Temple. Is 10:34 and similar “falling” passages like Zech

ll:lff are interpreted in exactly the same style in the Abbot de R. Nathan

and elsewhere in the Talmud, but in these instances they are specifically

designated as referring to the fall of the Temple in 70 ce, not earlier!
23
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This is extremely persuasive evidence of the chronological sit% im leben

of all of these references—70 ce and not before.

In these passages in Rosh Hashanah, there are six “Exiles” or “Banish-

ments” of the Sanhedrin corresponding to the states of degradation in

Is 29:4. It is at this point that the word “
Galut ”, used to describe the

High Priest’s “pursuit” of the Righteous Teacher in the Habakkuk Pesher

above, is actually employed in exposition of these passages about the

“fall of the Lofty Ones”, namely, “the Exile” or “Banishment of the

Sanhedrin” from the Temple precincts. The relationship of the constant

connection of these “Banishments” with the departure of the Divine

Presence and the fall ofJerusalem to the similar causality emanating from

all the early Church traditions about the death ofJames, as already noted,

should not be missed—a relationship that will be further concretized

in the condemnation of the judicial proceedings connected with these

“Banishments” below.

The same language is repeated in Tractate Sanhedrin 41a, where the

subject is the Mishnaic number of witnesses required for conviction in

capital cases, and the procedures for conviction or acquittal in the

instance of close votes. Again R. Yohanan is connected to the tradition

(this time specifically identified as Yohanan ben Zacchai). The tradition,

however, is not ascribed to him, only to the events of his life. Again it

states that “before the destruction of the Temple (“the House”), the

Sanhedrin was exiled (galtah
)
and took up its sitting in Hanut The ambi-

ance of the discussion relates to the authority or lack of authority to try

capital cases, the polemical conclusion being that outside the Chamber of

Hewn Stone such authority was rescinded. The importance of this conclusion

in relation to the Sanhedrin proceedings the High Priest Ananus “pur-

sued” against James cannot be overestimated.

Tractate
'

Avodah Zarah 8b twice repeats the tradition with similar

emphases, the first instance recapitulating the above redaction almost

verbatim: “.
. . before the Temple was destroyed the Sanhedrin was exiled

[this time we have “ha-Bayit galtah” in direct conjunction] and began

sitting in Hanut”

.

It is hard to escape the conclusion that there would

seem to be some verbal tradition behind the persistence of all these

conjunctions of “Galut”/“galtah” and “Beit”/“Bayit”

.

The context is directly linked to Roman perfidiousness and subsequent

dominion over Israel, together with chronological determinations related

to these. The second reference picks up the theme of “being exiled”

(nigli ), as noted above, in the sense of “let us be exiled from place to

place”. Again the theme of “Stages” or “Ascents” is strong—a theme,
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as we saw above, with a known context in James’ life—but the thrust

has to do direcdy with the cessation of the authority to try capital cases

as a result of this Exile.

The last incidence of this reference I have found, which occurs in

Gen R on 49:13, reproduces the theme of the Sanhedrin being “exiled”

(
galtah

)

from place to place, in this instance from Jerusalem to Galilee,

applying Jacob’s blessing upon Zebulon to this phenomenon. But this

time, in another interesting variation, the destruction of the Temple is pro-

phetically foreseen byJacob in his blessings enumerated in Ge 49, particu-

larly the shift from Judah to Zebulon. Here again we have just the slight-

est touch of Gospel presentations of Jesus moving from Judea to

Galilee.
24

In my view, this is very powerful evidence confirming that the sugges-

tion that this ambiguous and difficult allusion to
“
abeit-galuto” in the

Habakkuk Pesher does not relate to the Righteous Teacher’s theoretical

“Exiled House”, as it is normally taken to mean, but rather that of the

Sanhedrin’s “Exiled House” or “Place of Banishment”, in this period

outside the Temple Mount, and the proceedings before it—considered,

even as in these Talmudic reflections, completely illegitimate and rep-

rehensible by the authors, presumably because they ended up in the

illegal and unconscionable condemnation of “the Righteous Teacher” or

James. To my mind, nothing else could account for the striking coinci-

dence—and I do not consider it accidental—of the same language being

used in the Habakkuk Pesher as in Talmudic allusions to refer to the Exile

of the Sanhedrin from the Temple Mount and the consonant illegality of any

capital judgements there.

Nor, as stated, would I have thought of looking into these parallels

if I had not investigated the insistent description of an illegal Sanhedrin

Trialfor blasphemy in relation to the life of James. In this instance, there-

fore, judging by the internal data of the texts themselves, the theory

about James begins to satisfy the several, necessary conditions of verifi-

cation: 1) it explains otherwise incomprehensible aspects of the data, and

2) it leads to new and hitherto unsuspected information not explainable

by any other theory—nor even previously suspected—that could not

have been anticipated without recourse to it. Again, the second is even

more impressive than the first, because I would not have thought to

look into these connections had I not first considered the theory of the

identity ofJames with the character called “the Righteous Teacher” from

Qumran—and this, despite any sorts of external determinations like

archaeology, paleography, or even carbon testing.
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PLAYING ON AND TRANSMUTING WORDS

But in considering the rest of these passages about the destruction of

the Righteous Teacher and several of his colleagues at the hands of the

Wicked Priest, one can go further still. In particular, this will relate to

the characteristic Qumran word-play—for instance, the very “hamato”/
“his anger”, we mentioned above, connected with the allusion to “abeit-

galuto”
,
and its relation to the Talmuchz allusions to “Hanut”

.

This even

leads to a kind of esoteric key to the passage.

For this we must look at columns viii—xii of the Habakkuk Pesher and

see how Qumran exegetes change words in a consistent pattern in favor

of a desired exegesis. Taken as whole, these columns are concerned with

“the Chastisement” or “Judgement” that will be inflicted on the Wicked

Priest “because of the Evil he did to the Righteous Teacher and the

Men of his Council” (ix.9f.), which is probably recapitulated in additional

descriptions of “the Violent Ones of the Gentiles” in the Cave IV Psalm

37 Pesher, mentioned above as well.

In the Habakkuk Pesher, these notices are also concerned with that

eschatologicalJudgement that is inflicted upon all backsliding Jews and Gent-

ile idolators generally, with which the Pesher ends. In the particular notice

just cited, it should be noted that the allusion to “Evil” is introduced

by the same “be” preposition that seems to introduce the allusion to

Beit-Galuto in xi.6, and that the two usages are more or less interchange-

able—i.e., “Evil” in the one can be substituted for “with” or in his

“
Beit-Galut ” in the other.

It is curious that many commentators miss the eschatological dimen-

sion of the phrase being used in at least two places in the Pesher to

denote this kind of Judgement,
“
Beit ha-Mishpat” or “House of Judge-

ment”, despite the fact that the key column viii.2 exegesis of the all-

important Hab 2:4, “the Righteous shall live by his Faith”, alludes to

“being saved ” or “Salvation” in connection with it.

In column x.2ff., where the usage occurs again, it clearly means

that “Judgement”—or, if one prefers, “Decree of Judgement”—which

God will pronounce “in the midst of many nations”. For some reason,

G. Vermes of Oxford, whose works until recently comprised the most

widely disseminated English translation, changes the second translation

of this construct phrase to read “Condemned House”, having already

translated it in the first instance as “House of Judgement”. Not only

is this second rendering virtually meaningless, but it is inconsistency

of this kind in Qumran translations that the non-specialist reader

must necessarily find confusing—even misleading—as he or she will
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think that there are different Hebrew words underlying this. There

are not.

Finally, in columns xii. 1 4 and xiii.3, the “Judgement” under discussion

is definitively designated as “the Day of Judgement” so familiar to

readers of the Koran
,
which also includes the telltale allusions to “burn-

ing” and the like mentioned in relation to it in this passage.
25

Here, the

real thrust of this kind of phraseology emerges—what in common par-

lance in the West is often referred to as “the Last Judgement”.

There can be little doubt that we are to assume that the Righteous

Teacher was done to death by the Wicked Priest in the course of “his

Beit-Galut ”—in our view “Sanhedrin Trial”—since in describing both the

destruction of “the Poor”/“Lebanon”/“the Council” and the reciprocal

one of “the Wicked Priest”, the term used is actually
“
lechalot ”, which

literally means “destroy”, not the more ambiguous “swallow”/“con-

sume”. Early Church sources persistently tell us that directly following

James’ death, the Roman army appeared, and Jerusalem and the Temple

fell. In fact, this even becomes a bone of contending ideologies when
Origen, followed by Eusebius, objects to the fact that in his version of

Josephus, he read that the greater part of the Jews blamed the fall of

Jerusalem on the death of James. For Origen, Josephus should have said

the death of Jesus!

In these passages in the Habakkuk Pesher there are two sets of basically

overlapping materials leading up to the allusion to “the Day of Judge-

ment” or “Last Judgement” mentioned above. One picks up the materials

relating to the exegesis of Hab 2:4 on “the Righteous shall live by his

Faith” from viii.l-x.5 and ends up in the description of “the Judgement

which God would pronounce in the midst of many Nations” described

above, including also the description of the death of the Wicked Priest.

The second, recommencing in column xi.4, includes the allusion to
“
aheit-

galuto” just discussed, and ends up with the two evocations of the Day of

Judgement on all backsliders and idolators with which the Pesher closes.

In the first of these sets, the death of the Wicked Priest and presum-

ably that of the Righteous Teacher, is followed by a description of the

destruction of “the Last Priests ofJerusalem . . . whose Riches and booty

[which they collected via the hand of the Violent Ones] would be given

over to the hand of the Army of the Kittim” (ix.4ff.)—self-evidently the

Romans and the destruction of 70 ce, because Josephus specifically tells

us that the Romans did not take any booty after the two stormings of the

Temple in the previous century, the one in 63 and that in 37 bc. Rather,

he makes it completely plain that they refrained, the first time because

at that stage Pompey wanted to show his magnanimity and, in any event,
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had been backed by the Pharisees and so declined to do so. In the second

instance, it was out of deference to Herod whom, Josephus tells us, out

of regard for his future subjects, paid the Roman legionnaires out of his own

pocket. In any event, one would not normally be speaking of “the Last

Priests of Jerusalem” in the first century bc, and even less so at the time

of the Maccabean Uprising before this.

In the second, the ba-la-’

a

allusions of column xi.5ff.—including the

one connected with
“
abeit-galuto'

, above—specifically describe the

destruction of the Righteous Teacher and end up once again with the

destruction of Jerusalem “where the Wicked Priest acted out his works

of Abomination and polluted the Temple of God”. As I have explained

in MZCQ (Chapter 1) and JJHP (Chapter 2), this “pollution of the Tem-

ple” probably involved acceptance of the “spoils” and/or “polluted” gifts

from Herodians and other non-Jews, a process repeatedly referred to in

these columns and in columns v—viii of the Damascus Document.

This is particularly the case when the allusion “he did not circumcize

the foreskin of his heart” is evoked to disqualify the Wicked Priest from

Temple service according to the parameters set forth in Ezek 44:7—16’s

“Zadokite” Statement”.
26

His polluted “works” are presumably to be

contrasted with the Righteous/Salvational ones of the Righteous Teacher.

As noted above, too, it is interesting that Josephus describes the death

of this same Ananus as the beginning of the destruction of the city,

asserting that he could have saved it.

One has, in effect, here in the Habakkuk Pesher
,
regarding the death

of the Righteous Teacher, the same narrative sequence as in early Church

sources: the death of the Righteous Teacher, leading inexorably to the

destruction of the Temple and the fall of Jerusalem. There is evidence,

as we have seen, in some of these allusions from this Pesher and that on

Psalm 37 that the destruction of Jerusalem was seen as punishment for

what the Wicked Priest and his confederates had done to the Righteous

Teacher—at least it is a direct effect and inevitable consequence of these

actions.

Tying these together, a last insight emereges in this pesher having to

do with the pursuit of the Righteous Teacher by the Wicked Priest “in

his House of Exile” or “with his guilty trial”. This has to do with his

supposed “drunkenness”, mentioned above, which emerges in the

interpretation of Hab 2:15—16 in column xi, out of which the exegesis is

constructed. The Qumran text of Hab 2:15 underlying the Pesher
;
which

differs from the normative biblical one, as we shall see first alludes to

something verging on an idea of “drunkenness” in the sense of causing

one’s fellow men “to drink fully of his dregs [possibly also “skin”] that
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he might gaze on their Festivals”. This is not the reading of the Bible as

we now have it. Here, the word “Festivals” {Mo'adeihem) has seemingly

purposefully been added, and transmutes the Massoretic/Septuagint

reading of “nakedness” or “privy parts” {me' oreihem) by substituting the

Hebrew letter daleth for resh. Instead of me'oreihem it, thus, conserves

Mo'adeihem.

Here, too, where the usage “hamat ’’/“anger” or “fury” is at issue

—

which will be important when interpreting its resonance with the refer-

ence to
“Hanut ” in the Talmuckz notices we considered above—the

underlying thrust of the normal Bible reading, as noted, would appear

to be “strong dregs”/“skin” that make drunk, rather than the “fury”,

into which the Pesher transmutes it in order to describe the Wicked

Priest’s attitude towards the Righteous Teacher.
2

This transmuting of consonants, vowels, and even meanings is exactly

the same as would have occurred if “hamat” were also a play on “Hanut”

mentioned so persistently in our sources, or vice versa. Not only here but

elsewhere, the exegetes at Qumran did not hesitate to play on readings in

this manner in the interests of a desired exegetical construction.
28

Similar

liberties are taken in New Testament Scripture.

Here in the underlying text from Habakkuk, the “drunkenness” or

“drinking to satiation” imagery continues into Hab 2:16, where it

becomes “the Cup of the Lord’s Right Hand shall come around to

him”—meaning quite explicitly “Vengeance”, i.e., just as he (the Wicked

Priest) “poured out” for others—namely the Righteous Teacher and his

colleagues, called “the Poor”—to drink to satiation or drunkenness, so

too would he drink his fill.

The “drinking” in question here has nothing whatever to do with any

“drunkenness” on the part of the Wicked Priest. On the contrary.

Nothing could be further from the tmth and shows how poorly many
Qumran commentators handle literary allusion. Rather, it has to do with

“the Cup ofthe Wrath ofGod”—a tremendously forceful metaphor through

the whole of biblical Scripture.

Since the whole biblical text from Habakkuk—at least the Masoretic

and Septuagint if not the Qumran version—has been dealing with naked-

ness or privy parts (with some liberties taken in the Qumran reading of

the text to develop the exegesis about the Yom Kippur confrontation),

the theme of “not circumcizing the foreskin of his heart” is evoked in

the exegesis, demonstrating in the process that the exegetes at Qumran
probably knew the original sense of the underlying biblical passage and

were playing on it to develop a pesher more in keeping with the events

as they saw them. This, in turn, relates to the disqualification in the Pesher
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of the Wicked Priest from the Temple and Temple service according to

the parameters of the Zadokite Statement enunciated in Ezek 44:7’s “not

circumcizing the foreskin of his heart”. This is further concretized in

the additional transmuting between “ Chos” and “ Cha ’as” (“ Cup” and

“ Anger”) and “trembling” and “foreskin”, also discernible in these lines.

This “Priest”—almost certainly the Establishment High Priest of the

time and, as I have attempted to demonstrate elsewhere, probably

Herodian—does not walk “in the ways of drunkenness that he might

quench his thirst” (as some render this translation, while others move

further afield to have him killed at a banquet
,
because they misunderstand

the thrust of the imagery). Rather “he walks in his way of satiety so that he

will drink his fill” (italics mine). The meaning here is unmistakable,

exploiting the various plays and transmutations in the underlying text,

as well as the direct thrust of the imagery, to produce the desired exegesis

about Vengeance, not drunkenness! Nor does it have anything whatever

to do with drunkenness or banqueting, so disseminated in the field as to

become almost proverbial, but Divine Vengeance that, as we have already

shown, is being referred to throughout these sections and in parallel

allusions in the Cave IV Psalm 37 Pesher.

The confirmation of this proposition comes in the next sentence:

“And the Cup of the Wrath of God shall swallow him”
(
teval'enu—

xi.15). Again the imagery being used to produce the exegesis is the

B-L- imagery of “swallowing” or “consuming”, also related to “Belial”

or “devilishness”, which is now turned around to relate to the Wicked

Priest not the Righteous Teacher. This plays on the basic ba-la-'

a

circle

of language, even though this language nowhere appears in the underly-

ing text—i.e., just as the Wicked Priest “swallowed” or “consumed”

{leval’o) the Righteous Teacher and “swallowed” or “consumed”

(leva/'dm) those observing their
“ Yom ha-Kippurim” fastday, so too would

he himself be “swallowed” or “consumed” in turn (not, for instance,

Vermes’
“
confuse” or Caster’s “confound”). God did not want to “con-

found” or “confuse” the Wicked Priest (more likely these two translators

are “confused”!). God wanted to destroy him.

This is made absolutely clear in the next column: “so too would God
condemn him to destruction”. The “Cup” imagery being used here in

evocation of God’s Divine Wrath “is not new. It is widespread in both

Old and New Testaments and has deeper and deeper levels of meaning

the more one delves into it. It is only strange that so many Qumran

specialists have failed to grasp it or miscontrued it.

As Is 51:21, perhaps the original root of the usage, expresses it quite

straightforwardly: “You have been afflicted and drunken, but not with
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wine” (italics mine). This could not be more straightforward and is the

key to how the expression is used at Qumran as well. In fact, “Chos-

Hamato”/“the Cup of His divine Anger”, the usage as it appears here

in the Habakkuk Pesher, is referred to three times in this passage from

Isaiah in terms of the destruction of (erusalem and another equally

famous allusion
—

“

Chos ha-Tar elah”/“the Cup of Trembling”—is added

twice in Is 51:18 and 23f.

Not only must one pay attention to the ongoing play in the exegesis

between “Chos” and “ Cha'as”/“Cup” and “Anger” in the underlying bib-

lical citations and the Pesher
,
but this helps us to understand the

additional play and transmutation taking place in the background to the

text between “he'arel”
/“

foreskin” and “hera' el”, “tremble”/“stagger”

(which can also carry an underlying sense of “poison”—also ra al\

“Poison”—
,
here, for instance, resonates with the imagery of “hemah”

/

“Hamat ” or “hotness”/“Wrath”, which can also mean “poison” because

of the “stinging” connotation involved, and the “poison” imagery gener-

ally, used against the Establishment in later columns of the Damascus

Document).

The Qumran text shows its knowledge of these intertwining, homo-
phonic idioms by playing on the underlying “privy parts”/“foreskin”

imagery originally present in the normative biblical version of these lines

from Habakkuk; though the first, it will be recalled, it replaced with

“Festivals” and the second, with “tremble”/“stagger” in the interests of

the interpretation it wished to develop. This produced orlat-libbo” in the

exegesis, “the foreskin of his heart” symbolism relative to the perceived

disqualification of the Wicked Priest from service in the Temple because

of his “works of Abomination”—

“

' orlah” in the exegesis playing on

“hera'el” in the underlying citation about “drinking” and “staggering” in

the Qumran version of Hab 2:16.

Not only does this reintroduction of the “foreskin” material—now in

the exegesis—play off the disqualification of “those of uncircumcized

heart and uncircumcized flesh” (“
'arlei-lev” and arlei-basar”), who are

“polluting the Temple” and “breaking the Covenant” with their “Abom-
inations” in Ezek 44:7’s “Zadokite Statement” (favorite language, as we
have just seen, in the Habakkuk Pesher too); but in doing so, it shows

that it probably appreciated that the sense of the normal biblical reading

was probably originally present in the underlying text and it had been

purposely changed to produce the desired exegesis.

In the process, too, the evocation of the theme of Divine Vengeance

is also continued, that he—the Wicked Priest—would be forced to drink

and that this would “swallow” him too. The same “Cup of Fury” imagery
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is utilized in Jer 25:15ff.’s “take the Wine Cup of His fury (“ Chos Hemah”

here) out of my hand and cause the Nations ... to drink of it” (cf. Ezek

23:31—33 to the same effect).

Nor is the New Testament unfamiliar with this kind of “Cup” imagery,

relating to “drinking the Cup” as used here in apocalyptic and eschatolog-

ical contexts of the Habakkuk Pesher in the sense of “drinking the Cup

of Divine Vengeance” or, on the other side of the coin, being martyred.

This is certainly the thrust of Jesus’ discussions with his Apostles (Mt

20:22—23/Mk 10:28-29/John 18:11). But even more to the point, the

most vivid presentation of it is to be found in Rev 14:9—10, repeated in

16:19 and 18:6: they “who gave the whole world the wine of God’s

Anger to drink . . . will be made to drink the wine of God’s Fury, which

is ready, undiluted in His Cup of Anger in fire and brimstone”.

Nothing could better recapitulate the Qumran usage of this imagery

than this. The correspondence is exact
,
including even the allusion to “fire

and brimstone”, which forms an intrinsic part of the “Decree of Judge-

ment” God makes in the midst ofMany Nations in lQpHab, x.5 above. Rev

16:17 emphasizes the retributive nature of this imagery, i.e., “God made

her [the whore of Babylon, or, as the case may be, Rome—another

variation on the “Belial/Balaam” imagery mentioned above] drink the

full wine Cup of His Anger . . . She must be paid double the amount

she exacted. She is to have a doubly strong Cup of her own mixture.”

Rev 18:6 adds an allusion to “the End” to this imagery, also found here

in these last columns of the Habakkuk Pesher.

But the New Testament also knows another variation on or adum-

bration of this imagery, which is central to Pauline Christianity as it has

devolved upon us, and that is, “the New Covenant in the Cup of (his)

blood, which was poured out for you” (Lk 22:20 and 1 Co 11:25—27).

This leads to a wholly different series of images and spiritualized usages

centering on the word “Cup” and the decipherment of the peculiar

Qumran usage, “the New Testament in the Land of Damascus”, referred

to in this document, but at greater length in the Damascus Document.

It should be appreciated that “Damascus” in Greek epigraphy is a partial

homophone for the Hebrew words “dam”/“ blood” and “Chos”/“Cup”.

This can be appreciated by the phonetically aware reader, though it is

not present in the Hebrew, since “Damascus” in English only comes

through the Greek transliteration.

However this may at first appear, the relationship of this Qumran

“Damascus” (taken according to its Greek orthography) with the New

Testament “Cup of blood” does, therefore, have a linguistic basis, which

means that the language of “the New Covenant in the Land of
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Damascus” in the Hebrew of the Qumran Scrolls is related to the lan-

guage of The New Testaments’ “the Cup of the New Covenant in (his)

blood”, and this relationship is probably not simply accidental. This is

an astonishing proposition, which would then relate the two “Coven-

ant’s and about which I have more to say in my forthcoming James the

Brother ofJesus (Faber, 1996), mentioned above.

Furthermore, the additional adumbration of this imagery, “the Cup
of the Lord”, enunciated by Paul in these same passages from 1 Co
10:21 and 11:27—also amidst “body” and “blood” imagery—is reflected

in a tradition about a first post-resurrection appearance by Jesus not to

Peter and the other Apostles—whoever these may have been and if any

sense of these appearances can ever be made—but in the Gospel of the

Hebrews as preserved by Jerome to James. It is, however, not clear what

the sense of this allusion is, whether spiritualized, as in Paul’s or in

Gospel versions of Last-Supper scenarios; or otherwise, as in Mt 20:22-

23/Mk 10:38-39’s and Synoptic parallels—the two brothers having to

“drink the Cup” that Jesus would drink. There is no doubt that this has

to be seen as martydom, and brings us back full circle again to the

“Vengeance” aspects of the usage, we find here at Qumran.
It is also possible, as just noted above, that “cha'as-hamato”/“his hot

anger” also plays on the “exile to Hanut ” notices found in Talmuckc

materials, transmuting words in the same clearly discernible pattern as

“Festivals”
(.Mo'adeihem)

for “privy parts” {me'oreihem), “trembling”
(
ra-'el)

for “foreskin” {’are/), and similarly playing
“
Chos” (Cup) on “

Cha'as
”

(Anger). In such a context, it is possible to see
“
hamat ” here in the

Qumran text as a play on “Hanut” in parallel Talmuckc reporting of simi-

lar events, the one relating to the Wicked Priest’s fury during and, the

other, to the location of the Sanhedrin proceedings he pursued against

James, and both relating to the perception of their illegitimacy.

There is one final suggestion that can be related to all these plays-on-

words and esoteric transmutations. This mysterious “Hanut” has also

been identified as an esotericism for the “House” or “Chamber of the

sons of Hanan” ,

,
that is, “the sons of Ananus”, the very Highly-Priestly

family involved in all these executions ofJames and supposedly of Jesus.

If this correspondence is true and can be borne out, then all these

allusions come full circle and we have still another indication of the

relationship of these usages to the events we are considering here.

Though it is recognized this can never be proven, there can be no
mistaking the import of these Talmuckc passages, nor their relationship

to this powerful formulation in the Habakkuk Pesher, concretizing the

milieu of the Wicked Priest’s destruction of the Righteous Teacher as
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being in “his Beit-Galut"—in our view, a Sanhedrin Trial. “His hot anger”,

redundant in any case, would then play off the place of this infraction,

that is, “the House of Exile” or “his Exiled House” of the Sanhedrin

now sitting at
“Hanut ” in this period, not on the Temple Mount. And

according to the sense of these Talmudic passages, no trial should have

been held there—certainly not one carrying the death penalty. The whole

proceedings were illegal.

The underlying text from Hab 2:15, as reproduced in the Habakkuk

Pesher, also substitutes a “his” for a “your” in the normative reading of

the underlying biblical text from Hab 2:15 in the interests of the exegesis

it wishes to develop vis-a-vis “hamato”

.

It then carries the sense of “his

poison”—a secondary meaning of the word “bemad”, as we have seen

—

rather than “your powerful dregs” or “your wineskin” as per Masoretic/

Septuagint reading—another transmutation. Not only, therefore, does

this correspondence between “
hamat” and

“Hanut ” hint at a further code

no more fantastic than these other transmutations, but it further concret-

izes the sit% im leben thrust of the other language couplets here in these

closing lines of the Habakkuk Pesher.

Again considerations relating to J ames and the peculiar usages implicit

in the
“
Beit-Galuto” allusion brought us to these insights in the first place.

Nor we would otherwise have suspected them. But once the materials

relating to James are inspected, then these are the determinations that

emerge. Nor are more familiar theories helpful in elucidating these kinds

of allusions. On the contrary, they rarely even consider them and if they

do, often get them wrong. It is evidence of this kind that provides the

build-up necessary to the general theory: the identity of James and the

Righteous Teacher, and the congruence of the Jerusalem Community of

James the (ust with the last stages of the evolution, represented Qumran.

1

For criticisms of these, see P.H. Davies, “How not to do Archaeology: The Story

of Qumran”, Biblical Archeaologist, December, 1988, pp. 203—207, Maccabees . . ., pp. 17ff.,

28ff., 32ff., and 71-93.
2
See War 6.31 2ff.; Tacitus, The Histories

,
2.78ff. and 5.13; Suetonius, The Twelve Caesars,

10.4; b. Git 56b.; ARN 4, etc., all with a first-century milieu. Josephus applies this proph-

ecy to Vespasian, as does R. Yohanan.
3 IQS, ii.l-iv.26 (particularly iv.21), viii.l2ff., xi.l; 1QH, vii.6f., xii.llf., xiv.2., etc.

4
This is referred to twice in key exegeses in IQS, ix.13 and x.l8ff.

5 lQpHab, xi.6.

6
See, for instance, J.T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness offudaea, London,

1959, p. 67 f.; F.M. Cross, The Ancient Library ofQumran and Modem Biblical Studies
,
New

York, 1958, p. 153; and others.
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See both Milik and Cross above; A. Jaubert, “Le calendrier des Jubiles et de la secte
de Qumran: Ses origines bibliques”, VT 3, 1955, pp. 250-64; S. Talmon, “The Calendar
Reckoning of the Sect from the Judaean Desert” in Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Jerusa-
lem, 1958, pp. 162-99.

See discussion below on lQpHab, xi.3 and the Qumran reading of Hab 2:16
“Mo'adeihenT/“ehas Festivities” for the Masoretic “me'oreiheni'/“their privy parts”. Show-
ing the shift probably to be deliberate, the Masoretic (followed by the Septuagmt) is

played upon to produce an important usage below in the Commentary.
See Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English

,

3rd ed., Baltimore, 1987, p. 289; T. H
Caster, The Dead Sea Scriptures, 3rd ed., 1976, has “confuse” on p. 324, but uses “con-
found” on p. 325 when the usage is turned against the Wicked Priest in xi.15.

10
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105 dependent on them.

See War 4.318 ff
. ; but cf. I ita 39 and Ant. 20.9. Ananus actually “ruled” Israel twice,

at the time of the execution of James and in the first stages of the Uprising against
Rome. Properly speaking, though, any high priest can be said to have “ruled Israel”.

4QpPs 37, ii,19f. and iv.9ff. That we are in a framework of “Judgement” and that
this is “recompense” for what he had done to “the Righteous One”/“Righteous Teacher”
is made clear, as it is in the language of lQpHab. The language here actually incorporates
that of Is 3:9-11 about "gemuC/reward applied to the death of James in early Church
literature.

13
See War 4.316.

14
See Origen, Contra Celsum 1.47, 2.13, and Comm, in Matt. 10.17; also Eusebius, E.H.

2.23.1 7ff.; cf. also 3.7.8.

15 This ls also the theme in Ex 14 (repeated in Deut 11:4 and Joshua 24:6) and the
interesting case of Saul’s pursuit of David “into the wilderness” in 1 Sam 23:25.

See Ps Rec 1.70f. This “Enemy” terminology is known in the palpably anti-Pauline
“Parable of the Tares”; Mt 13:25ff. It is also used in the all-important J a 4:4. Paul shows
some consciousness of the appellation as applicable to himself in Ga 4:16.
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Ant. 20.6 Cf. JJHP (Chapter 2) pp. 182ffi, 208 and 215.
,K

See, for instance. Cross’ long note in this regard, pp. 23ff. For “drunkenness” see
n. 13 above and my further discussion below.

See lQpHab, x.3, preceded by a more difficult reference in viii.2. Vermes translates
x.3 as “condemned House”, whatever this may mean; Caster does better, grasping its

eschatological character.

I have discussed this usage and the circle of language related to it in JJHP (Chapter
2), pp. 208 and 216f. For the reference to Balaam as “consuming the people”, see b.

Sank 105a. For the anti-Herodian tenor of these usages, see pp. 182ff and 208-17.
The use of “House” is widespread in the Koran-, cf. 2:125, 2:127, 3:96, etc., referring

to the Ka'bah. But most important of all, see the reference to the Sanhednn trial of Jesus
at the “House of the High Priest”.

This discussion introduces his discussion of the “Star Prophecy”; War 6.288-300.
It begins not with the star over Bethlehem, but with the star over the Temple as a

portent to its destruction. Josephus introduces a rough peasant (prophet?), “Jesus ben
Ananias”, who “four years before the war” from around the time of the death ofJames
continually proclaims the destruction of the city and the Temple, even to Albinus for
the next seven years. That there is some connection between this and the notice in early
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Church literature tying the destruction of the Temple and the fall of Jerusalem to the

death ofJames should be clear. It is also interesting that in this passage Josephus ident-

ifies the “Star Prophecy” as the moving force behind the Uprising against Rome.
23

See ARN 4 above, which makes it clear that this kind of “falling” imagery relates

to the destruction of the Temple in 70 ce. See also b. Git 56a referring to Is 10:33f.,

and b. Yoma 39b referring to Zech 11:1 (4QpIs
c combines Is 30 with Zech 11. Note

our discussion below of lQpHab’s use of the imagery of Is 29:9: “they are drunk but

not with wine”) and Nah 1:4 (4QpNah begins with Nah 2:1). This is definitive evidence

that Qumran passages of this kind apply to the fall of the Temple in 70 ce and not to

an earlier fall as has been widely suggested to support given identifications or theories.

24 A similar kind of symbolism is present in Gospel exegeses of “Zebulon”/“Naphtali”;

cf. Mt 4:14ff. referring to Is 8:23ff. Just as Talmucko. exegeses of these “exiles” of the

divine presence, as embodied by the Sanhedrin, refer to a shift from Judah to Galilee,

so too the coming of Jesus (also pictured as an embodiment of the divine Presence

—

even sometimes the Temple itself) to Galilee is pictured similarly. Both exegeses signal

a transfer of favor from Judah to Zebulon.
25

Cf. Koran 2:39, 2:126, 2:174f. (including palpably Jamesian dietary regulations), 3:185,

73:12, 74:26 (note “Day ofJudgement” in 46), 82:15 (with “Day of Judgement”), 84:12,

92:14, etc.

26
See Ezek 44:7f£, and the pivotal exegesis in CD, iv. The “uncircumcized heart”

allusion forms the backdrop of the disqualification of the former Priesthood. See my

discussion in JJHP (Chapter 2), pp. 208—11. It is curious that Josephus in War 2.408ff.

describes this rejection of gifts and sacrifices from foreigners, which triggered the Upris-

ing against Rome, as an “innovation”, with which the ancestors before were unac-

quainted. But is is unequivocally set forth in these passages in Ezekiel. This makes the

Qumran Pesher on Ezek 44:15 all the more important. Throughout the Habakkuk Pesher,

it is clear that the Wicked Priest enriches himself by illegally receiving gifts from the

“spoils” of Violent People and “robbing the Poor”. Receipt of gifts such as these is

described as “polluting the Temple treasury” in CD, vi.l5f. I have sketched an ambiance

for these in JJHP (Chapter 2), pp. 162ff and 187ff.

27 The wine here is very strong, as will be the retribution corresponding to it. Cf. the

“vinegar” given Jesus in Mt 27/Mk 15/Lk 28/John 19 based on Ps 69:21.

28
In addition to the examples cited above, see the all-important CD, iii.21—iv.2 citing

Ezek 44:15 where aw-constructs seem to be deliberately inserted between “Priests and

Levites and Sons of Zadok” (italics mine) to produce a given exegesis—i.e., “Priests”

are “penitents”, “Levites” are “Joiners” (probably Gentile God-fearers as in Esther 9:27;

cf. “ger-nitveh” in 4QpNah, ii.9), and “Sons of Zadok” the eschatological “Elect”.

29 The Babylonian Talmud, vol. iii, Sanhedrin, London, 1935, p. 267.



CHAPTER 6

Eschatological “Rain” Imagery in the War
Scroll and the Eetter ofJames

In appraising eschatological themes and imagery at Qumran, surprising

constructions emerge. Themes develop, when pursued, that provide new
clues for ideas and motifs hitherto unsuspected or previously unknown.

One of these themes is “rain” and eschatological “rain” imagery. When
this theme is pursued, using Qumran imagery as a focus, a new set of

ideologies emerges relating to the imagery of the Son of Man/Messiah

“coming on the clouds of Heaven”, first alluded to in Daniel and picked

up as a central construct in theology relating to the Gospel portrait of

Jesus.
1 Another persistent theme that finds linkage to this cluster is the

one of primordial rain-maker, rain-making being clearly a procedure

associated with the whole apocalyptic complex of eschatological “rain”

and “rain” imagery.

There are in the literature of this period several such primordial rain-

makers. The first immediately recognizable one is Elijah, which links the

rain-maker concept to redivivus notions centering about his person, thereby

tying the tradition to activities related to those ofJohn the Baptist.
2
In fact,

both Josephus and the Talmud are acquainted with the rain-making tra-

dition, as is in its own way the medieval Zohar? In these, the notions of

rain and Judgement are also linked to eschatological Flood and the Noah
tradition.

4 One possible ancestor ofJohn the Baptist—or at least a parallel

tradition tine—is to be found in the person ofjosephus’s Onias the Just or

the Talmud's Honi the Circle-Drawer.
5
This, in turn, links the tradition to

“the Just”/“Just One” notation, which has interesting overtones with the

relation of this tradition to the person of James the Just in early Church

literature, bringing this complex of themes full circle.
6

The method of this discussion will be literary-critical, for it is only

' Journal ofNew Eastern Studies 49, no. 2 (1990), University of Chicago.
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through a literary-critical analysis and evaluation of relevant texts that

the main lines of these various and interlocking eschatological notions

emerge. There is no guidebook to these ideologies or, for that matter, to

the terminologies related to them. In fact, the tradition may be a figment

of the modern critic’s imagination; however, the interlocking themes and

notations are there, and through an analysis of their parallels and connec-

tions, a reconstruction may be achieved which comes to look something

like an ideology.

According to Rabbinic literature, Phineas was also linked to a redivivus

tradition, and here, too, there is an allusion to rain-making, i.e., closing

the Heavens and opening them. Both are important motifs. Not only is

it all but indistinguishable from the redivivus tradition associated with

Elijah above, but it links the above complex of themes to the “Zealot”

Priestly tradition and that “zeal” which has become proverbial where

Phineas’ behavior is in question.
8
Elsewhere, I have associated this with

the “Zadokite”—and possibly the “Zaddikite”—tradition,
9

a tradition

which has strong links with the redivivus one alluded to in the presentation

of John the Baptist in the Gospels.

Both the Phineas and the Elijah redivivus traditions are priesdy with

some association with rain-making. Elijah was also a miracle-worker. As

such, he was taken up to Heaven alive in a kind of prefiguration of later

“Messianic” ideology. Once again this ascent has strong links with “the

Son of Man on the clouds of Heaven” theme, first evoked in Daniel and

echoed, as we shall see, in materials present in the War Scroll from

Qumran. The New Testament, too, associates the theme of primordial

Flood with the signs of the End, and such a Flood, of course, has to

be associated with Noah, again one of the first, if not the first, in the

quasi-rain-making tradition, but also an archetypical personality in the

tradition of
“
Zaddik” theorizing.

10

1 have dealt with this “Zaddik” tradition to a certain extent elsewhere.

Noah is perhaps the first identifiable Vn&st/Zaddik. It is his sacrifice that

ends the period of primordial Flood and allows mankind, once again, to

begin the consumption of flesh (with the provision that it be free from

blood)." The “ZWt&fe’’tradition is, of course, strong in Kabbalah and

picked up in Zohar tradition, i.e.,

Noah was a Righteous One. Assuredly so after the Heavenly pattern [here

the “Primal Adam” ideology intrudes]. It is written, “the Righteous One is

the Foundation of the world”, and the Earth is established thereon, for this

is the Pillar that upholds the world. So Noah was called “Righteous” below

. . . and acted so as to be a true copy of the Heavenly ideal ... an embodi-

ment of the world’s Covenant of Peace (59b on “Noah”).
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That this Zaddik-tradition was known in the Second Temple period

is, also, hardly to be doubted, judging by its use in the New Testament’s

portrait of its Messiah, not to mention its use as a cognomen within

the Messianic family itself, primarily relating to James the Just.
12 The

implications of the
“
Zaddik” terminology for the person of James is

set forth in Eusebius/Epiphanius/Jerome exposition, probably based on
Hegesippus.” In all cases, some extreme purity regulations were associ-

ated with it, as was a terminology having to do with “Fortress” and/or

“Protection of the People”, if these two can be reckoned as separate

designations.
14

In addition, the idea, first encountered in Proverbs that

“the Righteous One is the Pillar of the world” (as well perhaps as the

lamed-waw tradition in Rabbinic/Kabbalistic literature on the number of

Righteous Men necessary to uphold or keep the world in existence) is

to be associated with James’ role as “Pillar” of the Jerusalem Community
as in the Pauline allusion (Ga 2:8) and related materials associating his

removal with the destruction of Jerusalem.
15

The implication here, unlike the normal implication of early Church

tradition, that of punishment upon the Jews,
16

is rather different—i.e.,

as in the Zohar evocation of “the Za^M-the-Pillar-of-the-world” above,

to a certain extent echoed in the Gospel of Thomas 17—once the Shield

(“Ma'o%” at Qumran) was removed, the city could no longer remain in

existence (like Sodom and Gomorrah at the time of the second
“
Zaddik

’

’

in Genesis presentation, Lot, and the world at the time of the Flood

—

here Noah’s role as first “Zaddik” should not be overlooked).

“Rain-making” itself is not unassociated with the theme of eschatolog-

ical flood. One of the most interesting characters in the “rain-making”

tradition, aside from Elijah and the redivivus tradition associated with his

person, is Honi the Circle-Drawer or, as Josephus refers to him, “Onias

the Just”. Not only does the person of Honi bring the tradition down
to the Second Temple Period, it also associates it with what we are

signaling as the developing “Zaddik”-tradition, “the Just” being a cog-

nomen usually associated with certain priestly individuals in this line from

the saintly Simeon the Righteous in Ben Sira and Rabbinic tradition to

James, the subject of this discussion.

For these purposes, James’ priestly attributes are not inconsequential,

nor are those of the Righteous Teacher at Qumran, another “Zaddik”.

Here it emerges that rain-making involved some characteristics perhaps

associated with Noah’s original primordial Priesthood/eschatological

function as a quasi-rain-maker, that is, the Flood appeared against the

backdrop of his soteriological “Perfection” and “Righteousness”. “Per-

fection” and “Righteousness” are two very basic Qumran doctrines, as
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they are to a certain extent in Matthew’s presentation of )esus—another

of these soteriological Zaddiks with priestly functions according to Heb-

rews’ presentation.
IH

One might add that in ARN 4:4, one of the concomitants to proper

“Temple service” is rain coming in its season. Such an allusion cannot

help but have links to what goes under the name of “the Zadokite

Covenant”, also associated with a “Covenant of Peace” attached to Phi-

neas’ name in Ben Sira and 1 Maccabees, the Zadokite Covenant as in

Ezekiel’s presentation having to do with proper Temple service.
19

Else-

where, we have already associated the Priest/Zaddik tradition with an

esoteric understanding of the Zadokite Covenant of the kind delineated

to a certain extent at Qumran.

Onias’ position is not unlike the position of James. Just as James

would seem to have been stoned to death in 62 ce just prior to the fall

of the Temple, so Honi/Onias the Just was stoned just prior to Pompey’s

assault on the Temple in 63 bc. Onias prefigures James in other ways,

not the least of which being that a fall of the Temple followed their

individual deaths—again the Z«M/£-tradition involving “Protection of

the People” (one of James’ epithets) would appear to be operative to

some extent here. If early Church accounts are to be credited, in both

instances Establishment figures send representatives to the two “Zad-

dik”s asking them to condemn a seemingly seditious situation and, in

both cases, their refusal culminates in their stoning. In addition, there

is the “rain-making” tradition attached to their persons.

“Circle-drawing”, of course, is one of the mechanisms of rain-making.

There is some indication that the followers of Josephus’ “Banns” or his

“Essenes” followed a variation of this mechanism on the Sabbath, since

they were unwilling to go outside a certain perimeter even for def-

ecation.
20 Furthermore, we hear in Talmudic accounts that two grand-

children of this Onias, one referred to as “Hanan” or “Hanin ha-Nehha ”,

i.e., “the Hidden”, also appear to be associated with the “rain-making”

tradition, a connection which, therefore, would appear to have been car-

ried down by Honi’s descendants. This Hanan or Hanin has sometimes

been associated with John the Baptist and, if nothing else, there is also

a “Hidden” tradition associated with both John the Baptist and Jesus.
21

The “Hidden” tradition is another interesting one, which in some way

appears to have resurfaced in Shi'ite Islam in association with another

doctrine, the “Primal Adam”, known among the Ebionites and perhaps

before. It, too, has some redivivus characteristics, this one linked to Jesus’

own person, i.e., Jesus was “the Second Adam” (cf. 1 Co 15:45). The

Koran, for its part, is very much aware of the “Primal Adam” tradition
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and knows the doctrine that Jesus is “the Second Adam”—what we will

also associate presendy with the terminology of “the Son of Man”.”

One should note that for Shi'ite (and even Sunnit) Islam, Jesus and

“the Mahdi ”—in Twelver Shi 'ism the Mahdi is the last
“Imam”—are both

expected to return at the end of time. Nothing could better illustrate

the Shi'ite notion of “the Hidden ‘Imam ’” than this.

Also associated with Horn’s heirs is a “Rip van Winkle” tradition

which finds expression in another grandson of Honi, “Abba Hilkiah”,

who in fact appears to have been active around the time ofJames. This

individual, too, whoever he may have been, was a rain-maker, and the

stories about him sound vaguely like the stories associated with James

in Epiphanius’ curious retelling, i.e., children are sent by the Jerusalem

Establishment to him to ask him to make rain. In both stories, such

Establishment representatives are treated very gruffly by the putative

rain-maker. Of course, the theme of being requested to do things by

the presumably Pharisaic/Sadducean/Herodian Establishment is a motif

in all traditions associated with James—as earlier too the person of

Honi .

23

This brings us to the core of my presentation of the two references

to eschatological “rain” in both the letter associated with the name of

James and the War Scroll at Qumran. Where the latter is concerned, this

moves into imagery, first evoked in Daniel, of the Messiah “coming on

the clouds of Heaven”, which cannot be separated from the use made

of this imagery in New Testament presentations of “the Son of Man”.

Seen in this way, “the Son of Man” is another variation of “the Second

Adam” ideology so important in Ebionitism or Jewish Christianity

—

“Man” and “Adam” presumably being interchangeable. This leads us into

James’ reported proclamation in the Temple of the imminent return of

“Jesus” or “the Messiah”
—

“the Second Man”—at the behest of Estab-

lishment representatives, reported variously in all early Church traditions

(including the Pseudoclementines), which provokes the riot ending in

James’ death—another basic element in all early Church accounts.

Epiphanius tells us that James was a rain-maker, a most peculiar bit

of information, whether a figment of his imagination or real—since rain-

making, as we have seen, was associated with the
“
Zaddik” tradition.

James is also, of course, a
“
Zaddik”, and the terminology is prominent

among his cognomens. Eusebius through Hegesippus appears to use this

epithet as a substitute even for James’ name itself (see allusions such as

“Justus is praying for you”, etc.—in this context, it should be remarked

that in Roman catacombs “Justus” and “Zadok” are synonymous

appellations). The material leading up to the allusion to rain-making in
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the Letter of J ames—allusion to which is also to be found not uncoinci-

dentally in no other New Testament letter or document—follows the

condemnation of the individual or process being referred to as “the

Tongue” (3:5ff.). I have already remarked that the use of this genre of

condemnation is genetically parallel to similar Qumran condemnations

of adversaries of the “Righteous Teacher’’/“Zaddik” at Qumran—for

example, the “Spouter”, “Comedian”, or “Liar”.
24

There follows the condemnation of “fornication”, so often associated

with James’ name and a favorite theme at Qumran (4:4), as well as

“making the world your Friend”, which I have elsewhere identified as

anti-Pauline.
25 The “Friend” terminology is extremely important in the

light of the emphasis on Abraham as “the Friend of God” in Ja 2:23

and CD, iii.2ff., an emphasis which continues on into Islam, presumably

transmitted by the Ebionites.
26

This is explained in terms of “the

Enemy”, terminology also important in Jewish Christianity, presumably

applying to Paul; in Islam “the Enemy of God” is similarly dubbed “the

Dajjal”—“the Joker” or “the Comedian”.

He precedes the return of Jesus and “the Mahdi ”, i.e., just as the

unnamed interlocutor makes the world “his Friend”, so he will be con-

sidered “the Enemy of God” (4:4). The implication is clear and harks

back to the earlier description of Abraham as “the Friend of God”, itself

coupled with aspersions on “the Empty Man” who presumably also cited

Abraham to justify his Salvation-by-Faith doctrine, i.e., Abraham exemp-

lifies his “Friendship” with God in being willing to sacrifice his principal

son. Ja 2:21 ff. cites this as the example par excellence of “Faith working

with works”. It is striking that this peculiar example of works finds a

parallel expression in Josephus’ description of the last stand of the

extreme “Zealots”/Sicani on Masada, who are willing to sacrifice their

children

r

That this “Enemy” terminology was already current in Paul’s

lifetime and was not unknown to him can be inferred from his use of

it in Ga 4:16 (paralleling New Testament evocations of the same termin-

ology in the anti-Pauline “Parable of the Tares”; Mt 13:26ff.).

Here follows in Ja 4:7 the evocation of the Greek “Diabolos”, which

not unlikely has some linguistic relationship to the Hebrew “Belial”, so

common in Qumran usage and corrupted in Paul’s “Beliar” (2 Co 6:15).

Also of interest here in this linguistic circle of words is the Islamic

“Iblis”, used in the Koran in conjunction with allusions to a supernatural

Adam. Leading up to the evocation of being a “Doer of the Law”—at

the heart of the key interpretation of Hab 2:4 in the Habakkuk Pesher

and important in discussions of Faith in Paul (and probably Ja 2:5ff.)

—

is the condemnation of slandering a brother (Ja 4:11—another activity
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Paul indulges in rather promiscuously in Acts, Galatians, Corinthians,

etc.). This theme is a strong one in the Community Rule, and the punish-

ment for it set forth there is expulsion from “table-fellowship” and non-

cooperation with such an individual in “work and purse”.
28

In the Letter of James, the emphasis on “doing” continues, again

paralleling the Habakkuk Pesher, leading into the condemnation of “the

Rich” and “Riches”. As with the condemnation of “fornication”, the

condemnation of “the Rich”/“Riches” is another of “the Three Nets of

Belial” in CD, iv-v and a known theme in James’ life. In this all-

important presentation in CD, iv-v, the third “net” is “pollution of the

Temple”, which is an important element of Paul’s evocation of “Beliar”

in 2 Co 6:16—a passage with unmistakable doctrinal connections to

Qumran. Elsewhere, I have linked this “pollution” theme to James’ con-

demnation of “food”/“things sacrificed to idols”, another strong theme

in Paul’s Corinthians correspondence, strong too in the Temple Scroll

in relation to “pollution of the Temple” (xlvi-xlvii), and later appearing

once again in Koranic dietary regulations, along with another Jamesian

element repeatedly reported in Acts, “abstention from blood”.
29

Not only is this condemnation of “the Rich” the climax of the Letter,

it is linked to a condemnation of those who killed “the Just”/“Just

One”/“Righteous One”. This, of course, is the Jamesian riposte to the

Pauline aspersion in 1 Thess 2:14 that “the Jews killed the Messiah”; in

James, more appropriately, it is “the Rich”, a pregnant allusion, too, in

relation to James’ own death and probably that of the Righteous Teacher

in lQpHab and 4QpPs 37. It has important implications where the High

Priests and Herodians in this period are concerned.
30 At this point, the

eschatological “coming of the Lord” is proclaimed in Ja 5:7f. and linked

to the coming of “rain”. This will have strong overtones with the presen-

tation of the coming of the Messiah in Judgement together with all the

Heavenly Host in columns xi f. and xix in the War Scroll below, where

the all-important evocation of eschatological “rain” also occurs.

This allusion in James also has strong links to the proclamation associ-

ated with his person in the Eusebius/Hegesippus presentation of the

events leading up to his death, i.e., “Why do you ask me concerning

Jesus the Son of Man [“the Second Adam”]. He is now sitting in the

Heavens on the right hand of great Power and is about to come on the

clouds of Heaven” (here again, “cloud” imagery from Daniel is linked

to evocation of eschatological Judgement). The stoning of James and

the fall of Jerusalem follow (i.e., “the Zd^M-the-Pillar-of-the-world”

ideology echoed in Origen’s insistence that Josephus stated that Jerusa-

lem fell because of the death of James, not of Jesus).
31
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|a 5:7 cautions “patience until the coming of the Lord” and equates

this coming with the coming of “rain”. This theme of “patience” is also

strong in the Habakkuk Pesher preceding the pivotal “Jamesian” expo-

sition of Hab 2:4 in what I have elsewhere identified as the “delay of

the Parousia” (this in exposition of Hab 2:3 related, as here in the Letter

of James, to “doing the Law” or “doers of the Law”). The Habakkuk

Pesher, too, ends on a similar note of hopeful patience and expectation of

an eschatological “Last Judgement” on all idolators and evildoers on the

earth. This is exactly the position of b.San. 96b on Hab 2:3, “waiting

for” the Messianic Era, and the “thirty-six Righteous Ones” related to

this.

This theme of patience in expectation of divine Judgement continues

throughout the remainder of Chapter 5 of the Letter of James until the

evocation of Elijah’s rain-making miracle in the course of an allusion to

the efficacy of the prayerful supplication of “the Righteous One” in 5:17.

Of course, just this kind of prayerful supplication is referred to in the

Eusebius/Jerome/Epiphanius/Hegesippus presentation of all the suppli-

cation James as “Righteous One” did in the Temple asking for forgive-

ness on behalf of the People until, unforgettably, “the skin on his knees

turned to camel’s hide”. I have discussed this allusion and tied it to a

Yom Kippur atonement James may have made in his role as High Priest

of the Opposition Alliance.
32

Here Elijah, a predecessor in the Priestly Zaddik/redivivus tradition

—

and a man with “the same kind of feelings” as James and his Com-

munity—Ja 5 : 1 7 f.—is portrayed as being of such power that his prayer

could both cause rain to cease and then fall again. The implication of

this to the power attributed to James in his role as Priest/Zaddik is

obvious. The interval between these two events is denoted as the preg-

nant one of three and a half years (5:17), a period important also for

Daniel’s eschatological framework. It should be noted, when discussing

eschatological notions of chronology and final apocalyptic events, that

this was also the approximate interval between James’ death in 62 ce

and the outbreak of the Uprising against Rome in 66 ce, which was, no

doubt, seen in some circles as the beginning of this process of final

eschatological Judgement.

The evocation of Daniel’s Messiah “coming on the clouds of Heaven”

at this point in Hegesippus/Eusebius is, in this context, crucial, as is

Josephus’ claim of the import of the Messianic “Star Prophecy” to the

Uprising against Rome—this last picked up by Roman historians and

important to Vespasian’s pretensions and those of the Flavian line, as

it was to become in probably not unrelated Christian presentations.
33
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The evocation of eschatological “rain” in the War Scroll at Qumran also

grows directly out of citation of “the Star Prophecy” and in evocation

of final Judgement, the coming of the Heavenly Host on the clouds of Heaven.

If we turn to the passages relevant to this theme in the War Scroll,

we find ourselves in a similar—if for the modern mind somewhat alien

—

environment. The relevant materials are to be found in column xifi,

recapitulated and repeated in column xix and in a number of allusions

and images in columns leading up to these. After movement from “the

camp in the Desert of the Nations” (see Mt 2:22’s “Galilee of the

Nations”) to “the camp in the Desert of Jerusalem” and the outlining

of battle order and slogans (columns i—vii)
,
we come to a central doctrine

in the War Scroll’s presentation of purity, that is, no boy or woman or

person who is blind, crippled, afflicted, blemished, etc. will be allowed

in the camps (similar preoccupations are represented in the Temple Scroll

where the city of the Temple is at issue, the “camps” being a possible

wilderness and/or tabernacle prelude anticipating the process of purifi-

cation of the Temple). We are told that only the “Perfect in Spirit”

prepared for “the Day of Vengeance” (the Day of judgement) will be

accepted
34—no one “who is impure ... for the Holy Angels are together

with their hosts” (vii.6). This need for absolute ritual purity in the camps
is, therefore, necessary because the final apocalyptic War against all the

Evil Ones on the earth was to be effected with the intervention of the

Heavenly Host. Thus the stringent purity regulations in the camps, so

they will not incur earthly, human pollution.

Since it is “the battle of God” which is being fought, “the priests shall

trumpet at a distance, so as not to approach the slain and become pol-

luted with impure blood . . . They shall not desecrate the anointment of

their priesthood with the blood of the nations of vanity.” In the camps,

they shall be “kept from all pollution and Evilness”, for “God goes with

you to fight for you against your enemies so as to deliver you” (x. 4;

Deut 20:2—4 repeated in Num 10:9).

The reference to “save” or “deliver” is important, particularly, as we
shall see, when weighed with other persistent evocations of “ Yesha'”/

“ Yeshua” variations.
35 Evoking “works and mighty works” (the analogue

to similar language in the New Testament) and Daniel’s
“
Kedoshim”/

“Saints”, i.e., “the Saints of the Covenant”, the War Scroll makes its first

reference to the Heavenly Host, namely, “the Angels of Holiness”, “the

Spirits [parallel to “Jinn” in Islam] and the dominion of the Holy Ones”.

These images are connected with an evocation of “clouds”, presumably

anticipating specific reference to the Heavenly Host coming on the

clouds of Heaven later in the text. Here occurs another of these all-
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important evocations of “Adam” (x. 14, presumably “the Primal

Adam”), and, by implication—if the two can be differentiated—the par-

allel ideology of “the Son of Man” also associated with proclamations

related to James. This leads into the Messianic imagery of column xi.

Alluding to the “Name” (“Name” and “naming” are particularly

important in key columns of CD, as they are in Acts, Kabbalah, etc. As

the Koran would have it, probably through Ebionitism and the “Primal

Adam” ideology, “God taught Adam all the names”) 36 and David (xi.

2—important as a forerunner/progenitor of the Messiah), we encounter

a variation of the Pauline “Salvation by Grace” ideology, i.e., “Sal-

vation”/“Deliverance” (“ Yeshua

”

—again the Hebrew links to the name

“Jesus” should not be overlooked) has been “through thy Grace
(
Hesed

)

and not through our works” (xi. 3).

Allusion to “Grace” against the backdrop here of the usual Qumran

emphasis on “works” requires explanation. Presumably the situation of

divine intervention in apocalyptic Holy War engendered a more reveren-

tial approach. Unlike parallel New Testament ideologies, however, the

allusions here are always physical and actual, not spiritualized, he New
Testament reversing Qumran doctrine in a systematic and clearly discern-

ible fashion—whereas at Qumran the apocalyptic final war is immediate

and real; in Pauline variations—this is transformed into intimation of

personal and heavenly salvation.

Evoking “Power” (cf. parallel New Testament allusions such as “the

right hand of Power”—Mt 22:29, 24:30, 26:64, 28:18, etc.) and, once

again “works and mighty wonders”; since this is a “Messianic” passage,

the “Star Prophecy” is now cited in its entirety to be expanded upon at

length in the quasi-pesher to follow. This “Star Prophecy” is cited upwards

of three times in the extant Qumran corpus, testimony to its overwhelm-

ing importance there. Just as the Habakkuk Pesher can be seen as revolv-

ing around an exegesis of Hab 2:4, so the War Scroll can be seen as a

long discourse revolving around the climactic evocation of Num 24:17—

19 at this point in column xi.

Josephus cites this Prophecy, as we have seen, as the moving force

behind the Uprising against Rome, thereby providing it with a firm 60—

70 ce sit% im leben (having already alluded to it previously in his desig-

nation of Vespasian as Messiah). Talmudic sources testify to a similar

currency, again claiming that Yohanan ben Zacchai (not Josephus)

applied it to Vespasian. Roman authors also pick up the allusion, tes-

tifying to its currency in this period.

Here we are provided with the all-important Qumran exegesis of this

critical prophecy. If there was any doubt that in the minds of the exegetes
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this prophecy related to Messianism and the Messiah, Qumran confirms

it by following it up immediately with an exposition using the words,

“by the hand of your Messiah” (it is unclear if the allusion here is plural

or singular). This develops into an evocation of eschatological “rain”

where final apocalyptic Judgement is invoked. Not surprisingly,“Belial”,

too, is direcdy invoked (as we have had “Diabolos” at this point in the

Letter of James, “Iblis” in the Koran in the context of a PrimalAdamASkt

ideology, and “Beliar” amid a flood of Qumran-type allusions in 2 Co

5—6). To this Messianism in the War Scroll is tied the language—familiar

from the Sermon on the Mount—of “the Poor” and “the Poor in Spirit”,

not to mention the use of this terminology in Ebionite tradition and

probably following this, the tradition emerging in the medieval Zohar?

Here, as in the Zohar, “the Messiah” places himself among “the

Meek” and “the Poor” (in this section “the Poor in Spirit” and “those

bent in the dust”). The miracle that will be wrought is likened, as in

Is 43:16fi, to what was done to “Pharaoh and to the captains of his

chariots in the Red Sea”. The language of “kindling” and “burning”

is used, as in parallel New Testament passages about John the Baptist:

“You shall kindle the Poor in Spirit and they shall be a flaming torch

in the straw to consume Uprighteousness and never cease till Evil is

destroyed” (cf. Mt 2:1 Of.: “the fire is in the fan and the straw ready

for the burning”).

That this is something equivalent to the “Last Judgement” or “the

House”/“Decree of Judgement”, referred to variously in the Habakkuk

Pesher, particularly in the course of eschatological exegesis of Hab 2:4, is

hardly to be doubted.
3" Here and in the Habakkuk Pesher, this “Judge-

ment” is to be rendered/pronounced by “the Elect”, identified in CD.

iv.2 in exposition of the key Ezek 44:15 passage, with “the Sons of

Zadok” and here connected to repeated evocations of “the Poor” (also

prominent in parallel sections of the Habakkuk Pesher). The enemies, too,

at this juncture—as in these parallel sections of the Habakkuk Pesher—are

“the Kittim”, once again demonstrating the basic circularity of all these

accounts.

This great Judgement is pictured throughout the remainder of column

xi into column xii and with it the Noachic/Phineas “Covenant of Peace”

(also important in the Zohar materials cited above). Again “Name” ima-

gery is evoked in conjunction with allusion to “the Elect of the Holy

People”—i.e., CD. iv’s “Sons of Zadok”—coupled with an allusion to

“the Elect of Heaven”. Now consciously utilizing allusions from crucial

eschatological sections in Daniel, “the Kedoshim” are grouped with “the
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Angels . . . mighty in battle” in a perfect exposition of this final apocalyp-

tic Judgement. Referring to actual divine or Messianic intervention, the

text continues: “You shall fight with them from Heaven . . . the Angelic

Host are numbered with our Assembly (“Church”) . . . the Spirits

[Islamic “Jinn" again] are with our footmen and horsemen”.

At this point the imagery shifts to “cloud” imagery because the ambi-

ance is that of Daniel’s “Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heaven”

—

note that the passage began with evocation of the Messianic Prophecy

and that this would be accomplished by “no mere Man” {Adam), —and

in this context eschatological “rain” imagery is now used. In this case,

the framework is definitively that of Daniel, which is emphasized with

the words, “they [the Heavenly Host with the Messiah] are as clouds of

dew over the earth, as a shower of rain sheddingJudgement on all that grows

on earth” (emphasis mine). This eschatological allusion to “rain”, tied as

it is to evocation of “the Last Judgement” and “the Son of Man coming

on the clouds of Heaven” is pivotal. It clarifies and is a key to a whole

complex of apocalyptic imageries.

It is followed by the allusion, “Arise Mighty One [possibly even “be

resurrected”],
39

smite the Nations, thine adversaries and devour the flesh

of the Sinner with your sword [certainly the Messiah here] . . . Sover-

eignty shall be to the Lord and everlasting dominion to Israel.” Six more

columns follow, recapitulating the imager)' already encountered and

adding to it, including allusion to “Behai”, “Light”, “Darkness”, “works

and mighty wonders”, “Judgements”, “Your Salvation” (note the linguis-

tic connection again to the name “Jesus”), “the Poor in Spirit”, “the

Perfect of the Way”, “the Day of Vengeance”, “the Saints of the People”,

“the Kittim"
,
“the Power of God”, “the burning” (cf. the extensive Kor-

anic use of this language), “Everlasting Light”, “Righteousness”, “Truth”,

“Knowledge”, the Jamesian “keeping the Covenant”, “the Kingdom of

Michael in the midst of the gods and the realm of Israel in the midst of

all flesh” (cf. Pauline and Kabbalistic notions of Heaven above and Jerus-

alem below), and “the Gates of Salvation”.

This last allusion has particularly strong relevance to the question

asked ofJames in early Church tradition, as reported by Eusebius/Heges-

ippus: “WTat is the gate to Jesus?” (emphasis mine) and the response: “He

is coming on the clouds of Heaven with all the Mighty Ones.” Once

again, the intrinsic relationship of such materials to Daniel and these

passages in the War Scroll is inescapable.

These sections culminate in a second evocation of eschatological

“rain”:
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Our Sovereign is Holy and the King of Glory is with us . . . they are as clouds,

clouds of dew covering the earth and a shower of rain shedding Judgement on all that

grows there (emphasis mine).

Here we find the crystalization of all these kinds of eschatological rain,

Flood, and Final Judgement imagery. At Qumran, it is tied not only to

the all-important “Star Prophecy” so intrinsic to events having to do

with 66-70 ce and perhaps beyond, but also to Daniel’s “Son of Man”
(so important in New Testament exposition as well) “coming on the

clouds of Heaven” to render final eschatological Judgement on all the

sons of men.

In Ja 5’s evocation of “rain-making”, paralleled too in early Church

accounts ofJames as a rain-maker and describing his “Messianic” procla-

mation in the Temple as well, we probably have an allusion to the inter-

cession of “the Zaddik” (alluded to probably pejoratively in Josephus’

aspersions on “imposters”/“deceivers”/“magicians”)
40

in his role as

“rain-” and “Judgement”-making forerunner setting this final eschatolog-

ical process in motion.

1 Mt 24:30; Mk 13:26, 14:62; Dan. 7:13 £; also note that Pseudo-Epiphanius 100 links

this last to Zech 12:10 about the descent of the Holy Spirit.

2 Mai 4:5; Mt 11:14, 16:14, 17:10; Mk 6:15, 8:28, 9:llff; Lk 1:17 and 9:8ff.

3
B. Ta’an 23a—b on M. Ta'an 3:8 (in fact, much of the tractate is concerned with it),

j. Taan 66b, Ant. 14.22f£, and Zohar
,
i,10a, 63a, and 67b.

4
Cf. Mt 24:37f£: “As with the days of Noah, so shall be the coming of the Son of

Man”, referring as well to the important motif evoking the “passing of Heaven and

Earth”.
5
Ant. 14.22f£; h. Taan 22b-23a.

6 For James, see Eusebius, E.H. 2.23.2f£; Epiphanius, Etaeres. 29.3f£ and 78.14; and

Jerome, Vir. ill. 2.

7 The Chronicles of Jerahmeel 59.17/Ps Philo 48.1; cf. the twelve miracles associated

with him in Sifre Numbers 131.

8
Cf. Num Rabbah 21.3 and Num 26:6f£; also Zohar.

,
iii, 214a.

9
See MZCQ (Chapter 1), pp. 74ff, 107f, and passim; note for Numbers Rabbah 21.4,

Phineas too is a “Zaddik” as is Honi/Onias in Ta'an and Josephus.
10

2 Ki 2:11; cf. Lk 24:51 and Mk 16:19—in the latter his place in Heaven is described

as “on the right hand of God”, an allusion to coming Judgement. For Noah as the first

Zaddik, see Ge 6:9, coupled with an allusion to the “Perfection” notation so important

at Qumran and in the New Testament. Hebrew Ben Sira 44:17 starts its enumeration

of “Pious Men” with “Noah the Righteous”, anticipating succeeding such individuals in

the
“
HesecT and

“
Zedek

”

tradition; cf. the Zohar, i,66b comparing him to Elijah and

Phineas and mentioning the “Covenant of Peace” associated with his name and 68b

referring to him as “Zaddik”

.

11 Ge 8:20, 9:4f£, particularly 9:44ff. referring to “clouds”, rain, rainbow, etc. The
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“blood” motif is particularly important where any associations with James are concerned,

“abstention from blood” being an element in “Jamesian” rulings and their reflection in

1 Co below and the Koran', cf. also in CD, iii.6 and other “blood” imagery at Qumran.

Cf. too the allusion to Noah’s promordial sacrifice in Zohar i, 70a.

12
See Acts 3:14, 7:52, and 22:14 on Jesus and Mt 27:19, 24; cf. Joseph as “Just” in

Mt 1:19 and Lk 2:25 and also Ja 5:6. For Mt 5:49 in pursuance of biblical themes, the

rain falls on the Just and Unjust alike. For James as “the Just One”, see testimonies

delineated above.
13

Eusebius, E.H. 2.23.8ff. and Epiphanius, Hams 78:7—14.

14 Prov 10:25; Eusebius, E.H. 2.23.7 and 3.7.8; Epiphanius, Haeres 29.4; cf. Zohar on

Phineas, iii, 218a-b, where the “Protection of the People” mentioned in Eusebius/Hege-

sippus is alluded to.

13
For “Pillar” in Zohar

,
see i, 59b and iii, 222a; cf. an assortment of related allusions

in 1QH, i. 11, ii. 5, iii. 37, iv. 3, vi. 1 7 ff., vii. 8ff., viii. 22ff., ix. 28f., etc., including

“Foundations”, “Fortress” (Migdal), and “Strength” (Ma'og).
16

Eusebius, E.H. 1.1.2, 2.6.4, 2.6.8, and passim.
17 Gos Th 12, including the telltale “Pillar”-type reference to “Heaven and Earth”, also

in Zohar allusions, the New Testament above, and b. Ta’an on Is 45:8 below.

18
This soteriological approach to Jesus is based on Is 53:11 (also a Zaddik-text) and

“Justification” theorizing based on it in combination with texts such as Hab 2:4 and Ge

15:6. For the Priestly implications, see Heb 5:1 ff., 7:11 ff., 7:22ff., and variously coupled

with “Perfection” ideology, see 9:11 and 12:24.

19 Ben Sira 45:23f. and 1 Macc 2:26, 53; cf. also Zohar 66b. For b. Ta'an 22b the Prophet

Habakkuk is one of these primordial circle-drawers/rain-makers! Cf. too James’ vow not

to eat, or presumably do anything else, until he “sees Jesus” in Jerome below.

20 War 2.147F; Vita 11.

21
B. Ta'an 23af,/j. Ta'an 66b (including a Rip van Winkle tradition relating to one of

Horn’s heirs). Lk 1:24, Protevangelium of James 18:1, and Koran 19:22; cf. also Noah in

the Zohar
,

i, 63a and 67b.
22

Koran 2:31 ff., 3:33f£, and 3:59 (cf. 6:86 designating Jesus, John, Zechariah, and Elias

as “Righteous”). See also Paul in 1 Co 15:22, 45 and Epiphanius in Haeres 30.3 for the

“Ebionite” presentation of this key notation.

23
Cf. Ant. 14.22f. with Haeres 78,14 and b. Ta'an 23a-23bf. Also see E.H. 2.23.10 for

the Scribes and Pharisees coming to James; Mt 3:7, to John.
24

See MZCQ (Chapter 1), pp. 16-17 and JJHP (Chapter 2), pp. 133, 173-74.

25
See again JJHP (Chapter 2), pp. 177-78.

26
Koran 4:125, etc.

27 War 7.340ff. and 386ff.

28 IQS, vi. 15ff. and viii. 20ff. There are different degrees of murmuring and slan-

dering—the worst being against the authority of the community.
29

Chapter 2, pp. 209-1 4f; Acts 15:20, 15:29, 21:25—also in 1 Co 8:lff., 10:19ff; 2 Co

6:16; Rev 2:14£; cf. Koran 2:172, 5:3, and 16:115.

30 The problem of “Rich”/“Riches” is strong in Ant. 20.7.3, 20.9.2, 20.9.4, and War

2All (on turning “the Poor against the Rich” and burning the debt records).

31
Contra Celsum 1.47, 2.13, and Comm, in Matt. 10.17.

32 MZCQ (Chapter 1), pp. 20, 110 and Eusebius, E.H. 2.23.6 and Haeres 29.3 and

78.13. Jerome in Vir. ill. parallels Epiphanius with James actually in the Holy of Holies!

33 War 6.312ff. following on an earlier allusion to a “star” (289); cf. New Testament
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variations in Mt 2:2ff. When Josephus presumably applies the Prophecy to Vespasian in

3.400ff. he actually seems to call himself a “messenger of good tidings”. Cf. Suetonius,

The Twelve Caesars, 10.4 and Tacitus, The Histories, 2.78ff. and 5.13.

One should note that in describing the signs and portents relating to this prophecy

and the fall of the Temple, Josephus mentions Jesus b. Ananius, who prophesied the

fall of Jerusalem around the time of Albinus’ Governorship and continued doing so for

seven and a half years. This is not without relevance to the tradition connecting James’

death with the fall of Jerusalem in Origen, related to a Jewish Christian oracle connected

to “the Pella-Flight” tradition. The seven and a half years mentioned here is the exact

length of time between James’ death and the fall of Jerusalem. In fact, Jesus seems to

have begun his mournful cry exactly following the death ofJames.
34

Vii. 5f.; cf. Lk 21:22, Ro 12:19, 2 Thess 1:8, etc. and numerous parallel Koramz

allusions.

35
X.4. The term is also evoked at critical junctures of the Damascus Rule; e.g., viii.

43 and 57; cf. Josephus’ description of the false prophet proclaiming “the token of their

Deliverance ”—the precise words of the Scroll at this point—preceding the destruction of

the Temple in War 6.286 above (italics mine).
36

Koran 2:31ff.; cf. Acts 2:21, 38, 3:6, 16, 4:7, 10, 12, 17f., etc., and CD, ii. llff. and

iv. 4ff. “Name” usage is very strong throughout the War Scroll; cf. xi. 3 and xii. 2.

1 Mt 5:3/Lk 6:20, Ro 15:26, and the famous Ga 2:10 (cf. Ja 2:2ff.). In Zohar, iv, 195

on Numbers (i.e., “the Star Prophecy”), King David/the Messiah “placed himself among
the Poor . . . the Pious . . . and . . . those who are ready to sacrifice themselves . . . for

the sanctification of God’s Name” (note evocation of “the Name” again).
38

Cf. lQpHab, v. 4, viii. If. (in exegesis of Hab 2:4), x. 3, xii. 14, and xiii. 2f. Jerome,

for instance, to pursue this theme of “clouds”, “rain”, “Deliverance”, and Judgement/

“Son of Man coming on the clouds of Heaven”, reads Is 45:8 relating to “the clouds

pouring down Righteousness” and “Yesha' ’’/salvation (cf. CD, viii. 43 above), as “let

the clouds rain down the Just One". For him in lYr. ill. 2, James makes a vow not to eat

or drink till he will “see Jesus”; these are basically the same words of the last sentence

of the exhortative section of the Damascus Rule (viii. 55ff.): “Your Judgements be upon

us . . . who have listened to the voice of the Righteous Teacher and have not abandoned

the Laws of Righteousness; they shall rejoice and their hearts shall be strengthened, and

they shall triumph over all the sons of the earth. God will forgive them and they shall see His

Salvation, because they took refuge in His Holy Name” (emphasis mine).

For h. Ta’an 6a—6b, also evoking Is 45:8, “the day on which rain falls is as great as

the day on which Heaven and Earth were created” (note the evocation of “Heaven and

earth” again) or “the Torah was given”. “No rain falls unless the sins of Israel have been

forgiven” (with relevance to the twin motifs connected to James’ person of “rain-

making” and an atonement for sin). But more interesting, h. Ta’an 5b evokes the word

“yoreh” in pursuance of this theme, meaning former or “spring rain” (not “torrential”).

But this is exactly the allusion used to refer to “the Teacher” in CD, vi. lOf. and viii.

36f. above, which has long troubled scholars. Here, then, we not only have a play on

“teaching”—meaning that knowledge that comes down from above—but also on “rain”.
3,1

The use of this root '-M-D at Qumran is a curious one. It is used in the course of

eschatological exegesis of Ezek 44:1 5’s “Sons of Zadok” in CD, iv. 4 and iv. Ilf. relating

to former and present generations at “the end of time”. It is used in reference to the

three famous evocations of “the Messiah of Aaron and Israel” in viii. 24, xii. 23f., xiv.

18, and “the Yoreh ha-Zedek” in vi. 10 above. Certainly in Ezek 37:10 the reference is to
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resurrection. This is true, too, in Dan 12:13, which uses “the Last Days” exactly as in

CD, vi. 10 above, and is almost an exact parallel for this reference. But it is also true

in Lamentations Rabbah ii. 3.6 and Zohar, i, 62b in exposition of Dan 12:13. Zohar, iii,

222a on “Phineas” expanding Ezek 37 also uses “stand” in precisely this vein.

40 War 2.258f., 264, 6.288ff. and Ant. 20.167ff.



CHAPTER 7

Interpreting some Esotericisms

:

The Kings of the Peoples, the Princes

of Judah and Gehazi in the

Damascus Document
+

Because I have the impression that arguments relating to paleographic

and historical assumptions in Qumran studies are just not heard and that

current general knowledge of historical detail is somewhat superficial, let

me cover a few wider points first before turning to more detailed ones.

We cannot approach the subject of litde-noticed esotericisms in later

columns of the Damascus Document until we have addressed the issue

of paleography.

If we are to be bound by the present paleography of the Damascus

Document, little new can be said about most of these puzzling usages.

Indeed, the reason so little of substance has emerged in analyzing the

Damascus Document over the years is that internal data cannot be

harmonized within the parameters and assumptions of Qumran archae-

ological and paleographic theorizing. (We can now also add to this,

carbon testing.) As far as later columns of the Damascus Document are

concerned, therefore, we are to all intents and purposes at the beginning,

with little or no understanding at all. Virtually no attempt has been made

within prevailing theories of Qumran origins to render them intelligible,

and so the present situation is likely to continue.

This in itself is a criticism of present consenses on Qumran origins

and chronology. If a given theory—and everything said on this subject so

far is no more than that—cannot render internal data in key documents

intelligible, then in what way can it be considered either useful or, for

* Given to the Society of Biblical Literature in 1989.
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that matter, viable? Nor does glossing over a given subject in silence,

the preferred method of dealing with difficult subjects in this field, relieve

a scholar of the necessity of explaining abstruse matters like these. Con-

versely, if a theory, however improbable it might at first appear according

to received doctrine and prevailing assumptions, can within the param-

eters of Qumran habitational termini, actually explain some esotericisms,

this is good reason for taking it more seriously. Indeed, the accumulation

of such explanations begins to approach a proof.

The paleographic situation of the Damascus Document parallels that

of the Temple Scroll, to which it has a doctrinal relationship as well:

one or two so-called “older” fragments—whatever in such a context is

meant by “older”—as opposed to a cluster of so-called “newer” or more

recent ones. The “older” fragments are uncritically and almost always

automatically assumed to determine the date. Where the Damascus

Document is concerned, the existence of these “older” fragments has

been used to arrive at a second- to first-century bc dating—even

earlier—and rule out a first-century ce date, even though early commen-

tators, using the Cairo Geni^ah versions of the Document and, relying

on internal data only, tended towards a later dating.

The argument against paleography is simple. Suppose it were possible

to identify the chronological origins of a given script style—a dubious

proposition at any time or place, and one that certainly should not be

used a priori to rule out interesting theories based on the clear thrust of

the internal data—can we then be sure, given the conservative atmos-

phere prevailing in the Community at Qumran, that a particular scribe

actually used this script at that time and not some other, regardless of

the earliness or lateness of its supposed origin? It should be kept in

mind that, where the Damascus Document is concerned, we are talking

here about one or two divergent fragments of manuscripts, not clusters

of fragments.

This is the “leap of faith” demanded by Qumran paleographers and

those relying on their typological sequences. As long as there was no

“internal” data to counter-indicate these, then perhaps it could be justi-

fied as a working hypothesis—but “book hands” (i.e., formal scribal

styles) in conservative religious communities such as the one at Qumran

are notoriously stubborn, despite the accepted dogma among paleogra-

phers of the Second Temple Period about rapidly developing scripts in this

period.

In fact, we cannot be sure whether what seem to observers to be

innovations are not simply regressions, or that a given scribe had simply

not learned his lessons very well. The situation is somewhat analagous
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to that of coin data in archaeology, where the only thing that is sure is

that the coin was not dropped before the date appearing on the face of

the coin. Nothing more. Obviously a given hand could not have been

used before it developed.
,
but when really did it develop, and how much

later after it developed—even if such could be fixed with any accuracy

—

did a given scribe actually employ it? The answer is mute.

To be sure, Qumran typological paleographic sequences have mosdy
developed in a vacuum with insufficient, securely-dated manuscripts used

for control to make the kinds of sweeping judgements that are routinely

made on their behalf. (Similar arguments apply to more recent AMS
carbon- 14 testing, where despite a facade of seeming accuracy, there is

interpretation.) As long as these determinations did not present a prob-

lem nor conflict with the internal data, they were, perhaps, of some use.

But when they did conflict with the internal data, then they must be

looked upon simply as one of many tools in helping to evaluate Qumran
textual and historical data. Despite the closed nature of the debate, there

is no certainty in these matters, not even the presumption of any.

A theory can, therefore, be open to debate as long as it falls roughly

within the parameters of Qumran habitational termini
,
which are them-

selves not completely fixed, some commentators insisting on a second-

century bc to 68 ce range, while others extend this to a 136 ce terminus

ad quern (“terminus up to which”). In that the theorizing we outline here

falls between both of these sets of termini
,
the earlier and the later, we

feel justified in proceeding.

In MZCQ (Chapter 1) and JJHP (Chapter 2), I insisted that certain

allusions in column iv of the Damascus Document, carrying over to

column v, place us not in the Maccabean Era—and certainly not in any

earlier age as some more recent theories of Qumran origins have sug-

gested (perhaps realizing the absurdity of Maccabean-era identifications,

but not willing to acknowledge the implications of this)—but in the Her-

odian. The key allusions that lead one to make these determinations on
the basis of the internal textual data—not the external—are those occur-

ring in the discussion of the “Three Nets of Belial”.

I have connected these allusions to similar ones found in the New
Testament to “Balaam”—a variation on the root producing Belial and

derivative usages relating to “swallowing”, and “the nets” associated with

his name in Rev 2:15, which in turn gives one a chronological and histori-

cal context within which to view this material. Nor is there any indication

of any earlier parallel context, certainly not one going back to the third

century bc that can be delineated. Rather I have focused on charges of

“fornication”, “polygamy”, “divorce”, “sleeping with women during their
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periods”, and “niece marriage”—all made in the crucial “Three Nets of

Belial” section of the Damascus Document—as being critical ones for

determining the historical ambiance of the text.

This is particularly true of the attack on niece marriage directed against

a Jerusalem Establishment not only here, but elsewhere at Qumran. The

authors of the Damascus Document are well aware of the innovative

nature of their legal exegeses. This is clear from the apologetic at the

beginning of column v of the Damascus Document, attempting to exon-

erate David for having transgressed the new construction forbidding

marrying more than one wife that they have just enunciated, which insists

that this new law was “hidden” until the “rising” or “standing up of

Zadok”.

The use of the word “rising” or “standing up” here is important.

Depending on the context, it can mean “coming”—the usual translation

one sees—but this is not necessarily correct here. Later columns of the

Damascus Document also use it with respect to a figure referred to as

“the Messiah of Aaron and Israel”, and his “arising” or “standing up”

(despite some theorizing about plural messiahs, the usages here are all

singular). This expression can mean, as it does in Ezekiel and Daniel,

“to be resurrected”, a connotation which would change the sense apprec-

iably. It is an open question whether it means this or a combination of

both. If the former, then it links up with the Jewish Christian, “Ebionite”

doctrine of the “Standing One”.

Where these exegeses go, it is also useful to catalog the references

in Josephus to “Innovators” and “innovations”, from the time of the

appearance of the movement founded by “Judas and Saddok” at the

beginning of the first century ce

—

called by some “Zealot”, but referred

to only in Josephus as that of the “Fourth Philosophy”—to the outbreak

of the Uprising against Rome some seventy years later.

The allusion here to
“
Saddok” or “Zadok” is puzzling, as well, and

most have always found it so in Qumran studies. The question has always

been whether one is talking about the Zadok of David and Solomon’s

time—the proverbial first High Priest of the First Temple in the eleventh

century bc, an unlikely proposition—or the
“
Saddok”, just mentioned,

who together with Judas the Galilean founded a new Movement at the

beginning of the first century. Josephus often refers to the followers of

this movement as “loving innovation”, but for lack of a better desig-

nation it might simply be referred to as “the Messianic Movement”, as

we have done in MZCQ (Chapter 1).

A “Zadok”, like the one pictured in column v of the Damascus Docu-

ment or in Josephus at the beginning of the first century ce, is known
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to medieval Jewish Karaite tradition, where both his teaching, and that

ofJesus, whom it saysfollowed him, is characterized as consisting of banning

polygamy, divorce, and niece marriage—just the points we find condemned
in columns iv-vi of the Damascus Document. Even the picture of Jesus

one gets in the Sermon on the Mount in Mt 5:32 includes the pro forma

attacks on “fornication” and “divorce”. If we were to add to these an

additional attack on “niece marriage” here, we would have an almost

perfect convergence of themes with Qumran. For its part, J a 2:1 1, men-
tioning adultery, also hints at these things.

Even the picture one gets of John the Baptist condemning Herodias

for marrying Herod Antipas, and presumably “fornication”, can be

explained as easily on the bases of the charges one finds here at Qumran
as on the more arcane one of “levirate marriage” posited in the Gospels.

Herodias, for instance, married not one, but two uncles. Plus, she divorced

one of them, all matters condemned in the Damascus Document and

the Temple Scroll (and by Josephus as well).

Actually the Philip of the New Testament, who is pictured as Hero-

dias’ first husband, was probably not “Philip” at all, but rather another

of her uncles, also confusingly named “Herod”. Like Antipas his half-

brother, this real Philip was also a “Tetrarch” and married to Herodias’

daughter, Salome, not Herodias. In any event, even Herodias seems to

have earned Josephus’ reluctant condemnation by divorcing a husband

on her own initiative, a thing he remarks as being contrary to Jewish

law, by which—where this matter is concerned—he clearly means to

include Pharisees as well.

But divorce in general was forbidden at Qumran, as it was in early

Christianity thereafter. What always seems to be at issue in these con-

demnations at Qumran are the marital practices of Herodians—our candi-

dates for “the Princes of Judah” in CD, viii.3—who divorce at will, marry

nieces as a matter of course, and rarely hesitate to many non-Jews—all specifically

condemned where “the King” is concerned in the Temple Scroll. These

aspects of the “fornication” charge at Qumran also include Herod’s own
earlier wide-ranging polygamy.

If we add to these condemnations the involvement in Caesarea of the

man, designated in the Antiquities as “Simon Magus”, bearing on the

affair of Herodias’ niece Drusilla’s self-divorce and remarriage to the

Roman Governor 'Felix, then we have a substantial pool of data to link

events of this kind to what Qumran was calling “fornication” and only

mentioned in these Gospel accounts of John via esoteric innuendo.

Here, it is important to note that if the Qumran materials are indeed

“Essene”, then it is inconceivable that Herod and the Essenes could have
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been on such terms of conviviality, highlighted in Josephus’ discussion of

“Essenes”. I have discussed this matter in detail in MZCQ (Chapter 1)

and in “Confusions between Pharisee and Essenes in Josephus”, a paper

given to the Society of biblical Literature in 1983. The “confusions”

highlighted there were based on the pro-Herodian stance of both parties,

the Pharisees as presented in Josephus, but also “the Essenes too, giving

rise to what only can be seen as a contradiction or substantial overlap

in the two descriptions.

Where these succeeding columns of the Damascus Document go, the

reference to the “wall” and the “daubers on it in CD, iv.19, picked up

again in CD, viii.l2ff. (Text A), certainly relates to another condemnation

of the Establishment. At the Cairo Genisph, there are two overlapping

texts of the Damascus Document. Text B has this on xix.31ff. CD,

viii. 1 2ff. is also a passage about the “Lying Spouter’s” activities, referred

to early in the document and spoken about in terms of walking in

wind” or “windiness”. This also can be seen as a play on the ideology

of “the Spirit”, “wind” and
“
spirit ” being the same word or homonyms

in Hebrew.

The sense of the prophetical contexts behind these allusions from

Ezek 13 and Mic 2-3, forming the background to these two allusions

to “daubing on the wall”, is the coming destruction of the Temple and

of Jerusalem. In particular, in these biblical passages, these allusions are

connected to references to “Lying” prophets “crying peace when there

is no peace”. It is difficult in the extreme to link any reference to “Lying

prophets crying peace when there is no peace’ to a Maccabean

Establishment.

Not only does the term “prophets” in these passages echo Acts’ con-

stant evocation of “prophets” in the original Church at Antioch, but

there is also a relationship—however tenuous—to an alliance Josephus

describes just prior to the fall of the Temple in Jerusalem of all those

desirous for peace”, including principal Pharisees, Chief Priests

(“Sadducees”), the Men of Power (“Herodians”), and a mysterious but

powerful outsider described as a relative of King Agrippa, who was the

intermediary between this Establishment and the Roman army outside

the city.

Josephus calls this individual, “Saulus” or Saul ,
and he seems to

have been in King Agrippa’s palace, together with Philip the son of

Jacimus and other Herodians, like Saulus brother Costobarus and cousin

Antipas, when it surrendered to the Revolutionaries. Subsequent to these

events in 66 ce, he was sent by Agrippa II to see Nero, then in Corinth

a favorite provenance of the activities of Paul—to personally debrief
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him on the situation in Palestine. It was this interview which seems to

have ended up in Nero’s decision to send his most successful Roman
military commander, the future Emperor Vespasian, to Palestine. After-

wards this “Saulus” is heard from no more in Josephus.

It is important to grasp that this same Herodian King Agrippa II

already seems to have been banned not only from the Temple, but all

Jerusalem as well, because of the complaints made against him by “the

Innovators’ on issues relating to foreign kingship and his sexual and
marital mores. He was accused of incest with his sister Bernice, who
appears with him in Acts talking congenially to Paul (Acts 25:23-26:32),

and whom Josephus calls the “Richest” woman in Palestine.

The antagonism to him on the part of “Zealot Innovators” seem not
only to relate to his close relations with Roman officials and persons
perceived as having been involved in illicit sexual relations with foreig-

ners namely his sisters—but also to the illicit sexual and marital

behavior of Herod’s family generally. It is this motif which would seem
to have been at the root of the improper “separation” charges earlier in

columns iv—v of the Damascus Document, namely, not separating pure from
impure in the Temple and sleeping with women in their periods.

These kinds of things, which also seem to be the crux of the “pollution

of the Temple” charge in the “Three Nets of Belial” accusations being
delineated in these columns, are probably not unrelated to the stopping

of sacrifice and rejection ofgifts from foreigners in the Temple
,
which Josephus

himself specifically labels an “Innovation”—itself the signal for the out-

break of the War against Rome in 66 ce. Not only is the matter of incest

or illicit sexual relations with close family relatives also specifically raised

in CD, viii.6f., Bernice s Riches —“Riches” also being part and parcel

of the “ Three Nets of Behai” charges—seem to have been the source
of her attractiveness (and probably that of her aunt Herodias before her)

to various lovers.

Bernice, too, was involved in marriage with her father’s brother Herod
of Chalcis and several divorces on her own recognition. In addition, she
was engaged or married to several foreign kings, ultimately ending up
as Titus mistress, a liaison which in our view—along with the presence
of Philo of Alexandria’s nephew, Tiberius Alexander the Roman com-
mander at the siege of Jerusalem—had not a little to do with the final

decision the Romans seem to have taken (despite Josephus’ attempts to

conceal it) to destroy the Temple.

These passages evoking Ezek 13 and Mic 2-3 on “Lying prophets
spouting”, are also the root of the “Lying”/“Spouting”/“Scoffing”
vocabulary applied to the ideological adversary of the Righteous Teacher
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at Qumran. In CD, viii.13, continuing this kind of imagery, the allusion,

“walking in wind” is added—perhaps meaning “Windbag”, but also poss-

ibly playing on the ideology of the “Holy Spirit” (wind and spirit in

Hebrew being, as we have just seen). This is direcdy followed by the

usual theme of rejecting the Commandments of God, part and parcel

of the Habakkuk Pesher, Psalm 37 Pesher, the Nahum Pesher, and columns

i—ii earlier in the Damascus Document, where the activities of the “Man

of Lying” or “Lying Spouter” are at issue.

The phrases used to describe these include “leading astray”, “rejecting

the Torah in the midst of their whole Assembly”—cataloging the usage

“ma'as” or “reject” in these contexts is always illustrative
—

“pouring out

on Israel the waters of Lying” (an allusion seemingly playing on “pour-

ing”/“spouting” and, even possibly, baptismal, imagery), etc. In the face

of the homogeneity of descriptions of this kind, it is difficult to separate

the Damascus Document from the Pesharim
,
regardless of paleographic

or other kinds of external indicators. That all these notices are genetically

related—belying a trend in recent Qumran scholarship to deny the

homogeneity of the documents—should also be clear.

To elucidate the charge of “pollution of the Temple” in column iv,

related to the charge of improper “separation” of pure from impure,

Holy from profane, in the Temple in column v, the charge of “sleeping

with women in their periods” is made. This is related not only to the

charge of
“
’fornication

” in the “Three Nets of Belial” triggering it, but also

to the one of having commerce or intercourse with Gentiles. Commen-

tators generally have rarely tried to make sense of this charge of “sleeping

with women in their periods” where Maccabeans are concerned, nor

probably could they. When the focus is shifted to the Herodians, it is

relatively easily explained and can, therefore, be related to the desire on

the part of those Josephus designates as “Innovators” in the first century

ce to bar Herodians from the Temple as foreigners.

Not only do “the Innovators” bar Agrippa II and his sister Bernice

from all Jerusalem prior to the Uprising—presumably on account of

their incest—but afterwards they also burn their palaces. Later, so are

those of the principal High Priests, who are then brutally butchered by

those josephus is calling “Zealots” or “Sicarii”. From the visit of Simon,

the head of an “Assembly” (Ecclesia or “Church”) of his own in

Jerusalem in the 40s, to the rejection of gifts and sacrifices on behalf of

Gentiles in the Temple in the 60s—which triggers the War against

Rome—this theme is a constant one. But in Qumran studies so strong

is the fixation on the Maccabean Period and earlier, it is hardly ever

remarked.
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The overall hostility towards Herodians on these counts can be viewed

as but an aspect of the hostility towards foreigners and foreign gifts and

sacrifices in the Temple generally (also forming the background to Ezek

44:15 underlying the exegesis of “the Zadokite Covenant” in column tv).

Where receipt of gifts from Herodians is concerned—to say nothing

of Romans or even, for example, the contributions of Paul’s overseas

communities to “the Jerusalem Community”—the ultimate effect is the

“pollution of the Temple Treasury” referred to in column vi.l5f., where

the “improper separation” language is, once again, also evoked.

In the matter of Paul’s gifts to the Jerusalem Community, one should

note that in Acts 21:24, James instructs Paul to pay for “Nazirite” oath-

style procedures in the Temple for four others out of such funds. This,

even according to Acts, triggers the rioting in the Temple and all over

Jerusalem against the way Paul teaches about the Law. Curiously, Acts

21:30 even uses the language of CD, vi.l2f., about “barring the door to

the Sons of the Pit”—i.e., “they barred the doors behind him”—in

describing this riot, which was touched off by the report that Paul was

introducing Gentiles into the Temple.

Foreigners, like Paul’s traveling companion Timothy, are actually of

the Herodian genre, with Jewish mothers and Greek fathers (Acts 16:1

—

2), and are presumably representative of Paul’s attempts to found a com-

munity of “Greeks and Jews together” where, as Eph 2:19 puts it, there

should be “no foreign visitors or resident aliens.” Whether we find noting

them pleasing or not, verbal correspondences of this kind, involving

parallel thematic motifs and linguistic commonalities, do exist from the

first century ce in a way that cannot be said for previous centuries.

To sum up: the Damascus Document uses material relating to the

“fornication” charge to expound the charge of “pollution of the Tem-
ple”, the point being, as can be seen from the note about “every man
marrying his niece” that follows in column v as well, that pollution of

the Temple and fornication are inextricably related, and sleeping with

women in their periods explains the charge of not observing proper

separation in the Temple. Since from column iv onwards, we have been

speaking about the Establishment, it should be clear that this relates to

Herodians with their easy-going Hellenized ways, many of whom were

educated in Rome—and those who acquired their pollution by relations

with them—not any Jewish priests per se.

The charge that “each man marries the daughter of his brother or

sister” that then directly follows, further clarifies this; namely, it is Herod-

ian behavior which is at issue, particularly Herodian sexual and marital

practices, because it is the Herodians who married their nieces and close
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cousins—a point also then condemned in CD, v.7-11 and viii.6—7. The

behavior of the Establishment Priesthood in Jerusalem is only a deriva-

tive issue, because they took their appointment from Herodians and

accepted them as co-religionists. It should also be clear that what is at

issue here is not some incidental or aberrant behavior, but rather the

customary practice of the whole ruling elite. This cannot be Maccabeans.

Since it would be impossible to cover all the allusions in columns v-

viii of the Damascus Document, I will not dwell too long on more

familiar ones like those to “the Land of Damascus”, “the New Coven-

ant”, “the Messiah of Aaron and Israel”, etc., but turn to those which

are directly explainable in a Roman/Herodian context and never really

explained in any other. These columns are replete with images relating

to the same themes, namely “keeping the Law” and not “breaking it”

—

paralleled in Ja 1-2—“stubbornness of heart”, “polluted Riches”, etc.,

and brim with Messianic imagery.

In column v.ll, one encounters an important allusion genetically

related to the “Lying” and “Spouting” imagery always applied to the Liar

in Qumran documents, that of “the Tongue”—in this case a “blasphem-

ing Tongue against the Laws of the Covenant of God”. Its applicability

to “the Lying Spouter” becomes clearer when considering the clause

attached to it, that “at the time of the desolation of the land there arose

removers of the bound who led Israel astray”. This clearly recapitulates

the earlier references to the Scoffer “pouring over Israel the waters of

Lying” and “removing the boundary-markers” in the first column of the

Document as found in Cairo. It also relates to similar imagery found in

the Habakkuk Pesher in relation to the “Lying Spouter”.

This genre of “Tongue” imagery is also to be found in the Nahum

Pesher and the Community Rule. That parallel imagery occurs in Chapter

3 of the Letter of James, where it is used to describe a troublesome

internal adversary, is fraught with significance—in Qumran studies it is

rarely, if ever, remarked. The “Tongue” imagery in the Letter of James,

which is of the same genre as the “spouting” imagery here at Qumran,

also probably refers to “the Empty” or “Foolish Man” which precedes

it in Chapter 2, who misreads the significance of how Abraham is justi-

fied—note the allusion to Abraham as “Friend of God” occurs in both

Ja 2:23 and CD, iii.2.

Following this reference to “opening their mouth with a Tongue full

of blasphemies against the Laws of the Covenant of God”, column v

of the Damascus Document now draws on two biblical quotations from

Is 50:11 and 59:5 to further attack the Establishment. The references

used are to “Fire” and “the eggs of vipers”, allusions familiar from
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presentations ofJohn the Baptist’s curses on the Sadducees and Pharisees

at the beginning of the Gospels (Mt 3:7-12 and Lk 3:7-17). The text

now makes it clear how the guilt of this Establishment and its pollution

is communicated—by association: “no man that approaches them shall

be free of their pollution unless he was forced”.

When looked at in terms of the Priesthood sponsored by the Herodi-

ans, the kind of association envisioned would, no doubt, have to do
with acquiring the High Priesthood at their hands, accepting sacrifices

and gifts in the Temple on their behalf and on behalf of foreigners

generally, and, in general, treating them as bona fide Jews. We have already

seen a good example of this in the Talmud (presumably compiled on the

basis of Pharisaic tradition). When Agrippa (I or II is immaterial—prob-

ably I) comes to read the Deuteronomic King Law in the Temple on
Succot and begins to weep—presumably because extremist groups like

“the Zealots” do not consider him a Jew—the Pharisees around him cry

out, “You are our brother, you are our brother, you are our brother”

(M. Sota 41a).

The repetition of this cry three times brings to mind Peter’s denying

Jesus three times on his trial night in the Gospels or the voice from

Heaven crying out to Peter three times on a rooftop in Jaffa in Acts

10:14—16, abrogating Jewish dietary regulations and teaching him “not

to call any man profane”. One could not imagine the “Zealot” Simon
in Josephus, the head of an “Assembly” of his own (literally Ecclesia or

“Church”) in Jerusalem, who wants to bar Agrippa I from the Temple
as a foreigner, crying out or paying attention to any such things.

The reference to “vipers’ eggs” is reprised three columns later in

viii.9f. in the references to “asps” and “serpents”, where we hear about

their “poison” in relation to allusions about “the Princes of Judah”, “the

Kings of the Peoples”, and “the Spouter’s spouting”. The imagery

accompanying it in column v, referring to such persons as “kindlers of

fire and lighters of firebrands” also echoes that in John’s attack on “the

offspring of vipers” and the Pharisaic/Sadducean Herodian Establish-

ment above as “kindling the chaff”. It also occurs in the extremely

important exposition of the Messianic “Star Prophecy” in columns xi-

xii of the War Scroll, where we hear about this same “kindling”, amid
allusions to the “no mere Adam”, “the rising of the Meek”, and “the

Poor”.

Regardless whether one denies corresponding exegetical intent in these

allusions, parallel imagery is present. Even an allusion like “this is the

time for the preparation of the Way in the wilderness”, applied to John
in the Gospels, is twice evoked in columns viii—ix of the Community
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Rule and rather applied to the activities of the group responsible for

these writings. Parallel imagery of a similar genre in an era earlier than

the Herodian has yet to be described.

There now follows in column v an additional reference to “Belial”,

this time relating him to “Jannes and his brother”, echoing the well-

known reference to “Jannes and Jambres” in 2 Tim 3:8. In column v it

is followed by the usual allusions to “leading Israel astray”, “rebellion”,

“removing the bound”, and ultimately, “the Lying Spouter’s spouting”.

In 2 Tim 3:8, as here in the Damascus Document, Jannes and Jambres

are described as “rebelling against Moses” and in Rabbinic literature they

are generally usually presented as “Enemies of God”. They are known,

too, in Greco-Roman contexts and even later Zohar.

This is not the place to go into the whole literature of the “Jannes

and Jambres” legend, but it cannot be denied that on the whole it relates

to the first century, and afterwards, and has to do—at least in Jewish

contexts—with opposing the Law and moving “Aaron” (the Priesthood)

towards idolatry. Usually, too, it is associated in some manner with

“Balaam”—just as here in CD, v.18 it is associated with “Belial”.

In general, Jannes and Jambres are considered magicians and disciples

of Balaam. Like the Damascus Document, Pliny and Apuleius name only

Jannes. Both know, along with Origen and Eusebius, of his association

with magic. In 2 Tim above, the context is replete with Qumran lan-

guage, paralleling that of 2 Pe 2:15 on “Balaam the son of Be or”, Rev

2:15 on how “Balaam taught Balak to cast a net before Israel”, and Jude

1:11 mentioning “the error of Balaam”—not to mention Paul in 2 Co

6:15 on “Beliar”. Again the general sit% im leben of all these references is

first century and beyond, not before.

In column vi, the references “to preaching rebellion” and “proph-

esying Lies” continue. Picking up the earlier theme of Ezek 13 of “daub-

ing upon the wall”—this clearly the effect of prophesying Lies—these end

in an allusion to “digging the well” (Num 21:18), which now turns more

Messianic. Just as “the Way in the wilderness” in column viii of the

Community Rule is linked to “the study of Torah”, the “well” here is

interpreted as the Torah. The “Mehokkek

”

or “Staff ’ also plays on the

underlying meaning of “Law” and clearly has something to do with the

Teacher of Righteousness. In the same manner, the “well” imagery has

something to do with “bathing” or “baptism” and will be refined further

in column viii when it comes to describing just what “the New Covenant

in the Land of Damascus” really is.

Not only are those who dig it, like those who “prepare the Way in

the wilderness” in IQS above, “studying the Law”; as in the exegesis of
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Ezek 44:15’s “Sons of Zadok” in column iv, they are called “the Peni-

tents of Israel”. And just as in this earlier exegesis these last were “the

Priests who went out from the Land of Judah”, now they are described

as “going out from the Land of Judah to dwell in the Land of Damas-
cus”. All are now called “Princes” since they are described as “seeking

after” God and after the Torah. This sets up a purposeful apposition two
columns later in viii.3 to the allusion “the Princes of Judah” who, like

“the Liar” above are also said “to remove the bound”.

These allusions from column v move direcdy into the allusion to “bar-

ring the door” in vi,12f., echoing Acts 21:30’s description of Paul’s uncer-

emonious ejection from the Temple. Even this passing allusion in Acts

includes the themes of “teaching against the Law” and “polluting the

Holy Place by bringing Greeks into the Temple”. It is noteworthy that

Acts 21:24’s reference to “walking regularly and keeping the Law”, pre-

ceding this and ascribed to James, also echoes formulations to the same
effect both in the Scrolls and James 2:8-10.

Coupling now Riches with pollution
,
and again picking up the theme of

“separation from the Sons of the Pit”, complaints against the Establish-

ment are, once again, being aired in these lines in the Damascus Docu-
ment from column vi.14—vi.18. These include distinguishing “between

Holy and profane”—just the opposite of what Peter is pictured as learn-

ing in Acts 10:15 above
—

“polluting the Temple Treasury”, and “robbing

the Poor”. These themes are also discernible throughout the Habakkuk
Pesher (viii.5, ix.5ff., and xii.8ff.) and have an easily discernible first-

century sit% im lehen.

One should also note the references to “keeping” in CD, vi.14 and
vi.18, culminating in vi.20f. in the citation of what we have elsewhere

called the all-Righteousness Commandment—the Royal Law according

to the Scripture in Ja 2:8: “each man shall love his brother as himself”.

Under other headings, as for instance Josephus’ descriptions of John
the Baptist’s teaching and that of the “Essenes”, this is expressed as

“Righteousness towards one’s fellow man”.

In James 2:8, the Righteousness Commandment is quoted following

references to “the Poor” and condemnation of “the Rich”, emphases
reflected in these sections of the Damascus Document as well. As James

puts it, “Keep the Royal Law according to the Scripture: You shall love

your neighbor as yourself.” Whereas in James, reference to “the Poor”
direcdy precedes the citation of this Commandment, in the Damascus
Document it direcdy follows it.

These references to “keeping” and “breaking”, found at this point in

James, are familiar Qumran categories and bear on the precise definition
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of “the Sons of Zadok” in the Community Rule as “Keepers of the

Covenant”. In James, following upon the quotation of the all-

Righteousness Commandment, they develop into the quintessential

“whoever keeps the whole of the Law, but stumbles on one small point,

is guilty of [breaking] it all” (2:10). Here “keeping the whole Law” follows

upon “keeping the Royal Law according to the Scripture”. This develops

into the attack on “the Empty Man” in 2:20ff.—whose understanding

of the “Justification” process with regard to the Faith of Abraham is so

defective—and on “the Tongue” in Ja 3:5ff.

In the Damascus Document, the “keeping” involved is keeping the

Sabbath, the Festival Days, and the Day of Fasting, “according to the

precise letter of the Law”, that ends in citation of the all-Righteousness

Commandment. As noted above, “the Righteousness Commandment”,

along with “the Piety Commandment” (“loving God”), are the essence

of John the Baptist’s teaching in Josephus. Needless to say, they are

both presented in the New Testament and Justin Martyr as the essence

of Jesus’ teaching as well. They are also the basis ofJosephus’ description

of the categories of Essene doctrine.

Finding “the Righteousness Commandment”—if one looks carefully,

one will also be able to discern “the Piety” one as well—at this juncture

of the Damascus Document coupled with the second reference to “the

New Covenant in the Land of Damascus” and three successive refer-

ences to keeping the exact letter of the Law (vi.15, 18, and 20), only adds to

the presumption of a first-century ce date for this document—based on

the internal evidence, not the external.

“Keeping the Covenant”, as set forth in Deut 7:9, is also one of

the main themes of column vii of the Damascus Document, where the

references to “separation” continue (vii.3 and vii.4). Now the followers

of “the Way” are referred to as “walking in the Perfection of Holiness

according to the Covenant of God”. The promise in Deut 7:9 to those

who “love God”—the second of the two “Love Commandments”, just enu-

merated above, thus completing the basic parallelism of all these texts

—

and “keep” His Commandments of living “for a thousand generations”,

is now presented as implying resurrection or eternal life.

This allusion to “Perfection of Holiness” to characterize “the

Assembly” (or “Church”) is later repeated three times in CD, viii.25-

30. But once again, here too we come upon a precise first-century paral-

lel. Paul uses this precise formulation at the end of the crucial imagery

in 2 Co 5:21—7:1, already called attention to above, a section replete

with Qumranisms, like “Beliar”, “Light and Darkness”, “pollution of the

Temple”, “Poor”, “Truth”, and even the words dearly paralleling those
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at this point in the Damascus Document, “come out from among them

and be separated” (2 Co 6:17, quoting Is 52:11).

Paul’s reference to “fearing God”, in this passage too, will also find

an echo in words we shall encounter in column viii.43f. of the Damascus

Document below. One should, as well, note the common motif in the

words in 2 Co 7:1, introducing the reference to “Perfection of Holiness”,

and here in CD, vii.4, “polluting one’s Holy Spirit”. The very same

expression occurred earlier in CD, v.13 in relation to the “Tongue blas-

pheming the Laws of the Covenant of God”. The conclusion is simple

—

at this point, CD, vii.4 and 2 Co 7:1 are using both corresponding sequ-

encing and precisely parallel vocabulary (though the sense in Paul always

reverses that in the Damascus Document and Qumran generally).

The references to “the Assembly (or “Church”
)
of the Men of Perfect

Holiness” and “interpreting the Torah according to its precise letter” in

column viii.25-30 follow upon a string of notices about someone or a

genre of person like
“
the IJaC the text regards as either a backslider or

an internal adversary. The themes of “betraying the New Covenant in

the Land of Damascus” (which parallels similar notices about “ Traitors

to the New Covenant” connected to “the Liar” and his violent associates

at the beginning of the Habakkuk Pesher), of exclusion from the Com-
munity’s baptismal procedures, expulsion, (also evoked in CD, vii.1-5),

and non-cooperation with him in purse or work, are also developed.

This expulsion from the Community (for “straying to the right or left

of the Torah”) is actually the subject of the last column of the Damascus
Document

(
The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, Element Books, 1992). In these

kinds of notices, non-cooperation in “work” is expressed by means of

the Hebrew word “'avodah” (not “ma'aseh”), connotative of what is

understood in English as “mission” or “service”. This is equivalent to

the “mission” or “work” or “toil” Paul refers to so often in 1 Co 3, 9,

15, 16, and elsewhere, not the soteriological works referred to in James,

here in the Damascus Document, and elsewhere at Qumran.

First-century parallels bunch up to such an extent at this point in the

Damascus Document that vocabulary chains and circles of argument are

discernible. In vii,17f. it is stated that “the Tabernacle of the King” of

Amos 5:26f. is “the Books of the Law” and that “the King is the

Assembly” (“Church”). This can be paralleled in Paul’s discussions in 1

Co 12:12ff. and elsewhere on Jesus (or his body) as the Community,
and both being, then identified as the Temple—refracted in Eph 2:19ff.,

denying there are any “foreign visitors in Christ Jesus” (meaning “in the

Temple”).

Column vii ends in lines 19f. with evocation of the famous “Star
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Prophecy” from Num 24:17. This Prophecy, as noted above, is also

quoted in the War Scroll in the crucial context mendoning the burning

of the chaff, the Messiah, Judgement executed by the Poor and the Meek,

and Messianic “rain” imagery relating both to Daniel’s “Son of Man
coming on the clouds of Heaven” and paralleling “rain” and “Judge-

ment” imagery in James 5:7—18.

The “Star Prophecy” is quoted three times in the known corpus from

Qumran: once in the War Scroll, once in the compendium of Messianic

proof-texts, and once here in the Damascus Document. Clearly it consti-

tutes an important moving ideological force for the texts represented

there. As we have shown, in a little remarked passage at the end of the

Jewish War, Josephus also presents it as the moving force behind the Revolt

against Rome
,
calling it the thing that most moved the Jews to revolt,

despite what he considers to be the self-evident foolhardiness of doing

so.

This picture of the currency of “the Star Prophecy” in the mid-first

century ce receives indirect support in the Talmud, where Rabbi Yohanan

ben Zacchai is portrayed as applying it to Vespasian at the time of the

Uprising. Josephus concomitantly portrays himself as applying it to Ves-

pasian, as well, explaining in the Jewish IParhow mistaken the Jews were

in applying it to one of their own, but how the Prophecy was actually

fulfilled by Vespasian himself, who came out of Palestine to rule the

world.

The Prophecy also seems to have had some relationship to the Bar

Kochba Revolt in 132—136 ce, as the name “Kochba” (the Hebrew for

“Star”) implies. In the Talmud and in recently-found letters signed in Bar

Kochba’s name, it is clear that the name of this leader was really “Bar

Kosiba”, Bar Kochba being only its more symbolic reformulation.

Regardless of one’s interpretation of these matters, there can be no doubt

about the central role of “the Star Prophecy” in events in the first cen-

tury, culminating in the stopping of sacrifice on behalf of and rejection

of gifts from foreigners in the Temple. Nor can one show its currency

at any earlier time. This too is the gist of the use of “Star” imagery in

the Gospel of Matthew. In our view, these matters are reflected in one

way or another in these later columns of the Damascus Document.

In column viii of this document, we come to what is perhaps the

most important allusion for determining its historical sit% im leben. Again

the material is introduced by evocation of “Belial”, further concretizing

the relationship of this expression to Herodians. Using Hos 5:10 about

how “the Princes of Judah have removed the bound” and “Wrath”,

therefore, “being poured out upon them” (note the “pouring” imagery
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here), CD, viii.3 specifically denotes the Establishment as the “Princes

of Judah”, and, in particular, evokes their Law-Breaking ways.

This expression, “the Princes of Judah”, as noted, stands in a contra-

puntal relationship to the “Princes” mentioned earlier in column vi, the

“Penitents in the wilderness who went out from Judah to dig the well”

and “sought God in the Land of Damascus”. Here in column viii, not

only is the thrust of the allusion—like that to the “Three Nets of Belial”

earlier—completely anti-Establishment, it is directed now not against a

Priesdy Establishment per se, but against a seemingly more secular one.

It is seriously to be doubted if such an expression was ever applied to

Maccabeans, since for all intents and purposes it ignores their sacerdotal

role.

In column viii, familiar themes like “removing the bound”, “Law-
breaking”, “rebellion”, “fornication”, “Evil Riches”, and the “incest”

charge (viii.6—possibly inclusive of “niece marriage”) are once more
recapitulated. Taken together, these must be seen as what is meant in

viii. 16 by the expression “the Way of the People (as we shall see, this

is possibly ‘Peoples’) which the Penitents of Israel departed from”. The
same matters are being alluded to with reverse signification in viii.8’s

“not keeping away from the People”, not to mention viii.4f.’s “not

departing from the Way of Traitors” and “the Ways of fornication”. The
strong antagonism to fornication and Riches of the “Three Nets of Behai”

charges in iv-vi continues.

It should be remembered that in column iv.2 in Ezek 44:15’s Zadokite

Covenant, the “Priests”, described as “Penitents of Israel”, “went out

from the Land of Judah”, and in vi.5, now identified as Num 21:1 8’s

“Princes”, they “dwell in the Land of Damascus”. The theme of
“ Traitors” is integral, as we saw, as well to the Habakkuk Pesher and

the conceptuality there of “the New Covenant”—here in the Damascus
Document, “the New Covenant in the Land of Damascus”.

In the Habakkuk Pesher, these “Traitors to the New Covenant” are

identified with “the Violent Ones”, also described as “Covenant-

Breakers”, with some association with “the Liar” (not to mention the

Righteous Teacher). In turn, these “Violent Ones” and/or “Men of War”
also form part and parcel of the background to these events in the

Damascus Document. For another pesher, the Psalm 37 Pesher, these

“Violent Ones” are Gentiles who take vengeance on the Wicked Priest

for his destruction of the Righteous Teacher.

The use and evocation of the word “People”/“Peoples” moves in

column viii.8f. into the quotation from Deut 32:33 about “wine”, “ser-

pents”, “venom”, “poison”, and “asps”. The venom of these serpents
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is interpreted as “the Kings of the Peoples and their ways”—plural. In

Deuteronomy, this passage declares that “vengeance is Mine” and over

and over again refers to “the Rock” and the destruction of the people.

It characterizes the paternity of “the Princes ofJudah” as “the vinestock

of Sodom, the groves of Gomorrah, whose grapes are poisonous, clus-

ters bitter”, but only the phrase “whose wine is the poison of serpents

and the cruel venom of asps” is actually quoted here. Other words like

“the Enemy” and “the deceitful brood”, are actually referred to earlier

in CD, v.17.

The usage Am”/“'Amim” (“People”/“Peoples”
)
at Qumran has sev-

eral meanings which should be cataloged. Sometimes the meaning is

positive, normally where the “People” generally are at issue, as, for

instance, in Hymns. Here in the Damascus Document, the sense is usu-

ally pejorative, with hints of the Am ha-Aresg well-known as a pejorative

in the Talmud. But this is not the complete sense in these lines in the

Damascus Document. The term is used, particularly in the plural

Amim”, to describe the Establishment and identified in some way with

“the Princes ofJudah removing the bound” and “the wine of their ways”.

In the Habakkuk Pesher, this usage “'Amim”/“Peoples” appears

together with another, “ Yeter ha- Amim"/“the Additional Ones of the

Peoples”, to produce a very important exegesis. In column viii.5 of the

Habakkuk Pesher, “'Amim” in the underlying text from Hab 2:6 has the

clear sense of “Gentiles” or “the surrounding Nations”—in fact, the

direct translation into Greek would be
“
Ethne ” as in Paul’s “Mission to

the Gentiles or “Peoples”. The term is exploited there to produce an exegesis

which characterizes the Wicked Priest’s exploitation of “the Riches of

Violent Ones” and the “Riches of the Peoples” as “walking in the ways

of Abominations and all unclean pollution” (viii.ll—15).

In column ix.4ff, the subject is reprised again, and “'Amim” and

“Go’im” in the underlying text from Hab 2:7-8 are exploited to produce

an exegesis relating to “the Riches of the Last Priests ofJerusalem”, who

“profiteered from the spoils of the Peoples”. This use of the word “bega ”

,

“profiteer from” or “exploit illegally”, is pivotal, because the same usage

appears in these critical lines from the Damascus Document in column

viii.7 as part of the charges being directed against the activities of “the

Princes of Judah”/“Kings of the Peoples”! Not only does this demon-

strate the basic circularity between these discussions, but it makes the

correspondence and overlap between them undeniable.

In the Habakkuk Pesher and Damascus Document, therefore, we are

in the same universe of corruption. That it is also part and parcel of what

must be understood as “the way of the People”, from which the Penitents
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in the Land of Damascus are instructed “to separate” and “depart”, should

also be clear. In addition, in the Habakkuk Pesher, these Gentiles, who
at first glance appear behind this corruption, are, in fact, being exploited

by the “High Priests” (plural). That is, the High Priests in the manner
of the plural Priestly clans of the Herodian period—not the singular High

Priest of the Maccabean period—are enriching themselves with the help

of or by exploiting persons perceived as Gentiles, in fact, “Violent Gen-
tiles”. This is the chain of meaning behind Gentile gifts and sacrificespolluting

the Temple Treasury—themselves based on illgotten gains and gathered

illegally.

Such a situation, including this charge, can patently only relate to the

period of the Pharisaic/Sadducean Establishment of the first century,

where the notices about such enrichment grow evermore shrill the closer

they are to the final rejection of gifts and sacrifices on behalf of Gentiles

in the Temple in 66 ce, the signal for the war against Rome. There are

no notices about this in any previous period—certainly none relating to

the highly nationalistic and normally xenophobic Maccabeans.

The Damascus Document exegesis of the phrase “Kings of the Peo-

ples” above reprises the earlier “viper”/“poison” imagery in column v.13,

directed against the Establishment, where an earlier passage from this

section of Deut 32:28 was also quoted and “Belial” and “(annes and his

brother” evoked. Here then the exposition of Deut 32:33 becomes clear:

“ The serpents are the Kings of the Peoples and their wine is their ways.”
“ The Kings of the Peoples” relates exactly to what we have said of “the

Princes of Judah” above, namely, the Herodians and their ways—by many,

particularly of the more Zealot or extremist frame of mind, such Herodi-

ans were not even considered Jews. Even such an expression as “King of

the Jews”, as the New Testament so vividly illustrates, did not have to

refer to someone who was Jewish at all. Rather it was simply a term

used by the Romans to refer to one or another of their appointees. This

is the thrust of the usage “Kings of the Peoples” parallel to it in this

exegesis. Not only did it relate to the perceived non-Jewish origin of

Kings such as these, but also to the fact that they actually were kings and

styled themselves as such.

According to the Pharisees and Establishment Sadducees of the first

century, they could be reckoned as Jews. But to others, like the “Zealot”

Simon above, who wanted to bar them from the Temple as foreigners,

they could not—not by any stretch of the imagination. Their “Ways”,

being delineated here, were those offornication. Riches, approaching near kin

for bodily connection
,
niece marriage, and incest. There is no indication in any

source that the Maccabeans did any of these things in a consistent
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manner, whereas for the Herodians they were a matter of studied family

practice and policy.

That reference, “the cruel venom of asps”, interpreted to relate to

“the Head of the Kings of Greece” or “Grecian” or “Greek-speaking

Kings”, does not present a problem in this context. In the first place

the word “rarA”/“poison”, as in “the poison of asps” in the underlying

text, is being played upon to produce the variant meaning “Head”. In

the second place, the word “wine”/“yayin” is being played on to produce

the virtually homophonic usage “Yavan”/“Greece”, both together pro-

ducing the homonymic “the Head of the Grecian Kings”.

In fact, the Roman Emperor really was the “Head” of such a confeder-

ation of Greeks or Greek-speaking kings in the Eastern Empire, particu-

larly in Asia Minor and Syria, including Commagene, Armenia, Lesser

Armenia, Cilicia, Emesa (modem Homs), Chalcis, etc. The Romans fol-

lowed a different policy in the East from their policy in the West, leaving

these petty, Greek-speaking, puppet kings in power as little more than

tax-farmers and satraps. Among these, as Josephus graphically illumines,

the Herodians played a significant part—not only in Palestine, but also

in Armenia, Lesser Armenia, Chalcis, Cilicia, and Commagene.

Finally—and this perhaps clinches the exposition—this term, “Kings

of the Peoples” really was being used in Roman administrative parlance

to refer to peoples and their rulers in oudying provinces of the Roman

Empire, particularly in “Asia”. A.N. Sherwin-White, The Roman Citizen-

ship
,
Oxford, 1939, pp. 269ff., in discussing the extension of Roman

citizenship to the provinces, discusses the terms in Latin,
“
omnes Gentes”,

and in Greek, “ta Ethne”, showing that both were used in the first and

second centuries ce to denote just these kinds of “Peoples” and their

“Kings”. In fact, Paul and his “Mission to the Gentiles” or “Peoples”

in just these regions provides additional clear verification of this, because

he means by this expression largely Greek-speaking, Gentile peoples in

the East.

For Cicero, the Roman people—not to mention the Emperor—were

“Princeps Gentium”/“Lord of Peoples”. Josephus himself uses the term

to refer to Quirinius’ role in Syria in Antiquities 18.1, and Paul, not with-

out moment, uses it to refer to his own Apostleship and developing

Mission in Ro 11:13. By the first and second centuries the term
“
ta

Ethne ” was being used by Greek writers to refer to “the Peoples” in the

outlying provinces newly incorporated into the Empire. Stronger proof

of the provenance and currency of the expression “Kings of the Peoples”

to denote provincial Kings in the Eastern provinces in the Roman

Period—like Herodians—could not be offered.
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In the view of the writer, this is indeed proof of the Herodian histori-

cal provenance of this crucial usage in the Damascus Document—paleo-

graphy, archaeology, imprecise or questionable carbon testing, or what-

ever external measure employed, notwithstanding. Furthermore, in this

passage, the “Kings of the Peoples” seem to be distinguished from the

other “Greek Kings” as actually having power and influence in )udea

proper. The conclusion is inescapable: they are Herodians. Certainly they

cannot be thought of as Maccabeans. Nor can
“

'

Amim” be considered

appropriate to describe Maccabeans.

In the Habakkuk Pesher a similar conundrum emerges. Whereas

“’Amim”, as it is used, seems, as explained, to relate to the Herodian

Establishment enriching itself in various forms of illicit “profiteering”

and “violent” and “polluting Abominations”, “Yeter-’Amim”
,
from Hab

2:8 in the underlying text, is specifically identified with “the Army of the

Kittim”, which at the End of Days will co-opt “the booty” and “polluted

Treasure” that “the Last Priests of Jerusalem amassed” in the Temple

by “profiteering from the plundering operations of the Peoples”. The

“Last Priests of Jerusalem”, as argued above, are simply that—the

alliance of High-Priestly clans during the Herodian Period, taking control

particularly towards its end under an assortment of Roman Governors.

In the New Testament and other contexts, these are denoted under the

heading of “Chief Priests” or “High Priests”—plural.

As noted, it would be absurd to apply this terminology “Last

Priests”
—

“Priests” here clearly connoting “High Priests”—to Macca-

beans, for they were monolithic, ruled for life, were not plural, and were

in no way “the Last” (whatever one’s interpretation of this, eschatological

or otherwise). Nor was the Maccabean period normally considered to

be “the Last Times” or “the End Time”—unless one takes the consensus

interpretation of the Scrolls literally.

A further proof of this proposition comes in the all-important col-

umns v—vi of the Habakkuk Pesher in exposition of Hab 1:15—16 about

“burning incense to his dragnet” and “his portion is fat and his eating

plenteous”, interpreted, once again, to refer to “the Kittim”. Not only

do we have here the actual description of the Kittim as “sacrificing to

their standards and worshipping their weapons of war”, but in pursuit

of the exegesis of their “portion being fat” and their “eating plenteous”,

they (“the Kittim
,,

)
are said to “parcel out their yoke and their taxes”

(i.e., tax-farming), “eating all the Peoples year by year”.

These “Peoples” are also linked in this exegesis in column viii.47 of

the Damascus Document to a group called “the Men of War, who
deserted to the Liar” during the Period of Wrath. Elsewhere we have
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linked this expression to Gentile or Herodian “Men-of-War”

,

exploited

by the High Priests to carry out predatory activities described at the end

of Book Nineteen of the Antiquities and continuing into descriptions in

Book Twenty surrounding the death of James. In our view, this is the

true sense of the idea of “they profiteered from the spoils of the Peo-

ples”, developed in the Habakkuk Pesher, viii.5— 1 1 and ix.5 and reflected

in CD, viii.8, 16, and 47 above. In other work, we have linked these kinds

of usages to “ Violent
”
“Herodians”, including Niger of Perea, Philip b.

Jacimus, Antipas, Costobarus, and the individual denoted in Josephus as

“Saulus”.

These references in column viii of the Damascus Document to “the

Kings of the Peoples” and “the poison of asps” are immediately fol-

lowed, just as those about “the Men-of-War walking with the Liar” later,

by reference to the “daubers upon the wall” of Ezek 13:10, “to whom
the Spouter of Lying spouted” or “poured out”. In previous work, too,

we suggested an identification of Paul for this ideological adversary of

the Righteous Teacher, who “poured out the waters of Lying on Israel”,

“removed the boundary-markers which the Ancestors had laid down
causing them to wander astray in a trackless waste”, and “rejected the

Law in the midst of their whole Assembly”.

In these references in Ezek 13:7 and Mic 2:11 about “the spouting”

or “visions of Lying prophets”, the “Lying Spouter’s” spouting is also

compared, as we saw, to “blowing”, “pouring out”, or “spouting wind”,

or if one prefers, “the Windbag”. However, one could interpret this as

well, in terms of “teaching about the Spirit”, “wind” and “Spirit”, as

already noted above, being homonyms in Hebrew. Again we have power-

ful textual links firming up correspondences with a Pauline “Adversary”.

However one wishes to view this identification, and the further one with

the Herodian “Man-of-War” Saulus, this “pouring out upon them”

—

another possible play on “Holy Spirit” baptism—is now said “to kindle

the Anger of God upon his whole Assembly” (if one prefers, “his

Church”; CD, viii. 13).

From viii. 13—22 there follow the now standard references to “stubborn-

ness of heart”, “rejecting the Commandments of God”, so typical of the

language used in the Habakkuk Pesher in describing the Spouting Liar’s

activities, “rejecting” or “betraying the New Covenant”, andpar contra being

rejected from the proper baptismal procedures of the Community of “the

New Covenant in the Land of Damascus”. As these charges and counter-

charges proceed, we are also presented with a variation on Pauline notions

of “Grace”—namely, it was not because of your “Righteousness and

Uprightness, but because God “loved the fathers” (Deut 7:8 and 9:5) or, to
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rephrase this, it was because God “loved the First” (the Forefathers) that

he would love those who came after them.

This is something of the way Paul develops his ideology of the

“Saving” Faith of Abraham in Romans and Galatians. Still, it is

difficult to believe that the authors, here, did not have a variation of

something resembling Paul’s “Grace” notions in mind when framing this

position. Whether the combination of these passages from Deuteronomy

at the end of column viii in the Damascus Document would be the

original scriptural warrant for this developing ideology would be difficult

to say.

These allusions culminate in evocation of Elisha’s rejection of “Gehazi”

(viii.20—21). Elisha’s rebuke of Gehazi (2 Ki 4—5) is of the same genre as

allusions to “Belial”/“Balaam” and “Jannes and Jambres” earlier. It is not

without moment that it should direcdy follow these allusions to the “Lying

Spouter surely spouting” and (his “pouring out wind” Adversary of the

Pauline genre). It directly precedes more information about “betraying the

New Covenant in the Land of Damascus”, the rejection from the “living

waters” (i.e., the baptism of the Community), and the “rising” or possible

resurrection of “the Messiah of Aaron and Israel” (again, all the surround-

ing verb usages here are singular).

Material about “Damascus” does relate to the Elijah and Elisha cycle

of stories and the usage “Desert of Damascus” first appears in relation

to the former in 1 Ki 19:15. The rebuke at this point may relate to

an episode in which Gehazi was unable—presumably because of his

impurity—to perform a resurrection for Elisha (2 Ki 4:31). More likely

it relates to Gehazi’s having taken payment from the King of Syria for the

cures Elisha has been doing (2 Ki 5:20—27; cf. Paul in 1 Co 9:5ff. and 1

Tim 5:18)—enough to make him a “Rich” man. For this Elisha turns

him leprous as snow. The direct relation of this to accusations against

Paul should be clear (cf. 1 Co 9:5ff. and 1 Tim 5:18).

Early this century, Travers Flerford identified allusions to “Gehazi” of

this kind in Rabbinic literature with Paul
(
Christianity in Talmud and Mid-

rash, London, 1903, pp. 97ff.). This shows amazing prescience with

regard to these notices in the Damascus Document. I have nothing to

add to his arguments. If nothing else, we have here another correspon-

dence of the material before us with allusions thought in their Rabbinic

context to have related to “Enemies” like Paul. However these things

may be, the fixing upon characters like “Jannes”, “Balaam”, “Gehazi”,

“Korah”, “Do eg”, and others, to relate to doctrinal disputes is a known

literary phenomenon in the first century7 ce and afterwards. There is no
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indication of such exegesis earlier (unless it be in these Scrolls), though

it may have existed.

In this section of b. Sanhedrin or these “Enemies of God” (104a—107b),

immediately following that on Hab 2:3 and the Messianic “delay” (97—

99a), Gehazi is directly connected to “the family of Benjamin” (99b).

It is also made very clear that Gehazi’s sin was “calling his master by

Name”.

A last point: Gehazi is certainly a servant to Elisha, as Baruch in the

same passage is to Jeremiah. Baruch’s service seems to have related to

delivering Jeremiah’s vision of the destruction of Jerusalem to the Ruling

Authorities. The allusions in question do appear to relate to precise

internal problems or events within the Community. For his part, Paul

does labor over the issues of taking monetary remuneration at some

length in 1 Co 9:7-9 and, in addition, alludes to the fact of his suffering

from some disfiguring disease that makes it unpleasant for others to see

him or have him visit them (2 Co 10:10, etc.). Some have even suggested

this was leprosy. If he did suffer from a kind of leprosy—this, the

essence of Elisha’s rebuke of Gehazi above—then, of course, the corre-

spondence is even more precise. But these are matters incapable of

proof. What is interesting is how much good sense can be made of such

notices even with the data at our disposal.

In closing, it is important to note that at the end of these narrative

sections of column viii of the Damascus Document (Cairo version, Text

B, column xx), before the enumeration of specific legal points that follow

in the rest of Text A, there are references to “Yesha'" and “Yeshu ato”

,

“Salvation” and “His Salvation” (viii.43 and 57). These come in the

particularly sensitive doctrinal summations at the conclusion of Text B,

where “fearing God and worshipping His Name” and “God showing

Grace to those that love Him [the “Piety” Commandment again] and

watch for Him for a thousand generations”, are mentioned. The first

is epitomized by the phrase “when Salvation {Yesha') and Justification

(.Zedakah
)

shall be revealed to those that fear God ”,

We have already noted this phrase “fearing God” above and it is

widespread in the Scrolls, as for instance in column xlvi of the Temple

Scroll in connection with blocking the view of the Temple to various

classes of polluted persons, including an allusion to “balla' ’’/“swallow-

ing” or “Bela'”, the name of the first Edomite King in the Bible. Paul,

too, in 2 Co 7:1 above on “the Perfection of Holiness” and “Beliar” and

other Damascus Document-style allusions like “being consecrated” or

“separated”, links these to the allusion “in the fear of God”.
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This kind of allusion continues in the closing statement of this section

of the Damascus Document:

However, all those who hold fast to these Laws . . . listening to the voice of

the Teacher of Righteousness, confessing before God, “we have sinned” . . .

who have not deserted the Laws of Righteousness . . . they shall rejoice and

their hearts shall be strengthened . . . God will make atonement for them

and they shall see His Salvation (Yeshu ato), because they took refuge in His

Holy Name.

Not only do we have “Name” and “naming” symbolism of the sort

that one encounters in the New Testament regarding “the name

Jesus”, but it is possible to imagine a situation where expressions like

these became personalized in overseas Gospels created expressly for

external purposes.

This is the kind of exposition one can achieve on the basis of internal

data once the parameters of paleography (and now carbon testing) are

relaxed. Here we encounter identifiably first-century ce themes and

usages which one would be hard pressed to relate to any previous cen-

tury. This is what is meant by paying attention to the internal usages and

allusions. We need to require Qumran specialists to toe the line on

important internal usages of this kind. Avoiding or passing them over in

silence will not do. Do they have an alternate explanation of them? If

not, the choice facing Qumran scholarship is clear: cleave to the exact

parameters of paleographic typology in texts like the Damascus Docu-

ment and make no sense of the internal textual evidence, or admit the

layer upon layer of textual commonality with known first-century themes,

as encountered in the Pauline corpus and elsewhere—as for instance,

James and early Christian documents like the Pseudoclementines.



CHAPTER 8

Joining/Joiners, 'Arizei-Go’im, and the

Simple of Ephraim Relating to a Cadre

of Gentile God-Fearers at Qumran

A much underestimated question in the study of Qumran documents is

the role of a cadre of Gentile “God-Fearers” at Qumran. “God-Fearer”

has generally been acknowledged to be a term applied to non-Jewish

outsiders interested in Judaism or attached in some kind of associated

status to Jewish synagogues in principal cities in Asia Minor and Greece.

The Book of Acts uses the term in this manner and twice applies it to

the conversion of the archetypical Gentile convert, the Roman Centurion

Cornelius at Caesarea and all his household (10:2 and 10:35). It also

applies it to the “wonders and miracles done through the Apostles”

(2:43) and to the Jews and Greeks at Ephesus after the discomfiture of

“the seven sons of the Jewish High Priest Sceva” {[Sceva obviously being

a corruption of the number sheva or “seven” in Hebrew] 19:17). Acts

9:31 speaks of “the Assemblies [or “Churches”] in Judea and Samaria

walking in fear of the Lord” and depicts Paul as speaking to the Israelites

and “God-Fearers” at Antioch in Asia Minor (13:16).

Paul himself refers to it—sometimes negatively or as part of his anti-

nomian polemic—in Ro 8:15 (par contra
,
see Ro 3:18). One particularly

cogent occurrence of it is to be found in his exhortation “to separate”

and “purify oneself of all unclean pollution” in 2 Co 6:14-7:1 in the

context of reference to “Beliar”, “Light” and “Dark” imagery, and plural

divine sonship, culminating in the key evocation of “Perfecting Holiness

in fear of God”. This is also the gist of like allusions in Eph 5:21 and

1 Pe 2:17. But 1 John 4:18, using the “casting” and “Perfection” language

so important in Qumran ideology, reverses it again. Playing on the all-

* Paper presented at the Society of Biblical Literature, 1991.
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important “love” motif (i.e., the two “Love” Commandments of “loving

God” and “loving your fellow man”), it reiterates that “Perfect love casts

out fear” (Greek hallei—italics mine).

The notion of “fear of ’’/“fearing God” is widespread in the Qumran

corpus as well. The reference to it is, once again, framed as a positive

injunction in the all-important culmination of the narrative section of

the Damascus Document, which alludes on three separate occasions (like

Paul in 2 Co above) to “the Perfection of Holiness”, addressing itself to

“the Assembly [or “Church”] of the Men of the Perfection of Holiness”.

This exhortation in the final column of the narrative portion of the

Damascus Document begins with an allusion to “the New Covenant in

the Land of Damascus”, “the standing up of the Messiah of Aaron and

Israel”, and even to how the Penitent’s “works” should be “in accord-

ance with the precise interpretation of the Torah in which the Men of the

Perfection of Holiness walked” (italics mine—CD, viii.21—30).

Following this and following another reference to “loving one’s bro-

ther” (the second of the two “Love” Commandments and the second

in the document, the first having been two columns earlier in the context

of reference to “the New Covenant in the Land of Damascus” and

“setting aside the Holy Things according to their precise letter”—vi.17-

21); God-Fearers and “fearing God’s Name” are twice mentioned

(viii.42—43). The context is exactly that in 1 John above, of “loving one’s

neighbor”, “being built up” or “fortified”, and “Perfection”, albeit with

the reverse signification of being for “the Torah” instead of antinomian.

In this exhortation in the Damascus Document, the “Penitents from

sin” are encouraged to love their neighbors and “fortify their step in the

Way of God”. At this point, it is reiterated:

A “Book of Remembrance” will also be written out for those God-Fearers

that reckon His [God’s] Name, until God will reveal Salvation [Yesha'
]
and

Justification [Zedakah
]
to those that feared His Name (italics mine).

Not only is the reference to “y£rA/”/“Salvation” interesting here,

because it is the Hebrew root of the name “Jesus”, but the term “reckon”

is the same verb that occurs in the Ge 15:6 passage both Paul and James

refer to, namely, “Abraham’s Faith was reckoned to him as Righteous-

ness” (or, as this is sometimes expressed in the Greek, “justified him”).

Moreover, this promise is immediately followed by the quotation of

Ex 20:6 about “God’s Hesed" or “Piety” (in this case “Loving-kindness”

or “Grace”) to those that love Him and keep Him “for a thousand

Generations” (viii.21—22). “Loving God” here is the first part of the

“Piety”/“Righteousness” dichotomy of “Piety towards God” and
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“Righteousness towards one’s fellow man”—the two “Love” Command

ments which the Gospels claim were the fundamental essence of “Jesus’”

teaching (Mt 22:37-39 and pars.)

For Josephus, they are the essence of John the Baptists doctrine as

well and the practices of those he is calling “Essenes” are delineated in

terms of these two categories. They are also the twin doctrines of James

teaching as presented in all early Church sources and the traces of them

are easily discernible in the first two chapters of the New Testament

letter ascribed to his name. This means that this fundamental promise

to “God-Fearers” or those “who Fear His Name” in the last column of

the narrative portion of the Damascus Document is framed or, as it

were, circumscribed by allusion to the two Love Commandments or

the “Righteousness”/“Piety dichotomy” as well.

This section of the Damascus Document also ends on the culminating

note of “not deserting the Laws of Righteousness”, “strengthening the

hearts” of the Penitents, who will ultimately “be victorious over all the

sons of earth”, and “God making atonement on their behalf [or “through

them”] and their seeing His Salvation (“ \eshu a ’
), because they took

refuge in His Holy Name” (viii.55-57). In this presentation, it becomes

very clear that these “God-Fearers’ are coequal with or come under the

same salvational scheme as those being called elsewhere the Disciples

of God” or “the House of Torah ” (viii.27 and 36).

Another very striking incidence of the notion of fearing God at

Qumran occurs in the all-important passage about the classes of persons

being barred not only from the precincts of the Temple but even seem-

ingly from “seeing” it, in column xlvi of the Temple Scroll (note how

in certain verbal constructions “seeing” and “fearing’ can be

homonyms). One should also remark the curious conjunction of allusion

to the term “balla ” (“swallowing”) or “Bela'” (the name of the first

Edomite King in Genesis and the father of Balaam in Numbers and

elsewhere—in Hebrew there is no difference in writing
“
balla ” or

“Bela'”) with this ideology of barring classes of unclean persons not

only from the Temple, but also even from seeing it.

In turn, this kind of usage is part of the B-L- circle of language

that includes the references to the “Three Nets of Belial’ in the

Damascus Document and the nets “Balaam taught Balak” in Revel-

ation, which I have attempted to relate to how the reigning Establish-

ment, particularly Herodians—but certainly not Maccabeans were viewed

by their opponents.

This language cluster would also include the language of “swallowing

applied in the Habakkuk Pesher to the death of the Righteous Teacher,
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and thereafter to the reward God paid to the Wicked Priest, as it includes

casting down language generally in Greek, in particular as related to the

death ofJames in early Church literature and references to “the Diaholos”

or “the Devil” (cf. 1 John 3:7 and 10 above), another variation on this

language.

Certainly, too, there are Greek texts at Qumran which, while not

proving the existence of a cadre of Gentiles in some form of associ-

ated status with the Community, could be viewed as additional evi-

dence pointing in that direction. But one doesn’t need these to prove

the proposition, for there is already enough evidence in the widely

published texts from Qumran to, at least, raise the question of

whether there were Gentiles at Qumran in some form of associated

status like that of the Gentile “God-Fearers”, who so freely appear

to have associated themselves with Jewish synagogues in Asia Minor
and elsewhere in the Hellenistic world.

But what kind of status might this have been—a status of full conver-

sion or some intermediate one? If there was a Community of them at

Qumran (Prof. Golb notwithstanding) would they have been part of it

physically, or would they have been associated elsewhere in peripheral

towns and villages in some manner? These questions are unanswerable

on the basis of the data before us. Certainly where Qumran is concerned,

following the letter of the “Torah of Moses” is repeatedly reiterated as a

sine qua non of the documents. But was this simply a formal requirement

or were there other (perhaps “hidden”) requirements as sometimes

seems to be implied in the documents?

It is interesting that on introducing the exegesis of “the Zadokite

Covenant” from E2ek 44:15 at the beginning of column iv, the Dam-
ascus Document states that:

God in his marvelous Mysteries atoned for their sin and pardoned their

transgression, building for them a House of Faith ,
the likes of which had never

stood in Israel from ancient times until now. And for them that hold fast to

it there will be Eternal life [“life Victorious’J and all the Glory ofAdam [the

Ebionite PrimalAdam ideology] will be theirs (CD, ili. 18-20).

Following this and an exposition of the role of the true “Sons of Zadok”,
and just prior to enunciation and exposition of the “Three Nets of

Belial”, the Damascus Document concludes:

And all those coming after them [“the First Men of Holiness”] are to do

[note the Jamesian emphasis on “doing” here] according to the precise

letter of the Torah which the First [“the Ancestors” or “Forefathers’]

transmittted, until the Completion of the Era of these years. According
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to the Covenant which God made with the First to atone for their sins,

so too would God make atonement for them. But with the completion

of the Era of these years, there will be no more joining to the House ofJudah

[i.e., no more Jews], but rather each man will stand on his own watchtower

(italics mine—iv.7—12).

There would appear to be a mistake in the transcription of this last word.

The text has “me%udo”/“his net” instead of “me%oro”/“his watchtower”,

but the meaning is clear. This last would be the same “watchtower”

spoken of in the Habakkuk Pesher (Hab 2:1), where the Prophet Habak-

kuk looks out and sees that “the Last Era would be extended beyond

anything the Prophets have foretold”—in Christian parlance, “the Delay

of the Parousia ”. Interestingly, Josephus pictures the revolutionaries in

the last days on the Temple Mount before the final Roman assault as

avoiding the necessity of following the strictures of the Law—this, colla-

borating backslider that he is, of course, comes in for his vociferous

condemnation.

Josephus also provides a picture of a wild, forced circumcision of

Gentiles by the Revolutionaries in the period of the 66—70 ce Uprising.

Not only does the Roman Commander of the Citadel in Jerusalem

—

the same level of commander who seems to have rescued Paul from the

crowd in Acts 21-22—accept circumcision to save his life at the begin-

ning of the Uprising, but Josephus provides other examples of the Zeal-

ots forcibly circumcizing Gentiles in the course of the Uprising, particu-

larly on the other side of the Jordan.

Hippolytus, the third-century Church historian, who conserves a ver-

sion of Josephus’ description of “Essenes” more detailed even seemingly

than Josephus’, pictures two groups of “Essenes”: one the traditional one,

but another more “Zealot”, whom he actually calls “Zealot Essenes”.

This fits more into our notions of what the Qumran sectaries, given

their eschatology, were really like. Hippolytus, presumably following

Josephus, also pictures them as forcibly circumcising Gentiles on pain of death.

In fact, providing the clue to unraveling some of the little-understood

terminologies, Hippolytus tells us that this party of “Essenes”—whom
he also calls “Sicarii”—should they hear anyone discussing “God and

His Laws”, will forcibly circumcize that person; and Origen, in a little-

remarked passage, also insists that “the Sicarii” were forcibly circumcizing

people—thereby violating the Roman “Hex Cornelia de Sicarius”

,

specifi-

cally aimed at forbidding this.

“Circumcision” is clearly the key issue in a series of confrontations,

variously and sometimes contradictorily portrayed in both Acts and

Paul’s letters, between the Jerusalem Leadership of the early Church in
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Palestine and Paul. Acts focuses on this issue of “circumcision” in the

run-up to its picture of the famous “Jerusalem Council”—fictional or

real—when it says, “Some, who came down from Judea [to “Antioch’

J

taught the brothers that unless you are circumcized according to the

tradition of Moses, you cannot be saved” (15:1).

These are presumably the same “some from James” whom Paul in

Galatians, probably more accurately and realistically, depicts as coming
down from Jerusalem to Antioch and opposing table-fellowship with

Gentiles. Paul specifically identifies them as “of the circumcision” or the

party “insisting on circumcision”, to whom even Peter and Barnabas

must defer—what Paul surprisingly and insultingly refers to as “their

hypocrisy” (Ga 2:12-13).

The language of “keeping apart from” and “separating himself” that

Paul uses here to describe Peter (2:11-12) also permeates the language

of the Damascus Document at Qumran. The latter both calls on its

adepts “to separate” (also echoed by Paul in 1 Co 6:14 above), and
repeatedly stresses “keep apart from polluted Riches” and “polluted

things” generally, including those whom it calls derogatorily “the Sons
of the Pit . The “Disciples of God” or “Men of the Perfection of Holi-

ness”, who follow “Perfection of the Way”, are urged to “keep away
[leha^ir] from fornication” and “separate the Holy from the profane”

(vi.15, vii.l, and viii.9).

The verb used here, lin^or or lehinna^er, is based on the same tri-letter

Hebrew root N-Z-R, “to keep apart from”/“avoid”, that the well-known
term “Nazirite” is. This conjunction is hardly accidental and gives the

Damascus Document the appearance of an excursus on a “New Coven-
ant” or “Community” based on a new “Naziritism”, absolutely con-

cerned—unlike Paul—with “setting aside the Holy Things”, including

“Holy persons” and purity.

The attitude of these extreme “Zealot Essenes” or “Sicarii ”, who wish
forcibly to circumcize Gentiles, seems to have been in the extreme cir-

cumstances engendered by war—as in Islam—circumcision or die. Niger

of Perea, who, as his epithet implies, came from across Jordan where
John the Baptist had been active baptizing one or two decades before,

is a leader of those Josephus is calling “Idumaeans”. Whoever they are,

they certainly participated in the War against Rome and were close allies

of those Josephus now begins calling “Zealots”.

Though seemingly a convert of some kind and an early leader of
the Revolt, even Niger ultimately falls foul of such extremists and
was executed. Two events from his life, as recorded in Josephus,

resemble events recorded of the life of Jesus in the Gospels. One
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occurs in the initial period of the Uprising, when his followers give

him up for dead; he suddenly re-emerges from the earth after being

seemingly buried for three days\ A second takes place toward the end

of the Uprising, when he is forced to walk through a large and

hostile crowd on the way to his execution outside Jerusalem—an eerie

preview of the literary recreation of “Jesus’” death in Gospel narra-

tives.

There were other Gentiles in the Uprising or, better yet, converts

—

though one man’s “convert” was another’s “Gentile”—as the name

“Simon bar Giora” implies, also active in Idumaea, later executed in

Rome at the conclusion of Titus’ victory parade. Queen Helen of Adiab-

ene’s two sons, Izates and Monobazus, are very famous converts and

constitute additional examples of the conversion of this kind of foreign

“Man-of-War”. And, of course, there was Queen Helen’s own

conversion.

The real issue behind these conversions, as Josephus makes clear, was

circumcision. As I will show in my forthcoming book on James the Brother

ofJesus (Faber and Faber, 1996), Helen miraculously reappears in the

episode in Acts about the conversion to Christianity of the “Ethiopian

Queen Kandakes’ eunuch” (8:27—here the malevolent and somewhat

ribald pun on circumcizing will be straightforwardly delineated). Not only

is the overlap between the episode of the conversion of Queen Helen’s

Law-abiding son, Izates, who circumcized himself, and the “eunuch” of

this “Ethiopian Queen” a key to separating out Acts’ historical method,

such as it is, but there is also a touch of Hellenistic racism here, as there

was no conversion of real “Ethiopians” at this point in Christian history

and no queen called “Kandakes”. Here Acts is rather implying that to its

author and its readership, all “Arab queens” were like “Ethiopians” (the

slur, of course, is intentional).

In any event, the speech Josephus puts into the mouth of the “Zealot”

teacher of Helen’s son Izates miraculously reappears in the speech to

“the Treasurer of the Queen” Acts puts into the mouth of its “Philip”

(8:30-38). Two other sons or “kinsmen” of Queen Helen, a second

Monobazus and one Kenedaeos—no doubt the real name behind Acts’

“Kandakes” above—also die, not insignificantly, in the first battle of the

Uprising, fighting the Romans as they retreated from Jerusalem at the

legendary Maccabean stronghold astride the Pass at Beit Horon.

Another “Philip”, the Herodian “Philip the son of Jacimus, the Strate-

gos” or “Head” of Agrippa IPs army, was possibly another of these

converts. In Acts, “Philip the Evangelist” ends up in Caesarea after meet-

ing “the Ethiopian Queen’s eunuch” and is “the father of four virgin
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daughters who could prophesy” (Acts 21:9). In Josephus, “Philip the

Strategos” also has daughters, who miraculously escaped the Zealot suicide

at Gamala in the Golan Heights (Judas the Galilean’s place of origin)

and a home in Caesarea. This Philip is another of these Herodian Men-
of-War, like Niger of Perea and another of Philip’s colleagues Josephus

calls “Silas” (there seem to have been two Silases, one older and the

other younger). Helen’s two sons also fit this “Men-of-War” typology,

as does another of Niger’s colleagues and revolutionary commander

—

like Helen’s two kinsmen, killed in the early fighting—whom Josephus

calls “John the Essene”!

Speaking of “Herodians”, are we to consider them Jews, converts, or

Gentiles? Much depended on how you looked at it. This is certainly a

pivotal issue in Josephus’ picture of the visit—again to Caesarea—of

another “Simon”. Josephus describes this Simon as “the Head of an

Assembly [literally Ecc/esia/“Church”
]
of his own in Jerusalem”, and he

wants, in around 44 ce, to bar the Herodian King Agrippa I from the

Temple as a foreigner or as one of the classes of polluted person alluded

to above in the Temple Scroll.

This is certainly a very crucial episode in the Antiquities
,
which

Josephus omits in the Jewish War. It is a doublet for the visit of the

“Simon” the New Testament calls both “Peter” or
“
Cephas ”, who in

Acts visits the Roman Centurion Cornelius in Caesarea (10:24—25—another

case of probable New Testament refurbishment), after being the recipi-

ent of a “tablecloth” vision in which he learned not to call “any man
profane or unclean” (Acts 10:28)—or any food (10:14-15). This is the

very opposite of the position we have just seen enunciated in the Dam-
ascus Document above. Once appreciated, such reversals of “Zealot”

and Qumran positions can be seen to be part and parcel of the New
Testament modus operandi.

It is types of individual of this kind whom I have identified as “the

'Ari^ei ha-Go
,

im ” in Qumran texts—as I have expressed it—often “Viol-

ent”, sometimes pro-revolutionary, Herodian “Men-of-War”. This last is

another term found in the last narrative column of the Damascus Docu-
ment (viii.37). There, “the Men-of-War” are said to have “walked with

the Man of Lying”. Whether these were Jews, Gentiles, or even bona fide

converts, would very much depend on one’s point of view—“Pharisee”,

Zealot, Nazirite, or some other.

Certainly there are allusions to such persons in the Qumran corpus,

and the agitation against foreigners, foreign customs, and ultimately

foreign gifts or sacrifices in the Temple is a constant theme of the period

from the days ofJudas Maccabee to the agitation ending in the Uprising
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against Rome. This is particularly true, as Josephus repeatedly makes

clear, at the time this agitation rose to its zenith in the 50s and 60s, the

period in which James held sway in Jerusalem. In fact, the stopping of

sacrifice on behalf of Romans and other foreigners in the Temple was

the actual issue on which the War was finally proclaimed by the “Zealot”

Lower Priesthood in the Temple, probably the same Priests among

whom James had been active (Acts 6:7 and 21:20).

The very idea of “Zealot”, whether in the early or last days of this

Movement, very much bears on this attitude towards foreigners. The

High Priest Phineas, the prototypical “Zealot” in Num 25:11—13, had his

High-Pnesdy warrant bestowed on him and his heirs in perpetuity for

having killed people marrying foreigners and mixing with or bringing

them into the Community. Even the context of “the Zadokite Covenant”

of Ezek 44:15, subjected to such crucial exegesis in column iv of the

Damascus Document above, was the stricture about barring Gentiles

from the Temple (Ezek 44:7). As Ezek 44:9 puts it:

No foreigner uncircumcized in heart or uncircumcized in flesh shall enter My Temple

or any foreigner [living] among the Sons of Israel (italics mine).

The “uncircumcized heart” allusion here is a key phraseology too. Paul

understands its significance in 2 Co 3:3, when in parodying his opponents

within the Church and the written letters of recommendation they seem

to have (no doubt from personages like James), he raises the issue of the

“fleshy tablets of the heart” and “writing” on these “not with ink but

with the Spirit of the Living God”—meaning his own “Gentile Mission”-

style Christianity. Poetic licence notwithstanding, this would no doubt

have been profoundly shocking not only to those at Qumran but also

to “the Elders and teachers of the Jerusalem Assembly” (italics mine).

Especially shocking would have been Paul’s then going on to compare

the “fleshy tablets of the heart” to “the service of death” represented

by the written letters cut into the tablets of stone on Sinai, while at the

same time, intoning “the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life” (2 Co 3:

6—7). Again, his meaning here is unmistakable and the issue is arguments

about written Apostolic certification within the early “Church” not outside

it. The allusion to “uncircumcized heart” from Ezek 44:7—9 is also clearly

applied to the Wicked Priest “who did not circumcize the foreskin of

his heart” in the Habakkuk Pesher (xi.13). It is the reason for his disquali-

fication from Temple service on account of all the “Abominations he

committed”—including presumably destroying the Righteous Teacher.

Josephus’ allusions to “Idumaeans” led by this “Niger” and others are

themselves curious. It should be noted that Acts has someone called
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“Niger” as a founding member of the Pauline Community in Antioch,

where according to it, “Christians” were first “called Christians” (11:26),

including someone even Acts acknowledges was “
thefoster brother ofHerod

the Tetrarch” (the man responsible for the murder of John the Baptist

—

13:1)! These “Idumaeans” suddenly materalize in a later phase of the

Uprising and clearly are on the same side as the most extreme “Zealots”.

In fact, Josephus starts using both the terms “Idumaean” and “Zealot”

at around the same time.

They have a particular enmity towards Herodian or Establishment

High Priests—that is, priests owing their appointment to Herodian kings

or Roman governors—and play a principal part in the elimination of

them (presumably because of their willingness to use Violence), in particu-

lar Ananus, the son of the Ananus in the Gospels. Not only is this

“younger” Ananus the brother of Jonathan, whose death in 55 ce at

presumably “Zealot” or
“
Sicarii ” hands is also recorded by Josephus in

the run-up to the Uprising; he is the High Priest responsible for the

death of James in 62 ce.

How can we say these Gentile Idumaeans—for certainly they seem

to be Gentiles—are on the same side of the Uprising as “Zealots” (note

that in Acts 21:20, the greater part of James’ “Jerusalem Assembly” sup-

porters are described as “Zealots for the Law”). I prefer another term

Josephus uses, “innovators”, because, as the late Morton Smith of Col-

umbia has pointed out, the Movement we are speaking of cannot simply

be called “Zealot” until the last days of the Uprising. Here, too, the term

is really only applied to those who take vengeance on Ananus—ven-

geance for the death of James?—and the later “Zealot” band under

Eleazar who actually occupy the Temple. In other work, I have called this

“the Messianic Movement” and for various reasons believe this term to

be the more accurate.

These Idumaeans have a particular animus against Ananus—but why?

And if they have this animus towards High Priests, how then do they

differ from that group designated as “'Ari^ei-Go'im” (“the Violent Ones

of the Gentiles”) in the Psalm 37 Pesher? It is not even clear if this

category of “Idumaeans” in Josephus is not a circumlocution, signifying

not a whole national entity but only perhaps pro-revolutionary Herodi-

ans
—“Idumaeans” clearly being one possible circumlocution applicable

to Herodians.

“Ari^ei-Go'im ” is used in at least two places in the Psalm 37 Pesher

(ii.20 and iv.9). In both, whatever group is intended by this circumlo-

cution, the context has to do with the vengeance taken by “the Violent

Ones of the Gentiles” (and presumably these are Gentiles) on those
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who attacked “the Priest”/“Righteous Teacher”—referred to in the first

instance (ii. 1 8) as “the Wicked of Ephraim and Manasseh” and in the

second, as “the Wicked Priest” (iv.8).

In the Nahum Pesher sue. encounter some of the same terms, but there

the sense is “the Simple Ones of Ephraim”, obviously meant to parallel

in some manner “the Simple Ones ofJudah doing Torah” in the Habak-

kuk Pesher. The two groups of “Wicked Ones” in the Psalm 37 Pesher

are evidendy meant to correspond to another group called “the Violent

of the Covenant in the House of )udah” (ii. 1 4 and iii. 12), terminology

that parallels material in the Habakkuk Pesher and references simply to

“'Ari^im” (“Violent Ones”) there.

In the second context, starting with the identification of “the Priest”

(i.e., the “Opposition” High Priest) with “the Teacher of Righteousness”

at the end of the third column of the Psalm 37 Pesher, the events referred

to are more specifically tied to the Wicked Priest per se. As in the Habak-

kuk Pesher references to “swallowing” and “drinking the Cup of the

Lord” (or Divine Vengeance ), once again, he is given his proper reward

by these “Violent Ones of the Gentiles” who “execute Judgement upon

him”.

Where the fate of the Wicked Priest is in question, the Habakkuk

Pesher is of similar import, even similar vocabulary (“they [unspecified]

inflicted upon him the Judgements of Evil”—ix.l). Whoever these Viol-

ent Gentiles may be, in the Psalm 37 Pesher they are certainly on the

same side as “the Priest” (identical with “the Righteous Teacher”), “the

Men of his Council”, “the Doers of Torah” and “the Poor”—also

referred to as “the Assembly of the Ehionim of Jerusalem” (this last

closely paralleling what often goes by the phraseology “the Jerusalem

Church” in early Christianity)—again, all terms with parallels in the

Habakkuk Pesher.

Whether these
“
'Ari^ei-Go'im” in the Psalm 37 Pesher, who “take ven-

geance” on the Wicked Priest, can be identified with Josephus’ “Idumae-

ans” cannot be proven and will largely depend on one’s identification

of key personalities. However, if the expression does not refer to them,

one would be hard-pressed to find a specific group which fulfills these

criteria better, particularly in Maccabean times. The identification with

James—also a “Priest” and a “Teacher of Righteousness” in all early

Church tradition—may be questioned, but those who do so would them-

selves find it difficult to provide the name of another who fits such a

description from the Maccabean Period. It is easy to criticize others

without being required to produce better identifications oneself.

The identification of these “ Ari^ei-Go'im” in the Psalm 37 Pesher
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depends on one’s interpretation of the text in question. But the term

“’Anspm ” also appears elsewhere in the published Qumran corpus, most

notably in the Habakkuk Pesher (ii.6). Whether in the Habakkuk Pesher

references these are supposed to be “Gentiles” or not cannot be deter-

mined from the context (we have already noted two groups of “Violent

Ones”—both “Gentiles” and “of the Covenant” in the Psalm 37 Pesher)-,

but there is no reason to believe, in view of the other parallels implicit

in the commentaries, that the term is very different from the parallel

one in the Psalm 37 Pesher.

In the Habakkuk Pesher, the “ Ari^im ” or “Violent Ones” are allied

in some way with “the Liar”, “the Covenant-Breakers”, and “the

Traitors to the New Covenant” (lQpHab, ii.3—6). Confirming the

basic parallelism of these two contexts, there is also a reference to

“the Liar” in the Psalm 37 Pesher, directly following the passage about

the vengeance taken on the Wicked Priest by “the Violent Ones”

(i.26 and iv.14). The passage in the Habakkuk Pesher seemingly refers

to some internal struggle within the Community itself, and these

various groups of persons are even portrayed as attending the Scriptural

exegesis sessions of “the Priest”/“Righteous Teacher”—interpretations of

biblical writ he is said to get from “the Mouth of God” Himself

(lQpHab, ii.3—10 and viii.4—8).

In the course of these or other like confrontations, “the Liar” is said

to “reject the Torah in the midst of their whole Assembly” and attacks

the Righteous Teacher verbally (lQpHab, v.12). That this would appear

to be an internal matter within the Community is reinforced by the note

that the parties concerned were privy to the internal Scriptural exegesis

sessions of the Righteous Teacher. Though the words “their Assembly”

[“Church”] are indeterminate here, if it is the Righteous Teacher’s

“Assembly”, we have in these confrontations something very much
resembling what goes by the name of “the Jerusalem Council” in early

Christianity. I have discussed this point in some detail in ]]HP (Chapter

2). Whatever the conclusion, this is further evidence supporting some

association of persons, called “the Violent Ones”—“the Violent Ones of

the Gentiles” in the Psalm 37 Pesher—with the Community, even if at

this point they are “walking with” or following the ideological opponent

of the Teacher—called “the Man of Lying” or “the Spouter” or “Pourer

out of Lying,” within this Community.

The same categories or groups are encountered in the Nahum Pesher,

including the reiteration of the theme of “Lying” again. Elsewhere I have

identified this theme of “Lying” with a Paul-like teacher. Paul himself in

extant correspondence is clearly aware of this accusation as applying to
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him, and vigorously protests at key junctures that he “does not lie” (cf.

Ga 1:20 on his first meeting with James and 2 Co 11:31 on his escape

from Damascus in a basket). In Galatians he also shows knowledge of

the “Enemy” terminology, so well attested in early Christianity and

applied in Ebionite Christianity to Paul, and connecting with the issue of

“telling the Truth” (4:16).

Though most attention with regard to the Nahum Pesher has been

focused on the first column (more recently reconstructed as the second

column—the first dealing with torrential rain and what is clearly a

scenario of final “Judgement” of some kind) and the well-known

allusions there to “the Furious Young Lion”, “(Deme)trius”, “the

Greeks”, “the Kittim ”, and the like; for our purposes the third column

is more interesting. Beginning with an allusion to “Messengers” in

Gentile countries (in Greek, “Apostles”) and a reference to “the City

of Ephraim”, tied to an allusion to “those who Seek Smooth Things

at the End of Days” and “walking in Lying”, there is an allusion to

“City of Blood”, also tied to an allusion to “the City of Ephraim”

(4QpNah, ii.1-2). In my view, the “Blood” and “Lying’ imagery both

have to do in some manner with the Qumran character known as

“the Man of” or “Spouter of Lying”.

The repeated description of the great heaps of corpses with “no end

to their total”, taking off from a vivid description of the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Babylonians in the underlying text from Nah 3:1—3,

is hardly to be associated with a fall of Jerusalem less important than

the one of 70 ce. Only the fallacious interpretation of Qumran
archaeological and paleographical evidence could make one think

differently.

If we understand “Seekers after Smooth Things” according to its nor-

mative interpretation of “Pharisees” then, once again, we are really in

the first century ce, because “the Seekers after Smooth Things” did not

really “hold sway in Jerusalem” at any period prior to the Herodian or

Roman Period. This really cannot be said for the Maccabean, except in

the imaginations of those who feel it is legitimate to present the Macca-

beans as “Wicked Priests” of some kind—as opposed to Herodian High

Priests. But, in addition, the first column tells us that “the Kittim” come

after “the Greeks”, “Demetrius”, and “Antiochus” Epiphanes (ii.3); thus

making it crystal clear that we are in the Herodian Period, not any period

previous to this, and that “the Kittim” are the Romans.

The interesting allusion to “Ephraim” in the third column is connected

also to “being led astray by” someone (iii.7). “Leading astray” is also the

characteristic activity of “the Lying Spouter” or “Liar” in the documents
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at Qumran. This kind of imagery is also present in the Psalm 37 Pesher

and to be found in the Damascus Document and Habakkuk Pesher as

well, once again, attesting to the homogeneity7 of the literature and bely-

ing any attempt—whether by carbon dating or otherwise—to date these

at widely varying periods of origin. Though the offenders are plural in

the Nahum Pesher, the imagery is the same as that in the Habakkuk Pesher,

where it is singular and unequivocally applied to

the Spouter of Lying, who leads Many astray to build a Worthless City upon

Blood and erect an Assembly [or “Church”] on Lying, tiring out Many with

a Worthless Service for the sake of his Glory and instructing them in works

of Lying, so that their works would count for Emptiness (x.9—12).

The import of this passage speaks for itself.

In the Nahum Pesher, following the sense of the underlying text from

Nah 3:4, the idea of
“
ger-nilveh

”—“resident alien” or “convert”—is

specifically evoked in relation to these “Many”/“Simple Ones of

Ephraim”, i.e., “the ger-nilveh ” or “stranger who joins them” (italics mine—

iii.9). There can be litde doubt about the meaning of the allusion to

“join” or “joining” in this context, and the idea of such “joining” or

“being attached” in some manner to the Jewish Commonweal is incor-

porated too into the next column of the Pesher (iv.5). We will see in our

interpretation of the all-important term, “Nilvim”, as it occurs in expo-

sition of Ezek 44:15 in the Damascus Document below, that the “Nil-

vim”/“Joiners” carries the connotation one finds here in columns iii—iv

of the Nahum Pesher, namely of Gentiles or converts specifically “join-

ing” or “attaching themselves” to Israel.

Here in the Nahum Pesher, the imagery is again that of “Falsehoods”,

“Lying”/“Lies”, and “Deceit” (ii.7—8). These allusions are tied to

additional key images like “lip”, important in the Community Rule, and

“Tongue”, a crucial allusion that will appear again and familiar in the

letter of James (3:5—10). “Tongue” imagery there is generically parallel

to the imagery of “Spouting” or the “Lying Spouter who will surely

spout” at Qumran.

In J]HP (Chapter 2)—I have tied this “City built upon Blood” ima-

gery—when connected to “the Lying Spouter . . . leading Many astray

with works of Lying” and “erecting a City upon Blood”—with building

a Community on the Blood of Christ or “Communion”
,
as it is developed

by Paul in 1 Co 10—11. This is the same “Man of Lying” who in connec-

tion with “the Violent Ones”, “Covenant-Breakers”, and “Traitors to

the New Covenant”, “rejected the Law in the midst of their whole

Assembly” and led a verbal assault upon the Teacher in the Habakkuk
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Pesher. This analysis can either be accepted or not. But, if it is accepted,

it leads to an indisputable connection between the “City of Blood” and

“Ephraim” imagery' and a teacher of this kind.

Without involving themselves in complex analyses such as these, some

confidently assert that “Ephraim” represents the Pharisees; and “Manas-

seh”—in the Nahum Pesher (iii.9 and iv.3)—the Sadducees. This is, of

course, an unproved assumption of the kind normal in Qumran research

since the 1950s. One colleague, particularly enamored of such a view,

having read
“MMT”, recently discovered that Qumran was “Sadducean”,

something set forth in MZCQ (Chapter 1 in this book) without benefit

of
“MMT” almost a decade ago. Not only does he not acknowledge his

indebtedness to this work (while appropriating many of its ideas), he has

only the most simplistic ideas of early Christianity and no comprehension

whatever of what “anti-Establishment”, “Opposition”, or “Messianic

Sadducees” of the kind represented by the literature at Qumran might

be (and has the temerity to call others “plagiarists”).

On the basis of the evidence in the Nahum Pesher alone, it is not

possible to say with any finality who or what “Ephraim ” is—to say

nothing of “Manasseh”—except to say that the
“
ger-nilveh” and “joining”

imagery must be reckoned with it and seen as a component of whatever

one means by it. Besides, there are different kinds of allusion to

“Ephraim”, namely, “the City of Ephraim”, “the Wicked of Ephraim”,

and “the Simple Ones of Ephraim”—paralleling “the Simple Ones of

Judah doing Torah” in the Elabakkuk Pesher (xii.4—5)—and all these categ-

ories do not necessarily represent or mean the same thing.

As this imagery moves into column iii of the Nahum Pesher.
,
“the

Seekers after Smooth Things” are still the subject of the exposition, as

is the eschatological nature of the time (that is, “the Last Days” or “the

End Time”—iii.2 and iv.3). There is no way of knowing from the presen-

tation here either what the meaning of “Ephraim” and “Manasseh” is,

nor the
“
Beit ” or “House of Peleg” that is now mysteriously joined to

the latter at the beginning of column iv. There “Manasseh” seems as

much the King by that name as anything else, and I would venture a

guess that we are dealing with “Herodians” once again.

How some would derive “Sadducees” from this is incomprehensible

—

but if Sadducees, we certainly do not have to do here with Qumran or

“Messianic Sadducees” but rather Herodian or Establishment ones,

whom Josephus tells us were dominated at this time in all things by the

Pharisees. I have covered the difference between these two kinds of Sad-

ducees in MZCQ (Chapter 1). One thing that does emerge even in the

Nahum Pesher-. the group being called “the Wicked of Ephraim” (iv.5)
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is certainly different from “the Simple Ones of Ephraim” (iii.5). The

latter is complimentary, the former is not; and, as noted, the latter must

be seen as a counterpart to “the Simple Ones of Judah doing Torah ” in

the Habakkuk Pesher.

And another thing that clearly emerges: in column iii.5 of the Nahum
Pesher also, the term “Simple Ones of Ephraim” is linked to the Glory

“ofJudah”, i.e., “when Judah’s Glory is revealed [a term in the Damascus

Document usually associated with God or “His Messiah” “visiting
1

the

earth], the Simple Ones of Ephraim will flee from the midst of their

Assembly [presumably that of “the Seekers after Smooth Things” or, as

I have put it elsewhere, “those accomodating themselves to foreign rule”

and forsake those who lead them astray [here, our telltale imagery again

repeatedly associated with “the Spouter spouting Lies to them”] and join

themselves once more to Israel'’’’ (italics mine). This “joining” imagery, now
expressed in terms of the verb

“
nilvu ”, is a key allusion and links up

with that to
“
ger-nilveh ” and “joining” in the previous column.

In my view all of these allusions are more complex than generally

acknowledged. Even the term, “Seekers after Smooth Things”, probably

doesn’t mean “Pharisees” in the normative sense of the term. Rather,

as used in this pesher anyhow, it probably represents a more general col-

lection of persons
“
seeking accommodation with foreigners”, which, of course,

would include Pharisees. But it also includes others—namely persons of

the mindset of a Paul, especially as this reveals itself in sections of his

letters, such as Ro 13:1—10 in interpretation of Jamesian “works” and

“loving your neighbor as yourself”. For Paul, “loving your neighbor” is

paying taxes to Rome !

Speaking of the first century ce if not the second century bc, it is

even possible to identify what these “Smooth Things” were that so agi-

tated the protagonists of our documents. These were not small, picayune

problems but broad general themes. These 1 have identified as: accommo-

dation with foreign kings (the probable root of the “Manasseh” imagery

above and certainly that centering about the B-L-' language cluster I

have elsewhere alluded to), foreign appointment ofHigh Priests, divorce, polyg-

amy, marriage with nieces, Riches, and, most notably in the context of what

we have been discussing here, gifts and sacrifices on behalf offoreigners in

the Temple, interpreted in the Damascus Document as “pollution of the

Temple”—even pollution of “the Temple Treasury” (CD, iv.17 and

vi.16).

Under such a broad definition of “Seekers after Smooth Things”, Pau-

line Christians can certainly be included. One should also note in this

regard the New Testament’s insistence that Paul was a “Pharisee of the
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Pharisees” (Acts 23:6, echoing Phil 3:5). The use of “Ephraim,”, too, at

least the term “the Simple Ones of Ephraim”, in some of these contexts

is not very different from that of “Samaritan” in the Gospels—for all

intents and purposes a parallel nomenclature.

We are now in a position to approach the all-important Pesher on Ezek

44:15, “the Zadokite Covenant”, at the beginning of column iv of the

Damascus Document (iii.21-iv.12), by way of introducing the equally

pivotal “Three Nets of Belial” charges (“fornication”, “Riches”, and

“pollution of the Temple”) at the end of that column (iv.13-19). Waw-

constructs have seemingly been purposely added to the original biblical

passage underlying the pesher—originally, “the Priests, who are the Beni-

Zadok Levites”—to produce the now fairly widely known “the Priests

and the Levites and the Sons of Zadok” (iv.l).

This prepares the way for the interpretation of “Priests” as “the Peni-

tents of Israel, who departed from the Land ofJudah”—not the custom-

ary definition of “Priests” (note the dichotomy between “Israel” and

“Judah”, also part and parcel of the Nahum Pesher approach). The Pesher

now, again seemingly purposely, leaves out the expression “the Levites”

altogether, replacing it with “and the M/zw”/“Joiners with them” in the

exegesis, before going on to give an eschatological exposition of the

term “the Sons of Zadok” as “the Elect of Israel” who would “stand'

/

stand up at the End of Time . .
.
justifying the Righteous and condemning

the Wicked” (italics mine).

“Nilvim ” is, of course, based on the same root in Hebrew as “Levites”,

which is the connection the pesher is building on, and wishes to draw,

but it is not the same word. Our exegetes were surely aware of this. Nor

is this a normative definition of “the Sons of Zadok” either, which is why

I have elsewhere termed it “eschatological”, meaning that the exegesis is

more than just an interpretation, it is an eschatological interpretation dealing

with “Last Things”/“Last Times”.

It is also esoteric, as is the exposition of “Priests” that precedes it.

Defining “Priests”, which normally means “High Priests”, as “Penitents”

who have “gone out” into the wilderness and “departed from the Land

of Judah”—in column vi they are said to “dwell in the Land of Damas-

cus” (vi.5)—is certainly not a normal definition of “Priests” either, nor

is it genealogical, at least not superficially. However, it is esoteric.

But what of the words “and the Nilvim with them”, meant not as an

explanation of something “Levites” do but as a play on or actual stand-in

for the term—and perhaps something more. If the approach we are

pursuing here is correct and these expositions are indeed esoteric, then

so is this allusion to “the Nilvim with them”. The hint for its exposition
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is already supplied in the “Simple Ones of /“ger-nilveh” allusions

in the Nahum Pesher above. But it is clinched by the single use of this

term in a biblical context: Esth 9:27.

There, playing once more on the “joining” imagery as utilized as well

in the Nahum Pesher above, it clearly denotes nonjews or Gentiles attaching

themselves to the Jewish Community in some form of associated status. We are,

therefore, right back to where we were at the beginning of this dis-

cussion. This specific sense of the term
“
Nilvim ”, as set forth in Es 9:27,

the only biblical book missing from Qumran (the book is, but the term

“Nilvim” is not), has been completely overlooked in all interpretations

of this curious, yet fundamental, allusion in the Damascus Document.

This would seem to me to be for two reasons: one, the esoteric and

actually eschatological nature of the exegesis has not usually been

acknowledged or appreciated; and two, it has generally been assumed

that the words “the Levites” are not missing from the exposition, though

they are. Most translators in English have, therefore, simply taken the

liberty of writing them in. But this is a mistake. They are missing, of

course. As in all such exegeses in Qumran documents, this is purposeful.

There is very litde that is not purposeful in Qumran documents and this

lacuna must be respected as such. This is the meaning I would give it in

this all-important exegesis in the Damascus Document, that is, foreigners

in a kind of associated status or what we began in our discussion by

calling “God-Fearers”.

When this esoteric sense of the text is understood, the term “the Sons

of Zadok” that follows it turns out to have an esoteric sense as well-

something to do with either the Resurrection at the End of Time or a

Judgement of the Heavenly variety, or both. In fact, this is the way the

idea of God’s “Elect”—in the Damascus Document, “the Elect of

Israel” and part of the definition of “the Sons of Zadok”—is used in

the Habakkuk Pesher, that is, they participate with God in the Judgement

on all the Nations—normally termed “the Last Judgement” (lQpHab, v.4).

The term “Sons of Zadok” too is, therefore, not normative; in fact, it

would appear to actually have a “supernatural” meaning and its esoteric

sense comes out to mean something very much like “the Sons of

Righteousness” or “the Sons of God”.

In turn, these several esoteric senses have interesting implications

when re-applied to the passage about “Ephraim” and “joining” in the

Nahum Pesher above and the whole gamut of allusions—we have just

reviewed—to Gentiles cooperating in some manner or being involved

in the affairs either of the Community or the early Church. If the

relationship of phrases, such as “leading astray” and the like “to the
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Liar”’s activities is properly grasped, then “the Simple Ones of

Ephraim”, who have been “led astray” by “fraudulent teaching”,

“deceitful lips”, and “a Lying Tongue” will have much to do with a

Paul (or even Simon Magus)—like teacher. These will “when Judah’s

Glory is revealed”, “forsake those who have misled them and once

more join themselves to Israel”.

In my view, there is much to recommend an interpretation, here, of

“Pauline Christians” or Gentile “God-Fearers” in some form of associ-

ated status being misled by an antinomian Pauline-type teaching or

teacher, returning by way of true conversion to a proper observation of

the Law or, as it were, Torah—if you will, a “Jamesian” interpretation of

it—before the promises of the Covenant could be thought of as being

truly available to them.



CHAPTER 9

The Final Proof that James and the

Righteous Teacher are the Same

For some time now, as many know, I have been looking for the proof

or unproof of the proposition that James and the Righteous Teacher are

the same. One of the reasons 1 involved myself in the struggle for free-

dom of access to the Dead Sea Scrolls in the first place was that, as a

historian, my needs were not being met by the philologists and gram-

marians, who acted as if we had lifetimes to go through all the data. As

1 have repeatedly stressed, a historian needs all materials at his or her

disposal now. He or she cannot wait while philologists go through what

may indeed be labors of love, but while they are laboring, life is drifting

away. Open archives and unrestricted freedom of access were the only

answer to this problem.

As it turned out, however, the proof I was looking for could have

been done on the basis of the already published, not the unpublished

texts—though these last did help in sharpening one’s focus and further

appreciating the “Jewish Christian” and/or “Zealot” nature of the texts.

It is interesting that even in the New Testament there are Hebrew

words incapable of translation into Greek, which have, therefore, to be

transliterated directly from the Hebrew. One is “Nazoraean”, which for

some, through further transliteration, comes out “Nazarene”; for others

“Nazareth”, even perhaps “Nazirite”—though these words are not all

based on the same Hebrew root. “Cananaean”—“Cananite” to some

—

for “Zealot”, and most likely “Iscariot” for
“
Sicarios” are two others; but

there is also “Beliar” in Paul (2 Co 6:15), and even “Beelzebub’ in the

Gospels—variations of “Belial” in the Scrolls. They show indisputably

that at least some of the authors responsible for the New “Cananite”

Paper presented at the Society of Biblical Literature in 1994.
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Testament knew Hebrew. Paul, too, shows some of the same knowledge

in his numerous wordplays and allegorizing.

But more than that, some of these Greek authors not only knew

Hebrew, but—however incredible it may at first appear—were taking

allusions and language clusters from the Hebrew and moving them

direcdy over into Greek, and changing the meaning. This does not seem to

have mattered to them as long as the main letters remained the same,

as if the basic epigraphic cluster had a meaning all its own. At Qumran, there

are several such language clusters, to which I have repeatedly called atten-

tion. Two of the most obvious are
“
Zaddik” and “Rasha' ’’/“Righteous”

and “Evil”. These go through a variety of adumbrations in the literature,

including words like “justify” and “condemn”.

Perhaps the most interesting of these is the one centering around the

Hebrew letters, ba-la-' a, or “swallowing” and its multitudinous variations.

These give rise to a whole series of usages fundamental to the material

before us: for instance “Belial”, but also the related “Balaam”, and

another related personal noun with importance where Herodians are

concerned (and even perhaps Paul), “Bela'”, the father in the Old Testa-

ment of both the Edomites and one clan of Benjaminites—these, not

to mention Paul’s defective reference to “Beliar” in 2 Co 6:15 above.

Not only is “Balaam” in the Old Testament listed, for instance, as “the

son of Be 'or”, but so too is “Bela'”. Clearly we have some genealogical

overlapping here. As well, these names sometimes even seem to have

an esoteric meaning associated with them. For instance, in the Talmud,

“Balaam”, playing on the root meanings of “swallow” and “People”, is

“he who devours” or “swallows the people”. “Be 'or”, playing on “be'iP

in Hebrew, is “animal” or “beast”. Similar usages appear in the Letter

ascribed to “Jude the brother ofJames”. For 2 Peter 2:15, a letter replete

with Qumranisms, which even contains this “beast” allusion for

“Be 'or” “Balaam the son of Besor [sic\\ “loved the reward of Unright-

eousness” and led people astray from “the Straight Way”. One doesn’t

have to be an expert to see the linguistic relationships here, despite the

erroneous spelling “Besor”!

In Revelation, a repository in Greek for esotericisms of this kind, we

come upon the extremely interesting allusion that “Balaam taught Balak

to cast down
[
balein—this will turn out to be a fundamental usage] a net

before Israel to eat the things sacrificed to idols and commit fornication”

(Rev 2:14). Again, it doesn’t take a genius—though sometimes it seems

it does—to see the relationship of this to the parallel allusion in the

Damascus Document and the famous “Three Nets of Belial” section in

column iv, thus increasing the points of contacts between early
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Christianity and the Scrolls; yet, as far as I am aware, no one has everpointed

it out.

As this is presented in the “Three Nets of Belial” section in the Dam-

ascus Document, it comes in interpretation of Is 24:18, one of the most

militant and aggressive passages in Prophecy, which insists that the earth

is polluted because the Covenant has been broken and the Law violated,

condemns Traitors, and avers, therefore, that the earth is put under a

curse. The famous exegesis in the Damascus Document, which basically

plays off a reference to “snare” or “net” in the underlying passage from

Is 24, reads:

Its interpretation concerns the Three Nets of Belial . . . with which he

ensnares Israel, transforming them into three kinds of Righteousness. The

first is fornication, the second Riches, and the third, pollution of the Temple.

Whoever escapes the first will be caught in the second, and whoever eludes

the second is caught in the third.

The relationship of this passage to the one in Revelation above should

be clear. Though the latter uses “Balaam” instead of “Belial”, the effect

is the same.

In addition—and this is significant—the passage in Revelation uses

the categories of James’ directives to overseas communities, as reported

in three versions in Acts (“abstain from blood, fornication, things sacri-

ficed to idols, and strangled things”—Acts 15:20, 15:29, and 21:25), in

particular, “things sacrificed to idols”, in place of the basically parallel

allusion to “pollution of the Temple” in the Damascus Document. This

is an absolutely fundamental shift, especially when attempting to evaluate

James’ role as Righteous Teacher and Paul/James disputes generally.

For the moment it must suffice to point out here not only the empha-

sis on “nets”—an emphasis running through the whole of the Qumran

corpus, as it does the New Testament—but also the presence of the

root of this allusion to “Balaam” or “Belial” (“Beliar” in Paul
—

“Beelze-

bul”, too, in further New Testament word-play on this fundamental root,

not to mention, “Babylon”, in “whore of Babylon” also in Revelation),

ba-la-'

a

meaning, as noted above, to “swallow” or “consume” in Hebrew.

When used with regard to the destruction of the Righteous Teacher at

Qumran by the Wicked Priest, which it is three times in almost as many

lines in the Habakkuk Pesher, it clearly means “consume” or “destroy”

—

in the event, probably implying his death.

I was unaware of all these symbolisms and their thematic variations,

until I pursued the study of James the Just and his relationship to the

Righteous Teacher from Qumran. Pursuing such a study led me to
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understand the importance of the key reference to “pursuing the Right-

eous Teacher” in the Habakkuk Pesher either “to”, “with”, or “in” his

Beit-Galuto/“hls House of Exile” or “Exiled House”—any of these prep-

ositions is arguable, since the alef introducing it is defective—in a way

that I could not have understood it before. In fact, I did not even under-

stand it fully at the time I published James the Just in the Habakkuk Pesher

in 1986 (Chapter 2 of this book), which is why I wrote the paper I did

on this subject (also published in this volume as Chapter 5) for the

Groningen Conference in 1989 thereafter and the one on the other “Eso-

tericisms” in columns v—viii of the Damascus Document the next year

(Chapter 7).

What I began to realize was that the ambiguous “his” in the construct

phrase “his House” did not necessarily have to relate to the Righteous

Teacher’s “house”, as it was usually automatically and routinely inter-

preted. On the contrary, it could relate to the Wicked Priest’s “House”

—

meaning in this instance, the Temple (a normal usage in Hebrew) or the

Sanhedrin. The idea is actually picked up in the Gospel of Luke, where,

in the picture of Jesus’ trial for “blasphemy”, the Sanhedrin is actually

pictured as convening in “the High Priest’s House” (22:54), a usage prob-

ably based on the one we have in the Habakkuk Pesher above.

I first suggested this in JJHP. But events of consulting the events of

James’ life and the fact of his Sanhedrin Trial by a latterday embodiment

of the “Wicked Priest”, that had led me to consider this possibility in

the first place. It was by plugging the known details from James’ trial

and stoning—also supposedly for “blasphemy”—into allusions in the

Scrolls that this understanding emerged. This is the way scientific proof

is developed. Nor would I have thought of this alternative way of looking

at the passage otherwise and a much deeper understanding of the passage

itself also emerged.

This in itself was powerful proof of the identity of James and the

Righteous Teacher, because if a hypothesis not only helps to explain the

data, but—as any student of science would know—in addition, is able

to elicit new information from that data that was not apparent or could not

have been suspected previously without it, it is very strong proof of its

validity or, at least, its usefulness. This is induction, through which scien-

tific proofs are built up by a process of data accumulation—by a process

of gradually approaching certainty. Certainty is rarely arrived at in a single

instant.

This was just the point I made in the
“
Abeit-Galuto ” paper included

in this volume—but this was the paper my colleagues from the Ecole

Biblique in Jerusalem who edit the Revue de Qumran and the International
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Scrolls Editorial team, who appear to have been involved to some degree

in the organization of the Groningen Conference, rejected in the final

publication of the papers from that conference, despite assurances to

the contrary. So much for free scholarship and honoring an opponent’s

views in Qumran Studies, where these niceties do not appear to count

for much and are obviously not observed. Many of these same colleagues

agreed to the publication of their papers in that journal following this

conference knowing that these elemental assurances and fundamental

courtesies were not being honored.

Aside from the matter of the
“
abeit-galuto” allusion in the Habakkuk

Pesher’s description of the destruction of the Righteous Teacher and

its relationship to the Sanhedrin’s “exile from the House”/“galtah min

ha-Bayit”—“galtah” and “
Galut ” both meaning “exile” in Hebrew—in

the period of the stoning of James from its normal place of sitting in

the Stone Chamber on the Temple Mount to a place called Hanut outside

it as recorded in numerous Talmudic sources; I also examined a whole

series of fundamental word-plays in that Pesher, like “Chos” and “Chadas”

(“Cup” and “Wrath”), “me'oreibem”/“Mo’adeihem” (“privy parts”/

“Festivals”) and are!”/“ra'al” (“foreskin” and “trembling” or

“poison”), to my knowledge never remarked by anyone else. In the latter

two instances, the play on words and love of homophones and hom-

onyms in this passage about what the Wicked Priest did to the Righteous

Teacher and the members of his Council—called “the Poor”—and the

vengeance that God would take for what he did even went so far as

reversing letters in words like “foreskin” and “Festival”, above.

I also discussed how—approaching this genre of literary symbolism

in a way not previously remarked—the episode about “drinking the Cup

of the Lord” had to do not with “drunkenness”—as many “Consensus”

scholars had insisted earlier—but with the Cup of the Lord’s Divine Anger

and Vengeance in the manner one finds it in almost word-for-word repli-

cation in Revelation—namely, the Vengeance the Lord would take on

the Wicked Priest, “who had not circumcized the foreskin of his heart”,

for what he had done to the Righteous Teacher (here too “circumcized

foreskin” played on another allusion from Is 51:17—22, “Cup of

Trembling”). Just as the Wicked Priest “swallowed him”—meaning, gave

the venomous cup of “his angry wrath” to the Righteous Teacher—so

too would “the Cup of the Lord’s Divine Wrath” come around to “swal-

low him” and “he would drink his fill”.

It was this last phrase that was interpreted as the Wicked Priest’s

“drunkenness” in Qumran Studies previously, which in preferring

the more easy-to-understand results of external parameters, such as
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paleography and carbon testing, had shown a distinct inability to come

to grips with internal ones like this. The sense of the literary metaphor

here is perhaps best illustrated in the words of Revelation—referring as

well to “the whore of Babylon”, another variation of the basic ha-la-'

a

homophonic symbolism alluded to above—giving “the wine of the Fury

of her fornication to all Nations to drink”:

He also shall drink of the wine of the Wrath of God, which is poured out

[one should note the “pouring” usage as well here] full strength into the

Cup of His Anger. And he shall be tormented in Fire and brimstone [all

imagery known to the Habakkuk Pesher
]
before the Holy Angels and the

Lamb (Rev 14:8-10).

As with the repetitive “nets” attributed to Balaam and Balak above, the

fit here is perfect.

The conclusion I arrived at, both in JJHP (Chapter 2) and the
“
Aheit

-

Galuto ” article in Chapter 5, was that there was no drunken Wicked Priest

at Qumran—usually expressed in Establishment theorizing in terms of

one or other of the first-generation Maccabees dying at a banquet because

they were drunk—only “the Cup of the Anger of the Lord”, from which

he (the Wicked Priest) “would drink his fill”.

To return to these “nets of Balaam”/“Belial ” and this basic ba-la-'a-

language circle, it was not until I came to understand that in Greek all

of these usages involving the words “casting down” {hallo') were based

on a variation of the same phonetically parallel root letters b-l, i.e., kata-

hallo/“cast down”, ekhallo/“cast out”, einballo/“cast in”, and other vari-

ations (in Josephus, for instance, in the description of how the corpse

of James’ destroyer the Wicked Priest Ananus was “cast out” of the city

without burial, even parahallo) that I came to understand that the proof

I had been looking for had been staring me in the face from the begin-

ning, even in the already published documents from Qumran.

In the process, so was an aspect of the exegetical method, or rather

linguistic inventiveness, of the New Testament. This involved not only

word-play—sometimes even malevolent—but spin-offs and variations

that moved towards Philo’s and the Pauline literary method of allegoriz-

ation. So widespread was this in the Gospels that at times these docu-

ments even took on the appearance of playful divertimentos on the

Greek cluster of letters embodying the meaning of “casting” or “throw-

ing down”.

These things had to do with the fact that in the Greek the usage

“casting down” associated with Balaam in Rev 2:15—and by extension

even “the Diabolos”, not to mention the name “Balak” added to it in
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Revelation—and always, as at Qumran, involving “nets”, was also based

on a similar homophonic linguistic configuration in the Greek ballo/“cast

down” and its variations. In linguistic theory two consecutive consonants

or separated vocalic sounds are considered sufficient to establish a

linguistic connection or loan. A good example would again be “Beliar”

in 1 Co 6:15, and even the corrupt
“
Besor ” in 2 Peter mentioned above.

Another would be Muhammad’s use of “Iblis” in Sura 2 of the Koran in

connection with, it should be remarked, the Ebionite “Primal Adam”
ideology—a fundamental ideology in Pseudoclementine descriptions of

the doctrines of the Jerusalem Community of James and the first

Christians.

But the final point, which is perhaps crucial, is that in all early Church

presentations of attacks on or the death of James, these are always also

expressed—and this pointedly—in terms of the Greek root ballo/“being

cast down”, e.g., kataballo, as if the B-F part of the root had some primor-

dial or archetypical significance all its own, whether in either the Greek
or the Hebrew. This is true no matter which account one consults

—

Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius, Epiphanius, Jerome or the source of

many of these individuals and, like Epiphanius, a Jewish Christian con-

vert from Palestine, the second-century Church historian Hegesippus. It

is also completely true of the Two Apocalypses of James in the Nag
Hammadi corpus. It is true in spite of the fact that James probably did

not die in the manner he was said to have died in all these accounts,

but rather, as Josephus probably more accurately records at the end of

the Antiquities
,
as the result of a Sanhedrin stoning, though, of course,

the two processes may have some common elements.

This is very solid proof indeed: the same linguistic symbolism center-

ing on the same root consonants, having to do in both Greek and

Hebrew with “the Devil” or “Devilishness” (the “Devil” or “Diabolos”

too being based on these same phonetic root consonants) was being

used to express the deaths of James—the Leader of the Jerusalem

Assembly—and the Righteous Teacher at Qumran. This constitutes a

last and final proof, aided and abetted by a host of additional linguistic,

textual, historical, and ideological ones I have been presenting over the

years, of the identity of James and the Righteous Teacher.

In sum, I had already called attention in all my works to the fact that

the destruction of the Righteous Teacher by the Wicked Priest in the

Habakkuk Pesher was being expressed in terms of “swallowing”: first, the

Wicked Priest “swallowing’ the Righteous Teacher—this expressed both in

terms of the Wicked Priest wishing to “swallow him” or “them”—the

Poor”)—but also, God ultimately “swallowing” the Wicked Priest for
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what he had done to the Righteous Teacher and the Men of his Council

(this pointedly using fot-/*z-'tf/“swaUowing” imagery, in turn, related to

“Belial” symbolism).

This is followed up in the next episode in the Habakkuk Pesher in

terms of “the Ehionim”—the designation in early Church history for the

Community of James, i.e., the Ehionites—“he himself would be paid the

reward which he paid to the Poor”, or even more pointedly, “as he himself

plotted to destroy the Poor, so too would God condemn him to destruc-

tion” (italics mine). Not only this, but as we saw in JJHP, the Pesher on

Hab 2:17 is demonstrably using the vocabulary of Is 3:9—11 to express

this, the specific scriptual passage applied to the death of James in all

early Church literature.

One cannot get more explicit than this. But this “swallowing” is

related as well to the sins of the Establishment—which as everyone by

now knows—I identify for various reasons with the Herodian—paleo-

graphy and even more recent carbon-14 testing notwithstanding. In other

words, this “ba-la-'
a”

or “swallowing”/“consuming” symbolism is related

to the sins of the Establishment. These, in turn, are expressed in the

Damascus Document in terms of an additional variation on this language

and the same concept of Devilishness, “Belial”, not to mention his “nets” !

This last goes directly into the Greek as either “Balaam” or the “Diab-

olos”, and from there into English as “the Devil”. What I had not under-

stood previously is how in the fertile mind of such sectaries, linguistic

symbolism functioning in one language could with slight modification

simply be moved over to function in a homonymic or homophonic

manner in the other, just so long as the basic root symbolism behind

the linguistic cluster—in this case having to do either with “the Devil
”

or
“
Devilishness

”—as if imbued with some mystical significance, remained

the same.

To again summarize: I had been looking for years for the final proof

of the identity of James and the Righteous Teacher, which previously I

only suspected because of parallels in their lives and the principal doc-

trines attributed to both. Primarily this was because of the emphasis on

the notions of “Righteousness”, “Righteous One”, and “Righteous

works” attached to both. But I had not realized that the proof existed

in the material I already had.

Let me give examples of how this works in early Church texts, the

basic presentation of which comes from a very early Palestinian historian

and theologian, Hegesippus (c. 100-1 80 ce), a mature individual, thus,

only a little more than a half-century after the events in question. His

testimony is preserved in Eusebius and Epiphanius in the fourth century,
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and by the latter’s younger contemporary, Jerome, in the fifth. Western

early Church writers, other than those who came from and went to

Palestine, do not seem to know his work—or, at least, do not generally

use it, again testifying to the Palestinian nexus of its contents.

Hegesippus describes how James is brought to the Temple by the

Scribes and the Pharisees to quiet the Passover crowd hungering after

the Messiah. For his part, lames fans the flames of Messianism, pro-

claiming the imminent coming of the Messiah. As Hegesippus describes

these events, the Scribes and the Pharisees cry out:

“We did wrong to provide Jesus with such a testimony. Let us therefore go up

and cast him down [italics mine—here is our “katahallo ” in Greek] that they may

be afraid and not believe him.” And they cried out, saying, “Oh. Oh. Even the

Just One [Dikaios, this used in place ofJames’ very name itself] is led astray.”

And they fulfilled the Scripture written in Isaiah [3:10], “Let us remove the Just

One for he is abhorrent to us” [this according to the Septuagint; the Masoretic

is different], for they shall eat the fruit of their works.

Not only are these words absorbed into the description of the destruc-

tion of the Wicked Priest in return for what he had done to “the Ehion-

im ” in the Habakkuk Pesher, but one can immediately see this is a typical

Qumran-style exegesis, now being applied to the death not of “the Right-

eous Teacher” but of James the Righteous One. ]ust as in peshers on pass-

ages in Habakkuk and Psalm 37 at Qumran, evoking the destruction of

the Righteous Teacher; it is always a “Zaddik”-passage—James’ cog-

nomen—which is being played upon to produce the desired exegesis.

The text continues:

So they went up and threw down [again kataballo\ the Just One \Dikaion ]

.

Then they stoned him, bashing in his brains with a laundryman’s club

—

the “laundryman” and the “club” both have additional implications

which will be further explained in James the Brother ofJesus (Faber and

Faber, 1996).

Bloodthirsty as this presentation may be, this is basically the same

testimony Epiphanius and Jerome preserve. Eusebius quotes Clement of

Alexandria (c. 150-215 ce), a younger contemporary of Hegesippus

—

passages from his Hypotyposes which, again, have not survived—to the

effect that:

James the Just was cast down [hletheis] from the Pinnacle of the Temple and

beaten to death with a laundryman’s club.

This episode reappears in the Synoptics as the Temptation of Jesus in

the wilderness—at least in Matthew and Luke—by “the Devil”. This
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same dichotomy between the Devil
(
Diabolos in Greek) and Satan in one

and the same context one encounters here in the Gospels occurs to

some degree in Qumran texts, as it does in Revelation—and, seemingly

following these, even in the Koran.

As everyone knows, here too, the Devil tempts Jesus “to cast himself

down from the Pinnacle of the Temple” (A?/i?/“cast and kato/ down

in Mt 4:6 and Lk 4:9, both using “Diabolos” in the narrative but with

Jesus replying in terms of “Satan”). We here have vivid indication that

this tradition about James, true or false, has been retrospectively

absorbed into stories about Jesus and that, therefore, these Gospel

accounts are no older and, in fact, probably later than these traditions

recorded about James in Clement and Hegesippus, whatever their age

of origin might be. Mark, who uses “Satan” throughout, abjures this

aspect of the Temptation narrative, probably advisedly.

In the First and Second Apocalypses of James at Nag Hammadi we

encounter the same scenario—this time perhaps in an even more primi-

tive version. While our texts are fragmentary, we still have continual

allusion to “casting”—sometimes even “casting aside the Cup of Bitter-

ness”, which is important where the Habakkuk Pesber at Qumran is con-

cerned—but most importantly “casting out”, as Luke in Acts has Stephen

being “cast out”
(
ekbalontes ).

Finally at the end of the Second Apocalypse, the Priests find James

standing beside a Pillar of the Temple beside the mighty Cornerstone—here the

proforma allusion to “standing” again, so important in Pseudoclementine

tradition where “the Primal Adam” ideology is concerned, not to men-

tion “Pillar” and “Cornerstone” imagery generally. We shall note the

constant repetition of this imagery as we proceed
—

“and they decided

to throw him down from the height and they cast him down ’ (italics mine),

adding even more bloodthirsty details perhaps in accord with Talmudic

stoning descriptions or vice versa, to wit, they “stretched him out and

placing a big stone on his belly”, cried out, as in the Hegesippus tradition

above which it largely overlaps, “You have erred, you have erred .

It is clear these are variations of the same basic tradition, all using

one form or another of the basic Greek phraseology, “hallo” (as, for

instance, in Diabolos), even though James probably didn’t die in precisely

this manner. This is just the way, because of linguistic considerations, the

authors felt obliged to express it.

In the Pseudoclementines this scenario is varied slightly and, in the

writer’s view, more realistically, but the effect is the same. Book One of

the Recognitions—but not the Homilies—describes an earlier attack in the

40s ce on James by Paul (referred to as “the Enemy”) as a result of
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which James was only cast down from the steps of the Temple. It is clear this is

a representation of Paul because following this “Enemy” gets letters

from the High Priest in Jerusalem to pursue Christians all the way to

Damascus (Ps. Rec 1.69—71). James is debating with the Temple Authorit-

ies on the steps of the Temple when the “Enemy” bursts in with some
ruffians, takes a faggot or firebrand from the altar, and casts James down

headlongfrom the top of the steps (here our “casting down” language again)

—

an account probably representing the truth of the matter.

Supposing him dead, “the Enemy” (Paul) cares not to inflict any

further violence upon him. But James does not die in this attack; rather

he simply breaks a leg—details of such intimacy are not to be dismissed

with impunity. From thence, they carry James away to an unknown
location outside Jericho, that is, not far from Qumran, to where the

whole Community, numbering some 5,000, flee.

In previous work, taking a cue from H.-J. Schoeps, I have shown how
this attack has been replaced in Acts by the attack on Stephen, which

now uses the same “casting out” language {ekbalontes) but applying it to

Stephen’s stoning, not James’. In James the Brother ofJesus I also show
how Jerome provides the clue to how to separate out the conflation

involved in these two separate accounts, for there is conflation—the stoning

of James in the 60s in early Church accounts (confirmed by what is

found in Josephus) and this one, presumably in the 40s—to form the

single narrative we now have.

Interestingly, this would make both the traditions preserved in these

narratives, as noted—the one in early Church accounts and the one in

the Pseudoclementines—at least in their earliest form, older than the

stories about Jesus’ temptation in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke,

which I think really is true, since in the Gospel accounts the conflation

has already occurred. But even more interesting—and this indisputably

—

the same homophonic language is being used in Greek to apply to the attack on or

death offames the Just as is being used in the Hebrew to apply to the death of the

Righteous Teacher at Qumran, albeit with a different meaning dependent on
the language involved.

In fact, both traditions—the one in the Hebrew and the one in the

Greek—are also using the language of “the Devil” or “Belial casting

down his nets”, but even the word “Devil” in Greek

—

Diabolos—is based

on the same linguistic root, hallo. For its part, “Belial” is clearly based

on the same language of “swallowing” found at Qumran. Before doing

these studies on James I never realized the connection between “Diab-

olos” in Greek and “Belial” in Hebrew—not to mention the relationship

of both to the Arabic derivative “Iblis” in Muhammad’s Koran.
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Let us see how this language reverberates through the whole of the

New Testament, where these linguistic symbolisms are sometimes actu-

ally quite funny and always very playful, branching out into “casting

down” or “fixing” fishermen’s nets, when Jesus chooses his Aposdes or,

later in John, reappears to them along the Sea of Galilee, or “casting”

hooks into the sea, as Peter does in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, to

catch a fish which has a coin in its mouth to pay the Roman tax. Mark, rather,

has “a millstone cast into the sea” and, immediately thereafter, one’s

eyes “being cast into Gehenna”—all of these again using the Greek root

phoneme “
hallo ” meaning “to cast”.

The use of this root then metamorphoses into that of the Apostles

casting themselves into the sea, as Peter also does in the post-Resurrection

episode in the Gospel of John, or even a “Poor widow casting her coins

into the Temple Treasury” in the Gospel of Mark—her now proverbial

“two widow’s mites”. This also finds its variation in Judas Iscariot’s cast-

ing his thirty pieces of silver into the Temple Treasury, a particularly interesting

allusion, though here the “hallo”
/“

casting” language is missing and the

episode is framed in terms of a synonym in Greek, but the meaning is

the same.

Sometimes, as in the Parable of the Tares
—

“the tares”, paralleled by

“all the Evil Ones”, being “cast into a furnace of fire”—it is quite fright-

ening. In some Gospel presentations these become a bunch of rotting

fish “cast into the fire”. The language is always the same, bordering even

on the obsessive. Sometimes it relates to individuals like the fictional

Stephen who is “cast out of the city” after having a vision, like James

in the early Christian presentation of “the Son of Man standing on the

right hand of Power” before he is viciously stoned (note the “standing”

imagery here, not to mention that of the “Power”).

Sometimes, as we saw, it is Jesus who is tempted by the Devil

(
Diabolos

)
to “cast himself down” from the Pinnacle of the Temple.

Finally, there is the permission Jesus gives his Apostles “to cast out Evil

demons” (ekballo now), an authority or “power” Jesus too, is said to

possess. Again, the language is the same, and all of these essentially vary

the “casting”/hallo usage.

Let us look at Jesus’ post-Resurrection appearances along the Sea of

Galilee in John first. This particularly humorous account is a fairly leng-

thy one using both the language of “nets”—i.e., the Three Nets of Belial

of the Damascus Document and the net “Balaam taught Balak to cast

down before Israel” in Revelation—and “casting down” language gener-

ally. Here the Disciples, Simon Peter, Didymus Thomas, the sons of

Zebedee and two other unnamed ones—unnamed individuals are always
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important—are casting out nets (again the usage is ekballo-—-John 21:1—2).

Suddenly they see Jesus standing on the shore—allusion to “standing”, so

much a part of Jewish Christian/Ebionite ideology, as already noted

above, whether accidental or real, is always important—and he instructs

them to “cast
[
balete now] the net to the right side of the boat”.

At this point Simon Peter, who “was naked”, feels obliged for some

reason to “put on his clothes in order to cast himself [ebalon] into the sea”

(italics mine; 21:7). None of this, of course, makes any sense. This is

the third mention of “casting down” in as many lines. Again this is

joined to the omnipresent imagery of “net”/“nets” repeated four times in

just six lines (John 21:6—12).

I think we are on familiar ground here and can say we have heard

this vocabulary before in less cartoon-like contexts. Unlike the famous

episode in Mt 14:24—36, where Peter, emulating Jesus, tries to walk out

on the waters to the others who are “in their boats”, this time Peter

does not sink, but swims, “dragging the net full of 1 53 large fishes to land”

(italics mine). For good measure the text adds that “though there were

so many, the net did not tear”. We are, of course, not in the realm of

historical reality here, but sardonic word-play on the twin themes of

“nets” and “casting”. We shall see the significance of the
“
not tearing

”

allusion momentarily.

Meanwhile, as the story progresses, the other Disciples are also drag-

ging their “net of fishes” to land—whether the same one or different

from the one Peter is dragging is not made clear—and we become dizzy

from all this “casting” and “net” imagery, as one imagines did the authors

of all this as well. Clearly then, as noted above, they were fascinated to

the point of obsession by this “casting down” and “net” imagery.

Jesus then invites his Apostles in the usual manner to “come and eat”

(the theme of “breaking bread and eating” will also be expounded more

fully in James the Brother ofJesus ).
“ Taking the bread, he gave it to them”,

the text now adding in light of its previous subject matter, “and the fish

too”. One is tempted to remark, “Yes, and a big one too—perhaps the

biggest of all big-fish stories.” For his part John laconically remarks, as

if there was nothing odd in this and it was all simply routine, “ This was

now the third time that Jesus was manifested to his Disciples after having been

raisedfrom among the dead” (21:14—italics mine).

In the Synoptics this episode by the Sea of Galilee occurs much earlier

and is attached to Jesus’ calling of the Four at the beginning of his earthly

ministry, not after his resurrection (Lk 5:4ff. and pars.). In one of the

most beloved episodes in Gospel narrative, Peter and Andrew are
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“casting a net into the sea” (the “casting nets” imagery again—Mk 1:16),

while the sons of Zebedee are “mending their nets” further along the

shore (Mt 4:21).

Luke, paralleling John above, repeats this word “net” four times in as

many lines. In his version, Jesus is now out with Peter in Peter’s boat and

teaching the people from it. (One should note here the parallel in Josephus

of one Jesus ben Sapphias, the insurgent leader of the Galilean boatmen

around Tiberias, whom Josephus also has out on a boat teaching the people

in the 67 ce disturbances around the Sea of Galilee. These end up with

everyone being butchered by the Romans, so that “the whole sea turned

red with their blood”).

In Luke’s version of the episode, it is at this point that Jesus, who is

in Peter’s boat, tells Peter to “let down” his net (Lk 5:4). However,

instead of the 153 large fishes that he dragged ashore in the post-

Resurrection episode in John above, this is put as follows: having

“worked through the whole night, their net was breaking [in John above,

Peter’s net is characterized as “not tearing”], and they filled two ships

almost to sinking. Here again we have the allusion to “sinking” now con-

nected not to Peter’s sinking but to the boats almost sinking. In Mt 14:24—

36, it will be recalled, it is the Aposdes who are in the boats and Peter,

trying to repeat Jesus’ miracle of walking on the waters, “begins to sink”

for lack of “Faith”. For its part, Mark adds the charming little detail that

Zebedee had “hired servants” in his boat (1:20)1

In any event, in all the Synoptics all the Apostles then “leave their

nets”, whereupon Mark and Matthew add Jesus’ famous words—since

become proverbial—that he will make them “fishers of men” (Mk 1:17

and Mt 4:19). In Luke this is “catching men” (5:10), “nets” repeated

here for the umpteenth time! That we are in a universe of multiple

literary variations on a theme—and the theme is the one in the Damascus

Document and the Book of Revelation in the New Testament of
“
Belial

”

or
“
Balaam casting down his net to deceive Israel”, and the related one using

the language of “swallowing” in all these variations in the Habakkuk

Peshed s picture of the death of the Righteous Teacher—this in turn

related to early Church versions of the death of James—is hardly to

be denied. It is this that is causing the endless stream of obfuscating

variations.

Matthew, again, returns to this theme of “casting a net into the sea

[bletheise] and gathering together every kind” of fish in the famous series

of parables relating to “the Tares” (13:1-53). These are really the only

pro-Jewish and anti-Gentile Mission or, if one prefers, Jewish Christian
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parables in the whole New Testament. All others are pro-Pauline. As

one would expect, these mention “the Enemy”—here identified with

“the Devil” or Diabolos—but in Jewish Christianity, Paul.

On the other hand, they come right after Jesus rejects his mother and

his brothers in words that have also now become proverbial, “Who is my
mother and who are my brothers?” (Mt 12:46—50)—this episode, of

course, anti-Jewish Christian. Significandy, these family members are also

described as
“
standing outside waiting to speak with him”, who could not

get to him because of all the crowds (italics mine—more loaded play on the

critical Jewish Christian/Ebionite “standing” notation, not to mention

Gentile Christian jibes against the family leadership of the Palestinian

“Jewish Christian” Church).

Again, as Jesus begins these parables here in Matthew, he is portrayed

as teaching from a boat (13:2) and explaining in a quite militantiy “Palestin-

ian Christian” manner “the Kingdom of Heaven”. Just after picturing

how the tares sown by “the Enemy” are to be “cast into the furnace of

fire” (now balousin
)
and how “the Righteous shall shine forth as the sun

in the Kingdom of their Father” (13:43—more, perfect Palestinian or,

if one prefers, “Jewish Christian” imagery totally in harmony with

Qumran), he compares this whole situation to “a large net cast
[
bletheise

}

into the sea” catching all different kinds of fish—our “net” and “casting”

imagery again.

Though this begins by looking something like a Gentile Christian

overlay, it ends on what can only be considered a patently uncompromis-

ing Jamesian or Palestinian Christian conclusion. This is expressed as

follows: coming to the shore, instead of breaking bread with the Dis-

ciples, as in the Gospel of John, the bystanders now “gather the good

fish into containers and the rotting” or “polluted ones they cast away”

(ebalon—13:48, a new variation of this balld/“B-L usage).

This is now followed by the words: “So shall it be at the Completion

of the Age [“Completion of the Age” being a typical Qumran usage].

The Angels will go out and separate the Evil from among the midst of the

Righteous and cast them [balousin
]

into the furnace of the Fire ” (13:49—italics

mine). This is pretty heady stuff and, as anyone familiar with the Qumran
mindset will appreciate, for a change quite in tune with its approach

—

probably one of the few authentic native Palestinian parables. In this

regard, one should also note the allusion to “separating the Righteous”

and “casting the Evil into the furnace of fire” typical of Qumran, where

the ideas of separating from polluted persons and the Fire are particularly

strong.

Another variant on this vocabulary, “casting out”
(
ekballo

)
receives
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further refurbishment in the lexicon of the Gospels in the “Authority”

Jesus supposedly gives his Aposdes to “cast out Evil spirits”—as for

instance, in the opening appointment episode in Mk 3:15, “and he

appointed Twelve ... to have authority to cast out demons”
(
ekhallein ).

This, of course, is a trivialization of the underlying Jewish Christian/

“Essene” concept of “expelling backsliders” or “expulsion”, par excellence

and another play on the “casting” language originally found in the Belial

episode in the Damascus Document and the “Balaam”/“Balak” episode

in Revelation—refracted in the early accounts in the death scenario of

James.

These make it clear that all these traditions—those of the early

Church, Qumran, and the New Testament—are operating within the

same “ha-la-'a”/“hallo” , “Nets” and “Belial” parameters. These and the

language of the death scenario of James are being played on, altered,

and overwritten, whether in the Synoptic or Johannine tradition, some-

times in an extremely playful and often even patently malevolent manner.

The kind of vocabulary implicit in the “casting out"/“ekballo” lan-

guage also re-emerges in Acts in the Stephen episode, mentioned above

and itself a variation of the death scenario of James. This is expressed

in Acts 7:58 in terms of “having cast him out of the city \ekbalontes],

they stoned him”, and also plays on and, of course, reverses more native

Palestinian plays on two additional occurrences of this same formulation

provided for us by Josephus: one the “casting out” of the body ofJames’

nemesis, the High Priest Ananus—the man responsible for James’ ston-

ing (notice the reversal of this implicit in the Stephen episode)—from

the city without burial as food for jackals (also a key episode for the

exposition of curious usages in the Habakkuk Pesher about the violation

of the Wicked Priest’s “corpse”, alluded to above and elucidated in

JJHP—(Chapter 2).

The second has to do with Josephus’ descriptions of how the Essenes

“cursed” and “cast out” backsliders from the Community
(
ekballo ). This

kind of expulsion, and the cursing accompanying it, are also pregnant

with meaning regarding the mutual cursing and threats of excommuni-

cation going on in the Letters of Paul and the Qumran corpus, as I have

expounded them in my discussion of the last column of the Damascus

Document in DSSU.

For Acts’ transformation and reversal of the gist of this episode,

Stephen is “cast out” of the city by a mob of viciousJews,
who then stone

him. His last words and the vision attributed to him, as he kneels down

and prays to God to forgive them (Acts 7:56—60), are exactly those of

“the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of Power1 ’

in Eusebius’ account
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based on Hegesippus, of James’ stoning and death at the hands of the

Jewish mob (only in Acts, as we saw, it is
“
standing on the right hand of

God”—italics mine).

This also includes the “standing” imagery of “the Son of Man standing

at the right hand of God” and praying for the forgiveness of the mob

and, of course, “the Standing One” ideology applied to Jesus in Jewish

Christian Ebionite/Elkasite ideology, not to mention that of the “Hid-

den” or “Great Power” associated with it. Again the conclusion is

—

however difficult it may be to appreciate—that these traditions about

James, whatever their original form, pre-date their subsequent reformula-

tions in the documents of the New Testament as we presendy have them

and are part and parcel of the recasting and subversion of material relat-

ing to him and his marginalization proceeding from this.

Where the other story we have noted with overtones of the James

story above is concerned—that ofJesus’ “Temptation by the Devil”, first

in the wilderness and then to “throw himself down from the Pinnacle of

the Temple”—aside from its patendy mythological aspects, anyone who

knows the tradition of James being “cast down from the Pinnacle of

the Temple” in all second-century early Church tradition will immediately

recognize this as simply a restrospective reformulation of it. This too

—

or at least the source it was, based on—as we have remarked, has to be

seen as earlier than the Gospel refurbishments found in Matthew and

Luke. What does this tell us about the Gospels? Or vice versa, about

the earliness of these traditions about James, however conflated?

Another variation of the tradition of the kind of “casting” allusions

embodied in Matthew’s Parable of the Tares can be seen in Mk
4:26—32, where once again—perhaps for the fourth time—Jesus is pic-

tured as teaching the people from a boat. Now the “casting” of the seeds on

the ground becomes something quite different. The fiercely indigenous

Palestinian attitude inherent in the “fiery furnace” version of such things

is reversed and pacified into a haze of Hellenizing spiritualization, and

the whole exercise becomes one supporting the Gentilizing process of

the Pauline Mission, not vice versa.

Two other examples of the “Authority” Jesus gives his Aposdes “to

cast out demons” follow Jesus’ Transfiguration before the Central Three

in Mt 17:1-8. Coming down from the mountain, Peter, James, and John

“his brother”—here in the style of a shell game, the “brother” language

is now applied to John not James—are pictured as being unable even to

cure a demonic ! They, therefore, ask, “Why were we not able to cast out ?”

(ekbalein—italics mine; 17:19). The answer they get, as in the case of

Peter sinking into the Sea of Galilee because his Faith was weak, is—Jesus
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now employing the language and critique of Paul even against his core

Aspostles
—

“because of your unbelief” (17:20—for this “weakness”

language as applied to the Jerusalem Leadership or core Apostles, see

Paul in 1 Co 8—11, 2 Co 11—13, etc.).

In another funny adumbration, we have already noted above of the

way this kind of “casting out”/“casting down” language is transformed,

the Gospels now have Peter “casting {bale) a hook into the sea” to get

the coin to pay the Roman tax, presumably because he was unwilling to

pay it himself or in good “Essene” style did not carry coins on his

person. However this may be, Jesus concludes, “the Sons are truly free”

(Mt 17:26—27). Though the overt meaning here is freedom from Rome
or foreign oppression, this also carries with it the additional, not so

subtle suggestion of Pauline “freedom from the Law”.

Another particularly humorous example of this kind, “the widow’s

mites” already noted in Mk 12:41-44 above, has to do with the “pollution

of the Temple”, or more precisely, the “pollution of the Temple Treasu-

ry”— charges, as we have seen, part and parcel of the “Three Nets of

Belial” accusations in the Damascus Document and what follows them.

Here the Poor widow (one should always note any allusion to “Poor” in

these texts

—

“EbiotT in Hebrew, the name of the group that followed

James) “casts her last two mites into the Temple Treasury”. In this per-

icope the usage ebalen/“cast in” and its variations occur seven times injust

four lines !

These insistent repetitions certainly cannot be considered either acci-

dental or normal and demonstrates the fascination with this language in

the Gospels. This too, of course, has a “Gentile Christian” cast, going

further even than the Damascus Document at Qumran—which only

appears to attack the Herodian Establishment—in implying the disquali-

fication of the )ewish People as a whole from the Temple.

Her contribution, too, is pointedly compared by Jesus to what was

cast in by “the Many” (12:42)
—

“the Many” being at Qumran the name

used to designate the rank and file of the Community—but even more

significantly, to what “the Rich” do, a major theme in the Damascus

Document’s “Three Nets of Belial” accusations and the Letter of James’

attacks on the Establishment. This episode, as well, is but a further

variation on Matthew’s parallel one about Judas “casting the thirty pieces

of silver” he received for betraying Jesus “into the Temple Treasury”

(Mt 27:3—10)—more scurrilous transmutation we shall treat in greater

detail in James the Brother ofJesus.

One final, very humorous, example of this kind of word-play is the

allusion to “Beel^ebul” (in some versions “Beelzebub”) just preceding Jesus’
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rejecting his mother and his brothers and the “Tares” Parables in the

Gospel of Matthew. Here, in further flights of fancy, a demon-possessed

man is brought to Jesus and Jesus heals him. Not only does this episode

end in the evocation of forgiving every kind of “blasphemy”—the evo-

cation of which is again not without significance, because this is the

charge for which James was stoned according to all sources—except

“blasphemy against the Holy Spirit”, the basis of the Pauline approach

to Jesus and its extension in the Gentile Mission; but it again plays on

the contradiction between
“
Belial”/“Diabolos” and “Satan” language in

these episodes we have called attention to above—a dichotomy which

certainly would have puzzled outsiders.

Here the play on this “ekballo”/“expulsion” language, as well as Belial

casting down his net
,
continues. The Pharisees are made to complain that

one “does not cast out [ekballei] demons except by Beelzebul” and there

are four allusions to “casting out” in as many lines (Mt 12:24—27 and Lk

11:15-19). Again one should remark the abnormality of this amount.

These references are, once again, intertwined with several accompanying

allusions to “standing”, the importance of which in Jewish Christian/

Ebionite ideology we have called attention to on several occasions above.

Playing on the Authority given the Apostles to “cast out demons”, “Beel-

zebul”—clearly an elaboration on the “Belial” terminology at Qumran

—

is now called “the Prince of Demons”. Using the famous
“
house divided

cannot stand” metaphor and the Greek version of “Belial”, “Diabolos”,

Jesus now responds with the purposely abstruse statement, “If Satan casts

out Satan (ekballei
)
against himself, he is divided. How then will his King-

dom stand}” (Note, once again, the recurrence of the Ebionite/Jewish

Christian “standing” imagery here. This, too, begins to seem no longer

accidental.)

Clearly much fun is being had here with the mix-up in vocabulary

between “Satan” and “Belial”. Jesus responds to his own question with

the nonsense question, “so how could Satan cast out Beelzebul? ”, or vice

versa
—

“Satan” and “Belial” being the same. Then in response to his

own rhetorical question—once again expressed in the Gentile Christian

framework of “casting out Evil spirits”
—

“by whom does he cast out

demons, Beelzebul or the Spirit of God”, he concludes portentously, “if

the latter, then the Kingdom of God has come” (Mt 12:28).

I think this should suffice to show the obsession of New Testament

narrative with the “Belial”/“casting'/“nets” vocabulary, not to mention

the kind of allusion to “casting” found in all accounts of the death of

James. The method of the Gospels here, as well as that of Acts, should

be clear. Important usages in Palestinian Christianity and the Dead Sea
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Scrolls are being played upon, reversed, and basically reduced to

nonsense.

Nor could we have arrived at these insights without looking into the

“Three Nets of Belial” allusions in the Damascus Document and the

scenario for the death of James in early Church literature. I have looked

at these passages in the Gospels and in Acts literally hundreds of times,

as many others no doubt have, without ever having noticed any of these

relationships. It is only when looking at the testimonies regarding James’

death, incorporating aspects of the usage of the Greek “
hallo ”, and con-

necting them, in turn, with the “Balaam”/“Belial” word-play in Hebrew
and ha-la-'a

/“
swallowing” imagery generally relating to the death of the

Righteous Teacher at Qumran or, in Greek, to how James was cast down

from the steps or Pinnacle of the Temple—as the case may be—that the modus

operandi of these New Testament thematic accretions and word-play

approaching the level almost of caricature became clear to me. This is

very powerful verification, indeed, mounting up almost to certainty.

The conclusion is that these seemingly innocuous episodes in the Gos-

pels about “casting down” and “nets” yield completely unexpected

results about the whole “Belial”/“Diabolos”/“casting down” language

circle generally, the New Testament variations on the Apostles “casting

down” their nets or being granted Authority “to cast out demons”, or

the more native Palestinian version of this vocabulary, how the tares of

the Enemy—in Jewish Christian literature “the Enemy” is usually con-

sidered to be Paul—or Evil persons generally would be “cast into a

furnace of Fire” at the Last Judgement. “Judgement” allusions like this

last, which incorporate the idea of Divine retribution, do parallel the

Qumran description of how the Wicked Priest, after “swallowing” the

Righteous Teacher, would “drink the Cup of the Wrath of God” and “be

swallowed” or “consumed”.

In the face of powerful textual evidence of this kind, external indi-

cators like carbon-14 testing or like-minded paleographical arguments

—

themselves subject to multiple pitfalls and inaccuracies—are insufficient.

In fact, the kind of arguments being put forth here are themselves per-

haps the most potent argument against external data of this kind. The
final conclusion is that the same language formulae with slight variations

are being used in parallel traditions in both Greek and Hebrew to refer

to the deaths or destructions ofJames and the Righteous Teacher—and

the two are, therefore, identical.





PART THREE





CHAPTER 10

The Damascus Document

(CD)'

Column I

1 And now hear, all
(
you) Knowers of Righteousness, and comprehend

the works of

2 God, because He has a dispute with all flesh and will do Judgement
2

on all those who insult Him [possibly also “blaspheme Him”].

3 Because they rebelled when they forsook Him, He hid His face from

Israel and from His Temple

4 and delivered them up to the sword

?

But because of his memory of the

Covenant of the First,
4 He left a remnant

5 for Israel and did not deliver them up to be destroyed. And in the Era

of Wrath, three hundred and

6 ninety years after He delivered them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar,

King of Babylon,

7 He visited them and caused a Root of Planting [the usage here is singu-

lar]
5
to grow from Israel and from Aaron, to inherit

8 His land and to prosper on the good things of His earth. And they

understood their sinfulness and knew that they were

9 guilty men [or “Sinners”]. And they were like blind men and groped

for the Way6

10 for twenty years. And God considered their works,
because they sought

Him with a whole heart

1 1 and He raised up for them a Teacher of Righteousness to guide them

in the Way of His heart. And he made known

12 to the Last Generations
7
what he would do in the Last Generation

to the Congregation [also possibly “Assembly” or “Church”] of

Traitors,
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13 those who were Turners-Aside from the Way. This is the time about

which it is written, “Like a straying heifer,

14 thus did Israel stray” [Hos 4:16], And when the Man of Scoffing

[“Man of Jesting” or “Comedian”] arose, who poured over Israel

15 the waters of Tyingf and caused them to wander astray in a trackless

waste with no Way, bringing low the Everlasting Heights,

abolishing

16 the Pathways of Righteousness and removing the boundary

(markers), which the First had marked out as their inheritance, for

which reason

17 He called down on them the curses of His Covenant9 and delivered

them up to the avenging sword of Vengeance

18 of the Covenant. For they sought Smooth Things and chose illusions,

watched out for

19 breaks [“loopholes”—Is 30:10—13], and chose the fairest neck [mean-

ing, “the easiest way”], and they Justified the Wicked 10
and con-

demned the Righteous,

20 and they transgressed the Covenant and broke the Law, and they

banded together against the soul [“life”/“being”
]
of the Righteous

One and against all the Walkers

21 in Perfection, execrating their soul [“being” or “whom they

loathed”]. And they pursued them with the sword and attempted

to divide [or “rejoiced in the division of”] the People. And the

Wrath

Column II

1 of God was kindled against their Congregation, devastating all their

multitude, for their works were unclean [or “polluted”] before

Him.

2 And, now, listen to me all who enter the Covenant and I will unstop

your ears concerning the Ways of

3 the Wicked. God loves Knowledge and Wisdom, and good counsel

He places before Him.

4 Discernment and Knowledge minister to Him. His is long-suffering

patience and abundant forgivenesses

5 to atone for the Penitents of Sin. But Power, Might, and overwhelming

Wrath with sheets of Fire,
11

6 in which are all the Angels of Destruction, are upon the Turners-Aside
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from the Way and the Abominators [or “Despisers”—even “Blas-

phemers”] of the Law. There shall be no remnant

7 or survivor for them. Because before the world ever was God chose

them not, and before they were established He knew

8 their works and abominated their Generations on account of blood
12 and

hid His face from the earth

9 until they were consumed. For He knew the years of their Standing

and the number and precise determination of their Eras [“ Times”

or “Ends”] for all

10 Eternal Being and existences, until that which would come in their

Eras for all the years of Eternity.

1 1 And in all of them, He raised up for Himself men called by Name 13

so that a remnant might remain in the land and fill

12 the face of the earth with their seed. And He made known to them

by the hand of His Messiah [singular] His Holy Spirit,
14

and he

[or “it”] is

13 Truth, and in the explanation of His [or “its”] Name their names

(are to be found).
15 And those whom He hated He led astray.

14 And now, my sons, listen to me and I shall uncover your eyes, so

that you may see and understand the works of

15 Godff so that you may choose that which pleases (Him) and reject

that which He hates, in order that you may walk in Perfection

16 in all His Ways and not follow after the thoughts of a sinful imagin-

ation or fornicating eyes. Because Many
17 have gone astray in these things and mighty warriors stumbled in

them from ancient times until now. 17
Because they walked in

stubbornness

18 of their heart, the Watchers of Heaven fell. They were caught in

them, because they did not keep the Commandments of God.'
s

19 And their sons, whose height was like the height of cedars and whose

bodies were like mountains, also fell.

20 All flesh which was on dry land also perished and they were as if

they had never been. And in their doing according to

21 their own will, they did not keep the Commandments of their Maker.

Therefore His Wrath was kindled against them.

Column III

1 In these things, the Sons of Noah, together with their families, went

astray (and) because of them, they were cut off.'

9
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2 (But) Abraham did not walk in them and he was made a Friend of

God, because he kept the Commandments of God and did not choose

3 the will of his own spirit [cf. Ja 2:21-23]. And he transmitted (them)

to Isaac and Jacob, and they kept (them) and were inscribed as

Friends

4 of God and the Heirs
[
“Possessors”

]
of the Covenant forever. The Sons

of Jacob strayed in them and were punished according to

5 their errors. And their sons walked in the stubbornness of their heart

in Egypt, complaining against

6 the Commandments of God, each man doing what was right in his

own eyes. And they ate blood

7 and their males were cut off in the wilderness. He (spoke to them) in (the

wilderness) of Kadesh: “Go up and possess (the land” [Deut 9:23].

But they did according to) their own spirit and did not listen to

8 the voice of their Maker, the Commandments of their teachers, but

rather murmured in their tents. And the Wrath of God was kindled

9 against their Assembly and their sons perished. And because of it their

Kings were cut off, and because of it their Mighty Ones

10 perished, and because of it their land became desolate. Because of

it the members of the Covenant of the First [“the Ancestors” or

“Forefathers”] sinned and were delivered up

11 to the sword, because they deserted the Covenant of God and chose their own
will, following after the stubbornness

12 of their heart, each man doing according to his own will. But as for

those who held fast to the Commandments of God

—

13 those who remained of them—God established his Covenant with

Israel Forever, revealing

14 to them the Hidden Things, concerning which all Israel went astray,

and He opened for them [in the sense of “revealed”] His Holy

Sabbaths and His Glorious Festivals,

15 the testimonies of His Righteousness and the Ways of His Truth,

and the wishes of His will, which

16 a man [literally, “the Adam”] must do in order to live through them. And
they dug a well rich in waters,

17 but those rejecting them20
shall not live. But they immersed them-

selves [or “wallowed”] in punishable sin and the Ways of

uncleanness [or “pollution”].

18 And they said that “it [this “Way” or “sin”] is ours”. But God, in

His marvelous mysteries, atoned for their sin and forgave their

iniquities.
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19 And He builtfor them a House of Faith in Israel [see Paul in 1 Co 3:9—

12], the likes of which has never stoodfrom ancient times until

20 now. And for them that hold fast to it, there will be Victorious Life,

and all the Glory ofAdam will be theirs [again the Ebionite “Primal

Adam” ideology here—cf. 1 Co 14:22—15:58], which

21 God established for them by the hand of the Prophet Ezekiel, saying:

“The Priests and the Levites and the Sons of

Column IV

1 Zadok, who kept the service of the Temple, when the Sons of Israel

strayed

2 from Me, will offer Me the fat and the blood” [Ezek 44: 15
21

]. “The
Priests” are the Penitents of Israel,

3 who went out from the Land of Judah and “the Joiners” with them

[“Nilvim” in Hebrew, a play on the term “Levites” in the under-

lying Ezek 44:15], And “the Sons of Zadok” are the Elect of

4 Israel, called by Name, who will stand up [or “go on standing”
]

in the East

Days.
22 Behold this is the exact exposition

5 of their names, according to their Generations and the Eras of their

Standing and the number of their trials [or “sufferings”] and the

years of

6 their existence, and precise exposition of their works. (They are the

Fi)rst (Men of) Holiness, for whom [or “through whom”]
7 God made atonement. And they justified the Righteous and condemned the

Wicked. And all those coming after them

8 are to do
2i

according to the precise letter of the Torah
,
which the First [“the

Ancestors”
24

]
transmitted, until the Completion

9 of the Era of these years. According to the Covenant which God
made with “the First” to atone

10 for [or “forgive”] their sins, so too would God make atonement for

[or “through”] them. And with the Completion of the Era of the

number of these years,

1 1 there will be no morejoining to the House offudah, but rather each man

will stand on

12 his own net [the word here is rather the “watchtower”, referred to in

the Pesher on Habakkuk 2:1 below25
]: “The fence is built and the

Law far removed” [Mic 7:11], And in all these years
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13 Belial was sent against Israel, as God foretold by the hand of the

Prophet Isaiah, the son of

14 Amoz, saying: “Panic and snare and net are upon you, O inhabitant

of the land” [Is 24:17], Its interpretation concerns

15 “the Three Nets of Belial”, about which Levi the son of Jacob

spoke,
26

16 by means of which he catches Israel, transforming these things before

them into three kinds of

17 Righteousness. The first is fornication, the second is Riches, and the third is

1 8 pollution ofthe Temple. He who escapes the first is caught in the second,

and he who eludes the second is caught

19 in the third. “The builders of the wall” [see Ezek 13:10 in columns

vi and viii below], who followed So (and So. He is “the Spouter”,

20 about whom it was said, “He will surely spout” [Mic 2:6]), are caught

in two (of these): in fornication, because they take

21 two wives in their lifetimes, whereas the Foundation of Creation is

“male and female he created them” [Ge 1:27].

Column V

1 And (regarding) those entering the ark: “two by two they went into

the ark” [Ge 7:9], And as for the Ruler [“the Nasi ” or “Prince”],

it is written:

2 “He shall not multiply wives unto himself” [Deut 17:17], But David

had not read the sealed Book of the Torah, which

3 was in the Ark [of the Covenant—probably Deuteronomy], since it

was not opened in Israel from the day of the deaths of Eleazar

4 and Joshua and the Elders who served Ashtarte. And they hid it

5 and it was not revealed until Zadok arose [again literally, “stood up”].

And the works of David rose up [i.e., “in his favor”], except for

the blood of Uriah.

6 And God counted them to him. And (secondly), they [“the builders

of the wall”] also pollute the Temple, because

7 they do not separate as (prescribed by) Torah [meaning the “separation”

of clean from unclean in the Temple], but rather they lie with a

woman during the blood of her period, and each man takes (to wife)

8 the daughter of his brother and the daughter of his sister. But Moses said:

“You shall not

9 approach your mother’s sister. She is your mother’s near kin” [Lev

18:13]. But while the Law of incest
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10 was written for males, it likewise applies to females. Therefore, if the

daughter of a brother uncovers the nakedness of the brother of

1 1 her father, he is near kin. Also they pollute their Holy Spirit

12 and open their mouth with a Tongue full of insults [“blas-

pheming Tongue”] against the Laws of the Covenant of God, saying,

“They are not certain.” They speak an Abomination [or

“blasphemy”
]

13 concerning them. “All of them are kindlers of Fire and lighters of

firebrands” [Is 50:11]. “Their webs

14 are spiders’ webs, and the eggs of vipers are their eggs” [cf. John in

Mt 3:7 and pars.]. Whoever approaches them

15 cannot be cleansed. Like an accursed thing, his house is guilty—unless

he was forced. For in former times

16 God visited their works and His Wrath was kindled by their actions. “It

is a people without discernment” [Is 17:11],

17 They are a nation devoid of counsel, because there is no intelligence

in them” [Num 21:18]. But in former times,

18 Moses stood up along with Aaron by the hand of the Prince of

Lights, while Beliah in his guilefulness raised up Jannes and

1 9 his brother at the time of the first Salvation of Israel.

20 And in the Era of desolation of the land, the Removers of the Bound
stood up and led Israel astray,

21 and the land was decimated, because they spoke rebellion against the Com-

mandments of God (as given) by the hand of Moses and also against

Column VI

1 His Holy Messiah [again the usage is singular, though the most widely

used English translation renders this “His holy annointed ones”].

They prophesied Lying to turn Israel aside from

2 God. But God remembered the Covenant of the First [“the Fore-

fathers”
]
and raised up from Aaron, men of discernment and from

Israel, (men of)

3 Wisdom, and made them listen. And they dug the well, “the well

which the Princes dug, which

4 the Nobles of the People dug with the Staff” [Mehokkek—Num 21:

18]. “The Well” is the Torah, and its “Diggers” are

5 the Penitents of Israel, who went out from the Land ofJudah to dwell [or

“sojourn”] in the Land of Damascus,
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6 for which reason, God called them all “Princes”, because they sought

him, and their honor was questioned

7 by no man. And “the Staff” [Mehokkek
] ,

he is the Interpreter of the

Torah, of whom
8 Isaiah said: “He creates an instrument for His works” [Is 54:16]. And

“the Nobles of the People” are

9 those who came to dig the mil with the staves [playing on Laws: Hukkim—
the Hebrew for “Laws” and “Staves” being the same basic root],

in which the Staff [Mehokkek ]
decreed [hakak

]

10 (they should) walk during all the Era of Evil and without which, they

would not persevere, until the Standing up of

11 he who Pours Down [“teaches”
28

]
Righteousness at the End of Days. But

all who have been brought into the Covenant

12 shall not enter the Temple to kindle its altar in vain. Rather they

shall be the Barrers of

13 the Door, just as God said: “Who among you will bar its door? Nor

should you light My altar

14 in vain” [Mai 1:10—see also Acts 21:30], If they do not keep (the

Commandments), to do according to the precise letter of the Torah in the

Era of Wickedness, to separate

15 from the Sons of the Pit, to keep away from [the verb here,

“
lehinnacpr"

,

is based on the same root, from which the term

“Nazirite” is derived] polluted Evil Riches (acquired either) by vow

or ban

16 and (to keep away) from the Riches of the Temple and robbing the

Poor [literally Aniyyei” in the sense of “the Meek”] of His

People,
29

(from) making widows their spoil

17 and murdering orphans. But, rather, to separate between polluted andpure,

and to distinguish between

18 the Holy and profane [compare this with what “Peter” learns in Acts

10:15 and 10:28], and to keep the Day of the Sabbath according

to its precise letter, and the Festivals,

19 and the Day of Fasting, according to the Commandment of those

entering the New Covenant in the L^and of Damascus:

20 to set up the Holy Things according to their precise specifications, to love each

man his brother

21 as himself [“the Royal Law according to the Scripture” in Ja 2:8], to

strengthen the hand of the Meek ['Ani[, the Poor [Ebion], and

Convert [Ger[, for each man to seek the welfare
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Column VII

1 of his brother and not uncover the nakedness of his near kin, to keep

away from [“lehavgtr” ,
again based on the same root as “Nazirite”

above] fornication

2 according to Statute, to reprove each man his brother according to

the Commandment and to bear no rancor

3 from day to day; to separate [here “separate” and “keep away"/“natjaF

are synonyms] from allpollutions, according to their Statute. And no man

should defile

4 his Holy Spirit, which God separated for them. Rather all should

walk in

5 these things in Perfect Holiness [cf. Paul in 2 Co 7:1] on the basis of the

Covenant of God in which they were instructed, Faithfully promising them

6 that they would livefor a thousand Generations [Manuscript B adds: “Promis-

ing them they would live for a thousand generations, as it is written,

keeping the Covenant and the Grace (promised to) those who love

and keep My Commandments for a thousand generations”—Deut

7:9], And if they are living in camps, as per the “Rule of the Land”

[Manuscript B: “as per the Laws of the Land as they were of old”],

and they take

7 wives and they beget sons, they shall walk in accordance with the

Torah and according to the Statute

8 they were instructed in as a Rule of the Torah, which speaks about

“Between a man and his wife, and between a father

9 and his son” [Num 30:17], But all those rejecting (the Commandments)

will be paid the reward on Evil Onesf when God visits the earth,

Manuscript A
10 when there will come to pass

the Word, which is written in

the words of Isaiah, son of

Amoz, the Prophet,

11 which say: “There shall come

upon you and upon your

people and upon the House

of your father,’
1

days the like

of which

12 have (not) come since the day

Ephraim departed from

Judah” [Is 7:17], When the

Manuscript B (Column XIX)

when there shall come to pass

the word, which is written

by the hand of Zechariah the

Prophet, “Awake, O sword,

against

My shepherd and against the man

who is My companion”, says

God, “Strike the shepherd
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two Houses of Israel

separated,

13 Ephraim departed from Judah,

and all those who turned hack

were delivered up to the sword.

But those

who held fast [or

14 “were steadfast”] escaped to the

Land of the North. As He
[God] said: “I will exile the

Tabernacle of your King

15 and the bases of your statues

from My tent of Damascus”

[Amos 5:26—27]. The Books

of the Torah

,

these are “the

Tabernacle

16 of the King”, as He [God]

said, “I will establish the

Tabernacle of David, which is

fallen” [Amos 9:11]. The

“King”

17 is the Community,

32 and “the

bases of the statues”, they are

the Books of the Prophets

18 whose words Israel despised.

And “the Star” is the Interpreter

of the Law,

19 who came to Damascus, as it is

written: “A Star shall go forth

from Jacob, and a Sceptre

shall rise

20 out of Israel” [Num 24:17].

The “Sceptre” is the Prince

[Nasi] of the whole

Congregation, and with his

standing up [or “with his

arising”], “he shall utterly

destroy

21 all the Sons of Seth” [Num

24:17], These escaped in the Era

of the First I Isitation

and scatter the flock,

and I will stretch My hand

over the Little Ones” [Zech

13:7].
33 The “Keepers ofHim”

are the Meek offlockf

These shall escape in the Era of

the Visitation, but the rest shall

be given over to the sword with

the coming of the Messiah

ofAaron and Israel

f

as it

was in the Era of the First

Visitation, concerning which

(God) said by the hand of

Ezekiel, “ To put a mark on

the foreheads of those who

cry and weep” [Ezek 9:4].

But the rest shall be given over

to the avenging sword of the

Covenant
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Column VIII

1 while the Backsliders were given up to the sword. And this also will be the

Judgement on all those who entered His Covenant, who

2 did not hold fast to these (Laws and Statutes). Their I
r
isitation [or “com-

mand”] will hefor destruction by the hand of Belialf This is the Day

3 which God commands [or “in which God visits”;
37
Manuscript B adds:

“As He said”,] “The Princes ofJudah are those who are Removers

of the Bound, upon whom Wrath shall be poured out” [Hos 5:10],

4 For they have become diseased without a cure,
38 and He will extermi-

nate them, since all of them are Rebels and [Manuscript B adds:

“since they came to the Covenant of Repentance, but”] have not

turned aside from the Way of

5 Traitors. Rather they have immersed themselves [or “wallowed in”]

the ways of fornication and Evil Riches. They have been vengeful and a

man has home malice

6 against his brother, each man hating his brother [that is, “not loving him”].
37

And each man has sinned against the flesh of his own flesh [that is “near

relatives”],

7 approaching them forfornication. And they have used their powerfor Riches and

profiteering
[°

each man doing what was right in his own eyes

8 and each choosing the stubbornness of his heart, for they did not

keep apart from the People [possibly “Peoples”—again the root of

“keeping apart”, N-Z-R, here is the same as that of “Nazirite”] and

have knowingly sinned,

9 walking in the Way of the Evil Ones, about whom God said: “ Their

wine is the venom of vipers,

10 and the cruel poison of asps” [Deut 32:33].
41

The “vipers” are the Kings

of the Peoples and “their wine”

11 is their Ways, and “the poison of asps” is the Head of the Kings of Greece [in

our view, “Greek-speaking” or “Grecian Kings”, “Greece”/
4 *

Yav-

an” playing on the word “wine”/yayin in Hebrew in the underlying

text

—

rosh/“poison” also being a homonym for Rosh/“He.2L&”],

who comes to execute

12 vengeance upon them.
42 But all this “the Builders of the Wall” and

“the Daubers with plaster” [see Ezek 13:10 above] have not under-

stood, because

13 one of confused wind
[
Ruah—also possibly “Spirit” in the sense of

“Holy Spirit”

—

wind and spirit being homonyms in Hebrew. This

can possibly even be “Windbag”. Manuscript B has “walking in the

Spirit”, probably correct and the actual quotation from Mic 2:11,
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upon which the whole passage is based
43

]
and the Spouter of Lying,

spouted to them, which kindled God’s Wrath on all his Congregation [or

“Church”].

14 Nor (do they understand) what Moses said, “Not for your Righteous-

ness or the Uprightness of your heart are you going to possess

15 these Nations” [Deut 9:5], but “because of His love for your fathers

and keeping the oath” [Deut 7:8].

16 And this is the Judgement upon the Penitents of Israel, who turned

aside from the Way of the People. Because God loved

17
“
the First ” [or “the Forefathers”], who testified on His Mw/Jf [Manuscript

B has: “testified on behalf of the People for God”], He loved those

coming after them, because theirs is

18 the Covenant of the Fathers. And because of His hatred for “the

Builders of the Wall”, His Anger was kindled [Manuscript B:

“against them and against all those walking after them”]. And this

is the kind ofJudgement that

19 will be upon all those who reject the Commandments of God andforsake them,

turning away in the stubbornness of their heart.

20 This is the word which Jeremiah spoke to Baruch the son of Neriah

and Elisha

21 to Gehazi his servant. All the Men who entered the New Covenant in the

Land of Damascus

22 [Manuscript B, column xix, line 34], but turned back and betrayed and

turned asidefrom the Fountain of Living Waters,

23(35) will not be reckoned in the Foundation [also “Secret”] of the

People and, in its book [“register”] shall not be inscribed, from the

day of the gathering

[What follows till the end is actually column xx of Manuscript B,

lines 1-34]

24(1) of the Teacher of the Community until the standing up [or “aris-

ing”] of the Messiah from Aaron and from Israel [again this is

definitely singular
44

]. And this is the Judgement

25(2) on any member of the Assembly [or “Church”] of the Men of

Perfect Holiness, [or “the Perfection of Holiness”—again, see Paul

in 1 Co 7:1], who hesitates to do [note the Jamesian emphasis on
“doing” again here] the Commands of the Upright [“Straight”].

26(3) He is the man who is melted in the Furnace [Ezek 22:21-22],

According to the appearance of his works shall he be expelled from the

Assembly [“Church”],

27 (4) like someone whose lot had neverfallen among the Disciples of God. Accord-

ing to his rebelliousness, the Men
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28(5) of Knowledge shall punish him until the day he returns to stand

in the presence [the imagery of “standing” again] of the Men of

Perfect Holiness

29(6) and his works are revealed according to the letter of the interpre-

tation of the Torah, in which

30(7) the Men of Perfect Holiness walk. Nor shall anyone cooperate with

him in purse [“Riches”] and work [this is avodah” in the sense of

“service” or “mission”
45—again, see Acts 15:38 above],

31(8) for all the Holy Ones of the Most High have cursed him. And this is the

Judgement, too, which will be upon all those who reject [the Torah]

among “the First”

32(9) and “the Last” [here our “First”/“Last” language in the Gospels

with a vengeance], who have put idols on their heart and walked

in stubbornness of

33(10) their heart [compare with Paul in 1 Co 8:4—7]. They shall have no

share in the House of the Torah. They shall be judged according to the

Judgement on their companions, who turned aside

34(11) with the Men of Scoffing [“Men of Jesting” or “Comedians”],

because they spoke mistakenly about the Laws of Righteousness and rejected

35(12) the Covenant and the Compact [literally “the Promise” or “the

Faith” ], which they raised in the Land ofDamascus—and this is “the New

Covenant”

—

36(13) And neither they nor theirfamilies shall have a share in the House of the

Torah [a variation of line 33 above]. And from the day

37(14) of the gathering in of the Guide [here again “Yoreh”, as in v.l ti-

ll, instead of “Moreh”/“ Teacher” in lines 23—24 above] of the

Community, until the end of all the Men-of-War, who walked

38(15) with the Man of Lying, approximately forty years. And in that

Era, the Wrath

39(16) of God will be kindled against Israel, as it was said, “There is no

King, no Prince, no Judge, none to

40(17) rebuke with Righteousness” [Hos 1:4]. But the Penitents from

Sin in (Ja)cob [James?
46

]
kept the Covenant of God.4 Then each

man shall speak

41(18) to his neigh(bor, each man strengthening) his brother to support

their step(s) in the Way of God. And God harkened to

42(19) their words and heard, and a Book of Remembrance was written

before Him for God-Fearers
48 and for those considering

[“reckoning”
]

43(20) His Name, until God shall reveal Salvation
[
Yesha'f

1

and Justification

to thosefearing His Name [again the “God-Fearers” of fine 42], “ Then

you shall return and see the difference between the Righteous
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44(21) and the Wicked, between the Servant of God and he who does

not serve Him” [Mai 3:18]”. For He does Mercy [literally “Grace”

or “Piety”] to (thousands) of them that love Him [the definition

of “Piety”—cf. Ja 2:5 on “the Kingdom promised to those that

love Him” and “the Poor”].
50

45(22) and to His Keepers for a thousand generations” [Ex 20:6]. But

(all the Men of) the House of Peleg [“the House of Separation”],

who went out from His Place of Holiness

46(23) and relied upon God during the Era of Israel’s rebellion and pollution of

the Temple
,
but turned aside from God

47 (24) among the People [here, too, possibly “Peoples”
]
in things that

were for them of little importance, they shall be judged—each man
according to his Spirit—in His Holy

48(25) Council. And with the appearance of the Glory of God to Israel,

all among the members of the Covenant, who transgressed the

boundary of the Torah

,

49(26) shall be cut offfrom the midst of the camp, and with them all the Evil

Ones of

50(27) Judah in the days of its trials (“tribulations”). However, all those

who hold fast to these Statutes, coming

51(28) and going in accordance with the Torah, and listened to the voice

of the Teacher and confessed before God: “We have sinned,

52(29) We have been Wicked, we and our fathers, because they walked

contrary to the Laws of the Covenant.

53(30) But Your Judgements upon us are Truth. Nor will we lift up

(our) hand against the Holiness ofHis Laws and the Righteousness ofHis

54(31) Judgements and the Testimonies of His Truth. Rather (we) have been

instructed in the Statutes of the First, in which

55(32) the Men of the Community were judged.” And they shall listen

to the voice of the Teacher of Righteousness and not desert

56(33) the Laws of Righteousness. But rather, when they hear them,

they shall exult and rejoice, and their heart(s) will be Strengthened
\
and

they shallprevail

57(34) against [or “be Victorious over”] all the Sons of the Earth. And
God will make atonement for [or “through”

]
them, and they will

see His Salvation \Yeshu a], because they took refuge in His Holy Name. 5 '
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NOTES

1 The first eight columns of the longer version and the two columns of the shorter

version found by Solomon Schechter at the Cairo Geni^ah in Egypt in 1896. The transrip-

tion we provide is based on the transcription provided at that time by Solomon
Schechter. See p. 428 at the end of the Glossary for a general note on translations.

2 One should note all references to “doing” throughout this text—in Hebrew the

basis of the word “works” in English, which we generally identify as “Jamesian”.
3
In this language of “delivering up” one should note the possibly inverted play rep-

resented by the constant reiteration in the Gospels of Judas Iscariot “delivering up” Jesus.
4
Here one should note the parallels with “the First” vs “the Last” language in the

Gospels.

See Paul in Ro 11:18-26 and 1 Co 3:6-9.
6 One should note the parallel represented by “the Way in the wilderness” language

associated with the mission of John the Baptist and “the Way” terminology generally as

a name for early Christianity in Acts.
7

Here “the Last” terminology of “the Last Days” or “ Times”.
8 Note the parallel with “the Spouter of Lying” in the Habakkuk Pesher, literally “the

Pourer Out of Lying” in the sense of “pouring out the waters of Lying”.

See Paul in Ga 1:8—9 and 3:13 on such “curses” or “cursing”.

Possibly also “Sinners”—the opposite of “justifying the Righteous and condemning
the Wicked” on the part of the true Sons of Zadok in column iv above.

This is definitely a vision permeating the Koran in Islam.
12

If this is a correct translation, this issue of the consumption of blood, banned in

James’ directives to overseas communities in Acts, is very important.

Later applied to “the Sons of Zadok” in column iv. In the New Testament, trans-

formed vis-a-vis Jesus into, “called by this Name”, that is to say, Christ’s “Name”.
14

In the most popular English translation this is translated as “His annointed ones”

—

but the pronomial and verbal usages surrounding it are singular, as they are in other

similar contexts in this document and in the War Scroll from Qumran. What is more,

the usage here is clearly singular.

15 The most common English translation inexplicably discards this sentence altogether with-

out explanation. Again, note the singular usages here, transformed by many translations

into plurals! In fact, this conflict between supposedly plural “anointed ones” and singular

“His Name” was probably the reason for the omission in the first place.
16 Here the “he who has eyes let him see, ears, let him hear” of New Testament

variation.

17
This language of “stumbling” is also found in Ja 2:10 and Paul in 1 Co 8:9 and 13.

18 “Keeping the whole of the Law” is also found in Ja 2:10 above.
19 Here our language of being “cut off” again; cf. Paul in Ga 5:12, using the same

language to lewdly parody circumcision.
20 The typical verb ‘War”, meaning “reject” and applied to the activity of “the Spouter

of Lying” in Qumran literature, namely, rejecting the Law or Covenant.

This is a paraphrase, since «w-constructs or “ands” are purposely added between

“Priests”, “Levites”, “the Sons of Zadok” in favor of developing a desired exegesis.

Or “at the End of Days”. The “standing” here and throughout this document not

only appears to relate to the notion of being resurrected (in Ezek 37:10, “they stood

up” ), but also the “Standing One” ideology as a name for the resurrected Christ among
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Jewish Christian groups like the Ebionites or Elkasaites of northern Syria and northern

and southern Iraq.

23 Note the Jamesian emphasis on “doing” again here.

24
Again the First vs the Last of New Testament allusion.

25 The difference here is actually the difference between the Hebrew me%udo/“net” and

«re^«ro/“rampart” or “watchtower” of Hab 2:1.

26
This is from the Testament of Lev 14:5—8. But see the same attributed to Balaam

—

a variation on “Belial”—in Rev 2:14, including now the category of “things sacrificed

to idols” from James’ directives to overseas communities in Acts 15:20, 15:29 and 21:25.

27 For some reason Vermes insists on translating “Belial” throughout as “Satan”. But

at Qumran and in Rev 2:10—15 above, for instance, the two are different usages.

28
“Yoreh ha-Zedek” instead of the usual “Moreh ha-Zedek”

/“
Teacher of Righteousness”.

29 We shall find the same usage “they robbed the Riches of the Poor”
(
Ehionim

)
in

the Habakkuk Pesher, xii.10, below.
30

This is the same usage in the Habakkuk Pesher

,

ix.l about inflicting the Judgements

upon Righteousness on the corpse of the Wicked Priest below. Also note again that the

verb here is “ma’as”/“reject”, mentioned above as always applied to the characteristic

activity of “the Liar” at Qumran.
31 One should compare this with the sayings attributed to Jesus in the Gospels that

“a Prophet is not without honor except in his own country and among his own kin and

in his own house” (Mk 6:4 and pars.)

32 Notice the parallel here to Paul’s doctrine of Jesus as the Community and his mem-

bers being “the members” of the body of Christ (1 Co 12:12—27), including even the

specific allusion to “the feet” and “the Prophets”.
33 Note the parallel here to “these Little Ones” in the New Testament.
34

Here, of course, we have the parallel with the definition of “the Sons of Zadok” in

the Community Rule, v.2 and v.9 below, as “Keepers of the Covenant”. Again note

the usage
“ '

Anayyim ” for “Meek” in the New Testament, paralleling the “Ehionim” or

“Poor”.
35 Again this is definitely singular. The most widely known English translator, obscures

this with the nondescript and indefinite “the Anointed of Aaron and Israel”.

36 Here too he translates “Belial” as “Satan”.

37
In the Koran 82:19, this is expressed as, “On this day the command is Allah’s”.

38
In the Koran 2:10, this is “in their hearts, there is a disease”.

39 The opposite of “the Royal Law according to the Scripture” in the Letter of James

and here, “each man loving his brother”.

40
“Be%a' ”—this is the same word as in the Habakkuk Pesher ix.5 below, which also

refers to “gathering Riches”, about “the Last Priests of Jerusalem profiteering from the

spoils of the Peoples”
—

“Peoples” in our view being Herodians.
41

This is the same as the “generation of vipers” metaphor ascribed in the Gospels to

both John the Baptist and Jesus. But here the “vipers” are identified. They are “the

Kings of the Peoples” or, in our view, Herodians. However this is interpreted, “the

Kings of the Peoples” cannot be the Maccabeans.
42

This is the same view of the role of the Roman Army as in the New Testament

and Christian theology dependent on it.

43
In this sense—if Paul is “the Spouter”—it is a play on his doctrine of “Holy Spirit”

baptism. Mic 2:11 also has “Spouter of the People”, reproduced in Manuscript B as “the

Spouter of Adam”. Manuscript B also adds “weigher of storms”, probably mistaking
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“weighing”/shakal for “Lying”/Sheker. Still the sense of all this is clear and it is probably

one of the most important passages in the documents at Qumran.
44 Here Vermes at last agrees the usage is singular.

44 The other kind of works, “ma'asim"

,

the Jamesian kind, is based on the root in

Hebrew for “doing”.
46 The word “Jacob” here is unsure, but if it is the “Jacob” from Is 59:20, then Jacob

goes with Penitents, not “the sin ofJacob” as in most translations but rather “the Penitents

from sin in Jacob”.
47 Compare with the famous statement in Ja 2:10 above on “keeping the whole Law”

and the definition of “the Sons of Zadok” as “Keepers of the Covenant” in column v

of the Community Rule below.
48

This is a very important use of the “God-Fearing” terminology and illustrates that

there probably was a cadre of Gentile God-Fearers or “
.\V/:.7v;”

/
“Joiners” associated in

some manner with Qumran.
45

This is a very important use of the term “ Yesha
'

’’/“Salvation”, the basis of the name
“Jesus” in Greek and English. The usage is also reprised in the last line of this text

—

there attached to an allusion to “seeing”—and elsewhere at Qumran.
’° In Ja 2:5 this fundamental Commandment on “loving God” precedes the citation

of the Royal Law according to the Scripture, the second “Love” Commandment. Paul

quotes this Commandment in 1 Co 8:3 above, when attacking James’ directive in Acts

prohibiting “things sacrificed to idols” for overseas communities. In Ja 2:23 and the

Damascus Document above, this is further refined into “the Beloved” or “Friend of

God”.
51 One should note the triumphant exultation of this ending, almost exactly the same

as in the Habakkuk Pesher below. In addition to the usage of “seeing Yeshu'a”, with

which it ends, one also should note that of “being strengthened”—the meaning of the

curious nickname “
Oblias ” applied to James in early Church literature, “Strength” or

“Fortress of the People”.
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Column I

nyyaa irai pns wv Va iyaiy nnyi 1

i’xs:a Vaa myy’ uoiyai niya Va ay iV an ’3 Vs 2

mynpaai Vsniy’a vis mnon imaiy iot aVyiaa ’3 3

nnsiy msiyn amiysn m3 narai annV a:n’i 4

nisa imViy amiy inn ypai nVaV am: sVi Vsmy’V 5

Vaa iVa nxsnaia: ma anis inn 1

? a’yiyni 6

unn’V nyua lynny pnsai Vsniy’a nasm anpo 1

’3 iymi anya ira’i wans aiaa iiynVi isns ns 8

inn D’OTJaai amya vrm an aanys a’lyis 9

muynn aViy aba ’3 amiyya Vs Vs p’i aniyy a’jiy 10

ynn 33V pna aannnV pnx nma anV ap’i 11

anna nnya jinns nnn myy niys ns amnns mnnV 12

nnmo nns3 mVy mna mn niys nyn sm pn no an 13

Vsmy’V pan niys jisVn iy’s may3 Vsmy’ nno p 14

moVi aViy mnai mynV pn sV mna aymi aia ’B’B 15

paV anVma amiysn iVa: niys Viaa y’oVi pnx mama 16

ap: nap: annV amaonV inna mVs ns ana pann \i

ids’! mVnnaa nna’i mpVna nynn niys maya nnn is

pns ly’iymi yiyn ipns’i nsisn aiaa nna’i nixnoV 19

nVm Vaai pnx iyo: Vy mun pin itd’i nna imay’i 20

is nmi ay anV id’O’i annV marm aiys: nayn a’an 21

Column II

tbbV nmV amiyyai aiian Va ns aiynV annya Vs 1

’anna ears nVasi nma ’sa Va ’Vs iyaiy nnyi 2

l’jsV a’sn miiyini naan nyn ans Vs a’yiyn 3

mn’Vo aim iay a’ss ps imnniy’ an nym nany 4

iys ’anVa nVim nam nman mai yiyo ’aiy nya nsaV s

nn’siy ]’sV pn ’aynai pn nno Vy Van ’asVa Va ia 6

yn’ noi: anuni aViy anpa ana Vs nna sV ’a iaV na’Voi 7

psn p r:s ns nno’i ana nnn ns aymi an’iyya ns 8

VaV an’sp iynsi nooai naya aiy ns ymi aaw ny ’a 9

aViy aiy VaV amxpa sia’ na ny n”mi a’aViy ’in 10

sVaVi psV nu’Vs mnn paV aiy ’snp iV a’pn aViaai 11

sim mynp mn in’iya n’a ayni’i ayma Van ’:d 12
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nynn S 3B> ib;s nsi omnia® ia® aniD2i nas 13

’®ya2 pnVi mm1

? DD’ 3’y nVisi ’V iya® a’32 nnyi 14

D’an -|VnnnV S3® iebo cisaVi nsi ib;s ns nnaVi Vs 15

’an ’2 mu ayi naiys is’ ni2B7na2 nnV sVi inn V22 16

mi’iBn nniVo nin iyi d’idVo 02 iVb>23 V’n ’11211 D2 iyn 17

Vs msa na® sV i®s imsi 12 D’a®n n’y iVdi 02V is

iVdi ’2 mmi’ii Q’in2i 0121 D’ns mi2 i®s D1’321 19

ns nm®y2 i’n sV2 vn’i yu ’2 i2in2 n’n i®2 V2 20

2 ids mn i®s iy m’®y nixa ns na® sVi misi 21

Column III

mini on 12 m[’ni]nD®m m ’32 ’yn 12 1

m2 sVi Vs nisa na®2 2i[is n®]y’i 12 -|Vn sV nnms 2

D’2iis i2na’i n»®’i apy’Vi pn®’V noa’i inn 11x12 3

’
3dV TOiy’i D2 iyn 2py’ ’32 oViyV nn2 ’Vy2i VsV 4

Vy fynV 02V nnn®2 i2Vn onxa2 on’32i onuiya s

niD’i mn ns iV2S’i i’3’y2 i®m ®’s ni®yVi Vs nixa 6

iya® sVi ami ns itni iVy ®ip2 nnV 12132 diidt 7

Vs pjs m’i m’Vns2 i3ii’i nnm’ nixa m’®y VipV 8

12 nni2’n ini23 12 mnVai 112s 12 m’32i Dniy2 9

nio’i D’3®sm nn2n ’S2 i2n 12 naa® 12 dxisi 112s 10

nun® nns mm mixrn nn2’i Vs nn2 ns D2Ty2 2inV 11

Vs mxax Q’p’ina2i 131x1 ns bps ni®yV 02V 12

mViV DViy iy Vsi®’V mn2 ns Vs D’pn nna nni3 ibis 13

nyiai i®ip nin2® Vsi®’ V2 02 iyn i®s nnnos mV 14

n®y’ i®s nisi ’xom mas ’Din ipix nii’y 11122 15

’2i D’aV is2 iiDn’i di’idV nno m2 nmi msn 16

113 ’21121 ®13S y®D2 iVViim mi im’ sV QI’DSiai 17

y®oV s®’i miy iy2 1D2 isVd ’ii2 Vsi n’n 13V ’2 nas’i 18

iyi D’ 3DVaV inaa lay sV iws Vsi®n |as 3 n’2 mV p’i 19

i®sd sin mV ms 1122 V2i nxi ”nV 12 ’p’man nin 20

’321 Q’lVm D’inDn nasV snin Vspin’ in mV Vs Q’pn 21

Column IV

Vsi®’ ’32 niyn2 i®ipa ma®a ns na® i®s pnx 1

Vsi®’ n® m nanan mi 2Vn ’V i®’i’ m’Vya 2

nm2 m pns ’321 may B’lVim mm’ yisa osxi’n 3
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urns run o’nm nmnsn nmnsn nisn ’smp Vsmm 4

nun Dnmmx nsom onnsn ppi onmVmV onminis 5

non mss ouiislsnn] ismpn [’iius nn] omissn ismmi nnminn 6

nnnns nmnn Vm sisn is’ismi pmx ipmsu onsn Vs i

mVis ns nuissnn in mown mss nmnn isnsn niissV 8

nsnV nmssnV Vs n’pn mss nmnn nVsn nuisn ppn 9

nuisn nsonV ypn mVism onsn Vs nsn’ p nnmins Vs 10

Vs is’s mnsV os ’2 mm’ nmV nsmsnV ms ps nVsn n

nm’ nVsn nuisn Vnm pmn pm min nn:n: mxn 12

p smm msis’ nm Vs nm mssn Vsmsm nViisn Vs’Vn 13

miss psn nisi’ i’Vs nsi nnsi nns nnsV pins 14

nps’ |2 ’iV nmVs nns mss Vs’Vn nimxn msiVis 15

’j’» msiVisV anus o:mi Vsmsm nnn issn sin mss 16

mis’Visn pnn nuisn mnn sm nnissnn pnxn 17

issm mn Vxum nn issm mn nVisn isnpan sat: 18

pun sm ixn is mns mVn mss firm urn nn 19

nnpV nun omisn o’lssm: Dn ps’U’ iun nas mss 20

nnis snn nnpn nrn nsmnn mou nn”m o’is: mis 21

Column V

mnn s’ism Vsi nnnn Vs isn ouis oms nnnn ’sm 1

mss mnnn nmnn nson snp sV Tim o’is: iV nan’ sV 2

msVs ma ova Vsnisn nns: sV n pnsn nm 3

pnu’i mnmssn ns mns mss nupim sism sismu 4

nmis an nnVn nun ’issa iVsu pmx mas ns nVu 5

an ps mss isnpan ns nn o’snun an Vs iV oms’i 6

ompiVi nniT an ns nsmn as ommisi nmnn Vmna 7

Vs nns msni inms nn nsi nnms nn ns ism 8

ammV mmsn asisai sm ins nsis nnpn sV ins mns 9

ms mns ns nsn nn nVin osi a’ism onm mnn sm 10

jiisVm isao an’isnp mn ns nn nsis smi mns 1

1

nnsim inn: sV nasV Vs mnn ’pin Vs ns mns ommi 12

mip ’p’T msnm iss mnp 0V2 an amnnn on 13

omVs mnpn nmx’n omssx ’X’m ommp ismns 14

nps ousV’nV os m pnV: as m oiss’ imn nnn npr sV 15

sm mm os sV m omV’Vsn ids nmi an’issn ns Vs 16

nns onsVn m nm nnn ps mssn nixs nns u: on 17
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nxi n:m ns 5y’5a npn amxn na; nn pnxi na>a is

n:wxnn ns Vxnaa yenna inaraa imnx 19

Vxnaa nx iyna Vnan ana nay pnxn pnn ppai 20

on na>a nn Vx msa 5y mo nan ’a pnxn Daani 21

Column VI

nnNB Vxnar nx a’amV npu; ixan ampn inaraa 1

Vxnai’ai nan: pnxa npa oaaixn nna 5x an Vx 2

nna na® nnsn nxa ixan nx msna Dyaam n’aan 3

nn nnoim nmnn xn nxan ppmaa nyn an: 4

peian pnxn naa min pnxa D’xxvn 5xnaa aw s

naann 5xi imam n nna; nVn nx 5x xnp na?x 6

na?x nmnn ann xn ppinam nnx na annxo 7

nn Dyn ann inaraa
1

? ’5a xaia nnar nax 8

ppinan ppn na>x mppinaa nxan nx nnaV D’xan 9

nay ny iraa xV anbin yann pp 5aa naa -|5nnnV 10

nnnn ixan na>x Vai D’am nnnxa pnxn nni’ 11

naoa ana warn n’xnV anpan 5x xn mVn1

? 12

mars n’xn xVi in5n nan’ naa ’a 5x nax naix n5nn 13

5nan5: yann ppV nmnn annsa man1

? inner x5 ox mn 14

annai nnn xaun nyann pna nanVi nnan aaa is

aV?a? naaVx mm1

? lay ”:y nx VmVi anpan pnni 16

pa ymn5n mnoV xaun pa VnanVi inxm o’aim nxi 17

nnyian nxi nennsa naan nv nx mawVi Vin
1

? ampn 18

peian pnxa nannn nnan ’xa . . xxaa naynn or nxi 19

mnx nx eax amxV omaamsa D’anpn nx nnn5 20

mVai nx aax annnVi nn pnxa ay nn pannVi inaa 21

Column VII

mwn ja nan1

? nan nxan arx Vya’ x5i max 1

mu:1

? x5i mxaa max nx a?’x main1

? usaiaa 2

pper x5i Dusaiaa nixaon Vaa VnanVi oi’V m’a 3

nVnnan Va on 1

? 5x 5nnn naixa vamp mn nx aax 4

anV naax: 5x nna mo’ Va n 5y amp o’ana nVxa s

inpVi pnxn poa laer nana dxi nn ^Vx anvnV 6

usaiaai nmnn n Vy inVnnm naa imVim D’aa 1

ax pan inaixV a?’x pa nax na?xa nmnn poa oaiea 8
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O’sun Viaj 2’ipnV ynso ns Vs npoo a’osian Voi 112V 9

s’232 pias p n’siai’ ’2222 oino nips 2222 sioo 02’Vy 10

21PS D’B’ T>2S rv>2 V311 1831 Vvi 1’Vsi S12’ 2BS 21PS 1

1

VS21P’ ’22 ’3® 22D22 iriW *7VQ D’2DS 210 DI’B 1S2 12

’P’Tnam 22nV 12202 d’jio32 Voi 22m’ Vi?a onos nip 13

oooVa mao ns ’n’Vam 2as nipso pox ynsV iuVa3 14

2210 D2 22W2 ’200 plPB2 ’V2SB 232’bVX p’2 nSI 15

iVan nVoin 212 22io ns ’nia’pm nas nipso iVan i 6

D’S’232 ’2SD D2 0’BVS2 p’21 0’BVX2 ’13’21 Vnp2 S12 17

22122 IP212 S12 221221 02’222 nS Vs21P’ 2T2 21PS 18

U21P Dpi 2p31’B 2212 122 2W2 21PS2 piPa2 S22 19

2p2p1 12B3121 22312 V2 S’tP3 S12 D21P2 VS21P’B 20

piPS22 221pD2 yp2 IUVb 2Vs 207 ’32 V2 2S 21

Column VIII

2ITS W’22 ’S2 V2 UDlPa pi 22nV 12’302 t3’J1D321 1

D1’2 S12 Vsi’Vo 2’2 2V2V D2pioV 2VS2 ip’in’ sV 2

222312 D2’V31 11D1P2 21PS 2212’ ’21P 1’2 Vs 2p0’ 21PS 3

122B 120 SV 21PSB B’221B V2 !Diap2’1 SD2BV iVn’ ’2 4

21t3’31 Dip:i 2W2 ]1221 2131T ’2222 lVVl22’1 D’2112 5

121212 2S1P2 121’S iaVim’1 12312 2S IP’S S131211 1’nsV 127’S 6

1’3’312 2121’2 121’S 11P3T1 PXOVl p2V 12232’1 2aiV 11P3’1 7

282 2’2 1312D’1 D31B 12T3 sVl 12V ni2’21P2 IP’S 12n2’1 8

D3” D’i’in nan on’Vii Vs nas nips D’3iipn 1222 noVV 9

sin 03”i D’asn ’2Va D2 o’nnn 212s o’:no msm 10

22 niuisiV S22 p’ ’oVa uisn si2 D’3no2 msm D2’222 1

1

’2 VS22 ’noi pn2 ’312 13’22 sV 2Vs V221 2ap3 12

innv V22 Vs is 222 nips D2V i’t32 270 I’Dai mn Vni2a 13

21P2V S2 nns 122V 2iP’2i inp2S2 sV 2ipa nas nuisi 14

2P121P2 ns inauiai 1212s ns ino2sa ’2 nVsn n’i32 ns 15

ns Vs n22S2 23312 122a 120 VsniP’ ’2ipV usman pi 16

D2V ’2 D2’2ns Q’S22 nS 22S 1’2nS 12’yi2 21PS D’31PS22 17

Doma2i ids nnn yinn ’312 ns ’S3iiP2i ni2sn n’22 is

D2V ni2’21P2 13D’1 D2T31’1 Vs 21X82 DS1B2 V2V 212 19

311P’Vsi 2”23 p 1122V 2’B2’ 2aS 2IPS 2222 S12 20

puian yns2 2ipnn2 n’222 is2 nips D’iP3S2 Vo mp3 ’injV 21
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Column XIX

(Manuscript B)

nonm man nmty aa nimn ’Dbsb nmmb on 1

? mins:

’pma iaty’ nunn asi mn rjbsb ’nisn ’nntybi ’ansb

n’ia imbim nmnn imna n’tyi inpbi anpa n’n ntys ynsn

nmnn -poa omen DDtynai nmnn ’D by labnmi

msaa n’osnn bai aa1

? as pan intysb ty’s
r3nns ntysa

psn ns bs npaa nmby n’ytyn bim a’tynb n’pnai

by my ann team mnat ma aina ntys nann siaa

]sxn nrsinni nynn ns -jn bs ns: ’may naj byi ’yin

jssn ”:y an inis nmnitym nmyisn by m ’ma’tym

n’tya siaa annb man’ n’nstym nnpan ppa iubn’ nbs

bspm’ nas ntys ptysnn nnps ppa n’n ntysa bsnty’i jnns

n’p:s:i amis: mnxn by i’nn mnnb bsprn’ ma

’sa bab uotyn pi mna np: nnpi: annb imon amsunm

by’ba n’a nbab nnpob D’pnn nbsa ip’Tm sb ntys imna

’rtyna nmn’ nty vn nan ntysa bs nps’ ntys avn sin

naityn mnaa isa ’a nnay D’aa ptys Dn’by biatt

nytynn jinai ni:i ’anna ibbyn’i nmia jinn mo sbi

ty’s iabyn’1 myn ns ty’s s:tyi imnsb ty’s man mpn

ns ityy’i ysabi jmb inajrni natb ityri intya nstya

aya im: sbi lab nimntya ty’s inna’i rrya ntym ty’s

ntys a’ytyn ’anna nabb nan n’a iyns’1 ansunai

nminn mas anno tysm ni” n’nn nan an’by bs nas

tysn sin aana tysm amann sin ni”i a’ayn ’aba

ma iran sb nbs baai nap: ap:b an’by san jv ’aba

ans ^aai msio fww bptyi mn -(bin ’a ban mui pnn

ntya nas ntysi inny baa bs p nnn ntys atab

a’un ns ntynb sa nns pab ntyrai inpnsa sb bsnty’b

p nyiatyn ns inatyai -|’nias ns inansa ’a nbsn

a’ltysnn ns bs nansa ayn pna mo bsnty’ ’atyb oatya

anb ’a nmnns a’san ns ansi bs ’nns ayn by imyn ntys

baai aa ids nnm ymn ma ns bs aynai srtyi mas mna

bs msaa osan bab mn DDtynai nmnns a’abnn

mnaa isa ntys a’tyisn ba p nab nimniya iiD’i naty’i

;n”nn n’a nsaa ima’i ima’i iatyi ptyan psa ntynnn

ftmew psn ara iana’ sb lanaai ay moa iatym [s]b

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 *(1)

14 (2)

15 (3)

16 (4)

17 (5)

18 (6)

19 (7)

20 (8)

21 (8-9)

22 (9)

23 (10)

24 (11)

25 (12)

26 (13)

27 (14)

28 (15)

29 (16)

30 (17)

31 (18)

32 (19)

33 (20)

34 (21-22)

35 (23)

* Approximate numbering according to Column VIII of Manuscript A
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Column XX
(Manuscript B)

usiyan pi Vxmmai pro® mira may is mmn nma

amim mips nwsa pip’i tmtpn a’an ’imx my ’to Vs
1

?

mya nVim vutya yswa ma yina iron irxn sin

’imx mirrar n» iVya ’sa Vx maV -pna lVnu Vs: xViy taa

f« wx imp D’an ’imx nayaa nayV aiim av ny mya

laVnm myx nmnn tma ’sa viyya ysmm -pna V?nm
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CHAPTER 11

The Community Rule

(IQS)*

Column I

1 For (the Guide, in order to teach all the Holy) Ones [“Saints”] to

li(ve according to the Ru)le of the Community, to seek

2 God (with a complete heart), to do what is Good and Upright before

Him, as

3 commanded by the hand of Moses and all His servants the Prophets, to

love all

4 He chooses and to hate all He rejects, to distance oneself from all Evil

5 and to hold fast to all the works of Goodness, and to do Truth and

Righteousness, andJudgement

6 on the Earth, and no longer to walk in blameworthy stubbornness of

heart and fornicating eyes,

7 doing all Evil, and to be admitted into the Covenant of Grace
[
literally

“Piety”

/

Hesed] of all those volunteering to do the Lam of God,

8 to be a part of the Council of God and to walk before Him in the

Perfection of all

9 that has been revealed concerning their appointed Festivals, and to love

all the Sons of Light, each man
10 according to his allotted place in the Council of God, and to hate all

the Sons of Darkness, each according to his just desert of

11 God’s Vengeance. And all the Volunteers for His Truth will bring

all their Knowledge, their Strength,

12 and their Riches into the Community of God, that they may clarify their

Knowledge with the Truth of God and refine their Power

13 in the Perfection of His Ways, and all their property [literally

The first nine columns.
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“Riches” again] into the Council ofHis Righteousness

,

and not straying

in anything

14 from all the words of God concerning their Eras, for they shall not

advance the dmes of these, nor delay

15 any of their commemorations. Nor shall they depart from the Lam of

His Truth, to walk either to the right or to the left.

16 And all those who enter in the Rule of the Community, undertaking

the Covenant before God to do

17 all that He commanded, should not turn aside from Him out of any

fear, dread, or mortal

18 torment during the Dominion of Belial. And upon their undertaking

the Covenant, the Priests

19 and the Levites shall bless the God of Salvations
(
Yeshuot

)
and all

the works of His Truth, and all

20 those entering the Covenant shall repeat after them, “Amen, Amen.”

21 And the Priests shall tell of the Righteous Acts of God in His triumphant

works,

22 and declare all His merciful Grace [literally “Pieties”] to Israel. And

the Levites shall recount

23 the sins of the Children of Israel and all their guilty transgressions

and their sinfulness during the Dominion of

24 Belial. And after them, those entering the Covenant shall confess,

saying: “We have transgressed,

25 (we are guilty, we have si)nned, we have been wicked, we and our

fathers before us, in that we walked [cf. Mt 27:4 and 25]

26 (counter to the Laws) of Truth and Righteousness (and may the God
of Salvations execute) His Judgement upon us and upon our fathers

Column II

1 and bestow His merciful Grace upon us forever and ever.” And the

Priests shall bless all

2 the men of the lot of God, those who walk Perfecdy in all His Ways.

And they shall say: “May He bless you with all that is Good,

3 and keep you from all that is Evil. May He illumine your heart with

life-giving intelligence and comfort you with Eternal Knowledge.

4 May He raise up His face full of Grace [“Pieties”] towards you in

Eternal peace.” Then the Levites shall curse all the Men
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5 of the lot of Belial and say: “Cursed be you because of all your guilty

works of Evil. May God deliveryou up to torment

6 at the hand of all the avenging Avengers. AndMayyou be commanded to destruc-

tion by the hand of all the Payers of

7 Rewards. Cursed be you without mercy, because of the Darkness of

your works. Be damned

8 in the netherworlds of Everlasting Fire. May God not comfortyou when

you call out to him, norforgiveyou by pardoningyour sins.

9 On the contrary, may He raise up His angry countenance to take

vengeance upon you, and may you enjoy no peace.” As for all

those who hold fast to the Fathers

10 And all those who undertake the Covenant, they shall say after the blessings

and cursings, “Amen, Amen.”

1 1 And the Priests and the Levites will continue, saying: “Cursed be he

who enters this Covenant with

12 idols upon his heart, setting before himself the stumbling block of

his sin to cause him to backslide fcf. Paul in 1 Co 8:4—13 and Ta

2 :8-10],

13 and, hearing the words of this Covenant, blesses himself in his heart,

saying, “Peace be upon me,

14 even though I walk in the stubbornness of my heart.” Rather, his

spirit, wracked with hunger, shall be obliterated without

15 forgiveness. God’s Anger and %eal for His Judgements will bum him in

Everlasting damnation. All the curses

16 of this Covenant will cleave to him and God will set him aside for

Evil [admonishment], and he shall be cut offfrom among all the Sons

of Light because of his backsliding

17 from God [cf. Paul in Ga 5:12]. Because of his idols and the stumbling-

block of his sin, his lot shall be among the Eternally accursed [cf.

Ga 3:13],

18 And all those entering the Covenant shall respond after them and

say, “Amen, Amen!”

19 This is what they shall do year by year (during) all the days of the

Dominion of Belial. The Priests shall enter

20 in the Order first according to their spirits, one after the other, and

the Levites shall enter after them,

21 And third, all the people will enter the Order, one after another, in

their thousands, hundreds,

22 fifties, and tens, so that every man of Israel in the House (of God) will

know his rank [literally “standing"] in the Community of God
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23 according to Eternal design. And no man of the House (of God) shall move

down from his standing or up from his allotted rank.

24 Because all are part of the Community of Truth with self-effacing

Goodness and love of Piety and the thought of Righteousness,

25 each man towards his neighbor in the Council of Holiness, the Sons

of the Eternal Foundation. And he who rejects entering

26 (the Covenant of Go)d to walk in the stubbornness of his heart,

shall not (enter the Com)munity of His Truth, because

Column III

1 his soul detests the Foundations of the Knowledge of the fudgements of Righteous-

ness. Therefore, he will not he reckoned among the Upright, because he was

not steadfast in the conversion of his life.

2 Nor shall his Knowledge, his Power, his Riches be brought into the

Council of the Community. Whoever ploughs the mud of Wicked-

ness returns defiled

3 And he will not bejustified by what his stubborn heart permits, because he looks

upon Darkness instead of the Ways of Fight. In the spring [or “eye”]

of the Perfect Ones,

4 he shall not be counted. Nor shall he be cleansed by atonements, norpurified

by cleansing waters, nor sanctified by seas

5 and rivers, nor purified by any waters of ablution. Polluted! Polluted, shall

he be all the days that he rejects the Judgements

6 of God, without submitting to the Council of His Community. For

in the Spirit of the Council of Truth of God will the ways of man

and all

7 his sins be atoned for, so that he may look upon the Living Light. And
he shall be cleansed of all his sins by the Holy Spirit, joining him to His

Truth,

8 And by a Spirit of Uprightness and Humility shall his sin be forgiven,

And by humble submission of his soul to all the Laws of God will his flesh

9 be washed by purifying waters and sanctified by cleansing waters. Let him then

order his steps so as to walk Perfecdy

10 in all the Ways of God, as He [God] commanded concerning His

appointed Festivals, neither straying to the right or the left, nor

11 infringing on one of His words [compare with Ja 2:11]. Thus will he

be acceptable as pleasing atonement before God and he will be for Him as

a Covenant

12 of the Eternal Community.
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13 For the Guide, in order to communicate and teach all the Sons of

Light the history of all the Sons of Man,

14 according to all the kinds of their spirits, the signs concerning their

works and their generations, and the Visitation oftheirpunishments and

15 the Eras of their reward. From the God of Knowledge comes all that

ever was and will be. Before ever they existed, He prepared their

whole mentality.

16 And when they are permitted to come into being in accord with His

Glorious design, they are to fulfill all their tasks without changing

anything. In His hands

17 are the Judgements on all things and He provides them with all their

wishes. He created Man [Enosh] to govern

18 the Earth, and placed in him two Spirits in which to walk until the

Era of His Visitation. They are the Spirits of Truth and of

Unrighteousness,

20 And in the hand of the Prince of Lights is the Government of the Sons of

Righteousness [Zedek
]
walking in the Ways of Light. And in (the hand

of) the Angel

21 of Darkness is the whole Government of the Sons of Unright-

eousness, and they walk in the Ways of Darkness. And because of

the Angel of Darkness,

22 all the Sons of Righteousness [Zedek
]
are led astray, and all their sins, their

iniquities, their transgression, and the infractions of their works are

under his Dominion

23 according to the Mysteries of God until the End (Time). And all

their punishments and the periods of their sufferings are by the

malevolence of his Dominion.

24 and all the spirits (in Islam, ‘jinn”) of his lot cause the Sons of Light

to stumble. But the God of Israel and the Angel of His Truth help all

25 the Sons ofLight. And He created the Spirits of Light and of Darkness

and upon them based all (His) works

26 (and on their W)ays, all (human) activity (was established . . .). God
loved the former for all

Column IV

1 the Eternal Ages and takes pleasure in all of its actions forever. But

the latter’s Foundation He abominates, hating all its Ways unto

Destruction.

2 And these are their Ways in the world: to illumine the heart of man that
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all the Ways of Righteousness and Truth may be made Straight before him
,

and instill in his heart the fear of the Judgements

3 of God, a Spirit of Meekness, long-suffering patience, abundant

Mercy, Eternal Goodness, intelligence, understanding, Majestic

Wisdom having Faith in all

4 the works of God and leaning on His abundant Grace [“Piety”]. (It is) a

Spirit of Knowledge in every rational work, of Zealfor theJudgements

of Righteousness, of thoughtful

5 Holiness with imperturbable steadfastness and abundant Grace and Glorious

purity on all the Sons of Truth
, detesting all the idols of pollution. (It

is) modest behavior

6 wary of all and concealing the Truth concerning the Mysteries of Knowledge

[“Gnosis”]. These are the Foundations [or “Secrets”] of the Spirit

for the Sons of Truth of the world. And as for the Visitation [or

“Reward”
] of all who walk in it, it is healing,

7 abundantpeacefulness in long life, fruitful seed with all blessingsforever, everlasting

joy in Fife Victorious, and a Crown of Glory

8 with majestic raiment in Eternal Light [cf. 1 Co 15:51—58],

9 But (the Ways of) the Spirit of Unrighteousness (are): greediness of

soul, stumbling hands in the Service of Righteousness [cf. 2 Co
11:15], Wickedness and Lying, pride and proudness of heart,

duplicitousness and Deceitfulness, cruelty,

10 abundant ill temper, impatience, much folly, and Zeal for lustfulness,

works ofAbomination in a Spirit offornication and Ways of uncleanness in

the service ofpollution,

\\ a Tongue full of blasphemies, blindness of eye and dullness of ear,

stiffness of neck and hardness of heart in order to walk in all

the Ways of Darkness and Evil inclination. And the Visitation

[“Reward”
]

12 of all who walk in it will be immeasurable punishments [this is the

same word used in the Habakkuk Pesher to describe what was done

to “the Wicked Priest’s corpse”] at the hands of all the Angels

of Destruction, for Eternal damnation by the burning Wrath
of the God of Vengeance, Everlasting torment and endless

admonishment,

13 with shameful extinction in the Fire of the Netherworlds. And all the

Eras of their Generations they shall spend in mournful weeping

and bitter Evils in the Abysses of Darkness until

14 their annihilation without remnant or survivor.

15 In the (two Spirits) is the history of all the Sons of Man, and in
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their (two) kinds, all the Hosts inherit a share according to their

Generations and walk in their Ways, and all the works

16 they do are in their (two) divisions. And a man shall be rewardedfor all

the Eternal Ages according to the division of all their works, whether lesser

or greater. Because God has apportioned them equally until the

Last

17 Times. And He has placed Eternal hatred between their divisions.

Truth abominates the acts of Unrighteousness and Unright-

eousness abominates all the Ways of Truth. Zeal for

18 division (infuses) all their Judgements, because they do not walk in

unison. God, in the Mysteries of His Intelligence and the Wisdom

of His Glory, has put an End to all Unrighteous being and at the

Time

19 of the X'isitation, He will destroy it forever. Then Truth, which has wal-

lowed [or “lain immersed”] in the ways of Wickedness during the

Dominion of Unrighteousness

20 until the Time of the Appointed Judgement, will emerge Victorious

in the world. Then God will refine with His Truth all the works of man

and purify for Himself the Sons ofMan, Perfecting all the Spirit of Unright-

eousness within

21 his flesh, and by means of the Holy Spirit, purifying it from Evil actions. He

willpour upon him the Spirit of Truth like baptismal waters (washing himj

of all the Abominations of Eying, and he shall be immersed in

22 the Spirit of Purification that (He may) cause the Upright to under-

stand the Knowledge of the Most High and the Wisdom of the

Sons of Heaven, to teach the Perfect of the Way, whom God has

chosen as an Everlasting Covenant.

23 And all the Glory ofAdam will be theirs [here, of course, the Ebionite/

Elkasaite/Sabaean “Primal Adam” ideology permeating all baptist

groups in northern Syria and southern Iraq] and there will be no

more Unrighteousness and all the works of Deceitfulness will be

put to flight. Until now the Spirits of Truth and Unrighteousness

have struggled in the hearts of Man

24 and they have walked either in Wisdom or Unrighteousness. And

according to a man’s inheritance in Truth and Righteousness, so

will he hate Unrighteousness. And according to his inheritance of

the lot of Unrighteousness, so he will behave wickedly through it

25 and abominate Truth. Because God has put (the two Spirits into the

world) equally until the appointed End and the New Creation. He

knows the actions of their works for all the Eras
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26 (of Ti)me, and He has given them as an inheritance to all the Sons

of Men to know Good (and Evil. He has apportioned the lots

of all living beings according to his Spirit (on the Day of the)

Visitation.

Column V

1 And this is the Rule for the Men of the Community, those freely

volunteering to turn aside from all Evil and hold fast to all He
commanded according to His will. And they shall separate from the

Assembly

2 ofthe Men of Unrighteousness in order to be a Community of Torah and common

possessions [“Riches”
]
under the authority ofthe Sons ofZadok, the Priests

who are Keepers of the Covenant and the multitude of the Men
3 of the Community, who hold fast to the Covenant. They will make

their decision on the basis of lot concerning every matter that has

to do with Torah
,
property [“Riches”], and Judgement, in order to

do Truth together with humility

4 Justification, Judgement, the love ofPiety, and modesty in all their Ways, so that

no man will walk in stubbornness of his heart, to go astray after

his heart,

5 his eyes, and lustful inclination. On the contrary, in the Community
he will circumcise the foreskin of his desire and stiff-neckedness in order to

lay a firm Foundation of Truth for Israel (and) for the Community of the

Everlasting

6 Covenant, in order to make atonement on behalf of all the Volunteers

for the sake of Holiness in Aaron [later “a Holy of Holies for

Aaron”] and a House of Truth in Israel and the Joiners [“Nilvim”,

again a play on “Levites”] for a Community and for struggle and

forJudgement,

7 to condemn all Law-Breakers. And these shall be the essence of their

Ways concerning all these Laws for those joining the Community.

Anyone entering the Council of the Community,

8 coming into Covenant of God under the eyes of all the Volunteers

(for Holiness) shall swear upon his soul with a binding oath to return to

the Torah of Moses in everything that it commanded with all ( his)

9 heart and with all (his) soul, according to all that was revealed concerning

it to the Sons of Zadok, who are the Priests, the Keepers of the

Covenant and the Seekers after His will, and according to the

majority of the Men of their Covenant,
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10 the Volunteers of the Community for His Truth, in order to walk in

His will and that which he swore upon his soul bj the Covenant, to separate

from all the Men of Unrighteousness walking

1 1 in the Way of Evil. For they are not to be reckoned in His Covenant,

since they have not asked concerning or studied His Laws to know

the Hidden Things, in which they have gone astray

12 to their own guilt and because they did the Revealed Things with con-

tempt, kindling the Wrath forfudgement andfor the Avengers of the Ven-

geance of the curses of the Covenant to execute upon them the majestic

1 3 Judgements ofEternal destruction without a remnant. He shall not enter the

water in order to touch the Purity [the Communal meal] of the

Men of Holiness, for they shall not be cleansed

1 4 even if they turn awayfrom their Wickedness, because all Breakers ofHis Word

are polluted. Therefore, no one should cooperate with him in his

work [in the sense of “service” or “mission”
]
or his purse [“pos-

sessions” or “Riches”], lest he contract his

15 guilty Sinfulness. Rather he should distance himself from him in

every thing, as it is written: “Keep away from all things that are

Lying” [Ex 23:7—so much for “Peter’s” tablecloth vision in Acts

10—11]. Therefore no man among the Men

16 of the Community shall acquiesce to their authority in any (.matter of) Torah or

Judgement. He shall not eat anything by (means of) their purse, or drink or

take anythingfrom their hands whatsoever [Ga 2:12—13],

17 except for payment, as is written: “Keep away from the man whose

breath is in his nostrils, for what is he reckoned?” [Is 2:22], since

18 one should separatefrom all those not reckoned in His Covenant—(separate)

from them and from all that is theirs [cf. 2 Co 6:16—17]. No Man of

Holiness should contract any unclean work,

19 for unclean are all those who do not know His Covenant. And

anyone who has contempt for His Word will be eradicated from

the world, because all his works are unclean

20 before Him and all his possessions [“Riches”] are polluted. And when

someone enters the Covenant to do according to all these Laws

[again note the emphasis on doing] to become one with the Holy

Assembly [or “Church”], they shall examine

21 his spirit in the Community, one man towards his neighbor, with

respect to his mentality and his works of the Torah, on the testimony

of the Sons of Aaron, the Volunteers in the Community to erect

22 His Covenant and to command all the Taws which He commanded (them) to

do, and upon the testimony of the Many of Israel, the Volunteers

turning aside unto the Community (supporting) His Covenant.
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23 And they shall inscribe them in the Order, one after another, accord-

ing to his intelligence and his works, so that each man will obey his

fellow, the man of lower rank (obeying) the higher.

24 And they shall examine their spirit and their works year after year,

so that a man can be advanced according to his intelligence and

the Perfection of his Way, or lowered according to the infractions

(he has committed). Each man should admonish

25 his neighbor in Truth, Meekness, and love of Piety towards the man.

One should not speak to his brother angrily or abusively,

26 or stub(bornly or with animus or) an Evil spirit. One should not hate

another (because of his uncircumcized) heart, but rather reprove

him the very same day, so as not

Column VI

1 to bring sin upon oneself. And, in addition, a man should not bring

something he has against his neighbor before the Many, which he

did not (first) reprove him for before witnesses.

2 In these (rules) they shall walk wherever they dwell, each man towards his neighbor

and the lower is to obey the higher in work and purse [“Riches”] wherever

they find themselves. They shall eat in common

,

3 pray in common, and deliberate in common. Wherever there are ten men
from the Council of the Community, there should not be lacking

among them a man
4 who is a priest. And each man shall sit before it [the Council] accord-

ing to his rank, and they shall be asked their outlook on everything.

And it shall be when they prepare the table to eat and the new
grapes

5 to drink, the Priest shall stretch out his hand first to bless the first

fruits of the bread or the new grapes [this may not include

extremely fermented or alcoholic beverages in general—see Jesus

too on “new wine in old wineskins” (Mt 9:16—17 and pars.)].

6 [The text repeats itself here.] And in the place where ten are present,

there shall never lack a man to study the Torah day and night,

7 always, a man taking the place of his brother. And the Many shall keep

vigil togetherfor a third of all the nights of theyear, to read in the Book
and to seek Judgement,

8 and pray together. This is the Rule for the Assembly of the Many, each
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according to his rank: the Priests mil sit down first and the Elders second [in

Christianity, “the Presbyters”], and the remainder of

9 all the People will sit down, each according to his rank. And in this manner

they shall be examined with regard to any Judgement, any opinion,

or any matter concerning the Many, so that each can impart his

Knowledge

10 to the Council of the Community. A man shall not start speaking

during the speech of his neighbor until his brother has finished

speaking. Nor shall he speak ahead of someone ranked

1 1 ahead of him. Rather the man questioned shall respond in his turn.

In the session of the Many, a man shall not say anything without

the permission of the Many, and indeed (without the permission) of

12 the Overseer [“Bishop”] over the Many. And any man who has

something to say to the Many, but is not of the rank [“standing”
]

of someone who can question the Council of

13 the Community, let that man stand upon his feet and say, “There is

something I have to say to the Many.” If they permit him, then let

him speak.

14 And the Man Commanding, the Head over the Many, shall examine

any Volunteer from Israel (wishing) to join the Council of the Com-

munity with regard to his mentality and his works and, if he meets

the qualifications, he shall admit him

15 into the Covenant, to turn aside to Truth and turn away from all

Unrighteousness. And he shall inform him about all the Judge-

ments of the Community. And after this, when he comes to stand

before the Many, they shall consider

16 all his words. And on the basis of the result of the casting lots by

the Council of the Many, he shall either be included or excluded.

If he draws near the Council of the Community, he shall not touch

the Purity [“Pure Food”] of

17 the Many until they examine him as to his spirit and his works until one

fullyear is completed.
;
neither shall he mix (his) property [“Riches”

]

with (that) of the Many.

18 And when he completes one full year within the Community, the

Many shall examine (him) as to his words with regard to his outlook

and his works of the Torah, and if the result of the casting of lots

19 by the Priests and the multitude of the Men of the Covenant is that

he enter the Foundation [“Secret”] of the Community, they shall

also admit his property [“Riches”
]
and his belongings into the hand

of the Man who is
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20 the Overseer [ha-Mebakker] of the property of the Many, and it shall

be written in the ledger to his account, and the Many shall not be

able to withdraw it. But he shall not touch the drink of the Many
until

21 he has completed the second full year among the Men of the Com-
munity. And when he has completed the second year, he will be

examined by the Many, and if

22 the casting of lots results in his being [finally) brought into the Community, they

shall enter him into the Order according to his rank among his brothers

for Torah, Judgement, and Purity. His belongings [“Riches”] shall

be merged (with theirs) and his counsel will be (merged with)

23 the Community, as will his Judgement.

24 And these are the Judgements upon which they shall judge his words

in the investigation by the Community: if a man is found among
them who knowingly lied

25 concerning (his) property [“Riches”], they shall separate him from

the Purity of the Many for one year and he will do penance with a

quarter of his bread. (If) he answers

26 his brother rudely or speaks to him impatiendy, insulting his honor
and disobeying the authority of a fellow inscribed (in the ledger)

ahead of him,

27 or (if he) has raised his hand against him, he will do penance for one

whole year (and shall be excluded ... If any man), utters the Glori-

ous Name, in a blasphemous manner)

Column VII

1 whether in jest or as a result of some reversal, or for any other

reason—even if while reading the Book or praying—he shall be

expelled
[
literally “separated”

]

2 and return no more to the Council of the Community. And ifhe speaks

to one of the Priests inscribed in the Book in anger, he shall do penance

3 for oneyear and be separated on pain of deathfrom the Purity of the Many. And
if he spoke unintentionally, he will do penance for six months. And
whoever has deliberately lied,

4 he shall do penance for six months. And whoever deliberately insults

his fellow without cause will do penance for one year

5 and be separated. And whoever speaks to his fellow deceptively or

knowingly behaves deceitfully with him shall do penance for six

months. And if
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6 he has been negligent with his fellow, his penance is three months.

And if he has been negligent with the property of the Community
causing loss, he shall repay it

7 in full.

8 And if he is unable to repay it, he shall do penance for sixty days.

And whoever has unjusdy borne malice against his fellow shall do

penance for one year.

9 And likewise, anyone who has taken physical vengeance for any reason

whatsoever. And whoever utters idiocy with his mouth, three

months penance; and for talking in the middle of his neighbor’s

words,

10 ten days; and for falling asleep during the session of the Many, thirty

days penance. And the same for whoever leaves the session of the

Many

11 without permission up to three times in one sitting—ten days pen-

ance. But if he gets up

12 and leaves (completely), thirty days penance. And if he unnecessarily

walks around naked before his brother, three months’ penance.

13 And if a man spits in the midst of a session of the Many, he shall

do penance thirty days. And whoever is so carelessly attired that

when he takes his hand from under his cloak,

14 his nakedness becomes visible, thirty days penance. And if someone

guffaws out loud so foolishly that his voice can be heard, thirty

15 days penance [many of these same points are covered in column xiv

of the Damascus Document], And whoever raises his left hand and

gesticulates with it, ten days penance. And whoever goes around

slandering his brother

1 6 shall be excluded from the Pure ( Food) of the Many and do penance

for one year, but whoever goes about slandering the Many, he shall

be expelled from among them

1 7 and never return. And the man who murmurs against the Foundation

[or “Secret”
]
of the Community shall be expelled and return no

more, but if he has (only) murmured against his fellow

18 without justification, six months penance. However if the man
returns, whose spirit is so changeable regarding the Foundation of

the Community as to betray the Truth

19 and walk in the stubbornness of his heart, two years penance. In the

first year he shall not touch the Pure ( Food) of the Many,

20 and in the second he shall not touch the drink of the Many and

only be seated after all the Men of the Community. And with the

completion
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21 of two full years, the Many shall examine his words, and if they

permit him to enter, he shall be inscribed according to his rank and

after this, questioned regarding )udgement.

22 And any man who has been in the Council of the Community for

ten full years

23 and whose spirit backslides so as to betray the Community, departing

from the presence of

24 the Many to walk in the stubbornness of his heart, he shall never

more return to the Council of the Community. And any man of

the Men of the Community who mixes

25 with him with regard to table-fellowship and common purse

[“Riches”] in a manner not authorized by the Many, the Judgement

on him will be the same as the first’s. He shall be ex(pelled from

among them. And there shall be)

Column VIII

1 in the Council of the Community twelve men and three priests, Perfect

in all that has been revealed about the whole

2 Torah, doing Truth, Righteousness [literally “Justification”], Judgement, loving

Piety, and humility, each man to his neighbor [cf. Ja 2:8—10],

3 to keep Faith in the land with a steadfastness and humble spirit and to atonefor

sin bty doingJudgement [again the emphasis is on “doing”]

4 and suffering affliction. And (they) shall walk with everyone according to

the standard of Truth and the essence of the Time. With the exist-

ence of these in Israel

5 the Council of the Community shall be established upon Truth like an Eternal

Plantation, a Plouse ofHoliness [“TempiC] for Israel [cf. 1 Co 3:9—12]

and the Foundation of the Holy of

6 Holiesfor Aaron, witnesses of the Truth for Judgement and the Chosen

[or “Elect”
]
of (His) Will, to make atonementfor the land and to paj

7 the Wicked their reward. It will be a Tested Rampart, a Precious Cornerstone
,

8 the Foundations of which will not shake or sway in theirplace [Is 28:16]. It will

be a dwelling of the Holy of Holies

9 forAaron with everlasting Knowledge of the Covenant ofJudgement, offering up a

pleasingfragrance, a House of Perfection and Truth in Israel,

10 to establish an Everlasting Covenant of Eaws. And they [the Community

Council] will be an acceptable free will offering to atone for the land and

renderJudgement on Evil. And there will be no more Unrighteousness. When
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these have been confirmed in Perfection of the Way for two whole

years by the Foundation of the Community,

1 1 they will be set aside as Holy within the Council of the Men of the

Community [i.e., “Consecrated Ones” or “Nazirites”], and the

Guide will not hide from them

12 any matter revealed by him, but hidden from Israel out of fear of the

spirit of heresy. And with the existence of these for a Community

13 in Israel and according to these reguladons, they shall separatefrom the

midst of the habitation of the Men of Unrighteousness to go into the wilderness

to prepare the Way of the Lord
.

,

14 as it is written: “Prepare in the wilderness the Way of the Lord. Make straight

in the desert a Pathway for our God” [Is 40:3].

15 This is the study of the Torah, which He commanded by the hand of

Moses, to do [again the emphasis on “doing”] all that has been

revealed from Age to Age,

16 and which the Prophets have revealed through His Holy Spirit. And

any man of the Men of the Community of the Covenant,

1 7 who deliberately turns asidefrom any ofthe Commandments on anypoint whatso-

ever is not to approach the Purity of the Men of Holiness,

18 and he shall know none of their doctrine until his works have been

washed clean of all Unrighteousness and he, once more, walks in Pefection of

the Way. Only then may he approach

19 the Council by the Authority of the Many according to his rank. And

this Judgement will apply to all who join the Community.

20 And these are the Judgements in which the Men of Perfect Holiness

are to walk, each towards his fellow,

21 all coming into the Council of Holiness to walk in Pefection of the Way

[here, therefore, we are definitely dealing with a Community of

“Nazirites”
]
in the manner commanded. Any man of them

22 who breaks one word of the Torah of Moses, whether overtly or covertly, shall

be expelledfrom the Council of the Community

23 and return no more. And no man of the Men of Holiness shall mix

(with him) in purse [“Riches”] or doctrine in any

24 thing whatsoever [cf. Ga 2:11—13 and Acts 15:38]. But if he did so

by accident, he shall (only) be excluded from the Pure (Food) and

the Council, and they shall examine him for Judgement,

25 meaning, (they) shall not judge a man or ask his view (on anything)

for two whole years. But if he (then) Perfects his Way,

26 he may return to study and to the Council (under the authority of

the Many), as long as he does not err inadvertendy again until such

rime that he has completed two full years (of penance).
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Column IX

1 But for an additional unintentional infraction, he shall do penance for

two (more) years. However, if he acted intentionally, he shall return

no more.

2 Only the inadvertent Sinner shall be tested for two (more) years, so

that his Way and his perspective may be Perfected under the auth-

ority of the Many. And afterwards he shall be inscribed according

to his rank in the Holy Community.

3 With the existence of these in Israel according to all these regulations,

the Holy Spirit shall then be established upon Truth

4 Forever. They shall atonefor the guilt of sin and rebellious transgression and be a

pleasing sacrificefor the land without the flesh of burnt offerings and thefat of

sacrifices. Andprayer rightly offered

5 from the lips will be for Judgement like the sweet smell of Righteousness and

Perfection of the Way, an acceptable free will offering. At such time, the

Men
6 of the Community—the Walkers in Perfection—will be separated as

a House of Holiness [“Temple”] for Aaron in order to be the Com-

munity of the Holy of Holies and the House [“Temple”] of the

Community for Israel.

7 But the sons of Aaron alone will rule in (matters of) Judgement and

purse [“Riches”], and upon their authority based on lot will every

regulation concerning the Men of the Community

8 and the Riches of the Men of Holiness who walk in Perfection be set

forth. Nor should their Riches be mixed with the Riches of the

Men of Deceit, who have

9 not washed their Way in order to separate from Unrighteousness and

walk in Perfection of the Way [cf. 2 Co 7:1 above]. Nor shall they

turn aside from

10 any counsel of the Torah to walk in any stubbornness of their heart,

and they shall be Judged according to the Judgements of the First

[“the Forefathers”], in which the Men of the Community were

instructed

11 until the Prophet [the “True Prophet” of Ebionite, Jewish Christian

ideology] and the Messiah of Aaron and Israel [the usage, though

idiomatic here, should be seen as singular] come.

12 These are the Laws, in accordance with which the Guide is to behave

[literally, “to walk”] with all living things, according to the essence

of time as time and the standard of man as man.

13 He shall do the will of God in accord with everything that has been
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revealed from Age to Age and study all the learning that has been

discovered according to the Ages and

14 the Law of that Age, to separate and evaluate the Sons of the Zaddik

[“Sons of the Zadok”? Here now, we do have plural “Righteous

Ones”] according to their spirit, and fortify the Elect of the Age

according to

15 His Will as He commanded, and thus to do His Judgement on each

man according to his spirit. And each man shall draw near in

accordance with whether he has clean hands and is advanced in his

intelligence;

16 and, thus, shall be His love together with His hatred. Nor should he

admonish or argue with the Men of the Pit,

17 but rather he shall conceal the counsel of the Torah from the Men of Unright-

eousness and (only) admonish (with) the Knowledge of Truth and

Judgement of Righteousness the Elect

18 of the Way, each man according to his spirit according to the rule of

the Age. He shall comfort them in Knowledge and thus illumine

them in the marvelous Mysteries and Truth amid

19 the Men of the Community, to walk Perfectly, each with his neighbor, in

all that has been revealed to them, for this is the time of “making a Way

20 in the wilderness ”. Therefore, he should instruct them in all that has been revealed

that they should do in this time, to separatefrom any man who has not turned

his W'ay away

21 from all Unrighteousness. And these are the rules of the Way for the

Guide in these Times, relating (both) to his loving together with

his hating: everlasting hatred

22 for the Men of the Pit in a spirit of secrety, to leave them to their Riches

and the toil of their hands, like a servant to his master or the Meek
One before

23 the individual dictating to him. Rather he shall be as a man jealous for

the Taw and His Time, (a man jealous for) the Day of Vengeance. To do

(His) will in all the work of his hands

24 and in all His Dominion as He commanded. And he should freely delight

in all that happens to him, but other than by God’s Will, nothing

should please (him).

25 And he should delight in all that has been said by His mouth, but he

should not desire anything He does not command. And he should always be

mindful of the Judgement of God

26 ... to bless his Creator, and no matter what occurs . . . bless Him with his lips.

[The document continues more in the nature of a psalm for some
two more columns.]
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Column I

wnnV nnm -|[no ms mm1

? D’Winpn Vs ns noVV V’swolV 1

iW3 i’isV nwm sum niws [Vi ... dVw sVs] Vx 2

Vis smxVi D’X’sin mas Vis mai nwio ms ms 3

in Visa pmnV oxo sirs Vis ns xiiwVi ins nwx 4

ddwoi npnsi nox mwsVi sio ’wi?o Viss pisnVi 5

nisT ’i>m nowx sV mnnws ms nsVV xiVi pxs 6

Vx ’pin mwsV annin Vis nx ’snVi in Vis mwsV 7

Vis a’on vidV -|VnnnVi Vx nsss nnmV son nnss 8

imx nx as Vis sinxVi annum ninnV mVim 9

inowxs imx -pm as Vis xiiwVi Vx nsss iVmis 10

amsi ansn Vis ix’S’ maxV o’snm Visi Vx napis 1

1

pnV Dmsi Vx ’pin naxs ansn nnsV Vx nnn mini 12

nnx Viss mssV xiVi ipns nsss mm Visi vsn ans 13

nnxnnV xiVi omns mpV xiVi Dmsps Vx nsn Visa 14

Vixaun ]’0’ nsVV max ’pino moV xiVi Dmnsio Visa 15

mwsV Vx ’isV nnss mam mm -poa D’xsn Visi 16

psoi na’xi ms Visa mnxa susV xiVi ms nwx Viss 17

D’misn vm nnss ansissi Vs’Va nVwoas D”m is

Visi inox to Vis nxi minim Vx nx D’snso D”iVm 19

px px annnx nnoix nnss nnsim 20

ainmsi ’issas Vx mpns nx d’-iddo D’lmsm 21

Dnsoa D”iVm Vxnw’ Vs D’om non Vis o’S’owai 22

nVwaas anxam onawx ’sws Visi Vxnw’ ’is nuns nx 23

ii’isi maxV annnx oma nnss Dnsisn [Visi] Vs’Vs 24

iinsVns irnsVa iimilsxi i]ix iisiznn iixlun uswd] 25

iimisxsi ns idswo [nws ... ]
pnsi nax [’pm np] 26

Column II

Vis nx a’snsa D’lmsm dVis nin dViso ii’Vs Va[i] man ’onm 1

Viss nssns’ anoixi usnn Viss D’an a’sVmn Vx Vnu ’isix 2

d’dVis nsns nsnmi a”n Vsws nssV n’X’i in Visa nsmaw’i siu 3

’wix Vis nx D’VVpo D”iVm D’oVis diVwV nsV man ’is xwn 4

nsin’ nnsawx sun ’issa Viss nnx mnx maxi urn Vs’Vs Vnu 5

’aVwo Vis ms nVs nsnnx rnpan Dpi ’api3 Vis ms msT Vx 6

nnx awn ns’wso -pins a’onn pxV nnx mnx d’Vioi 7

-pins nssV nVo’ xiVi nsxmps Vx nsnm xiV d’dVis wx nVaxs 8
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max ’mix Via ’Da oiVip naV nw xiVi nanap:V idx ’:d xtm 9

px px o’VVpam omnaan nnx onmx nmaa omaiyn Viai 10

mayV laV ’ViVaa mnx maxi o”iVm onman id’owi 11

mm ia non1

? v:dV oto’ imy Vtobbi mm maa xan 12

’V ’m oiVip max'? laaVa pan’ mm nman man nx lyaian 13

pxV nnnn oy nxaxn imn nnoodi iVx mV ninmipa x’a 14

Via ia ipam D’aViy nVaV ia mya’ vbdipb nx:pi Vx p nmVo is

inona mx aa Via pna man nynV Vx mVman mm nman niVx 16

D’aViy minx pna iVm: jm inis Viwaai I’ViVaa Vx mnxa 17

px |ax omnnx naxi i:y’ nman ’xa Viai is

ma»’ onman Vv’Va rfroaa ’an Via n:izn n:ip iipv’ naa 19

onmnx may’ o”iVm m nnx nr ommn ’dV poa nnuna 20

mxai 0’dVxV nr nnx m poa nTO’Vwa imay’ oyn Viai 21

Vx nnm inaya ma vrs Vxmm iy’x Via nynV nrroyi OTOam 22

iVm: mpaa mn’ xiVi inaya maa enx Videt xiVi n’aViy nyyV 23

pnx naiynai non nanxi aio nayi nax nma im’ Vian xm 24

xiaV oxian Viai D’aViy mo aai cmp nxya mynV upx] 25

nVyj xm max nnfa xia’] xiV laV mnmwa naVV V[x nmaa] 26

Column III

aamm xiV omim oyi vn btobV pm xiV pnx ’udipb nyn mio’a tod: 1

o’Vixji TOnna yum 71x0a xm nn’ nxya ixia’ xiV mm imai inym 2

D’B’an pya mx mnnV urn pinm laV ninmip nmaa pnx’ xiVi inawa 3

o’B’a unpm xiVi nn: ’aa nno’ xiVi omisaa nai’ xiV aumm xiV 4

’ODtpaa loxia ’an Via mm xbd xao ynn ’a Viaa nnu’ xiVi mnnn 5

Via inDia’ unx mnn Vx nax nxy mna X’a inxy nnm nomn ’nVaV Vx 6

Viaa nno’ maxa nmV nunnp mnai o”nn mxa tnanV imimy 7

nno’ Vx ’pm ViaV tod: ni:yai inun noian m:yi nun’ mnai immy 8

o’an naVnV rayo pmi lain ’aa unpnnVi nn: ’aa rnrnV mum 9

j’xi Vixaun i’B’ moV xiVi rnmyn myiaV ms nuno Vx mnn Viaa 10

nmaV iV nnmi Vx ’:dV mm: miDaa nxm :x man Viaa nnx Vy myxV 1

1

D’aViy nm 12

imx aa Via ninVina mx aa Via nx naVVi panV V’bipbV 13

oy ornym: nmpoVi onimna onTOyaV ommxa ommn ’ra ViaV 14

onauma Via pan onrn ’:dVi mmn nnn Via mynn Vxa oaVro ’xp is

ima niTOnV pxi DnViyD ixVa 1 imaa naumaa onimynV ommai 16

nViyaaV un:x xna nxim omxDn Viaa oVaVa’ nxim Via ’DDipa 17
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mrrn run inmpD nsia ns on "|VnnnV mnn ’nu> iV Dim Van is

Visn mnVin pinn mpaai na,<n ronVin ms psaa 'rum nasn 19

psVa nm laVnm ms ’anna pns ua Via nVisaa oms nu> nm 20

msn iunn "|sVaai laVnm punn ’annai Vis ua nVuraa Via -pin 21

inVisaaa Dmissa ’sum onaursi Dnunsi Dnswn Vm pus ua Via 22

wauura nVisaaa Dnns msiai Dumm Viai isp ns Vs un ’dV 23

ViaV ms mas -|sVai Vsnur Vsi ms ua V’uranV lVms mm Viai 24

[i]nuu?a Via no’ pn’Vsi ]«nm ms mnn sna nsim ms ua 25

ViaV Vs ans nns nm[as Via pranu Vsi] nmas Via pil’ann Vsi) 26

Column IV

nsaV saw nmnn Viai nmo asn nns nsV nsm nmiV’Vs Viaai D’aVis ms 1

pns mnn Via iubV nunVi uns naVa n’snV Vana jmann nVsi 2

msuiaa laaV nnsVi nas

naam mm Vaun D’aVis mui D’ann aim D’ss pisi nns mm Vs 3

Viaa naasa nmaa

nsapi nissa nauma Viaa nsn mm mon ama nasuui Vs ’issa 4

naumai pns msum

Via asna maa nnnui nas ua Via Vs anon aim -pao nsm unip 5

naV sasm nm ’ViVa

nmpsi Van nas uaV mn mio nVs nsn un nasV sam Via nansa 6

ssnaV na ’aVin Via

D’aVis nnaun ns mana Via ds snr nmsi D’B’ pmsa diVis aim 1

maa V’Vai nsa ”na

D’aVis msa nnn nna ds 8

nu npun sun pns nmasa on’ Visun um amn nVis mnVi 9

mras n’am uma aaV Dim

nm mna nasin ’tssa pm nsapi nVis aim d’ds msp pan aim 10

nsDD nmasa nm ’anm

Viaa naVV aV mam pis ’unp pis maai du’s pms omm purVi 11

nmpsi sm nansi pinn mnn

isa D’aVis nnuiV Van msVa Via n’a D’sua amV na ’aVin Via 12

nsnm nsa msiV mapa Vs nnas

nsm pr Vasa DmmnV omsp Viai D’auma u>sa nVa naVa ds ns 13

ns punn numa Dmma

laV nD’Vsi nnu> psV amVa 14

onminV omsas Via iVnr puVsaai uns ua Via mnVin nVsa 1

5

nViss Viai iaVnn’ prannai
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x’a D’aViy ’xp ViaV uyiaV an pa w’x nVm ’sV jn’iVsaa omwya

pp iy naa ia jaw Vs

nayini nViy mV’Vy nas nayin DnuVsa pa aViy na’x jn’i pins

nxipi nasm Via nViy

maa naanai iVaw na Vsi iaVnn’ in’ siV s’a p’UDwa Via Vy an

nyiaai nViy mnV pp jn:

yiri ’ana nVVunn s’a Van nas nxiV xxn tsi iyV nmaw’ mips

iy nViy nVwaaa

iy’s uaa iV ppn lai ’tyya Via masa Vs na’ isi nxim oswa iyia

’aana nViy mi Via DnnV

mi ’aa nas mi rVy m nywi mV’Vy Viaa wmp nna nnoVi nwa

Wunm ipw niayin Viaa

in ’B’an V’awnV maw aa naam p’Vy nyia nnw’ panV nm nna

D’aViy nnaV Vs ina aa s’a

run iy n’ai ’wya Via nwiaV nm nViy pxi dis maa Via mVi

laa aaVa Viyi nas mu ian’

nViy s:w’ pi pixi nasa w’s nVm ’sai nVisi naana iaVnn’

pi ia yum Viy Vma inumai

ym nsim nwm mwyi nxim pp iy Vs jaw naa ia s’a nas ayn’

’xp ViaV jn’wya nViys

’n ViaV mVnj V’B[n nsim yn] aiu nyiV w’s aaV jV’m’i [...]

nmps[n ...]a inn mV

Column V

iws Viaa p’TnnVi yi Viaa aiwV n’amnan inn ’uuxV -pen nn

mya VnanV uixiV mx

Daman pnx aa m Vy amwai pnai nnna imV mnV Viyn ’uux

’uux an ’D Vyi nnan naiw

pnVi nmnV nai ViaV Vmn pan xx’ onm Vy nnaa o’prnan inn

nuyi in’ nas mwyV ddwbVi

w’s -|V’ siV iws anmi Viaa naV yixm ion nansi ddwbi npix

laaV ins niynV laV nnnwa

id’V nwp fpnyi ix’ nVny ima ViaV as s’[a] nx’ nawnai mryi

nna imV Vsiw’V nas idib

D’lVm Vsiw’a nasn n’aVi pinxa umpV D’amnan ViaV iddV nViy

ddwbVi anVi nn’V an’Vy

DDOsna nVsn n’pmn Via Vy amain pan nVsi pm naiy Via y’unnV

inn nxyV san Via imV

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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aiisV nos nsiaisa tod: Vs op’i D’amnan Via ’rsV Vn nmaa xia’ 8

Viaa ms ton Viaa ntsia nnn Vx

man mans D’mian pins ’:aV n:aa nV::n ViaV isd: Viaai aV 9

Dima to:n anVi insn totiti

VnanV tod: Vs nmaa o’p’ nisxi insna iVnnVi inaxV nm D’amnan 10

D’aVinn Visn to:n Visa

m*snn niVi TOpa xiV N’a imaa mtsnn xiV x’a ,nsisnn pna n

isn nisx mnno:n nsnV mipina

Dp: Dip:Vi udisbV p mVsV nan ma wv niV::m nauroxV oa 12

o’UDts Da nnssV nma niVxa

nnnua ns:V D’aa xia’ Vn nnts pxV dVis nVaV o’Vni 13

mno’ xiV N’a arnpn to:n

ias nn” xiV ton: man mais Viaa nbd x’a onsna mis dn ’a 14

i:nto’ |d innai inmasa

pnnn npis nan Viaa awa p N’a nan Visa i:aa pm’ N’a na\SN pis 1

5

to:nb ts’x aTO’ xV nisxi

nms’ niVi Via o:ma Vav niV ntsxi 'uDisai nmn ViaV DmD Vs nmn 16

naixa Via Dn’a np’ niVi

n’d idnd nais: ntsx DnNn p ddV iVnn aina ntsxa mnaa niV nisx n

N’D nxm aism naa

is©’ niVi onV nisN Via nxi oniN V’nanV inmaa rnisn: niV nisN Via is

TOsa Via Vs umpn is’N

mats’ man ’sn:d Viai inma nx isn’ niV nisx Via Van N’a ,Van 19

nn:V Dmissa Viai Vana

nVxn D’pinn Viaa nnssV nmaa nid’ n’DI D:m Viaa xaoi v:dV 20

iisnm ismp nnsV nmnV

|innx aa ’D Vs nmna vissai iVats ’dV msnV ts’x pa nma Dimn nx 21

D’pnV nrra D’an:nan

Vxnis’ an ’D Vsi nnssV ms ntsx vpin Via nN mpoVi inma nN 22

mmaV nn’a dtoV D’amnan

is’x Vian saisnV vissai iVats ’dV msn ’:dV is’N poa Danai 23

nimVi VmiV ppn ,msnV

lann Dim iVats ’dV is’N niVsnV n:tsa nns amtssai omn nx DnpiD 24

nminV mns:a mnxVi

n:iVna in pa imnx Vn nan’ Vx ts’xV non nanNi m:si [na]xa msn nx is’x 25

i:mai’ lava ’a iaaV[...] mxTO’ Vxi stsn mn [... ntsp] pisa ix

niVi

26
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Column VI

mV -vim D’ain nsV 121 insi Vs unx x’2’ Vx oji pis vVs xun 1

nVxa D’is ’:bV nnmna

VmV ppn lsaum inn nx imx xxa:n Vid omnia Visa mVnm 2

iVdxv imi paaVi nsxVaV

nxsa D’is:x miss aw mm nsx oipa Viani ixsv imi 1212’ imi 3

unx Dnxa isa’ Vx imn

x’2 mm 121 ViaV onxsV lVxun pi i’:bV man 1:1202 unxi pia 4

isimnn ix VidxV pVusn 1211s’

iznmnn ix onVn misxia -panV nnunV it nVw’ pian - mmsV 5

raici
1

? it nVim pian mmsV

nnssn dip vm nsx rnpaa isa’ Vxi unmnni onVn nnsxia -panV 6

nV’Vi Dav mina ism unx

mV’ 1

? Via mimVis nx ima mpim D’aim wsiV cnx ms’Vs man 1

UDipa cmiVi nsoa xnpV misn

laun onman inana unx D’ain aiznaV "pon nr ima -paVi 8

ixipi n’lipa D’lprm nnisiV

nsx 22m nxs ViaVi usisaV lVxun jai 1:1202 anx laan dpi Via 9

lsia nx is’x 2’isnV D’aiV n’O’

DJI 12lV lO’OX 0V2’ DID 11S1 ’121 p02 IP’X 121’ Vx 10’1 OXsV 10

ainao man ’:dV 121’ Vx

i2i Via anx i2i’ Vx D’ain aanaai nna iam Vxann anxn v:bV 11

anxn X’ai D’ain ponV xiV ia?x

xiV iipx D’aiV laiV lai mx an ia>x anx Viai D’ain Vs ipaan 12

nxs nx Vxiipn anxn iasaa

nav dx D’aiV 121V nan ’nx an naxi miVn Vs anxn nan ,iti 13

Vxiana amnan Vidi 121’ lV

lVairV D’ain ipxna mpso anxn wanim imn nxs Vv poinV 14

mx’2’ noia ran dxi I’wsaVi

inxi imn ’UDa>a Vina lnrami Vis Vina noVi naxV 21122V miaa is

lVxam D’ain ’:dV nasV 1x122

lampai pnm ix aip’ D’ain nxs Vs Vnan xr npxni viai Vs Visn 16

mnua si’ xiV in’n nxsV

on na’an n:a> lV nxVia is ia?sai lnnV mamm nsx is D’ain 17

D’ann jma ansn’ Vx nxm

l’issai lVais mV viai Vs D’ain iVxan imn pna n:ai lV nxViaai is

Viun lV xx’ dxi mm2
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inn ns aa imp’ anna ’isns aim D’mnan ’a Vs mm moV ampV 19

is’sn n’ Vs nnasVa nsn

Vs nnsmn’ snV amin Vsn nma paisna nana’ amin nasVa Vs ipaan 20

ns amin npisaa si’

lamps’ naisn misn nV nsVnaan mm ’isas "jina mils mis nV nsVna 21

nV sr asn amin ’s Vs

aaisaVn nmnV nms "|nna nman "poa manna’ m’V naipV Vmw 22

mss m’n nnn ns aisVn mnnoVn

naaisan m’V 23

as amain ’s Vs m’ isnaa aa ntaais’ mss amaisan nVsn 24

ipis’ mss ts’s aa ssa’

n’S’ai ns msasai nns mis ami nine "]nna nnVma’n sm’ nsmn pna 2s

ns a’is’ mssn nanV

ns nmasa nmas mo’ ns s[is]V a’ss isnpa nam ^ms ’ispa nnsi 26

mmaV annan nnsi ’s

iaann aisa iai mar ms[sn ... n]ns mis isasan snV nm ns’is[nnn] 11

[,..]n Vna Vs

Column VII

ns isoa mnp nsnn nV mss iai VnaV ns msa nsanV ns Wp asn 1

nnVmann -]iaa

iai isoa a’annan aannan p msa asn mm nss Vs ms ams’ snVn 2

mis isasan nana

msis isasan iai muisa asn ami nino p msa: Vs Vianan nns 3

nsiaa ana’ mssn a’lsmn

nns mis isasan (S)nsia nnsi ns uaisa ’Va nnx’ mss is’snn n’ismn msis isasan 4

asn B’ismn msis isisn nsiaa n’ai mss’ ns amaa nnsi ns iam mssn Vianan s

naVis’ masV nain’ mm jma asn B’ismn msnVis isasan nam’ nnsia 6

[the actual text skips 7 lines here] nisma 7

snV mss nnsiV mu’ mssn an’ a’isis isasan naVisV nm j’isn snV asn 8

nns mis isasan oaisaa

B’ismn msnVis Van iai nmaa iai’ mssn iai Vna mssaV apnaV pn 9

nnsi mai pna laiaVn

is’sV pn a’B’ n’isnVis amin aisnaa |is’n anais’ mssn a’a’ nmss 10

amin aisnaa mam

napi’ asn B’B’ nmss isasan ms aisna Vs a’asa isnVis is ,amn nxsa snV mss 1

1

isms nm snVn ams nnsi maV -]Vn’ mssn an’ B’isnVis isasan mian 12

B’ismn msis isasan
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IT X’XV niTXI DV D’lTlVir iriyi1 D’2-In airia "pn Vx pin’ niTX W’XI 13

nxim inaa nmna

V7ip y’airaV niVaoa pmr’ nirxi dv D’lmVir ipjyn inns nnxnui ms 14

D’lTlVlT irMNI

inyna Vnn -|V’ airx ir’xm era’ miry irjyr aa mirV iVixair t nx x’xiam dv is

nxa nxin nVirV Vnn -]'?> anna irw irayji D’av nnnua nnx mir wVnam 16

pV’ wyn Vy dxi anr’ xiVi mnVir’ ann mo’ Vy pV’ airx ir’xm my anr’ xiVi n
naxa maaV ann morn inn ynn airx ir’xm D’tninm iriyn uairaa xiV airx is

nan nnnoa yv xV nanma D’Jir mtr iriyji ,nr’ dx mV mantra naVVi 19

nxiVaai air’ ann ’irix Via mxi ran npiraa yv xiV nntrai 20

mxi inana anan inanp’ dxi man Vy ran iVxir’ dw omur iV 21

usiran Vx Vxir’

trnr airy nxiVa Vy ann nxya an1 airx ir’x Viai 22

nsVa xxv ann maaV ima nairi 23

’irixa ir’xi aiy ann nxy Vx anr’ xiV laV nnnira naVV nnna 24

any[m airx a]nn

maa nasira am D’aan [m Vy xiV a]irx inna ix manoa lay 25

[van Dnxa mnVlirV

Column VIII

Viaa nVam Viaa D’a’an ,ainVir onaiai ir’x airy onir ann nxya 1

iaya oy ir’x naV yjxm non naaxi dditbi apnxi nax nnryV aama 2

DDira nriya jny nxaVi aaairi mai -|iao axn pxa njiax aiairV 3

Vxairn aVx mna nya panai naxa naaa Via oy iVnnnVi pxa naxi 4

snip aim Vxair’V iraip nn oViy nyaaV naxa ann nxy aiya: 5

airaVi yaxa nya asaV pxa nnai dditbV nax ny pnnxV D’lraip 6

Va np’ ms ]naa nam axn oViaa D’yiraV 7

D’lraip iraip pya oaipaa nrn’ Vai ninnio’ lyTyaT’ 8

Vxairn naxi D’an nm mnn nn anpVi asira nnaV oVia nyaa pnnxV 9

aViy I’xi ayira DDira pnnVi pnxa aya asaV pxnV mi oViy mpmV nna DpaV 10

inn D’ana D’B’ omur ann mon aVx paaa

ir’xV ixxan Vxair’a anon nan Viai ann ’trix nxy pna iraip iVaa’ 11

amVaVxninai naioi ma nxa’a aVxa nano’ Vx irmaa 12

nnsV aaaaV naVV Viya ’irix airia pna iVaa’ aVxa omana Vxairn 13

xaxia -]aa nx air

ivniVxV aVoa aaaya lair’ pa i:d aaaaa aina airxa 14

nya ny nVun Viaa nnryV airia an mx [airx] aama iraaa axia 15

nna ann ’irixn ir’x Viai nraip maa D’xnia iVa airxai 16
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anipn ’sax nnnoa sr Vx nan ma nan msan Viaa mo’ msx nn’n n
manpi -|nn D’ana iVnV Vis Visa nssa iar msx ns onss Visa sm Vsi is

nmV rjonan VnaV nm DDisaai mans ana’ nnxi D’ann ’D Vs nssa 19

msn nx uax snip D’ann ’uax Da iaV’ msx D’UDisan nVxi 20

nana is’x Via ms msxa inn o’ana D’aVinn snipn nssa xan Via 21

nnm nssa innVtm n’ana ix nan n’a nuna nmna nan nas’ msx 22

ViaV inss dsi uma unipn ’uaxa imx ansn’ xiVi ms aw’ xiVi 23

DDisan wnm nssn jai nnnun ]a Vnaim mss’ mmsa dxi nan 24

iann nnn dx D’a’ D’rais nss Via Vs Vxim xiVi is’x didst xiV msx 25

D’niis iV nxVia ns ms mis xiV dx [D’ann ’D Vs] nssai isnnaa aunaa 26

D’D’ 27

Column IX

umm ix ms aits’ xiV nan n’a nisisVi omits isis’ nnx mats Vs x’a 1

ismp nn’V inana ama’ nnxi D’ann ’D Vs inssi lann D’anV D’a’ D’mis pa’ 2

naxV ismp mn mo’V nVxn D’nann Visa Vxmsm nVx nima 3

naT ’aVnai mVis msaa pnxV psnVi nxon Vsai sisd naisx Vs noaV dVis 4

namm

’i27ix iV’na’ nxmn nsa psn nma nama inn D’am pns mnaa DDisaV amois s

D’ana D’aVmn Vxms’V nn’ n’ai D’ismp ismp nmnV pnnxV ismp n’a nn’n 6

nmn ’isix pan ViaV Vmim xs’ on’D Vsi pnai DDisaa lVisa’ pnnx aa pn 1

msx n’ann ’isix [in ds Dim ansn’ Vx D’ana D’aVinn ismpn ’isix pm 8

naVV ixs’ xiV nmnn nss Viaai inn D’ana naVVi Visa VnanV oann lain xiV 9

na no’nV nmn ’isix iVnn msx oaiisnn D’ODisaa iddish oaV mnmis Visa 10

Vxnisa pnnx rn’isai xmi xia ns 1

1

is’xi is’X VpisaVi nsi ns panV m Via ds Da -f?nnnV V’aisaV D’pmn nVx 12

nxi D’nsn ’dV xsam Vaisn Via nx maVi nsa nsV nVim Visa Vx psn nx missV 13

’D Vs p’innV nsn mnaai mmn ’dV pinsn aa VipisVi VmanV nsn pm 14

iVais ’dVi ianpV ima maa is’xi iddisd niissV p imna is’xi ms msxa insn is

nmsn ’isix ds aamnnVi mamV xiV msxi inxiis ds inanx pi iisanV 16

’nmaV pns ddisdi nax nsn n’ainVi Visn ’isix pina nmnn nss nx nnoVi 17

pina naxi xVd ’na DV’aisnV pi nsna DD’mnV nsn pans imna is’X inn is

innn nun ns nxm DnV nVmn Viaa msn nx is’X D’an -]VnV nnm ’isix 19

iann non xiVi is’X Viaa Vnam nxim nsa niissV xsam Via oV’aisnVi nanaV 20

dVis nxus inxiis ds inanxV nVxn D’nsa V’aisaV innn aian nVxi Vis Visa 21

aoV misi ia VisiaV nasa oma Vasi pn laV amsV nnon mna nms ’isix ds 22

d’dd nVisa Viaa psn missV Dpi Di’V insi pmV xipa is’X mmVi ia nmnn 23

pom iV Vx psn nVm nama nsn’ ia mssm Viai ms msxa iVisaa Viaai 24

man nos’ Vx DDisaVi mis xiV msx Visa mxm xiVi nsn’ ws max V[iaai] 25

uana’ omnis [... nolo’ nm’ msx Viaai visis pa’ nm[i...] 26



CHAPTER 12

The Habakkuk Pesher

(lQpHab)*

Column I

1 (
The Vision which Habakkuk the Prophet saw: How long O Lord, shall) I

cry outfor help and You not

2 {heart [1:2a]. Its interpretation concerns the be)ginning of the Last

3 (Generation . . . and what is com)ing to them.

4 (/ cry out to You, “Violence!” and You do not deliver me [1:2b] . . .

5 Why doyou show me Evil and cause me to lo)ok upon suffering,'

6 because robbery and violence are before me [1:3a]. Its interpretation

concerns those who rebel against) God with oppression and

Treachery

7 (. . . th)ey rob Ri(ches. There
)

is strife

8 {and division roused up [1:3b]. Its interpretation is because of this str)ife

and . . . because of this the Torah falls into disuse,

9 {andJudgement does not go forth triumphantly [1:4a]. The interpretation) is

that they rejected the Torah of God
10 (. . . because the Wicked encompas)sed the Righteous [1:4b].

1
1

(Its interpretation is the Wicked is the Wicked Priest and the Righteous)

is the Righteous Teacher,

12—13 (. . . because) of this Judgement goes forth {perverted. See the Nations and

behold, marvel and be astonished, for I

14—15 will work a wonder in your days, which you will not believe even if

it)

* This is a new translation, so there will be usages and translations in it beyond what

is to be found in MZCQ and JJHP. But we have chosen to leave these books as they

were to preserve their original form.
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Column II

1 is toldyou [1:5]. (Its interpretation concerns) the Traitors with the Man
2 of Lying, because they did not (believe what the) Righteous Teacher

expounded from the mouth

3 of God. (And it concerns) the Trai(tors to the Laws of God and the

New Covenant), since they

4 did not believe in the Covenant of God (and defiled His) Holy Name.

5 Likewise the interpretation of the passage (concerns the Trai)tors to

the

6 Last Days. These are the Violent Ones and the Covenant-Brea)kers,

who did not believe

7 all that they heard that was (going to happen to) the Last Generation

from the mouth of

8 the Priest, (in whose heart) God put (the intelligence) to interpret all

9 the words of His Servants the Prophets, (through whom) God foretold

10 all that was coming to His people . . . For behold, I raise up the

11 Chaldeans, a (cruel and aggressive) Nation [1:6a].

12 Its interpretation concerns the Kittim, w(ho ar)e swift and strong

13 in war, causing many to perish (by the sword and all the world to

fall under) the Dominion

14 of the Kittim . . . and the Evil Ones . . . they do not believe

15 in the Laws of (God . . . who march to the ends of the earth

16 to take possession ofpopulated places which are not their own [1:6b]. Inter-

preted, this means . . .

Column III

1 And they march across the plain, smiting and plundering the cities of

the earth.

2 For this is what is meant by taking possession ofpopulated places, which are

not their own. They are frightening

3 and terrible, for theirJudgement and Majesty proceedfrom themselves [1:7].

4 Interpreted, this concerns the Kittim
,
the fear and dread of whom is

upon all

5 the Nations. And in their Council, all their Evil plotting is planned in

advance. They deal with all Peoples with cunning and deceitfulness,

6 Their horses are swifter than leopards and more swift than

7 wolves at night. Their horsemen ride and hurl themselves from afar.
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8 and they swoop down like an eagle anxious to eat. All come to do violence and

the breath

9 of their faces is like the East wind [1:8—9a], (Its interpretation) concerns

the Kittim
,
who

10 trample the earth with their horses and pack animals.

1 1 And they come from afar, from the islands of the sea, to consu(me2

a)ll the Peoples like an insatiable eagle.

12 And they speak to all the Peoples with anger, ill-will, fury, and livid

13 faces, for this is what is

14 meant by the breath on their faces is like the East wind, and they gather

captives like sand [1:9b]

15 ... its interpretation . . .

Column IV

1 They scoff at Kings and thy ridicule Leaders [1:10a]. Its interpretation is

that

2 they jeer at the mighty and sneer at honorable men. They deride

3 kings and ministers, and they make light of large armies.

4 Thy laugh atfortified cities, and they batter down earthworks and capture them

(1:10b).

5 Its interpretation concerns the Leaders of the Kittim
,
who despise

6 the Fortresses of the Peoples,
3
laughing at them contemptuously.

7 With a mighty host, they encircle and capture them, and through terror

8 and fear, they surrender (them) into their hands, and they destroy

them because of the sins of their inhabitants.
4

9 Then the wind shifts and passes by, and he makes of this, his power

10 for his god [1:11]. Its interpretation concerns the Leaders of the Kittim
,

11 who, in their guilty Council House[“the Senate”], pass by one man
12 following another. Their Leaders come one after the other

1 3 to despoil the ea(rth. Th)is is his powerfor his god.

14 Its interpretation . .
.
(t)o the Peoples . .

. (Are You notfrom Everlasting,

15 O Lord my God, my Holy One. We shall not die. O Lord, you have)

Column V

1 ordained them for Judgement. O Rock, for chastisement You have established

them. Your eyes are too pure

2 to view Evil and You cannot look upon iniquity [1:12—13a].
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3 The interpretation of the passage is that God will not destroy His

people by the hand of the Nations.

4 But rather by the hand of His Elect, God will execute J udgement on

all the Nations, and with their chastisement

,

5 all the Evil Ones of His (own) people, who kept His Commandments

only when convenient, will be punished.

6 For this is what He meant when He said: Your eyes are too pure to look

7 upon Evil. Its interpretation is that they did not lust after their eyes

during the Era

8 of Evil. Why do you stare, O Traitors, and remain silent when the Wicked

swallowed

9 one more Righteous than he [1:13b]? Its interpretation concerns the House

of Absalom

10 and the Men of their Council who were silent at the time of the

chastisement of the Righteous Teacher

1 1 and did not aid him against the Man of Lying, who rejected

12 the Torah in the midst of all their Assembly [“their Church”]. And

You deal with man like the fish of the sea,

1 3 like creeping things, to rule over him. All of them he takes up with a fishhook,

catching them in a net

1 4 and collecting them (in a dragnet. This is why he sacrifices to his net
. )

This is

why he rejoices

1 5 (and celebrates, and bums incense to his dragnet, since by them
)
his portion isfat

16 (and his eating is plenteous [1:14—16]. Its interpretation concerns the Evil

Ones of the Rulers)

Column VI

1 of the Kittim

,

who collect their Riches with all their booty

2 like the fish of the sea.
5 As for what was said about thus sacrificing to his net

3 and burning incense to his dragnet, its interpretation is that they

4 sacrifice to their standards and worship their weapons of war,

5 since it is because of them his portion is fat and his eating plenteous.

6 Its interpretation is that they parcel out their yoke and

7 their taxes,
6 consuming [literally “eating” or “devouring”] all the

Peoples
7
year by year,

8 giving many countries over to the sword. Therefore, his sword is always

unsheathed

9 to decimate the Nations mercilessly [1:17].
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10 Its interpretation concerns the Kittim, who destroy Many by the

sword,

1 1 Young men, grown-ups, and old people, women and children, and

have no pity even on the fruit of the womb.

1 2 But I will stand up upon my watchtower

1 3 and take my stand upon my fortress
8
and spy out to see what He will say

14 to me, and wh(at I shall ans)wer when 1 am reproved [2:1]. And the Lord

answered

15 (and said, “Write down the vision and make it pla)in on tablets,

9
so that

16 he may read it on the run [2:2].

Column VII

1 And God told Habakkuk to write what was going to happen

2 to the Last Generation, but He did not inform him when the Age

would end.

3 And concerning what He said about reading and running

4 Its interpretation concerns the Righteous Teacher, to whom God
made known

5 all the Mysteries of the words of His Servants the Prophets. For there

shallyet be a vision

6 of the Appointed Time, and it will speak of the End and will not Lie [2:3a].

7 Its interpretation is that the Last Era will be extended and shall

exceed all

8 that the Prophets have foretold, since the Mysteries of God are aston-

ishing [the “Delay of the Parousia ” in Christian theology].

9 If it tarries, waitfor it, for it will surely come and not

10 delay [2:3b]. Its interpretation concerns the Men of Truth,

1 1 the Doers of the Torah, whose hand will not slacken from the service

12 of Truth,
10 though the Final Age be prolonged before them. Because

13 all the Eras of God will come to their Appointed End, as He

determined

14 them in the Mysteries of His Intelligence. Behold his (soul) is puffed

up" and not Upright

15 (within him [2:4a]). Its interpretation is that their sins will be doubled

upon them,

16 and they will not be pleased with their Judgement.

17 And the Righteous shall live by his Faith [2:4b],
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Column VIII

1 Its interpretation concerns all the Doers of the Torah [Corah-Doers"]

in the House of Judah [that is, allJews], whom
2 God will save from the House of Judgement because of their works

and their Faith
12

3 in the Righteous Teacher. Andfurthermore the arrogant man is betrayed by

Riches which

4 cannot comfort, but rather he opens his mortal soul as to Hell and like death

cannot be satisfied.

5 But rather all the Nations are gathered to him and the Peoples are collected unto

him.

6 Do they not all satirise him and make up sayings against him.

7 And they say, “Woe to the man who multiplies unto himself that which is not

his. How long will he continue to burden himself

8 with debts [2:5-6]?” Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest, who
9 at the beginning of his Office [literally “Standing”] was called by the

name of Truth. But when he ruled

10 in Israel, his heart became puffed up and he deserted God and betrayed

the Laws for the sake of

1 1 Riches. And he stole and collected the Riches of the Men of Viol-

ence, who rebelled against God.

12 And he took the Riches of the Peoples, heaping upon himself guilty

Sinfulness,

13 and he acted in the Ways of Abominations of all unclean pollution.

Will not suddenly

14 Your torturers arise andyour tormenters awake? You will be their spoils,

1 5 sinceyou spoiled many Nations, all the Remainder of the Peoples willplunder

you [2:7—8].

16 (Its interpretation con)cerns the Priest [meaning, “the High Priest ”]

who rebelled

17 (and bro)ke the Laws of (God . . .)

Column IX

1 They afflicted him with the Judgements upon Evil and inflicted upon
him the outrages of Evil pollutions

13

2 in taking Vengeance upon the flesh ofhis corpse [not the redundant “body

of his flesh” one often sees here]. As for

3 the words, sinceyou spoiled many Nations, all
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4 the Additional Ones of the Peoples will plunder you, its interpretation

concerns the Last Priests of Jerusalem,

5 who gathered Riches and profiteered from the spoils of the Peoples
14

.

6 But in the Last Days, their Riches, together with their booty, will be

given over to the hand of

7 the Army of the Kittim
,
because they are the Additional Ones of the Peoples

[
Yeter ha- 'AmirrI

5

]

.

8 Because of the Blood ofmen and the violence done to the land, the township, and

all its inhabitants [2:8],

9 Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest, whom, as a consequence

of the Evil he did to the Righteous

10 Teacher and the Men of his Council, God delivered to the hand of

his enemies to afflict him

11 with torturing (and) to consume with bitternesses of soul, because

he condemned 16

12 His Elect. Woe to the profiteer’s profiteering Evil unto his house, who places

his nest

13 high up to escape the power of Evil. You have devised shame

14 forjour house by cutting off many Peoples and sinned againstyour soul. For

15 the stones will shoutfrom the walls and the beams of wood will answer it [2:9—

11 ]-

16 (The interpretation of the passage) concerns the (Priest), who . . .

Column X

1 Its stone will be for oppression and its beams of wood for stealing. And
concerning what

2 it says, cutting off many Peoples and the sins ofyour soul,

3 its interpretation concerns the House of Judgement,
1 which God will

deliver in

4 (rendering) His Judgement in the midst of many Peoples, and He will

arraign him [literally, “lead him”] there

5 and condemn him in their midst and judge him with Fire and brim-

stone.
18 Woe

6 unto him who builds a City on Blood and establishes a township on Unright-

eousness. Behold, does

7 this not comefrom the Ford of Hosts, that the Peoples laborfor the sake of Fire

8 and the Peoples tire themselves outfor the sake of Nothingness [2:12—13]?

9 The interpretation of the passage is about the Spouter of Lying, who

leads Many astray,
19
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10 in order to build a Worthless City upon Blood and erect an Assembly

[even possibly “Church”] upon Lying,
20

1 1 for the sake of his Glory, tiring out Many with a Worthless Service

and instructing them

12 in works of Lying, so that their 'amal [“suffering works’]
21

will be

of Emptiness [or “count for nothing”—cf. the famous “Empty
Man” allusion in James 2:20], And they will be brought

13 to the (same) Judgements of Fire, with which they insulted [even

possibly “blasphemed’] and vilified the Elect of God.

1 4 For the earth mill be filled with the Knowledge of the Glory of the Lord like

waters

15 covering the s(ea [2:14]). The interpretation of the passage is that

16 in their return (to Go)d . .
.
(The Spouter)

Column XI

1 of Lying, and afterwards this Knowledge, like waters of the sea
,
will be

abundantly revealed to them.

2 Woe to the one who causes his neighbor to drink, pouring out

3 his fury unto drunkenness [also, possibly “to make them drunk’] in order

to look upon their Festivals [2:15—in the received Habakkuk, this is

“look upon their privy parts’].

4 Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest, who

5 pursued after the Righteous Teacher to swallow him in his hot

[“venomous”]

6 anger in [“with”] his House of Exile [or “Exiled House”]. And at the

completion of the Festival of Rest

7 of the Day of Atonements, he appeared to them to swallow them
,

8 causing them to stumble [literally “and cast them down”] on the Fast

Day, the Sabbath of their Rest. You are satiated more

9 with shame than Glory. Drink also and stagger [in the received version, this

is “Let your foreskin be uncovered”]!

10 For the Cup of the Right Hand of the Lord [playing on “the Cup of

Trembling”] will come around toyou and shame

11 shall coveryour Glory [2:16].

12 Its interpretation concerns the (High) Priest, whose shame was
greater than his Glory,

1 3 Because he did not circumcize the foreskin of his heart
[
here the
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“foreskin”/“privy parts” imagery, but now harking back to “the

Zadokite Covenant” of Ezek 44:7—9] and walked in his Way of

14 satiety, in the way of drinking his fill.

15 But the Cup of the Wrath of God will swallow him,
22

adding to {his

shame and disgrace, and the pain . . .

16 {Because the violence of Lebanon shall overwhelmyou and the destruction of the

dumb beasts)

Column XII

1 shall terrify you, because of the Blood of Man [literally, “Adam”23

]
and the

violence to the land, the township, and all its inhabitants [2:17],

2 The interpretation of the passage concerns the Wicked Priest. He will

be paid

3 the reward which he rewarded the Poor \tibionim
] ,

24
because Lebanon

4 is the Council of the Community and the dumb beasts are the Simple

Ones of Judah doing

5 the Torah [here the language of “doing”/“Doer” of vii.ll and viii.l

above], (ust as he conspired to destroy the Poor [Ebionim],
25

6 so too God would Judge him [the Wicked Priest] to destruction. And

as to the saying, because of the Blood

7 of the township and the violence of the land, its interpretation is: the township

is Jerusalem.

8 where the Wicked Priest committed his works of Abominations [or

“Abominable works”], polluting

9 the Temple of God. The violence of the land relates to the cities of Judah,

where

10 he stole the sustenance [“Riches”] of the Poor.’
6

Ofwhat use are graven

images, whose makers formed

11 a casting and images of Lying, in whom, the craftsman puts his trust when he

12 creates dumb idols [2:18]. The interpretation of the passage concerns

all the

13 idols of the Nations, which they create in order to serve and bow

down

14 to them. These will not save them on the Day of Judgement.
2

15 Wo{e, to anyone saying) to pieces of wood, “Awake!” and to dumb {stone),

“Arise!”

1 6 This can guide? Behold, it is covered with gold and silver.
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17 and there is no spirit at all within it. But the Lord is in His Holy

Temple,

Column XIII

1 be silent before him, all the world [2:19-20], Its interpretation concerns all

the Nations,

2 who serve stone and wood. But on the Day
3 of Judgement God will destroy all the Servants of idols

4 and Evil Ones from off the earth.
28

NOTES

1 The first use of “W,j/’/“suffering” or “works”, which will become so important

later in the document vis a vis the ideologies of the “Righteous Teacher” and “the Liar”.

The verb here is literally “eat”, important in terms of the predatory activities of
Herodians and Romans.

1
Since we identify “the Peoples” as a circumlocution for Herodians, these would be

Herodian Fortresses like Cypros, Hyrcania, Machaeros, etc.
4
This, of course, is the mea culpa cry, turned against the Jews in New Testament

theology, as for instance in Mt 27:25.

Here, a variation of the “nets”/“fishermen” imagery applied in the Gospels to Jesus’

Apostles.

An overt clear allusion to Roman “tax-farming ’

, which we interpret to apply to

Herodians.
7
Again, “eating” used seemingly to describe Roman conquests.

8
This is the explanation for the curious passage in the Damascus Document (iv.10-

12): “And with the Completion of the number of these years, there will be no more
joining to the House ofJudah. But rather a man will stand up upon his own watchtower”,

where “me%udo"/“net” has been mistakenly transcribed instead of “me%m>”/“watchtower”
as here in Hab 2:1.

9 The same “tablets” reappear in Paul’s “fleshy tablets of the heart” attack on the

Jerusalem Leadership of the Church in 2 Co 3:3—6. In attacking written credentials, not
the Apostleship by the Holy Spirit, Paul states that on these “fleshy tablets of the heart”,

one writes not “with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God, not on stone . . . not
on the letter, but the New Covenant of the Spirit”. He then goes on to assert, in an

attack not calculated to win him many friends in Jerusalem, “for the letter kills, but the

Spirit gives life”.

10
See Ga 4:15, where, as Paul sees it, he is reckoned “the Enemy” by his communities

for telling them “ Truth”, i.e., he “does not lie”, also reiterated elsewhere in the Pauline

corpus. This “Enemy” terminology is generally reckoned as having been applied to Paul

by “the Ebionites” or “Jewish Christians”.

Paul uses this same terminology, “being puffed up”, in 1 Co 4:18 and 8:1. The
latter is extremely important, because it occurs in the context of criticizing those whose
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“consciences are so weak” they will not eat “food sacrificed to idols” and are vegetarians—
an attack on the Jamesian Leadership of “the Jerusalem Church”.

12
Cf. the Letter of James 2:22. Literally the word “works” here is that amal" found

in Is 53:11—in this context “suffering works”.
13 We translate this “pollutions” not “diseases”, because of the verb “they inflicted

upon him” connected with it. Diseases are not “outrages”, nor are they “inflicted” by

anyone on anyone.
14

In our view, Herodian “tax-farming”. Again, that the “Chief Priests” profiteer from

these activities proves the point.
15 Here the definite article “he”/"the” is deliberately added. This concretizes the paral-

lel between “the Peoples”/Herodians and “the Additional Ones of the Peoples”/

Romans.
16 As in ix.l above.
17

This is the same “
Beit ha-Mishpat”/“House of Judgement” as in the exposition of

Hab 2:4 in viii.2 earlier, which makes it clear that the meaning is eschatological and akin

to the decision of Judgement.
18

I.e., “the Last Judgement”.
15

“Leading astray” is the opposite of the proper “justifying” activity “making Many
Righteous” of the Righteous Teacher.

20 Here the meaning of “Blood” is esoteric and symbolic, because the “Spouter of

Lying” is being described.
21 Now this amal ” or redemptive works are those taught by the Liar, which are

“Empty” of saving efficacy. See also the allusion to the individual, who teaches Salvation

by Faith as the “Empty Man” or “Man of Emptiness” in Ja 2:20. The “works” this

individual teaches are “Empty” ones just like here in the Habakkuk Pesher.
22

See Rev 14:6 and 16:9.

23 The actual Hebrew here is “Adam” which some could have seen as having to do

with “the Blood” of the Messiah and a possible covert or esoteric reference to the

“Jewish Christian” or Ebionite “Primal Adam” ideology.
24 The language here is taken direcdy from Is 3:9—11, applied in all early Church litera-

ture to the death of James.
25 The note of “conspiring against the Poor” is very important. There is conspiracy

here.

26
Because this has to do with “the Wicked Priest” and not “the Spouter of Lying”

and his ideology, the “Blood” here now is real again. This is the “stealing Riches” and

“plundering” we heard about earlier.

2 Now we really have the “Day of Judgement” referred to. Compare this with the

Koran 82:17-19, also on the “Day of Judgement”.
28

Again, as in Islam, “Servants of Idols” are “idolators”. The allusion to “Evil Ones”

probably refers to backsliders, accommodators, and “Traitors” among non-idolators or

Jews. Josephus, Paul, Rabbi Yohanan ben Zacchai (the proverbial founder of Rabbinic

Judaism), the Herodian Agrippa II (if he was even considered to be Jewish, which is

doubtful), his sister Bernice (Titus’ mistress), and Philo’s nephew Tiberius Alexander

(whom even Josephus says, deserted the religion of his fathers), Titus’ military com-

mander at the siege of Jerusalem, would be good examples of these from a Qumran
perspective.
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Glossary of Hebrew Terms

I have preferred simple Hebrew transliterations and, therefore, have abjured
diacritical markings. Beginning alephs also are not transliterated. In transliterating

the Hebrew letter t^adi, I use despite confusions in transliterating %ayin,

in order to conserve the common spelling of expressions like Zaddik, Zadok,
Nazoraean, etc. (there are several t^adis, but few %ajins ). I preferred the double
“/’ in Hassidim.

abeit-galuto
,
a defective expression in lQpHab, xi.6 connected with the arrest/

destruction of the Righteous Teacher. While obscure and usually translated

House of his Exile”, it most likely has a different meaning altogether

relating to the Wicked Priest’s judicial conspiracy to destroy the Righteous
Teacher, i.e., “he pursued (after) the Righteous Teacher to destroy him in

his hot anger in his Beit-Galut ”—meaning,
“
his Beit-din ”/“Beit-Mishpat ”/“his

Guilty Trial”. In fact, as we show, it probably relates to “the High Priest’s

House” where the Sanhedrin was “exiled” from the Temple Mount in the

days preceding the Uprising against Rome.
Aharonim/Dor ha-Aharon, the Last/Last Generation; the opposite of ha-Rishonim,

the First. Just as the First Covenant was associated with “the Rishonim”,

the New Covenant was associated with “the Aharonim” of the Last Times;
note how Paul refers to himself as “last” in 1 Co 15:8, a nuance not lost

in New Testament parodies of the expression, cf. also ha-Ke^ ha-Aharon
(the Last Era or Last End) and Aharit ha-Yamim (the Last Days).

'Am/'Amim, “People”/“Peoples”. In the Habakkuk Pesher and Damascus Docu-
ment referring to people—primarily Gentiles

—
“led astray” by a guilty

Establishment and its “ways” (cf. CD, viii.8, 16, and 47 and lQpHab,
viii.5, 11, and ix.5). Particularly the plural has the sense of “Herodians”,
i.e., “the Kings of the Peoples” (CD, viii.10); cf. also “Yeter ha-'Amim”

—

the Additional Ones of the Gentiles” for Romans below.
'

amal.

\

“works”,
'

amalam, “their works”; equivalent to “suffering works” or
“works with soteriological force” as per the usage in Is 53: Ilf.—where it
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occurs in conjunction with other familiar Qumranisms, such as “Da at”,

“Rabbim”, “nephesh”, “.Zaddik”, etc.). In lQpHab, viii.2 and x.12, used in

relation to both “Jamesian” works and “Pauline” works, the former (with

“amanatam” below) in the context of eschatological exegesis of Hab 2:4;

the latter, the “empty works” of “the Liar”/“Empty Man”.

Amanatam
,

“their Faith”. A pregnant expression in lQpHab, viii.2 found

together with amalam” in the exegesis of Hab 2:4 s the Righteous shall

live by his Faith” and interpreted to mean, their Faith in the Righteous

Teacher; in ii.2 and ii.4 the usage he'eminu (“believed”/“did not believe”)

is an ironic reference to the central focus of the teaching of the “Man of

Lying”/“Scoffing”.

'amod/'omdim, “stand up”/“standing”; usually translated in Qumran texts as

“come”/“coming”, but evoking Ezek 37:10’s “they stood up” and carrying

something of the connotation of “be resurrected”; cf. precisely this use in

Dan 12:13 and its reflection in Lam. R, ii.3.6. Found in the Damascus

Document both in the context of eschatological exegesis of the Zadokite

Covenant and allusion to the Messianic return; for the latter, see also Lam.

R, intro, xxiv, applying this usage to the “return of Moses and the Patri-

archs”. There is also a direct relationship with “the Standing One” in

Jewish Christian/Elkasaite/Ebionite ideology direcdy related too to the

idea of “the Primal Adam” in these traditions.

'Am (pi.
'

Aniyyim ), also 'Anayyei-Are^ “the Meek” or “Downtrodden”; one of

the sect’s several interchangeable forms of self-designation. The equivalent

of similar New Testament allusions; used synonymously with
“
Ebionim”/

“the Poor”, and “Dallim”.

'Anshei-(H)amas, “Men of Violence”; a synonym of 'Arifm/'Ari^ei-Go'im below

and most likely “the Men of War” in CD, viii.37
—“who walked with the

Man of Lying”. In lQpHab, viii.ll the allusion is to the guilty “Riches”,

which the Wicked Priest “collects” through them.

Anshei-Hesed, the Men of Piety or Pious Ones equivalent to the “Hassidim”

;

mistranslated as “Famous Men” in Ecclesiasticus.

Anshei Kodesh-Tamim, “the Men of Perfect Holiness”; equivalent to such other

Qumran usages characterizing communal membership as “the Men of Per-

fect Holiness” or the “Perfection of Holiness” {Anshei-Tamim ha-Kodesh),

“the Perfect of the Way”
(
Tamimei-Derech ), and “the Poor Ones of Piety”

{Ebionei-Hesed)\ cf. Paul on “Perfection of Holiness” in 2 Co 7:1. Probably

meant to imply Perfect Naziritism.

'Arifm, “the Violent Ones”; connected in lQpHab, ii.6 and lOf. with “the

Man of Lying”, and “Covenant-Breakers”; cf. the parallel New Testament

expression “Men of Violence” and the “Anshei-(H)amas ”
/“

'Amim ” above.

'Ari^ei-Go'im, “the Violent Ones of the Gentiles”; in 4QpPs 37, ii.20 and iv.10

they play an analogous role to Josephus’ “Idumaeans” and “pay back the

Wicked Priest for his destruction of the Righteous Teacher.

*Avlah
,
Unrighteousness, Evil or Sinning; sometimes translated as “Lying” as in
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“the township on Lying” erected by the Liar in lQpHab, x.6 or the imagery

of IQS, iv.9-17.

'avodah, work in the sense of “service” or “mission”. To be distinguished from

the more soteriological
“ '

amaT' above and “malaseh"/“ma asim” below.

Often used when discussing the “mission” or “service” of the Liar (cf.
'

avodat-shavo—worthless work; lQpHab, x.ll and 'avodat-tum'ah—work of

pollution; IQS iv.10) and those breaking off association with him in CD,
viii.30, IQS, viii.22, and ix.8; see also le' ovdam, serving them (i.e., serving

idols) in lQpHab, xii. 14.

/W/a'/Bela', as used in the Temple Scroll, varying the language of Num 4:20

and Job 20:15 and playing on all the “swallowing” language at Qumran
from Belial to leval'o/leval'am/teval' enu; possibly important for linking the

notice in 11QT, xlvi.10 to the Temple Wall Affair directed against Agrippa

II. Cf. “Bela' ”, an Edomite King in Ge 14:2ff. .and 36:32f. and its vari-

ations “Belial” (CD, tv.Hf. and 1QH, iv.10) and “Balaam” (Rev 2:14ff., 2

Pe 2:15, and Jude—the first three all making allusion to “nets” and “sna-

res”; the last, “food sacrificed to idols”). One should also compare this

to the claim Acts makes on behalf of Paul and his possible “Benjaminite”

ancestry.

Beit ha-Mishpat, “House of Judgement”; in lQpHab, viii.2 used in conjunction

with
“ '

amalam”
,
“Amanatam”

,

“doing Torah”, and “being saved” in the

“eschatological exegesis of Hab 2:4., x.3 concretizes it as the actual decision

or decree of eschatological Judgement of “Fire and brimstone” which God
delivers through His Elect “in the midst of many Nations” on all Gentiles

and Jewish backsliders; cf.
“
Mishpatei-Esh” in x.13, 2 Pe 2:9, Jude 15, Rev

20:4ff., etc., and
“
Mishpat ”, “Yom ha-Mishpat ” below.

_6«/-Yehudah, the House of Judah or simply Jews', as used in lQpHab, viii.2 to

be distinguished from the Ephraim usage in 4QpNah, i.e., Jews as opposed

to Gentile “Nilvim ” misled by a Lying Teacher. Together with
“

' Osei-

Torah”, it restricts the soteriological efficacy of the exegesis of Hab 2:4 in

a twofold manner, that is, only to Jews, and of these, only to Tora^-Doers;

cf. too its use in the eschatological exegesis of Ezek 44:15 in CD, iv.ll.

be orot
,
“in skins”; as used in 11QT, xlvii.l3ff., always connected to “things” or

“food sacrificed to idols”, a key element in James’ directives to overseas

communities as conserved in Acts 15:29 and 21:25 (in Acts 15:20, “the

pollutions of the idols”) and reflected in 1 Co 8:1 ff., 10:19ff., 2 Co 6:16

(note the specific reference to “Belial” and “Light” and “Dark” imagery),

and Rev 2:14ff. (note the attribution of the license to consume such “food”

to “Balaam” and the allusions accompanying it to “snare” and “forni-

cation” as in CD, iv.l3ff. In regard to this last, one should note the possible

play on “Be 'or”, the father at once of both “Bela' ” and “Balaam”. This

kind of word-play is known in b. San 105a in the Talmud).

be%a
,
profiteered, as in lQpHab, ix.5 on how “the Last Priests of Jerusalem

profiteered from the spoils—or looting—of the Peoples” (“ Amim”, i.e.,
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Herodians and “Violent Gentiles” generally); cf. the same usage in CD,

viii.7.

Bnei-Zadok

,

the “Sons of Zadok”; usually considered to imply genealogical

descent, however as used at Qumran—particularly in the Damascus

Document—incorporating a play on the meaning of the root Z-D-K and

carrying thereby a figurative sense; equivalent to many parallel usages like

“Sons of Light”, “Sons of Truth”, “Sons of Righteousness”, etc.; when

used eschatologically, also equivalent to New Testament expressions like

“Sons of Resurrection” (even “Sons of God”).

Bogdim, “Traitors”, an important expression in the Pesharim and the Damascus

Document, denoting those within the Community who “turned aside from

the Way” no longer following the Law (CD, i,12f.). In lQpflab, ii.lff.

referred to with “the Man of Lying” as “Covenant-Breakers” and synony-

mous with “the House of Absalom and those of their persuasion” in v.8ff.

These did not “believe” what they heard “in the End of Days” from the

Righteous Teacher. That these include “Violent Gentiles” is made clear

from the
“

'Ari^ei-Go'im’' usage and a comparison of CD, viii.4f. with

viii. 16; cf. New Testament inversions/parodies.

Chohanei-Yerushalaim ha-Aharonim
,
in lQpHab, ix.4f. “the Last Priests of Jerusa-

lem” who “profiteered from the spoil of the Peoples” and whose wealth

would be given over in the Last Days to the Army of the Kittim
;
probably

reflective of first-century euphemisms like “High Priests”/“Chief Priests”.

Da'at. Knowledge, a basic concept at Qumran very much connected with the

terminology of Is 53:11 and the process of Justification generally; in some

vocabularies,
“
Gnosis”,

Dal (pi. Dallim), “the Poor” or “the Meek”, related to
“
’Ani” above and

“
Ebion'

’

below.

Derech, “the Way”, related to IQS, viii-ix’s exegesis of Is 40:3, the Noachic

“Perfection” notation, “Straightening”, and New Testament “Way”

allusions; often inverted when “the Way of the People(s)”, the Way “of the

Kings of the Peoples”, and “the Ways of the Traitors”, “Abominations”,

“Uncleanness”, “fornication”, etc. are at issue.

Ebion (pi. Ebionim), “the Poor”; in lQpHab, xii.3ff. related to the predatory

activities of the Wicked Priest and his destruction of the Community’s

Leadership. Another of the sect’s interchangeable forms of self-

designation, as well as the name applied by the early Church to “Jewish

Christians”.

Ebionei-Hesed, “the Poor Ones of Piety” (1QH, v.23); another of the sect’s inter-

changeable forms of self-designation combining, like such parallel usages

as “Tamimei-Derech”, “Nimharei-Zedek”
, “Anshei Kodesh-Tamim"

,
etc., two fun-

damental notations.

Emet, “Truth”, a basic concept at Qumran; together with Hesed, Zedek, and Da'at

perhaps the most basic; often used in conjunction with Derech, Foundation

and Cornerstone imagery, and Da'at. An expression like “Sons of Your
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Truth” parallels formulations like “Sons of Light”, “Sons of Zadok”, “Sons

of Hesed”, and corresponding New Testament allusions.
'

E^ah/'Agat ha-Yahad, “Council” or “Community Council”, with interesting res-

onances with “the Jerusalem Council”; also having the possible

connotation of “their approach” or “their persuasion” as in
“
'agatam” in

lQpHab, v.10.

ger-nilveh
,
resident alien. An important allusion playing on the sense of “joining”

or “being attached to” of “nilveh”. Its use in 4QpNah, ii.9 prepares the way
for a clearer understanding of the exegesis of “the Zadokite Statement” in

CD, iv and elucidation of “the /W«'-Ephraim” in 4QpNah, iii.5£; see

nilvul/Nilvim below.

geviyyah/geviyyat, sometimes translated “body”, but actually “corpse”; a pivotal

usage for correctly identifying the Wicked Priest in lQpHab, ix.lf.’s “they

inflicted the Judgements of Evil by committing on him the outrages of

Evil pollutions in taking vengeance on the flesh of his corpse

hamato, “his wrath”; in lQpHab, xi.5£, the “angry wrath” with which “the

Wicked Priest pursued the Righteous Teacher”. Though thought in xi.l4f.

to relate to his “drunkenness”, the allusion, which plays on and inverts

xi.6’s imagery of “anger” and “consuming”, is to that Divine “Cup of

Wrath” which would be “poured out” upon the Wicked Priest. Cf. Rev

14:9f. in precisely this vein: “He shall drink the Wine of God’s Wrath
poured unmixed into the Cup of His Anger, and he shall be tormented

in Fire and brimstone . .
.” For the latter image see lQpHab, x.5 (also

relating to the Wicked Priest): “He will judge him with Fire and brimstone.”

Hassidim
,
literally “the Pious Ones”; the original behind the expression Hassidae-

ans and probably the basis of the Greek transliteration “Essenes”; cf.
“
Anshei-Hesed ” and the “Ebionei-Hesed” above.

Hesed
,
“Piety”; the first part of the

“
Hesed” and “Zedek” dichotomy, descriptive

of man’s relationship to the Deity, i.e., “thou shalt love the Lord thy God”.

Taken with the second, “loving one’s neighbor” or “Righteousness towards

one’s fellow man”, the two comprise the sum total of “the commands of

all Righteousness” and epitomi2e the “Opposition” ideological orientation;

the root of the terminology “Hassidim”

.

hittif “pouring out”/“spouting”; as in CD, viii,13’s “of Lying”. For CD, 1.1 4f.

“the Man of Scoffing” (or “the Comedian”) “poured out on Israel the

waters of Lying leading them astray in a trackless void without a Way”,
which combines “Lying”, “Jesting”, “Spouting”, and “leading astray” ima-

geries with inverted allusion to “wilderness” and “Way” terminologies; see

“Mattif”/“Mattif ha-Cha^av”

.

hok, “statute” or “Law”; at the heart of IQS, viii—ix’s exposition of Is 40:3’s

“Way in the wilderness”, “the Way” being “the study of the Law”. The
phrase, “zealous for the Law”, specifically occurs in ix.23 accompanied by

reference to “the Day of Vengeance”; cf. “kin at Mishpetei-Zedek” in iv.4.

Note CD, i.20’s “yapheiru hok” to describe the “pursuit after” the Zaddik—
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the synonym of lQpHab, ii.6’s Mephirei ha-Brit echoed too in lQpHab,
viii.l 7.

Hon, “Riches”; one of CD, iv.l7ff.’s “Three Nets of Belial”; in CD, vi.Hff.

and viii.4ff. (including “fornication” imagery), directed against the Estab-

lishment—probably Herodian; in lQpHab, viii.l Off. and ix.4ff. related to

the “gathering”/“robbing the Poor”/“profiteering from the Gentiles”

activities of “the Last Priests/Wicked Priest”.

lechalah/lechalot, the language of “destruction”, applied in lQpHab, xii.5f. to the

conspiracy to destroy the Righteous Teacher and the Poor, i.e., “as he

plotted to destroy the Poor”, so too would “God condemn him to

destruction”—in this context synonymous with
“
leval'o

”
“swallow

him”/“/««/ 'am” “swallow them”.

levafo/levaTam/teval'enu, the language of “swallowing”/“destruction”; applied

in lQpHab, xi.5ff. to the confrontation between “the Righteous Teacher”

and “the Wicked Priest” and the “destruction” of both. Its resonances

with the “Bela' ’’/“Behai” equivalence are purposeful, not to mention the

“hayil bala'
” of 11QT, xlvi.lO/Job 20:15 (i.e., “swallowing wealth”). Cf.

also “Balaam” as “Swallower of the People” in b. Sanh 105a. In this sense,

all aspects of the B-L
-'

usage were considered illustrative of the activity

most characterizing the Herodian Establishment, i.e., “swallowing”.

Iosif, the language of “gathering”, applied in lQpHab, viii.l 2 to the Wicked
Priest’s/Last High Priests’ “gathering Riches” and “profiteering from the

spoils of the Peoples” and a consonant harvest of blame.

maas, “reject”/“deny”/“speak derogatorily about”; a catchword for the legal

posture of “the Lying Spouter” and those of his “Assembly” or “per-

suasion”; in lQpHab, v.llf. the former “rejected” the Torah in the midst

of their whole Assembly” or “Church”. Cf. the parallel, more general, use

in i.10, IQS, iii.5fi, and CD, vii.9, viii.l 8f., and 3 1 f.

ma'asim/ma'aseihem, “works”/“their works”; generally “works of the Law,” paral-

leling the usage in the Letter of James and the use of
“ '

amal" in lQpHab
and Is 53:11. Also used with inverted sense as in lQpHab, x.llf.’s the

Liar’s “instructing them in Lying works” [ma'asei-Sheker) and 1 QS, iv.23’s
“
ma'asei-Remiyyah”, “Works of Deceit”; also see “ma'asei-To'evot” in

lQpHab, xii.8.

Ma' o%, “Protection” or “Shield”; in 1QH, vii.8ff. and 23ff. related to “Fortress”,

“strengthening”, “building”, “Wall”, “Foundations”, “Stone”, and “Cor-

nerstone” imagery; it parallels the “OMar ”/“Protection”/“Bulwark”

allusion applied to James in early Church testimony and related to “Stone”

and “Pillar” imagery in the New Testament generally.

Mattif/Mattif ha-Cha^av, “the Spouter”/“Pourer Out of Lying”; a variation of

the “Ish ha-Cha^aC (the Man of Lying) and the “Ish ha-La%on” (the Man
ofJesting/Scoffing/Comedian) imagery at Qumran, incorporating plays on
what appear to have been his characteristic activities, “pouring out” words

or waters—even perhaps speaking with his “Tongue” or “in tongues”

—

and “Lying”.
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Mepbirei ha-Brit, “Covenant-Breakers”; synonymous with “the BogdirrT/“House
of Absalom” in lQpHab, ii.lff. and v.8ff., and related to the “breaking”

charge in Ezek 44:7ff. and Ja 2: 1 Off. The opposite of IQS, v.2ff’s “Sons

of Zadok” as “Covenant-Keepers”.

Migdal, “Tower”/“Fortress”/“Bulwark”; in 1QH, vii.8ff. applied together with

the language of “Strength”, “Stone”, “Wall”, “Cornerstone”, “building”

and “Foundations” imagery to the person of the Righteous Teacher.

Mishpat
, “Judgement”; used in IQpHab, v.4ff. in conjunction with “'Beit ha-

Mishpat” above; expressive of that J udgement God would make by “the

hand of His Elect” (i.e., “the Bnei-Zadok” in CD, iv.3f.) on all Gentiles

and backsliding Jews; cf. “Beit ha-Mishpat” above, “Yom ha-Mishpat” below,

and IQS, iv.4’s “kin at Mishpetei-Zedek” (“zeal for the Judgements of

Righteousness”—the opposite of IQpHab, ix.l’s “Mishpetei-Rish'ah”).

Moreh-Zedek/Moreh ha-Zedek, the “Righteous Teacher” or “the Teacher of

Righteousness”.

nephesh-Zaddik (see also nephesh-Ebion and nephesh-'Ani ), “the soul of the Zaddik ”;

terminology remounting to Is 53: Ilf. paralleling “heart” and “body” im-

agery generally at Qumran and in Ezek 44:7ff., etc. Cf. CD, i.20 where
“
nephesh-Zaddik” is used synonymously with “Moreh ha-Zedek” and “nephesh-

Ebion” and “nephesh-'Ani” in 1QH, ii.32, iii.25, v.6, etc.

niddah/niddat
,
“unclean”/“uncleanness”; often used at Qumran in conjunction

with the imagery of “turn ah ” (pollution), as for instance in IQpHab, viii. 1 3,

CD, xii.lf., IQS, iv.10 (“Darchei-Niddah”
,
replete with “Lying” and “forni-

cation” imagery), and the Temple Scroll generally.

nilvu/Nilvim
,
“joined”/“Joiners”; evoked in 4QpNah, iii.5 in relation to the

“/V/aV-Ephraim” and in eschatological exegesis of Ezek 44:15 in CD, iv.3

(also echoed in 4QpNah, ii.9’s
“
ger-nilveh ”). Es 9:27 concretizes it as con-

notative of Gentiles “attaching themselves” to the Jewish Community,

which in turn helps elucidate the “Ephraim”/“City of Ephraim”/“Simple

Ones of Ephraim” usages. Probably synonymous in other vocabularies

with the terminology “God-Fearers”.

No^rei ha-Brit/No^rei Brito, “the Keepers of His Covenant”; cf. Ps 25:8ff., and

Ps 119, where the expression is used synonymously with “Shomrei

ha-Brit ”—the qualitatively precise definition of “the Sons of Zadok” in

IQS, v.2ff.; also “britcha yinsytr” in Deut 33:9 and 4QTest. The allusions

“Noprim”—Hebrew terminology denoting “Christians”—and “Zadokites”

can be viewed, therefore, as variations on a theme.

'oseh ha-Torah/' Osei ha-Torah, “doing Torah”/“the Doers of the Torah”-, the

expression
“

'Osei ha-Torah” limits the soteriological scope of the exegeses

of Hab 2:3 and 2:4 in IQpHab, vii.llff. to “Torah-Doers in the House of

Judah”. “Doers”/“doing”/“Breakers”/“keeping” usages are also reflected

in the language of Ja l:22ff.
“
'Oseh ha-Torah” defines xii.4f.’s “Peta'ei-

Yehudah”, distinguishing it from 4QpNah, iii’s “Petaei-Ephraim” and tying

it to the “Keepers of the Covenant” terminology. The root of “ma'aseh”/

“ma'asim ”,
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/>«&z’«-Yehudah//>«/a«-Ephraim, “the Simple Ones of Judah”/“Simple Ones of

Ephraim”; in lQpHab, xii.4f. the former are the “7ir<z/6-doing” Community
rank and file. In 4QpNa, iii.5f. the latter must be associated with Gentile

“Nilvim”, who, it is hoped, “will once again join themselves to Israel” (cf.

“
ger-nilveh ” in ii.9). In 8f. they are associated with being led astray by

“Deceivers . . . teaching their Lies, a Tongue of their Lies, Deceitful lips,

and misleading the Many”. Cf. also the use of “Litde Ones” and “Samarit-

ans” in New Testament usage.

Rabbim, “the Many”, used at Qumran to designate the rank and file of the

Community, who were presumably the beneficiaries of the justifying activi-

ties (whether via “suffering works” or imparted “Knowledge”) of the Righ-

teous Teacher/Community Council; the usage goes back to the vocabulary

of Is 53:1 1 f.—cf. also its use in the Dan 12 passage noted above. Its sense

is reversed in lQpHab, x.ll’s “wearing out Many with worthless work”

and 4QpNah, ii.8’s “leading Many astray” both relating to activities of “the

Man of Lying”.

Rasha’/Resha'im, “Evil”/“Evil Ones”; usually connected in the Pesharim to “the

Wicked Priest”, but sometimes, as in lQpHab, v.9f., to the “Man of

Lying”.

Remiyyah
,
“Deceit”; in IQS, viii.22 and ix.8 tied to covert infractions of the Law

and in IQS, viii.22ff., ix.8ff. (reflected in CD, viii.30) to consonant bans

on work, table-fellowship, or common purse; cf. “Deceit”/“Deceitful

works” in IQS, iv.9 and 23 and “Deceitful lips” in 4QpNah, ii.8.

Rishonim, “the First”; to be viewed in conjunction with allusions to “the Last”

and resonating with New Testament parodies of both; in CD, i.4ff. and

iv.9, specifically denoting the Zaddikim of old (or “the Forefathers”
)
with

whom God made “the First Covenant”.

Ruah-Emet, in IQS, iv.21 (amid allusion to baptism, etc.), “Spirit of Truth”; a

variation of the language of the “Holy Spirit”. In viii. 1 2 this relationship

to “the Holy Spirit” is made explicit. Also to be viewed in the context of

several contraries more or less typifying “the Spirit” of “the Lying Scoffer”,

i.e., “Lying”, “fornication”, “insults”, “Evil”, “Darkness”, etc. in IQS,

iv.9ff.

shavo, “worthless”; in lQpHab, x.lOf. used to characterize the Community’s

perception of the Liar’s activities, i.e., “the Worthless City” and the “worth-

less service with which he tires out Many” (cf. Ja 1:26 on his “worthless

Religion”, “heart of Deceit”, and “Tongue”).

Sheker/ma asei-Sheker, “Lying”/“works of Lying”; the terminology is part and

parcel of the “Lying”/“Spouting”/“boasting” imagery at Qumran. Often

accompanied by allusion to “the Tongue” or “lips” and used in conjunction

with reference to “works”, baptismal imagery, or “leading astray”.

Shomrei ha-Brit, “Keepers of the Covenant”, IQS, iv.2ff.’s qualitatively precise

definition of “the Sons of Zadok”, harking back to allusions in Ezek 44:6ff,

and Psalms; note the parallel represented by “No^rei-Brito” and the contrast

represented by “Mephirei ha-Brit”/“Covenant Breakers”.
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Tamim/Tamimim, “the Perfect”; also sometimes, “Perfection”—a fundamental

notion at Qumran based on references to Noah in Ge 6:9 as “Righteous

and Perfect in his Generation”; the relationship to the parallel New Testa-

ment notation (cf. Mt 5:48, 19:21, Ja 1:4„ 17, 25, 2:22, etc.) is intrinsic.

To'evot, “Abominations”

—

Darchei-To' evot, “Ways of Abominations” in lQpHab,
viii,12f. Here and in xii.8, those of the Wicked Priest, particularly his “pol-

lution of the Temple”/“ Temple treasure” through violent tax-collecting

and “robbing the Poor”. Part and parcel of the language of “polluting the

Temple”/“breaking the Covenant” in Ezek 44:6ff.; in the Temple Scroll,

related to forbidden foods (xlviii.6), marriage with nieces (lxvi.llf.; also

referred to as “niddah”), and Gentiles (lx.l7ff. and lxii.16).

Tom
, “Perfect”/“Perfection”; Tom-Derech/Tamimei-Derech, “Perfection of the

Way”/“the Perfect of the Way”; also linked to expressions based on Is

40:3 like “Yisharei-Derech”
,
“the Straight” or “Upright of the Way”.

turn’ah/feme’ ha-Mikdash/yitame et Mikdash-El

\

“pollution”/“pollution of the

Temple of God”, generally tied to a demand for “separation” (cf. 11QT,
xlvi.9ff. and CD, iv.l7ff.); with

“
To'evot ” part and parcel of the charges

relating to the admission of foreigners into the Temple in Ezek 44:7, as

well as in consonant “Zadokite”/“Zealot” ideologies. As used in lQpHab,
xii.8f., directed against the Wicked Priest who did not “circumcize the

foreskin of his heart” (Ezek 44:9), and in viii.13, IQS, v,19f., and CD,
xii.lf. linked to “niddah”.

yatfik-Zaddik (ya^diku-Zaddikim), the “Justification” ideology at Qumran based

on the terminology of Is 53:11 (and to a lesser extent. Is 5:23); cf. also its

use in Dan 12:3 above and see
“
Zaddik” and “

Zedakah” below.

yasytlem/ya^yilum, “save them”/“be saved”; the language of “Salvation”, associ-

ated with the language of the “House ofJudgement”/“Day ofJudgement”.

The first in lQpHab, viii.lf.’s exegesis of Hab 2:4 refers to the “Salvation

of the Righteous”; the second in xii,14ff., the condemnation of “the Ser-

vants of Idols (Gentile Idolators) and Evil Ones” (here backsliding Jews;

cf. 2 Pe 2:9 and 3:7).

yehalluhu, “pollute it”. This plural usage is attached to the singular allusion to

“balla ”/“Bela' ” in 11QT, xlvi.ll and forms the background to “the

Zadokite Statement” in Ezek 44:6ff., where the ban on “bringing strangers

uncircumcized in heart and flesh into My Temple to pollute it” is

enunciated.

Yeter ha-'Amim, “the Remnant” or “Additional Ones of the Gentiles”; in

lQpHab, ix.7 specifically identified with “the Army of the Kittim”, i.e., the

Romans; see 'Amim.

yikbo3, “gathering”; in lQpHab, viii.ll and ix.5 having to do with the Darchei

To'evot or “gathering” activities of the Wicked Priest/Last Priests via the

instrument of Unruly Gentiles; in this context “gathering” wealth—see also

Iosif.

Yom ha-Mishpat, “Day of Judgement”, linking up with the usages “Mishpat”/
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“Beit ha-Mishpat” and “ja^sjlem”/“ja^pilum” and used eschatologically in

lQpHab, xii.14 and xiii.2f., i.e., “on the Day of Judgement God would

destroy all the Idolators and Evil Ones from the Earth”.

Zaddik/Zaddikim, “the Righteous”/“the Righteous One(s)”; the terminology is

highly developed in Jewish Kabbalah and Jewish Resurrection theory. Via

the Is 53:11
‘

‘ya^dik-Zaddik” conceptuality, the basis of “Justification”

theorizing, Qumran’s esoteric exegesis of Ezek 44:15, and the “purist Sad-

ducee” Movement.

•s;amam/%ammu, “conspired”; in lQpHab, xii.6 relating to the Wicked Priest’s

judicial conspiracy “to destroy the Righteous Teacher”/“Poor”/“Simple of

Judah doing Torah”. In 1QH, iv.7ff. The usage applies to both “the Sons

of Belial” (Herodians) and their “nets”, not to mention all “Scoffers of

Deceit”/“Scoffers of Lying” {Mali%ei-Cha%av) who lead the people astray

“with Smooth Things”, “give vinegar to the thirsty”, and whose “works

are boasting”.

%anut, “fornication”, one of “the Three Nets of Belial”; in CD, iv.l7ff. marrying

nieces and divorce; in viii.5 tied to Riches and incest. Part and parcel of

James’ directives to overseas communities (cf. too Ja l:14f., 4:1 ff., and Rev

2:14), the imagery of which pervades Qumran; e.g., IQS, iv.lO’s “zeal for

lustfulness, ma'asei-To' evot in a spirit of %anut, and darchei-niddah in the ser-

vice of pollution” and par contra lQpHab, v.4ff.’s Elect of God “not lusting

after their eyes” (cf. 2 Pe 2:13fi).

Zedek, “Righteousness”; with Hesed, the fundamental notation at Qumran. Taken

together these two represent the basic ideological orientation of all “Oppo-
sition” groups in the Second Temple Period; the second of the two “all

Righteousness” Commandments, i.e., “loving one’s neighbor as oneself”

or “Righteousness towards one’s fellow man”, which moves easily into a

consonant demand for economic equality and an insistence on poverty.

Zedakah, also translated as “Righteousness”, but having the form of a verbal

noun implying something of the sense of “Justification”, i.e., in place of

sacrifice, one “was justified” by charity.

Note on Translation and Transcriptions

In my early work, most translations followed the work of Solomon Schechter,

R.H. Charles, Chaim Rabin, Philip Davies, A. Dupont-Sommer, G. Vermes,

T.H. Gaster, M. Burrows, and John Allegro. Later, after I found it necessary

to do translations myself, I followed my own.

For the transcriptions of the Community Rule and Habakkuk Pesher
,

I also

consulted the work of M. Burrows, John Trever, W.H. Brownlee, A.M. Haber-

mann, and E. Lohse. Where reconstructions went, sometimes I was guided by

these; sometimes, my own; and sometimes, declined to reconstruct at all. This

depended upon what made sense in translation.
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36-7
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slander 140, 178n
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